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Arthur M. Bistline 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Art Bistline [arthurmooneybistline@me.com] 
Friday, July 23, 2010 9:39AM 
jdomozick@arivb.com; Leanne M. Villa 
Eric J Kelly; Lisa Kelly 
Aed kd 
Got your message. I was hoping to receive some indication on what licenses etc were 
missing. Without that I can only assume that in fact there was nothing amiss on that 
front and it is just a pre text to avoid this deal. 
Leanne will forward you the fully executed proposal. Given that the bridge deal and the 
blow it up deal are tied together, Idaho is the proper venue and jurisdiction to hear this 
case. I am aware of the merger clause, but a promise of future performance which induces an 
agreement and which the promising party never intended to perform creates a question of fact 
for the jury in idaho and gets around the parol evidence rule. The suit will seek damages, 
as well as to rescind the the whole deal, and start with a motion for pre judgment attachment 
of the bridge for both purposes. 
I surge your clients to at least consider the cost of litigation in idaho and consider making 
some offer of settlement. 
Pleases contact me after you have considered the above. 
Sent from my iPad 
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Arthur M. Bistline 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Arthur Bistline [arthurmooneybistline@me.com] 
Friday, September 03, 2010 12:21 PM 
'Leanne Villa' 
save this please FW: KD AED 
From: Jeremy Domozick [mailto:jdomozick@domolaw.coml 
Sent: Friday, September 03, 2010 12:20 PM 
To: 'Arthur Bistline' 
Subject: RE: KD AED 
Correct. In fact, my client's plans to demolish the bridge no longer include blasting. 
Jeremy 
From: Arthur Bistline [mailto:arthurmooneybistline@me.coml 
Sent: Friday, September 03, 2010 2:44 PM 
To: 'Jeremy Domozick' 
Subject: RE: KD AED 
Ok. Just to make sure I am clear. Your client will not rescind and will not allow AED to blow the bridge pursuant to the 
contract between them (I understand that you don't think there is a contract.) 
Art. 
From: Jeremy Domozick [mailto:jdomozick@domolaw.coml 
Sent: Friday, September 03, 2010 11:05 AM 
To: 'Arthur Bistline' 
Subject: RE: KD AED 
My client will not rescind the transaction-they are going ahead with the demolition of the Bellaire Bridge as soon as 
they have gotten all the proper permits from the city. My client may be willing to reopen negotiations; however, given 
the conduct of your client, I doubt it. Your client could have had a $50,000 payment from us to settle this matter by now 
but he refused to negotiate in good faith. 
Jeremy J. Domozick, Esquire 
The Domozick Law Firm PLLC 
101 N Lynnhaven Road, Suite 202 
Virginia Beach, VA 23452 
Phone: (757} 965-3747 
Fax: (757} 351-2083 
This e-mail communication (including any attachments) may contain legally privileged and confidential information intended solely for the use of the intended 
recipient. If you are not the intended recipient, you should immediately stop reading this message and delete it from your system. Any unauthorized reading, 
distribution, copying or other use of this communication (or its attachments) is strictly prohibited. 
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From: Arthur Bistline [mailto:arthurmooneybistline@me.coml 
Sent: Friday, September 03, 2010 1:40PM 
To: 'Jeremy Domozick'; 'Jeremy Domozick' 
Cc: 'Leanne Villa' 
Subject: KD AED 
My client stands ready willing and able to return the $25,000 paid by your client if your client will rescind this entire 
transaction. Please let me know as soon as possible. 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208)665-7270 
(208)665-7290 (f) 
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ARTHUR BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
STArE OF tOAnO 1 ss 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAi? 
FILED: 
2010 OfT 30 AH II: 08 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEANI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
FACTS 
Case No. CV10-7217 
RESPONSE TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AED's ownership of the subject bridge arose from AED's involvement with the show, "The 
Imploders" on the Learning Channel. While AED was finalizing its purchase of the bridge, 
simultaneously, Lee and Krystal Chaklos negotiated with AED to purchase the bridge. Although 
AED was in negotiations with the Chaklos, AED had reservations due to the fact that AED was 
ultimately responsible for the removal of the bridge. AED's responsibility are to Roger Barrack, 
who sold AED the bridge, and to the Federal Court who had ordered removal of the bridge. 1 Any 
deal to sell the bridge required AED to be involved in the demolition both to generate cash flow for 
AED and assure proper demolition? 
1 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 4- 8. 
2 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 9. 
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On January 14, 2010, Eric Kelly (hereinafter "Kelly"), an employee of AED, and Lee 
Chaklos exchanged an e-mail where the parties agreed to all the material terms of the agreement. 
The agreement was that Kelly would purchased the bridge and sell it to KDC for $25,000 and the 
Delta Group (Lee Chaklos company) would retain AED to blast the steel superstructure for 
$175,000.3 
On May 19, 2010, Kelly sent Krystal Chaklos an e-mail which set forth the terms for the 
blasting contract between AED and Delta Demolition.4 The following day, Krystal Chaklos returned 
the signed purchase and sale agreement (hereinafter "PSA") accompanied by a fax cover sheet 
indicating that she looked forward to working with AED.5 
The PSA required KDC to pay $25,000 upon execution of the agreement. The PSA also 
provided for modification by the parties. On May 20, 2010, the parties executed a document entitled 
"Letter of Contingency", which provided the $25,000 would be paid no later than May 25th and if 
not so paid, all prior agreements of the parties would be null and void. The purchase money for the 
bridge was not paid on May 25th. 6 On May 2ih, AED informed KDC the contract was terminated 
because the purchase money was not paid. 7 
After the PSA was void based on the failure to pay, AED and KDC continued to negotiate 
regarding the sale and demolition of the bridge. On June 1, 2010, Kelly proposed to sell the bridge 
to KDC per the original agreement provided KDC executed a contract to allow AED to blast the 
bridge. Krystal Chaklos responded, "You have my word that AED will do the blast as long as you 
3 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 11. 
4 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 12. 
5 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 13. 
6 In response to the Court's question at the last hearing regarding the recitation of consideration paid in the bill of sale 
given from AED to KDC, a false recitation of consideration is not conclusive that the consideration was paid. Lewis v. 
Fletcher 101 Idaho 530, 532, 617 P.2d 834, 836 (1980). Affidvit of Eric Kelly at 15. 
7 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 16. 
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are still receptive to doing ... Krystal." 8 The same day, KDC and AED executed a contract for AED 
to blast the bridge (hereinafter the "Demolition Agreement").9 The purchase money for the sale of 
the bridge was paid on June 3, 2010. 
The demolition agreement required KDC to pay $30,000 on or before June 9, 2010. The 
PSA required that KDC substitute itself as the real party in interest into the federal court case. 10 
KDC did not pay the deposit on the gth as required by the purchase and sale agreement and refused to 
take the steps necessary to substitute itself into the federal court lawsuit. 11 
After June gth, AED continued in good faith to fulfill its obligations pursuant to the parties' 
bargain, notwithstanding the fact that KDC had for the second time breached the agreement. AED 
incurred time and expenses, including the purchase of the explosives for the job which had been 
c. h . 12 custom cut 1.0r t e proJect. 
On June 14th, AED inquired regarding payment and informed KDC that AED would not be 
going any further unless AED received payment pursuant to the parties' written agreement. 13 In that 
same e-mail Kelly informed KDC that it would take about two days to obtain a West Virginia 
contractor's license in response to KDC's continued stalling of payment based on the failure of AED 
to have that license. It took three days to obtain that license. 14 
On June 16th, Kelly and Lee Chaklos had a discussion about the failure ofKDC to pay the 
$30,000 as required by the demolition agreement. 15 During that exchange, Lee Chaklos offered to 
sell the bridge back to AED for $25,000. Later that day, Krystal Chaklos sent Kelly a letter stating 
that the price to buy the bridge back was the amount of the blast contract-- $175,000. Then later, 
8 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 18. 
9 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 19. 
10 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 20. 
11 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at20. 
12 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 28. 
13 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 23. 
14 Affidavit of Mark Wilburn. 
15 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 24. 
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Krystal Chaklos sent Kelly and e-mail informing him that AED needed a West Virginia Contractors 
License to participate in the project and that AED would be paid when Delta had received the City of 
Benwood's permit to proceed. 16 
On June 18th AED responded in writing to Krystal Chaklos' e-mail regarding KDC's failure 
to pay based on permitting and informed her that permitting was not a condition precedent to 
payment. AED further informed her necessary permitting would be in place by the time AED had to 
perform under the parties agreement. 17 On June 29th AED informed Krystal Chaklos that AED stood 
ready, willing, and able to perform. 18 
On July ih, AED involved its counsel who wrote to Krystal Chaklos and demanded either 
that the deposit be wired or that suit would be filed. 19 The response to the demand was that KDC 
had discussed the proposal with its counsel and the KDC was not in breach of the proposal because 
AED was not qualified to do the job. In that same response, KDC repudiated its obligation to go 
forward with AED on the demolition project. Counsel for AED then demanded the KDC identify in 
what respects AED was not qualified to do the job, and the response was that AED had not, 
" ... conveyed the proper paperwork for qualification," and that AED and Kelly were well aware of 
the required paperwork, but the "required paperwork" was left still left undefined. 20 
On July 13th counsel for KDC wrote a letter to counsel for AED taking the position that the 
blasting contract was not a contract, and alleged KDC had not signed it and that even if it was a 
contract, AED had breached it because AED did not have a West Virginia contractor's license and, 
" ... did not meet other various licensing and permit requirements," but again the requirements were 
16 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 25, 26 
17 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 27. 
18 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 28. 
19 Affidavit Krystal Chaklos in support of motion for summary judgment at Exhibit D. 
20 Affidavit Krystal Chaklos in support of motion for summary judgment at Exhibit E. 
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left unidentified. 21 Furthermore, KDC now took the position that AED did not have proper 
msurance. 
Additionally, on July 13th, AED offered to return KDC's purchase money for the bridge. 22 
On July 21st counsel for AED spoke with counsel for KDC and asked him to identify what 
licensing requirements were missing and no additional information was provided. 23 No more 
specific information was provided. This suit was then commenced. 
KDC is only entitled to summary judgment that Lee Chaklos bears no personal responsibility 
as an officer, director or shareholder ofKDC as he held none of those positions. 
I. AED's failure to have a license at the time of contracting with KDC does not render the 
agreement illegal because the purpose of the agreement is not illegal, AED could have (and 
did) acquired a license, and failure to obtain a permit does not render a construction contract 
illegal in West Virginia. 
KDC argues that its contract with AED is illegal because AED did not have a West Virginia 
Contractors license. The failure to have the required governmental or agency approvals is not a 
prerequisite to entering into a valid contract, and the failure to have a West Virginia Contractors 
license is not a defense to a breach of contract action. 
An illegal contract is one whose purpose is to break the law as in Trees v. Kersey, 13 8 Idaho 
3, 56 P.3d 765 (2002). The Court in that case found the parties agreement to be illegal because the 
purpose of the contract was to break the law - to engage in public works contracts without proper 
licensing. The contract in question here is not for an illegal purpose. In order for the logic of the 
Trees case to be applicable here, the parties would have had to have an agreement that AED would 
not obtain a contractor's license. Such is not contemplated by the parties' agreement. It is true that 
21 Affidavit of Arthur M. Bistline at 2. 
22 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 29. 
23 Affidavit of Arthur M. Bistline at 3. 
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AED cannot perform the agreement without first obtaining a license, but that does not render the 
agreement illegal. 
It is a fact that AED did not have a West Virginia contractor's license at the time the parties 
reached the agreement, but that does not render the agreement illegal. As the West Virginia 
Supreme Court has noted, the fact that a party may need to take steps to obtain proper government 
approval does not render a contract illegal. 
Many contracts cannot lawfully be performed without securing a 
permit, license, or approval from some governmental officer or board, 
and yet the contracts are not deemed illegal. Professor Williston says, 
'The fact that a party bargains to do an act which will be illegal unless 
governmental permission is obtained does not make such bargain 
illegal, and if he does not obtain such permission he is responsible in 
damages for failure to perform. 
Magruderv. Hagen-Ratcliff& Co. 131 W.Va. 
679, 685-686, 50 S.E.2d 488, 492 -
493 (W.Va.1948) citing Nusenbaum v. 
Chambers & Chambers, 322 Mass. 419, 77 
N.E.2d 780, 782 (Mass. 1948) 
citing Williston on Contracts (Rev.Ed.) § 1767, 
note 3.' 
Most importantly, the contract is not unenforceable based on illegality because the contract cannot 
even be found to be illegal based on a failure to obtain a West Virginia Contractor license. Even if 
AED had performed the work without a license, AED could still maintain suit to be paid based on 
the contract. 
Thus, we now hold that the West Virginia Contractor Licensing Act, 
West Virginia Code§§ 21-11-1, et seq. (1991), does not bar a 
contractor who is not properly licensed thereunder from bringing or 
maintaining an action, including any counterclaim, in any court of this 
state to recover performance compensation under a construction 
contract with a property owner. 
Timber Ridge, Inc. v. Hunt Country 
Asphalt & Paving, LLC, 222 W.Va. 
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784, 789, 671 S.E.2d 789, 794 (W.Va. 
2008) 
Whether or not AED had a valid contractor's license is not relevant to whether the contract between 
AED and KDC is illegal. The contract is not illegal. 
II. AED adequately alleged that KDC agreed that AED would assist in the demolition of the 
bridge and that KDC had no intention of honoring that bargain when it made it. 
KDC next argues that AED did not plead fraud with specificity because AED did not indicate 
" ... which defendant made the representation, when it was made, or what the actual contents of the 
representation were." AED is not alleging that KDC made a fraudulent representation of a past fact, 
AED is alleging that KDC made a promise it never intended to keep - a promise made in order to 
induce AED to go forward with the sale of the bridge. The promise was made orally on more than 
one occasion, and in signed writing on June 1st, 2010, which is attached to Plaintiffs amended 
complaint and counter claim as Exhibit B. 
AED's complaint sets forth exactly what promise was made that AED alleges KDC never 
intended to keep and complies with the rule that allegations of fraud be plead with specificity. 
III. KDC has no standing to raise the issue of AED's corporate status and AED has been 
reinstated so its corporate status is no longer relevant. 
KDC has no standing to challenge its agreement with AED on the grounds that AED did not 
exist and therefore did not have the power to act. Idaho Code 30-1-304(1) provides, " ... the validity 
of corporate action may not be challenged on the ground that the corporation lacks or lacked power 
to act." Subsection 2 of that statute provides when Corporation action may be attacked and by 
whom, and KDC is not allowed to challenge this action. KDC cannot escape its contractual 
obligations by arguing that AED did not have the capacity to act. 
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Furthermore, as this Court has already noted, Idaho Code 30-1-1422 provides that 
reinstatement after administrative dissolution is retroactive to the date of dissolution and it is as if 
dissolution never occurred. AED has been reinstated, so it is as if dissolution had never occurred. 
IV. Whether a party has been fraudulently induced into entering into an agreement is a question 
of fact and the facts and circumstances surrounding the breach of the demolition agreement 
by KDC indicate that KDC never had any intention of honoring that agreement. 
The argument that there is no evidence that as of June 1st KDC did not intend to fully 
perform the agreement and that KDC terminated the agreement when AED threatened it with a 
lawsuit for failing to pay the deposit. KDC breached the demolition contract under circumstances 
which could lead a jury to reasonably conclude that it never intended to honor that contract. 
Whether or not a party was fraudulently induced into enter into a contract is a question of 
fact. "Thus, even assuming the district court concluded that these actions amount to fraud in the 
inducement, there are factual disagreements about the understanding and intent of each party to the 
deed of trust and promissory note, precluding summary judgment." Losee v. Idaho Co. 148 Idaho 
219, 223-224, 220 P.3d 575, 579- 580 (2009) 
Evidence of fraudulent inducement can be proved by circumstantial evidence. Progressive 
Ins. Co. v. Wasoka 178 Vt. 337, 372, 885 A.2d 1166, 1192 (Vt.2005). This makes sense because 
the party accused of fraud is always going to maintain that he or she had the present intent to fulfill 
the contract, as is the case here. However, the circumstances surrounding that party's breach or 
repudiation of the agreement create the question of fact as to whether the party ever intended to 
fulfill that promise. "But while breach alone is no evidence of fraudulent intent, breach combined 
with "slight circumstantial evidence" of fraud is enough to support a verdict for fraudulent 
inducement." Tony Gullo Motors I, L.P. v. Chapa 212 S.W.3d 299, 305 (Tex.2006) 
RESPONSE TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT -8 
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KDC alleges that it's breach was excused because," ... AED never supplied any of the 
necessary permits or licenses to perform operations in West Virgina."24 This is the same excuse 
KDC provided before terminating the contract and there is no reasonable interpretation of the 
parties' agreement that supports taking this position. KDC created a condition precedent to payment 
when none exists. 
Not only was KDC creating conditions precedent where none existed, KDC was withholding 
payment based on the failure ofKDC to obtain the necessary permits. Krystal Chaklos clearly sets 
forth that AED will be paid when KDC obtains the necessary permits.25 
KDC's only defense to its breach by failing to pay the deposit is not supported by the plain 
language of the parties' written agreement. That agreement contains no contingencies which would 
allow the withholding of the deposit and cannot be reasonably interpreted that way. It certainly 
cannot be interpreted as allowing KDC to withhold the deposit until KDC has obtained its permits. 
KDC is·in such blatant breach of the parties' agreement, a jury could reasonably conclude it 
never had the intention of fulfilling its promise to allow AED to blast the bridge. 
V. AED can seek rescission because only an offer of tender is required and AED offered to 
return the purchase price for the bridge before filing suit. 
In Harger the Idaho Supreme Court correctly sets forth the law regarding an action at law to 
enforce a rescission - an action on rescission, as opposed to an equitable action for rescission. An 
action at law based on a rescission requires that a valid tender occur. It is an element of rescission. 
This is an action for rescission based on fraud and also on material breach of contract, and tender is 
not required, only an offer of tender. 
A legal rescission, which requires a showing of actual tender, is accomplished by a meeting 
of the minds of the parties to a contract to terminate their agreement. 
24 Affidavit ofKrystal Chaklos in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment at paragraph 8. 
25 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 26. 
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Mutual assent may be by offer to rescind and acceptance by the other 
party, but the offer on the one side must be accepted on the other, 
before its withdrawal, and one party to a contract cannot abrogate or 
rescind it by merely giving notice to the other of its intention so to do. 
However, where a party, even without right, claims to rescind a 
contract, if the other party agrees to the rescission or does not object 
thereto and permits it to be rescinded, the rescission is by mutual 
consent." 
Lowe v. Lyrn 103 Idaho 259,262,646 
P.2d 1030, 1033 (Idaho App., 1982) 
citing 17 A C.J.S. Contracts s 389, at 466 
(1963). 
"An intent to rescind a contract may be inferred .... However, such a rescission is in effect a parole 
modification of the written agreement which in Idaho must be proven by clear and convincing 
evidence." Lewis v. Huff 125 Idaho 438, 440, 872 P.2d 701, 703 (1994) citing MK. Transport v. 
Grover, 101 Idaho 345, 349 n. 5, 612 P.2d 1192, 1196 n. 5 (1980). 
Thus, a rescission is a contract which occurs outside of court and in order to have a valid 
legal rescission, a valid tender of consideration is required. Harger. However, when a rescission 
agreement is not reached and one of the parties goes to Court seeking rescission, tender is not 
required. This is exactly what Harger acknowledges in the following passage: 
Whether Harger's April 2005 letter constitutes a valid tender of 
O'Connor's deposit, and whether rescission as an equitable remedy 
is available are two separate issues. Once O'Connor filed suit for 
breach of contract against Harger, Harger was relieved of his duty 
to tender O'Connor's deposit, constituting a valid rescission, absent 
a court order. 
Whether Harger completed a valid tender, making rescission outside of 
court proper does nothing to reduce the equitable powers of the trial 
court. The district court, in this case was free to fashion an equitable 
remedy as it saw fit. Therefore it is not necessary for this Court to 
determine the sufficiency of Harger's tender in this case. O'Connor v. 
Harger Const., Inc. 145 Idaho 904, 912, 188 P.3d 846, 54 (Idaho, 
2008) 
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The Idaho Supreme Court specifically acknowledges that the issue of a valid tender is only relevant 
whether a valid rescission was completed out of Court- a legal agreement to rescind. For example, 
if Harger were claiming that the parties had agreed to a rescission, then Harger had to show proper 
tender. The Court then expressly holds that the failure to complete a rescission out of court is not 
relevant to the trial Court's ability to rescind a contract. 
AED is not claiming a valid rescission occurred, only that it is entitled to a judgment for 
rescission based on fraud or a material breach of the parties agreement. An actual tender of 
consideration is not required in such a case, which is what Harger was acknowledging. Harger is 
consistent with prior Idaho law that only an offer to restore the other party the consideration that 
party provided is required to seek rescission by the Court. 
"A party seeking to rescind a transaction on the ground of fraud must restore or offer to 
restore the other party to the status quo before the contract was formed. Watson v. Weick, 141 
Idaho 500, 507, 112 P.3d 788, 795 (2005) citing White v. Mock, 140 Idaho 882, 104 P.3d 356 
(2004); Haener v. Albro, 73 Idaho 250, 249 P.2d 919 (1952). Also see Lithocraft, Inc. v. Rocky 
Mountain Marketing, 108 Idaho 247,248,697 P.2d 1261, 1262 (Ct.App.1985)- "It is well-
established that he who seeks equity must first do equity; he who seeks equitable rescission must 
first tender or offer to tender that which he has received.". (emphasis supplied) 
When a party is seeking a judgment for rescission, an offer to tender is all that is required and 
such was made in this case. On July 13th, 2010, AED informed KDC it was their last chance to 
accept the return of their money.26 That is an offer to return the consideration provided and 
sufficient to allow AED to seek rescission. 
Also see Stefanac v. Cranbrook Educational Community, 435 Mich. 155, 208, 458 N.W.2d 
56, 80 (Mich.1990) 
26 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 29 
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The chancellor had the power to cancel or rescind a contract. A 
person could, therefore, bring an action seeking cancellation of a 
contract or release, as distinguished from an action claiming that 
the contract or release had been rescinded. This Court said: 
"It is said that plaintiff neither restored nor 
offered to restore to defendant the property 
received before seeking rescission. Neither 
was necessary. A bill in equity praying 
rescission proceeds on a theory that there has 
been no rescission, not on the theory that 
rescission has already been accomplished." 
Witte v. Hobolth, 224 Mich. 286, 290, 195 
N.W. 82 (1923). (Emphasis added.) 
A claim in a lawsuit for rescission based on fraud or a material breach of the parties agreement, as 
opposed to an action based on the factual allegation that the parties reached an agreement to rescind 
are not the same things. This action is the former and no actual tender is required before AED can 
proceed with the claim. 
Furthermore, AED has plead that the agreement that it be allowed to blast the bridge was 
material to the parties agreement. When a material provision of the parties' contract is breached, the 
non-breaching party is entitled to rescission as one of its remedies. Ervin Canst. Co. v. Van Orden 
125 Idaho 695, 699-700, 874 P.2d 506, 510- 511 (1993). Whether or not a breach is material is a 
question of fact. Id. 
AED is entitled to rescission if it proves fraud or a material breach of the parties' agreement. 
Actual tender was not required to seek this relief. 
VI. If AED proves fraud, then one of AED's options is specific performance as the involvement 
of AED in the demolition process was and is material to AED. 
AED is the party on the hook to Roger Barack, the original owner of the bridge, as well as to 
the United States Federal District Court to ensure proper removal of the bridge. That is why AED 
made it a condition that AED be involved in the demolition. 
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KDC has indicated it no longer intends to use explosives to demolish the bridge or AED in 
any manner, which increases the risk and costs associated with removal of the bridge. This increases 
the risk that AED will be required to expend money to comply with its obligations to Barrack as well 
as to the federal court, but no number can be placed on that risk. It is this risk AED sought to avoid 
by requiring it be involved in the demolition of the bridge and no number can be placed on this 
increased risk. "Performance of services of such a character that their value cannot be estimated by 
a pecuniary standard is required to permit a decree of specific performance." Andrews v. Aikens, 
44 Idaho 797, 798, 260 P. 423, 424 (1927) 
Furthermore, in light ofKDC's failure to pay the purchase money for the bridge, and then the 
failure to pay the $30,000 deposit, as well as Lee Chaklos's efforts to borrow against the bridge, it is 
seriously in question whether AED will have any remedy at law to recoup monetary damages 
occasioned by KDC's breach of the blasting agreement and the unknown monetary damages which 
may occur because KDC does not properly remove the bridge. 
AED bargained for and received the consideration that it would participate in the demolition 
of the bridge to guard against certain risks identified above. AED is entitled to what it bargained for 
and if not entitled to rescission, AED is entitled to specific performance. If KDC does not wish for 
AED to be involved, then KDC should accept AED's offer of rescission. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above, AED requests that this Court grant none of the relief sought 
by KDC in its motion for summary judgment, other than to dismiss Lee Chaklos in his individual 
capacity. 
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DATED this 70 day of December, 2010. 
ARTHURM.BISTLINE ~ 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the tiJ~ day of December, 2010, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing RESPONSE TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
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Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and K.rystal Chaklos 
IN THE DJSTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KR YST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CVl0-7217 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Date: January 12, 2011 
Time: 9:30 a.m. (Pacific Time) 
Hon. John T. Mitchell, Presiding 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that defendants, by and through their attorneys of 
record, HaJl, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., will bring for hearing their Motion to Strike 
Mfidavits of Arthur Bistline, Eric Kelly, and Mark Wilburn filed in Support of Plaintiff's 
Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment on Wednesday, January 12. 2011. at 
9:30 a.m. (Pacific Time), at the Kootenai County Courthouse, before the Honorable John T. 
Mitchell. 
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DATED this _2 day of January, 2011. 
'HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
By Rm-d~~~~~L~.~Sc~T-~~~~---=-~-----
Defendants Investments, LLC, 
Lee Ch os and Krystal Chaklos 
./ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the __5. day of January, 2011, I ca~tsed to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of 
the following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
NOTICE OF HEARING- 2 
/ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 208/665-7290 
Email arthurmoonevbistline@me.com 
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Attorneys for Defendants K.DC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE C:HAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
DEFENDANTS MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
DECISION HOLDING THAT 
PLAINTIFF IS NOT ENTITLED TO 
RESCISSION 
COME NOW defendants, KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
(collectively referred to as "KDC"), by and through their counsel of record, Hall, Farley, 
Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., and submit this Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to 
Reconsider Decision Holding That Plaintiff is Not Entitled to Rescission. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
On December 6, 2010, the Court heard argument from the parties on KDC's Motion for 
Preliminary Injunction and other related motions. Relevant to this action, plaintiff argued that it 
was entitled to rescission, because O'Connor v. Harger Construction, Inc., 145 Idaho 904, 188 
P.3d 846 (2008), changed Idaho common law that had existed since prior to statehood, and no 
longer required a party seeking rescission to have made a tender. On December 15, 2010, the 
Court issued its Memorandum Decision and Order on defendant KDC's Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction. With regard to plaintiffs request for rescission of the Asset Purchase and Liability 
Assumption Agreement ("Purchase Agreement"), the Court tbund plaintiff's arguments 
regarding O'Connor were misguided and held that "AED has failed to tender the $25,000.00. 
Rescission is not available to AED." /d. at p. 16. 
AED now asks the Court to reconsider its ruling regarding rescission, based upon yet 
another incorrect reading of the O'Connor case. Specifically, plaintiff now appears to argue that 
0 'Connor does not change well established Idaho case law regarding rescission, but instead 
attempts to make a distinction between out of court and in court rescission. Regardless, AED has 
failed to supply the Court with new facts or new case law in support of its Motion to Reconsider. 
Instead, AED has simply reargued earlier cited cases in an attempt at a second bite at the apple. 
Like its original misreading of O'Connor, plaintiff's new reading of O'Connor faits to get around 
the well established requirement in Idaho, that a party seeking rescission must have tendered 
back the consideration for the agreement, and the instant motion for reconsideration should be 
denied. 
DEFENDANTS MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
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II. STANDARD 
The decision to grant or deny a request for reconsideration generally rests in the soWld 
discretion of the trial court. Straub v. Smith, 145 Idaho 65, 175 P. 3d 754 (2007); Jordan v. 
Beeks, 135 Idaho 586, 21 P.3d 908 (2001); Watson v. Navistar lnt'l Transp. Corp., 121 Idaho 
643, 827 P.2d 656 (1992). When roling on a motion for reconsideration, "the trial court should 
take into account any new facts presented by the moving party that bear on the correctness of the 
__ . order." Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat. Bank of North Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 800 
P.2d 1026 (1990). "A rehearing or reconsideration in the trial court usually involves new or 
additional facts, and a more comprehensive presentation of both law and fact. Indeed, the chief 
virtue of a reconsideration is to obtain a full and complete presentation of all available facts, so 
that the truth may be ascertained, and justice done, as nearly as may be." /d. The burden is on 
the moving party to bring to the trial court's attention the new facts. /d. 
lll. ARGUMENT 
AED has not presented any new facts or argument with regard to its request for 
reconsideration of the Court's ruling that AED may not seek rescission. Rather, AED merely 
rehashes its previous argument. 
AED is not entitled to rescind the Purchase Agreement because it failed to take the 
necessary steps to preserve a claim of rescission. 
At common law, if a party's manifestation of assent to contract was induced by 
either a fraudulent or a material misrepresentation by the other party, upon which 
the recipient was justified in relying, the contract was voidable by the recipient. 
See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § l64(A) (1981). A 
voidable contract exists where one or more parties have the power to avoid the 
legal relations created by the contract, or by ratification of the contract to 
extinguish the power of avoidance. See id. at § 7. Material misrepresentation 
permits the defrauded party to elect from three possible remedies: damages, 
DEFENDANTS MEMORANDUM TN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 1'0 RECONSIDER 
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rescission or enforcement of the bargain against the fraudulent party according to 
the fraudulent party's representation of the bargain. See 12 Samuel Williston, 
Contracts§ 1523, at 606-07 (3rd ed.l970); Queen City Farms v. CentrQ/ Nat. Ins./ 
126 Wash.2d 50. 891 P.2d 718 (1995). 
Rescission of a contract is intended to place the parties in the positions they 
occupied prior to the contract and is available only when one. of the parties has 
committed a material breach, which destroys the entire purpose for entering into 
the contract. See Crowley v. Lafayette Lite Ins. Co .. 106ldaho 818, 821.. 683 P.2d 
854. 857 (1984). The party desiring to rescind a contract must, prior to 
rescinding, tender back to the other party any consideration or benefit received 
under the contract by the rescinding party. See id,· see also Peterson v. Universal 
Automobile Ins. Co .. 53 Idaho 11. 16, 20 P.2d 1016. 1021 {1933) (The company, 
after notice of the ground for forfeiture, by retaining the premium without 
canceling the policy, waives the breach); Gossett v. Farmers Ins. Co. of 
Washington. 133 Wash.2d 954, 948 P .2d 1264. 1274 (1997); 17 Am.Jur.2d 
Contracts§ 512 (1964); 17A C.J.S. Contracts§ 439 (1963). These rules of the 
common law are in effect in Idaho unless modified by other legislative 
enactments. See I.C. § 73·116; Evans v. Twin Falls County, 118 Idaho 210, 215. 
796 P.2d 87, 92 0990). 
~016 
Robinson v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 137 Idaho 173, 180-181, 45 P.3d 829, 836-837 
(2002); see also, Primary Health Network, Inc. v. State, Dept. of Admin./ 137 Idaho 663, 668, 52 
P.3d 307, 312 (2002) (rescission is an equitable remedy that totally abrogates the contract and is 
normally granted only when one of the parties has committed a breach so material that it destroys 
or vitiates the entire purpose for entering into the contract). 
In arguing against the preliminary injunction, plaintiff took the position that 0 'Connor v. 
Harger Construction, Inc., altered the common law of rescission that had existed in Idaho prior 
to statehood, that a party seeking rescission of a contract, must first, tender back to the other 
party any consideration or benefit received under the contract. After considering plaintiffs 
argument and the established case law cited by KDC regarding parties seeking rescission, the 
Court stated, "[t]his Court agrees with KDC, that such proposition by AED is a grossly 
misleading argument." The Court went on to quote directly from the O'Connor case "[a) party 
DEFENDANTS MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
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seeking to rescind a contract must ordinarily return any consideration of the benefit received 
before the rescission is valid. More than a mere offer of the deposit is required; the party must 
exhibit an actual intent and willingness to pay to constitute a valid tender." 
For purposes of this Motion to Reconsider, AED has apparently abandoned its earlier 
argument and now argues that 0 'Connor "sets forth the law regarding an action at law to enforce 
a rescission-an action on rescission, as opposed to an equitable action for rescission. An action 
at law based Q!! a rescission requires that a valid tender occur. It is an element of rescission. 
This is an action for rescission based on fraud and also on material breach of contract, and tender 
is not required, only an offer of tender." See AED's Response to Summary Judgment, p. 9 
(emphasis in original). 
Plaintiffs new reading of 0 'Connor is similarly misleading and incorrect. As explained 
below, O'Connor does not establish a change to Idaho's common law regarding rescission or the 
tender requirements, and does not call out a distinction between rescission as a cause of action or 
as a remedy sought. 
In 0 'Connor, the plaintiff O'Connor purchased land from the defendant Harger with an 
agreement that defendant would also build a home on the land, with both the plaintiff and the 
defendant believing that access to the land could be obtained via an easement with a neighbor. 
The easement could not be obtained. Jd. 145 Idaho at 907·910, 188 P.3d at 846-849. The 
defendant offered to rescind the contract and return the deposit money. In response, the plaintiff 
filed an action for breach of contract seeking damages, specific performance or restitution. Id. 
The district court rescinded the contract and ordered the defendant to return the deposit (minus 
materials kept by the plaintiff). Plaintiff O'Connor appealed the district court's decision, arguing 
DEll'ENDANTS MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
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that rescission was not available because the defendant had not actually tendered the deposit 
money back and. therefore, was not entitled to rescission. !d. In affirming the lower court's 
decision, the Supreme Court of Idaho stated "[a] party seeking to rescind a contract ordinarily 
must return any consideration or the benefit received by the rescinding party before the 
rescission is valid. More than a mere offer of the deposit is required; the party must exhibit an 
actual intent and willingness to pay to constitute a valid tender." The Court then went on to state 
that the defendant was relieved of its duty to tender the deposit "[o]nce O'Connor filed suit for 
breach of contract against Harger .... " !d. 145 Idaho at 912, 188 P.3d at 854. 
0 'Connor does not stand for either of the two separate theories put forth by plaintiff. 
Rather, 0 'Connor merely continues the long standing common law rule that "[a] party seeking to 
rescind a contract ordinarily must return any consideration or the benefit received by the 
rescinding party before the rescission is valid. More than a mere offer of the deposit is required; 
the party must exhibit an actual intent and willingness to pay to constitute a valid tender." !d. 
145 Idaho at 911, 188 P.3d at 853. 
In this case, unlike 0 'Connor. AED had an opportunity, and an obligation. to tender the 
consideration for the Purchase Agreement back to KDC prior to filing suit, but failed to do so. 
Plaintiff's new reading of 0 'Connor fails to give rise to the Court to reconsider its previous 
ruling that plaintitr s may not seek rescission of the Purchase Agreement. As such, AED is 
precluded, as a matter of law, from seeking rescission of the Purchase Agreement. 
Final1y, in support of its Motion to Reconsider regarding the Court's ruling on rescission, 
plaintiff cites to Ervin Corm. Co. v. Van Orden, 125 Idaho 695,699-700, 874 P.2d 506,510-511 
(1993). for the proposition that "when a material provision of the parties' contract is breached, 
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the non breaching party is entitled to rescission as one of its remedies." Plaintiff failed to 
indicate that the above quoted language in Ervin cites to Crowley v. Lafayelle Life Insurance Co., 
106 Idaho 818, 821, 683 P.2d 854, 857 (1984). In Crowley, the Supreme Court ofldaho stated: 
Rescission is equitable in nature and is intended to place the parties in the 
positions they occupied prior to the contract. Furthermore, rescission is available 
only when one of the parties has committed a material breach which destroys the 
entire purpose for entering into the contract. Also important herein is the ru1e of 
law that the party desiring to rescind the contract must, prior to rescinding. tender 
back to the other party any consideration or benefit received under the contract by 
the rescindin_g p~. 
(Emphasis added). 
As such, it is clear that whether the grounds for rescission are fraud, material breach, or 
mutual mistake, a party seeking rescission must actually make a tender of the consideration prior 
to seeking rescission. In the instant action, it is undisputed that plaintiff did not make a tender of 
the consideration prior to filing suit and, therefore, is not entitled to seek rescission of the 
contract. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, K.DC requests the Court deny plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider 
Decision Holding That Plaintiff is Not Entitled to Rescission. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 5th day of January, 2011. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
By·~~~~~~~==~----­
John J. Burke 
Randy L. Sc 'tz- Ofthe Finn 
Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, 
Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the !5 day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
each of the following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
U.S. Mai1, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
Email arthurmooneybistllne@me.com 
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ISB #4619; jjb@balJfarley.com 
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ISB #5600; ds.@hallfarley.com 
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HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
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Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KR YST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS 
OF ARTHUR M. BISTLINE, ERIC J. 
KELLY, AND MARK WILBURN, 
FILED IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TP 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COME NOW defendants KDC Investments, LLC and Lee and Krystal Chaklos ("KDC''), 
by and through their undersigned counsel of record, and submit the following Memorandum in 
support of their Motion to Strike Affidavits of Arthur Bistline, Eric Kelly, and Mark Wilburn 
Filed In Support of Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDA VJTS OF ARTHUR M. BISTLINE, 
ERIC J . .KELLY AND MARK WILBURN FILED IN SUPPORT OF PLAJNTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FO.R SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1 
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I. Argument 
KDC argues in its Memorandum in support of its Motion for Summary Judgment that, 
among other things, assuming that there was a valid contract between KDC and AED regarding 
demolition of the Bellaire Bridge ("Bridge"), any claim by AED tbr breach of this "contract" 
must fail because AED did not have a West Virginia contractor's license. making any contract 
illegal and thus void. Similarly, KDC argues that any claim by AED against KDC for fraud 
regarding the alleged demolition contract must fail because, without such a contractor's license 
and without being a corporation in good standing, AED could not have reasonably relied upon 
any alleged misrepresentation by KDC regarding a contract to demolish the bridge. Such 
reliance would have been unreasonable in light of AED's illicit status as a contractor m1d as a 
business entity. 
In support of its Opposition to KDc• s Motion for Summary Judgment, AED has 
submitted Affidavits from Arthur Bistline, Eric Kelly, and Mark Wilburn. In addition to being 
objectionable on several other grounds, none of the Affidavits are relevant to the key arguments 
outlined above. They should thus be stricken from the record. 
A. Affidavit of Arthur M. Bistline 
The Affidavit of Arthur M. Bistline in Opposition to Summary Judgment, including 
exhibits, is wholly irrelevant to KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment. Mr. Bistline's Affidavit 
contains statements that confirm that KDC considered the fact that AED did not have a West 
Virginia contractor's license to be a breach of any contract that might exist(~ 2). Mr. Bistline's 
Affidavit also contains reference to "other various licensing and permit requirements" that AED 
failed to meet, and states that counsel for KDC did not elaborate on what those other 
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requirements might be(, 2-5). Mr. Bistline even goes so far as to attach an alleged email he 
wrote to counsel for K.DC that expresses his disappointment that he did not receive more 
information about these other requirements (~ 5). 
These statements and exhibit regarding the "other requirements'' are irrelevant. Relevant 
evidence is evidence that tends to make the existence of any material fact more probable or less 
probable than it would be without the evidence. I.R.E. 401; State v. Hocker, 115 Idaho 544, 768 
P.Jd 807 (Ct. App. 1989). Evidence that is not relevant is inadmissible. I.R.E. 402. The fact 
that is material to KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment is that AED did not have a West 
Virginia contractor's license. Mr. Bistline's statements and exhibit regarding other areas in 
which AED may have been deficient do not make the lack of a contractor's license more or less 
probable. Therefore, such statements and exhibit are irrelevant and should be stricken from the 
record. 
Similarly, Mr. Bistline's Affidavit contains statements regarding alleged comments from 
counsel for KDC that upon AED's failure to secure all necessary licenses and pennits, KDC no 
longer intended to blast the Bridge(~ 6). Mr. Bistline attaches an alleged email from counsel for 
KDC regarding the same (~ 6). Once again, this infonnation is irrelevant to KDC' s Motion for 
Summary Judgment. No foundation has been laid for the admissibility of those emails. 
Moreover, the email is admissible under I.R.E. 408 as it obviously contains settlement 
negotiations. Thus, any evidence in Mr. Bistline's Affidavit and exhibits regarding KDC's 
intentions after AED failed to secure a contractor's license is irrelevant, inadmissible, and should 
be stricken from the record. 
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In sum, the entirety of Mr. Bistline's Affidavit is irrelevant, lacks foundation, and 
contains inadmissible settlement discussions, and should be stricken fTom the record. 
Furthermore, except for the first paragraph, Mr. Bistline's Affidavit and corresponding exhibits 
are hearsay (~~ 2·6), and thus KDC objects to its admission into the record on this basis. 
B. Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly 
Eric J. Kelly has submitted an affidavit in opposition to summary judgment which 
contains 34 paragraphs and numerous exhibits. Not a single paragraph or attached exhibit is 
relevant to KDC's arguments in its Motion for Summary Judgment, and thus the Affidavit in its 
entirety should be stricken from the record. Only two paragraphs of Mr. Kelly's Affidavit 
mention AED's lack of a West Virginia contractor's license, which of course is the basis for 
KDC's argument that any alleged demolition contract (the basis for AED's complaint) is illegal 
an4 thus void. 
In the first paragraph to mention AED's lack of a contractor's license(~ 26), Mr. Kelly 
merely reiterates that KDC informed AED that it needed a West Virginia contractor's license. 
Mr. Kelly's only other comment addressed to the threshold argument of the illegality of any 
demolition contract is his statement that he told KDC that AED's obtaining a contractor's license 
"was not a condition precedent" to the alleged agreement (,f27). These statements are irrelevant. 
As noted above, relevant evidence is evidence that tends to make the existence of any material 
fact more or less probable than it would be without the evidence. Whether AED's obtajning a 
contractor's license was a condition precedent to any alleged agreement is not a materia) fact. 
AED's admitted Jack of a contractor's license would have rendered any demolition contract 
MEMORANDUM l.N SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS OF ~RTHUR M. BISTLINE, 
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illegal and thus void, regardless of whether possession of such a license was a condition 
precedent. 
In short, Mr. Kelly's Affidavit and attached exhibits do not dispute the material fact that 
AED did not have a West Virginia contractor's license and that thus any demolition agreement 
was illegal and therefore void. Neither does the affidavit address the material fact that AED was 
administratively dissolved. It does not contain any factual statements demonstrating fraud and 
does not address rescission of the Purchase Agreement other than to admit only a mere offer of 
rescission was made. Finally, the affidavit does not contain any other statement that addresses 
KDC's arguments for summary judgment. Mr. Kelly's Affidavit is replete with conclusory 
allegations, legal conclusions and opinions without foundation. Thus, Mr. Kelly's Affidavit 
should be stricken from the record on the basis of its irrelevance. 
Furthermore, KDC objects to several of the paragraphs in Mr. Kelly's Affidavit on the 
basis that they are hearsay(~~ 6, 8, 10, 16, 17, 23, 24, 30, 33), that they offer a legal conclusion 
(,, 9, 11-14, 19-24), that they are speculative and not based upon personal knowledge(~, 20, 21, 
30,31 and 33), and that lack foundation em 7, 10, 14, 17, 20, 21, 30, 31, 33). 
C. Affidavit of Mark Wilburn 
Mark Wilburn states in his Affidavit that he is over 18, lives in Tennessee, and has 
knowledge of the facts of this case (,, 1-2). Mr. Wilburn further states that he is the AED 
employee in charge of obtaining permits for the company(, 3); that he did in fact obtain a West 
Virginia contractor's license for AED (, 4); and that once he received the West Virginia 
contractor's license application, it took him three days to obtain the license for the company 
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(, 5). Mr. Wilburn also attaches a blank copy of the West Virginia contractor's license 
application booklet (~ 4). 
None of the above infonnation is relevant to KDC's arguments for summary judgment, as 
none of these statements tend to make the existence of any material fact more or less probable. 
Again, the material fact is that without a contractor's license at the time of making any 
demolition agreement, such agreement would have been illegal and thus void. Mr. Wilburn's 
Affidavit does not dispute that AED did not have a contractor's license at the time it allegedly 
entered into an agreement with KDC. The allegations that AED was able to obtwn such a license 
quickly once it did submit an application has no bearing whatsoever on the illegality of the 
alleged contract at the time of its making. Mr. Wilburn does not even state when the application 
was submitted. Furthermore, there has been no foundation laid for the admission of the 
application into evidence. 
Because Mr. Wilburn's Affidavit is wholly irrelevant and it lacks foundation for the 
attached exhibit, it should be stricken from the record. 
ll. Conclusion 
Because none of the Affidavits submitted by Plaintiff in opposition to KDC's Motion for 
Swnmary Judgment are relevant, KDC Investments' Motion to Strike them should be granted. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this .5 day of January, 201 L 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
B~~Aa4 John J. B£eithe Firm 
Randall L. Sc 'tz- Of the Firm 
Defendants K.DC Investments, LLC, 
Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _5_ day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of 
the following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
/ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
Email arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVJTS OF ARTHUR M. BISTLINE, 
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John J. Burke 
ISB #4619; jjb@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
HALLFARLEY 141021 
201 I JA.N -5 PH ~: 57 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
~~m 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
W:\4\4-71 S\plcadin;;\StTikc Bistlin~ Wilburn KeUy Aff·HFOB·Mm.do~; 
Attorneys for Defendants K.DC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaldos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAK.LOS and KR YST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS 
OF ARTHUR M. BISTLINE, ERIC J. 
KELLY, AND MARK WILBURN 
FILED IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COME NOW defendants KDC Investments, LLC and Lee and Krystal Chaklos ("KDC"), 
by and through their undersigned counsel of record, and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 12(f) request an Order striking the Affidavit of Arthur Bistline, dated December 30, 
2010, the Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly, dated December 30, 2010, and the Affidavit of Mark 
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAViTS OF ARTHUR M. BISTLINE, ERIC J. KELLY AND MARK 
WILBURN FILED IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- l 
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Wilburn, dated December 30, 2010, all submitted in support of plaintiff AED, Inc's ("AED's") 
Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. 
This Motion is supported by the Memorandum filed contemporaneously herewith, and all 
pleadings and papers on file in this action. 
Oral argument is requested. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 1:._ day of January, 2011. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
By fuhn~J~.B~m~k~~~=-~~~~-------
Randall L. S itz - Of the Firm 
Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, 
Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the !l:.__ day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of 
the following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
Email arthurmooneybist~@me.com 
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS OF ARTHUR M. BISTLINE, ERIC J. KELLY AND MARK 
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STATe. OF)tW:(o ~TY OF KOOT&W }SS 
John J. Burke 
ISB #4619; jib@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
W:\4\4-71 ~plcadings\Shotten Time-HF013-Mtn.doc 
201 I JAN -S PH ~: 57 
Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Kxystal Chaldos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRS1" JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TfoiE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAK.LOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME 
COME NOW Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
("KDC"), by and through their attorneys of record, Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., and 
hereby move this Court for an Order shortening the required period for notice of hearing on the 
Motion to Strike Affidavits of Arthur Bistline, Eric Kelly, and Mark Wilburn Filed in Support of 
Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. This motion is made on 
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the grounds and for the reasons that the required notice cannot be given prior to the hearing to be 
held on January 12, 2011. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this _5 day of January, 2011. 
HALL,FARLEY~OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
By~~~~~~~~----------­
John J. Burke • 
Randall L. Sc itz- Of the Firm 
Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, 
Lee Chaldos and Krystal Chaklos 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 8 day of January, 2011, 1 caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of 
the following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene~ ID 83814 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME • 2 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
Email ru:thurmooneybistllne@me.com 
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STAlE OF IDAr10 } SS COUNTY OF KOOIDW 
John J. Burke 
ISB #4619; ijb@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@hallfarJey.com 
~llED: \'\.~ 
201 I JAN -5 PH t.: 56 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395~8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
W:\4\4-71 5\plcadings\MSJ-HFOB·Reply .doc 
Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krys1al Chaklos 
lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
DEFENDANTS' REPLY 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chak1os and Krystal Chaklos (collectively 
referred to as "KDC"), by and through their counsel of record, Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & 
Blanton, P.A., and submit this Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
As made clear in its opening Memorandum, AED cannot establish the necessary elements 
on its claims for breach of contract or fraud in the inducement. Further, the Court has previously 
ruled that with regard to the Asset Purchase and Liability Assumption Agreement, AED is not 
entitled to seek rescission, as it failed to preserve such claim when it fJ.led its action prior to 
tendering back to KDC the consideration it received for the agreement. 
In an unpersuasive effort to avoid summary judgment, AED attacks the Court's previous 
ruling regarding rescission by completely altering its interpretation of 0 'Connor v. Harger to 
create a distinction that does not exist, relies upon case law from West Virginia despite the fact 
the agreements contain Idaho choice of law provisions, and generally attempts to muddy the 
waters enough to survive summary judgment. Further, with regard to the claims against Lee 
Chaklos, plaintiff has admitted that such claims should be dismissed. 
The affidavits and evidence put forward by AED in opposition fail to create genuine 
issues of material fact, and summary judgment is appropriate. 
ll. ARGUMENT 
A. AED's Breach of Contract Claim Fails as a Matter of Law Because the Underlying 
"Demolition Agreement" is an Illegal Contract 
AED was precluded from entering into a contract to perform construction work in West 
Virginia as it was not licensed as a contractor in West Virginia, and the "Demolition Agreement" 
is therefore illegaL 
It is undisputed that AED was not licensed as a contractor in West Virginia at the time it 
entered into the "Demolition Agreement." Pursuant to West Virginia Code Section 21-11-6 
No person may engage in this state in any act as a contractor, or submit a bid to 
perform work as a contractor, as defined in this article, unless such person holds a 
DEFENDANTS' REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT • 2 
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license issued under the proVISJOns of this article. No firm, partnership, 
corporation, association or other entity shall engage in contracting in this state 
unless an officer thereof holds a license issued pursuant to this article." 
~004 
As such, a contract that calls for a non-licensed entity to perfonn construction work in West 
Virginia violates the express language of West Virginia Code Section 21·11·6, and, therefore, is 
illegal and void. 
As explained in depth in KDC's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment, "An illegal contract is one that rests on illegal consideration consisting of any act or 
forbearance which is contrary to law or public policy." Trees v. Kersey, 138 Idaho 3, 6, 56 P.3d 
765, 768 (2002). "A contract 'which is made for the purpose of furthering any matter or thing 
prohibited by statute ... is void."' ld. (emphasis in original) (quoting Kunz v. Lobo Lodge, Inc., 
133 Idaho 608, 611, 990 P.2d 1219, 1222 (Ct. App. 1999)). "'[W]here a statute intends to 
prohibit an act, it must be held that its violation is illegal, without regard to the reason of the 
inhibition ... or to the ignorance ofthe parties as to the prohibiting statute."' !d. at 6-7, 56 P .3d 
at 768-69 (quoting Porter v. Canyon County Farmers' Mut. Fire Ins. Co., 45 Idaho 522, 525, 
263 P. 632, 633 (1928)). 
In Tree£, two general contractors entered into an oral joint venture agreement after one of 
the general contractors, Trees, lost its public works license and its bonding capacity. Id. at S, 56 
P.3d at 767. Under the terms of the joint venture agreement, the Kerseys (defendant general 
contractor) agreed to procure bids, pay insurance premiums, and pay costs in consideration for 
the Trees to act as the general contractor for jobs that were awarded to the joint venture. !d. The 
parties split profits on a fifty~ fifty basis and performed between 35 and 50 jobs under this joint 
venture agreement. /d. 
DEFENDANTS' REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-3 
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After a payment dispute, Trees filed a complaint against the Kerseys, alleging the 
Kerseys breached the joint venture agreement in failing to provide a final accounting for a 
particular job. /d. at 5-6, 56 P.3d at 767-68. The Trees also sued for fraud, claiming the Kerseys 
failed to disclose or equally share profits as contemplated by the joint venture agreement. /d. at 
6, 56 P.3d at 768. The trial court found that the Kerseys were in breach of a valid joint venture 
agreement and that they committed fraud in withholding profits. !d. The Idaho Supreme Court, 
however, held because Trees was an unlicensed contractor, the joint venture was an illegal 
contract under the PWCLA, and that the agreement was void. !d. at 8, 56 P.3d at 770. 
Trees is on point with the instant matter. AED, like Trees was not licensed to perform 
construction work at the time it entered into an agreement to perfonn the blasting work on the 
bridge. As in Trees, the statute governing contractor licensing in West Virginia required all 
persons performing contracting work, including bidding, be licensed. As such, a contract such as 
the "Demolition Agreement" that called for AED to perform contracting work in West Virginia 
violates the West Virginia Contractor Licensing Act, just as the Trees joint venture violated 
Idaho statutes. Therefore, the purpose of the "Oemo1ition Agreement''-to pertbrm contracting 
work in West Virginia-was illegal. 
Plaintiff attempts to distinguish Trees by citing to and re1ying upon West Virginia case 
law. See Response to Summary Judgment, p. 6. However, the "Demolition Agreement" clearly 
provides that it shall be governed by Idaho Law. See Exhibit B attached to Plaintiff's Amended 
Complaint, p. 7 at~ GC4. 
In determining, the law applicable to a contract, this Court applies the Restatement 
(Second) of Conflict of Laws. See Ward v. Puregro, 128 Idaho 366, 368-69, 913 P.2d 582, 584-
DEFENDANTS' REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
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85 (1996); Cerami~Koce, inc. v. Energywave Corp., 116 Idaho 56, 58 n. 1, 773 P.2d 1143, 1145 
n. 1 (1989). The Restatement provides that "(t]he law of the state chosen by the parties to govern 
their contractual rights and duties will be applied if the particular issue is one which the parties 
could have resolved by an explicit provision in their agreement directed to that issue." 
Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws § 187(1) ( 1971 ). 
Even if an issue could not be resolved by an explicit provision in the contract, the chosen 
law will apply wuess: 
(a) the chosen state has no substantial relationship to the parties or the 
transaction and there is no other reasonable basis for the parties' choice, or 
(b) application of the law of the chosen state would be contrary to a 
fundamental policy of a state which has a materially greater interest than the 
chosen state in the determination of the particular issue and which, under the rule 
of § 188, would be the state of the applicable law in the absence of an 
effective choice of law by the parties. 
!d. § 187(2). 
The parties elected Idaho law to govern the "Demolition Agreement." AED is a 
corporation organized under the laws of Idaho, and therefore, a substantial relationship exists 
between AED and Idaho. It does not appear that application of Idaho case law regarding 
illegal/void contracts, is contrary to a fundamental policy of West Virginia. Therefore, Idaho, not 
West Virginia law applies to the issue of an illegal contract. 
B. AED's Fraud Claim Should Be Dismissed as a Matter of Law 
AED's fraud claim should be dismissed as a matter of law because AED faiied to piead 
its claim with the required specificity, because AED bas failed to provide any evidence that as of 
June 1, 2010, KDC intended to not allow AED to blow the Bridge, and because AED did not 
have the right to rely on any promise from KDC to blow the Bridge, when at the time, it was an 
DEFENDANTS' REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
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administratively dissolved corporation and was not licensed in West Virginia to perfonn such 
work. As to the above-cited reason, KDC relies upon its earlier argument as contained in its 
Memorandwn in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. KDC states the following in 
support of its argument that AED did not have a right to rely upon KDC's promise to allow AED 
to blow the Bridge, and that AED has failed to come forward wjth a showing (either direct or 
circumstantial), that KDC never had an intention to honor the "Demolition Agreement." 
1. AED Cannot Establish It Had A Right to Rely Upon Any Statement from KDC 
That AED Would Blow The Bridge. When AED Was Administratively Dissolved 
at The Time 
It is undisputed that at the time the "Demolition Agreement" was entered into, AED was 
administratively dissolved. According to the Idaho Business Corporation Act ("IBCA") an 
administratively dissolved corporation continues its corporate existence "but may not carry on 
any business except that necessary to wind up and liquidate its business and affairs .... " I.C. 
§ 30-1-1421. 
As the Court is aware, there are two contracts at issue in this case. The first regarding the 
sale of the Bridge and the second "Demolition Agreement." In its ruling on the Motion for 
Preliminary Injunction, the Court stated KDC could not pick and choose upon these agreements; 
either AED had the authority to enter into both of them or none. However, as discussed below, 
there is a significant difference between the purpose of the two agreements, and the difference 
explains how AED did not have a right to rely on the statement from KDC that it would allow 
AED to blow the biidge. 
The IBCA provides that an administratively resolved corporation may not carry on any 
business, "except that necessary to wind up and liquidate its business affairs under section 30~ 1-
1405, Idaho Code: .... " I.C. § 30-1-1421. Idaho Code Section 30-1-1405 provides that a 
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dissolved corporation may do "every other act necessary to wind up and liquidate its business 
and affairs." This includes the sale of an asset, such as the Bridge at issue in this case. 
However, the "Demolition Agreement" called for perfonning new demolition work in the 
future. An administratively dissolved corporation is not allowed to enter into a contract to 
perfonn new work, as it is not necessary to wind up or liquidate its business and affairs. 
AED argues that K.DC has no standing to challenge the agreement based upon the 
corporate status of AED at the time it entered into the agreements. However, AED 
misunderstands K.DC's argtunent. KDC is not challenging AED's ability to enter into the 
"Demolition Agreement." Rather, KDC argues AED is unable to establish its claim of fraud 
because it cannot show that it had the right to rely on KDC's promise to allow AED to perform 
the Bridge demolition, when it, and it alone, knew it was administratively dissolved at the time 
of entering into the agreement. 
2. AED Cannot Establish It Had A Right to Rely Upon Any Statement From KDC 
That AED Would Blow the Bridge. When AED Was Not Licensed to Perform 
Contract Work at The Tjme 
As addressed in KDC's Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider, 
which is incorporated herein as if fully set forth, West Virginia statutes require any contractor to 
be licensed in West Virginia to bid on or conduct any contracting work in the state of West 
Virginia. As such, at the time that AED and KDC entered into an agreement whereby AED was 
to blow the Bridge, such agreement violated the West Virginia Contractor Licensing Act and was 
void. Stated simply, AED does not have the right to rely upon an agreement to perform work 
that violated West Virginia law. 
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3. Plaintiff Has Failed to Come Forward With Any Evidence, Direct or 
Circumstantial, That KDC Did Not Intend to Allow AED to Blast the Bridge 
141009 
As set forth in the Memo in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, a party alleging 
fraud concerning future events must prove by clear and convincing evidence that the speaker 
made the promise without intending to keep it. See Magic Lantern Productions, Inc. v. Do/sot, 
126 Idaho 805, 807, 892 P.2d 480, 482 (1994) overruled on other grounds by Great Plains 
Equipment, Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 136 Idaho 466, 36 P.3d 218 (2001). In the instant 
action, plaintiff has failed to come forward with any evidence, direct or circumstantial, that as of 
June 1, 2010, KDC intended to not allow AED to blast the Bridge. 
A party opposing a motion for summary judgment "may not rest upon the mere 
allegations or denials of that party's pleadings" the opposing party's response "by affidavits or as 
otherwise provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue 
for trial." Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56( e). 
A review of plaintiffs Response to Swnmary Judgment shows that the entire section on 
this matter is wholly conclusory. Rather, plaintiff states "[t]he argument that there is no 
evidence that as of June 1st KDC did not intend to fuJly perform the agreement and that KDC 
terminated the agreement when AED threatened it with a lawsuit for failing to pay the deposit. 
KDC breached the demolition contract under circumstances which could lead a jury to 
reasonably conclude it never intended to honor the contract." See Response to Summary 
Judgment, p. 8-9. 
Again, plaintiff has failed to come forward with any direct or even circumstantial 
evidence establishing KDC did not intend to allow AED to blast the bridge as of June 1, 2010. 
Rather, plaintiff argues that KDC's refusal to pay the $30,000 without AED obtaining the 
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necessary permits indicates KDC's intent to never honor the agreement, because such 
requirement was not contained within the agreement. However, plaintiffs argument fails 
because the "Demolition Agreement" states that "AED will: 1. Supply the necessary explosives 
permits, both Federal and State, to perform operations in the State of WV." See Amended 
Complaint, Exhibit A to Demolition Agreement. As such, AED clearly had an obligation to 
obtain the necessary permits to perform the work pursuant to the "Demolition Agreement." 
Further, as indicated in the correspondence between KDC and AED, .KDC informed AED that it 
would not pay the initial payment until such permits were obtained and gave AED numerous 
opportunities to obtain the permits. These circumstances in no way rise to the level necessary to 
create a genuine issue of material fact that at the time it entered the "Demolition Agreement" 
KDC had no intention of allowing AED to perform the work. 
C. Even Assuming AED Can Prove Fraud. Which It Cannot, AED Is Still Not Entitled 
to Equitable Remedies Including Spedfic Performance or Rescission 
1. AED Is Not Entitled to Specific Performance 
KDC will not revisit all of its arguments as to why plaintiff is not entitled to specific 
performance even in the event it is able to establish fraud. ln short, AED is not entitled to 
specific performance because it is an extraordinary remedy that can provide relief when legal 
remedies are inadequate. Ventures, Inc. v. Loucks Family irrevocable Trust, 144ldaho 233, 237, 
159 P.3d 870, 874 (2007). In the instant action, AED has sufficient legal remedies under the 
"Demolition Agreement" such that specific performance is not appropriate. 
AED argues that it is somehow still responsible to Roger Barack and the United States 
Federal District Court to ensure proper removal of the Bridge, and that based upon these 
responsibilities it faces increased risks that a dollar figure cannot estimate. AED' s argument 
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fails on multiple levels. First, the Asset Purchase and Liability Assumption Agreement removed 
any liability AED has regarding demolition of the bridge. Second, damages for the alleged fraud 
are not outside of the realm of value. 
For the above stated reasons AED is not entitled to specific performance in this action. 
2. AED Is Not Entitled To Rescission 
For the reasons stated in its Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for 
Reconsideration, which are incorporated herein as if fully set forth, AED is not entitled to 
rescission as it failed to tender consideration it received from Purchase Agreement prior to 
seeking rescission. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, KDC requests the Court grant its motion for summary judgment 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITfED this 5th day of January, 2011. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
By~~~~~~~~-=~----
John J. Burke- e 
Randy L. Scbm1tz- Of e Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, 
LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaldos 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 5th day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
each of the following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile: (208) 665~7290 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
Email arthurmooneybistllne@me.com 
Randy L. Schmi 
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BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV10-7217 
PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
KDC correctly points out that AED is changing its position that O'Connor v. Harger 
Canst., Inc., 145 Idaho 904, 912, 188 P.3d 846, 54 (2008) changed existing Idaho Law when it 
held that tender was not required. The fact that counsel for AED is willing to admit that he was 
wrong to state that Harger changed existing law, however, is not relevant to whether or not AED 
is correct that only an offer of tender is required to seek equitable rescission based on a material 
breach or fraud. 
KDC asserts that AED has presented no new facts or legal argument on this issue. This is 
untrue. AED cited to Watson v. Weick, 141 Idaho 500, 507, 112 P.3d 788, 795 (2005) and 
Lithocraft, Inc. v. Rocky Mountain Marketing, 108 Idaho 247, 248, 697 P.2d 1261, 
1262 (Ct.App.1985) both of which state that an offer to tender is sufficient. After filing this 
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motion for reconsideration, AED has discovered that Harger, is only reciting existing Idaho law 
on this subject- tender is not required to seek rescission by the Court. 
In limine, counsel for appellant contends that, before a party is 
entitled to rescind a contract, he must put, or offer to put, the other 
party in status quo by a full restoration of all he has received. The 
rule there stated is applicable in cases where a rescission is made 
before an action is brought, but it is not necessary where a suit 
for rescission is brought. 
The correct rule is stated in 24 Am. & Eng. Ency. of Law, p. 621. 
The author there says: "Whether the complainant in a suit for 
rescission must as a condition precedent to relief have offered or 
tendered restitution to the defendant prior to the beginning of the 
suit is a matter upon which the authorities are conflicting. The rule 
of the better considered cases is that it is sufficient that the 
plaintiff makes his offer to restore or to do equity in his bill or 
complaint, and shows therein that he has substantially preserved 
the status quo on his part so as to be able to fulfill his offer. 
This rule proceeds upon the principle that it is always within the 
power of a court of equity to require that the person invoking its 
aid shall submit to equitable terms as a condition of relief, and that, 
the parties being properly before the court, the court may impose 
upon them any terms which may be just and equitable in the 
premises, and may enforce compliance therewith. 
Gamblin v. Dickson, 18 Idaho 734, 736, 112 
P. 213, 213 (1910) (emphasis supplied) 
Harger is a correct statement of the law and tender is not required to seek rescission, just 
an offer to restore the consideration received. Also see, 
Willis v. Willis, 93 Idaho 261, 265, 460 P.2d 396, 400 (1969) --So far as the record is 
concerned there is no showing she made any offer or tender to restore or return any of the 
property or funds, ... " Wife claiming fraud in procurement of divorce settlement. 
Wetterow v. White, 71 Idaho 372, 374,232 P.2d 973,975 (1951)- "Yet in their 
complaint and upon the trial they sought the remedy of rescission, to obtain which the law 
requires that they act promptly upon the discovery of the grounds therefore, and to restore, Q! 
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offer to restore, to the other party that which they have received under the contract." Action to 
set aside sale ofbusiness based on misrepresentation. 
Turner Agency v. Pemberton, 38 Idaho 235, 238, 221 P. 133, 134 (1923) --"When one 
has been defrauded in making a contract, he must rescind the same and offer to restore the 
party to his original rights within a reasonable time after the discovery of the fraud, or he may 
affirm the contract and claim damages for the injury, neither of which did the defendant do." 
Citing Cowen v. Harrington, 5 Idaho 329, 48 Pac 1059. Action to set aside sale ofbusiness 
based on misrepresentation. 
Hayton v. Clemans, 30 Idaho 25, 32, 165 P. 994, 996 (1916)- "The contention of 
appellant on this point, as I understand it, is that before a party is entitled to rescind a contract he 
must put, or offer to put, the other party in statu quo by a full restoration of all that he has 
received. This Court has heretofore held that this rule is applicable in cases where a 
rescission is made before an action is brought, but that such a tender or offer is not 
necessary as a condition precedent to a suit for rescission, and I feel that such decision is 
controlling and correct." (emphasis supplied) 
DATED this ih day of January, 2011. 
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ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the -}A day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of 
PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO DEFEN-DANTS' RESPONSE TO MOTION TO RECONSIDER by 
the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
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Regular mail 
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Interoffice Mail 
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LEANNE VILLA 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV10-7217 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE 
PLAINTIFF'S AFFIDAVITS FILED IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Plaintiff, AED, Inc., by and through its undersigned counsel, hereby responds to Defendant's 
Motion to Strike Affidavits of Arthur M. Bistline, Eric J. Kelly, and Mark Wilburn filed with this 
court dated January 5, 2011, as follows: 
I. Motion to Strike Bistline Affidavit 
1. KDC argues that the references to "various other licensing requirements that AED 
failed to meet" is not relevant because KDC only raise the existence of the West 
Virginia Contractor's license on summary judgment. 
AED responds that KDC raised the issue pertaining to the lack of any proof that KDC or its 
owners/agents lacked the present intent to go forward with the blast contract at the time they agreed 
to do so. This makes all the circumstances attendant to the parties negotiations and KDC's breach 
relevant. 
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KDC is not going to admit to lacking the present intention to perform the contract with AED. 
As set forth in AED 's response brief, this intent can be shown by circumstantial evidence. The jury 
must consider the circumstances surrounding the negotiation and breach of the blast contract to 
determine ifKDC ever really intended to go forward with AED. As this Court noted in Batchelor 
v. Payne 2009 WL 2929264, 5 (Idaho Dist.2009), the clear and convincing standard regarding fraud 
does not apply at summary judgment, just the normal summary judgment standards. AED need only 
come forward with evidence from which a jury could reasonably determine that fact in AED' s favor. 
Brown v. CityofPocatello, 148 Idaho 802, 806, 229 P.3d 1164, 1168 (2010). The circumstances 
that make it look like KDC never intended to perform are: 
A. KDC breached the blasting agreement nine (9) days after it entered into it by failing 
to pay the deposit; 
B. KDC provided no written explanation for this until four (4) to five (5) days after it 
failed to pay; 
C. KDC's explanation for failing to pay was because KDC had not obtained the 
necessary permits and that is not a condition precedent to its obligation to pay and no 
reasonable person could read it that way. The contract provides for a specific date for 
payment and does not in any way condition payment on that date; 
D. KDC stated in e-mails that that AED had to have a West Virginia contractor's license, 
but did not actually say that was why they were withholding payment, although AED 
understood it that way; 
E. AED responded that it could obtain a contractor's license in a couple of days; 
F. At no point did KDC ever inform AED that if AED produced a West Virginia 
Contractor's license the deposit of $30,000 would be paid; 
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G. KDC was told that AED was suspending is performance until KDC performed, but 
also that AED was still willing to perform. KDC still did not perform; 
H. AED demanded that KDC pay or AED would file suit at a time when AED had the 
right to demand payment; 
I. KDC responded that because AED had demanded what it rightfully could, KDC was 
terminating the party's agreement because KDC had not violated the parties 
agreement; 
l KDC was asked by counsel for AED to identify what other issues existed with 
licensing and insurance and the other issues were not identified; 
K. KDC then directed its counsel to write a letter alleging for the first time that the 
parties did not have any agreement, and that AED had no contractor's license and 
other previously unidentified issues; 
L. KDC's counsel was asked to identify what the problems were, and KDC did not 
specify, other than the contractor's license; 
M. On the summary judgment KDC now raises the West Virginia Contractor's License 
issue as the issue with KDC's performance and no other issue. KDC was told that the 
contractor's license was not an issue in June 2010, and it is legally no basis for KDC 
to withhold payment. 
KDC's breach is completely unexplained. No reasonable person could read the blasting 
contract as allowing payment of the deposit to be withheld for any reason, and certainly not for the 
lack of a contractor's license. KDC has changed its excuse for this blatant breach over time, 
including, directing their lawyer to argue that no contract existed to blast the bridge, a point not 
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argued by KDC's present counsel. A jury could reasonably conclude the KDC wanted to buy the 
bridge and not use AED to blow it, but it knew that AED blasting the bridge was a condition to the 
purchase so it misrepresented its intention to hire AED, and then immediately breached the 
agreement. 
2. KDC argues that KDC's statement that it does not intend to blow the bridge is not 
relevant. 
AED has alleged that AED being involved in the blast/demolition of the bridge was material 
to the parties' agreement. Eric Kelly's affidavit explains that it is material to him that the bridge be 
blasted instead of mechanically taken down. This is based on his experience as well as his 
engineer's opinion. 
KDC did agree to take on the responsibility of the demolition of the bridge, but that does not 
relieve AED of its obligation to do the same to both the Federal Court and Roger Barrack. It is this 
liability of AED that AED cannot assign away. 1 AED can assign and sell the bridge, but it cannot 
eliminate its own liability by doing so which is why AED being involved in the demolition was and 
is material to any agreement to sell the bridge. 
3. KDC argues that Bistline affidavit contains settlement negotiations. 
I.R.E. 408 forbids offers to compromise or the conduct surrounding offers of compromise 
from being admitted into evidence, " ... to prove liability for, invalidity of, or amount of the claim or 
any other claim." First, nothing in Bistline's affidavit contains any offer of compromise so the rule 
does not apply. Second, the evidence is not offered to show the validity or amount of the claim, it is 
offered to show KDC's evolving excuses for its failure to perform pursuant to the parties agreement. 
1 See Affidavit of Eric Kelly in response to motion to strike. Paragraph 34 is the no assignment clause and paragraph 12 
is the requirement that AED substitute itself into the federal court case. 
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I.R.E. 408 specifically provides, "This rule does not require exclusion if the evidence is offered for 
another purpose, ... " 
4. KDC argues that Bistline's affidavit contains hearsay. 
Paragraph's 2 through 6 of Bistline's affidavit contain recitations of conversations between 
counsel for KDC and counsel for AED, both agents of their respective clients who were retained to 
deal with this dispute. None of the statements are hearsay. Idaho Rule of Evidence 801(d)(2)(C) 
provides that, " a statement by a person authorized by a party to make a statement concerning the 
subject," are not hearsay. Similarly, I.R.E. 801(d)(2) (D) provides that, "a statement by a party's 
agent or servant concerning a matter within the scope of the agency or employment of the servant or 
agent, made during the existence of the relationship," is not hearsay. 
II. Motion to strike Eric Kelly Affidavit 
1. KDC argues that "Mr. Kelly's affidavit and attached exhibits do not dispute the 
material fact that AED did not have a West Virginia Contractor's license." 
Again, this is not the only point raised on summary judgment. KDC argued on summary 
judgment that there was no evidence that KDC did not have a present intent to perform its agreement 
with AED for AED to blast the bridge. Once KDC raises that allegation, all the facts and 
circumstances surrounding the negotiations and breach become relevant. 
Furthermore, KDC's argument is that AED cannot claim rescission because it cannot prove 
fraud. AED has also plead a material breach of the parties agreement which is an alternative 
grounds for rescission. That materiality of AED being allowed to blow the bridge is directly 
relevant to this. 
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2. KDC also argues that Kelly's affidavit contains hearsay at certain paragraphs. 
KDC makes no argument to which AED may reply but AED will do its best to respond as 
follows: 
Paragraph 6: The last sentence of paragraph 6 is hearsay; 
Paragraph 8: Contains no out of Court statements, except to the extent you can read into 
it that the Chaklos were saying they wanted to buy the bridge, which is an admission of a party 
opponent; 
Paragraph 10: Contains no out of Court statements at all so cannot be hearsay; 
Paragraph 16: Contains Mr. Kelly's own statements as well as admissions of party 
opponents in the exhibit. Furthermore, KDC is not alleging that the statements were not made, so 
other circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness exist making the statement admissible under 
I.R.E. 803(24); 
Paragraph 17: Chaklos' statements are admissions of a party opponent; 
Paragraph 23: Contains Mr. Kelly's own statements regarding actions taken by him and is 
not attempting to introduce any other statement into evidence. Furthermore, KDC is not refuting 
that the statements were made, so other circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness exist making the 
statement admissible under I.R.E. 803(24) even if it is hearsay; 
Paragraph 24: The statements of Chaklos are admissions of a party opponent; 
Paragraph 30: Contains no out of Court statements, other than Chaklos which are 
admissions of a party opponent; 
Paragraph 33: KDC moved for summary judgment based on the summary judgment 
pleadings as well as all pleadings and papers on file in this action. AED's expert witness disclosure 
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is a pleading on file and KDC has explicitly asked the Court to consider it so it may not object to its 
consideration by the Court on hearsay or any other grounds. 
3. KDC also argues that Kelly's affidavit offers legal conclusion. 
Again, KDC makes no argument to which AED may reply, but AED will do its best to 
respond as follows: 
Paragraph 9: Perhaps KDC is saying that whether or not AED is responsible to remove 
the bridge or KDC is, is a legal conclusion. AED and KDC are both obligated to remove the bridge, 
just to different parties. AED is stating its understanding that it is legally obligated to the Federal 
Court and Roger Barrack to demolish the bridge. That is not a legal conclusion, that is a fact. 
The rest of the complained about paragraphs contain no legal conclusions for the same 
reason. A party's understanding of his, her or its obligations is not a legal conclusion. 
4. KDC argues that Kelly's affidavit is speculative as they are not based on personal 
knowledge. 
Again, without argument or explanation, but AED will do its best to respond as follows: 
Paragraph 20: Kelly is reciting terms out of the purchase and sale agreement to which 
AED was a party and of which he has personal knowledge; 
Paragraph 21: Kelly has personal knowledge of this fact; 
Paragraph 30: Kelly has personal knowledge of his own concerns; 
Paragraph 31: To the extent that Kelly is testifying that KDC has no independent ability 
to finance the demolition of the bridge, Kelly has personal knowledge of the fact that KDC 
breached its promise to pay shortly after it made it and without any good reason to do so; 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' 
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Paragraph 33: Kelly has personal knowledge of his engineer's reports and his own 
concerns. 
5. KDC argues that Kelly's statement lack foundation. 
Paragraph 7: How Kelly lacks foundation to testify regarding the value of scrap steel in 
light of what he does for a living2 is not clear, just as it is not clear why he would not know the 
volume of traffic in a river which has a bridge across it he is legally obligated to remove. 
Paragraph 10: It is conceivable that Kelly does not really know ifChaklos can actually 
accomplish the demolition with or without Kelly's assistance. 
As far as the rest of the listed paragraphs, AED is not able to discern what the foundational 
arguments would be and therefore cannot formulate any response. 
III. Motion to Strike Wilburn Affidavit. 
KDC raised the issue of whether there was any evidence ofKDC's lack of intent to perform 
the blasting contract for fraudulent inducement purposes. The reliance of KDC on the fact that 
AED lacked a contractor's license to withhold payment was not reasonable. KDC was told it would 
only take a few days to obtain that license and the fact that it did only take a few days to obtain 
shows that AED's assertion to KDC in this regard was reasonable. 
IV. Conclusion. 
Based on the foregoing, AED requests the Court deny Defendant's Motion to Strike. 
DATEDthis 7 day of January, 2011. 
~---
ARTHURM. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
2 Which is set out in his prior affidavits on file. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on th~ day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[x] 
[ ] 
Hand-delivered 
Regular mail 
Certified mail 
Overnight mail 
Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
Interoffice Mail 
BY: Juu (L)/c<_ 
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ARTHUR BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
STP.;::: o:: IOA.HO \ ~S 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KR YSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of \)co\eV\a ~l 
) 
) ss. 
) 
Case No. CV10-7217 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO STRIKE AND 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I, Eric Kelly, having been first duly sworn, upon oath depose and state that: 
1. I am over the age of eighteen (18) and an individual residing in the state of Idaho; 
2. I am the Plaintiff in this matter and familiar with the facts and circumstances surrounding 
this matter and am competent to testify as to the matters herein contained; 
3. Attached as exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the contract whereby I purchased the 
bridge from Roger Barack; 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT 
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4. Attached as exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of the federal Court pleading showing 
AED substituted as the real party in interest in that case. 
DATED this /0 7/, day of January, 2011. 
·fl--: 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me thisltl__ day of January, 2011. 
otary in and for the State of Idaho 
Residing at:~~ 
Commission fxP·~: J£;t;t.6 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERJC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT 
OF PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO STRJKE AND DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -2-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz [ ] Hand-delivered 
John Burke [ ] Regular mail 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. [ ] Certified mail 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 [ ] Overnight mail 
P.O. Box 1271 [x] Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
Boise, ID 83701 [ ] Interoffice Mail 
Honorable John T. Mitchell [ ] Hand-delivered 
Kootenai County Courthouse [ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
BY:lla/Ut tJJi ~ 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT 
OF PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 
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CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT 
This Confidentiality Agreement (the "Agreement") is entered into effective May 13, 20 lO 
by and between Roger Barack ("Barack"), Ohio Midland, Inc. (Midland"), Eric Kelly (Kelly"), 
and Advanced Explosives Demolition, Inc ("Advanced1'). 
WHEREAS, Barack and Midland have agreed with Kelly and Advanced to pursue sale 
and transfer of the Bellaire Tool Bridge and related items; and 
WHEREAS, Kelly and Advanced in pursuit of this sale and transfer need to engage in 
contract negotiations regarding the bridge; and 
WHEREAS, the information provide by Barack and Midland pursuant to and in the 
contract negotiations to Kelly and Advanced is confidential. 
WHEREFORE, the parties enter into the following agreement: 
I. Barack and Midland will provide all information necessary and draft agreements 
for contract negotiations to Kelly and Advanced. 
2. The information contained therein shall not be disclosed by Kelly or Advanced to 
anyone other than their lawyers, accountants, and key decision making personneL Kelly and 
Advanced will instruct anyone to which they divulge this information that they must not divulge 
the information. 
3. Kelly and Advanced recognizes that, if the infonnation is divulged, the disclosure 
of that information would cause irreparable harm to Barack and Midland. The harm caused by 
disclosure of the information could not be adequately compensated with money damages and 
tlltther recognizes that, if Kelly, Advanced, or anyone associated with them divulges the 
information in violation of this Agreement without receiving written consent from Barack and 
Midland, Barack and Mid land shall be emil led to receive an injunction from a comt of competent 
jurisdiction prohibiting such disclosure and they will take corrective action. 
4. lf Barack and Midland obtain an injunction of any kind against Kelly, Advanced, 
or anyone associated with them pursuant to this Agreement, Kelly and Advanced shall pay the 
cost of attomey tees and associated costs incurred by Barack and Midland. 
AGREED TO BY: 
Date: _)_f_r3 ~_10 _____ _ 
Advanced Explosives Demolition, lnc 
By: _2Jf!1---
Mark Wilburn for AED et all 
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Date: s;/r3/to 
----
Date: 
Date: ________ _ 
2 
~~Y!Jn. _ ~~-"·'--·---~-·--·-~---
Eric Kelly, personally 
Roger Barack Personally 
Ohio Midland, Inc. 
By: ___________ _ 
Roger Barack, President 
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ASSET PURCHASE AND LIABILITY ASSUMPTION AGREEMENT 
This Asset Purchase and Liability Assumption Agreement (this "Agreement") is made 
and entered into effective as of the date of the last execution of this Agreement ("Effective 
Date"), by and among Roger Barack ("Barack"); Ohio Midland, Inc., an Ohio Corporation 
("Ohio Midland"); (collectively the "Sellers") and Advanced Explosives Demolition, Inc. an 
Idaho corporation (the "Buyer"). 
WHEREAS, Sellers desire to sell their interest in a bridge crossing the Ohio River from 
Bellaire, Ohio to Benwood, West Virginia commonly known as the Bellaire Toll Bridge or the 
Bellaire Highway Bridge and all interest in any associated appm1ances, utilities, piers, ramps, 
agreements, leases, ordinances and any other item of personal property associated with the 
bridge (collectively the "Bridge';) except for any rights held by the Sellers pursuant to the Act (as 
defined below) which the Sellers shall be transferred back to Sellers effective upon the 
demolition of the Bridge and removal and cleanup of the Bridge in its entirety; 
WHEREAS, the Bridge was originally constructed and operated by the Interstate Bridge 
Company ("Interstate Bridge"), pursuant to an Act of Congress (the "Act"); 
WHEREAS, the Bridge and all associated agreements, and assets were transferred to 
Roger Barack ("Barack") fi:om Interstate Bridge by the General Assignment and Bill of Sale 
dated March 22, 1991 (the "1991 Bill of Sale") (a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1) 
and the Asset Purchase and Liability Assumption Agreement {the "1991 Sate Agreement) (a 
copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 2); 
WHEREAS, Barack transf(.med all of his interest in the Bridge to Ohio Midland, Inc. in 
the Bill of Sale and Assignment dated January 5, 1996 (the "1996 Assignment") (attached hereto 
as Exhibit 3 ); 
WHEREAS, questions have arisen as to whether or not Barack effectively transferred all 
of his interests in the Bridge to Ohio Midland, Inc., Barack is personally entering into this 
Agreement so that no questions exist as to the authority to transfer the property and obligations 
set forth in this Agreement; 
WHEREAS, Buyer desires to purchase the Bridge and to assume all responsibilities 
associated with the Bridge, including its proper demolition and removal on or before June l, 
2011; and, 
WHEREAS, all of the parties agree to such sale and purchase and assumption of 
liabilities, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 
NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the foregoing recitals, the purchase and 
sale and assumption of liabilities of the Bridge, and other good and valuable consideration, the 
receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties enter into the following 
agreement: 
SM/Bara.ck!Salc Purchase Agmt lor Bridge-5-13-10 
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1. The Sellers agree to sell, transfer, assign and deliver to the Buyer all of the:ir interest 
in the Bridge, all appurtenances and everything associated with the Bridge, except: (1) that any 
rights held by the Sellers pursuant to the Act shall be transferred back to Sellers effective upon the 
demolition of the Bridge and removal and clean-up of the Bridge in its entirety; and (2) the fotu· 
spires on the Bridge. Fmther, Buyer hereby grants to Sellers, individually or collectively, the option 
to purchase any of the piers that are part of the Bridge for one dollar ($1.00) upon Notice from 
Sellers to Buyer of their exercising this option and prior to the demolition of the piers. If Sellers 
exercise this option, Sellers shall be responsible for all of Buyer's costs associated with any changes 
required for the demolition of the Bridge by the transfer of the piers to the Sellers. 
Consideration 
2. In addition to the promises set forth in this Agreement by the Buyer, which shall 
constitute consideration for this Agreement, Buyer shall pay Ohio Midland $1.00 for the Bridge 
and all associated property transferred by this Agreement upon execution of this Agreement. 
Possession 
3. Possession of the Bridge by the Buyer and all other property to be conveyed 
pursuant to this Agreement shall be given on June l, 20 l 0. 
Contingencies 
4. This Agreement is contingent upon: 
There are no contingencies. 
Demolition 
5. As a material inducement and as part of the consideration to the Sellers to enter 
into this Agreement, Buyer hereby agrees that it shall demolish and remove the Bridge and all 
associated structures, improvements. utilities, piers, ramps, appurtenances and all other things 
associated with the Bridge where-so-ever located, on or before June l, 2011 in accordance with: 
(A) Any and all laws and regulations of: (i) the city of Benwood, West 
Virginia, the Village of Bellaire, Ohio; (ii) the counties of Belmont 
County Ohio, and Marshall County, West Virginia, (iii) the states of 
Ohio and West Virginia; and (iv) the United States of America; including 
but not limited to the laws and regulations administered by the United 
States Coast Guard; the United States Corps of Engineers, the Ohio 
Environmental Protection Agency, the West Virginia Environmental 
Protection Agency, the United States Environmental Protection Agency; 
2 
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that are in any way applicable to such demolition and removal of the 
Bridge; 
(B) Any and all requirements of the agreement dated March 13, 1925 
between the Pennsylvania Railroad Company and The Interstate Bridge 
Company (a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and 
incorporated herein by reference) (the "1925 Pa. Railroad Agreement"); 
(C) Any and all requirements of the agreement dated December 22, 1925 
between The Interstate Bridge Company and the Baltimore and Ohio 
Railroad Company (a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 5 and 
incorporated herein by reference) (the "1925 B&O Agreement"), and the 
amendment of that agreement dated June 13, 1963 (a copy of which is 
attached hereto as Exhibit 6 and incorporated herein by reference) (the 
"1963 B&O Amendment"); 
(D) Any and all requirements of the ordinance dated January 25, 1977 
adopted by Council of the City of Benwood, West Virginia (a copy of 
which is attached hereto as Exhibit 7 and incorporated herein by 
reference) (the "1977 Benwood Ordinance"); 
(E) A ..ny and all requirements of the 1991 Sale Agreement (a copy of which is 
attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated herein by reference); 
(F) 
(G) 
Any and all requirements of the 1996 Assignment (a copy of which is 
attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated herein); 
Any and all requirements of the Opinion & Order dated March 30, 2007 
issued by the United States District Court tbr the Southern District of 
Ohio, Eastern Division in the case of Ohio Midland. Inc. et a! v. Gordon 
Proctor, Director of Ohio Department of Transportation, et al. Case No. 
C2-05-1 097) (the "Litigation") (a copy of \Vhich is attached hereto as 
Exhibit 8 and incorporated herein by reference) (the "2007 Court Order}1), 
and any subsequent orders regarding demolition and/or removal of the 
Bridge issued in that case including the December 23, 2009 order (a copy 
of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 9 and incorporated herein by 
reference) (the "2009 Court Order"); and 
(H) Any and all requirements associated with any utilities that are located on 
or ncar the Bridge, including, but not limited to, a natural gas pipeline 
located near the Bridge as described in the April 17, 1991 letter from 
Columbia Gas (a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 10 and 
incorporated herein by reference) (the "1991 Columbia Gas Letter'') and 
the electrical service currently in use on the Bridge. 
6. The Buyer represents, warrants, and covenants with and to the Sellers, that it has 
the ability, financial resources, knowledge, technical expertise, qualifications and experience to 
., 
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demolish the Bridge in accordance with the tenns of this Agreement, and that it fully intends to 
comply: (i) with the requirements of demolishing the Bridge and all related items; (ii) all 
obligations to remove the debris and all parts of the Bridge in accordance with all laws and 
regulations; and (iii) all other applicable requirements identified in the preceding section 5, on of 
before June 1, 2011. Buyer further represents that it has: (i) investigated the Bridge and 
everything associated with the Bridge; (ii) investigated the legal requirements surrounding the 
ownership and demolition of the Bridge; (iii) through its ow11 investigation has diligently 
researched these issues; and (iv) fully satisfied itself that it can accomplish all of the 
requirements of this Agreement. Buyer specifically acknowledges that the Sellers are relying 
upon these representations in entering into this Agreement. 
Condition of Property Transferred 
7. Sel !ers agree that upon delivery of the Bill of Sale, the improvements constituting 
the Bridge shall be in the same condition they arc on the Effective Date, reasonable wear and tear 
excepted. Buyer acknowledges that the Bridge and improvements thereon and all appurtenances 
are being sold "AS IS" and "WHERE IS". Buyer specifically acknowledges that it is not relying 
upon any representation of Sellers as to the condition or status of the Bridge or any associated 
real or personal property. Buyer is assuming all risks of the Bridge, including but not limited to 
environmental concerns. 
Assignments and Assumptions 
8. Sellers assign any and all rights, obligations and interest they have in the: (i) 1925 
Pa. Railroad Agreement; (ii) 1925 B&O Agreement; (iii) 1963 B&O Amendment; (iv) 1977 
Benwood Ordinance; (v) the 1991 Sale Agreement; and, (vi) the 1996 Assignment. Buyer 
specifically acknowledges and accepts Sellers' assignment of their rights, obl.igations and interest 
in the: (i) 1925 Pa. Railroad Agreement; (ii) 1925 B&O Agreement; (iii) 1963 B&O 
Amendment; (iv) 1977 Benwood Ordinance; (v) the 1991 Sale Agreement; and, (vi) the 1996 
Assignment. Buyer further promises and covenants to comply with the requirements of the: (i) 
1925 Pa. Railroad Agreement; (ii) 1925 B&O Agreement; (iii) 1963 B&O Amendment; (iv) 
1977 Benwood Ordinance; (v) the 1991 Sale Agreement; and, (vi) the 1996 Assignment, in 
owning and demolishing the Bridge. 
9. Buyer assumes as of the date of possession all future obligations arising by virtue 
of the fact it owns the Bridge including, but not limited to ali maintenance, safety, structural and 
other repairs, whether known or unknown. 
I 0. Buyer assumes the obligations of agreements, ordinances, and court orders 
assigned by this Agreement. 
Indemnification and Liabilities 
. II. Buyer will not assume and will have no responsibility tor any liabilities, contracts, 
commitments and other obligations of the Sellers unless expressly assumed in this Agreement, 
including without limitation the following: 
4 
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(A) Any obligations or liabilities of the Sellers arising under this Agreement; 
(B) any obligation of the Sellers for federal. state or local income tax liability 
(including interest and penalties) arising from the operations of the Sellers 
up to the time of transfer of possession or arising out of the sale by the 
Sellers of the Bridge; 
(C) any obligation of the Sellers for any transfer, sales or other taxes, fees or 
levies arising out of the sale of the Bridge; 
(D) Any obligation of the Sellers for expenses incurred in connection with the 
sale of the Bridge; or 
(E) Any other liability or obligation of the Sellers whkh is not expressly 
assumed by the Buyer in this Agreement. 
12. Buyer specifically acknowledges that Sellers are under order by the United States 
District Court for the Southern District of Ohio, Eastern Division in the case of Ohio Midland, 
lnc. et al v. Gordon Proctor, Director o.f Ohio Deparfment of Tran:sportation, et al., Case No. 
C2-05-l 097, to remove the Bridge, and those Sellers, by entering into this Agreement is doing so 
to thlfill any and all obligations to remove the Bridge as required by the Cmut. Buyer further 
acknowledges that by taking m.vnership and responsibility tor demolition of the Bridge pursuant 
to this Agreement that this Litigation exists and requires the removal of the Bridge over the 
property currently owned by Norfolk Southern Railway Co. as set forth in the 2009 Court Order 
pursuant to the 1925 Pa. Railroad Agreement. Buyer further represents that it shaH remove the 
Bridge in compliance with the 2009 Court Order. In addition to the rights and remedies 
specified in this Agreement, if after Notice from Sellers, Buyer fails to take all actions necessary 
to comply with the 2007 Court Order, the 2009 Court Order or any other order issued in the 
Litigation regarding demolition of the Bridge or any part of the Bridge within fifteen ( 15) days, 
Sellers shall have the absolute right to take all actions necessary to comply with 2007 Court 
Order, the 2009 Court Order or any other order issued in the Litigation regarding demolition of 
the Bridge or any part ofthe Bridge and to demolish and remove any part of the Bridge. Sellers 
shall also have the absolute right to sell any part of the Bridge in order to recover its cost 
associated with complying with 2007 Court Order, the 2009 Court Order or any other order 
issued in the Litigation regarding demolition of the Bridge or any part ofthe Bridge. In the event 
that Sellers receive more money than its cost in complying with 2007 Court Order, the 2009 
Court Order or any other order issued in the Litigation regarding demolition of the Bridge or any 
part ofthe Bridge, it shall pay any amount that exceeds its costs to Buyer. In the event that Seller 
has to exercise its rights under this provision, Buyer shall remain the owner of the Bridge and 
shall continue to have all responsibilities set forth herein including any responsibility created by 
law, thjs Agreement or any obligation assigned by this Agreement. In the event that Sellers have 
to take action in order to comply with the 2007 Court Order, the 2009 Court Order or any other 
order issued in the Litigation regarding demolition of the Bridge or any part of the Bridge, Buyer 
shall do all things necessary to assist Sellers in complying with the 2007 Court Order, the 2009 
Court Order or any other order issued in the Litigation regarding demolition of the Bridge or any 
part of the Bridge. 
5 
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Buyer hereby consents to Sellers taking all actions necessary to substitute Buyer as a 
party in the Litigation replacing Sellers as parties. Buyer shall execute all documents necessary 
to enable Sellers to substitute Buyers as a party in the Litigation. lt shall be Sellers' 
responsibility to facilitate Buyer's substitution as a party; however, Buyer shall cooperate with 
Sellers in taking all actions necessary to substitute Buyer as a party. The substitution ofBuyer as 
a party in the litigation will probably occur after the transfer of possession of the Bridge. 
13. Notwithstanding anything contained herein or in any other documents executed 
by Sellers, Sellers hereby represent and warrant to Buyer, that they have fully disclosed to it all 
liabilities associated with the Bridge of which they are aware, and that they are aware of no facts 
or circumstances pertaining to the Bridge that have not been so disclosed. Sellers specifically 
represent in addition to anything they have told Buyer, that they specifically give notice that in 
addition to the normal day-to-day operating expenses of Bridge, Sellers are aware of the 
liabilities set forth in: (i) 1925 Pa. Railroad Agreement; (ii) 1925 B&O Agreement; (iii) 1963 
B&O Amendment; (iv) 1977 Benwood Ordinance; (v) the 2007 CoUJt Order; (vi) the 2009 Court 
Order; (vii) the 1991 Columbia Gas Letter; (viii) the 1991 Sale Agreement; and, (ix) the 1996 
Assignment. Sellers have no reason to suspect that any disclosure they have made is untrue or 
incorrect in any material respect or omits to state a material fact necessary in connection 
therewith 
14, Indemnification by the Sellers: 
(A) From and after the transfer of Possession, the Sellers, jointly and severally, 
agree to defend, indemnify and hold the Buyer and its affiliates harmless 
from and against all indemnifiable damages of the Buyer. For this pmpose, 
"indemnifiable damages" ofthe Buyer means the aggregate of all expenses, 
losses, costs, deficiencies, liabilities and damages (including reasonable 
attomeys' fees and court costs) incurred or suffered by the Buyer, or any of 
its directors, officers, agents, employees or affiliates or its affiHates' 
directors, officers~ agents OJ' employees, as a result of or in connection with: 
(i) any inaccurate representation or warranty made by the Sellers in or 
pursuant to this Agreement, (ii) any default in the performance of any of the 
covenants or agreements made by the Sellers in this Agreement, or (iii) any 
occurrence, act or omission of the Sellers or any shareholder, director, 
officer, employee, consultant or agent of the Seller which occun·ed prior to 
the transfer of possession, and causes damage to the Buyer or its affiliates, 
(B) Sellers will assume the detense of any claim or any litigation resulting 
from a claim, provided that (i) the counsel for the Sellers who conduct the 
defense of such claim or litigation will be reasonably satisfactory to the 
Buyer; and (ii) the Buyer may participate in such defense at the expense 
of Sellers. Except with the prior written consent of the Buyer, Sellers 
will not consent to entry of any judgment or order or enter into any 
settlement that provides for injunctive or other non-monetary relief 
affecting the Buyer or that does not include a release of Buyer by each 
6 
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claimant or plaintiff trom all liability with respect to such claim or 
litigation. 
In the event that the Buyer in good faith determines that the conduct of 
the defense of any claim or any proposed settlement of any such claim by 
the Sellers might be expected to materially and adversely affect the 
Buyer, the Buyer will have the right to assume control over the defense, 
setllcment, negotiations or litigation relating to any such claim at the sole 
cost of the Sellers, provided that ifthe Buyer does take over and assume 
control, the Buyer will not settle such claim or litigation without the 
written consent of the Sellers, such consent not to be unreasonably 
withheld or delayed. 
ln the event that the Sellers do not accept the defense of any matter 
within 20 days of receiving notice of a claim, the Buyer will have the 
right to defend against any such claim or demand and will be entitled to 
settle or agree to pay in full such claim or demand at the sole expense of 
Sellers. 
15. Indemnification by the Buyer: 
(A) From and after the transfer of Possession, the Buyer, jointly and severally, 
agrees to defend, indemnify and hold the Sellers and its affiliates hannless 
Ji·om and against all indemnifiable damages of the Sellers. For this purpose, 
"indemnitiabie damages" of the Sellers means the aggregate of all expenses, 
losses, costs, deficiencies, liabilities and damages (including reasonable 
attomeys' fees and cmut co&'ts) incurred or suffered by the Sellers, or any of 
its directors, officers, agents, employees or aftiliates or its affiliates' 
directors, officers, agents or employees, as a result of or in connection with: 
(i) any inaccurate representation or warranty made by the Buyer in or 
pursuant to this Agreement, (ii) any default in the performance of any ofthe 
covenants or agreements made by the Buyer in this Agreement, or (iii) any 
occurrence, act or omission of the Buyer or any shareholder, director, 
officer, employee, consultant or agent of the SeHer which occurred after the 
transfer of possession, and causes damage to the Sellers or its affiliates. 
(B) Buyer will assume the defense of any claim or any litigation resulting 
fi·orn a claim, provided that (i) the counsel for the Buyer who conduc-ts 
the defense of such c.laim or litigation will be reasonably satisfactory to 
the Sellers; and (ii) the Sellers may participate in such defense at the 
expense of Buyer. Except with the prior written consent of the Sellers, 
Buyer will not consent to entry of any judgment or order or enter into any 
settlement that provides for injunctive or other non-monetary relief 
affecting the Sellers or that does not include a release of Sellers by each 
claimant or plaintiff tram all liability \Vith respect to such claim or 
litigation. 
SMiBa!"ack!Salc Purchase Agmt for Bridgc-5-13-10 
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(C) In the event that the Sellers in good faith determines that the conduct of 
the defense of any claim or any proposed settlement of any such claim by 
the Buyer might be expected to materially and adversely affect the 
Sellers, the Sellers v.dll have the right to assume control over the defense, 
settlement, negotiations or litigation relating to any such claim at the sole 
cost of the Buyer, provided that if the Sellers does take over and assume 
control, the Sellers will not settle such claim or litigation without the 
written consent of the Buyer, such consent not to be unreasonably 
withheld or delayed. 
(D) ln the event that the Buyer do not accept the defense of any matter within 
20 days of receiving notice of a claim, the Sellers will have the right to 
defi:md against any such claim or demand and will be entitled to settle or 
agree to pay in full such claim or demand at the sole expense of Buyer. 
as of the date of transfer of possession ofthe Bridge: 
(A) Sellers shall be liable for and shall pay all federal and state transfer, sales 
and use taxes properly payable upon and in connection with the 
conveyance and transfer of assets purchased herein; 
(B) Sellers shall deliver to Buyer a duly executed Bill of Sale, in the fom1 
attached hereto as Exhibit 11; 
(C) Sellers shall deliver to Buyer such evidence as Buyer's counsel may 
reasonably require as to the authority of the person or persons executing 
documents on behalf of Sellers; 
(D) Buyer shall deliver to Sellers such evidence as Sellers' counsel may 
reasonably require as to the authority of the person or persons executing 
documents on behalf of Buyer; 
(E) Sellers shall deliver to Buyer possession and occupancy of the Bridge; 
and, 
(F) Buyer and Sellers shall deliver such additional documents and affidavits 
as shall be reasonably required to consummate the transaction 
contemplated by this Agreement. 
Bridge Spires 
8 
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17. Buyer shall take all actions practicable to preserve and salvage the four bridge 
spires and deliver them to the Sellers at a place in Belmont County Ohio selected by the Sellers. 
Publication of History or Controversy Surrounding the Bridge 
18. Buyer shaH not provide. any type of statement to anyone regarding the history of 
the Bridge or any controversy surrounding the Bridge, without first providing it in writing to the 
Sellers and obtaining the Sellers' written pem1ission to release the written statement concerning 
the history ofthe Bridge or any controversy surrounding the Bridge. 
General Terms 
1 9. Each party agrees to execute all necessary documents to effectuate the terms of 
this Agreement. 
20. Sellers will pay, through date of possession, all accrued utility charges and any 
other charges that are or may become a lien. Buyer shall take all actions necessary to transfer all 
utilities into its name and to be prepared on the date of possession to maintain the Bridge in 
accordance with all applicable laws and regulations including, but not limited to, the United 
States Coast Guard requirements for lighting. 
21. Time shall be of the essence for this Agreement and of every part thereof. 
22. Neither Sellers, nor Buyer, has retained or employed any person, flrm or 
corporation (other than its attomeys and accountants) to bring about, or to represent them in, the 
transactions contemplated by this Agreement. 
23. Buyer represents and wan·ants to Sellers that it has received all information 
necessary to enter into this Agreement and needs no further information or inspection of the Bridge, 
in order to enter into this Agreement. Buyer further acknowledges that it has been given all access 
necessary to inspect the Bridge. 
24. Each party will pay all expenses it incurs in connection with the negottatlon, 
execution and perfi>mlance of this Agreement, including the fees and expenses of agents, 
representatives, accountant') and counseL 
25. 'fhe representations and warranties of the Sellers contained in this Agreement and 
the exhibits to this Agreement will have been true, complete and correct as of the date of this 
Agreement, and they will be true and correct as of the time of transfer of possession. The Sellers 
will have performed and complied with all of their obligations required by this Agreement to be 
performed or complied with at or prior to the time of transfer of possesion. The Sellers will have 
delivered to the Buyer a certificate, dated as of the date of the time of transfer of possession, 
certifying that such representations and warranties are tnte, complete and correct and that all such 
obligations have been pert()rmed and complied with. 
9 
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26. The representations and wan-antics of the Buyer contained in this Agreement will 
have been true and correct as of the date of this Agreement, and they \vill be true and con-ect as of 
the time of transfer of possession. The Buyer will have performed and complied with all of its 
obligations required by this Agreement to be perfom1ed or complied with at or prior to the time of 
transfer of possession. The Buyer will have delivered to the Sellers a certificate, dated as of the date 
of the time of transfer of possession; certifying that such representations and warranties are true and 
con-cct and that all such obligations have been performed and complied with. 
27. All of the respective representations and warranties of the parties to this Agreement 
will survive the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement. 
28. The parties may amend, modify and supplement this Agreement in such manner as 
may be agreed upon by them in writing and s1gned by all the parties. This Agreement will be 
binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties and their respective successors, assigns, heirs 
and legal representatives. 
29. Any notice, request, information or other document to be given under this 
Agreement to any of the parties by any other party will be in writing and will be given by hand 
delivery, Telccopier, certified mail or a private courier service which provides evidence of receipt as 
patt of it'i service, as follows: 
(A) If to the Sellers, addressed to: 
Roger Barack 
P.O. Box403 
Neff.'i, Ohio 43940 
(740) 676-2172 
(740) 676-1549 
Copy to: 
Law Office of Sean A. McCarter 
4 71 East Broad Street, S uitc 200 1 
Columbus. Ohio 43215 
(614) 358-0880 
(614) 280-9675 (fax) 
(B) lfto the Buyer, addressed to: 
Advanced Explosives Demolition Inc 
645 Nmth Gavilan Lane 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
Ph /Fax 866.903.5551 
info(cv.bi!l£erbla'it.com 
\vww.biggerblast.com 
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Copy to: 
Advanced Explosives Demolition Inc 
120 Cedarcrest Drive 
Hendersonville, TN 37075 
Ph /Fax 866.903.555 I 
info(((Jbiggerblastcom 
ww\v.biggerblast.com 
30. Any party may change the address or Telecopier number to which notices are to be 
sent to it by giving \VTitten notice of such change. Any notice will be deemed given on the date of 
hand delivery, transmission by Telecopier, receipt by certified mail or delivery to a courier service, 
as appropriate. 
31. lf any provision ofthis Agreement is determined to be illegal or unenforceable, such 
provision will be deemed amended to the extent necessary to confonn to applicable law or, if it 
cannot be so an1ended without materially altering the intention of the parties, it will be deemed 
stricken and the remainder of the Agreement will remain in full force and effect. 
32. This Agreement sets forth the entire agreement among the parties hereto and fully 
supersedes any and all prior discussions, agreements, or understandings between the parties and 
crumot be changed except by a written agreement executed by all of the parties. All material 
representations by the Sellers regarding the Bridge which is relied upon by the Buyer are set 
forth in this Agreement 
33. This Agreement will be binding on and inure to the benefit of the parties and their 
heirs, executors, legal administrators, successors and assigns. 
34. This Agreement or provisions of this Agreement can only be assigned with the 
consent of all of the parties whose interests are affected by such assignment. 
35. In consideration of Sellers entering into this Agreement, Buyer shall provide 
Sellers with a guaranty fully executed in the form attached hereto as Exhibit 12 and incorporated 
herein by reference. 
36. This Agreement shall be controlled and interpreted according to the laws of the 
State of Ohio. 
37. l'his Agreement is a negotiated contract and should a dispute arise is not to be 
construed for or against any party herein. 
38. Venue tbr any dispute arising pursuant to this Agreement shall be in the Court of 
Common Pleas of Belmont County, Ohio. 
[Signatures on following page] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed and delivered this 
Agreement as of the date first above referenced. 
·---....................................................... _ ... ___ _ 
Roger Barack 
County of ___ _ 
: ss 
State of Ohio 
The foregoing Instrument was acknowledged before me this __ day of ____ _ 
20 1 0 by Roger Barack. 
County of----·-
: ss 
State of Ohio 
Notary Public 
OHIO MIDLAND, INC., 
An Ohio Corporation 
By: 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this __ day of , 
2010 by Roger Barack, the President of Ohio Midland. Inc. an Ohio corporation, on behalf of the 
corporation. 
Notary Public 
12 lJA) 
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County of "-.)j(f\ ()e(' 
State of lEr::u~e~ : ss 
Advanced Explosives Demolition Inc 
An Idaho Corporation 
AI;JC;l By:;l~~ 
Title/1M{!)~~ 
o-\:tl 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _LQ day ot'ff'CJ\~ .• 
2010 by 1~.~~~~-tl?u.ro_, an authorized representative of Advanced Explosives Demolitio, Inc., 
an Idaho corporation, on behalf of the corporation. 
13 
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Case: 2:05-cv-01097-AL. .. -MRA Doc#: 183 Filed: 09/08/10 Pa~~· 1 of 2 PAGEID #: 1158 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO 
EASTERN DIVISION 
OHIO MIDLAND, INC., et al., 
Plaintiffs, Case No. 2:05-cv-1097 
v. JUDGE MARBLEY 
GORDON PROCTOR, et al., Magistrate Judge Abel 
Defendants. 
ORDER 
This matter is before the Court on Plaintiffs' Motion to Substitute Parties (Doc. 182). On 
December 23, 2009, this Court ordered Plaintiffs to demolish the Bellaire Bridge ("the Bridge"). 
Pursuant to that Order, Plaintiffs entered into a contract with Advanced Explosives Demolition, 
Inc. ("AED"). The agreement involves the transfer of ownership of the Bridge from Plaintiffs to 
AED so that AED can demolish the Bridge. Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 25(c), "[i]f 
an interest is transferred, the action may be continued by or against the original party unless the 
court, on motion, orders the transferee to be substituted in the action or joined with the original 
party." A district court has discretion in deciding whether to allow substitution after a transfer of 
interest. Bamerilease Capital Corp. v. Nearburg, 958 F.2d 150, 154 (6th Cir. 1992). 
Because the contract between Plaintiffs and AED contains an explicit agreement that 
AED will be substituted as a party in this action, the Court will exercise its discretion to allow 
PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT ,, , 
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Case: 2:05-cv-01097-AL;.,-MRA Doc#: 183 Filed: 09/08/10 Pai:Jc.. 2 of 2 PAGEID #: 1159 
substitution under Rule 25(c). AED will be substituted for Plaintiffs Ohio Midland, Inc. and 
Roger Barack. Plaintiffs' Motion is therefore GRANTED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
s/ Al2enon L. Marbley 
ALGENON L. MARBLEY 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
DATED: September 8, 2010 
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STATE OF IDAtiO } S~ 
COONTY OF KOOTENAI Wr 
F!LED: ?Q~ UP"-
ARTHlJRM. BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
ZOII JAN I 0 AM 8: 08 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
abistline@povn.com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFTHE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No: CV-10-7217 
NOTICE OF SERVICE 
The Plaintiff, AED, INC., by and through its undersigned Attorney, and pursuant to Rule 
33 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby gives notice of serving PLAINTIFF'S 
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS 
FOR PRODUCTION upon Defendants' attorney of record, Randy L. Schmitz & John Burke 
together -with a copy of this Notice of Service via the method indicated below. 
Dated this -t. day of January, 2011. 
NOTICE OF SERVJCE - 1 
C.-·;___---
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
RT 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
. -1--f-. 
I hereby certify that on the L__day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
[x] Email 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
BY:~!/~ 
LEANNE VILLA 
NOTICE Of SERVICE • 2 
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-· 01111/2011 17: 39 FAX 2083958585 HALLFARLEY 141002/004 
STA.Tt. OF IDAHO ~ COUNTY OF KOOTEfllAI · · 
FlLED:3ro 
John J. Burke 
ISB #4619; jjb@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls~hallfarley.com 
2011 J~N II PH 3: 38 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
~
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395~8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
W:\4\4· 71 S\pleadings\Objcction to Affid Eric Kelly 02.doc 
Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KR YSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
OBJECTION TO AFFIDA VJT OF 
ERIC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
STRIKE AND DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COME NOW Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
("KDC"), by and through their undersigned counsel of record, and submit their Objection to 
Affidavit of Eric .T. Kelly in Support of Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Strike 
and Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment ("Kelly Affidavit"). 
OBJECTION TO AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE AND DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT· 1 
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01/11/2011 17:39 FAX 2083958585 HALLFARLEY 141003/004 
On January 10, 201.1, at 3:01 p.m., Plaintiff AED, Inc. ("AED'') served upon K.DC an 
Affidavit of Eric l Kelly in Support of Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Strike 
and Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. First, the deadline for plaintiff to respond to 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment has passed. Second, Defendants never received an 
"Opposition" to the Motion to Strike. Defendants are without notice as to the purpose of this 
affidavit but it does not appear relevant to oppose either Defendants' Motion to Strike or 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment. Therefore, Defendants object to this ]ate filed 
affidavit. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 11th day of January, 2011. 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
By __ ~~~~~~~~~---------­
John J. Burke-
Randall L. Sc n · 
Defendants Investments, LLC, 
Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
OBJECTION TO AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE AND DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2 
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01/11/2011 17:40 FAX 2083958585 HALLFARLEY 141004/004 
CERTIFICATE Of SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 11th day of January, 2011, I caused 10 be served a true 
copy of the foregoing document, by the 1nethod indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
Email arthurmooneyQ.~tline@me.com 
OBJECTION TO AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO STRIKE AND DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 3 
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Description 
D 
Time 
09:28:16 AM 
09:29:42 AM 
09:30:30 AM 
09:32:02 AM 
09:33:23 AM 
09:36:1 
CV 2010-7217 AED Inc. vs. KDC Investments 20110112 Motion Summary 
Judgment 
Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Court Reporter: Julie Foland 
Clerk: Shari Rohrbach 
Speaker 
Judge 
Bistline 
Judge 
ocation -COURTROOMS 
Note 
Calls, here on OF MSJ, OF Motion to Strike from Mr Bistline that 
has been noticed up. A Motion to Reconsider - clerk has no 
record of that. 
I belived my staff did call, I instructed them to call. It adds nothing 
new to the hearing, its a procedural thing. 
We have a lot crammed into an hour, I won't hear that today. Deal 
with Motion to Shorten Time first. 
No obj to that. 
Will hear Mtn to Strike, we have an hour. I've read the Motion to 
Strike. 
Nothing to add to that. 
Nothing to add. 
e I'll take that under advisement. 
Schmitz 
I've gone back through the Kelly affd. I can give the paragraph 
numbers of the ones I think are most objectionable if the court 
could focus on that. Para 11, 14, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 30, 31, 
and 33. 
RE: Wilburn affd, there's no foundation for the attached 
application, no indication when he received that. I'm not to 
concerned to the attachments to the Bistlline affd. 
I don't know what the obj are to those paragraphs. 
09:36:14 AM Schmitz We've received the reply which has case law we've not seen 
before, is other briefing going to be done? 
09:36:50 AM 
09:38:02 AM 
Judge 
Correct on the Mtn to Reconsider, I've read the Mtn to Reconsider 
on the summary jdmt issues, not read the Memo in Opposition, 
that's separate, or reply. We're done briefing MSJ. 
RE: our summary jdmt. One of the main issues is ownership. We 
did bring that to light when we answered the amended complaint. 
file://R:\LogNotes- HTML\District\Civil\Mitchell\CV 2010-7217 AED Inc. vs. KDC Inve... 1112/2011 
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09:30:57 AM Judge 
I 09:31 :34 AM I Schmitz 
I 09:31:42 AM I Bistline 
I 09:31 :49 AM I Judg  
, , , , , , , ,3 3  
I 09:34:08 AM I Bistline 
09:34:18 AM Judge That was set forth in the brief. 
09:3':~~f Bistline II think my brief is an adequate response. 
Judge Proceed with MSJ. 
09:36:14  Schmitz 
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09:49:10 AM 
Whoever owns the bridge demolishes and owns the salvage. So 
owning the bridge is central in this case. AED and KDC discussed 
blasting the bridge when they discussed selling it. It was the intent 
to have KCS blast the bridge. Demolishing is longer process, 
have to get stuff ready to go. Blasting is placing the explosives 
and ready to go. AED says it'll take 14 days to blast. After that you 
clean up what was exploded. The demo agreement has many 
problems, it's a question of fact and we're focusing on legal 
argument. We're not waiving anything on that. One problem is the 
proposal wasn't accepted by KDC, signed as received, but it 
contemplates a separate agreement to be entered. Term 1 says 
upon receiving a signed contract, #8 says another contract, Exh A 
Schmitz to Crystals Affd. This contemplated an additional agreement was 
to be entered to. Parties were thinking KDC would be general 
contractor, AED would be subcontractor. That was discussed, 
KDC hired Delta to be general contractor. That was included in 
Exh A, reads. June 11 letter toW VA Dept of labor says bridge is 
owned by KDC. Delta to be general contractor. AED to act as a 
specialty contractor. KDC application says working as sub 
contractor. AED was going to be a sub to Delta contractor. Delta 
did supply a subcontract to AED which they refused to sign as 
they believed they had a signed agreement. I have not provided 
that to the court. Eric Kelly acknowledges receipt of that and 
wasn't going to sign. Ask the court to allow time to file that by 
Friday. 
Delta did provide AED a subcontract and they did not sign. Then 
the logger heads started to happen. KDC didn't make the 30,000 
payment, so AED got upset because no payment had been made. 
Page 4 of the proposal says AED was to provide permits. KDC 
was saying you can't to this until you get permits, I'm not sure why 
AED refused to do that. KDC was refusing to pay when they 
hadn't done any work. So both parties are getting fed up with each 
other. So KDC said we're done, we're not going to use you. That's 
where we're at factually. So the legal argument deal with 
ownership of the bridge and breach of contract. Purchase 
Agreement is unambigeous. AED cannot get past the four corners 
of the contract. KDC owns the bridge, the get to demolish it. AED 
is angry they haven't been paid, so they allege fraud. But they 
can't prove fraud. They didn't plead fraud. In the first Compliant 
we weren't sure what was plead. Three def, KDC, and the 
Chaklos'. They don't distinguish anything between the def.You 
have to plead facts for each def. Fraud has to be plead with 
particularity. We think it should be dismissed on those grounds. 
They're asserting we don't have standing. We're saying they can't 
prove fraud, they were administrativly dissolved and can't carry on 
business. They can wind up afffairs, they can sell assets. They 
can sell the bridge, wind up business, can't enter into an 
agreement to do something new. So how can they rely on what 
they can't legally do. And they didn't have a West Virginia 
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contractor license. They were not reinstated to do any work, they 
didn't have legal ability to do any work. 
09:59:36 AM No evidence of fraudulent intent. All the evidence submitted 
shows the contrary. They got into a disagreement on when the 
30,000 payment was to be made. That's past June 1. The only 
evidence AED has come forward with is the non payment. That's 
not enough to show fraud. Everything shows they were going to 
use AED until AED said we're going to sue you. Why didn't they 
just get the permits and licenses then turn to KDC and say we've 
got them and they need to pay. For these reasons fraud cannot 
Schmitz be proven. They're not entitlled to recission. The previous ruling is 
that they're not entitled to rescind the agreement. If they're not 
entitled to rescind then KDC owns the bridge, then KDC is entitled 
to have title quieted. They've submitted a Kelly affd, and attaching 
the contract between Barrik and AED. I'm assuming they're trying 
to show AED had an obligation. As the court noted the purchase 
agreement is unambigeous, they assigned everything to KDC to 
demolish the bridge. A party cannot come into court with unclean 
hands, not entitled to recission. 
110:06:36 AM IEJ I want to understand what you've just said, pause. Where's the 
nonassignable issue raised? 
10:09:18 AM I don't know if it's raised in the order from Judge Marbly. Para 34 
page 11, reads. They haven't said if they've gotten Barricks 
permission. There is nothing in the purchase agreement to restrict 
AED to assign. As it stands now they can't rescind. So title would 
vest with KDC. Once we have the ownership issue determined 
Schmitz then breach of contract is left. They're not entitled to specific 
performance. That's only used when legal remedies are 
inadequate. They can still attempt to prove breach of contract. 
They didn't have the West Virginia license until suit was filed. 
Idaho law is what they're trying to enforce. Looking to that, any 
contract prohibited by statue is void. 
110:15:14 AM Judge II I've read the brief and case, I understand your argument. I 
110:15:33 AM Schmitz OK, that's all I'll say about, if the court agrees we're entitled to 
summary judgment. 
110:16:05 AM Judge Does the PL have objection to Delta subcontract being included in the record? 
10:16:33 AM Yes, for purposes to blast the bridge there was a contract, based 
Bistline on rubbermaid. If the Court wanted to provide another MSJ 
hearing they could raise it 
10:17:38 AM Schmitz The arguments are all there. 
10:18:23 AM The reasons for filing Kelly affd are in response to strike the Affd. 
Bistline AED is not saying they can void the agreement with KDC. AED is 
still on the hook with feds. They've indicated they do not intend to 
blast the bridge. AED is not claiming the contract is void. 
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10:21:20 AM As far as the agrement overlooked by the defense, file by end of 
business tomorrow. Will allow any objection to that, other than 
Judge Rule 56, to be filed by Jan 19, response by Jan 21. Require 
defense to explain why it's relevant, PL can file why it's not 
relevant. Go ahead with MSJ agument Mr Bistline. 
10:23:11 AM KDC says contract was to be under Idaho law, there's no 
provision for that. AED not having W VA license does not make 
contract void. There's no contemplation of not having the license, 
Bistline what they're trying to say is withholding payment is based on 
contractor license. There is no statement saying when you show 
the license we'll wire the money, that was never said.lt's not an 
illegal contract. They're defending an action based on lack of 
contractor license, W VA says that's not a defense. 
10:26:25 AM Judge What agreement does it say you're clients needs to get license? 
10:26:36 AM Bistline It's in the blast agreement, it's in the future tense. Crystal Affd 
10:27:27 AM Schmitz II Page 434, page 4 of proposal. 
10:27:58 AM Bistline j~1. 
10:28:28 AM Judge It seems that's limited to explosive permits. 
10:28:40 AM It doesnt say they have to have a W VA contractor license .They're 
making things up. I write a letter saying give us the money or 
you'll get sued, that's my clients right. They made up a provision. 
AED paid money for explosives, they relied on this. The date of 
the fraud act, June 1, 2010, they faxed back the agreement with 
Bistline initials on every page saying it's the agreement. It's a promise to blow up the bridge. Officer of the corporation initialed every page. 
WVA says lack of a license is not a defense to a suit. IC 30-1-
304, re: valildity of corporation. Agreement to sell the bridge done 
in reliance of KDC. There's been no valid explanation for not 
paying the 30,000. They have no good reason for why they did 
this. On the recission issue, they raised that again in their brief. 
10:34:53 AM vl'llllll L£. II He's arguing reconsideration. 
10:35:08 AM Bistline 
10:35:20 AM Judge ~r~ uou talking about? 
10:35:34 AM Bistline Reply brief cites correct case. I've found cases back to 1910, 
AM Schmitz We're getting into reconsideration issues. 
Bistline From what I've found, Harder is decided correctly. 
10:36:46 AM Idaho law is in the proposal agreement, page 7 - the demo 
Schmitz agreement, the blasting agreement. Under GC4 heading, reads, 
Exh A, under Crystals affd. · 
10:37:4 ..... ,; .... ,... llnro.o. ho.'s correct ,.,, ,..., 
•;::, -- - . 
10:37:55 AM Judge ove on. 
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10:38:03 AM 
Schmitz 
10:42:33 AM Judge 
He's argued this under WVA case law. Page 437, KDC. You can't 
enforce a void contract. Crystal affd exh 8, page 350, an email to 
Lisa Kelly, will make an effort to send the money but based on 
permits and approval. RE: fraud, need to satisfy pleading 
requirements. What they plead is insufficient. On reconsideration, 
we don't agree on this new case law changes anything. The 
reason it's mentioned in our brief is that it was filed the day we 
received the court's ruling. I didn't have a chance to take it out. My 
understanding is we're not going to argue that today. 
We're running to late. I'll take it under advisement and issue a 
decision. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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Jan 12 11 12: 34p Bistline Law 208-665-7290 p. 1 
ARTHUR BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
SlATE OF IDAHO l 
COUNTY OF KOOTEN.AJ J~ 
FILED: L.f<g~ 
1423 N_ Govr.mmnnt Wny 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
201 I JAN I 2 PH 12: 58 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRlCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation Case No. CV10-7217 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
o'V 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned has called up for hearing before 
The Honorable John T. MitcheD on Wednesday, January 26, 2011, at 2:00pm or as soon thereafter 
ns counsel may be heard, at the Kootenai County Courthouse, the following matter(s): 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER MEMORANDUM DECISION BOLDING THAT 
r:LAJNTIFF IS NOT ENTITLED TO RESCISSION 
If these matters are resolved, the moving party shall contact the judge's office to cancel this 
hearing. 
DATED this 12th day of January, 2011. 
NOTICE Of HEARING -1 
?---------
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 12th day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF HEARING by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
JohnBw-k.4;; 
Hal~ Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P .A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
NOTICE OF HEARING -2 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
L J Certitied mail [ J Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
fxl Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
BY~~ ERJE 
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s~s 
--- f~ro: '/P.. ~ -, 
John J. Burke 
1 SB #4619; .i.i.b.@hwlli-rley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
JSB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
?Oil JAN 13 PM 1.;: 11 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
W:\4\4-71 5\pleaclings\MSJ·HFOB-Alf Lee Chaklos 02.doc 
Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF VIRGINlA ) 
County of Virginia Beach ) 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
LEE CHAKLOS IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Lee Chaklos, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am one of the Defendants in the above-entitled action and, as such, have 
personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein. 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF LEE CHAKLOS IN SUPPORT 0}~ MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1 
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2. I am the President aDd sole shareholder of Delta Demolition Group, Inc. ("'Delta 
Demo''). 
3. KDC hired Delta Demo to act as the general contractor responsible for 
demolishing the Bellaire Toll Bridge (the ""Bridgt:"). 
4. A.ED was to ac1 .-!.~ an independent sur~ntractor to De1ta Demo for purposes of 
blasting the Bridge. Deha Demo sent ARD a su~conttact for this purpose. 
5. Airached hereto a..;; Exhibit··;\·' is a true and correct copy of an email dated June 
25, 2010. that 1 sent to AF.D with Della Demo's standard form ::;uhcontract as an attachment 
Also attached as Exhibit "A" is a true and ct,rrect copy of Mr. Kelly's email dated June 27,2010, 
to Mark Wilburn from AED, on which l was copied. whereiD Mr. Kelly states that he does nol 
:::th.::-·s fonn subeontrnct and will r let the AEjproposaJ be sup=eded by 
~----,~~~~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWOR-N to before me thls l~ day of January. 2011. 
JEREMY LlOMOZICK 
,..,Public ComrnanWeillh at VIrginia 
~17113895 
My ColmafJft ~ 4 I 30 I 2011 
N09v '"ilJliJ~·TRG!Ni,\--
Residing at _\ll.~~ ~~ ... Virginia 
My Commission Expires: .-.":/. 'fS-7)_/.J.J__ 
SUPPLf.MENT AL AFFIDAVIT OF LEE CRAKLOS IN SUPPORT O'F MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT -l 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the t/:_ day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of 
the following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
-f(.. Te1ecopy 
-Pt. Email arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF LEE CHAKLOS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT~ 3 
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Redacted 
-On Sun, 6/27/JO, Eric J Kelly <eri.c:(ii;biuerbltt.~t.cm,,> wrote: 
From: Eric J Kelly <eric@bigg_er.b.last.com> 
Subject: FW: Subcontractor agreement 
To: '"Ma.l'k Wilburn'" <mark@biggerblast.cgm> 
Cc: deltademo@yahoo.com 
Date: Sunday.June 27, 20 I 0 .. 2:27PM 
Mark, 
Look this over and tell me what you think. 
,• 
I do not agree with this form at all. Our Contract/Proposal Agreement 
has not been complied with and what makes us believe this one will 
likewise. 
The AED proposal will not be superseded by any other agreement. 
~006/015 
'· 
These people always look for ways to stall for time. Find out if the permit for phase 1 has been issued on 
Monday please. If it has, and they have not complied with the 
Original Proposal terms, there's n'o ·need for us to give them 
ammunition to stall and/or think -they own the bridge . They have 
violated the original terms. I was advised by our lawyer in Ohio to 
place an injunction on the sale since the terms were violated and 
contract was breached. 
Krystal and Lee Chaklos stated. and I quote "we will foJWard the 
$30,000 when we receive our first permit"_ This is: 
1 
KDCOOOOO& 
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1. Contrary to the June 1st c:ontract signed with the Sales 
Agreement 
2. Contrary to the June 91h payment terms signed by Krystal 
Chaklos 
3. A deliberate breach of contract which allows us to rescind on the 
Agreement 
Just so there are no ambiguities. AEO does not agree to this Mickey 
Mouse form. It has no foundation to precede an already endorsed 
contract. 
What are they attempting to do? You can advise them if they want 
AED off the job to pay $75,000. After receipt of the funds, AED will 
absolve all persons of legal restitution and formalities. 
Thanks. 
Eric J_ Kelly 
From: Krystal Chaklos rmailto;deltademo@.xaboo.com) 
Sent: Friday, June 25,2010 8:33PM 
To: eric@biggerblast.com 
Cc: mark@biggerblast.com , 
Subject: Subcontractor agreement 
T o:Eric Kelly 
DBA:AED 
From:Lee Chaklos 
DBA:DDG (General Contractor Job #WV012010) 
2 
141007/015 
I 
,. 
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•' 
Please see attached requirements .. 
Once all requests are in compliance,Delta wiJJ sign approval. 
No virus found in this incoming message. 
Checked by AVG • w;ww.avg.com 
best J'egards, 
Version: 9.0.851 I Virus Database: 271.1.1/3089 • Release Oate: 08/23110 02:35:00 
[gj 008/015 
---~----"---·---------- --·--~-----------·-·-·~ ~-·~··~~-~-------~~ 
No vims tound in thjs message. 
Checked by A VG- www.avg.com 
Version: 1 0.0. 1 153 I Virus Databas-e: 424/3244- Release Date: Jli08/J 0 
Click here to report this email as spam. 
3 
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Delta Demolition qroup 
400 Jonathan's. Cove Court 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
•' 
Plume; 330-720-83 7S 
1-=a:>i: 
SUBCONTRACT 
ADDP£SS Contract II 
Cost Code-::-li-------
Dott. ___ _ 
:j:eiepho"iic,_· -::· ==-==:="""":~=-=---­
csuscoNTRACTOR.) 
l'rojc:a~---------­
Location~--------­
Job Telephonc;---------
Ardtitc:diBngineets'---- ----
Della Demoli1ion. (hereafter COnl.nlctor) and SubconJractor agn.oe as follows; 
l. Subcontractor ag~ees to provide: all labor, milterials, scaffolds, tools aPd equipment to perform tile rollowing work; 
2. 
3. 
"· 
5. 
-------------------------------------------------·------------
-·----------------------------------------
----------------------------------------·---------------
(hcn:aJier Work) ror the above named Prq_iett in accordance with ae1d as shown on the Plansllrtd Spccific:Mions BJJd rile Ge"etal rutd 
Special ConditiO II$ of the Con ~~act prepared by the above named Aldlilcct/Engineers rno~ sp~cifica.lly idc.ntilicd as rollows; 
SubconiJllciOr agre~ 10 perform the Woric in IICC:OrdllllCc with job progress SthcduJ~ Lhnt mny be revised from 1ime to timl: lind job 
d~mW~ds and complete the Woe·k on or before _________ --------··-···· .... ... . .. . . ·- __ . . ..•. 
Conlractor a~ to pay Subconlnlctor the Contract Sum of S.-:--::---:-:--...,..,.--...,..,.-:------.-::---:---:-
in curn:nrfunds in mon1hly payrnQntS and a final paym9111 as hcriin provided. subject to additions and dcductii'Jns a:; herc;in 
provided, which ConlrKt Sum .shall ioclude all permits, fees, inspection 'osts and sales and/or usc taxes rcqtJired by ~y 
governmental authority. • · 
Subcontraclor assumes ror the Work covered b)' !hi$ Subc:ontracl, all oblisaaions placed upon Conuae;eor in lhe General Contract 
between Controtlor and Owner, the Oeneral and Special Conditions, if any. and the Plans and Specifications abo11e described. 1111 
ofwflicb are incorporated hctcin Bnd made a part hcryof: Th Work shall be pct'fonned by SUbcontnu:tor to the satisraetion or 
lhc Owncr,l\rdtiteci/EngincetS and Contractor. aod in acconlancc with aJI ordillanccs. rules, reaulalions anct requircm~ts of 
any and aJJ governmenl.al authorilies and wjth all applicable Federal State or local codes. SubconCI"'tC:tot shall obtain and pay for 
all pcnnits and licenses pertaining to the Work n:quired by any governmcnaal aulhoa·iay as pat1 of the Contmct Sum. 
SubcoiMiclor spc:eilicaUy agrees 1o comply with all O.S.H.A. rules. regulations IUid rcquircmtnts.. 
Defore <:Ommcneing the Work. Subcontractor sflall proeten: and conlinue in full rorcc and e""t until eomplelion or Chc Work at 
least 1hc following insurance; 
a. Worker's Compensation and Employer's liabiliry Insurance with limits and endor5Cillcncs at IC118t equal to thu1 in rorce 
for the Conuaetor: · 
b. General Uabilily lnsurence narnir~g tile Cotlt.ractor AS an odditiomd insured on the sub~nlractor's comm~iol S!l:llml 
liability policy, which additional insured $liiiUS shall be oo a primary basis, wirh the lbllowing minim1lll'l limits 
unless pn:scribcd at a higher level in the contract document: 
i. GcneraJ AAgreplc (on "per prO,j~ .. basis) 
ii. ProductsfCompleted Operations A~gate 
iii. PenooaVAdvettising Injury 
iv. Each Occurrence 
e. Automobile LiabfUty insurance wilh a S 1,000,000 LimiL 
$2,000,000 
$2,000,000 
$1.000,000 
$1,000,000 
d. Commen:ial Umbmla (with the Con'lr'IICtOr named Addition Ill lrn.'UI'OII) $4,000.000 
e. ln!IIQnce OOWer&Jc alleost e4!unfl0 in botb llmDUJil and tyJ)O Of CO\'!:r'llgc: f'or any Jnsura~ CO'\IUliF 1hc Conttactor may 
need for the specific job. This includes, but is nat limited to. USL&H and Marine Employcn: Liability (Jones 1\ct). 
Beron: comrnc:ncing !he Work. Subcontractor shall film.bh ""ificaus to Coorractor showine ~above insurance is in fWI f'orec 
and shall also fumisb satisfactory evideflce !hat Subcontrae&or is properly li~'led to do business Md ptrf"orm this Subc:on!rllct 
and dw all necessary permits coverins the Work ha-te been obtaifttd. The additional insured coverage p;quiraf by chis seclion 
shall include both work irJ process (j,e, qoiqg operations) aPd complcled work. (i.e. completed operations). The additional 
i~~Ma~~ce covcmge nquired by this 58Clion shall ~ mamcoined for a perivd or 12 months following lht dole au ~lioDS under 
this subcontract arc completed. In addition.lhe.subcontract sbaU give the: c:on1111ctor thiny (JO) days adYIIIIec wriucn o~icc 
bc:Am:: !be Subtoultador amcels any of the insurances rcqoin:d by this section.. 
6. The following special provi$ions shall appt,- to the Subeontmct: 
• Subconlractor shoJI provide. to Contractor a completed IRS Fonn W.!J RequCJt for Tnpayer Identification 
Number aqd Certification or an acceptable substitute or form W-9. 
141009/015 
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• Subl:ontractor must provi!;!c 8 copy or their bonafide Sllf~;ly progn~m to CuniJ'llctor bcrorc .Sillrlil'lg work. 
• ln$urAntc Certilia.tes must namt this job sp~ifitally (unless this is an ennWir co111rru:t). 
• Performance as described in Anicle ~ or !he Oener<~l Terms ami Conditions or this agrccm~l will initi~re a 
$500.00 pet day damage lb."<:CSSmcnl. 
• Sub(:(lntraelor is respOI)Sible for all c:osts to rcmo'VIl and dispose: ofha2ardous material created by SubcanlCaelor, their 
ernployCCl> or cquipmcn~ or created 8$ a result of or dtlring the course ofthc.ir wotlc. 
7. This written Subcootract ~q>ccilkally including tbe General Tern\$ and Conditions set rol'th on th.c back. 1llc.r~;of. lind fur!OO 
speci6cally including lhe olher toniJ'act document$ incorporated hercio by n:(crencc, constitutes our complete: agrccrnenl and 
su~cs any prior oral or'WI'ittcn negotiationS. 
M01)1FICA TIONS OF 11-IESE TERMS AND PROPOSED EXTRAS TO TliTS SUBCONTRACT MUST BE SUEMITIED IN 
WRITING AND SIGNED BY PROJECT MANAGER (NOT JOB SUPERINTENDENT) TO BF. VALID. 
CONmACTOR 
l3y: By: ____________ _ 
Title: ----oo=.~=:-:=:::-:-==:--­(SUBCONTRACTOR) TIIIQ: ----===-=-===-:-----(CONTRACTOR) 
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDIT10NS 
I. lotcrprctatioo or Plans.. Corrective Work CuaraGtee. The 
Work included under lllis Subcontract is to be done to the 
satisfaction or the ArchiteciiEnginter. and the dccbiOil of the 
Archilcc\/Engilleer sh.all be final. Subconuaetor sba11 immcdiatc)y 
taltc down all partiom rlf the Work', and remove all ma1crials 
condemocd by the ArehitccVEngineer and/or ContrBCtor as being 
improper, unsovnd, or ool in «Jn(onni1y willl tbc Plaos ~nd 
Speeificatioo:!>-; 8fld SUbcontractor, at its' own cxpcnsc. shall malul 
such «Jildetllllcd Work good. All Worlc: executed under lhls 
Subcontract sh3JI be suBJantccd fi'ce ftom defective IJilltcrials and 
workmanship for a period of one ( t) year from the date of the final 
certificate or the A.rchiteCI/Engineer. or the guaran~ period set 
forth in other conlract docurneniS, whichever period HI longer. 
Contn!Ciar may n:tain Ill)' monies due Subeonl.rl!ctor until all 
corrections rcq~tired by SubtontJactor are completed. 
2. Monthly and Final Payments. If R:quested by Conuactor, 
Subl:ornr~ctor shall submil 1t derailed schedule showing the 
subdivision of tb= Conlrac:t SUI1l into iiS various parts for tbc 
purpose of chceking reqllisilions befon: c:ommoncing the Work. 
011 or bef~ lhc last day of each '('hOnlh. Sub«lntnactor sfaall subnril 
to ConiRaor In the form required a wriuen requi$11ion ror payment 
Jbr dlr: ptOponionate value of the: Wort installed to that dele. whic:h 
re:qllisilion shaU be approved for pa)'JOOlt by Conlt'OClor•s Project 
Manager. The monthly requisitions Jess a n:seMt of Ill% will be 
pnid durin~ the succeeding month after Coo~or receives 
payment rrom the Owner. Any reserve withheld mm 
subcontractor will be paid wilbio 30 clays of !ll of the foii!JWioe; 
(a) recc.ipt of a lfcn waiver from subcontraccor, (b) R:ccipl by 
contr.~etor of all ~es withlk:Jd by Owner. and (c) the n.solullon 
Of aJI SUbcontractor punch ljst ilcm$ to lhc !Bti$faction Of owner. 
contractOJ', and arthilccV'cngillcet. 
J. Change Orden and Estras. No ahmtions.. changes, dcduclimls. 
or Ke:xltaS" in or to !he Work shall b: made except on tile wrhlr:n 
order of Con~r signed by the Project M11Da3Cr. not die 
Supcrin1Cndeol, lllld when so made the value thereOf Silled in die 
order sllall be added or deducted from thc Cooll'lld Sum. 
Subtontnu:tor shall not negotiate directly wilh Ownt.-r and ir Owner 
or ArchiteetiEneJneer ~ld dire!;( or requeSt aoy altcmtion. 
change, deduction or CX'lnl. SubconlrDCinr shi!U ref\ll' such dlrcclor 
or rcque:u I() Contractor_ 
4. Labor, All labor throughout the Work sholl be a~:ccprable lo the 
Owner and Contractor and of a s~andin& or -ifliliation that will 
permit the Work ro be cnrried on llarmo•liously, withot."l delay. :m<1 
thai wiU in no ease. or unllc:;r any cirewn~tanec:s, tt~u.~-c any 
disturbance. inlel'fc:rcnce, or delay to !he pmgrtss or the building. 
struc:rure. f~tciliLics. or any other work b~ns camed OJ'I by thtl 
Owner or Contractor in M)' other loe~~l. Should labclr fail 10 me~:~ 
tllis standard, Contractor may tc.tminotc tbis Subeont111cl ;111(1 
Subcontractor will be paid for Work completed prior 10 the 
cam:cHation. 
S. Dcllly, !),fault & Tcnnlna&ion. Shovld Sulx:ootn~CU~r at any tilnc 
refuse or neglect to supply a sufficiency or skilled workmen. 
maleriaJs ofthc proper qualily and qunntiry. or fail in any r~ to 
prD$CC11te lbc Wort wltb pramplnCS$ amr diligence. or C!IUS\t by lin)' 
action or omission the Sloppage or delay or or interfc~WC( with lhr: 
Wort or or an.y olher Subcon\nl<:tOJ-s or otm:nvise be in dcfaull of 
lhe ~'Ubcont111Ct, Conb'IICior may after twenly·four (24) hour.; 
written nolk:c addre.c~Sed 10 the Subc:ontractDI at the ackiiCSS noted 
on !he reverse slde or this Subconrraet.. pro\idc thmu{th ilsctr or 
~vgh othr:rs, any such labor or materials. and deduct the ~ 
thereof f'rom any money due or 1her~:~~flcr to become due the 
Stlbcontntctor- In case of such tcrmirn~tion of employment ol' 
SubtAlntniClor, said Subconnaor $hall not be entitled ro n:ceivc 
any further payment under lhis Sllbtontracl until the said Work 
$hall ~wholly finished. at wruc:h tim!!, if &he unpaid b'.\1~ ol'thc 
amount to be paid tllldcr this Subcontract shall Qceed expense 
II'ICIIITCd by Cont.raclar In finishina said Work. sucb excc.o;s shall be 
paid to SubeootnK:tor. Tf expense shall ex~ such unpajd 
b1lance. 8\lbconllaetar shall pey the dil'retence to Contrtc:Jor. 
jncludinJ any dalmlges fbr delay_ If the Gcnml Con11'Kt bctwl:cn 
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the Owner I!Dd Contr11e1or is terminated, COflllactor may olso 
1erminlllc this Sub¢ontnJCt by ei\'ing Subc:onlnlctor prorata for all 
Worlt they performed llndu rhis SobtlontracL and the a~t\lal C05\ of 
any mat:eriaJs spceill.lly l"abricated hereunder less salvage: value. 
6. Clca a-up. SubtonU"actor shall keep the premi~"t:s fret from 
aec;umulati<lu of wa.'>le malcriaJ aod rubbish. and at !he completion 
of 1hc Wnrk. shall remove rrom 1~ prcmiscl> all of ils' rubbish, 
implemCilts. and .!o-urplus materials and shall leave the premises 
broom c:lc:at~. Should Subcon!ractor rail 10 remove ils • dcbri.r;, 
Conll'aetor will remove it and ~arge the cosl 10 the Subcontrac;tOr. 
1- l..icns. Subcontrnc:tor Sholl submil, with each monthly requisition, 
evidence thaJ: 1111 sub-subcomraetors, or persons 1\Jmishing to 
Subcontractor material. and any other pcr$OD who might dai1'11 a 
medlanie's I~ throuah Subcontraetor, bave been pt1id by 
rurnishing with caeb such monlldy requisition a partial release of 
lien from liUCh sub-subcontraecor, motcrialrnen, or other pCT50ns 
claiming a lien, With each such monlllly requisition, Subconltactor 
shall also furnish to Con~nctor its partial rei~ or licrJ. Upon 
making application for linlll payment Subcontractor shaU again 
furnish C\'idcnce. if m~ve:sted 10 do so by ConlrB~o:tor. thai all iUb-
subeontroctors llnd pcr.;:ons fumisbing matcriol have bcal paid and 
shall olSt~ procure for Contractor final releases of Lien ITom all ~h 
sub-rubcontrliC:Iors. person.~ furnishif~B material, and tinY other 
£11.o'I"SOn who might claim a lien thi'Otlglt SubconiJ'aCtor. If a1 any 
time: there shall be cvidtmcc of a lien or claim ror whidl, if 
established, Comnc:lor or Owner might become liable and which is 
chargeable to SubcontrOdOr, lhQ Contr8Ctor ~ball have the right 10 
retain out of any payment due, or to become due, an amount 
suffic:ic:nt to indemnify Contrutor and Ownes- against sucb litn or 
claim and to charge or deduct all the cost of defense thc:refore, 
includin.g reasonable aetomcy'i fi:c:s. 
8. Assipment 8& Sub-SubconlrActing. The performance of tbis 
Subcontraa 1nay no& be IISSigned by Subcontr~or witboul first 
oblaining eoment therefore, in wriliqg.. li'om Contractor. Jn the 
cwocnt Subcontractor assigns the right IQ toc:eive the Con~ Sum. 
upon wrium notice thc~f. the Subconlloaetor asn:es that all 
paymem.s to ba:oJne due u!ldc:r Subcontrect ~~~u be by joint cheek 
10 the: Subc:onr:rac:tor 11nd its SS$iggc:c. 
9. Indemnity. SubcontraCIOl dee$ ~)' indemnify and save !be 
Coo~tor Owner, and An:hitec:r/Engin~:er batmlcss of and from 
any loss, damage:.. eosr, and Q,cpense which the ConlrBCior, Owner, 
and/or Architect/Engineer may suffer, 5USiain, or be threatellCII 
wilb liabili~y for arMng either under aoy Workmen's 
Compensati011 Law or othcrwis-. ollt af thQ performance of this 
Sub«<nttact by Subcontnrctot, bit agents, employees. materialmen, 
or sub-subconfracto~ and SubeontraciOr acknowledges and asm=s 
that one hundmf (S I 00.00) dollars of the Contract Sum represeou 
dte SpeCilic considetatlOII paid by Conlnlctor fbr all of' 1hc 
indcmnifiC111ioM from SubconlrKtor to Contn~ctor. OWuer. and 
Art:hiiCC1If'lnAioccr. under the lcrnt5 of this Su~ontraet and tho 
Conlrl~Ct document$ made: a part thecect 
JO. Govcroiog Law. This Subwnrml shall be conslruc:d oodcr, ~~ad 
in accordance with, 1he promions of the raw of the State w~ the 
projc:ct is locarcd. 
II. Time, rt is expressly asreed that lime is the CS9Cl1CC of this 
Subcontract aod Sllbcooltaetor agrees to ciJJtdy pecfonn &he 
Subcontract. ll being further understood lbal sllould the 
Subc:otlltaetor be delayed io the pros=urion or completion of the 
Work by the act. ncglc:a. or default orconuaeaor, or tor any otbcr 
c:t1U$C$. chen tbe Subcontractor shall be c:ofilled to an extension of 
rime within whlch to perf'onn the Subconl.niCl, which dtall be lhe 
Sllbcontractor's sole n:mc:dy, provided. ho\I!Cvcr. thai 
Subeontraelor notifies ContraCtOr in wriUng thai an c:xrenslon of 
li~ will be requimd. 
/ 
12 Shop Drawing.s:.. Tile Subcontractor !\hall prepare 1111d -~rbor:il tn 
Conlt8C:tOr ~o-uch shop drawillgs as may be necessary to completely 
dcn:ribc lhe details of construc:.tion of the Work. Approval on IIese 
shop drawinSS by ConltaCIOr ;md/ol Architl!et/Enginccr wnl Ol'l 
relicm: the SubconlnciOI ar its obligation to p~:Jform the \'WOJk in 
strict aeeordantc with the Plans and/or Spcci !icalioi'IS or lhe prop.:r 
mattbing and filling of the Work with comisuous IYOtlc. 
13. Loss or DR magi! to Work. C0ntli\(tor shall nl)\ be rc:spon.c:iblc ~nr 
loss or da~~~ase to the Work included in this SubtonlrBCL llntil arler 
final aeccp1ance of lhe Work by tile Conllllttor Mdlor 
An:hitectJEnsincer, nor shall it be responsible for lollS or damage to 
materials. toolS. or ~plianc:cs of tbe Su~onoac10r used.. or to be 
osed, in !he prosecution of the W~rk howe~et C<'lu~. ln lhc 4'Ycnl 
thai lhe:te is damage 10 any shipment of nwterlal~ f1rrni.~hcd under 
thi:1 Subeontrn~ Subcontractor ~hall Iii! outncecssacy claim forms 
ood make n~ colf«rions. 
1-1. Attorney's Fees. Jn the cvcnl il becomes ncccs!Wlrj lor C.on1rac1or 
to cnroroe this Subc:onlr.lct IO $CCUrC lhO perlbrmum:c lhcrcol' Clr In 
ll$$ett any claim against Subcontrntlor. Subeonln!(tllf a~ to pey 
a n:uonublc anornc:y's fee and any costs incurred thereby. 
IS. SllYerable Terms. 1'hcsc: T c:rmll onu Conditions 1U~ sc~·crrtble und 
to the extent any of lhcm may viobue :my applicable lnw. staiUit or 
ordinance, the same shall be void but nil other.> shall remain in full 
fo~ and effect 
I, 
," 
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HALLFARLEY 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83 701 
Telephone: (208} 395-8500 
facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
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'·. 
Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
Plaintiff, 
I4J 012/015 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
LEE CHAKLOS IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Defendants. 
Defendants, KDC Investments, LLC C'KDC''), Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos, by and 
through their counsel of record, Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., and pursuant to Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 56, submit this Memorandum in Support of Su~mlemental Affidavit of 
Lee Chaklos in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
LEE CHAKLOS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT. 1 
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INTRODUCTION 
At the hearing on Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment held on January 12, 2010, 
counsel for defendants requested the opportunity to s~bmit a supplemental affidavit attaching the 
subcontract Delta Demolition Group, Inc. ("Delta Demo") sent to AED. The Court indicated it 
would allow defendants to submit the affidavit and exhibit, with a brief explanation of the 
exhibit's relevance, as long as it was submitted by the end of business on January 13, 2010. 
Plaintiff would then have one week, or by January 19,2010, to lodge an objection, if any. 
DISCUSSION 
The Supplemental Affidavit of Lee Chaklos in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
("Supplemental Affidavit'') and the attached subcontract are submitted as tactual support of the 
transactional history between the parties. Jt is not offered at this time as evidence that AED 
breached any agreement with KDC or Delta Demo. Rather, it is offered as further evidence that 
KDC intended, on June 1, 2010, and thereafter, to hire AED to blast the Bridge. 
On June 1, 2010, AED sent a Proposal to KDC (AED refers to the Proposal as the 
"demolition agreement"). The cover letter sent with the Proposal anticipates that KDC was to 
act as the general contractor for demolishing the Bridge. (Affidavit of Krystal Chaklos in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment ("Krystal Aff."), Ex. A., KDC 000431). The 
Proposal indicates a separate agreement would be entered between the parties. (ld at 
KDC000432-433). However, KDC was acting as the owner and hired Delta Demo to act as the 
general contractor. (ld at ~ 5; Affidavit of Lee Chaklos jn Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment, ,I 4). The fact that Delta Demo was to act as the general contractor is supported by 
AED's own submissions to various City of Benwood and West Virginia state agencies. (ld, Ex 
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A, KDC000440441; 446; 449; and 451). Since AED was going to be a subcontractor to the 
general contractor, it meant AED would need a subcontract with Delta Demo. Exhibit A to the 
Supplemental Aftidavit is evidence that Delta Demo sent a subcontract to AED for that purpose. 
Exhibit A to the Supplemental Affidavit is relevant to show that K.DC and Delta Demo 
were still taking steps after June 1, 2010, to hire AED to blast the Bridge. If they were still 
taking steps on June 25, 2010, to hire AED, then KDC must have had the intent to hire AED to 
blast the Bridge on June 1, 2010. This evidence directly contradicts AED's fraud claim. AED 
has not produced a single document or affidavit, other than claiming KDC breached the Proposal 
(aka "demolition agreement''), to show that on June 1, 2010, KDC did not intend to allow AED 
to blast the Bridge. 
While the Delta Demo subcontract, along with AED's documents to the City of Benwood 
and state of West Virginia, are evidence that there was no meeting of the minds as to all the 
material tenns of the Proposal (aka "demolition agreement''), it is not offered for that purpose at 
this time. Instead, it is offered as corroborating evidence that on June 1, 2010, KDC intended to 
hire AED to blast the Bridge. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 13th day of January, 2011. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
By John~J~.B~u~r~ke~~~~b-+------------
Randall L. Sc tz - Of the Firm 
Defendants KDC Investments. LLC, 
Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
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CERTIFICA'fE OF SERVICE 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 131h day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile.· (208) 665-7290 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
Email arthurroooneybistline@me.com 
-Z~~ Randall L. sCi ~ 
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STATE: Of IDAHO } · ~6~~ KOOTENAJ ~ 
ARTHUR BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmoonevbistline@me.com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
2011 JAN 20 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIST~CT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CVl0-7217 
PLAINTIFF'S ARGUMENT 
REGARDING AFFIDAVIT OF LEE 
CHAKLOS PERTAINING TO 
SUBCONTRACTOR PROPOSAL 
At hearing, KDC referenced the proposed subcontract form in an attempt to call the 
validity of the existing blasting contract into question. KDC stated that it showed that the parties 
had material tenns left to reach agreement upon. When and if the issue of the somewhat sloppy 
language of the blasting contract is properly raised, the evidence will show that it is the product 
ofhome grown legal work, which does not change the fact that the parties intended it to be the 
binding agreement between them, and that it contains all material terms. 
Now, KDC seeks to introduce the subcontract form as evidence that KDC intended to 
hire AED. Whether or not KDC ever intended to fulfill its promise that AED would demolish 
the bridge is a question of fact. Allowing the subcontract form into evidence at this stage of the 
PLAINTIFF'S ARGUMENT REGARDING AFFIDAVIT 
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proceeding only highlights this question of fact so AED does not object to its introduction and 
makes the following argument. 
In Losee v. Idaho Co, 148 Idaho 219, 220 P.3rd 575 (2009), the Losee's argued that they 
were not told a deed of trust would be a lien and were told that it would not be recorded. A trust 
deed is to secure repayment of a sum of money. No reasonable person would think it did not 
create a lien or that the bank would not record it. The bank testified on summary judgment that 
the Losee's were told it would be recorded. Nevertheless, the Supreme Court said the issue of 
fraudulent inducement should not have been decided on summary judgment. Id at 223-224, 579 -
580. Here, KDC immediately and without any explanation breached the parties agreement and 
thereafter sent AED a meaningless form which served no purpose, other than perhaps to try and 
create the ability to make the very argument that KDC tried to make at summary judgment- that 
the parties had not yet reached an agreement. 
KDC never took the position that it did not have a binding contract with AED to blast the 
bridge until KDC's attorney took that position more than a month after the $30,000 was due. 
When KDC was receiving demands for payment of the $30,000 deposit. it did not respond. "we 
are not paying you until we have a deal." which is what any reasonable person would say to such 
a request if in fact they did not think they had a deal. No evidence is before this Court that KDC 
indicated at any point that the reason it was breaching its obligation to pay was the failure of 
AED to do something with the subcontractor agreement form. Likewise, no evidence is before 
this Court that KDC or Delta ever presented a complete proposal. What was presented 
accomplished nothing so it is reasonable to assume it was just some tactic in sending it to AED. 
The proposed subcontract form was a proposal for a new contract when a contract already 
existed and it contained no material terms. The scope of work at paragraph 1, the date of 
PLAINTIFF'S ARGUMENT REGARDING AFFIDAVIT 
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completion at paragraph 2, and the price at paragraph 3 are all blank Other than the blank 
material tenns, the subcontract agreement form speaks to the same exact subject matter as the 
original blasting agreement, but modifies the terms and proposes additional terms which are not 
essential terms. 
No evidence is before the Court KDC has advanced no argument whatsoever that the 
failure of AED to take some action with this form had anything to do with KDC's withholding 
payment. KDC presentation of this subcontractor agreement form to AED was nothing more 
than a stall and any reasonable juror could so conclude. 
DATED this}6~ day of January, 2011. 
/ 
r:--------------------
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on thJOf"~ay of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
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S1A1t Of I~Tt:•l"' }SSrr COUNTY Of 1\\.NI~I'II'\i. CJIC-'-
R\..ED:J-1, 
John J. Burke 
ISB #4619; jjb@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@.hallfarley.com 
20\1 J~N 2 \ PM \: \ l 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83 701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
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Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chak!os and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
LEE CHAKLOS IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Defendants, KDC Investments, LLC (';KDC"), Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos, by and 
through their cow1sel of record, Hall, FarJey, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., and pursuant to Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 56, submit this Reply in Support of Supplemental Affidavit of Lee 
Chaldos in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment. 
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INTRODUCTION 
At the hearing on Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment held on January 12, 2010, 
counsel for defendants requested the opportunity to submit a supplemental affidavit attaching the 
subcontract Delta Demolition Group, Inc. {"Delta Demo") sent to AED. The Court indicated it 
would allow defendants to submit the affidavit and exhibit, with a brief explanation of the 
exhibit's relevance, as long as it was submitted by the end of business on January 13, 2011. 
Plaintiff would then have one week, or by January 19, 2011, to lodge an objection, if any. 
DISCUSSION 
Defendants submitted the Supplemental Affidavit of Lee Chaklos in Support of Motion 
for Summary Judgment {"Supplemental Affidavit'') and the attached subcontract on January 13, 
2011, as required by the Court. Despite confinning with defense counsel that plaintiffs 
objection, if any, was due by January 19, 2011, plaintiff did not file its Argument Regarding 
Affidavit of Lee Chaklos Pertaining to Subcontractor Proposal ("Plaintifrs Argument") until 
January 20, 2011. Therefore, defendants object to Plaintiffs Argument as being untimely. 
Furthennore, in reference to the subcontract attached to the Supplemental Affidavit, 
plaintjff states that "AED does not object to its introduction." However, plaintiff then 
improperly adds additional argument in opposition to defendants' motion for summary judgment. 
Plaintiffs objection was to be limited to the adm.issibiHty of the subcontract. Since AED had no 
objection to its introduction, its argument should have ended there. This was not an opportunity 
for plaintiff to have another bite at the summary judgment apple and certainly not an opportunity 
to cite additional case law. Therefore, defendants object to the arguments and case law incJuded 
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in Plaintiffs Argument after the second full paragraph in which plaintiff states it has no 
objection to introducing the subcontract. 
In the event the Court entertains plaintiffs arguments, defendants offer the following 
brief response. Plaintiff mistakenly contends that KDC referenced the subcontract at the hearing 
in an attempt to question the validity of the "demolition agreement." As explained at the hearing 
and in the Memorandum in Suppon of Supplemental Affidavit, the subcontract is offered as 
evidence to refute plaintiffs fraud claim. It is offered as further evidence that KDC intended, on 
June 1, 2010, and thereafter, to hire AED to blast the Bridge. 
Plaintiff is also incorrect that any question of fact renders summary judgment 
inappropriate. To the contrary, once evidence is introduced to support the summary judgment 
motion, the non-moving party must come forward with evidence to establish a genuine issue of 
material fact. To establish a gemtine issue of materia) fact, then, the non-moving party must do 
more than recite general or conclusory allegations and must produce more than a ''mere scintil1a" 
of evidence. Jerome Thriftway Drug, Inc. v. Winslow, 110 Idaho 615, 618, 717 P.2d 1033, 1036 
(1986) (unsupported general or conclusory allegations are not sufficient in the face of a motion 
for summary judgment); Snake River Equip. Co. v. Christensen, 107 Idaho 541, 549, 691 P.2d 
787, 795 (Ct. App. 1984) (the creation of "only a slight doubt as to the facts will not defeat a 
summary judgment motion"); Tri-State Nat'/. Bank v. Western Gateway Storage Co., 92 Idaho 
543, 447 P.2d 409 (1968) (to forestall summary judgment, more is required than raising 
"slightest doubt as to the facts"). 
The Ninth Circuit has expressly stated that "[n]o longer can it be argued that any 
disagreement about a material issue of fact precludes the use of summary 
judgment:' California Architectural Bldg. Prods .. Inc. v. Franciscan Ceramics, 
Inc., 818 F.2d 1466, 1468 (9th Cir.l987), cert. denied, 484 U.S. 1006 (1988). A 
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plaintiff cannot rest upon the allegations in his complaint, but must establish each 
element of his claim with "significant probative evidence tending to support the 
complaint." T. W. £lee. Serv .. Inc. v. Pacific Elec. Contractors Ass'n., 809 F.2d 
626, 630 (9th Cir.1980). Genuine issues of material fact are not raised by 
conclusory or speculative allegations. and the purpose of summary judgment is 
not to replace conclusory allegations in pleading fonn with conclusory allegations 
in an affidavit. Anderson, 411 U.S. at 249. The party opposing the motion must do 
more than simply show that there is some metaphysical doubt as to the material 
facts. Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co. v. Zenith Radio, 475 U.S. 574, 586, 106 S.Ct. 
1348, 89 L.Ed.2d 538 (1986). "A plaintiffs belief that a defendant acted from an 
unlawful motive, without evidence supporting that belief, is no more than 
speculation or unfounded accusation about whether the defendant really did act 
from an unlawful motive.'' Carmen v. San Franci::.·co Unified School Dist., 237 
F.3d 1026, 1028 (9th Cir.2001). 
Cox v. Cam~. 2011 WL 9384, *2 (S.D.Cal., Jan. 3, 2011). 
141005/006 
Plaintiff has not even produced a mere scintilla of evidence in opposition. It rests on its 
general conclusory allegations that KDC breached the "demolition agreement" and a jury could 
conclude fraud was committed. That is not sufficient to avoid summary judgment in the face of 
the documents and affidavits submitted by defendants. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 21st day of January, 2011. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 2J~t day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing document~ by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
;s Telecopy 
_.6 Email arthurmooneyblstllne@me.com 
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John J. Burke 
ISB #4619; jjb@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Sclunitz 
ISB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
HALLFARLEY 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
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STATE oF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF KOOTEt-W l~ ALED:'?i?·~ ~ 
201JJAH21 PH 1:49 
Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10~7217 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION 
DUCES TECUM OF ERIC KELLY 
Date: January 27, 2011 
Time: 9:00 a.m. 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants, KDC Investments, LLC 
("KDC"), Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos, by and through its counsel of record, Hall, Farley, 
Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., will take the deposition of ERIC KELLY, at the Kootenai County 
Courthouse, 324 W. Garden Avenue, Couer d'Alene, Idaho, (208) 446-1765 (ask for Bailiff Rick 
or Jury Commissioner Pete Barnes at the Bailiffs Desk when entering courthouse), commencing 
at 9:00a.m. on Thursday, January 27, 2011, and continuing from time to time until completed, at 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF ERIC KELLY· 1 
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which place and time you are invited to appear and take part in such deposition as you deem 
proper. 
The deponent is required to bring with him the following: 
I) Any journals, diaries, summaries, statements, notes or other written materials prepared 
or maintained by deponent, which documents refer or relate to any facts relative to t¥s lawsuit 
2) Copies of all documents, photographs, video tapes, audio tapes or illustrations in 
deponent's possession which have not previously been provided to defendants and which relate 
in any way to plaintiffs claims or damages claimed in this action. 
3) All other documents relevant to plaintiff's claims in this action which have not 
previously been provided to defendants. 
The above deposition will be conducted pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
before a Notary Public of the State of Idaho, or such other officer authorized by law to 
administer oaths. 
DATED this 21st day of January, 20 11. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P .A. 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF ERIC KELLY· 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 21st day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
M&M Court Reporting 
816 E. Sherman Ave, Ste 7 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
PHONE: 208-765-1700 or 
800-879-1700 
FAJ<:208-765-8097 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
Email arthurmooneybjstline@me.com 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 2081765-8097 
Email 
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John J _ Burke 
ISB #4619; ijb@ha11flll'ley.com 
Randy L. Sclunitz 
ISB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
HALLFARLEY 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83 701 
Telephone: (208) 395~8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
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Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10~ 7217 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION 
DUCES TECUM OF LISA KELLY 
Date: January 27, 2011 
Time: 1 :00 p.m. 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants, KDC Investments, LLC 
("KDC"), Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos, by and through its counsel of record, Hall, Farley, 
Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., will take the deposition of LISA KELLY, at the Kootenai County 
Courthouse, 324 W. Garden Avenue, Couer d'Alene, Idaho, (208) 446-1765 (ask for Bailiff Rick 
or Jury Commissioner Pete Barnes at the Bailifrs Desk when entering courthouse), commencing 
at 1:00 p.m. on Thursday. January 27. 2011, and continuing from time to time until completed, at 
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which place and time you are invited to appear and take part in such deposition as you deem 
proper. 
The deponent is required to bring with her the following: 
1) Any journals, diaries, summaries, statements, notes or other written materials prepared 
or maintained by deponent, which documents refer or relate to any facts relative to this lawsuit. 
2) Copies of all documents, photographs, video tapes, audio tapes or illustrations in 
deponent's possession which have not previously been provided to defendants and which relate 
in any way to plaintiff's claims or damages claimed in this action. 
3) All other documents relevant to plaintiffs claims in this action which have not 
previously been provided to defendants. 
The above deposition will be conducted pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
before a Notary Public of the State of Idaho, or such other officer authorized by law to 
administer oaths. 
DATED this 21 5r day of January, 2011. 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
NOTICE OF TAlONG DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF LISA KELLY· 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 21st day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile.· (208) 665-7290 
M&M Court Reporting 
816 E. Sherman Ave, Ste 7 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
PHONE: 208-765-1700 or 
800~879~ 1700 
FAJ(:208~765-8097 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
Email arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 2081765-8097 
Email 
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John J. Burke 
ISB #4619~ iib@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
HALLFARLEY 141002/003 
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2011 J~N 21 PM 3: 58 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
~~ 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395~8585 
W;\4\4-715\discovc:ry\NOS-HFOB Response-Plaintiff TNT RFP RF A Ol.tlo~ 
Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and K.RYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10~7217 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF 
DISCOVERY 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on the 21st day of January, 2011, a true and correct 
original of DEFENDANT KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC'S RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFF'S 
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS, together with a copy of this Notice of Service were served by the method 
indicated below and addressed to the following: 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF DISCOVERY- 1 
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Arthur M. Bistline 
Law Offices of Arthur M. Bistline 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814 
Facsimile.· (208) 665-7290 
HALLFARLEY 
D U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
D Hand Delivered 
!Sa' Overnight Mail 
tO Telecopy 
IZI Email ·- responses only 
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ARTHUR BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistline(ci),me. com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
208-665-7290 p. 1 
STATt Or IDAHO } , . 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KR YST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CVl0-7217 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANTS' REPLY REGARDING 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF LEE 
CHAKLOS 
Plaintiff, AED, Inc., by and through its undersigned counsel, hereby responds to · 
Defendant's Reply In Support of Supplemental Affidavit ofLee Chaklos In Support of Motion 
for Summary Judgment filed with this court dated January 21,2011, as follows: 
Defendants can show no prejudice by the fact that the response was one day late and are 
in no position to argue that this Court should not consider argument that was submitted in 
violation of a scheduling order. KDC submitted the proposed subcontractor form in violation of 
I.R.C.P. 56 as it was not submitted in KDC's opening filings or even in reply. Furthermore, 
KDC attempted initially to submit the document to show that KDC does not think it had a 
contract which had nothing to do with the issues raised on summary judgment. 
PLArNTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' REPLY 
REGARDING SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT Of LEE CHAKLOS -1 
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This proposed subcontractor form was presented at hearing and none of the argument 
raised in the submittal of the affidavit after the hearing were raised at hearing. KDC argued in 
submitting this affidavit that it is evidence ofKDC's intention to use AED as it had promised. If 
this Court is going to allow KDC to violate I.R.C.P. 56 and accept this document, AED certainly 
has the right to comment on the evidence. 
c DATED this-f { day of January, 2011. 
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' REPLY 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the.;;JJf~ay of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ 1 
[x] 
[ 1 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[x] 
[ 1 
Hand-delivered 
Regular mail 
Certified mail 
Ovemjght mail 
Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
Interoffice Mail 
Hand-delivered 
Regular mail 
Certified mail 
Overnight mail 
Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
Interoffice Mail 
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John J. Bllrke 
ISB #4619; tib@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
JSB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
HALLFARLEY Ill 005/007 
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CL~ DISTRICT COURT DE~~ 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, ldaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
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Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaldos and KrystaJ Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plain tifT, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING 
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF 
ERIC KELLY 
Date: January 27, 201 1 
Time: 9:00 a.m. 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants, KDC Investments, LLC 
("KDC"), Lee Chaklos and I<rystal Chaklos, by and through its counsel of record, Hall, Farley, 
Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., will take the deposition of ERIC KELLY, at Bistline Law, 1423 N. 
Government Way, Couer d'Alene~ Idaho, (208) 665-7270, commencing at 9:00 am. on 
Thursday, January 27. 2011, and continuing from time to time Wltil completed, at which place 
and time you are invited to appear and take part in such deposition as you deem proper. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF ERIC KELLY. 1 
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The deponent is required to bring with him the following: 
I 
J ) Any journals, diaries, summaries, statements, notes or other written materials prepared 
or maintained by deponent, which documents refer or relate to any facts relative to this lawsuil. 
2) Copies of aU documents, photographs, video tapes, audio tapes or illustrations in 
deponent's possession which have not previously been provided to defendants and which relate 
in any way to plaintiffs claims or damages claimed in this action. 
3) AU other documents relevant to plaintiff's claims in this action which have not 
previously been provided to defendants. 
The above deposition will be conducted pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
before a Notary Public of the State of Idaho, or such other officer authorized by Jaw to 
administer oaths. 
DATED this 251h day of January, 2011. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
By~~~~~~~~~~=--===-John J. urke • 
Randall L. Sc tz ·Of the Finn 
Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, 
Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSil'ION DUCES TECUM OF ERIC KELLY- 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY thaL on the 25th day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
M&M Court Reporting 
816 E. Shennan Ave, Ste 7 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
PHONE: 208-765~1700 or 
800•879w 1700 
FAX: 208-765~8097 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
Email arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 208/765-8097 
Email 
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J. 
John J. Burke 
ISB #4619; jjb@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
STA1E OF IDAHO \SS 
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HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
:Z~b(!s 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395·8585 
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Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10·7217 
AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING 
DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM OF 
LISA KELLY 
Date: January 27, 2011 
Time: 1 :00 p.m. 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants, KDC Investments, LLC 
("KDC''), Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos, by and through its counsel of record, Hall, Farley, 
Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., will take the deposition of LISA KELLY, at Bistline Law, 1423 N. 
Government Way, Couer d'Alene, Idaho, (208) 665w7270, commencing at 1:00 p.m. on 
Thursday. January 27. 2011, and continuing from time to time until completed, at which place 
and time you are invited to appear and take part in such deposition as you deem proper. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSmON DUCES TECUM OF LISA KELLY w 1 
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The deponent is required to bring with her the following: 
1) Any journals, diaries, summaries, statements, notes or other written materials prepared 
or maintained by deponent, which documents refer or relate to any facts relative to this lawsuit. 
2) Copies of all documents, photographs, video tapes, audio tapes or illustrations in 
deponent's possession which have not previously been provided to defendants and which relate 
in any way to plaintiff's claims or damages claimed in this action. 
3) All other documents relevant to plaintiffs claims in this action which have not 
previously been provided to defendants. 
The above deposition will be conducted pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
before a Notary Public of the State of Idaho, or such other officer authorized by law to 
administer oaths. 
DATED this 25th day of January, 20 ll. 
liALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P .A. 
By~~~-~~a!!ICC-----~ 
John J. Burke -
Randall L. Sc itz • t e Finn 
Defendants K.DC Investments, LLC, 
Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 25th day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
M&M Court Reporting 
816 E. Sherman Ave, Ste 7 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
PHONE: 208-765-1700 or 
800-879-1700 
FAX: 208-765-8097 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
Email arthurmoonevbistline@m~.g?m 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 2081765-8097 
Email 
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-Log of 1K-COURTROOM8 c ''26/2011 Page 1 of 1 
Description 
Date 
Time 
01:59:34 PM 
01:59:47 PM 
02:00:07 PM 
02:01:19 PM 
02:01:21 PM 
02:01:47 PM 
02:04:37 PM 
02:17:36 PM 
02:23:04 PM 
02:23:27 PM 
02:23:27 PM 
CV 2010-7217 AED INC v KDC INVESTMENTS 20110126 MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER \ ·"", 
JUDGE JOHN T. MITCHELL \ \\\ 
CLERK: PAMELA JOKELA ') *~ 
COURT REPORTER: JULIE FOLAND f-ecll1H0a' .. ·· 000:-
11/26/2011 I 
peaker = 
JUDGE 
MITCHELL 
PA-ART 
BISTLINE 
JUDGE 
MITCHELL 
PA -ART 
BISTLINE 
DA-
RANDALL 
SCHMITZ 
PA-ART 
BISTLINE 
DA-
RANDALL 
SCHMITZ 
PA-ART 
BISTLINE 
JUDGE 
MITCHELL 
End 
Location Jl1 K-COURTROOM8 / 
\ l 
Note 
Calls case 
Motion for reconsideration was brief, filed 12/30/10. I read 
that. Memorandum by defendant, filed 01/05/11. I read that. 
Plaintiff replied to defendants response, I read that. I read 
O'Connor at least 20 times. 
No you did not miss anything 
No you did not 
I did research this matter for 25 hours. If you are seeking 
recision by court, tender is not needed. 
Object to reply. This case does not stand for the propisition 
that it is standing for now. Mutual mistake happen, the court 
asked for recision. Made an offer, recisind contract, then filed 
the lawsuit. It was for mutual mistake. The offer should have 
included any of the work prior to the 2 months. The offer is to 
take back the money. Deny the motion to reconsider 
Reconsderation of that ruling. Loose language. Actual legal 
tender. I don't think a valid tender has to be made. 
I will take it under advisement 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho Corporation, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, ) 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL ) 
CHAKLOS, individually, ) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
_____________________________ .) 
Case No. cv 2010 7217 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENTANDDEN~NG 
PLAINTIFF AED'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND. 
This matter is before the Court on defendant KDC Investments LLC's (KDC) 
Motion for Summary Judgment filed December 15, 2010. 
This Motion for Summary Judgment follows on the heels of KDC's Motion for 
Preliminary Injunction filed November 17, 2010, which was denied on December 15, 
2010, as this Court found there are too many unanswered questions to grant such 
relief. Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant KDC's Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction, p. 27-28. The following facts are taken from that December 15, 2010, 
"Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant KDC's Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction": 
This lawsuit involves the sale of a bridge across the Ohio River on 
the Ohio/West Virginia border. Due to a December 23, 2009, Order from 
Federal District Court in Ohio, that bridge must be demolished no later 
than December 21, 2011. Affidavit of Krystal Chaklos in Support of 
Motion for Expedited Hearing, filed October 6, 2010, Exhibit C, p. 1. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND DENYING PLAINTIFF 
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Defendant KDC bought the bridge from plaintiff AED, Inc. (AED) via what 
will be referred to as the "purchase agreement", a document signed May 
20, 2010. Amended Complaint, Exhibit A. Under the terms of that 
purchase agreement, KDC assumed responsibility for "proper demolition 
and removal [of the bridge] on or before June 1, 2011." /d., p. 1. 
Subsequently, a separate "demolition agreement" between the parties 
was at least discussed, if not executed. At the end of the "demolition 
agreement" AED's Eric J. Kelly, Sr. signed the document on June 1, 2010, 
as did KDC's Krystal Chaklos, also on June 1, 2010. However, the 
"demolition agreement" which is titled a "proposal" lacks a signature by 
any person from KDC on the first page "accepting" the agreement. The 
"purchase agreement" clearly places the responsibility to demolish the 
bridge on KDC. The "demolition agreement", if it was in fact executed by 
KDC, places that responsibility on AED. AED filed this lawsuit, and KDC 
claims the moment AED filed this lawsuit KDC's efforts to demolish the 
bridge stopped as a result of a letter sent the United States Coast Guard 
" ... until the court sorts out ownership of the Bellaire Bridge." Affidavit of 
Krystal Chaklos in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction filed 
November 18, 2010, Exhibit 2. KDC then moved for a preliminary 
injunction " ... prohibiting AED from repudiating the Purchase Agreement 
so that KDC Investments can continue its efforts to demolish and remove 
the Bridge ... " Memorandum in Support of Motion for Mandatory 
Injunction, p. 20. 
AED, an Idaho corporation, filed its Complaint and Jury Demand in 
the instant matter on August 23, 2010. AED alleged defendant KDC 
Investments, LLC, a Virginia LLC, and defendants Lee Chaklos and 
Krystal Chaklos individually (hereinafter "KDC" collectively) induced AED 
to enter into an agreement to sell a bridge to KDC via a promise that AED 
would be hired to later demolish said bridge. Complaint, p. 1, ~ 6; 
Amended Complaint, p. 2, ~ 9. AED alleges: "Said promise was material 
to the parties' transaction and Plaintiff would not have agreed to sell the 
bridge without the promise that Plaintiff would be allowed to demolish the 
bridge." Amended Complaint, p. 2, ~ 9. This allegation is completely 
contrary to the written language found in the "purchase agreement." The 
"purchase agreement" places the responsibility for demolition of the bridge 
squarely and solely upon KDC. Amended Complaint, Exhibit A. AED 
would only have the right to demolish the bridge if KDC failed to do so. 
Amended Complaint, p. 2, ~ 7. AED's Amended Complaint alleges fraud 
in the inducement and breach of contract, and seeks rescission, 
damages, or specific performance. Amended Complaint, pp. 3-4. In the 
Amended Answer to Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial and 
Defendant KDC Investments, LLC's Amended Counterclaim, filed on 
November 9, 2010, KDC counterclaims fraud, breach of contract, and 
seeks a declaratory judgment to quiet title to the bridge. Amended 
Answer to Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial and Defendant 
KDC Investments, LLC's Amended Counterclaim, pp. 8-10. 
On November 17, 2010, KDC filed its motion for preliminary 
injunction and memorandum and affidavits in support thereof, asking this 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND DENYING PLAINTIFF 
AED'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION Page 2 
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Court to enjoin "AED from continuing to breach the sale agreement by 
repudiating its validity and seeking to rescind the agreement so that KDC 
Investments may continue the demolition process in order to demolish 
and remove the Bridge by June 1, 2011." Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Mandatory Injunction, p. 2. KDC noticed a hearing for 
November 24, 2010. AED filed its Objection to Defendants' Motion for 
Preliminary Injunction on November 18, 2010, arguing only procedural, 
not substantive, issues with regard to KDC's motion. On November 22, 
2010, KDC filed its Reply to Plaintiff's Objection to Defendant KDC 
Investments, LLC's Motion for Mandatory Injunction. At oral argument on 
November 24, 2010, the Court indicated its frustration with both sides: 
with KDC for not filing its motion for preliminary injunction until November 
17,2010, in spite of the fact that at a hearing held October 22, 2010, this 
Court set aside that November 17, 2010, date for hearing additional 
motions; and with AED for not making any substantive argument opposing 
the preliminary injunction, choosing instead to simply complain that KDC 
had violated I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(A) by not providing written notice of the 
motion fourteen days prior to the hearing. At the November 24, 2010, 
hearing, the Court re-scheduled oral argument on KDC's motion for 
preliminary injunction to December 6, 2010, providing AED with more than 
the requisite notice under I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(A). At the November 24, 2010, 
hearing, due to the time-sensitive nature of this case, and with the 
agreement of counsel for both sides, this Court also scheduled this case 
for a three-day jury trial beginning February 22, 2011. Following the 
hearing on November 24, 2010, AED filed a "Motion to Strike Portions of 
Krystal Chaklos Affidavit." On November 24, 2010, AED also filed the 
"Affidavit of Mark Wilburn in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to lssueance 
[sic] of Preliminary Injunction" and the "Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in Support 
of Plaintiff's Objection to lssueance [sic] of Preliminary Injunction." On 
November 29, 2010, AED filed "Plaintiff's Response to Issuance of 
Preliminary Injunction", providing the Court with AED's substantive 
arguments regarding KDC's motion for preliminary injunction. On 
December 2, 2010, KDC filed "Defendant KDC Investments, LLC's Reply 
in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction." Also on December 2, 
2010, KDC filed "Defendant KDC Investments, LLC's Motion to Strike 
Affidavits of Eric J. Kelly and Mark Wilburn." On December 3, 2010, KDC 
filed an "Affidavit of Lee Chaklos in Support of Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction" and an "Affidavit of Krystal Chaklos in Support of Motion for 
Preliminary Injunction". 
On December 6, 2010, the same day scheduled for oral argument, 
AED filed a "Motion to Strike Affidavits of Krystal Chaklos and Lee 
Chaklos" and a motion to shorten time to hear such motion at the hearing 
scheduled for December 6, 2010. Also on December 6, 2010, AED filed a 
pleading entitled "Plaintiff's Notice of Filing" to which was attached the 
Idaho Secretary of State's Corporation Reinstatement Certificate dated 
December 3, 2010. Oral argument was held on December 6, 2010. At 
that hearing, counsel for KDC had no objection to AED's motion to 
shorten time to hear AED's Motion to Strike Affidavits of Krystal Chaklos 
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and Lee Chaklos. Argument was then heard on that motion to strike, at 
the conclusion of which this Court denied AED's Motion to Strike Affidavits 
of Krystal Chaklos and Lee Chaklos. 
Next, argument was heard on KDC's motion to strike the affidavits 
of Eric J. Kelly and Mark Wilburn. At the conclusion of that argument, the 
Court granted KDC's motion to strike the affidavit of Eric J. Kelly as to all 
paragraphs except paragraphs 15-22 and the exhibits attached referred to 
in those paragraphs, and the Court granted KDC's motion to strike the 
affidavit of Mark Wilburn in its entirety. The Court then heard oral 
argument on KDC's motion for preliminary injunction, following which the 
Court took said motion under advisement. 
The bridge at issue is the Bellaire Toll Bridge which spans the Ohio 
River on the border of Ohio and West Virginia, connecting the towns of 
Bellaire, Ohio and Benwood, West Virginia. Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Preliminary Injunction, p. 1. Demolition of the bridge was the 
subject of a federal lawsuit resulting in an Order requiring AED to 
demolish and remove the bridge by December 11, 2011. Amended 
Complaint, p. 1, 1f5. 
KDC and AED entered into an Asset Purchase and Liability 
Assumption Agreement (purchase agreement) on May 20, 2010, in which 
AED sold the bridge to KDC for $25,000. Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Mandatory Injunction, p. 2. AED's initiation of this litigation in 
Idaho has brought demolition efforts to a halt, according to KDC. /d. KDC 
now seeks a preliminary injunction "to prohibit AED from continuing to 
breach the Purchase Agreement by repudiating its validity and seeking to 
rescind the Agreement." Reply to Plaintiff's Objection to Defendant KDC 
Investment, LLC's Motion for Mandatory Injunction, p. 4. 
Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant KDC's Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction, pp. 1-5. 
As mentioned above, KDC filed its Motion for Summary Judgment on 
December 15, 2010. Also on December 15, 2010, KDC filed its Memorandum in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, and the Affidavits of Randall Schmitz, Lee 
Chaklos, and Krystal Chaklos in support of its motion for summary judgment. 
This Court's Pretrial Order, dated November 24, 2010, required the party 
opposing any motion for summary judgment to serve and file materials objecting thereto 
no later than 14 days before hearing on the motion. KDC's motion for summary 
judgment was scheduled for hearing on January 12, 2010. The deadline for AED to 
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object to the motion was December 29, 2010. Nothing was received by the Court from 
AED by this deadline, nor was anything filed by AED by that deadline. 
On December 30, 2010, AED filed its "Response to Summary Judgment", an 
"Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in Opposition to Summary Judgment", an "Affidavit of Arthur M. 
Bistline in Opposition to Summary Judgment". 
On January 5, 2011, KDC filed its "Motion to Strike Affidavits of Arthur M. 
Bistline, Eric J. Kelly, and Mark Wilburn Filed in Support of Plaintiff's Opposition to 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment", a "Memorandum in Support of Motion to 
Strike Affidavits of Arthur M. Bistline, Eric J. Kelly, and Mark Wilburn Filed in Support of 
Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment", as well as a 
"Motion to Shorten Time" to hear the Motion to Strike Affidavits of Arthur M. Bistline, 
Eric J. Kelly, and Mark Wilburn Filed in Support of Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment, since said motion was filed less than fourteen days 
before the January 12, 2011, hearing. I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(A). Also on January 5, 2011, 
KDC filed "Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment." On January 7, 2011, AED filed "Plaintiff's Response to Defendants' Motion 
to Strike Plaintiff's Affidavits Filed in Support of Plaintiff's Opposition to Motion for 
Summary Judgment." On January 10, 2011, AED filed an "Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in 
Support of Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Strike and Defendants' Motion 
for Summary Judgment." The next day, on January 11, 2011, KDC filed its "Objection 
to Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in Support of Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendants' Motion to 
Strike and Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment." 
Oral argument was held on KDC's motion for summary judgment on January 12, 
2011. At oral argument on January 12, 2011, counsel for AED had no objection to the 
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Motion to Shorten Time to hear KDC's Motion to Strike Affidavits of Arthur M. Bistline, 
Eric J. Kelly, and Mark Wilburn Filed in Support of Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment. Accordingly, the Motion to Strike was granted. At the 
conclusion of oral argument this Court took under advisement KDC's Motion to Strike 
Affidavits of Arthur M. Bistline, Eric J. Kelly, and Mark Wilburn Filed in Support of 
Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, and KDC's Motion 
for Summary Judgment. 
At oral argument on January 12, 2011, counsel for AED objected to KDC's last 
second attempt to place into the record a Delta Demolition subcontract that was 
supplied to AED which AED refused to sign. The Court allowed additional briefing on 
the issue. On January 13, 2011, KDC filed a "Supplemental Affidavit of Lee Chaklos in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment." On January 20, 2011, AED filed "Plaintiff's 
Argument Regarding Affidavit of Lee Chaklos Pertaining to Subcontractor Proposal." 
On January 24, 2011, AED filed "Plaintiff's Response to Defendants' Reply Regarding 
Supplemental Affidavit of Lee Chaklos." 
Separate from AED's response and affidavits regarding KDC's motion for 
summary judgment, on December 30, 2010, AED also filed a "Motion to Reconsider 
Memorandum Decision Holding that Plaintiff is Not Entitled to Rescission" and a 
"Plaintiff's Motion to Shorten Time" requesting that AED's Motion to Reconsider 
Memorandum Decision Holding that Plaintiff is Not Entitled to Rescission be heard on 
January 12, 2011 (and thus less than 14 days before hearing as required by I.R.C.P. 
7(b)(3)(A)), at the same time as KDC's motion for summary judgment. Counsel for AED 
also filed a Notice of Hearing purporting to notice AED's Motion to Reconsider 
Memorandum Decision Holding that Plaintiff is Not Entitled to Rescission be heard on 
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January 12, 2011. However, counsel for AED did not get approval from the Clerk of the 
Court to have either "Plaintiffs Motion to Shorten Time" requesting that AED's Motion to 
Reconsider Memorandum Decision Holding that Plaintiff is Not Entitled to Rescission, 
or AED's motion to shorten time be heard on January 12, 2011. On January 5, 2011, 
KDC filed "Defendants' Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider 
Decision Holding that Plaintiff is Not Entitled to Recission". On January 7, 2011, AED 
filed its "Plaintiffs Reply to Defendants' Response to Motion to Reconsider''. At the 
January 12, 2011, hearing on KDC's motion for summary judgment, the Court made it 
clear it had not read the pleadings that pertained to AED's motion for reconsideration, 
that the Court would not hear argument on AED's motion for reconsideration and that 
such motion for reconsideration would need to be heard at a later point in time. Oral 
argument on that motion for reconsideration was heard on January 26, 2011. 
II. STANDARD OF REVIEW. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56 sets forth that, in considering a motion for 
summary judgment, the Court is mindful that summary judgment may properly be granted 
only where there are no genuine issues of material fact and the moving party is entitled to 
judgment as a matter of law. I.R.C.P. 56( c). In determining whether any issue of material 
fact exists, this court must construe all facts and inferences contained in the pleadings, 
depositions, and admissions, together with the affidavits, if any, in the light most favorable 
to the non-moving party. I.R.C.P. 56(c); Sewell v. Neilson, Monroe Inc., 109 Idaho 192, 
194, 706 P .2d 81, 83 (Ct. App. 1985). Summary judgment must be denied if reasonable 
persons could reach differing conclusions or draw conflicting inferences from the 
evidence. Smith v. Meridian Joint School District No. 2, 128 Idaho 714, 718, 918 P.2d 
583, 587 (1996). 
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A trial court's decision to grant or deny a motion for reconsideration is reviewed 
for an abuse of discretion. Jordan v. Beeks, 135 Idaho 586, 592, 21 P.3d 908, 914 
(2001 ). A party making a motion for reconsideration is permitted to present new 
evidence, but is not required to do so. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 147 P.3d 
100 (Ct.App. 2006). A motion for reconsideration of an interlocutory order of the trial 
court may be made at any time before entry of the final judgment, but not later than 
fourteen days after entry of the final judgment. I.R.C.P. 11 (A)(2)(B). 
Ill. ANALYSIS. 
A. KDC's Motion to Strike Affidavits of Kelly, Bistline and Wilburn. 
The admissibility of evidence contained in affidavits and depositions in 
support of or in opposition to a motion for summary judgment is a 
threshold question to be answered before applying the liberal construction 
and reasonable inferences rule to determine whether the evidence is 
sufficient to create a genuine issue for trial. Gem State Ins. Co. v. 
Hutchinson, 145 Idaho 10, 13, 175 P.3d 172, 175 (2007) (citing Carnell v. 
Barker Mgmt., Inc., 137 Idaho 322, 327, 48 P.3d 651, 656 (2002)). This 
Court applies the abuse of discretion standard when reviewing a trial 
court's determination of the admissibility of testimony in connection with a 
motion for summary judgment. /d., at 15, 175 P.3d at 177. (citing 
McDaniel v. Inland Northwest Renal Care Group-Idaho, LLC, 144 Idaho 
219,221, 159 P.3d 856, 858 (2007)). 
J-U-B Engineers, Inc. v. Security Ins. Co. of Hartford, 146 Idaho 311, 314-15, 193 P .3d 
858, 861-62 (2008). 
KDC seeks to strike the affidavits of Arthur Bistline, Eric Kelly, and Mark Wilburn 
as irrelevant to the matters before the Court. KDC also argues Bistline's affidavit 
contains e-mails for which no foundation has been laid and matters which are the 
subject of settlement negotiations and not properly before the Court pursuant to I.R.E. 
408. Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike- pp. 3-4. KDC claims all but 
paragraph one of Bistline's affidavit is hearsay. /d., p. 4. KDC states Kelly's affidavit is 
also irrelevant, and that none of the matters discussed by Kelly dispute that AED did 
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not have a West Virginia contractor's license. /d., pp. 4-5. Finally, KDC claims none of 
Wilburn's affidavit is relevant to the matter before the Court as he merely discusses 
having applied for and received the applicable license and does not dispute AED's not 
having a valid license at the time it entered into the demolition agreement with KDC. 
/d., pp. 5-6. 
AED responds that its affidavits point to the question of whether KDC ever 
intended to perform the agreement it had with AED concerning demolition of the bridge. 
Plaintiff's Response to Defendants' Motion to Strike, pp. 2-4. AED also argues no 
portion of Bistline's affidavit contains an offer of compromise and Rule 408 is therefore 
inapplicable and, as Bistline had knowledge of conversations he previously had, no 
hearsay is implicated. /d., pp. 4-5. With regard to Kelly's and Wilburn's affidavits, AED 
points out that the mere question of whether AED had a valid contractor's license is not 
the only issue raised at summary judgment. /d., p. 5. AED, finally, evaluates both 
Wilburn's and Kelly's affidavits for any plausible hearsay objections and finds none. /d., 
pp. 6-7. 
On summary judgment, the district court is not permitted to weigh evidence or 
resolve controverted factual issues. American Land Title Co. v. Isaak, 105 Idaho 600, 
671 P.2d 1063 (1983); Altman v. Arndt, 1091daho 218, 221, 706 P.2d 107, 110 
(Ct.App. 1985). But, where pleadings, depositions, admissions, or affidavits raise 
questions as to the credibility of witnesses or the weight of the evidence, the motion for 
summary judgment should be denied. Merrill v. Duffy Reed Construction Co., 82 Idaho 
410, 353 P.2d 657 (1960). The Court (as trier of fact at the summary judgment stage of 
proceedings) is entitled to give testimony the weight to which it deems such evidence is 
entitled. Christensen v. Nelson, 125 Idaho 663, 666, 873 P.2d 917, 920 (Ct.App. 1994) 
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("As a trier of fact, the district court was allowed to make the final decision on how much 
weight, if any, to give to an expert's testimony. Provided that the trier of fact does not 
act arbitrarily, an expert's opinion may be rejected even when uncontradicted. Simpson 
v. Johnson, 100 Idaho 357, 362, 597 P.2d 600, 605 (1979).") 
If KDC now seeks to call into question the veracity or credibility of witnesses, it 
would follow that this Court should not grant it the summary judgment it seeks. The 
question of whether a matter is relevant under I.R.E. 401 is very broad. That is, whether 
the existence of any fact of consequence to the determination of the action is made 
more or less probable than it would have been without the proffered evidence. I.R.E. 
401. A trial court's ruling on the relevance of evidence before it is reviewed under the 
abuse of discretion standard. Slack v. Kelleher, 140 Idaho 916, 924, 104 P.3d 958, 966 
(2004). Therefore, although not relevant to the precise issue identified by KDC (i.e. 
whether AED had the proper West Virginia license at the time it entered into the 
demolition agreement), it cannot be said that the affidavits of Bistline, Kelly and Wilburn 
contain evidence which would not make any fact of consequence more or less probable 
than it would be without the proffer of such evidence. All of KDC's relevance objections 
are overruled. 
As to KDC's objections to Bistline's affidavit as to lack of foundation and contains 
inadmissible settlement discussions, those objections are overruled. 
As to KDC's hearsay objections to Kelly's affidavit, that is sustained as to 
paragraph 6. The objection as to paragraph 8 is sustained but on different grounds (it 
is unclear which of the Chaklos is claimed to be speaking). The objection as offering a 
legal conclusion is sustained as to paragraphs 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 
(but all exhibits referenced in those paragraphs are admitted and considered). The 
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objection as to being speculative, not based upon personal knowledge and lack of 
foundation is sustained as to paragraphs 10, 14, 17, 20, 21, 30, 31 and 33. 
As to KDC's lack of foundation objection to Wilburn's affidavit, that objection is 
sustained as no date is mentioned. As to the exhibit attached, the objection is 
sustained for the same reason. 
KDC's Motion to Strike is granted as to all above sustained objections. Any 
objection not specifically mentioned is overruled, and as to all overruled objections, 
KDC's Motion to Strike is denied. 
B. KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
In its Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, KDC makes 
several arguments: (1) AED's breach of contract claim should be dismissed because it 
is based on an illegal contract; (2) AED's fraud claim should be dismissed because (a) 
the claim was not pled with particularity, (b) AED had no right to rely upon any alleged 
misrepresentations where it did not have a West Virginia Contractor's License and had 
been administratively dissolved by the Idaho Secretary of State and (c) no evidence 
exists to demonstrate KDC had no intention of allowing AED to blast the bridge on 
June 1, 201 0; (3) AED is not entitled to rescission of the Purchase Agreement; (4) AED 
is not entitled to specific performance; (5) AED's claims against Lee Chaklos must be 
dismissed because he is not an owner, director, officer, or agent of KDC; and (6) KDC 
should be granted its requested quiet title action. Memorandum in Support of Motion 
for Summary Judgment, pp. 9-22. These issues will be addressed in that order. 
As a preliminary matter of law, this Court finds Idaho law applies to the contracts 
at issue. Counsel for AED argued at oral argument on summary judgment on January 
12, 2011, that" ... there is no provision in that [blasting] contract that says it's to be 
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interpreted by Idaho law." That is simply false. Affidavit of Krystal Chaklos in Support 
of Motion for Summary Judgment, Exhibit A, Bates Stamp 437, reads: "In consideration 
of the strict liability nature of many of AED's operations, the parties hereto agree that 
this agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with laws of 
Kootenai County, ID and subject to prime agreement." The purchase agreement also 
specifically states Idaho law shall apply. Complaint and Amended Complaint, Exhibit A, 
p. 11, 1J36 reads: "This Agreement shall be controlled and interpreted according to the 
laws of the State of Idaho." 
1. Illegal Contract. 
KDC argues AED's breach of contract claim on the "demolition agreement" must 
be dismissed because the demolition contract was illegal given AED's failure to obtain a 
valid contractor's license before entering into the demolition agreement. Memorandum 
in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 9-12. KDC claims: "It is undisputed 
that AED did not have its West Virginia contractor's license at the time of entering the 
demolition agreement and did not receive it until October 17, 2010." /d., p. 11. No 
citation is given for this claim. The Affidavit of Krystal Chaklos in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment, p. 3, 1J8, places the fact in the record, and places the burden on 
AED to rebut the claim. Krystal Chaklos of KDC states: 
KDC did not pay the $30,000 to AED because AED never supplied any of 
the necessary permits or licenses to perform operations in West Virginia. 
KDC repeatedly informed AED that it needed a West Virginia contractor's 
license to perform the blasting. However, at no time did AED ever provide 
proof that it obtained a West Virginia contractor's license. 
Affidavit of Krystal Chaklos in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 3, 1J 8. 
It is KDC's contention that the demolition agreement between the parties is 
illegal, and therefore void, because it amounts to a contract to perform an act prohibited 
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by law; that is, AED entered into the demolition agreement without the required West 
Virginia contractor's license. /d., p. 9. AED does not deny it lacked a contractor's 
license when it entered into the contract. AED instead argues the purpose of the 
contract was not illegal, thus, the contract itself is not rendered illegal. Response to 
Summary Judgment, p. 5. AED states it had the ability to obtain a valid West Virginia 
contractor's license (and eventually did so), and further, West Virginia law does not 
render a contract illegal for failure to obtain proper government approval. /d., p. 6. 
KDC cites for this Court the Idaho Supreme Court case Trees v. Kersey, 138 
Idaho 3, 56 P.3d 765 (2002), as being factually similar. /d., p. 10. AED states the 
purpose of the agreement here, unlike the one in Trees, was not to break the law. 
Response to Summary Judgment, p. 5. In Trees, the general contractor plaintiff lost its 
public works license and bonding capacity, but entered into an agreement with a 
second general contractor, "which provided that the Kerseys would bid on the project in 
their name, procure the bond, insurance, and pay the bills, and Trees would be 
responsible for everything else, including acting as the general contractor on the job." 
138 Idaho 3, 5, 56 P.3d 765, 767. In Idaho, an illegal contract is one which "rests on 
illegal consideration consisting of any act or forbearance which is contrary to law or 
public policy." Trees, 138 Idaho 3, 6, 56 P.3d 765, 768, citing Quiring v. Quiring, 130 
Idaho 560, 566, 944 P.2d 695, 701 (1997). As quoted by KDC, a contract "made for 
the purpose of furthering any matter or thing which is prohibited by statute ... is void." 
Kunz v. Lobo Lodge, 133 Idaho 608,611, 990 P.2d 1219, 1222 (Ct.App. 1999). 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 11. The District Court in 
Trees had enforced the illegal contract between the parties, finding that a joint venture 
existed. The Idaho Supreme Court found this to be error. 138 Idaho 3, 9-10, 56 P.3d 
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765, 771-72. However, because of the unique facts of the case, particularly the District 
Court's finding that Kerseys had committed many instances of fraud independent of the 
wrong committed to the public, the Idaho Supreme Court opted not to strictly apply the 
illegality doctrine, but rather applied a fraud exception. 138 Idaho 3, 10, 56 P.3d 765, 
772. (holding the Kerseys could not benefit from the joint venture agreement, engage 
in fraudulent conduct, and then seek to avoid enforcement of the agreement.) 
In their Purchase Agreement in this case, AED and KDC agreed the terms of the 
agreement be controlled and interpreted according to Idaho law. Purchase Agreement, 
p. 11, 1[36. Such choice of law provisions are addressed by Idaho Code § 28-1-105: 
Except as provided hereafter in this section, when a transaction bears a 
reasonable relation to this state and also to another state or nation, the 
parties may agree that the law either of this state or such other state or 
nation shall cover their rights and duties. Failing such agreement, this act 
applies to transactions bearing an appropriate relation to the state. 
I.C. § 28-105(1). The requirements of the Idaho Contractor Registration Act (and/or 
the Idaho Public Works Contractors Act) and the West Virginia Contractor Licensing Act 
are substantially similar. Both require a contractor to be registered or licensed in order 
to engage in the business or act in the capacity of a contractor or when holding himself 
out as a contractor. See I. C.§ 54-1902(1 ); I. C. § 54-5201 (1); W.Va.Code § 21-11-1. 
Both the Idaho and West Virginia Codes contemplate the licensing and registration 
requirements to apply when a person submits a bid to perform construction; there is no 
requirement that actual construction be performed. I.C. § 54-1901(b); I.C. §54-
5203(4)(a); W.Va. Code § 21-11-3(c). Because of the choice of law provision in the 
Purchase Agreement, Idaho law controls regarding submission of bids and entering into 
contracts to perform construction while not properly licensed and/or registered. 
A court has a duty to sua sponte raise the issue of illegality of a contract. Barry 
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v. Pacific West Construction, Inc., 140 Idaho 827, 832, 103 P.3d 440, 445 (2004) 
(holding a contract between a general contractor and subcontractor on a public works 
project was void for failure of the subcontractor to have a public works license and that 
both the district courts and Appellate Courts of Idaho have a duty to raise the issue of 
illegality.); ParkWest Homes, LLC v. Bamson, 149 Idaho 603, _, 238 P.3d 203, 208 
(201 0). In Idaho, where a public works contractor does not fall within an exemption 
listed in I.C. § 54-1903, and is required to have a public works license, the failure by a 
subcontractor to have the requisite license will render its contract with a general 
contractor illegal, "because the contract constituted an agreement to perform an illegal 
act." Barry, 140 Idaho 827, 832, 103 P.3d 440, 445. The Idaho Supreme Court in 
Barry found the contract between a general contractor and the illegally unlicensed 
subcontractor to be illegal and therefore unenforceable, but then went on to determine 
whether either party was entitled to its damages outside the existence of a legal 
contract; the Court held the illegally unlicensed subcontractor was entitled to recover 
under the theory of unjust enrichment. 140 Idaho 827, 833, 103 P.3d 440, 446. The 
Trees decision, as argued by AED, is likely inapposite as the purpose of the contract in 
Trees was from its inception to engage in illegal behavior. 
Here, the facts are more similar to those in Barry. The contract would have been 
illegal by virtue of AED's failure to properly register/and or be licensed. In the instant 
matter, KDC's repudiation of the contract was based, at least in part, upon AED's failure 
to obtain the necessary licensing/registration. The date on which precisely AED 
obtained its West Virginia contractor's license is unclear, but likely did not happen until 
October 17, 2010. It is undisputed that AED did not have its West Virginia contractor's 
license at the time of contracting. In his affidavit, dated November 24, 2010, Mark 
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Wilburn testifies AED "has acquired all necessary permits to demolish the bridge, other 
than permission of the United States Coast Guard." Affidavit of Mark Wilburn, p. 1, 1J3. 
But November 24, 2010, is not the relevant time period. 
Even in the light most favorable to AED, the non-moving party, the motion for 
summary judgment by KDC on the issue of illegality of the underlying demolition 
agreement must be granted. Because a contractor must be licensed at the time a bid is 
submitted, and AED has presented this Court with no evidence as to what precise date 
upon which it became licensed, AED could not have properly submitted the bid in spring 
of 2010 and then later secure appropriate licensing in the fall of 2010. At the time of 
actual performance of this executory contract, it is likely that AED could have had, or 
perhaps even would have had, any necessary licensing/registration to perform the 
contract as agreed upon by the parties. However, there is simply nothing before the 
Court to indicate that this licensing/registration was in place at the time AED submitted 
the bid which gave rise to the demolition agreement. 
KDC is entitled to summary judgment on its claim that AED lacked the required 
license and lacked the required permits at the time it entered into the demolition 
agreement. The demolition agreement is an illegal contract. KDC is entitled to 
summary judgment against AED on its breach of contract claims on that agreement. 
2. AED's Fraud Claim. 
KDC argues AED's fraud claim should be dismissed because: (a) the claim was 
not plead with particularity; (b) AED had no right to rely upon any alleged 
misrepresentations where it did not have a West Virginia contractor's license and had 
been administratively dissolved by the Idaho Secretary of State; and (c) no evidence 
exists to demonstrate KDC had no intention of allowing AED to blast the bridge on 
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June 1, 2010. Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 12-18. 
In response, AED argues its complaint set forth exactly what promise KDC made and 
never intended to keep. Response to Summary Judgment, p. 7. AED argues this is 
sufficient to comply with the rule that fraud allegations be pled with specificity. /d. AED 
goes on to argue its corporate status was reinstated, rendering KDC's argument 
regarding AED's inability to rely on statements made during AED's dissolution 
irrelevant. /d., pp. 7-8. Finally, AED argues the issue of fraudulent inducement involves 
a question of fact implicating the circumstances surrounding breach of the demolition 
agreement and whether KDC ever intended to honor the agreement. /d., pp. 8-9. 
As a preliminary matter, KDC errs in its contention that a party must demonstrate 
fraud concerning a future event by clear and convincing evidence. Memorandum in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 12, 15. Appellate courts in Idaho have 
refused to apply the clear and convincing burden of proof in reviewing summary 
judgment in fraud and misrepresentation cases. Large v. Cafferty Rea/y, Inc., 123 
Idaho 676, 680, 851, P.2d 972, 976 (1993). In fraud and misrepresentation cases, 
courts apply the usual standard of review at summary judgment to determine whether 
there is a genuine issue of material fact making summary judgment improper. G&M 
Farms v. Funk Irrigation Co., 119 Idaho 514,417-18,808 P.2d 851, 854-55 (1991). 
Thus, all AED must do in order to survive summary judgment is identify a genuine issue 
of material fact with regard to its fraudulent inducement claim. 
a. Failure to Plead Fraud With Particularity is Not Fatal to 
AED's Claim. 
In its Amended Complaint, AED alleges: 
In order to induce Plaintiff to enter into the agreement to sell the 
bridge to Defendants, Defendants agreed they would hire Plaintiff to 
demolish the bridge. Said promise was material to the parties' transaction 
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and Plaintiff would not have agreed to sell the bridge without the promise 
that Plaintiff would be allowed to demolish the bridge. 
Defendants' conduct of promising to allow Plaintiff to demolish the 
bridge when Defendants' [sic] had no intention of honoring that commit 
[sic] amounts to fraud in the inducement. 
Amended Complaint, pp. 2-3, 1f1f9 and 15. KDC noted AED uses the term 
"Defendants" collectively throughout its Complaint and never identifies specific 
allegations asserted against each defendant. Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment, p. 13. AED is deficient in that regard. KDC also notes the heart 
of AED's fraud claim is that "[i]n order to induce Plaintiff to enter the agreement to sell 
the bridge to Defendants, Defendants agreed they would hire Plaintiff to demolish the 
Bridge." Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 13, citing 
Amended Complaint, 1f9. KDC then correctly argues: "This general conclusory 
statement is insufficient to maintain a fraud claim against three separate defendants." 
/d. In support of that argument, KDC quotes from 37 Am.Jur.2d Fraud and Deceit, § 
464 (2001): 
A Plaintiff alleging fraud must specify the time, place, and contents of any 
alleged false representations and the full nature of the transaction, 
including the content of the false representations, the fact misrepresented, 
what was obtained or given up as a consequence of fraud, and which 
individual made the representation .... 
If fraud is alleged against multiple defendants, acts complained of by each 
defendant should be separately set forth in the complaint. 
/d. The claim in AED's Amended Complaint that "[i]n order to induce Plaintiff to enter 
the agreement to sell the bridge to Defendants, Defendants agreed they would hire 
Plaintiff to demolish the Bridge" satisfies neither of the requirements of time and place. 
The requirement of "contents of the representation" and "why it was false" are only 
minimally satisfied. The requirement of "who made the representation" is not satisfied 
at all. Even though AED now concedes claims against Lee Chaklos individually should 
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be dismissed, and accordingly, AED could make the argument that which party 
engaged in the purported fraud is therefore, moot, "which party" is not what the above 
quote from Am.Jur.2d says. The quote from Am.Jur.2d says: "which individual made 
the representation". A corporation can only act through its agents, and AED has not set 
forth in its Amended Complaint who within KDC agreed AED would "demolish the 
Bridge." 
A party must establish nine elements to prove fraud: "1) a statement or 
representation of fact; 2) its falsity; 3) its materiality; 4) the speaker's 
knowledge of its falsity; 5) the speaker's intent that there be reliance; 6) 
the hearer's ignorance of the falsity of the statement; 7) reliance by the 
hearer; 8) justifiable reliance; and 9) resultant injury." 
Glaze v. Deffenbaugh, 144 Idaho 829, 833, 172 P.3d 1104, 1008 (2007) (quoting 
Mannos v. Moss, 143 Idaho 927, 931, 155 P.3d 1166, 1170 (2007) ("Reed fails to plead 
these elements in a general sense, let alone with particularity and, as such, has failed 
to state a claim upon which relief may be granted as to fraud."). 
An allegation of fraud is a conclusion of law. General allegations that do 
not set forth the particular circumstances are not sufficient, and every 
element of the cause of action must be alleged in full, factually and 
specifically. Allegations in the form of conclusions on the part of the 
pleader as to the existence of fraud are insufficient. 
37 AM.JUR 2o Fraud and Deceit, § 464 (201 0). Mere assertions of "fraud" or that a party 
"acted fraudulently" without including facts to which such a term has a reference is 
nothing more than a mere legal conclusion. /d. See e.g. Sunset Financial Resources, 
Inc. v. Redevlopment Group V, LLC, 417 F.Supp.2d 632, 643, n. 17 (D.N.J. 2006). 
"Plaintiff asserting a fraud claim is not required to plead date, place, or time of fraud, so 
long as plaintiff uses alternative means of injecting precision and some measure of 
substantiation into its allegations." /d., quoting Seville Indus. Machinery v. Southmost 
Machinery, 742 F.2d 786, 791, (3d Cir.1984). 
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In Seville, the Third Circuit held that plaintiffs satisfied Rule 9(b) by 
incorporating into plaintiff's complaint a specific list of machine parts 
involved in the fraud, as well as described the transactions that involved 
these parts. See id. The court concluded that the heightened pleading 
requirement was met because the complaint "sets forth [i] the nature of 
the alleged misrepresentations, and [ii] while it does not describe the 
precise word used, each allegation of fraud adequately describes the 
nature and subject of the alleged misrepresentation." /d. 
417 F.Supp.2d 632, 643, n. 17. While AED may not have pled their fraud in the 
inducement claim with the particularity KDC would have preferred, AED's fraud claim 
goes well beyond a mere legal conclusion and, arguably, while not naming the time, 
date and place of the alleged fraud, KDC has been provided with a sufficient measure 
of precision and substantiation of AED's claim. 
b. AED Had No Right to Rely on any Alleged Misrepresentation 
by KDC. 
KDC next claims AED had no right to rely on any alleged misrepresentations by 
KDC because AED had been administratively dissolved by the Idaho Secretary of State 
and had no West Virginia Contractor's license. Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment, pp. 14-15. KDC argues AED had no right, as a matter of law, to 
rely upon the representations of KDC that KDC would hire AED to demolish the bridge. 
/d., p. 14. KDC notes the demolition agreement was entered into on June 1, 2010, but 
AED failed to secure a West Virginia contractor's license at least until October 17, 
2010, which was well after the demolition agreement had been terminated in July 2010. 
/d. Because AED could not have even submitted a bid to blast the bridge without the 
proper license, it follows, per KDC, that AED could not have relied upon any alleged 
misrepresentation. KDC makes essentially the same argument with respect to AED's 
having been administratively dissolved on November 5, 2009, and for the six moths 
prior to entering into the purchase agreement. /d., pp. 14-15. Because AED could not 
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have legally performed the demolition of the bridge at the time it entered into 
agreements to do so, because of a lack of licensing, AED could not have rightfully 
relied upon the promise that it would be the party selected to demolish the bridge. /d. 
AED responds only that KDC cannot challenge any corporate action on the 
ground that AED had been administratively dissolved; that AED has been reinstated by 
the Secretary of State, which reinstatement is retroactive to the time of dissolution; and 
that the question of whether fraud in the inducement is present is one for the trier of 
fact. Response to Summary Judgment, pp. 7-8. In reply, KDC clarifies any agreement 
entered into by the parties whereby AED was to blow the bridge was void as it violated 
the West Virginia Contractor Licensing Act. Defendants' Reply Memorandum in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 7. 
As discussed supra, the demolition agreement entered into by the parties was 
void and illegal due to AED's failure to have the proper license under West Virginia law 
at the time it contracted to demolish the bridge. The West Virginia requirements for 
contractors mirror those in Idaho. And, importantly, both the Idaho and West Virginia 
Codes contemplate the licensing and registration requirements apply when a person 
submits a bid to perform construction; there is no requirement that actual construction 
be performed. I. C. § 54-1901 (b); I. C. § 54-5203(4)(a); W.Va. Code § 21-11-3(c). Thus, 
any position AED may take with regard to the contract for demolition being executory, 
and AED's ability to secure the proper registration and licensing pursuant to the Codes 
prior to demolition work commencing, is inapposite. AED must have had the proper 
registration and license at the time of contracting, in addition to having the same at the 
time of performance. While I. C. § 30-1-1422(3) does, as argued by AED, provide that 
reinstatement of a formerly dissolved corporation relates back to the date of dissolution 
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"and the corporation resumes carrying on its business as if the administrative 
dissolution had never occurred", AED's failure to comply with statutory requirements for 
registration and licensing does result in AED's being unable to, as a matter of law, 
justifiably rely upon alleged misrepresentations by KDC. Accordingly, summary 
judgment must be granted in favor of KDC on this aspect of AED's fraud claims. 
c. AED Has No Evidence That on June 1, 2010, KDC Did Not 
Intend to Allow AED to Blast the Bridge. 
Regarding AED's fraudulent inducement claim, the parties provide different facts 
regarding each parties' intentions on June 1, 2010. KDC argues it made a 
representation concerning a future date on June 1, 2010, and that AED cannot prove 
KDC entered into the demolition agreement with no intent to perform. Memorandum in 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 15-16. AED argues KDC had no 
intention of fully performing the parties' agreement as of June 1, 2010. Response to 
Summary Judgment, p. 8. In support of its argument, AED claims KDC improperly 
attempted to create a condition precedent (that one or both of the parties never had 
proper prerequisite West Virginia licenses, registrations, or permits) where none 
existed. And, AED claims KDC withheld payment based on KDC's own failure to obtain 
the necessary licenses (in addition to withholding payment based on AED's failure to 
obtain licenses, registrations, and permits.) /d., p. 9. Specifically, AED claims: 
Not only was KDC creating conditions precedent where none existed, 
KDC was withholding payment based on the failure of KDC to obtain the 
necessary permits. Krystal Chaklos clearly sets forth that AED will be 
paid when KDC obtains the necessary permits. 25 
Response to Summary Judgment, p. 9. This claim by AED's counsel that " ... KDC was 
withholding payment based on the failure of KDC to obtain the necessary permits" is 
not supported by the very "facts" AED submits in its own agent's affidavit. Footnote 25 
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of AED's Response to Summary Judgment reads: "Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 26." 
Paragraph 26 of the Affidavit of Eric Kelly reads: 
That evening [June 16, 2010 according to ,-r 24], Krystal Chaklos sent an 
e-mail stating that AED needed a West Virginia Contractors License to 
participate in the project and that AED would be paid when Delta had 
achieved the City of Benwood's permit to proceed. (See Exhibit "J" 
attached hereto and incorporated herein.) 
Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in Opposition to Summary Judgment, p. 6, ,-r 26. Here is what 
the actual email from Krystal Chaklos to Eric Kelly reads: 
Eric, 
You will need a WEST VIRGINIA CONTRACTORS LICENCE! From the 
state of West Virginia to participate in this project. Your mobility advance 
will be given to you once Delta has achieved the city of Benwoods permit 
to proceed. 
Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in Opposition to Summary Judgment, Exhibit J. (all emphasis in 
original). To make what AED's counsel writes in its brief true, Delta must be KDC. 
Delta is not KDC. Delta Demoltion Group, Inc., (Delta Demo) is a Virginia corporation in 
good standing, which was hired by KDC to act as the general contractor responsible for 
demolishing this bridge, and AED was to act as an independent subcontractor to Delta 
Demo for purposes of blasting that bridge. Affidavit of Lee Chaklos in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 2, ,-r,-r 2, 4. Lee Chaklos is president and sole 
shareholder of Delta Demolition Group, Inc., and Lee Chaklos is not a member, officer 
or director of KDC. /d., ,-r,-r 2, 3. Thus, this claim by AED's counsel that " ... KDC was 
withholding payment based on the failure of KDC to obtain the necessary permits" is 
false according to AED own agent's affidavit. There is no basis set forth in AED's 
Response to Summary Judgment (pages 8 and 9) which refutes KDC's argument in this 
regard. KDC argues as follows: 
On June 1, 2010, AED and KDC signed the "demolition 
agreement." The demolition agreement embodies the promise upon 
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which AED bases its fraud claim; KDC's promise to allow AED to blast the 
bridge. One of the terms of the demolition agreement required KDC to 
pay AED a $30,000 "deposit" on June 9, 2010. Another term required 
AED to supply the necessary federal and state permits to perform blasting 
operations in the State of West Virginia. It is undisputed that the deposit 
was never paid. The non-payment of the deposit is what led AED to 
terminate the demolition agreement by threatening to file a lawsuit and 
rescind the demolition agreement. However, the failure to pay the deposit 
was not because KDC never intended to allow AED to blast the Bridge. 
Rather, the deposit was not paid because AED refused to get the 
necessary licenses and permits to perform the work. 
* * * 
The evidence shows that AED was required to obtain all necessary 
permits and licenses to perform the blasting work in West Virginia. AED 
submitted the applications, but refused to pay for the permits. Therefore, 
it did not receive the permits. Pursuant to the West Virginia Contractor 
Licensing Act, AED also needed to obtain a contractor's license. It did not 
do so until October 17, 2010, after both parties terminated the "demolition 
agreement," and after AED filed its original complaint in this case. KDC 
informed AED that it would not pay any money to AED until it received the 
necessary permits and licenses. KDC did not decide to use a different 
contractor to blast the Bridge until it received threatening emails from AED 
and its lawyer. The evidence shows that KDC refused to pay AED the 
"deposit" because AED failed to obtain the necessary permits and 
licenses to perform blasting work in West Virginia, not because KDC 
never intended to allow AED to perform the blasting. Since there is no 
evidence that KDC had no intention of allowing AED to perform the 
blasting at the time the demolition agreement was signed, AED cannot 
prove fraud concerning this future event. 
Response to Summary Judgment, pp. 16-18. While the above passage contains no 
citation to the record, the argument is supported by the record. Affidavit of Krystal 
Chaklos in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, 1f1-9; Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in 
Opposition to Summary Judgment, pp. 4-5, 1f19, Exhibit F. The very first obligation 
AED assumed in that demolition agreement was to "Supply the necessary explosives 
permits, both Federal and State, to perform operations in the State of WV." I d., Exhibit 
F, p. 4. West Virginia statutes require any contractor to be licensed in West Virginia to 
bid on or conduct any work in the state of West Virginia. West Virginia Code§ 21-11-
64; 21-11-3. The above email from Krystal Chaklos to Eric Kelly shows the 
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requirement that AED have a West Virginia's contractor's license: "You will need a 
WEST VIRGINIA CONTRACTORS LICENCE!" Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in Opposition 
to Summary Judgment, Exhibit J. (all emphasis in original). AED failed in its duty to 
have the federal and state permits and to have a West Virginia contractor's license. 
As noted by KDC: 
Generally, the representation forming the basis of a claim for fraud must 
concern past or existing material facts. Representations concerning 
future events are usually not considered actionable. 
Magic Lantern Productions, Inc. v. Do/sot, 126 Idaho 805, 807, 892 P.2d 480, 482 
(1994), see also Thomas v. Medical Center Phys., 138 Idaho 200, 207, 61 P.3d 557, 
564 (2002) (An action for fraud or misrepresentation will not lie for statements of future 
events). Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 15. A promise 
or statement is actionable if it is proven that the speaker made the promise without 
intending to keep it. /d., citing Magic Lantern, 126 Idaho 805, 807, 892 P.2d 480, 482; 
Thomas, 138 Idaho 200, 207, 61 P.3d 557, 564. KDC thus argues: 
AED must prove that on June 1, 2010, when KDC allegedly entered the 
demolition agreement, KDC did not intend to perform the agreement. 
There is no evidence to support this claim. 
/d. This Court agrees. AED has shown nothing that demonstrates KDC never intended 
to permit AED to demolish the bridge on the date the demolition agreement was 
entered into. Accordingly, summary judgment must be granted in favor of KDC on this 
aspect of AED's fraud claims. 
3. Rescission of the Purchase Agreement is Not Available to AED. 
There is both an issue of law and a factual discussion about the rescission issue. 
First the legal discussion. 
Both parties cite to O'Connor v. Harger Construction, 145 Idaho 904, 18 P .3d 
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846 (2008), as being dispositive of whether rescission is available to AED. In its 
Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant KDC's Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction, this Court determined: 
KDC argues AED did not tender back to KDC the $25,000.00 KDC 
paid to AED in consideration for the purchase agreement. Therefore, 
KDC argues AED is not entitled to rescission of the Agreement. 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Mandatory Injunction, pp. 13-16. 
KDC quotes extensively from Robinson v. State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co., 
137 Idaho 181, 45 P.3d 829, 837 (2002), for the proposition that a party 
seeking to rescind a contract must tender any consideration or benefit 
received before rescinding. /d., p. 14. Here, AED alleges fraud and 
breach of contract in its Complaint. The relief sought by AED is for the 
Court to "[e]nter judgment rescinding the parties' agreement and restoring 
the parties to their status quo with all offsets and credits as are required to 
fashion and [sic] equitable remedy for Plaintiff." Complaint, p. 4. Thus, at 
all times AED has sought rescission of the "purchase agreement", and 
AED certainly had not disputed that it did not at any time tender the 
$25,000.00 back to KDC. 
AED argues: "A valid tender is no longer required under Idaho Law 
to seek rescission", citing O'Connor v. Harger Construction Inc., 145 Idaho 
904, 188 P.3d 846 (2008). Plaintiff's Response to Issuance of Preliminary 
Injunction, p. 4. This Court agrees with KDC, that such proposition by 
AED is a grossly misleading argument. As noted by KDC, the Idaho 
Supreme Court in O'Connor stated: 
[a] party seeking to rescind a contract ordinarily must return 
any consideration of the benefit received before the 
rescission is valid. More than a mere offer of the deposit is 
required; the party must exhibit an actual intent and 
willingness to pay to constitute a valid tender. 
1451daho 904,911, 188 P.3d 846, 853. Defendant KDC Investments, 
LLC's Reply in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction, p. 11. 
AED has failed to tender the $25,000.00. Rescission is not available to 
AED. However, with all the other unsolved issues in this case, a 
preliminary injunction cannot be granted in favor or KDC. 
Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant KDC's Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction, pp. 16. Subsequent to the Court's ruling on the preliminary injunction, AED 
filed a motion for reconsideration asking the Court to reconsider its ruling with regard to 
rescission. This motion was not properly noticed-up, but was unilaterally tacked-on by 
counsel for AED to the time for hearing on KDC's motion for summary judgment. Thus, 
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AED's motion for reconsideration was not heard on January 12, 2011, but was instead 
heard on January 26, 2011. 
AED argues that rescission is a valid form of relief available to it in its response 
memorandum on summary judgment. Response to Summary Judgment, pp. 9-12. 
AED argues in O'Connorthe Idaho Supreme Court correctly " ... sets forth the law 
regarding an action at law to enforce a rescission, but states the instant matter differs 
as it is an equitable action for rescission- an action on rescission, as opposed to an 
equitable action for rescission." /d., p. 9. (emphasis in original). AED continues: 
An action at law based on a rescission requires that a valid tender occur. 
It is an element of rescission. This is an action for rescission based on 
fraud and also on material breach of contract, and tender is not required, 
only an offer of tender. 
/d. AED argues O'Connor stands for the proposition that where rescission amounts to 
an offer and acceptance outside of court, valid tender is required. /d., p. 10. AED 
argues: "However, when a rescission agreement is not reached and one of the parties 
goes to court seeking rescission, tender is not required." /d. 
On reconsideration, AED cites Gamblin v. Dickson, 18 Idaho 734, 736, 112 
Idaho P. 213, 213 (1910), and Hayton v. Clemens, 30 Idaho 25, 32, 165 P. 994, 996 
(1916) in support of this argument. 
The entire pertinent portion of Gamblin, is as follows: 
In Nelson v. Carlson, 54 Minn. 90, 55 N. W. 821, the court held 
that, where a party seeks the aid of a court to rescind a contract, it is not 
necessary that he previously attempt a rescission or make any tender to 
the other party, except where such tender is necessary to put the other 
party in default. In Carlton v. Hulett, 49 Minn. 308, 51 N. W. 1053, it was 
contended that a restoration or tender should have been made before the 
action could be brought, but the court held against that contention in the 
following language: "Authorities in support of respondent's position on this 
point are abundant, but are foreign to the case, because she has not 
attempted to abrogate and rescind the mortgage contract by her own act, 
but by judicial proceedings instead. In such cases, where one seeks the 
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aid of a court to set aside and rescind a contract, it is not essential that he 
should have previously attempted a rescission, or should have made any 
tender to the other party, except when such tender is necessary to put the 
other party in default. By submitting her cause to the court, the plaintiff 
expressed a willingness to perform such conditions as it may regard 
necessary to impose as proper terms on which relief shall be granted. 
What such a plaintiff ought to do, and what he must do, to reinstate the 
other party in statu quo, as a condition for repudiation and rescission, is 
for the court, which always possesses the necessary power to determine 
the question." The same rule is adhered to in Hansen v. Allen, 117 Wis. 
61, 93 N. W. 805, and in Ludington v. Patton, 111 Wis. 208, 86 N. W. 
571. In the latter case the court clearly draws the distinction between a 
suit for a rescission of a contract on the ground of fraud and an action at 
law to recover back that which has been paid upon a contract void for 
fraud. The latter contemplates a precedent rescission of the contract by 
act of the plaintiff, and an action in equity to rescind a contract invites and 
requires equity to effect that end, and looks to the decision in that action 
to accomplish it and to impose such terms of rescission as may be 
deemed equitable under all of the facts in the case. The earlier decisions 
in California, Colorado, and Washington and some other states would 
indicate that they were made without reference to the distinction above 
mentioned. See, also, Clark v. O'Toole, 20 Okl. 319, 94 Pac. 547, where 
the rule here laid down is discussed at length and authorities cited. 
181daho 734,735-36, 1121daho P. 213,213-14. There are several problems relying 
on Gamblin. First, Gamblin is 100 years old and O'Connor is the most recent case 
from the Idaho Supreme Court on the issue. O'Connor is clear: 
[a] party seeking to rescind a contract ordinarily must return any 
consideration of the benefit received before the rescission is valid. More 
than a mere offer of the deposit is required; the party must exhibit an 
actual intent and willingness to pay to constitute a valid tender. 
145 Idaho 904, 911, 188 P.3d 846, 853. O'Connor dealt with a situation where the 
court was being asked to rescind a contract. Thus, to the extent Gamblin and O'Connor 
are inconsistent, O'Connor controls and overrules Gamblin. Second, AED makes the 
argument that this is not a rescission at law, but rather an equitable rescission based on 
fraud and tender is not required, only an offer of tender. Response to Summary 
Judgment, p. 9. That being the case, AED is not entitled to equity as it did not have the 
requisite West Virginia contractor's license in place. That failure by AED is undisputed. 
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Additionally, AED may have assigned what they had no right to assign and in so doing 
committed a fraud upon Barrack and the federal court. Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in 
Support of Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Strike and Defendants' Motion 
for Summary Judgment, Exhibit A, p. 11, Exhibit B. Counsel for AED objected to this 
In any event, based on AED's failure to obtain the West Virginia contractor's license at 
the time of contracting with KDC, AED cannot claim equity be accorded due to AED's 
own unclean hands. 
The clean hands doctrine "stands for the proposition that 'a litigant may be 
denied relief by a court of equity on the ground that his conduct has been 
inequitable, unfair and dishonest, or fraudulent and deceitful as to the 
controversy in issue.'" Gilbert v. Nampa Sch. Dist. No. 131, 104 Idaho 
137, 145, 657 P.2d 1, 9 (1983) (citing 27 Am.Jur.2d Equity§ 136 (1996)). 
Ada County Highway Dist. v. Total Success Investments, LLC, 145 Idaho 360, 370, 179 
P.3d 323, 333 (2008). Third, AED claims: "This is an action for rescission based on 
fraud and also on material breach of contract, and tender is not required, only an offer 
of tender." Response to Summary Judgment, p. 9. Eric Kelly of AED's email response: 
"Last chance for you guys to accept a return of your money" (Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in 
Opposition to Summary Judgment, p. 6, ,-r 29; Exhibit "M") is not sufficient in detail to be 
an offer of rescission. Fourth, the above quote from Gamblin indicates a pleading 
requirement is necessary with the language: "By submitting her cause to the court, the 
plaintiff expressed a willingness to perform such conditions as it may regard necessary 
to impose as proper terms on which relief shall be granted." This pleading requirement 
is discussed below in Hayton. In AED's Amended Complaint, AED has not alleged that 
it is willing to perform all conditions to place the parties back in their original position. 
The following is most of the entire opinion on rehearing in Hayton v. Clemens, 30 
Idaho 25, 32, 165 P. 994, 996 (1916). It is only the first paragraph which counsel for 
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AED quoted in Plaintiff's Reply to Defendants' Response to Motion to Reconsider, p. 3. 
The contention of appellant on this point, as I understand it, is that 
before a party is entitled to rescind a contract he must put, or offer to put, 
the other party in statu quo by a full restoration of all that he has received. 
This court has heretofore held that this rule is applicable in cases where a 
rescission is made before an action is brought, but that such a tender or 
offer is not necessary as a condition precedent to a suit for rescission, 
and I feel that such decision is controlling and correct. Gamblin v. 
Dickson, 18 Idaho, 734, 112 Pac. 213. 
After the filing of the original complaint in this action, the rights of all 
the parties hereto in the Walla Walla property were canceled by a decree 
of the superior court of Washington for Walla Walla county, forfeiting the 
rights of all parties claiming under the Preston-Kenworthy contract for 
default in payment of moneys due November 1, 1912, under the terms of 
the contract. The amended complaint, on which this action was tried, 
pleads the decree of the Washington court. 
Conceding that it is necessary in a suit for rescission that the 
plaintiff plead his willingness to restore the consideration received by him 
and to do equity, do the facts pleaded in relation to the foreclosure of the 
Washington contract, under which contract both appellants and 
respondents acquired an interest in the Walla Walla property, obviate the 
necessity of an offer in the amended complaint to restore the 
consideration received? I think they do. One of the very purposes of 
pleading the Washington decree must have been to show that the 
consideration received by Hayton had gone from his control and could not 
be returned on account of the decree foreclosing for a default in a 
payment past due at the time Hayton and Clemans made their contract, 
which payment Clemans fraudulently and falsely represented had been 
made. At the time of the filing of the amended or supplemental complaint 
in this action, Hayton had no interest in the Walla Walla property. His 
rights had been foreclosed by the Washington decree. He had nothing to 
tender back to Clemans and was in this condition through no default of his 
own. Under these circumstances, it would be a futile offer on his part to 
assign back to Clemans his foreclosed equity in the Walla Walla land. 
30 Idaho 25, 32-33, 165 P. 994, 995-96. (italics added). Focusing on the italicized 
portion: "Conceding that it is necessary in a suit for rescission that the plaintiff plead his 
willingness to restore the consideration received by him and to do equity," in the 
present case, AED has not only not offered to tender back the $25,000, nowhere in 
AED's amended complaint does AED make the claim that it is willing to tender back to 
KDC the $25,000. Amended Complaint, pp. 1-4. Indeed, all AED claims is: "Because 
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of Defendant's fraud, Plaintiff is entitled to rescind the contract and to an award of a 
sum of money as may be required to make it whole in light of the rescission of the 
parties' contract, in an amount in excess of $10,000 to be proved at trial." ld., p. 3, ~ 
17. Not only does AED fail in its Amended Complaint to make the claim that it is willing 
to tender back to KDC the $25,000, AED doesn't even acknowledge in its complaint 
that KDC paid AED $25,000 in the first place. 
And unlike Hayton in Hayton, who no longer had control of the consideration to 
return to the other party, AED has at all times had and kept the $25,000. Where 
Hayton had "nothing to tender back", AED does have $25,000 to tender back, and has 
not. 
KDC argues AED failed to properly preserve a claim for rescission of the 
purchase agreement by failing to tender the consideration amount underlying that 
agreement back to KDC. Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, 
pp. 18-19. KDC refutes AED's argument that O'Connor did away with the valid tender 
requirement; positing the valid tender requirement in O'Connor was done away with 
given the specific facts of that case because O'Connor, the party asserting the valid 
tender requirement, had been the party to file suit for breach of contract against Harger, 
thereby relieving Harger of his duty to tender O'Connor's deposit. /d., p. 19. KDC 
correctly argues: 
The O'Connor Court did not analyze whether or not Harger 
completed a valid tender because it determined that "[o]nce O'Connor [the 
party asserting the valid tender rule] filed suit for breach of contract 
against Harger, Harger was relieved of his duty to tender O'Connor's 
deposit, constituting a valid rescission, absent a court order." /d at 912, 
854. The Court decided it could fashion its own equitable remedy and it 
was "not necessary for this Court to determine the sufficiency of Harger's 
tender in this case." /d. 
O'Connor differs from the case at bar in one important respect; 
KDC, the party asserting the valid tender rule, did not file suit against 
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AED. Rather, AED filed suit against KDC. KDC is, therefore, still entitled 
to assert the valid tender rule as a defense. Since AED admittedly failed 
to make a valid tender, it is not entitled to rescind the Purchase 
Agreement. 
This Court does not agree with AED's interpretation of O'Connor. No attorney 
should better know O'Connor than counsel for AED, as counsel for AED argued the 
losing end of O'Connor on appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court. 
No attorney, and certainly not this Court, can overlook the general rule set forth 
by the Idaho Supreme Court in O'Connor. 
[a] party seeking to rescind a contract ordinarily must return any 
consideration of the benefit received before the rescission is valid. More 
than a mere offer of the deposit is required; the party must exhibit an 
actual intent and willingness to pay to constitute a valid tender. 
145 Idaho 904, 911, 188 P.3d 846, 853. The reason that general rule did not come into 
play in O'Connorwas: rescission was not pled by either party (/d.), but mutual mistake 
was pled by Harger and rescission is a remedy for mutual mistake (/d.), and the district 
court on its own ruled that rescission was the most equitable remedy between the 
parties (145 Idaho 904, 912, 188 P.3d 846, 854). In O'Connor, counsel for O'Connor 
(counsel for AED in the instant case), " ... argues that Harger never offered to return her 
deposit; therefore, rescission as a remedy is not available to him." 145 Idaho 904, 911, 
188 P.3d 846, 853. It was then that the Idaho Supreme Court reiterated the general 
rule quoted above, that "[a] party seeking to rescind a contract ordinarily must return 
any consideration of the benefit received before the rescission is valid" and that more 
than a mere offer of the deposit is required for a valid tender. /d. Immediately following 
that pronouncement, the Idaho Supreme Court wrote: 
Here, Harger made O'Connor an offer in April of 2005, offering to 
sell the land or rescind the contract and return her deposit. O'Connor 
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responded to the offer of rescission and the return of her deposit by filing 
the lawsuit for breach of contract. O'Connor argues that without the return 
of her deposit, rescission is an unavailable remedy for Harger. O'Connor 
is confusing the issues here. The district court did not rule that Harger 
made a valid rescission by offering to tender O'Connor's deposit. The 
district court ruled that rescission was the most equitable remedy between 
the parties. Whether Harger's April 2005 letter constitutes a valid tender 
of O'Connor's deposit, and whether rescission as an equitable remedy is 
available are two separate issues. Once O'Connor filed suit for breach of 
contract against Harger, Harger was relieved of his duty to tender 
O'Connor's deposit, constituting a valid rescission, absent a court order. 
Whether Harger completed a valid tender, making rescission outside of 
court proper does nothing to reduce the equitable powers of the trial court. 
The district court, in this case was free to fashion an equitable remedy as 
it saw fit. Therefore it is not necessary for this Court to determine the 
sufficiency of Harger's tender in this case. 
145 Idaho 904, 911-12, 188 P.3d 846, 853-54. In O'Connor, the party seeking to 
rescind the contract and return the deposit (Harger) (AED in the instant case as argued 
by AED) was met in response to that offer to return the deposit with a lawsuit by 
O'Connor, and O'Connor then claimed that since Harger in fact did not return that 
deposit, rescission was an unavailable remedy for Harger. The party offering the return 
of deposit and the party seeking rescission (Harger) was rebuffed in that offer not with a 
"No", but with the filing of a lawsuit by O'Connor against them. Then, the party filing the 
lawsuit (O'Connor) argued Harger's tender wasn't complete. Not surprisingly, the Idaho 
Supreme Court held: "Once O'Connor filed suit for breach of contract against Harger, 
Harger was relieved of his duty to tender O'Connor's deposit, constituting a valid 
rescission, absent a court order." Any exception to the general rule (that "[a] party 
seeking to rescind a contract ordinarily must return any consideration of the benefit 
received before the rescission is valid") set forth in O'Connor is clearly peculiar to the 
facts in O'Connor. Those facts are exactly the opposite of the facts in the present case. 
The Idaho Supreme Court in O'Conner noted "O'Connor is confusing the issues here." 
145 Idaho 904, 912, 188 P.3d 846, 854. In the present case, that same attorney is not 
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only confusing the issues but is confusing the facts. 
AED's contention that when a rescission agreement is not reached and one of 
the parties goes to court, an offer to tender is all that is required, finds no support in a 
reading of O'Connor. In O'Connor, the trial court fashioned an equitable remedy, 
rescission, which had not been pled by any party, let alone the party seeking relief, 
O'Connor. The Idaho Supreme Court wrote in O'Connor. 
O'Connor was on notice that rescission was a possible remedy even 
though it was not specifically plead. She was given the opportunity to try 
the issue of whether a mutual mistake of fact existed between the parties, 
in which one of the potential remedies is rescission. In any event, 
rescission is ironically in her favor since if the contract is simply held 
unenforceable she forfeits her $40,000 deposit, whereas if it is rescinded, 
she is entitled to a refund of her deposit. The district court had the power 
to grant rescission in this instance. This Court affirms that decision. 
145 Idaho 904, 911, 188 P.3d 846, 853. AED's differentiation between rescission as an 
equitable remedy versus as an action based on parties' reaching an agreement to 
rescind is of no import. Again, the Idaho Supreme Court wrote in O'Connor. 
Here, Harger made O'Connor an offer in April of 2005, offering to 
sell the land or rescind the contract and return her deposit. O'Connor 
responded to the offer of rescission and the return of her deposit by filing 
the lawsuit for breach of contract. O'Connor argues that without the return 
of her deposit, rescission is an unavailable remedy for Harger. O'Connor 
is confusing the issues here. The district court did not rule that Harger 
made a valid rescission by offering to tender O'Connor's deposit. The 
district court ruled that rescission was the most equitable remedy between 
the parties. Whether Harger's April 2005 letter constitutes a valid tender 
of O'Connor's deposit, and whether rescission as an equitable remedy is 
available are two separate issues. Once O'Connor filed suit for breach of 
contract against Harger, Harger was relieved of his duty to tender 
O'Connor's deposit, constituting a valid rescission, absent a court order. 
Whether Harger completed a valid tender, making rescission outside of 
court proper does nothing to reduce the equitable powers of the trial court. 
The district court, in this case was free to fashion an equitable remedy as 
it saw fit. Therefore it is not necessary for this Court to determine the 
sufficiency of Harger's tender in this case. 
145 Idaho 904, 911-12, 188 P.3d 846, 853-54. The Court in O'Connor never reached 
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the sufficiency of tender by Harger, precisely because it upheld the District Court's 
fashioning an equitable remedy consisting of rescission. Distinguishing the instant 
matter from the facts in O'Connor are that the party seeking rescission here was also 
the party filing the lawsuit; additionally, this Court has determined at the preliminary 
injunction stage that rescission as an equitable remedy is not available to AED. 
Nothing before the Court at this time would indicate the Court erred in its previous 
holding. There are no law or facts before the Court to support anything but summary 
judgment in favor of KDC on the issue of rescission. [Similarly, this Court has evinced 
no inclination to grant AED the equitable relief of specific performance either. And, the 
very demolition agreement AED seeks specific performance of has been deemed 
illegal. See supra.] 
In its motion to reconsider, AED cites Watson v. Weick, 141 Idaho 500, 507, 112 
P.3d 788, 795 (2005), for the proposition that all that is needed is an offer to rescind. 
Plaintiff's Reply to Defendants' Response to Motion to Reconsider, p. 1. The offer to 
rescind in Watson v. Weick certainly went further toward restoring the parties to their 
previous position than Kelly's curt statement in an email in the present case: "Last 
chance for you guys to accept a return of your money" (discussed immediately below). 
This Court is quite familiar with Watson v. Weick. In Watson v. Weick, the Idaho 
Supreme Court noted Weick's attorney, in a letter specifically seeking rescission, made 
the following offer: 
My client seeks to rescind the contract of sale and promissory note and 
return the parties to their pre-sale status. 
To that end, we tender to you resignations from the Board of Directors, all 
stock in each of the companies which were subject to the purchase 
agreement referred to in the promissory note attached to your Complaint, 
to wit, The Watson Agency, Inc., Pacific Personnel, Inc., and Watson U.S. 
Phoenix Corporation, as well as deeds to the real property purchased 
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concurrently. This tender shall be in full satisfaction of the provisions of 
the contract and promissory note and would affect total rescission 
between the parties. 
141 Idaho 500, 507-08, 112 P.3d 788, 795-96. This Court, as the trial court, felt such 
was not sufficient. The Idaho Supreme Court agreed, and held: 
The tender made no mention of obligations incurred by the Watson 
Agency after the Weicks purchased it including a $150,000 liability to the 
IRS; 25 to 30 additional employees; a new office in Los Angeles; the 
purchase of 12 to 14 new vehicles; and the purchase of $10,000 to 
$15,000 in computers. Tendering back the corporation with those new 
liabilities did not constitute offering to restore the Watsons to the status 
quo before the Agreement was formed. The district court did not err in 
dismissing the claim for rescission. 
141 Idaho 500, 508, 112 P.3d 788, 796. There was certainly more to the attempt to 
tender in Watson v. Weick than there was to any attempt "tender" in Kelly's one 
sentence in an email in the present case, and in Weick it was still not enough. As 
pointed out by counsel for KDC in the January 26, 2011, oral argument on AED's 
motion for reconsideration, as of July 13, 2010, when Kelly's "Last chance for you guys 
to accept a return of your money" email was authored, KDC had already expended 
effort and incurred expense furthering demolition of this bridge, so simply offering the 
$25,000 back (if that is in fact what Kelly was offering), is not sufficient tender. 
AED also cites Lithocraft, Inc. v. Rocky Mountain Marketing, Inc., 108 Idaho 247, 
248, 697 P.2d 1261, 1262 (Ct.App. 1985), for the proposition that an offer to tender is 
sufficient. Plaintiff's Reply to Defendants' Response to Motion to Reconsider, p. 1. A 
review of that case shows the Idaho Court of Appeals made short work of the lack of 
any meaningful offer to tender in that case: 
The record here is devoid of any such tender (or offer to tender) by Rocky 
Mountain which would have restored to Hawes, or to his assignee, the 
ownership of the Sun Valley Magazine trade name. Quite the contrary, 
Rocky Mountain tells us that it declined to do so because it might not have 
been able to recover anything back from Hawes. It makes no contention 
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that Lithocraft is in any way responsible for what Hawes might owe on any 
accounting on a rescission, nor does it contend that there is any legal 
theory upon which it could hold Lithocraft so accountable. 
108 Idaho 247, 248-49, 697 P.2d 1261, 1262-63. Watson v. Weick and Lithocraft show 
a valid tender takes a lot, it really must be a full restoration of a parties' previous 
position. It certainly requires more than one line in an email by Kelly which reads: "Last 
chance for you guys to accept a return of your money." 
Now, a discussion of the facts regarding rescission, viewed in the light most 
favorable to AED. 
AED also claims its offer to tender was all that was required and the offer was 
made July 13, 2010. /d., p. 11. AED claims: 
When a party is seeking a judgment for rescission, an offer to tender is all 
that is required and such was made in this case. On July 13th, 2010, AED 
informed KDC it was their last chance to accept the return of the money.26 
That is an offer to return the consideration provided and sufficient to allow 
AED to seek rescission. 
Response to Summary Judgment, p. 11. Footnote 26 cites to "Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 
29". Paragraph 29 of the Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in Opposition to Summary Judgment 
reads: 
On July 13th, I offered to return KDC's purchase money for the bridge. 
(See Exhibit "M" attached hereto and incorporated herein.) I regret the 
language I used, however, I was understandably very frustrated with this 
situation by that point. 
Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in Opposition to Summary Judgment, p. 6, ,-r 29. Exhibit "M" to 
Kelly's affidavit is an email, with the heading "Buyout", sent by Kelly on July 13, 2010, to 
"deltademo" (Delta Demo is not KDC, Affidavit of Lee Chaklos in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment, p. 2, ,-r,-r2, 3, 4), which reads: 
Last chance for you guys to accept a return of your money. You've been 
flapping your mouth to the media without knowing the legal facts. 
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il. t hea i .. out...sentby ellyon ly . .
I met with my lawyer and I am moving forward to have you tossed off the 
job. It will cost you far more than the amount you paid. 
I am not going to screw with you liars anymore. 
Eric J. Kelly Sr. 
Vice-president 
Advanced Explosive Demolition, Inc. 
Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in Opposition to Summary Judgment, p. 6, ~ 29; Exhibit "M". 
This is the only point in Eric J. Kelly's affidavit where Kelly discusses a "return of your 
money". Nowhere in Kelly's affidavit does Kelly state what "KDC's purchase money for 
the bridge" amounted to. Krystal Chaklos states on June 3, 2010, KDC wired payment 
of $25,000 to AED for payment on the Asset Purchase and Liability Assumption 
Agreement ("Purchase Agreement"). Affidavit of Krystal Chaklos in Support of Motion 
for Summary Judgment, p. 2, ~~ 3, 4. Krystal Chaklos states: 
In July 2010, AED proposed rescinding the Purchase Agreement 
as a way to resolve the dispute between AED and KDC concerning 
demolition of the Bridge. However, at no time did AED actually attempt to 
return KDC's payment of $25,000. AED merely offered to return the 
payment as part of the proposal to rescind the Purchase Agreement. 
ld., pp. 3-4, ~ 15. The "return of your money" statement by Kelly to Delta Demo on 
July 13, 2010, needs to be put in context. Six days earlier, on July 7, 2010, 
Kelly's/AED's attorney, Arthur Bistline, sent Lee and Krystal Chaklos the following 
email; 
I have been contacted by Eric Kelly regarding the Bellaire Bridge. I have 
reviewed the contract documents. 
The contract provides that the demolition of the bridge is a material term 
of the parites agreement. The contract also provides that time is of the 
essence. The contract to demolish the bridge provides, without 
condition, that you were to pay $30,000 by June gth, 2010, which you 
have not done. Since the demolition contract has been breached and the 
demolition is a material term of the parties contract, Mr. Kelly and/or AED 
is entitled to rescind the contract. "A material breach by one party will 
allow the other party to rescind the contract." Borah v. McCandless, 147 
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Idaho 72, 79, 205 P.3d 1209, 1215 (2009). 
Mr. Kelly has parties interested in taking over your position in this matter. 
If you fail to make arrangement with me to wire the money by the close of 
business tomorrow, then suit will be filed here in Kootenai County, as is 
allowed in the contract, seeking to rescind the contract and for damages 
occasioned by the delay's your failure to perform have caused, which 
damages will be an offset against the $25,000 you have paid for the 
bridge. 
Please contact me after you have considered the above. 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law 
Affidavit of Krystal Chaklos in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 3, ~ 13, 
Exhibit "D". (bold and underlining in original). 
This Court finds that Kelly's one sentence "Last chance for you guys to accept a 
return of your money" in Kelly's July 13, 2010, email to Delta Demo, is not a tender. 
First of all, it is an email to the wrong party, Delta Demo, when KDC paid the money. 
Second, Kelly doesn't state how much "money" he is talking about. Third, Kelly does 
not state that he is ready to pay such funds. Prior to July 13, 2010, KDC was certainly 
aware that AED was not obtaining any of the necessary permits or licenses to perform 
operations in West Virginia (Affidavit of Krystal Chaklos in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment, p. 3, ~ 8), and KDC was aware AED was wanting the mobilization 
money (/d., Exhibit B), so KDC would have reason to be concerned about AED's ability 
to repay what KDC had sent to AED just one month earlier. Fourth, Krystal Chaklos, 
who is an officer of KDC, had just been told by Kelly/AED's attorney Bistline that KDC 
had to wire Bistline $30,000 the next day or he would file a lawsuit against KDC on 
behalf of AED, in which the $25,000 KDC paid for the bridge would be treated as an 
"offset." Regarding the third and fourth reason, keep in mind the Idaho Supreme Court 
in O'Connorwrote: 
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A party seeking to rescind a contract ordinarily must return any 
consideration of the benefit received before the rescission is valid. 
Robinson [v. State Farm], 1371daho [173] at 181,45 P.3d [829] at 837. 
More than a mere offer of the deposit is required; the party must exhibit 
an actual intent and willingness to pay to constitute a valid tender. Pollard 
Oil Co. v. Christensen, 1031daho 110, 116,645 P.2d 344,350 (1982). 
145 Idaho 904, 911, 188 P .3d 846, 853. Because Kelly's email statement "Last chance 
for you guys to accept a return of your money" was to the wrong party, unspecific in 
amount, did not state Kelly is ready to pay such funds and was totally contrary to what 
Kelly's lawyer had written just six days prior to Kelly's email, this statement can hardly 
be considered an offer, let alone " ... an actual intent and willingness to pay to constitute 
a valid tender." 
KDC is entitled to summary judgment on AED's claims of rescission. The 
remedy of rescission is simply not available to AED because AED did not tender the 
$25,000 to KDC when AED had a legal duty to do so. AED did not "offer" to tender the 
$25,000 to KDC when AED had a legal duty to do so. Both for purposes of KDC's 
summary judgment motion and for purposes of AED's motion to reconsider, rescission 
is not available to AED. 
4. AED's Claims of Specific Performance. 
KDC argues that assuming AED can prove fraud, it is still not entitled to specific 
performance of the demolition agreement. First of all, this Court has determined, as set 
forth above, that AED cannot prove fraud and KDC is entitled to summary judgment. 
Alternatively, even if AED could prove fraud, or even if AED appeals this Court's 
decisions on summary judgment, this Court finds that AED is not entitled to specific 
performance as a remedy. 
AED has sued for specific performance. Amended Complaint, p. 4, Count 
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Three, 111121-23. KDC argues Chandlerv. Hayden, 1471daho 765,771,215 P.3d 485, 
491 (2009), when discussing the three remedies for fraud: "damages, rescission, or 
enforcement of the contract according to the defrauding party's representation of the 
bargain", refers to the proper measure of damages under the benefit of the bargain 
rule. Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 19-20. Without 
reaching that issue, this Court finds that AED would not be entitled to specific 
performance in any event. 
As noted by KDC, specific performance is a matter within the court's discretion, 
and "Specific performance is an extraordinary remedy that can provide relief when legal 
remedies are inadequate." Kessler v. Tortoise Dev., Inc., 134 Idaho 264, 270, 1 P.3d 
292, 298 (2000), citing Hancock v. Dusenberry, 110 Idaho 147, 152, 715 P.2d 360, 265 
(Ct.App. 1986); P.O. Ventures, Inc. v. Loucks Family Irrevocable Trust, 144 Idaho 233, 
237, 159 P.3d 870, 874 (2007); Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment, p. 20. Even if AED could prevail on its fraud theory, the legal remedy of 
damages is entirely appropriate. Iron Eagle Dev., LLC v. Quality Design Sys., Inc., 138 
Idaho 487, 492, 65 P.3d 509, 514 (2003). 
AED argues: "AED is the party on the hook to Roger Barack, the original owner 
of the bridge, as well as to the United States Federal District Corut to ensure proper 
removal of the bridge." Response to Summary Judgment, p. 12. AED then claims: 
KDC's indication that it no longer intends to use AED or to use explosives to demolish 
the bridge " ... increases the risk and costs associated with removal of the bridge" and 
"This increases the risk that AED will be required to expend money to comply with its 
obligations to Barrack as well as to the federal court, but no number can be placed on 
that risk." /d., p. 13. Taking this unsupported argument at face value, the argument 
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itself establishes that monetary damages are appropriate and adequate. This argument 
assumes something that has not even occurred, that AED will have "to expend money 
to comply with its obligations to Barrack", but even given that assumption, the amount 
of money AED spends would certainly be simply and readily ascertainable. 
The Court is not at all persuaded by AED's final argument: 
AED bargained for and received the consideration that it would participate 
in the demolition of the bridge to guard against certain identified risks. 
AED is entitled to what it bargained for and if not entitled to rescission, 
AED is entitled to specific performance. If KDC does not wish for AED to 
be involved, KDC should accept AED's offer of rescission. 
/d., p. 13. Given the fact that it was AED which filed this lawsuit, and given the fact that 
AED's filing this lawsuit has placed KDC in precarious position to have this bridge 
demolished on time, the last sentence smacks of financial terrorism. AED is essentially 
arguing: If KDC cannot demolish this bridge because of this lawsuit, and AED filed this 
lawsuit, and if KDC wishes AED go to away, then KDC should accept AED's offer of 
rescission. 
KDC simply responds to AED's specific performance argument that the Asset 
Purchase and Liability Assumption Agreement removed any liability AED has regarding 
demolition of the bridge. Defendant's Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment, p. 10. If that is true, then not only is the remedy of specific 
performance without legal basis, it would also be lacking any factual basis. 
KDC is entitled to summary judgment on AED's claims of specific performance. 
The remedy of specific performance is not available to AED. 
5. AED's Claims Against Lee Chaklos are Dismissed Because Lee 
Chaklos is not an Owner, Director, Officer or Agent of KDC. 
KDC argues AED's claims against Lee Chaklos must be dismissed because Lee 
Chaklos is not an owner, director, officer, or agent of KDC. AED concedes this point as 
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AED states: 
KDC is only entitled to summary judgment that Lee Chaklos bears no 
personal responsibility as an officer, director or shareholder of KDC as he 
held none of these positions. 
Response to Summary Judgment, p. 5, 13. Because AED concedes KDC is entitled to 
summary judgment of all claims against Lee Chaklos, summary judgment is granted 
and all claims of AED against Lee Chaklos are dismissed with prejudice. 
6. KDC Must be Granted its Requested Quiet Title Action. 
KDC claims it is" ... entitled to judgment as a matter of law as to all of Plaintiff's 
claims, and on Defendant's claim to quiet title which is contained in their Amended 
Counterclaim in this matter." Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment, p. 1. KDC's Count Ill of its Counterclaim in "KDC's Amended Answer to 
Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial and Defendant KDC Investments, 
LLC's Amended Counterclaim," filed November 17, 2010, alleges that "Pursuant to the 
terms of the Purchase Agreement, and by virtue of the Bill of Sale, KDC Investments is 
the rightful owner of the Bridge, that AED by filing its Amended Complaint, has claimed 
an ownership interest in the Bridge", and that "KDC seeks a decree from this Court 
quieting title to the Bridge in favor of KDC Investments." KDC's Amended Answer to 
Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial and Defendant KDC Investments, 
LLC'sAmended Counterclaim, Count Ill, p. 10, ~~ 18-21. After KDC made application 
for default on December 6, 2010, AED filed Plaintiff's Answer to Defendants' Amended 
Counterclaim on December 8, 2010. In that answer, AED denies that "Pursuant to the 
terms of the Purchase Agreement, and by virtue of the Bill of Sale, KDC Investments is 
the rightful owner of the Bridge." Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial and 
Defendant KDC Investments, LLC's Amended Counterclaim, Count Ill, p. 10, ~ 19; 
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Amended Answer to Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial and Defendant 
KDC Investments, LLC's Amended Counterclaim, p. 2, 1J 8. However, AED admits that 
"AED, by virtue of filing its Amended Complaint, has claimed an ownership interest in 
the Bridge", and "KDC Investments seeks a decree from this Court quieting title to the 
Bridge in favor of KDC Investments." Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
and Defendant KDC Investments, LLC's Amended Counterclaim, Count Ill, p. 10, 1J1J 
20-21; Amended Answer to Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial and 
Defendant KDC Investments, LLC's Amended Counterclaim, p. 2, 1J 9. 
In its briefing AED does not address KDC's request that title to the bridge be 
quieted in KDC's name. 
In AED's Amended Complaint AED makes a cryptic allegation: "Plaintiff, as 
owner of the bridge, was and is subject to a non-assignable obligation to demolish and 
remove the bridge." Amended Complaint, p. 2, 1J 12. That allegation is unsupported by 
any evidence. AED has put forth no evidence that it owns this bridge. In its prior 
briefing, KDC sets forth the problem caused by AED creating the ownership issue: 
However, after AED filed suit claiming it owned the Bridge, the Coast 
Guard issued KDC Investments a letter on September 20, 2010, stating: 
"We regret to inform you that until final ownership is determined in a court 
of law; no bridge work of any sort may proceed. Previous approvals 
issued by this officer are hereby suspended until further notice." 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Mandatory Injunction, p. 7; Affidavit of Krystal 
Chaklos in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction, filed November 18, 2010, 
Exhibit 2. 
KDC has paid for the bridge. This Court finds the Purchase Agreement and the 
Bill of Sale are not ambiguous. Those documents state ownership of the bridge was 
transferred to KDC. The only argument AED has advanced to prevent that transfer of 
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ownership is its fraud argument. The Court has granted summary judgment against 
AED and in favor of KDC on AED's fraud claims for a variety of reasons. Ultimately, 
this Court has determined that the remedy of rescission is no longer available to AED, 
and thus, any claim of AED to ownership of this bridge evaporates. Because AED 
cannot rescind the Purchase Agreement, the transfer of ownership in this bridge to 
KDC remains completely valid. KDC is entitled to summary judgment quieting title to 
the bridge in the name of KDC. 
7. KDC's Standing to Contest AED's Corporate Status Need Not Be 
Reached on Summary Judgment. 
In this Court's Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant KDC's Motion for 
Preliminary Injunction, this Court discussed whether AED, due to it being corporately 
dissolved, had the ability to enter into any of these contracts, and whether KDC has 
standing to raise that issue. Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant KDC's 
Motion for Preliminary Injunction, pp. 9-11. On summary judgment, AED again raises 
the issue of standing. Response to Summary Judgment, pp. 7-8. This Court need not 
decide this issue for purposes of summary judgment, as the Court has already held that 
AED created an illegal agreement due to its failure to have a valid contractor's license 
and failure to obtain the required permit at the time it entered into this demolition 
agreement with KDC. 
IV. CONCLUSION AND ORDER. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED defendant KDC's Motion to Shorten Time to hear 
KDC's Motion to Strike Affidavits of Arthur M. Bistline, Eric J. Kelly, and Mark Wilburn 
Filed in Support of Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
is GRANTED. 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED defendant KDC's Motion to Strike Affidavits of 
Arthur M. Bistline, Eric J. Kelly, and Mark Wilburn Filed in Support of Plaintiff's 
Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment is granted and denied as set 
forth above. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment is 
GRANTED as to AED's breach of contract claim on the "demolition agreement", and 
that claim must be dismissed because the demolition agreement was illegal given 
AED's failure to obtain a valid contractor's license and procure the necessary permits 
before entering into the demolition agreement with KDC. The demolition agreement is 
an illegal contract from AED's standpoint. KDC is entitled to summary judgment against 
AED on AED's breach of contract claims on the demolition agreement. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment is 
GRANTED as to AED's fraud claims because 1) AED had no right to rely upon any 
alleged misrepresentations where it did not have a West Virginia Contractor's License; 
and 2) no evidence exists to demonstrate KDC had no intention of allowing AED to 
blast the bridge on June 1, 2010. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment is 
DENIED as to AED's fraud claim should be dismissed because those claims were not 
pled with particularity. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment is 
GRANTED on AED's claims of rescission. The remedy of rescission is simply not 
available to AED because AED did not tender or offer to tender the $25,000 to KDC 
when it had a legal duty to do so. 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED plaintiff AED's Motion for Reconsideration is 
DENIED because the remedy of rescission is not available to AED because AED did 
not tender or offer to tender the $25,000 to KDC when it had a legal duty to do so. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment is 
GRANTED on AED's claims of specific performance. The remedy of specific 
performance is not available to AED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment is 
GRANTED on AED's claims against Lee Chaklos. Those claims are dismissed 
because Lee Chaklos is not an owner, director, officer, or agent of KDC. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment is 
GRANTED and KDC is entitled to judgment as a matter of law as to all of AED's claims 
of ownership (all such claims are dismissed), and KDC's claim of quiet title contained in 
its Amended Counterclaim is GRANTED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AED's claims are DISMISSED. Trial remains only 
on the issues raised in KDC's Amended Counterclaim. 
Entered this 28th day of January, 2010. 
. Mitchell, District Judge 
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Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
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Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FJRST JUD1CTAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AEO, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESl'MENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually. 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
STIPULATION TO DISMISS 
COUNTS I AND D OF KDC 
INVESTMENTS, LLC'S 
COUNTERCLA~~THOUT 
PREJUDUCE 
CLERK DISTRICT OURT 
COME NOW Plaintiff, AED, Inc. ("AED"), and Defendant, KDC Investments, LLC 
("KDC"), by and through their respective counsel of record, pursuant to Rule 41 of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure, and hereby stipulate and agree that the Court's Memorandum Decision 
and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment and Denying Plaintiff 
AED's Motion for Reconsideration entered on January 31, 2011, has rendered Counts I and II of 
STJPULA TION TO DISMISS COUNTS 1 AND IJ OF KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC'S COUNTERCLAIM 
WITHOUT PREJUDUCE • 1 
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KDC's counterclaim moot, and therefore, AED and KDC hereby stipulate and agree to the 
voluntary dismissal of Counts I and II ofKDC's counterclaim without prejudice. 
,J. 
DATED this~ day of February, 2011. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
By~~ 
Randy L. hrnitz ::ofthe Firm 
CounseJ for Defendants KDC Investments, 
LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
DATED this_ day of February, 2011. 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
By ____ ~~--~--~-------------
Arthur Bistline ~ Of the Finn 
Counsel for Plaintiff, AED, INC. 
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K.DC's counterclaim moot, and therefore, AED and KDC hereby stipulate and agree to the 
voluntary dismissal of Counts I and D ofKDC's counterclaim without prejudice. 
DATED this __ day ofFebruacy~ lOll. 
HAL~FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
By 
John J. Burke- Of the Firm 
Counsel for Defendants .KDC Investments, 
LLC. Lee Chaklos and K.rystal Chaklos 
J· 
DATED this~ day of February, 201 L 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
By~-------
Arthur Bistline- Of me Firm ---. ~. 
Counsel for Plaintiff, AED, 1NC. 
STJPt1LA110N TO DISMISS COUNTS I AND ll OF KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC'S COUNTERCLAIM 
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ARTHUR BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
208-665-?290 p. 1 
STAfE Or IDA!iO } SS 
COUNTY OF YOOTENAI ~. 
FILED: , ~ -V 
20! t FEB -4 PM 4: 50 
CLERI< DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-10-7217 
'(_. 0· ~ 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned has called up for hearing before The Honorable 
John T. Mitchell on Monday, February 14, 2011, at 1:30 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel may be 
heard, at the Kootenai County Courthouse, the following matter(s): 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME 
If these matters are resolved, the moving party shall contact the judge's office to cancel this 
hearing. 
·~ 
DATED this ~ .:.-' day ofFebruary, 2011. 
NOTICE OF HEARING -I 
ARTHURM. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ::t_day of February, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
NOTICE OF HEARING -2 
( ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[x] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[x] 
[ ] 
Hand-delivered 
Regular mail 
Certified mail 
Overnight mail 
Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
Interoffice Mail 
Hand -delivered 
Regular mail 
Certified mail 
Overnight mail 
Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
Interoffice Mail 
BY:/.ta_w 
.. 
uJ/ci 
LEANNE M. VILLA 
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BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
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(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KR YSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-10-7217 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO SHORTEN 
TIME 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 6, Plaintiff, AED, moves this Court for an Order to shortening the 
required time for notice of hearing on the Motion to Reconsider Memorandum Decision and 
Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment to allow it to be heard on 
February 14, 2010, at 1:30 p.m. 
This motion is made on the grounds and for the reasons that the required notice cannot be 
given prior to the hearing to be held on February 14, 2011. 
Oral argument is requested hereon. 
• teL-. 
DATED this J__ day ofFebruary, 2011. 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTON TO SHORTEN TIME -1-
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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ARTHUR BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
fSB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
STATI: v'T- iDAiiO } QS 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI v r\\ 
FILED: '} ~ 
2011FEB-4 PH 1:18 
~ISTRICT~ 
I) n~ I# 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-10-7217 
NOTICE OF HEARING 0-~ , 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned has called up for hearing before The Honorable 
John T. Mitchell on Monday, February 14,2011, at 1:30 p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel may be 
heard, at the Kootenai County Courthouse, the following matter(s): 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER COl1RT'S MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
GRANTING DEFENDANT KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
If these matters are resolved, the moving party shall contact the judge's office to cancel this 
hearing. 
i J .fl,. 
DATED this~ day of February, ~011. 
NOTICE OF HEARING -I 
C-----
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the tk_day of February, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF HEARING by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
NOTICE OF HEARING -2 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
BY:~ r/vd<-
LEANNE M. VILLA 
AED Inc. vs. KDC Investments, LLC, et al Supreme Court Case No. 38603-2011 740 of 1046
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ARTHUR BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
abistline@povn.com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
STATE OF IDAHO I " 
COUtFY OF KOOT£NA 1l S;, 
FILtO: 
ZO!I FEB -4 PM 3: ~I 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
DE·pC:Uijb&~ 
·-'·' ~;d' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KR YST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-10-7217 
PLAINTIFF'S NOTICE OF FILING IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER 
Plaintiff, AED, Inc., by and through its undersigned counsel, hereby files the attached copy 
of pages 762 through 765 of Chapter 18, Misrepresentation and Nondisclosure, Prosser and Keeton 
on Torts Fifth Edition, as Exhibit "A", together with the attached Westlaw's Reinstatement of the 
Law of Contracts retrieved though a search on Westlaw as Exhibit "B" . 
. 'fL 
DATED this~ day of February, 2011. 
c l 
PLAINTIFF'S NOTICE OF FILING 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER -I-
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
l::fl ORIGINAL AED Inc. vs. KDC Investments, LLC, et al Supreme Court Case No. 38603-2011 741 of 1046
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~day of February, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz [ ] Hand-delivered 
John Burke [ ] Regular mail 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. [ ] Certified mail 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 [ ] Overnight mail 
P.O. Box 1271 [x] Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
Boise, ID 83701 [ ] Interoffice Mail 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 14 Hand-delivered Kootenai County Courthouse Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[ ] Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
BY:0(Uln~ vJl~v 
LEANNE . VILLA 
PLAINTIFF'S NOTICE OF FILING 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER -2-
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of information.'" And for the same reason, 
where the opinion is that of one who pur-
ports to be a disinterested person, not in-
volved in any dealing with the plaintiff, it is 
generally agreed that there may be reasona-
ble reliance upon it. 7 ~ 
Prediction a.nd Intention 
Ordinarily a prediction as to events to oc-
cur in the future is to be regarded as a 
statement of opinion only, on which the ad-
verse party has no right to rely!" It was 
said ver·y ea.rly that "one cannot warrant a 
thing which will happen in the future," XI 
and where the statement is that prices will 
remain unchanged,"2 that taxes will be re-
duced, ,q that cattle will reach a given weight 
within a specified time/1 that the plaintiff 
will be able to obtain a position/~ or that he 
will have profitable building lots next to a 
highway,"" the law has required him to form 
78. ;\dan v. Steinbrecher. 1\Jll, 116 Minn. 17•1, 138 
N.W. 477: Crompton V, BeNIIe, 1fll0, s:.l Vt. 287, 7ii A. 
:J:li; Ow(!n~ 1'- Norwood-White Coal Co., l!l19, 188 lo· 
wa 1092, 174 N.W. 851. Cf. Mattauch ''·Walsh Broth· 
ct·~ &. 1\lilkH·, l!l07, 1:Jr) Iowa 225, 118 N.W. 818; 
Scheele v. Union Loan &. Finance Co., 1\)37, 200 Minn. 
,;;;.!, 27,1 N.W. G?a. 
79. i'vledbury v. Watson, 184:3. 47 Mass. ((i Mete.) 
246: B<ltcheid(;r 1'. Stephenson, 1921, 150 Minn. 215, 
18~ N.W. ll:i2: i\Iclgreen v. McGuire. 1058, 214 Or. 128, 
:327 P.2d 1114; Kenner v. Harding, 1877, 85 111. 264; 
Snmp ''· Long, 1!1211. !iO S.D. 4)12, 210 N.W. 733. 
RO. Sawver v. Prickett. 187;), H(i lJ.S. (l9 Wall.) 146, 
22 L.Ed. 105; :\1cElrath v. Electric In~·estment Co., 
1911, 1141\·Jinn. :358,1:11 N.W. 880; Farwell v. Colonial 
Trust Co .. 8th Cir . .l!J06. 147 F. 480; Henry v. Conlinen· 
tal Building & Loan Asscociation, !!lOU .. H'ifi Cal. fitl7, 
10:> 1". l-160: IJavi~ ,. Rcvnold~. HJIO, 107 Me. fil, 77 A. 
. l(l!J. . . . 
81. Choke, .J., in Y.B. ll Edw. JV, 6. 
82. CnP v. Ware, 1930, 271 Mas~> . .)70, 171 N.E. 782; 
Hilgcndotf v. Shuman, l!mJ, 2:!2 \Vis. 625, 288 N.\oV. 
184. 
8:!. :nco S. Ked;l.ic Building Corp. v. Chieago Steel 
Foundry Co., 1!l5!J, :W lli.App.2d 488, 15fl N.E.2d 618. 
S·L Wright v. Couch, Tex.Ch·.App.J0!32. 54 S.W.2d 
207. Cf. Kennedy v. Flo-Tronic~. InC'., 1066, 274 Minn. 
!l27, 14:3 I\.W.2d R27 (stoek would triple in value within 
a I'C'Hl'): A,;h;dtt!r \'. l't•terson, 1rl27. 240 l\o!ieh. 64, 214 
N.\v. 9ti4 (black foxt~s to be born in particular year). 
S5. Schwitl.enc ,. Des !1-!oine;; Comrnertial College, 
lfJ25, 19D lowa !Oii8, 20:3 N.\.V. 2G:;. CJ'. MoRer v. New 
York Life lnsurane() Co .. !lt.h Cir. lfl.Hi. l:'il F'.2d 396 
(future <.!aming~). . 
his own conclusions. Such prophecy does. 
however, always carry an implied represen· 
tation that. ·the speaker knows of no fact: 
which will prevent it from being accom· 
plished; ~j and as in the case of any other 
opinion, it has been held that thf~re may bf' 
reasonable reliance upon the assertion 
where the speaker purports to have special 
knowledge of facts which would justify th~:: 
expectations he is raising."" 
On the other hand, statements of inten· 
tion, whether of the speaker himself or of 
another,"~ usually are regarded as state· 
ments of fact. 90 "The state of a man\ 
mind," said Lord Bowen~~ in 1882, "is a;; 
much a fact as the state of his digestion; " 
and this catch phrase has been repeated ever 
since in explanation of the distinction be· 
tween prediction and intention. But an~· 
statement of an opinion is at least as much 
an assertion of the fact of a present state of 
86. Campbell County v. Braun, 1D43, 2!lii Ky. ~)h. 
174 S.W.2d 1. Cf. Leece v. Griffin, HJfi2, 150 Colo. In 
871 P.2d 264 (predicted income); Alropa CoqJ. ,. 
Flatley, J9a8, 226 Wis. 5(il, 277 N.W. 108 (canal to IJ,. 
constructed). 
87. Hill v. Stewart., 19i'iG, 9:~ Ga.App. 792, H2 S.E.2(i 
82B; Patterson 1', Correll, Hl."i5, 92 Ga.App. 214, 81-
S.E:.2d :!27, appeal trans[(m·ed 211 Ga. 372, 86 S.E.2d 
J 13; Rochester Civic Theater, Inc. v. Hamsey, 8th Cir. 
1~)66, 868 F.:~d 748. 
88. Claus v. Farmers & St.ockgrowers State Bank. 
1936, 51 Wyo. 45, 63 P.2d 781; Eastern States Petrole· 
urn Co. v. Universal Oil Products Co., 1$)39, 24 Dei.Ch. 
11, :3 A.2d 768: Potter v. Crawford, 19:34, 106 Vt. 511. 
175 A. 22fJ; J<'reggens v. Clark, 1H27, 100 N .• u;q, 38~1. 
135 A. 681: Russell v, Jndu;;Crial Transport11tion Co .. 
192·1. 113 Tex. 441, 2Sl S.W. JO:J•1, affirmed 11il Tex . 
441. 25H S.W. 4li<!. 
89. Cofield v. Griffin, Hl5~1. 238 N.C. :377, 78 S.E.2•i 
1:31; McElrath v. Electrie lnvestment Co., 1911, 11~ 
Minn. 358, 181 N.W. :180; Jeek v. O'Meara, 19:l8, :34: 
Mo. 41\l, 107 S.W.2d 782; City Deposit Bank v. Green 
1908, 138 Iowa 1.56, 115 N.\V. 89:3; Shaffer v. Rhynt. 
Tex.Civ.App.l934, 75 S.W.2d 133. See Note, J\)42, 2!' 
Tex.L.Hev. !i2fi. 
90. Keeton, J<'raud-statementfo\ of Intention, 1\387. 
15 Tex.L.Rev. 185; Rt!BL<tLemenL of Torts, § 54~: 
Notes, 1D.'J8, :18 Coi.L.Rev. 14fll; 1.94.5, 24 N.C.L.Re' 
49; 194!.1, 2 Oki.L.Rev. :ifi:'i. 
91. In Edgington v. F'itzmaurice, 1882, L.R. 2~) Chi 
Div. !i5H. 
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mind; and the justification of the distinction 
must be that the intention is regarded as a 
material far.:t. lJy 1vhich the adverse party 
rna_y reat;onably be expected to govem his 
conduct."~ /1. promise, which carries an im-
plied representation that there is a present 
intention to catTy it: out,~':1 is recognized 
everywhere as a proper basis for reliance; 
and assertions of intention which are not 
promissory in form may be, although they 
are not always,~" quite as material and per-
suasive."" All but a few courts YH regard a 
mistatement of u present intention as a mis-
representation of a material fact; "7 and a 
promise made without the intent to perform 
fl2. See KceLOn. Fnwd-St~•tements of Intention, 
JU:l7, 15 Tex.L.Rev. 185; Restatel1lent of Torts,§ 544. 
~.1. Church v. Swetland, 2d Cir. 1'Jl7, 24:3 F. 289, ap· 
peal di~mi;;sed 24U U.S. 57~!. :~f) :'\.Ct. 2:36. 6:i L.Ed. 785; 
Feldman v. Witm~u·k, .192t;, 254 M<tss. 480, 150 N.E. 
32~J; Holl<tica 1'. Byrne. 192·1, 12:3 .Misc. 107, 205 N.Y.S. 
7; F'oster v. Dwire, lfl2·1, 51 N.D. ;)81. 1!)9 N.W 1017; 
Maguire v. Maguire, 1!127, 171 Minn. 492, 214 N.W. 
Glili. 
H4. As~et·tions of a collateral intention, noL nmsona-
bly understood as a binding- obligation, obviously offer 
less justification for relianc<•, and occasionally are held 
not to be enough for an action founded on rnistepresen-
tation. Marlin 1'. Drury, 19;)1, 124 Mont. 576, 228 P.2d 
803; Adams v. Gillig, lDlO, HJ9 1'-i.Y. 314, 92 N.E. 670; 
Reed v. Cooke, 1932. 331 Mo. 507, 55 S.W.Zd 275, See 
Hestaternent of Contracts, § 476. 
95. Edgington v. Fitzmaurice, 1882, L.R. 2D Cb.Div. 
4S!:J: !{orer Iron Co. v. Trout. 1887, 8:~ Va. ::397, 2 S.E. 
713; Bedell v. Daugherty, 19fil, ::Hi2 Mo. ii98, 242 
S.W.2cl 5"i2. And '' prediction may be made in such 
terms as to imply an intention to bring it about. McF.;l. 
rath 1·. Electric Investment Co., 1~)1 1, 114 Minn. :358, 
1:31 l><.W. 380. 
%. lllinoi:; and indiann flally reject the doctrine. 
Brodsky v. Frank, 19:30, :342 111. 110, 173 N.E. 775; 
Sf1chs ~-- Blewett, HJ3:>, 20G Incl. 1:)1, 185 N.E. 85G. 
Missouri makes a t·ather im:omprehensible distinction 
between the intention contained in a lJromise, which is 
not actionable in tort, and a collateral intention, fot 
which lhe action will lie. Young-er I', Huge, l>J08, 211 
Mo. -144, 111 S.W. 20: .Metropolitan Paving Co. v. 
Brown·Crummer Investment Co, HJ25, :309 Mo. !i38, 
274 S.W. 815; Ashton v. Buchholr., 194fl, 859 Mo. 296, 
221 S.W.2d 496. Appan~ntly the same distinction is 
made in Vermont. Compare, \.Voods 1'. Scott, 1935, 107 
Vt. 249, 178 A. 886, wiLh Comstock v. Shannon, 1950, 
llH Vt. 24:3, 78 A.2d 111. 
See, applying Illinois and 1\-!issouri law, Gass v. Na-
tional Container CoqJ .. S.D.III.I95fl, 171 F.SupJJ. 441. 
uppnal dismissed 271 F.2d 2:)1. 
97. See Sallie~ v. Johnson, 1011, 8.'i Conn. 77, 81 A. 
. 974; Adams v. Gillig, 1>HO, 19fJ N.Y. 814, 92 N.E. G70; 
:-1. 
763 
--·------.. -
it~" is held to be a sufficient basis for an ac-
tion of deceit,!'!' or for restitution or other eq-
uitable relief.' A very common illustration 
is the purchase of goods with a preconceived 
intention not to pay for them.~ The door is 
thus opened to a tort remedy which may of-
fer important. advantages over any action on 
the contract itself,:! including the possibility 
of the recovery of specific goods surren-
dered in the course of Lhe t.ransaction. 1 The 
question frequently arises, whether Lhe ac-
tion for misrepresentation can be maintained 
when the promise itself cannot be en-
forced-as where it is without considera-
tion," is illegaJ,H is barred by the statute of 
Feldman v. Witmark, 192(), 254 Mas:;. 480, 150 N.E. 
329. See Burdick, Deceit bv False Statement of [ntent, 
HJ18, a So.L.Q. 118; l<eeto~, Fraud-Statements of In-
tention, 1937, 1:') Tex.L.I{ev. 185; Note, lfJ::l8, 38 Col.L. 
Rev. 1461. 
!IM. In Elk Refining Co. v. Daniel, 4th Cit·. 1%2, HJ9 
F'.2d 479, under We~i Virginia Law, it wa11 held that 
lh<! mcJ'C abseJH:c: of' an intc'llt to perfol'ln is ,;nough, 
and that a po~itive intent not to perform is not. re-
quired. 
The sarnc is truf! when the defendant knows that the 
promise cannot be carried oul. Taylor v. Cowit, 1962, 
20 A.D.2d (i99, 24!i N.Y.S.~d %2. 
H!J. Sweet v. Kimball, 11:W6, l(j(j Mass. 332, 44 N.E. 
243; Sabo v. Delman, 19:)7, :l N.Y.2d 155, 164 N.Y.S.2d 
714, 143 N.E.2d 90G; Hunt v. Goodimatt~ Co., 1947, 94 
N.H. 421, 55 A.2d 76; Page v. Pilot Life Ins. Co .. 1939, 
197 S.C. 88, 14 S.E.2d (i2:ii Kauffman v. Hobo & Wood, 
!950, ~l9 Cai.App.2d :!22, 221 P.2d 750. 
1. Morgan v. M.organ, 1946, ~!4 N.H. 116, 47 A.2d 
S69; Waddell v. White, lfJ40, 56 Ariz. 4:10, 108 P.2d 
ii65, rehearing denied G() Ari~. 525, lOH P.2d 843; Brit-
tingham v. Huyler's, l!J:li.i, 118 N.J.Eq. 352, 179 A. 275, 
nffirmed 120 l'i .J.Eq. HJ8, 184 A. 529; Daniel v. Daniel, 
1f)21, 190 K~·· 210, 226 S.W. 1070; NelHon v. Berkner, 
1918, 1iHJ Minn. 301, 166 N.W. 347. 
2. Swift v. Rounds, 1890, 19 fU. :327, 85 A. 45; Bur· 
rill ,._ StevenH, 1882, 7:3 Me. ::!95; Donovan v. Clifford, 
1917, 225 Mass. 485, 114 N.E. G81; SyracuHe Knitting 
Co. 1'. Blanchard, 1888. 69 N.H. 447, 4il A. fi37. 
a. See SUjJI'<l, § 92. 
-l. Sec Dow v. Sanborn, 18Gl. 85 Mass. (;i Allen) 
181; Hotchkin v. Third National Bank, 1891, 127 N.Y. 
329, 27 N.E. 1050. 
5. Mnintainuble: Lampesis v. Comolli, 1958, !01 
N.H. 279, 140 A.2d 5fi1; Daniel v. Daniel, 1921, 190 Ky. 
210. 22f, S.W. 1070; Pease & Ellirnan v. Wegeman, 
1928, 223 r\lJp.Div. G82, 22~J N.Y.S. :198. Contra: 
Rankin v. Bumham, HJ29, 150 Wash. 615, 274 P. 98; 
First Restatement of Contracts, § 47a, Cornrnent d. 
6. See Keeton, Fraud--Statements of Intention, 
1937, 15 Tex.L.Rev. li:-\5, 21a-216, concluding that "the 
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764 ----=-M-~_S_R_E_I~_RESENTATION AND NONDISCLOStJRE Ch. 1, 
fraucls,i or the statute of limitations," or 
falls within the parol evidence rule,!' or a dis-
claimer of representations."' 
One group of cases, undoubtedly in the 
minority, have held that it cannot, arguing 
that to allow the action would be to permit 
an evasion of the particular rule of Jaw 
which makes the promise unenforceable, or 
that the promisee must be deemed to know 
the law, and must be held not to have been 
deceived by such a promise. The prevailing 
view, however, permits the action to be 
maintained, considering that the policy 
which invalidates the promise is not directed 
at cases of dishonesty in making it, and that 
it may still reasonably be relied on even 
where it cannot be enforced. Obviously the 
parties are never in pari delicto when' the promisor 
doe~ not intend to perform his bargain from the time 
he made it. and a tort action in deceit should lie, al-
though it is admitted that the opposite conclusion could 
be supported b~' a slrong ;1rgument." 
As tr• infancy of Lhe promisor. see g 184. 
7. MainLninablc: Burgdorfer v. Thielemann, Hla6, 
153 Or. :l54. 55 P.2d 1122; Channel Master Corp. v. 
Aluminum Limited Sales. Inc., 1.958, 4 N.Y.2d 40B, 176 
:-.J.Y.S.2d 25\l. lii1 N.E.2d R!-l:l; Pao Chen Lee v. 
Gregoriou, 1H58. 50 Cal.2d 502, :>26 P.2d 1:35; Charpen· 
tier v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., 1D40, ~Jl N.H. 38, 13 
A.2d 141; Kinkaid v. Rossa, 1913, 31 S.D. 5i)0, 141 
:\'. \V. 9G9. 
Contra: Cassidy v. Kraft-Phenix Cheese Corp., Hlil8, 
2Hii Mich. 426, 280 N.W. 814; ])awe v. Morris. l88H, 
14D Mass. 188, 21 N.E. ::ll:l; Sachs v. Blewett, 1933, 206 
Incl. 151, 185 N.E. 85{), rehearing denied, 1934, 206 Ind. 
151. 11:'8 N.E. 674. See Genenil CO!'p. v. General Mo-
tor~ Corp., D.C.lv!inn.1 %0, 184 F.Supp. 231. saying that 
there should he no bar only where tort damages are 
claimer!. SPl! Note, 1~)58. i Buffalo L.Hev. 3:32. 
~- ?v1aintainable: Redgrave v. Hurd, 1881, L.R. 20 
Ci1.Div. 1: Pidelity-Philildclphia Trusl Co. v. Simpson, 
JD2R. 293 Pn. 577. 14:1 A. 202. Contra: Brick v. Cohn· 
Hall-Marx, rn:n, 27ti N.Y. 258, 11 N.K2d 002. 
~- M.aintainabie: Gifford v. Wichita F~dls & South-
ern Railroad Co., 5th Cir. 1 H54, 211 F.2cl 4(l4; Thomas 
& Howard Co. v. Fowler. 1961. 225 S.C. 354, 82 S.E.2d 
-l':i~: Sharkey v. Burlingame Co .. 192B, 181 Or. 185, 282 
!'. :">41i: Palmetto Bank & Trust Co. v. Gr·imsley, 1.92fi, 
l:l·l S.C. 4!J:l, 13:3 S.E. 4::17: Kett v. Graeser, l\H:i6, 211 
Cai.App.2d 571. 50 Cai.Rplr. 727. 
Contnt: Beers v. Aths Assuranct~ Co., 10:34, 21i5 Wis. 
)():), 2i):3 N.W .. SH; MeCreighL ,._ Davey Tree Expert 
Co .. 1~l34. l!ll Minn. ,l8D, 254 N.W. fi2:l. See Sweet. 
Promissory Fraud and the Parol 8vidence Rule, HJ61, 
4!J Cai.L.Rev. 877. 
10. Maintainabl(' ("fraud vitiates e''crything it 
Louchcs"): Nyquist v. Fost<Jr, 195•1, ·14 Wn.2d 465. 2{18 
conclusion will depend upon the favor wit! 
which the particular rule of law is regardt'•: 
by the court under the circumstances of t]·,, 
case; but the tendency is clearly to treat thv 
misrepresentation action as a separate mat-
ter from the contract. 
Unless the present state of mind is mi:'-
stated, there is of course no misrepresenta-
tion. When a promise is made in good faith. 
with the expectation of carrying it out, tlk 
fact that it subsequently is broken gives risv 
to no cause of action, either for deceit, 11 or 
fot· equitable relief. 12 Otherwise any breach 
of contract would call for such a remedyY 
The mere breach of a promise is never 
enough in itself to establish the fraudulent 
intent.'~ It may, however, be inferred from 
P.2d 442; Miller v. Tl'Oy Laundry Machinery Co., 19:it; 
178 Ol<l. 318, fi2 P.2d fJ75; S. Pearson & Son v. Lor•: 
Mayor of Dublin, [1907] A.C. 851; Katz v. Dunn, 193~ 
285 Mass. 840, 189 N.E. 54. 
Contra: Abbot v. Stevens. 1H55, J:J:'l Cal.App.2d 24~ 
284 P.2d 159: Danann Realty Corp. v. Harris, Hl:)9, :. 
N.Y.2d 217, 184 N.Y.S.2d 59!J, ln7 N.f•;.2d 5!J7; d. Bil:-
ington v. Vest, Tex.Civ.App.l954, 2G8 S.W.2d 705. 
11. Ford v. C E. Wilson & Co., Zd Cir. 1942, 12\• 
F.2d 614; Kirk v. Vaccaro, 1955, :344 Mich. 226, ~;-; 
N.W.2d 871; Sparks v. Rudy Fit~k, Inc., Mo.App.195i-. 
:309 S.W.2d 687; J3each v. Fleming, 1058, 214 Ga. 30:i. 
104 S.E.2d 427; Hills Transportation Co. v. Southwes: 
Forest Industries, 1968, 266 Cal.App.2d 702, 72 Cal. 
Rptr. 441. And when the defendant has an option t<:· 
do one of two things, an intent not to do one is not 
enough. Blake v. Paramount Pictures, S.D.Cai.193S. 
22 F.Supp. 249. 
12. Bigelow v. Barnes, Hl18, 121 Minn. 148, 14(• 
N.W. 1032; Stewart v. Larkin, HJ13. 7-1 Wash. G81, 13~ 
P. 186; F'arwell v. Colonial Trust Co., 8th Cir. 1906, 14~ 
F. ,180. 
13. See Brooks V. Pitts, unn, 24 Ga.App. :38fi, 10(1 
S.E. 776. As to a broken promise as a possible ba,.;is 
for action in tort, see supra, § fl2. 
H. Justheim Petroleum Co. v. H<tmmond, lOth Cir. 
1!l55, 227 F.2d 62!1; Gaiotti v. United States Trust Co .. 
1Dfi7, 335 Mass. 4!JG, 140 N.E.2d 4-19; Conzelmann \'. 
Northwest Poultry & Dairy Produets Co., 1950, 190 Or. 
332, 225 P.2d 757; Fange,· v. Leeder, 1951, :~27 Mass. 
501, 9fJ N.K2d 53a; Janssc;n v. Carolina Lumber Co .. 
1952, 187 W.Va. 5H1, 7:3 S.E.2d 12. 
Cf. Pybus v. Grasso, HJ45, ~117 Mass. 7Hi, 5!1 N.E.2d 
289 (promise to· convey land which defenchnt did not 
own, but might still acquire); Lowe v. Kohn, 1()41, 128 
Conn. 45, 20 A.2d 407 ("promise" that thit·d party 
would guarantee plaintiff against loss). 
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~ llO DAMAG_ES __ 765 
·.iH! circumstances, such as the defendant's 
.::solvency 1; or other reason to know that he 
:annot pay, 16 or his repudiation of the prom-
>e soon after it is made, with no intervening 
~·hange in the situation, 17 or his failure even 
:.:; attempt any performance, 1M or his contin-
_;ed assurances after it is clear that he will 
:iot do so. 1!1 
So far as estoppel is concerned, the courts 
'.ave gone to considerable lengths to avoid 
._;.,e injustice which may result from reliance 
n a broken promise, by developing a doc-
.:-ine of "promissory estoppel," zn whose 
·:1ief function has been to provide a substi-
·.ute for consideration in enforcing contract 
.:ability. Discussion of that doctrine is nec-
··ssarily beyond the scope of this text. 
fiT]\ WES'I'LA \V 
U--sr#) HEFERENCES 
.;:if' /s reliance relied /s opinion' /p 
c;;srepresent! 
··· s'epresenn is quality & lopic(272 313a 379) 
· 3represent! /s puff! 
Misnp-resentations of Law 
. c'Sdnote(misrepresentl /s iaw /s statement•) 
Just.iji:abie Rel1:ance on Opinion 
·.-.;:ater.ent /s torts /S 525 
15. City of Southpot·t v. Williams, E.D.N.C.1923, 
c·•o F. 488, affirmed, 4th Cir.1924,"298 F. 1023; Gilles-
. .e v. J. C. Piles, 8th Cir. HHO, 178 J<~. 886; In re Barnet 
'-~anufacturing Co., D.Mass.1926, 11 !<'.2d 873. See 
•;,,te, 1950, 11 lJ.l'itts.L.Rev. 666. 
16. Evola Realty Co. v. Westerfield, Ky.1952, 251 S. 
·,•; .2d :298; California Conserving Co. v. D'Avanzo, 2d 
::-.1933, 62 F.2d 528; Watson v. Silsby, 1896, HiS 
'.;ass. 57, 48 N.E. 1117; In re Whitewater Lumber Co., 
.Aia.1925, 7 F.2d 410. 
17. Guy T . .Bisbee Co. v. Granite City Investment 
'·• 1924, 159 Minn. 2:38, 199 N.W. 14; -Dowd v. Tuck-
.:·. 1874, 41 Conn. 197. 
18. Law v. Sidney, 1936, 47 Ariz. 1, 53 P.2d 64; Fos· 
·.-.-r v. Dwire, 1924, 51 N.D. 581, 199 N.W. 1017; Chica-
:·.>. Texlis & Mexican Central Railway Co. v. Titter-
·.<:ton, 1892, 84 Tex. 218, 19 S.W. 472. · 
19. Charpentier v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., 1940, 91 
\.H. 38, 13 A.2d 141. 
20. See 1 Williston, Contracts, Rev.ed.l936, §§ 139, 
: ;ij: Restatement of Contracts,§ 90; Boyer, Promisso-
... Estoppel: Requirements and Limitations of the Doc-
r:r,e, 1950, 98 lJ.Pa.L.Rev. 459; Fuller and Perdue, 
·>;e Reliance Interest in Contract Damages, 1937, 46 
·:ale L.J. 52, 373; Snyder, Promissory Estoppel as 
:···rt, 1949, 35 Iowa L.Rev. 28; Notes, 1938, 22 Minn.L. 
>1'. 843; 1939, 48 Yale L.J. 1086. 
Predir:tions nnd ln.lrm.tion 
misrepresent 1 /S future' prediCtion• ;n1efllion· /s rely 
relied rel!ar1ce 
misrepresent'. /s "slate or mind" % topic(110) 
fraud 1 deceit deceptil /s "state of rnind" 
§ 110. Damages 
Since the modern action of deceit is a de-
scendant of the older action on the case, it 
carries over the requirement that the plain-
tiff must have l:mffered subst~llltial damage 
before the cause of action can arise.' N ami-
nal damages are not awarded in deceit/ and 
there can be no recovery if the plaintiff is 
none the worse off for the misrepresenta-
tion, however flagrant it may have been, as 
where for example he receives all the value 
that he has been promised and has paid for, 3 
or is induced to do only what his legal duty 
would require him to do in any event.·l The 
same is undoubtedly true of any negligence 
action for misrepresentation. 5 
When restitution is sought, either in equi-
ty or at law, 6 a much more liberal policy has 
been adopted. 7 Since the purpose is not to 
compensate the plaintiff's loss, but to re-
§ 110 
1. Casey v. Welch, Fla.1951, 50 So.2d 124; Tsang v. 
Kan, 1947, 78 Cai.App.2d 275, 177 P.2d 630; Castleman 
v. Stryker, 1923, 107 Or. 48, 213 P. 436; Benson v. Gar-
rettlnvestment Co., 1955, 135 Cai.App.2d 853, 287 P.2d 
405; Dilworth v. Lauritzen, 1967, 18 Utah 386, 424 P.2d 
166. 
2. Alden v. Wright, 1891, 47 Minn. 225, 49 N.W. 
767; Bailey v. Oatis, 1911, 85 KarL 839, 116 P. 880; 
Castelli v. Abramo, Mun.Ct.N.Y.1956, 12 Misc.2d 145, 
176 N.Y.S.2d 525; and cases cited immediately above in 
note 15. They may, however, be awarded where there 
is proof that actual damage has occurred, but no proof 
as to the amount. Oates v. Glover, 1934, 228 Ala. 656, 
154 So. 786. 
3. See infra, this section. 
4. Musconetcong Iron Works v. Delaware, Lack· 
awanna & Western Railroad Co., 1909, 78 N.J.L. 717, 
76 A. 971; Story v. Conger, 1867, 36 N.Y. 673. 
5. See supra, § 107. Cf. Heyer v. Flaig, 1969, 70 
Cal.2d 223, 74 Cai.Rptr. 225, 449 P.2d lGL 
6. Seneca Wire & Manufacturing Co. v. A. B. Leach 
& Co., 1928, 247 N.Y. 1, 159 N.E. 700 . 
7. McCleary, Damage as Requisite to Rescission for 
Misrepresentation, 1937, 36 Mich.L.Rev. 1, 227; Notes, 
1935, 48 Harv.L.Rev. 480; 1934, 32 Mich.L.Rev. 968. 
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REST 2d CONTR § 184 
Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 184 ( 1981) 
CRestatement of the Law- Contracts 
Restatement (Second) of Contracts 
Current through August 2010 
Copyright © 1981-2010 by the American Law Institute 
Chapter 8. Unenforceability On Grounds Of Public Policy 
Topic 1. Unenforceability In General 
§ 184. When Rest Of Agreement Is Enforceable 
Link to Case Citations 
Page 1 
(1) If less than all of an agreement is unenforceable under the rule stated in § 178, a court may nevertheless 
enforce the rest of the agreement in favor of a party who did not engage in serious misconduct if the perfor-
mance as to which the agreement is unenforceable is not an essential part of the agreed exchange. 
(2) A court may treat only part of a term an unenforceable under the rule stated in Subsection (1) ifthe party 
who seeks to enforce the term obtained it in good faith and in accordance with reasonable standards of fair 
dealing. 
Comment: 
a. Refusal to enforce a promise. Under the rule stated in the preceding Section, an agreement may be unenforceable 
as to corresponding equivalents on each side but enforceable as to the rest. If it is not possible to apportion the parties' 
performances in this way so that corresponding concessions are made on both sides, a refusal to enforce only part of 
the agreement will necessarily result in some inequality. If the performance as to which the agreement is unenforce-
able is an essential part of the agreed exchange, the inequality will be so great as to make the entire agreement un-
enforceable. Under Subsection (1 ), however, if that performance is not an essential part of the agreed exchange, a 
court may enforce all but the part that contravenes public policy. For example, a promise not to compete that is un-
reasonably in restraint of trade will often not invalidate the entire agreement of which it is a part. Whether the per-
formance is an essential part of the agreed exchange depends on its relative importance in the light of the entire 
agreement between the parties. A party who has engaged in such serious misconduct that the entire agreement is 
unenforceable cannot take advantage ofthe rule stated in Subsection (1). See Comment dto ~· 
Illustration: 
1. A employs B as head bookkeeper of his retail clothing store under an employment agreement in which B 
promises not to work in the retail clothing business in the same town for three years after the termination of his 
employment. B works for A for five years but does not deal directly with customers and acquires no confidential 
information in his work. Although B's promise is unreasonably in restraint of trade and is unenforceable on grounds 
of public policy, enforcement of the rest ofthe employment agreement is not precluded on those grounds. See Il-
lustration 8 to .§...ll].. 
b. Refusal to enforce part of a term. Sometimes a term is unenforceable on grounds of public policy because it is too 
broad, even though a narrower term would be enforceable. In such a situation, under Subsection (2), the court may 
© 2011 Thomson Reuters. No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works. PLAINTIFF'S 
~~BIT 
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REST 2d CONTR § 184 Page 2 
Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 184 (1981) 
refuse to enforce only part of the term, while enforcing the other part of the term as well as the rest of the agreement. 
The court's power in such a case is not a power of reformation, however, and it will not, in the course of determining 
what part of the term to enforce, add to the scope of the term in any way. A court will not exercise this discretion in 
favor of a party unless it appears that he made the agreement in good faith and in accordance with reasonable standards 
of fair dealing. Compare .§.§__ill, 205. For example, a court will not aid a party who has taken advantage of his do-
minant bargaining power to extract from the other party a promise that is clearly so broad as to offend public policy by 
redrafting the agreement so as to make a part of the promise enforceable. The fact that the term is contained in a 
standard form supplied by the dominant party argues against aiding him in this request. Whether a particular dispute 
involves a single term, so that it comes under Subsection (2), or separate terms, so that it comes under Subsection (I), 
will be determined from the substance of the agreement as well as from its language. 
Illustrations: 
2. A, who is engaged in business as a baker and confectioner, sells the business to B, and as part of the bargain 
promises not to engage in the business of "baker, confectioner, or other business" within the same town for three 
years. The provision is fairly bargained for. A's promise is so broad as to be unreasonably in restraint of trade be-
cause A's business is only that of baker and confectioner. Although part of A's promise is unenforceable on grounds 
of public policy (.§JM), it is enforceable with respect to the business of baker or confectioner.3. A sells his grocery 
business to B and as part of the agreement promises not to engage in that business "within the city where the 
business is situated or within a radius of fifty miles." The provision is fairly bargained for. A's promise involves an 
unreasonable restraint of trade because the business extends within the city and over a radius of only twenty-five 
miles. Although part of A's promise is unenforceable on grounds of public policy (~), it is enforceable with 
respect to the city and twenty-five miles.4. A and B make an agreement for A to repair B's building under which B 
promises not to hold A liable for a "willful or negligent breach of duty." The provision is fairly bargained for. Al-
though part of B's promise is unenforceable on grounds of public policy (~), it is enforceable with respect to 
negligence.5. A lends B $10,000, taking a promissory note for that sum plus interest. In calculating the rate of in-
terest, the parties make an error so that the amount of interest exceeds the highest permissible legal rate. Although 
part ofB's promise to pay the stipulated interest is unenforceable on grounds of public policy, it is enforceable up to 
the highest permissible rate. If A knew when he made the loan that the amount exceeded the highest permissible 
legal rate, B's promise to pay interest would be unenforceable in its entirety. 
REPORTER'S NOTE 
This Section is derived from former .§..iLH.. See also former .§illi, 603. It differs from former .§..2ll in two respects. 
First, the present rule is stated so as to apply to terms generally, whereas the former version was limited to promises in 
restraint of trade. Second, and more important, this Section rejects the so-called "blue-pencil rule" of former .§.j_ll, 
under which a promise in restraint of trade was unenforceable in its entirety if the restraint imposed exceeded what was 
reasonable and the terms of the agreement indicated no line of division. This rule is rejected because it is now contrary 
to the weight of authority and has been strongly criticized by scholarly writers. See, e.g., Beit v. Beit. 135 Conn. 195, 
63 A.2d 161 (1948); Ceresia v. Mitchell, 242 S.W.2d 359 (Ky.1951); Bess v. Bothman, 257 N.W.2d 791 (Minn.l977); 
Howard Schultz & Assoc. v. Broniec. 239 Ga. 181. 236 S.E.2d 265 (1977) (citing the Tentative Draft of this Section); 
Williston & Corbin, On the Doctrine of Beit v. Beit, 23 Conn.B.J. 40 (1949); Blake, Employee Agreements Not to 
Compete. 73 Harv.L.Rev. 625. 681-83 (1960). That the rule permitting the court to enforce part of an agreement will 
not be applied where there was bad faith in the negotiating process, see H & R Block, Inc. v. Lovelace. 208 Kan. 538, 
493 P.2d 205 (1972). For the potential incentives it will give employers to bargain in bad faith in the future, see Ri-
chard P. Rita Personnel Services Int'l v. Kot, 229 Ga. 314. 191 S.E.2d 79 (1972). As to divisibility generally, see 6A 
Corbin, Contracts§§ 1390, 1520 (1962 & Supp.1980); 14 Williston, Contracts§§ 1647B-48 (3d ed.1972); 15 id. § 
1779. 
Comment a. Illustration I is new; see also Mailand v. Burckle, 20 Cal.3d 367, 143 Cal.Rptr. l, 572 P.2d 1142 
(1978). 
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Restatement (Second) of Contracts§ 184 (1981) 
Comment b. Illustration 2 is based on Illustration 2 to former .§J..lli. Illustration 3 is based in part on Illustration 1 to 
former .§J..lli; Eastern Distrib. Co. v. Flynn, 222 Kan. 666,567 P.2d 1371 (1977). Illustration 4 is supported by former 
§ 574 and Illustration 1 to that section. Illustration 5 is based on Illustration 1 to former§ 537. 
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BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
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ISB: 5216 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KR YSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-10-7217 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, the Plaintiff, AED, by and through its attorney of record, ARTHUR M. 
BISTLINE, and hereby requests that the Court reconsider its Memorandum Decision and Order 
Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment entered on January 31, 2011, 
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11, and request that this Court take the following 
action: 
1) Vacate the portion of the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant 
KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment which quiets title of the bridge to the Defendants. 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
GRANTING DEFENDANT KDC'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -I 
tf::tORIGINAL. 
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OR, in the alternative, 
2) Set the matter for Jury Trial on the sole issue of whether AED would have sold the bridge 
without the agreement that AED perform the blast. 
I JJJ-
DATED this~ day of February, 2011. 
~--__ __, 
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~day of February, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[x] 
[ ] 
[x] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
Hand-delivered 
Regular mail 
Certified mail 
Overnight mail 
Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
Interoffice Mail 
Hand-delivered 
Regular mail 
Certified mail 
Overnight mail 
Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
Interoffice Mail 
BY: 0a.Mf_, vJJ~. 
LEANNE M. VILLA 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
GRANTING DEFENDANT KDC'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KR YST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-10-7217 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER COURT'S 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, AED, Inc., by and through its counsel of record, Arthur M. Bistline, and 
submits the following Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider Court's Memorandum 
Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment: 
I. The contract to sell the bridge is based on the illegal consideration of the promise to hire 
AED to perform the blasting work and is therefore illegal. This Court should take no 
action to assist KDC in enforcing that illegal contract. 
"The law is well settled, however, that illegal contracts are void and cannot be enforced." 
Zollinger v. Carrol 137 Idaho 397, 400, 49 P.3d 402, 405 (2002) Citing Miller v. Haller, 129 
Idaho 345,351,924 P.2d 607, 613 (1996) and Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 568,944 P.2d 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S MEMORANDUM 
DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -1 
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695, 703 (1997). "In most cases, the Court will leave the parties to an illegal contract as it finds 
them. Farrell v. Whiteman 146 Idaho 604, 609, 200 P.3d 1153, 1158 (2009). 
In this case, the agreement to sell the bridge was contingent upon execution and 
performance of a contact for AED to blast the bridge. KDC did in fact execute a document for 
AED to perform the work and has clearly stated that it had a present intent to perform that 
obligation incident to the agreement to buy the bridge. The consideration for the sale of the 
bridge consisted ofthe TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND N0/100 CENTS 
($25,000.00) recited in the contract, as well as the illegal agreement to perform the blasting 
work. Since the sale of the bridge is based on illegal consideration, the sale contract is likewise 
unenforceable. 
In Quiring v. Quiring 130 Idaho 560,944 P.2d 695 (1997), a husband had given his wife 
a quitclaim to the family home which recited that the consideration paid for it was EIGHT 
HUNDRED DOLLARS AND NOll 00 CENTS ($800.00). The consideration also consisted of 
a separate agreement which the Supreme Court found to be illegal. Based on the fact that the 
consideration for the quitclaim beyond the $800.00 recited was a separate written illegal 
agreement, the quitclaim deed was likewise unenforceable. Quiring v. Quiring 130 Idaho 560, 
567,944 P.2d 695,702 (1997). The husband would not have signed the quitclaim, but for the 
separate illegal agreement - the exact circumstance we have in this case. AED would not have 
gone forward with the sale of the bridge without the separate illegal agreement that AED 
perform the blast work. 
Here, there is no question that the sales contract would not have been signed but for the 
illegal consideration of the blasting agreement. Quiring is clear that a contract based on illegal 
consideration is not enforceable. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S MEMORANDUM 
DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -2 
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II. The evidence is undisputed that AED would not have entered into the transaction to sell 
the bridge absent the illegal agreement that AED perform the blasting work. The 
blasting portion cannot be severed from the sales portion. 
KDC has never disputed that AED blowing the bridge was a material part of the 
agreement to sell the bridge, and has specifically argued that when it agreed to use AED to blast 
the bridge, it had the actual present intent to perform that obligation. 
The Court ruled that the promise by KDC to hire AED is illegal, but then enforced the 
remainder of the parties' agreement to sell the bridge. The remainder of the agreement is illegal 
based on Quiring, but also because the blast portion was material to AED and cannot be 
separated from the agreement to sell the bridge. 
If less than all of an agreement is unenforceable under the rule 
stated in § 178, a court may nevertheless enforce the rest of the 
agreement in favor of a party who did not engage in serious 
misconduct if the performance as to which the agreement is 
unenforceable is not an essential part of the agreed exchange. 
Restatement Second of Contracts § 184 
Primarily the criterion would appear to be whether the parties 
would have entered into the agreement irrespective of the 
offending provisions of the contract. This can usually be 
determined by weighing equality of the agreed exchange before 
and after the proposed severance. 
Calamari and Perillo on Contracts, 
Third Edition 1987 at 893, citing 
Marsh, the Severance of Illegality in 
Contracts (pts 1 & 2) 64 L.Q.Rev. 
230, 34 7 (1948) and Restatement 
Second of Contracts, Section 184, 
Comment a. 
At the very least, whether a contractual provision is material is question of fact. 
However, this Court would be acting within its discretion to direct a verdict on the matter. "On a 
motion for a directed verdict a trial judge is faced with the issue of whether, as a matter of law, 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S MEMORANDUM 
DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -3 
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the evidence presented would allow reasonable minds to conclude that a verdict in favor of only 
one of the parties is proper." Sweitzer v. Dean 118 Idaho 568, 573, 798 P.2d 27, 32 (1990). 
Considering Eric Kelly's e-mails insisting on a blasting contract from early January to Krystal 
Chaklos' June promise in her e-mail that AED will do the work in order to get AED to go 
forward with this sale after KDC had breached the parties' agreement, and everything in 
between, no reasonable juror could conclude that AED would have sold the bridge if it would 
have known that it could not perform the blast work. 
In this case, the undisputed evidence is that AED would not have sold the bridge to KDC 
without the commitment by KDC to hire AED to blast the bridge. The affidavit of Eric Kelly on 
file in opposition to summary judgment establishes that AED relied on this promise not only for 
the monetary compensation it provided to AED, but also so AED could make sure the demolition 
was handled properly. 1 The affidavit of Eric Kelly filed in support of this motion to reconsider 
establishes that the total benefit to AED, if AED had performed the work, would have been ONE 
HUNDRED AND FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND N0/100 ($105,000) ($25,000 for sale 
and $80,0002 in profits from the blasting contract). 
The benefit to AED of the illegal blasting provisions is more than three times the benefit 
to AED of the sales provisions, therefore, the agreement that AED blast the bridge was material 
to AED both from a monetary standpoint as well as the standpoint that AED is still responsible 
to remove the bridge. 
The agreement that AED blast the bridge cannot be separated from the agreement that 
AED sell the bridge. Both are illegal if the blasting contract is illegal. 
1 Affidavit of Eric Kelly in opposition to summary judgment at paragraph I 0. 
2 The expenses from Kelly's affidavit were $95,000 and the sales price was $75,000. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S MEMORANDUM 
DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -4 
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CONCLUSION 
AED's promise to sell the bridge was based on illegal consideration. The evidence 
clearly shows that AED would not have sold the bridge, but for the execution of the agreement 
that AED demolish the bridge. That agreement is illegal and based on Quiring, the sales 
contract is illegal because it is supported by that consideration. This Court should declare the 
same and vacate the portion of its' ruling declaring KDC to be the owner of the bridge. 
Pursuant to Barry v. Pacific West Const., Inc. 140 Idaho 827, 103 P .3d 440 (2004 ), this 
Court should then enter an Order directing AED to return the TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND 
DOLLARS AND NOll 00 ($25,000.00) KDC paid for the bridge. "Any damages Quality 
recovers are in the form of restitution, limiting its recovery to the amount by which Pac-West 
was unjustly enriched." Barry at 834, 447. 
Alternatively, this Court should set this matter for a Jury Trial on the sole issue of 
whether AED would have sold the bridge if it believes that a reasonable juror could conclude 
that AED would have sold the bridge without the agreement that AED perform the blast. 
lJ-Hr 
DATED this _L_ day of February, 2011. 
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S MEMORANDUM 
DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -5 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
i Jilr 
I hereby certify that on the~ day of February, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83 701 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[x] 
[ ] 
[x] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
Hand -delivered 
Regular mail 
Certified mail 
Overnight mail 
Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
Interoffice Mail 
Hand -delivered 
Regular mail 
Certified mail 
Overnight mail 
Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
Interoffice Mail 
BY:~!LWJ.~/ ~/ l!L~~-
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S MEMORANDUM 
DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -6 
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ARTHUR BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
Case No. CV-10-7217 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'SMOTION TO 
RECONSIDER COURT'S DECISION 
AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
I, Eric Kelly, having been first duly sworn, upon oath depose and state that: 
1. I am over the age of eighteen (18) and an individual residing in the state of Idaho; 
2. I am the Plaintiff in this matter and familiar with the facts and circumstances surrounding 
this matter and am competent to testify as to the matters herein contained. 
3. The following is a synopsis of the sequence of events involved in the Bellaire Bridge 
demolition: 
A) Mobilize personnel and equipment to site. Perform Demo Survey per OSHA 29 
CFR. Acquire necessary permits. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'SMOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S 
DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -I-
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1) This will require mobilizing the necessary personnel and equipment to begin 
the preparation of the bridge. 
2) Personnel - approximately 8 people and Equipment - various excavators, 
trucks and marine equipment. 
B) Perform environmental remediation. 
1) There is some ACM on the Toll House that will require remediation per 
EPA regulations- subcontractor will do this work. 
C) Remove deck, stringers and bed hangers. 
1) This will require the necessary personnel to remove the asphalt deck, 
metal grating and stringers. The bed hangars will also be removed in a 
specific sequence from West to East. 
D) Prepare the Main Span for explosives. 
1) This will encompass utilizing personnel and torches to treat certain 
structural components to facilitate the placement of shape charges. A 
time frame of 3 days is allowed for this. 
2) AED will then apply the explosives per West Virginia Regulations for 
the use of explosives as we have done on numerous projects in WV 
before. The detonation and severance of the Main Span will be executed 
so as to comply with United States Coast Guard regulations to facilitate 
a 24-hour removal period from the navigable waterway. 
3) AED will remove all the steel and place upon the banks of the river for 
further preparations. 
E) Prepare the West Span for explosives. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'SMOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S 
DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -2-
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1) AED anticipates the same time sequence for preparations as in D. It will 
not be required to remove the steel in 24-hours as it will be out of the 
navigation channel. 
F) Prepare the East Tower for explosives. 
1) AED anticipates the same time sequence for preparations as in D. It will 
not be required to remove the steel in 24-hours as it will be out of the 
navigation channel. 
As in the past, AED has demolished many structures in similarity. The time allocation is 
very accurate. There will be time needed for shearing the steel to Mill Specifications which will 
have no bearing on the explosives operations. Demolishing the approach will commence after all the 
steel has been prepared from the explosives operation. 
4. The following is the cost analysis I have compiled for the Bellaire Bridge Project, these 
numbers are based on experience in over thirty years of business, blasting hundreds of 
bridges throughout the United States: 
Mobilization: 4 men at $1 000/man round trip 
Permits: Business permit and City of Benwood permit 
Explosives: Main span- 28.00/ft x 600 
Make ups: 300 x $12/unit 
Explosives: West and East span- 28.00/ft x 800 
Make ups: 600 x $12/unit 
Detonators: 900 x $4.00/unit 
Det Cord: 2 cases at $500/case 
Labor/hotel/per diems: $15,000/week x I 1h weeks 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'SMOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S 
DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -3-
$4,000.00 
$3,000.00 
$16,800.00 
$3,600.00 
$22,400.00 
$7,200.00 
$3,600.00 
$1,000.00 
$22,500.00 
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Insurance: lump sum $10,000.00 
Miscellaneous: security $900.00 
TOTAL: $95,000.00 
/JTf/ 
DATED this I ~ day of February, 2011. 
E~ 
Plaintiff 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this~ day of February, 2011. 
Notary in and or the State of Idaho 
Residing at: · · 
~~~~~~~~-
Commission E 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'SMOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S 
DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the LP day of February, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83 701 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
. ·' 
·•' -.~~ .. ,' ..•. 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
~ Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[ ] Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
BY~ 
LEANNE VILLA 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'SMOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S 
DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT -5-
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02/07/2011 13:22 FAX 2083958585 
John J. Burke 
ISB #4619; iib@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
HALLFARLEY 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
W;\4\4-71Sipleadings\Objection to Shoncn Timc.doc 
Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME RE: 
HEARING ON MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER 
lgj 002/005 
COME NOW Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
("KDC"), by and through their undersigned counsel of record, and submit their Objection to 
Plaintiff's Motion to Shorten Time for its hearing on Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider Court's 
Memorandwn Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's ¥otion for Summary Judgment. 
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MO'fJON TO SHORTEN TIME RE: HEARING ON MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER- 1 
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Around noon on Friday, February 4, 2011, Defendants received Plaintiffs Motion to 
Shorten Time and Notice of Hearing, setting the hearing on Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider 
Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment ("Motion to Reconsider") for Monday, February 14, 2011. However, Defendants did 
not receive a copy of Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider, supporting memorandum, or supporting 
affidavit at that time. Plaintiff did not serve its Motion and supporting documents until the close 
of business on Friday, February 4, 2011, after defense counsel had already left for the day. 
Accordingly, defense counsel did not have an opportunity to review Plaintiffs motion and 
supporting documents until this morning, Monday, February 7, 2011. 
Defendants object to Plaintiffs Motion to Shorten Time for the hearing on its Motion to 
Reconsider on a couple of grounds. First, it is untimely pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 7(b)(3). Pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3), unless otherwise ordered by the court "for cause 
shown," a written motion, memorandum in support, and any affidavits must be served so that 
they are received no later than fourteen (14) days before the time specified for the hearing. Any 
responsive briefing shall be filed with the court and served so it is received by the parties no later 
than seven (7) days before the hearing. Id. In this case, while the motion and supporting 
documents were technically received ten (10) days before the time specified for hearing, since 
they were received at the end of the day on a Friday, practically speaking, they were not received 
until seven (7) days before the hearing. However, in either case, the motion is untimely. This 
untimely service prejudices the Defendants since under Rule 7(b)(3), any responsive brief must 
be filed today, February 7, 201 1. In its supporting memorandum, Plaintiff raises new arguments 
to which Defendants cannot reasonably be expected to respond in the course of a single day. 
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTJON TO SHORTEN TlME RE: HEARING ON MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER· Z 
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Second, Plaintiff should only be allowed to shorten time under Rule 7(b )(3) if good cause 
is shown. No good cause has been shown in this case. Plaintiff's Motion to Shorten Time is 
only based upon the grounds that ''the required notice cannot be given prior to the hearing to be 
held on February 14, 2011." That is a true statement, the consequence of which is that Plaintiff 
should have chosen a different date for the hearing. Just because Plaintiff chose a hearing date 
which does not allow it to provide proper notice under Rule 7(b)(3) does not demonstrate good 
cause to shorten the Rule 7(b)(3) timing requirements. Plainti~must show why it needs to have 
a hearing on such short notice, not just that it chose to. As such, no good cause has been shown. 
Therefore, Plaintiff's Motion to Shorten Time should be denied and the hearing on its 
Motion to Reconsider, currently scheduled for Monday, February 14, 2011 at 1:30 p.m., should 
be vacated and rescheduled for a date and time that allows Plaintiff to comply with Rule 7(b)(3). 
In the alternative, if the Court is inclined to grant Plaintiffs Motion to Shorten Time, Defendants 
respectfully request an extension of time to file their brief in response to Plaintiff's Motion to 
Reconsider. Defendants request the ability to file and serve their response brief by the end of 
business on Thursday, February 10, 2011. If the Court grants Plaintiffs Motion to Shorten 
Time, Defendants also request the ability to attend the hearing by telephone. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 7th day of February, 2011. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
By __ ~~~~~~~~~------­
John J. Burke • 
Randall L. Sc 
Defendants C Investments, LLC, 
Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
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copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
14.23 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
_2L Email arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
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BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
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(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-10-7217 
PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO DEFENDANTS 
OBJECTION TO SHORTEN TIME RE: 
HEARING ON MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER 
Plaintiff, AED, Inc., by and through its undersigned counsel, hereby responds to 
Defendant's Objection to Shorten Time Re: Hearing on Motion to Reconsider filed with this 
Court dated February 7, 2011, as follows: 
Plaintiff should have included it in the motion to shorten that in light of December date to 
demolish and remove the bridge, the matter should be heard as it is dispositive. If the Court 
foHows the precedent of the Quiring case, then this matter is finally concluded as KDC cannot 
appeal a ruling that the blast contract is illegal as it argued it to be illegal below. 
DATED this 8th day of February, 2011. 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTON TO SHORTEN TIME RE: 
HEARING ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER -I-
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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ARTIIUR BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
208-665-7290 p. 1 
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lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., ali Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-10-7217 
AMENDED PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO 
DEFENDANTS OBJECTION TO 
SHORTEN TIME RE: HEARING ON 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
Plaintiff, AED, Inc., by and through its undersigned counsel, hereby responds to 
Defendant's Objection to Shorten Time Re: Hearing on Motion to Reconsider filed with this 
Court dated February 7, 2011, as follows: 
Plaintiff should have included it in the motion to shorten that in light of December date to 
demolish and remove the bridge, the matter should be heard as it is dispositive. If the Court 
follows the precedent of the Quiring case, then this matter is finally concluded as KDC cannot 
argue a ruling that the blast contract was legal as it argued it to be illegal. 
DATED this grb day ofFebruary, 2011. 
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
AMENDED PLAINTIFF'S MOTON TO SHORTEN TIME RE: 
HEARINGONMOTION TO RECONSIDER -1-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the gtb day ofF ebruary, 20 11, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO DEFENDANTS 
OBJECTION TO SHORTEN TIME RE: HEARING ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER by the 
method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P .A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x) Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ) Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
BY:~~ 
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ORIGihiAL 
John J. Burke 
ISB #4619; jjb@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 127I 
Boise, Idaho 83 70 I 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF KOOTE 
FILED: ..,---,.~:..l,_..l<~~-
Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KR YST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV I0-72I7 
JUDGMENT 
BASED UPON the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant 
KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment and Denying Plaintiff AED's Motion for 
Reconsideration, entered on January 28, 20 II, and good cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that Plaintiffs Amended 
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial is hereby dismissed with prejudice in its entirety and 
JUDGMENT- I 
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judgment is hereby entered in favor of Defendants, pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure. 
IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED ADJUDGED AND DECREED that KDC's title 
to the Bellair Bridge is quieted. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this '2$'-f'-day of February, 2011. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the j_ day of February, 2011, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
John J. Burke 'f.--
Randy L. Schmitz 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & 
BLANTON, P.A. .JL 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83 701 
JUDGMENT- 2 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy tv ~ 5 ·-7 J..C7 D 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy f) Of,-- 3q5 -l5fS 
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ORIGiNAL 
John J. Burke 
ISB #4619; iib@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83 701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
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Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 
STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. 
KELLY IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER COURT'S DECISION 
AND ORDER GRANTING 
DEFENDANT KDC'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW defendant KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos, and Krystal Chaklos 
(collectively "KDC"), by and through their undersigned counsel of record, and pursuant to Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 12(f), requests an order striking the Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly, dated 
February 4, 2011, submitted in support of plaintiff AED, Inc's ("AED") Motion to Reconsider 
Court's Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT KDC'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1 
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I. ARGUMENT 
On February 4, 2011, AED filed its Motion to Reconsider Court's Memorandum Decision 
and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment. On reconsideration, 
AED argues that the "demolition agreement" is inseparable from the Purchase Agreement and 
since the "demolition agreement" was illegal and void, the Purchase Agreement is also void. In 
support of this argument, AED submits the affidavit of Eric Kelly. However, the testimony 
contained in Mr. Kelly's affidavit concerns the process and estimated expenses for blasting the 
Bridge. Despite being completely irrelevant to AED's argument on reconsideration, the 
testimony lacks sufficient foundation to be admissible. 
Mr. Kelly's affidavit does not lay any foundation for the introduction of his "synopsis of 
the sequence of events involved in the Bellaire Bridge demolition" contained in paragraph 3. 
There is also no foundation laid for the introduction of his "cost analysis" contained in paragraph 
4. This is even more evident considering the fact that the cost estimate in paragraph 4 differs 
from his cost estimate produced during discovery. KDC initially requested AED to itemize by 
description and amount all damages, special or otherwise, it expected to prove at trial of this 
matter and to identify all documentation available to substantiate such damages. See Affidavit of 
Randall L. Schmitz in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider Court's Memorandum 
Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment ("Schmitz 
Aff."), Ex. D (Plaintiffs Response to Defendants' First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for 
Production), p. 4-5. AED responded as follows: 
1. Mobilization: $5,000 
2. Insurance: $15,000 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT KDC'S 
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3. Hotel-Don Jones House Rental: $2,600 
4. Per Diems: $2,600 
5. Permits: $3,000 
6. Labor: $19,000 
7. Explosives: $45,000 
8. Miscellaneous: $2,800 
Total-$95,000 in estimated costs, estimated profit, $80,000. 
!d. 
While the total estimated costs are the same, the itemized costs differ dramatically. The 
mobilization costs were originally $5,000, but in Mr. Kelly's affidavit, are now $4,000. Mr. 
Kelly testified that his mobilization costs were based upon the federal government mileage 
reimbursement rate of 1.53 per mile. Schmitz Aff., Ex. A (P. 233, L. 10- P. 234 L. 11). He 
estimated 2300 miles multiplied by 1.53 to arrive at a cost of$3519, which still did not match his 
estimated cost of $5,000. !d. In his affidavit, he estimates mobilization based upon 4 men at 
$1,000 per man. Mr. Kelly has not provided any foundation to justify the change in his method 
of calculating mobilization costs. 
In AED's discovery responses, it estimated insurance costs at $15,000. In his affidavit, 
Mr. Kelly estimates insurance costs at $10,000. Mr. Kelly testified that the insurance expense 
was based upon actual monthly premiums of $7,500 and an estimated duration on the project of 
two months. Schmitz Aff., Ex. A (p. 234, L. 14 - p. 237, L. 8). Mr. Kelly has not laid any 
foundation for the change in his insurance cost estimate. 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
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AED's labor, hotel, and per diems were separately broken out in the discovery responses. 
Together, they totaled $24,200. In Mr. Kelly's affidavit, he lumps labor/hotel/per diems together 
at an arbitrary number of $15,000/week for a total of $22,500. Again, no foundation has been 
laid for Mr. Kelly's estimate. 
Even Mr. Kelly's cost for explosives, for which he supposedly had a receipt but has never 
produced, does not match. In discovery, AED claimed it spent $45,000 on explosives. Mr. 
Kelly and his wife, Lisa Kelly, both testified that they had a receipt or some documentation 
proving how much they spent on explosives. Schmitz Aff., Ex. A (P. 246, L. 20- P. 247, L. 10); 
Ex. C (P. 33, L. 11- P. 34, L. 19). However, no documentation has ever been forthcoming. No 
matter how one adds up the explosive estimates in Mr. Kelly's affidavit, one does not arrive at 
$45,000. 
In short, AED has not produced a single piece of documentary evidence to help establish 
any of the cost estimates it has provided, either during discovery or in support of Mr. Kelly's 
affidavit. The numbers are simply pulled out of thin air. These numbers are even more suspect 
now considering that they have changed dramatically from the estimates produced during 
discovery. Without laying a foundation for these estimates, they are simply inadmissible. 
Furthermore, it does not appear that the information contained in Mr. Kelly's affidavit is 
relevant for any purpose on reconsideration. Relevant evidence is evidence that tends to make 
the existence of any material fact more probable or less probable than it would be without the 
evidence. I.R.E. 401; State v. Hocker, 115 Idaho 544, 768 P.3d 807 (Ct.App. 1989). Evidence 
that is not relevant is inadmissible. I.R.E. 402. AED's argument on reconsideration is that the 
Purchase Agreement is void because it is inseparable from the illegal "demolition agreement." 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC J. KELLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
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Information as to how AED planned on blasting the Bridge and how much it would cost to blast 
the Bridge does not appear relevant to AED's argument. 
II. CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, the statements contained in the Affidavit of Eric Kelly as 
outlined above, and all references to the content of his affidavits contained in Plaintiffs Motion 
to Reconsider Court's Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment, should be stricken from the record. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 1 01h day of February, 2011. 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, 
Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the lOth day of February, 2011, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
_x_ Email arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
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ORIGiNAL 
John J. Burke 
ISB #4619; jjb@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83 701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
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Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
COURT'S MEMORANDUM 
DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING 
DEFENDANT KDC'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COME NOW defendants, KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
(collectively referred to as "KDC"), by and through their counsel of record, Hall, Farley, 
Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., and submit this Memorandum in Opposition to Piaintiffs Motion to 
Reconsider Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for 
Summary Judgment. 
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
COURT'S MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT KDC'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
On January 12, 2011, the Court heard argument from the parties on KDC's Motion for 
Summary Judgment and other related motions. On January 26, 2011, the Court heard argument 
from the parties on Plaintiff AED, Inc.'s ("AED") Motion to Reconsider Decision Holding that 
Plaintiff is Not Entitled to Rescission. On January 31, 2011, the Court issued its Memorandum 
Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment and Denying 
Plaintiff AED's Motion for Reconsideration ("Summary Judgment Order"). In the Summary 
Judgment Order, the Court dismissed AED's claims for fraud and breach of contract and also 
held that the equitable remedies of specific performance and rescission were unavailable to AED. 
The Court also quieted title to the Bellaire Toll Bridge (the "Bridge") in favor ofKDC. 
AED now asks the Court to reconsider the Summary Judgment Order, not because the 
Court's analysis or rulings were incorrect, but rather because the affect of the rulings require a 
different outcome on the ownership of the Bridge. Specifically, AED argues that the illegal 
"demolition agreement" was somehow part of the consideration for the Asset Purchase and 
Liability Assumption Agreement ("Purchase Agreement") by which KDC purchased the Bridge. 
AED argues that since part of the consideration for the sale of the Bridge was illegal, the 
Purchase Agreement was also illegal, rendering it void. If the Purchase Agreement is void, AED 
argues that it, and not KDC, is the rightful owner of the Bridge. However, the entire premise of 
AED's argument (that the "demolition agreement" was consideration for the sale of the Bridge) 
is directly contrary to all admissible evidence. 
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
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II. STANDARD 
The decision to grant or deny a request for reconsideration generally rests in the sound 
discretion of the trial court. Straub v. Smith, 145 Idaho 65, 175 P. 3d 754 (2007); Jordan v. 
Beeks, 135 Idaho 586, 21 P.3d 908 (2001); Watson v. Navistar Int'l Transp. Corp., 121 Idaho 
643, 827 P.2d 656 (1992). When ruling on a motion for reconsideration, "the trial court should 
take into account any new facts presented by the moving party that bear on the correctness of the 
... order." Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat. Bank of North Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 800 
P .2d 1026 (1990). "A rehearing or reconsideration in the trial court usually involves new or 
additional facts, and a more comprehensive presentation of both law and fact. Indeed, the chief 
virtue of a reconsideration is to obtain a full and complete presentation of all available facts, so 
that the truth may be ascertained, and justice done, as nearly as may be." !d. The burden is on 
the moving party to bring to the trial court's attention the new facts. !d. 
III. ARGUMENT 
As in its previous motion to reconsider, AED again has not presented any new facts or 
law for the Court to consider on this motion. Instead, AED relies upon conclusory allegations 
which are wholly unsupported, and in fact, are directly contrary to the facts of this case. 
A. The Purchase Agreement Unambiguously Recites the Consideration and Promises 
Upon Which it Was Entered 
AED claims "the agreement to sell the bridge was contingent upon execution and 
performance of a contract for AED to blast the bridge." (Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs 
Motion to Reconsider Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's 
Motion for Summary Judgment ("Reconsideration Memo"), p. 2)(Emphasis added). AED also 
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
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claims "[t]he consideration for the sale of the bridge consisted of the TWENTY-FIVE 
THOUSAND DOLLARS AND N0/100 CENTS ($25,000.00) recited in the contract, as well as 
the illegal agreement to perform the blasting work." !d. (Emphasis added). AED is wrong on 
both counts. 
The Purchase Agreement specifically provides that "[t]here are no contingencies" to the 
Agreement. (Amended Complaint, Ex. A, ~ 4, p. 2). The consideration for the Purchase 
Agreement was also specifically set forth as follows: 
In addition to the promises set forth in this Agreement by the Buyer, which shall 
constitute the consideration for this Agreement, Buyer shall pay AED $25,000.00 
for the Bridge and all associated property transferred by this Agreement upon 
execution of this Agreement. 
!d., at~ 2, p. 2. (Emphasis added). 
Furthermore, the Purchase Agreement contained the following merger clause: 
This Agreement sets forth the entire agreement among the parties hereto and fully 
supersedes any and all prior discussions, agreements, or understandings between 
the parties and cannot be changed except by a written agreement executed by all 
of the parties. All material representations by the Sellers regarding the Bridge 
which is relied upon by the Buyer are set forth in this Agreement. 
!d., at~ 32, p. 11. 
According to the plain and unambiguous language of the Purchase Agreement, the 
consideration for the sale of the Bridge was $25,000 plus those additional promises expressed 
within the terms of the Purchase Agreement. If the promises are not expressed within the 
Purchase Agreement, they are not part of the consideration for the sale of the Bridge. Nowhere 
within the Purchase Agreement is a separate agreement for AED to blast the Bridge discussed or 
even referenced. Contrary to AED's assertion, the illegal "demolition agreement" was not part 
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of the consideration for the purchase and sale of the Bridge, nor was the sale contingent upon 
anything. 
This is consistent with the intent of the parties according to the testimony of Mr. Kelly. 
The deposition of Mr. Kelly was taken on January 27, 2011. In his deposition, Mr. Kelly 
testified that the Purchase Agreement and the "demolition agreement" were to be separate 
agreements. Mr. Kelly was handed Deposition Exhibit No. 8, which he identified as a true and 
correct copy of an email from him to KDC dated May 19, 2010, setting forth an informal 
proposal outlining the blasting of the Bridge. (See Affidavit of Randall L. Schmitz in Opposition 
to Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting 
Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment ("Schmitz Aff."), Ex. A, (P. 68, L. 16- P. 69, 
L. 9); and Ex. B. Mr. Kelly testified that the parties intended to tum the May 19 informal 
proposal into a written contract. Schmitz Aff., Ex. A, (P. 78, L. 16- P. 79, L. 4). But, most 
importantly, he testified that the purchase of the Bridge was separate from that proposal. 
Schmitz Aff., Ex. A, (P. 77, Ll. 3-13). Therefore, AED's argument that the illegal "demolition 
agreement" cannot be separated from the Purchase Agreement is inconsistent with Mr. Kelly's 
own testimony. To the contrary, the Purchase Agreement and any agreement to blast the Bridge 
were always to be separate agreements. The fact that the "demolition agreement" was illegal has 
no bearing on the validity of the Purchase Agreement. 
B. Extrinsic Evidence is Inadmissible to Contradict, Alter, Vary, or Add To the Terms 
of the Purchase Agreement 
It appears AED is relying upon extrinsic evidence to support its arguments on 
reconsideration. While it does not identify any particular piece of evidence or testimony, AED 
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generally refers to emails between AED and KDC from early January to June and "everything in 
between" as evidence that AED would not have sold the Bridge absent the promise to allow 
AED to blast the Bridge. See Reconsideration Memo, p. 4. This evidence contradicts and 
changes the terms of the Purchase Agreement. However, the parol evidence rule prohibits 
extrinsic evidence of prior or contemporaneous negotiations to contradict, vary, alter, or add to 
the terms of an unambiguous, integrated contract. 
If a written contract is complete upon its face and unambiguous, no fraud or 
mistake being alleged, extrinsic evidence of prior or contemporaneous 
negotiations or conversations is not admissible to contradict, vary, alter, add to, or 
detract from the terms of the contract. Kimbrough v. Reed, 130 Idaho 512, 943 
P.2d 1232 (1997). A written contract that contains a merger clause is complete 
upon its face. ld; Chambers v. Thomas, 123 Idaho 69, 844 P.2d 698 (1992); 
Valley Bank v. Christensen, 119 Idaho 496, 808 P.2d 415 (1991). The purpose of 
a merger clause is to establish that the parties have agreed that the contract 
contains the parties' entire agreement. The merger clause is not merely a factor to 
consider in deciding whether the agreement is integrated; it proves the agreement 
is integrated. To hold otherwise would require the parties to list in the contract 
everything upon which they had not agreed and hope that such list covers every 
possible prior or contemporaneous agreement that could later be alleged. 
Howard v. Perry, 141 Idaho 139, 141-42, 106 P.3d 465, 467-68 (2005); See also Posey v. 
Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 477, 480, 111 P.3d 162, 165 (Ct. App. 2005). 
The Purchase Agreement contained a merger clause which was quoted above. AED has 
never even alleged the Purchase Agreement is ambiguous in any way. Therefore, the Purchase 
Agreement is an unambiguous, integrated contract. Until now, AED was allowed to submit 
extrinsic evidence regarding the negotiations between the parties because of its fraud allegation. 
However, in the Summary Judgment Order, the Court dismissed AED's fraud claim. AED has 
not challenged or sought reconsideration of that ruling. AED has never alleged mistake. 
Accordingly, absent its fraud claim, AED cannot submit or rely upon previously submitted 
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extrinsic evidence to contradict, vary, alter, or add to the unambiguous terms of the Purchase 
Agreement. 1 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The Purchase Agreement is a fully integrated, unambiguous contract. It clearly provides 
that the consideration for the purchase and sale ofthe Bridge consisted of$25,000 and only those 
additional promises as expressed within the Purchase Agreement. Nowhere within the Purchase 
Agreement is an agreement for AED to blast the Bridge mentioned. AED cannot now attempt to 
introduce or argue extrinsic evidence to contradict, vary, alter, or add to the terms of the 
Purchase Agreement. The Purchase Agreement was always to be separate from any demolition 
agreement. AED's argument that the Purchase Agreement and the "demolition agreement" are 
inseparable, must fail. Therefore, KDC requests the Court deny plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider 
Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
1 On page 4 of AED's Reconsideration Memo, it cites to paragraph 10 of Eric Kelly's affidavit in opposition to 
summary judgment for the proposition that AED relied upon KDC's promise to hire it to blast the Bridge because of 
the monetary compensation and so AED could make sure the demolition was handled properly. First, paragraph 10 
of Mr. Kelly's affidavit in opposition to summary judgment does not contain the testimony for which it was cited. 
Second, paragraph 10 of Mr. Kelly's affidavit was stricken by the Court and, therefore, is not even in evidence. (See 
Summary Judgment Order, p. II). Third, even if paragraph 10 of Mr. Kelly's affidavit had not been previously 
stricken, this testimony would not be admissible now pursuant to the parol evidence rule. 
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RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this lOth day ofFebruary, 2011. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
Randy L. Schmit 
Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, 
Lee Chaklos and Krystal ·chaklos 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the lOth day of February, 2011, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER COURT'S MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
_x_ Email arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
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C:, _f~\L 
John J. Burke 
ISB #4619; jjb@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
W:\4\4-715\pleadings\Reconsideration-HFOB-Aff RLS.doc 
Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
):ss 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
AFFIDAVIT OF RANDALL L. 
SCHMITZ IN OPPOSITION TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER COURT'S 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
KDC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
RANDALL L. SCHMITZ, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 
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1. That I am an attorney of record for Defendants/Counterclaimants, KDC Investments, 
LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos (the "Defendants"), in the above-entitled action, and as 
such have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the transcript from 
the deposition of Eric Kelly taken on January 27, 2011. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of Exhibit 8 to the 
deposition of Eric Kelly taken on January 27, 2011. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of the transcript from 
the deposition of Lisa Kelly taken on January 27, 2011. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs Response 
to Defendants' First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 101 day of February, 2011. 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO 
Residing at Boise, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: ..2-jaoj:JJJ/6 
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1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
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U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 
_x_ Email arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia 
LLC, and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
DEPOSITION OF ERIC J. KELLY, SR. 
TAKEN ON BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANTS 
AT COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 
JANUARY 27, 2011, AT 9:00A.M. 
REPORTED BY: 
PATRICIA L. PULLO, CSR 
Notary Public 
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A P P E A R A N C E S 
MR. ARTHUR M. BISTLINE, Attorney at Law, of the firm of 
Bistline Law, PLLC, 1423 North Government Way, Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho, 83814, appearing for and on behalf of 
the Plaintiff; 
MR. RANDALL L. SCHMITZ, Attorney at Law, of the firm of 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., 702 West Idaho, 
Suite 700, P.O. Box 1271, Boise, Idaho 83701, appearing 
for and on behalf of the Defendants. 
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1: 
1 APPEARANCES 1 INDEX 
2 I 2 DEPOSITION EXHIBITS: MARKED IDENT'D 
MR. ARTHUR M. BISTLINE, Attorney at Law, of the finn of 3 No.1 Amended Notice of Taking 10 10 Deposition Duces Tecum of I. 3 Bistline Law, PLLC, 1423 North Government Way, Coeur 4 Eric Kelly 
d'Alene, Idaho, 83814, appearing for and on behalf of 5 No.2 E-mail chain 40 40 
4 the Plaintiff; 6 No.3 E-mail chain with allachment 43 43 
5 7 No.4 E-mail chain 54 55 ; 
MR. RANDALL L. SCHMITZ, Attorney at Law, of the finn of 8 No.5 E-mail chain 56 56 
6 Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., 702 West Idaho, 9 No.6 E-mail chain with allachment 59 60 10 No.7 Aftidavit of Eric J. Kelly 62 62 
Suite 700, P.O. Box 1271, Boise, Idaho 83701, appearing in support ofplaintifrs 
7 for and on behalf of the Defendants. 11 opposition to defendants' 
8 motion to strike and defendants' 
9 12 motion for summary judgment 
10 13 No.8 E-mail dated May 19,2010 68 68 ,, 
11 14 No.9 E-mail chain 79 79 15 No. I 0 E-mail dated May 20, 20 I 0 80 80 12 16 No. II E-mail chain 81 82 
13 17 No.l2 E-mail dated May 20,2010 84 84 
14 with attachment 
15 18 
16 No. 13 Handwriuen fax cover sheet 88 88 
17 19 with attachments 20 No.l4 E-mail dated May 25,2010 90 91 18 21 No. 15 E-mail dated May 26, 20 I 0 91 91 
19 with attachment 
20 22 
21 No.l6 E-mail chain 98 98 
22 23 
23 No. 17 E-mail chain 102 103 24 
24 No. 18 E-mail chain 110 110 
25 25 
Page 3 Page 5 
1 INDEX 1 INDEX 
2 2 DEPOSITION EXHIBITS: MARKED IDENT'D 
TESTIMONY Of ERIC J. KELLY, SR. PAGE 3 No. 19 E-mail chain 116 116 4 No. 20 E-mail chain 122 122 3 5 No. 21 E-mail chain with attachments 124 124 
Examination by Mr. Schmitz 6 6 No.22 Alternate proposal 127 127 
4 7 No. 23 E-mail chain 134 135 
5 8 No.24 E-mail dated June 6, 20 I 0, 136 136 
6 with attached information 
7 9 binder 
8 10 No. 25 Letter dated June 9, 20 I 0, 156 !56 
9 from Dave McLaughlin to 11 Delta Demolition Group 
10 12 No.26 E-mail dated June 9, 2010 160 160 
11 13 No.27 E-mail dated June 14,2010 165 166 
12 14 No. 28 Letter dated June 16, 20 I 0, 169 170 
13 from Eric Kelly to Captain 
14 15 McLaughlin, Judy and Erin 
15 16 No.29 E-mail chain 178 179 
16 17 No. 30 E-mail chain 180 180 18 No. 31 E-mail chain with attachment 181 182 
17 19 No. 32 E-mail dated June 23, 2010 194 195 
18 20 No. 33 E-mail chain with attachment 199 199 
19 21 No. 34 E-mail dated June 29, 2010 206 207 
20 22 No. 35 Informational binder for 212 212 
21 Bellaire Bridge demolition 
22 23 
23 No.36 Plaintiffs response to 214 214 24 Defendant's First Set of 
24 Interrogatories and Requests 
25 25 for Production 
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1 THE DEPOSITION OF ERIC J. KELLY, SR., wad 1 years that I started. 
I 
2 taken on behalf of the defendants on this 27th day of ' 2 Q. What company was that? I 
' 3 January, 20 I I, at the law offices of Arthur Bistline, I 3 A. Engineered Demolition. 4 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, before M & M Court Reporting 
I 
4 Q. How were you frozen out of the company? 
5 Service, Inc., by Patricia L. Pullo, Court Reporter 5 A. You're a lawyer. i 
6 and Notary Public within and for the State of Idaho, to 6 Q. Well, I don't know the first-- 1:\ 
7 be used in an action pending in the District Court of 7 A. Without the proper-- you know, there was a 1; 
8 the First Judicial District for the State of Idaho, in 8 certain fiduciary that was given to my partner that was 
9 and for the County of Kootenai, said cause being Case 9 violated. And I trusted that. And I was naive enough 
10 No. CV I0-72I7 in said Court. 10 to believe it. 
11 THE WITNESS: Counselor, so that you know, I 11 To get frozen out, it's simple. Through lack 
12 have difficulty hearing certain syllables. I wear two 12 of a shareholder's control agreement and then a 
13 hearing aids. So make sure that you enunciate clearly, 13 controlling share interest, which she had 51 percent and 
14 please. 14 I had the lesser amount, and I was froze out. 
15 MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. I will do that. 15 Q. Who was your partner? 
16 AND THEREUPON, the following testimony was 16 A. Anna Chong. 
17 adduced, to wit: 17 Q. I'm sorry? 
18 ERIC J. KELLY, SR., 18 A. Anna Chong. 
19 having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, the 19 Q. Can you spell that last name. 
20 whole truth, and nothing but the truth, relating to said 20 A. C-h-o-n-g. 
21 cause, deposes and says: 21 Q. Was this an Idaho company? 
22 EXAMINATION 22 A. Minnesota corporation -- foreign company 
23 QUESTIONS BY MR. SCHMITZ: 23 doing -- foreign company doing business in the state of 
24 Q. Could you please state your name and spell 24 Idaho. 
25 your last name for the record, please. 25 Q. But it was based out of--
Page 7 Page 9 
1 A. My name is Eric Joseph Kelly, Sr. K-e-1-1-y 1 A. Minnesota. 
2 is my last name. 2 Q. All right. Well, it sounds like you've had 
3 Q. Mr. Kelly, have you had your deposition taken 3 some experience with depositions. But I'll just give 
4 before? 4 you a real quick run down on the ground rules since it's 
5 A. Many times. 5 been a couple years. 
6 Q. How many times? 6 As you know, we have a court reporter that's 
7 A. Probably a half a dozen. 7 here taking everything down. So we have to be very 
8 Q. When was the last time? 8 careful not to talk over one another. And if you can 
9 A. I was an expert witness on a failed implosion 9 answer my questions audibly rather than shaking of 
10 in Omaha, Nebraska. It was approximately two years ago.10 heads, uh-huhs, uh-uhs, things of that nature--
11 Approximately. 11 A. I understand. 
12 Q. Have all of your depositions been as an expert 12 Q. Okay. And then if you don't understand my 
13 or have you also been deposed as a witness or a party? 13 question --
14 A. I was a plaintiff at one time. Art can fill 14 A. I'll ask. 
15 you in on that, if need be, counselor can. 15 Q. Perfect. Ask me. Because if you do go ahead 
16 Q. When was that? 16 and answer, I'm going to assume that you understood m 
17 THE WITNESS: 200I, Art? 17 question. Is that fair? 
18 MR. BISTLINE: Yeah, approximately. You need 18 A. If I understand it, I will answer it 
19 to answer just from your own memory. If you're not deac 19 appropriately. If not, I will ask you to rephrase it. 
2 0 accurate on these types of things, it's all right. 2 0 Q. Perfect. And then if at any time you need a 
21 THE WITNESS: Approximately 2000. 21 break, just let me know. The only thing I ask is that 
22 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 22 if there's a question pending you answer the question 
23 Q. And what was the-- what was that case about? 23 before we take a break. Is that fair? 
2 4 A. It was a -- to the best of my understanding, 2 4 A. Reasonably fair, yes. 
2 5 it was I was froze out of a company that I had for 23 2 5 Q. Okay. 
3 (Pages 6 to 9) 
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Page 10 
1 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 1 was 
2 marked for identification.) 
3 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
4 Q. All right. Mr. Kelly, you've been handed 
5 what's been marked as Deposition Exhibit No. 1. Have 
6 you seen that before today? 
7 
8 
9 
A. Can't clearly define it as something I have 
seen before. I don't know if the content has changed 
from anything I've seen before, so I can't really say 
1 0 yes or no to that. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Page 12 
law. See, I don't practice explosives. I ... 
Q. All right. So have you attended any trade 
schools or anything like that? 
A. No. 
5 Q. What type of explosive-related courses have 
6 you had? 
7 A. Various state agencies offer refresher courses 
8 which bring you through various law -- regulatory 
9 changes. I've gone through Washington, Kentucky, 
10 Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Florida, New York, British 
!' 
I 
11 Q. Have you received a copy of the deposition 
12 notice that requires you to be here today? 
11 Columbia, Alberta, Nova Scotia. Most of the other times I': 
12 I've been teaching the courses. , 
13 A. Yes, sir. 13 Q. And where have you taught courses? 
14 Q. All right. And as I understand it from your 14 
15 
A. All around the world. 
Q. What types of courses? [\ 15 counsel before the deposition started, while this notice 
16 asks you to bring certain documents with you here today, 1 6 
1 7 you have no other documents other than what has already 1 7 
18 been produced in discovery; is that correct? 18 
A. What we do is we -- through various state [i 
agencies, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms; rj 
the Drug Enforcement Agency; the FBI; for identificatior 
1 9 purposes we -- let me say this as best as possible. 19 A. That is correct. 
20 Q. Mr. Kelly, could you please tell me a little 
21 bit about your educational background. What was the 
2 0 What we do is we help them to identify certain scenarios 
21 related to explosives. 
2 2 highest level of education you attained? 22 Q. I'm not sure what you mean by that. 
23 
24 
25 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
A. High school. I graduated high school. 
Q. When did you graduate high school? 
A. 1976. 
Page 11 
23 A. There are certain explosives that are used 
2 4 that are -- that many state -- many federal agencies are 
2 5 not privy to that we use, so -- I'll give you an 
Page 13 
Q. And from what high school? 1 example. With the Minneapolis Emergency Managemen 
A. Lakeland Regional High School. 2 System, or the bomb squad in Minneapolis, we have gom 
Q. Is that here in the Colillr d'Alene area? 3 and done numerous situational studies taking explosives 
A. Wanaque, New Jersey. W-a-n-a-q-u-e. 4 through the airport. So we bring certain types of 
Q. Did you go on to take any college courses? 5 explosives through the airport which allows better 
A. I did. But I had dropped out due to a death 6 identification or certain training to the -- right now 
in the family. 7 it's the TSA, at that time it wasn't, for identifying 
Q. Where did you-- 8 certain explosives. 
A. Penn State. 9 Q. To help them detect the explosives? 1 
Q. How long did you go to Penn State? 10 A. Yeah. ~, 
A. Approximately four months. 11 Q. How did you get into the explosives or = 
Q. So you haven't received any college degrees? 12 demolition business? ~ 
A. No, sir. 13 A. When I was 11 years old, my brother was 14, my 
14 Q. Do you have any other -- did you take any 14 father came out of the coal mines in Pennsylvania. And 
15 other sort of training after high school? 15 he started blasting stumps, supplementing his income. 
16 A. There's been a substantial amount of 16 So he would blast stumps. And that's --he would show 
17 explosives-related courses that have-- through at leas 17 my brother and I what to do. We had a 1946 Ford dump 
18 30 of the various state agencies that I had to -- had to 18 truck. And we would set a certain amount of dynamite 
19 have completed in order to get certain licenses. 19 under the stumps and touch them off with a battery and 
20 Q. Have you had any legal training? 2 0 blow them up. 
21 A. I did represent myself pro se in a case 21 Q. And have you had any other jobs besides 
22 previously. 22 demolition? 
23 Q. Okay. But have you had any legal training? 23 A. None. 
24 A. No. 24 Q. So when was the first I guess demolition job 
25 You need training? It's called practicing 2 5 that you had after high school? 
4 (Pages 10 to 13) 
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Page 141 
A. I was 19 years old. It was in Wilkes-Barre, 1 1 
Pennsylvania at the Doran's colliery. It was a-- they! 2 
had a bad fire on a conveyor and a cold tipple, I 3 
4 t-i-p-p-1-e. And it was fatigued. And I was 19 when 1 4 
5 blew that down. i 5 
1 
2 
3 
6 Q. And you've been blowing stuff up ever since?' 6 
7 A. Ever since. 7 
8 
9 
10 
Q. And how old are you today? j 8 
A. (Nonresponsive.) . 9 
Q. Throw you a curve ball? l1o 
A. Let's see. '59. What is it, 2011? Does that '111 
12 make me 51 or 52? Something like that. Hey, listen. 12 
13 When you get older -- when you get past 40, you don t13 
14 count them. 14 
11 
15 Q. Let's do it the easy way. What's your date of 15 
16 birth? j 16 
17 A. . 17 
18 Q. All right. 18 
19 THE WITNESS: Hey, you know, ofthe recor .19 
20 (Discussion off the record.) 2 0 
21 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 21 
22 Q. Now, I also understand that you had a-- had 22 
2 3 or have a TV show called The Imploders; is that righ ?2 3 
24 A. Had. 24 
2 5 Q. Had? How did you get involved with that? 2 5 
Page 15 
Page 16 
somewhat cavalier for them, for what their programmin 
guidelines are. So that's why The Learning Channel 
chose to pick us up. 
Q. And when did you first start filming with The 
Learning Channel? 
A. I couldn't give you the exact date. But our 
first project with The Learning Channel was -- was it 
August of2010 in Phoenix, Arizona. 
Q. And what did you -- what did you --
A. I blew down a ten-story building. 
Q. I'm sorry. Where was that? 
A. Phoenix. 
Q. Phoenix. 
A. That's a little town in Arizona. 
Q. I've heard of it. How many projects did you 
actually do with The Learning Channel? 
A. 23. 
Q. When was the last project? 
A. Eden, Texas. 
Q. When? 
A. Oh. January of 20 I 0. 
Q. Okay. Now--
A. I apologize. We started filming in 2009. 
Q. Okay. So August of 2009? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Page 17 
1 A. We were contacted-- well, let me-- I'll run 1 Q. Okay. I thought that seemed a little funny. 
2 you through the -- what I believed is the spectrum of 
3 it. 
4 We were approached by A&E to implode a 
5 building with the illusionist Criss Angel inside of it. 
6 'f4rough the networking -- we had imploded a ten-story 
7 building in Clearwater, Florida, with Criss Angel in it. 
8 And they enjoyed our character, our professionalism, our 
9 work. The producer there, Eric Reicher, R-e-i-c-h-e-r. 
1 0 And he -- well, it wasn't him. Let me think about how 
11 the chronology goes. 
12 An individual called Potterhouse Productions 
13 in Massachusetts saw the show. And he said -- we were 
14 doing another project in Scranton, Pennsylvania. And he 
15 wanted to put together a teaser. So through all the 
1 6 television networking, they ultimately came to us and 
1 7 The Learning Channel picked it up. 
18 Q. So A&E originally started it, but The Learning 
19 Channel is the one that actually picked it up? 
2 0 A. Yes. Do you understand any -- much about 
21 cable TV or television networking? 
2 2 Q. Other than watching it? 
23 A. You know, it's a-- they all know each other's 
2 4 business. And they --they -- literally they all know 
2 5 each other's business. And A&E, they were -- we were 
2 A. Yeah. 
3 Q. Okay. So between August of2009 and January 
4 of2010, you did 23 projects with The Learning Channel? 
5 A. Correct. 
6 Q. Were all23 projects made into episodes? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. How many were actually made into episodes? 
9 A. Six. 
1 0 Q. And did those episodes actually air? 
11 A. To the best of my knowledge, yes. 
12 Q. Did you actually see them? 
13 A. I've seen Phoenix, Massachusetts --
14 Massachusetts and Kentucky, Covington, were done at the 
15 same time. 
16 Q. But it's your understanding that all six were 
1 7 at least scheduled to air? 
1 8 A. Correct. 
19 Q. So did you have an agent? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. So who did--
2 2 A. Shit. That's cable TV, Counselor. 
2 3 Q. You know, I'm not an entertainment lawyer. So 
2 4 I don't know --
2 5 A. Yeah, I understand. Please don't take that 
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Page 18 
1 sarcastically. But, you know, that's one of the things 
2 that we had learned in dealing with them. It's cable 
3 TV. When you ask for more money, well, it's cable TV; 
it's cable TV; it's cable TV. 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Q. So who did you deal with from The Learning 
Channel? Was there a particular --like a producer or a 
contact or something? 
A. No. See, what they do is -- is they -- they 
contract out the production end of it. And it was Three 
1 0 Roosters Production. AI Edgington. 
11 
12 
Q. AI what was it? 
A. Edgington. An English fellow, obviously. 
13 Q. All right. Now, before we get into the facts 
14 and history of this particular case, I just want to make 
Page 20 
1 
2 intentions were because I don't -- you never know 
3 another man's thought. It says that in the Bible. But 
4 by their actions, they -- initially it was all, 
5 everybody was buddy-buddy. Yeah, we're going to use you 
6 to blast the bridge, as was stated on more than one 
7 occasion by both individuals, both Krystal and Lee 
8 Chaklos. And ultimately one day the bomb just dropped 
9 when we started pressuring them for the retainer. 
10 
11 
12 
Q. What do you mean "the bomb just dropped"? 
A. Well, they said they weren't going to use us. 
Q. When did they say they weren't going to use 
13 you? 
14 A. I'm not sure of the date, Counselor. 
15 sure that I understand your claims-- the claims that 15 There's-- you know, we do so much work all around the 
16 you're making. And when I say "you" I mean AED. Okay 16 world, different dates-- dates, if you think you can 
17 
18 
A. Correct. 1 7 get me on a date, you can definitely get me on a date. 
Q. All right. As I understand it, you have a 18 I don't know. 
19 fraud claim. And basically you're saying that KDC 19 It was -- it couldn't have been any more than 
2 0 fraudulently induced you to sell it the Bellaire Bridge 2 0 a week after we started the deal. 
21 by promising that AED would blast the bridge when it 21 Q. A week after you started the deal. What do 
22 never actually intended to allow AED to blast the 22 you mean by that? 
2 3 bridge; is that right? 2 3 A. When we received their deposit under the buy/ 
24 MR. BISTLINE: You can answer that. 2 4 sell agreement. 
25 THE WITNESS: I believe that to be correct, 25 Q. When you were supposed to receive the deposit? 
Page 19 
1 yes. 1 
2 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 2 
3 Q. And you're saying that the promise thilt 3 
4 induced you was memorialized by signing the June I, 4 
5 2010,proposal? 5 
6 A. C~mect. And it was also orated to Lee 6 
7 Chaklos specifically by Mark Wilburn and myself. The 7 
8 question that he had posed to both of us, because he wa~ 8 
9 trying to divide and conquer, in my opinion, was that, 9 
10 well, if I don't sign this proposal, will I get to keep 1 0 
11 the bridge? And it was said to him no. 11 
12 Originally it was a simple buy/sell agreement. 12 
13 You'll blast a bridge. We had problems collecting our 13 
14 money from them. And I said -- 1 4 
15 Q. Okay. Hold on. 15 
16 MR. BISTLINE: He'll take you through that. 16 
17 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 17 
18 Q. Yeah. I'm just trying to get the essence of 18 
19 what your claim here is right now, and then we'll go 19 
2 0 through all that. 2 0 
21 A. Fine, Counselor. 21 
2 2 Q. All right. So what you're saying then is that 2 2 
23 KDC did hire AED by signing that June 1st, 2010, 23 
2 4 proposal. But you're saying KDC never intended on 2 4 
2 5 June 1st, 2010, to actually use AED to blast the bridge? 2 5 
Page 21 
A. Yeah -- no. We didn't receive -- we did not 
receive on the contingency agreement. That's what we 
did not receive the funds from. 
If you look at the dates, the chronological 
dates, June 1st, June 9th, when we were supposed to have 
received funds --
Q. Right. 
A. -- that was -- it was not received on the 
dates that were specified in writing. 
Q. Okay. That's right. So you're saying that 
you didn't receive the deposit which was supposed to be 
paid on June 9th? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Okay. And what I'm trying to get at here now 
is you said the bomb dropped and it was about a week 
after you started. And that's what I'm trying to figure 
out is what you mean by that. 
A. He went to the media. Okay. This is-- and 
it's -- it was, in my opinion, all about media for the 
Chakloses. He went to the media, contrary to the 
confidentiality agreement in our --
Q. Okay. Hold on though. You're answering a 
different question. I'm talking just about a time frame 
here. 
You said this was a week after you started. 
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1 What are you talking about? When did you start? 1 
2 A. When we had received the $25,000 under the 2 
3 buy/sell agreement. 3 
4 Q. That's what you're considering as the start 4 
5 date? 5 
6 A. Correct. 6 
7 Q. Okay. And so within a week after you 7 
8 receiving the $25,000, somebody, was it Lee or Krys ~18 
9 told you they weren't going to use you to blow the 9 
1 0 bridge? 10 
11 A. Actually, I read it in the media. 11 
12 Q. You read it in the media-- 12 
13 A. And, again, I'm not sure on the time frame, 13 
14 Counselor. It could have been a week. It could have 14 
15 been two weeks. It could have been 14 days. But 15 
16 shortly thereafter, okay, it was read in the media. I 16 
1 7 read in a newspaper that -- I think the initial one was 1 7 
18 we weren't -- we weren't meeting their insurance 18 
19 requirements. We weren't qualified. Blah, blah, blah 19 
2 0 The list goes on and on and on. 2 0 
21 Q. What media are you talking about? 21 
2 2 A. The Intelligencer News. 2 2 
2 3 Q. Intelligencer News? 2 3 
2 4 A. I believe that's the correct name, Counselor. 2 4 
2 5 Q. And where is that-- is that a news -- 2 5 
Page 23 
. 
1 obviously that's a newspaper? 1 
2 A. Yes, sir. 2 
3 Q. And where is that out of? / 3 
4 A. I believe it's in Wheeling, West Virginia. 4 
5 Q. Do you have a copy of that article? 5 
6 A. You shou~d have many of those -- they were 6 
7 forwarded to my counsel. 7 
8 MR. SCHMITZ: I have one copy of a news 8 
9 article that has been produced to me. One. 9 
10 MR. BISTLINE: Yeah. And I have never seen 10 
11 anything in that time -- 11 
12 THE WITNESS: Mark had sent you ... 12 
13 MR. BISTLINE: I'm e-mailing him again right 13 
14 now to see if he can send it again. Because I've never 14 
15 seen anything in that time frame. 15 
16 THE WITNESS: There's approximately five to 16 
17 seven different expositions, if it's the right 17 
18 terminology, Counselor, by Mr. Chaklos that we were no 18 
19 qualified; we didn't meet his insurance requirements -- 19 
20 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 20 
21 Q. In any of those did they actually say they 21 
22 were not going to use AED to blow -- 22 
23 A. Yes, they did. 23 
24 Q. -- the bridge? But you don't know the date? 24 
25 A. No, sir. 25 
Page 24 
Q. Now, you also have a breach of contract claim. 
And as I understand it, you're saying that KDC breache 
the June 1, 2010, proposal by failing to pay AED the 
$30,000 on June 9, 2010. 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Okay. And then you've also got a request for 
specific performance. And as I understand it, you want 
the Court to order KDC to honor that June 1st, 2010, 
proposal and allow AED to blast the bridge according t< 
the terms contained in that proposal; is that right? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. All right. Tell me why I'm wrong there. 
A. I want my bridge back. 
Q. well, that's -- that's not a -- that's not r' 
specific performance though. Is that what you're -- and li 
let me-- ':l 
A. That's my ultimate goal, Counselor. > 
Q. Okay. But is that your specific performance i·\ 
claim? You want the Court to specifically order AED t ~ 
give you back the bridge? 
A. You mean KDC. 
Q. I'm sorry. KDC. Yes. 
A. Let me put it in this context to you, 
Counselor, ifl can, please. I've been called a son of 
a bitch, every name under the book by these people. I 
Page 25 
have been trash talked throughout the industry, 
Counselor. And if--
Q. Okay. I'm going to stop you right now. And 
I'm going to move to strike as nonresponsive because 
that's not my question. 
MR. BISTLINE: Yeah, just let me answer the 
question. The specific performance is to blast the 
bridge. The only tweak is not on the same terms and 
conditions. Just as modified under equity to adjust for l 
the fact, for example, like the insurance increase. 
So, yes, he is seeking specific performance as 
an alternative remedy, but not under the same terms anc 
conditions. 
MR. SCHMITZ: What are the alternate terms an 
conditions? 
MR. BISTLINE: It will just be how to 
compensate for any increased costs -- if the Court 
orders that, to compensate for the increased costs that 
would be occasioned by the delay in doing that. 
MR. SCHMITZ: If there is any. 
MR. BISTLINE: Yes, precisely. 
MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. 
BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Q. All right. Why don't you tell me how you 
first got involved with the Bellaire Bridge. 
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Page 26 
A. Jen Hutchins, who's an executive producer at 
Reicher Production was-- who also, by the way, was 
hired by The Learning Channel as another production arm 
because he was-- he sold us, so to say, to The Learning 
Channel. 
Jen Hutchins had heard about this bridge. And 
she had contacted the owner, being Roger Barack. We 
arranged -- they had originally arranged a meeting. No. 
Let me cancel that. That's chronologically wrong. As a 
1 0 matter of fact, that is so chronologically wrong. 
11 We were contacted by a contractor at one point 
12 to blow this bridge down because he was attempting to 
13 negotiate with the owner, prior to The Learning Channel, 
14 to have this bridge tom down. That fell to the 
15 wayside. When we had entered into the agreement with 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Page 28 
A. That is a possibility, Counselor, yes. 
Q. So that could have been around April of2008? 
A. Approximately. 
Q. We also have some e-mails between Mark Wilburn 
and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers during August of 
2009 inquiring about certain specifics in order to blow 
the bridge. Is that when you were meeting with Roger 
Barack? 
A. Again, I couldn't answer that clearly, 
1 0 Counselor, only because occasionally I'll tell my 
11 brother-in-law find out what it takes to get a permit. 
12 And he'll just do the research. 
13 In closing on that, when he was forwarding the 
14 information to the Corps of Engineers and I said, Mark, 
15 the Corps of Engineers doesn't have jurisdiction on 
blowing the bridge. Go to the Coast Guard. 16 The Learning Channel to produce so many shows per year, 1 6 
17 they had-- we had offered this up as a possibility. 
18 Jen Hutchins at that time contacted Roger Barack. Roger 
19 Barack listened to her sales pitch. They went out and 
2 0 had had discussion. I was doing a project in Baie 
21 Verte, Newfoundland. 
22 Driving down to Phoenix, I stopped and met 
2 3 Roger Barack. We had discussed certain logistics on the 
2 4 bridge. And then we came to the conclusion that he 
2 5 would sell the bridge to me. 
Page 27 
1 Q. Okay. Let's back up here. When-- what time 
2 frame are we talking about when TLC -- or, actually, 
3 strike that. 
4 What time frame are we talking about when you 
5 were contacted by the contractor to blow the bridge? 
6 A. It was approximately a year and a half prior 
7 to meeting Roger Barack. 
8 Q. So when did you meet Roger Barack? 
9 A. Again, Counselor, you can beat me up on dates. 
1 0 I'm not a hundred percent sure on the date in which I --
11 you know --
12 Q. I'm not asking you for a specific date. If 
13 you can just give me a general time frame. I'm just 
14 trying to establish --
15 A. I really don't know. I don't know. 
16 Q. All right. 
17 A. And that's not being-- I really don't know. 
18 We travel so much around the country that you lose track 
19 oftime. 
20 Q. I didn't bring these documents with me today. 
21 But in the documents that were produced by AED, there's 
22 a April 9, 2008, fax which looks like it's requesting 
23 bidding on the demolition of the bridge. Would that be 
2 4 the invitation that you had received from the 
2 5 contractor --
1 7 Q. So what happened with the TLC's negotiations 
1 8 with Barack about filming the blasting? 
19 A. They just never came to fruition. 
20 Q. Do you know why? 
21 A. No, sir. 
22 Q. Did you ever talk to Barack about it? 
23 A. No, sir. 
2 4 Q. You never discussed with Roger Barack any 
2 5 details about trying to get this filmed by TLC? 
Page 29 i' 
1 A. No, sir; I did not. 
2 Q. All right. So what happened or what did you 
3 , discuss with Barack when you visited him or met him on 
4 the bridge? 
5 A. Logistics. 
6 Q. And what do you mean by logistics? 
7 A. Procedurely how we were going to endeavor upor 
8 the project. 
9 Q. How you were going to actually blast the 
10 bridge? 
11 A. How we were going to stage the bridge, blast 
12 the bridge, remove the bridge. 
13 Q. So this wasn't in conjunction with you being 
14 hired by some other contractor to do it? 
15 A. I don't understand the question, Counselor. 
16 Q. Well, originally you said you were contacted 
1 7 by a contractor who was going to hire you to blast the 
18 bridge; is that right? 
1 9 A. I was contacted by a contractor who --
2 0 numerous contractors, Testa Corporation. There was a 
2 1 company out of California. There was four or five of 
2 2 them that contacted us to give them a price to blast the 
23 bridge. 
2 4 Q. Okay. And my question is this meeting that 
2 5 you're having with Roger Barack on the bridge had 
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1 nothing to do with you being contacted by any of those 11 essentially relevant to the bridge or deer hunting. Oh, 
2 other contractors? 2 I'm sorry. We talked about deer hunting in Idaho and 
3 A. No, sir. 3 Ohio and West Virginia. 
4 Q. You were there because ofTLC's negotiations 4 Q. Well, I asked about the bridge not about deer 
5 to film the blasting of the bridge? 5 hunting. 
6 A. Basically-- again, I was not privy to all the 6 A. You asked about the discussion. 
7 conversations between TLC and Roger Barack. I had 7 Q. About the bridge. 
8 stopped and met Roger Barackjust as an introductory 8 A. That was the limit of our conversation about 
9 meeting. That's all. Because no deals were 9 the bridge. 
1 0 consummated, to the best of my knowledge. TLC had no 1 0 Q. So did you follow up with Roger about trying 
11 deal consummated with him. It was being talked about 11 to buy the bridge for a dollar after this meeting? 
12 between TLC and Roger Barack because Roger kept askin! 12 A. No, sir. I mean -- followed up? Down the 
13 me, well, what about TLC? And I kept giving him the 13 road I had talked, yes. 
14 American solute; I don't know; I don't know; contact 14 Q. How long--
15 them. 1 5 A. Five or six months after the fact, I asked him 
16 And then there was another film company 16 what the status of it was only because I had Lee Chaklos 
17 that-- with Denzel Washington that wanted to film it. 17 calling me every frigging week of the month, two and 
18 And I -- I stay out of that. My job is to design and 18 three times a week. 
19 implement a program specifically, no Hollywood brouhaha 19 Q. So five or six months after that meeting, you 
2 0 to blow that bridge down safely. That's my specific 2 0 get in touch with Barack again. But that's only because 
21 obligation. 21 Lee Chaklos had contacted you? 
22 Q. Okay. So the only thing you talked to Barack 22 A. No, not just because of Lee Chaklos. I mean, 
2 3 about on that day was how you were going to take down 2 3 I needed to work, and I wanted to do the job. 
24 the bridge? 24 You know, Counselor, ifyou want me to give 
2 5 A. Correct. And he said, hey, Eric, I can give 2 5 you a specific answer, I'm going to recommend you ask a 
Page 31 Page 33 
1 you -- I know a guy over here who has a dump; you can 1 specific question, because you're --
2 dump the concrete. I know a guy over here who can take 2 MR. BISTLINE: Eric, he's doing okay. 
, MR. SCHMITZ: Yeah. 3 the asphalt. If you want to sell the scrap to this guy, 
he's a buddy of mine. That good-old-boy talk. 4 
5 Q. Okay. So when did this discussion about 
6 buying the bridge come up? 
7 
8 
A. That day. The day I met Roger Barack. 
Q. Okay. So there were other discussions other 
9 than just how you were going to take it down? 
10 
11 
12 
13 
A. If that's the point, Counselor, yes. 
Q. So what were the discussions --
A. I mean, if-- if ... 
Q. What were the discussions about buying the 
14 bridge? 
15 A. Roger Barack said, I'm trying to sell the 
1 6 bridge. And I said, How much do you want for it? A 
1 7 buck. I said fine. I pulled out a buck out of my 
18 pocket and gave it to him. He said I'll get my attorney 
1 9 to give you the paperwork. 
20 
3 
4 
5 
6 Art. 
MR. BISTLINE: So just don't read into his --
THE WITNESS: I don't know about vagueness, 
7 MR. BISTLINE: It's not vague. He asked you 
8 what about the bridge did you talk about. Just say he 
9 offered to sell it to me for a buck. 
MR. SCHMITZ: Now, hold on. Hold on. 
MR. BISTLINE: Don't add any extra stuff. 
12 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
10 
11 
13 Q. What you had said is that you contacted him 
14 down the road, five or six months later, only because 
15 Lee Chaklos was on your butt every couple weeks. That' 
1 6 basically what you said. That's why I asked you and 
1 7 followed it up and said you contacted him five or six 
1 8 months but only because Lee had contacted you. 
19 A. That is one of the -- one of the reasons why I 
2 0 had contacted him. And I took nothing serious about it because 
21 until I have the contract or -- or et cetera that -- 21 1 My first meeting with Roger Barack, I was l 
22 that I would have treated it with any seriousness. 
23 Q. Did you have any other discussions with Roger 
2 4 Barack about the bridge that day? 
25 A. Any discussions I had with Roger Barack were 
22 suspicious. Okay. He's a man ofhis word. He shook m' i 
23 hand and said I sell it to you for a dollar. Okay. 
2 4 When he wants to give me the bridge, he'd give it to me. 
2 5 He shook my hand and I believed -- a cattle rancher, he 
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shaked my hand, your deal's your deal. I took that 
for -- I took him for his word. And his time is his 
1 
2 
3 
6 
time. But Lee Chaklos was calling me. And I said yo 
know what. Let me just find out what this guy is doin . 4 
And as you can see, in the copies of my e-mails, 5 
Counselor, I told Lee Chaklos don't bust my balls 
because I don't have the contract yet. 
Q. Okay. When did Lee first contact you about 
Page 36 
Midland's counselor. 
Q. Okay. So you said you were going to think 
about it. And then did you call Lee back, or did you 
first contact Roger to find out if he was still 
agreeable to selling the bridge? What did you do? 
A. Oh, I did contact Roger Barack. And he says, 
My attorney is working on it. I did not know the nuts 
and bolts of his legal complications between the State 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
this bridge? General time frame --
A. I don't recall. 
7 
8 
9 of Ohio and, again, his company was called Ohio Midland,.~ 
1 0 I believe, is whom I bought it from. 
Q. I don't need a specific date--
A. I don't recall. 
MR. BISTLINE: Let him finish his question, 
11 Q. Right. Okay. So you contacted Barack, 
12 though, to find out if he was still interested in 
13 selling? 
14 Eric. 14 
15 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 15 
16 Q. How did you first get in touch with Lee? What 16 
1 7 was the circumstances that brought you two together? 1 7 
18 A. He had contacted I. 18 
19 Q. Did he call you or did you guys meet? How di 19 
2 0 that work? 2 0 
21 A. He called me. 21 
22 Q. And why did he-- what did he-- what was the 22 
2 3 substance of the conversation when he called you? 2 3 
2 4 A. He says I heard you bought the Bellaire 2 4 
2 5 Bridge. 2 5 
1 
2 
3 
Page 35 
Q. So he had heard that you actually had bought 
it at that point? 
A. Yes, sir. That's what the words were to the 
best of my knowledge. 4 
5 Q. Did he mention how he heard that you had 
6 bought the bridge? 
7 
8 
A. I don't believe. 
Q. So, I guess, walk me through the conversation. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
A. Mm-hmm. 
Q. And what did he say? 
A. He said yeah. Yeah, Eric. It's your bridge. 
You gave me a buck. 
Q. He kept the dollar? 
A. Yeah. 
He had received a dollar. I don't know if he 
kept it. But he received a dollar from me. 
Q. And I'm just going to say -- I mean, I can 
find it here if you would like me to. But I believe--
A. I believe I said he had given it back to me. 
Q. Exactly. 
A. That's right. But he has the dollar, 
nonetheless. That's basically ... 
Q. Did l},e give you the dollar back or not? 
A. On the bridge he did. 
Q. Okay. That's all I'm trying to find out. 
Page 37 
So when you contacted him and asked him if he 
was still interested in selling the bridge, did you guys 
discuss a price? 
9 He calls you, says, hey, I head you bought the Bellaire 
10 Bridge. Then where does the conversation go? 
9 A. Actually, I didn't discuss with him that--
1 0 about is he still interested in selling the bridge. 
11 A. Basically, well, I've seen that bridge since 
12 I've been a little boy, and I've always wanted to 
11 Based on what he had told me, he said, hey, Eric, my 
12 lawyers are working on the paperwork. My lawyers are 
13 working on the paperwork. He did not disclose to me all 
14 the litigation that he was going through over the 
15 bridge. So I just said fine. That's it. 
li 
11 
r; 
13 participate in demolishing the bridge. And then I said, 
14 well, how many bridges have you done? Well, I think 
15 I've done one in Florida and -- and basically that was 
1 6 it. And I said, well, what would your interest in the 
1 7 project be? He says, well, I can be a sub to you, a 
16 Ah. In that conversation I had asked him, Has 1 
1 7 anybody else approached you about the bridge? And he 
18 did mention Delta. He did mention Delta Demolition, no 
1 9 KDC Investments. 
1 8 subcontractor, or I -- maybe I can buy the bridge from 
1 9 you. And I said, well, let me think about that. 
20 Q. And then -- so did you think about it, or did 20 
21 you guys come to any sort of agreement or arrangement a 21 
2 2 this particular time? 2 2 
Q. And this is-- and I want to make sure we're 
still talking about the same conversation. This is --
A. Well, it --
23 A. No, not at that particular time, Counselor. 
2 4 Basically, it was I -- I did not have anything in 
2 5 writing at that time from Sean McCarter who is Ohio 
23 Q. Hold on a minute. Because -- this is the 
2 4 conversation where you called him up after Lee had 
25 contacted you, right? We're still on that conversation? 
10 (Pages 34 to 37) 
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1 A. Correct. 
2 Counselor, there's been multiple 
3 conversations. 
4 Q. Exactly. That's why I'm trying to pin down 
5 which conversation you're talking about. I don't want 
6 to be jumping around from a conversation one month and 
7 then a conversation three months later. So we're still 
8 talking about that initial contact with Barack after Lee 
9 had contacted you; is that right? 
1 0 A. Correct. 
11 Q. And in that conversation you asked him ifhe 
12 was still willing to sell the bridge, and he said yes. 
13 But he didn't talk to you about any of his legal --
14 A. I did not ask him if he wanted to sell the 
15 bridge. We had already agreed upon that. Okay. I 
16 asked him where the contract -- the buy/sell agreement, 
1 7 where's it at; where's it at; where's it at? That's 
18 what I had asked him. 
19 Q. Okay. All right. So you guys had agreed on 
2 0 the bridge to sell it for a dollar. You were just 
21 waiting for paperwork to come back from his attorneys? 
2 2 A. Correct. And the complication in that matter, 
2 3 Counselor, was the motion to substitute, which was in 
2 4 the federal court in Columbus, Ohio. 
25 Q. What do you mean by that? 
Page 39 
Page 40 
1 paperwork. Then did you call Lee or what happened next? 
2 A. There's been -- there were some e-mails that 
3 had gone back and forth. I was busy doing other work, 
4 and it wasn't number one on my list. And Lee had --
5 you'd have to get his phone records to see how many 
6 times he called me. He just kept calling me, calling 
7 me. And I think in one of my e-mails I said don't bust 
8 my balls anymore; I don't have a contract yet. 
9 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 2 was 
10 marked for identification.) 
11 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
12 Q. Mr. Kelly, you have been handed a document 
13 that has been marked as Exhibit No.2. Have you seen 
14 that before? 
15 A. Yes, sir. 
1 6 Q. And what is it? 
17 A. It's an e-mail conversation between Eric Kelly 
1 8 and Delta Demolition. 
19 Q. And this contains both e-mails from you to 
2 0 Delta and also from Delta to you; is that right? 
21 A. Correct. 
22 Q. Now, the date on the first e-mail in that 
23 chain is January 13, 2010; is that right? 
24 A. Wednesday, January 13,2010, at 6:53a.m. 
2 5 Q. And that says -- this is an e-mail from you 
Page 41 
1 A. They were proceeding along with a motion to - 1 to -- to Lee Chaklos, correct? 
2 well, this was down the road. Never mind. 2 
3 Q. That's kind of what I thought. So-- because 3 
4 at this point in time you don't even -- you haven't seen 4 
5 a draft agreement. You haven't seen anything from hirp. 5 
6 for you to actually purchase the bridge, righ~? 6 
A. That is correct. 
Q. And the first)ine says, "I have requested the 
contract from Roger. Upon agreeing to that contract, 
AED will henceforth sell the bridge to Delta Group for 
25,000 US. That sum is payable upon signing the 
7 A. No, sir. 7 t contract"; correct? t 
A. Correct. ~ 8 Q. All right. And then you were saying in this 8 
9 conversation he had mentioned that Delta had also 9 
1 0 contacted him about buying the bridge? 1 0 
11 A. That he was one of the persons that contacted 11 
12 him, yes. 12 
13 Q. Did he say anything else about that? 13 
14 A. It wasn't very nice. Because I asked him why 14 
15 didn't you sell it. 15 
16 Q. And what did he say? 16 
1 7 A. He said he did not believe that they had the 1 7 
18 credibility, curriculum vitae to perform a project of 18 
19 this magnitude. 1 9 
2 0 Q. And that's why he didn't sell them the bridge? 2 0 
2 1 A. Yes, sir. 21 
22 Q. Okay. So as I understand it, in this time 22 
2 3 frame, you and Lee didn't have any discussions about 2 3 
2 4 pricing or anything like that. But then you called 2 4 
2 5 Barack, and he's -- you're still waiting to get the 2 5 
Q. All right. Now, I'm trying to establish a J 
time frame here. That's January 13, 2010, and you guys ' 
have obviously talked about pricing now. Does that help 
refresh your memory as to when you guys had originally 
started talking about this? 
A. Counselor, the dates don't mean shit to me. 
Okay? Because I can very vaguely --
MR. BISTLINE: Hold on a second. 
THE WITNESS: Art, I don't want to get stuck 
on these dates so somebody can say, well, you lied about 
the dates. 
MR. BISTLINE: Can we go off the record real 
quick, Patty. 
(Discussion off the record.) 
THE WITNESS: In answering your question --
MR. SCHMITZ: Before you start, let's -- I 
don't even know what the last question exactly was. So 
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can you read back the last question? 
(Record read as requested.) 
Page 42 
MR. SCHMITZ: I'll just ask another question. 
BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Q. You have an e-mail in front of you that's 
6 dated January 13,2010. And obviously you and Lee had 
talked about the pricing involved with buying and 7 
8 selling this bridge at this point in time. Does this 
9 help you to remember when you and Lee had first started 
1 0 talking about buying or selling the Bellaire Bridge? 
11 A. This does -- I had known, Counselor, that we 
12 had discussed on various occasions about the buy/sell 
13 agreement for the bridge. And this just gives a -- puts 
14 a date to it. 
15 Q. Okay. That's not my question. My question is 
16 does this help you to remember when you and Lee first 
1 7 started talking about this? 
1 8 A. We have talked on the phone before this. You 
19 know, via telephone we've had ... 
20 Q. Yes. But do you remember when? Ifyou don't, 
21 you can say I don't remember. 
22 A. I don't remember. 
23 Q. Okay. But at least as on January 13th, 2010, 
Page 44 
1 Q. If we go to-- well, if you go to the first 
2 e-mail in the string, it looks -- it doesn't have a name 
3 as who it's coming from. It says -- it's got a phone 
4 number and says mail to blast@davincivirtual.com. 
5 you know who that is? 
6 The first e-mail will be the last in this 
7 
8 
9 
string. 
A. Which is the one I was looking at right here. 
Q. Oh, okay. Yeah, you're right. It's at the 
1 0 very bottom of page I. So do you know who this 
11 blast@davincivirtual.com is? 
12 A. That's our toll-free provider, Davinci. 
Do 
13 
14 
Q. And mark@biggerblast, that is Mark Wilburn? 
A. That is correct. 
15 Q. And that looks like Mark Wilburn sent this to 
16 you; is that right? 
A. Correct. 17 
18 Q. And then you sent it to Krystal Chaklos. Now, 
19 is that just who you had entered into as being the 
2 0 person from deltademo@yahoo.com? 
21 A. Basically I had not talked to Krystal. I was 
22 mostly-- my conversations were with Lee until he told 
23 me the shit's going to hit the fan. 
2 4 it looks like you guys had come to a general agreement 2 4 
25 that AED would sell Delta Group the bridge for $25,000. 25 
Q. Well, this says, "Lee and Krystal; Be sure to 
read the agreement and let me know if you're comfortabl~ 
Page 43 
1 And AED and Delta would then have an agreement for AED 
2 to blast the bridge for $175,000; is that accurate? 
3 A. Yes, sir. 
4 Hey, we're getting progress here. 
5 Q. So at this point you had already talked to 
6 Roger, and Roger had told you he didn't -- he didn't 
7 want to sell the bridge to Delta. Did you tell Roger 
8 that you were going to sell it to Delta? 
9 A. No, sir. 
10 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 3 was 
11 marked for identification.) 
12 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
13 Q. You have been handed what's been marked as 
14 Deposition Exhibit 3. Have you seen that before? 
15 A. Yes, sir. 
16 Q. And what is that? 
17 A. Asset Purchase and Liability Assumption 
18 Agreement. 
19 Q. It's actually some e-mail chains. Thee-mails 
20 are dated April 2nd, 2010; is that right? 
21 A. Yes, sir. 
22 Q. And attached to those e-mails is an Asset-- a 
23 document entitled Asset Purchase and Sale (sic) 
24 Agreement; right? 
25 A. Yes, sir. 
',,,,,.,""'''"~"'=~""' 
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with it."; correct? 
A. Mm-hmm, correct. 
Q. So what is -- the att~j::hment, this is the 
first draft from Roger Barack to sell you the bridge; is 
that right? 
A. This was a reference that Roger Barack had 
sent to me. Here's what I had believed this was. This 
was a part of the asset purchase and liability 
assumption agreement that was going to be considered in 
~l 
ri 
I' 
~ 
our overall agreement with Ohio Midland. 
Q. Right. This wasn't the final version. This 
was just a draft; is that right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Okay. And you were forwarding it to Lee and l 
Krystal? 
A. Mm-hmm. 
Q. And you asked them to look at it. Why were 
you asking them to look at the draft agreement between 
you and Roger? 
A. Because I was going to copy the same draft --
the same asset purchase and liability assumption 
agreement verbatim. Since it was already typed out, I 
was -- they were going to be obligatory to the same 
agreement that I had signed. 
Q. Okay. So whatever agreement you entered into 
www.mmcourt.com KELLY, Sr., ERIC J. 
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1 with Roger, you were just going to change the names and 
2 have them sign it? 
3 A. That is correct. 
4 Q. Now, you also say in this e-mail, "I have no 
5 problem with the agreement at today's scrap market 
6 value." Do you know what the scrap value was back then? 
7 A. Well, and the context ofthat sentence was--
8 the scrap market was going down hill at that time. And 
9 I was considering not selling the bridge at that time 
10 based on the scrap market value. 
11 Q. Why would the scrap market value be of concern 
12 to you when you had a flat fee of I75,000 that you were 
13 going to get to actually blast the bridge? 
14 A. Actually, because I'm nice guy, Counselor. 
15 I'm concerned about everybody making a dollar on the job 
16 so that ultimately the bottom line is at some point I 
17 can get paid. I was basically looking at my interest 
18 for blowing the bridge down so that I can get paid. 
19 Because if the scrap market hit the shitter, most 
20 likely, as I have been in 31 years, somebody's going to 
21 stick -- who gets -- I'm at the bottom of the food 
22 chain, so to say. Because once I push the button, I 
23 have no negotiation. 
24 So ifhe was not getting-- if he had some 
25 inability to retrieve a good value of the scrap, then, 
Page 47 
1 well, he couldn't pay his first crane, his barges, his 
2 oxygen, his propane, his labor. And ultimately, oh, 
3 Eric's at the bottom of that food chain. He's not going 
4 to get his money. 
5 Q. But the agreement that you attached doesn't 
6 even mention scrap value or pricing or anything. 
7 A. It doesn't have to, in my opinion, Counselor. 
8 Q. But this is what I'm confused about. You're 
9 saying you have no problem with the agreement, referrin! 
1 0 to the agreement that's attached --
11 A. Mm-hmm. 
12 Q. -- at today's scrap market value when the 
13 agreement that's attached mentions nothing about scrap 
14 value. So I just ... 
15 A. Did you understand my answer the first time? 
16 Basically, when I do an assessment on the project, the 
1 7 first --just like you, you want to know how you're 
18 going to get paid. Okay. And, again, if the scrap 
19 market value-- this agreement, basically, I was selling 
2 0 him the bridge under the pretense that I'm going to blow 
21 this bridge down for $175,000. Okay. Well, ifhe 
2 2 doesn't have the money to do the job, then I'm not going 
2 3 to get paid. 
2 4 Q. So you were assuming that he was getting the 
25 money to do the job and to pay you out ofthe scrap? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
I wasn't assuming -- let me clarify that 
answer, please. I was not assuming. I knew for a 
fact--
Q. And how did you --
A. -- that he was getting that. Because one of 
the scrap dealers, Strauss Industries, had contacted me 
and said, Do you know Lee Chaklos? And I said, well, 
we're considering selling him the bridge. 
Q. All right. When did Strauss Industries 
contact you? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Was it before April 2nd of 20 I 0? 
A. Most likely it was, Counselor. 
Q. And what did Strauss Industries tell you? 
A. Basically, I asked them what the scrap market 
was doing. And they had asked me if I knew of a Lee 
Chaklos with Delta. And I said I'm thinking about 
selling him the bridge. How's the scrap market look? 
That was it. 
Q. So what out of that conversation Jed you to t~ 
believe that KDC or Lee Chaklos didn't have the money to " 
pay you and was only going to pay you out of the scrap tj 
value? 
A. There was a conversation immediately 
Page 
1 thereafter. 
2 Q. Immediately thereafter what? 
3 A. That conversation. That they _s:ontacted me and 
4 said we have Lee Chaklos here with Delta, and he's 
5 asking us about financing the bridge project. 
6 · (Brief interruption.) 
7 MR. BISTLINE: Hold on a second. Let him read 
8 that real quick. 
9 (Brief pause.) 
1 0 MR. SCHMITZ: Yeah, apparently Judge Windmill 
11 just set a hearing in a matter for I :00 today. 
12 THE COURT REPORTER: Do you want me to go of 
13 the record? 
14 MR. SCHMITZ: Yeah. 
15 (Discussion off the record.) 
16 MR. SCHMITZ: Let's go back on. 
17 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
18 Q. Before we took our break, you were telling me 
19 about a conversation with Strauss Industries that gave 
2 0 you the impression that Delta Demo or KDC was going to 
21 pay you out of money they received from scrap; is that 
22 right? 
23 A. Yes, sir. 
2 4 Q. Okay. Go ahead and tell me -- tell me what 
25 was said by Strauss Industries. 
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Page 50 I 
Basically they were asking me if I knew the 1 
2 fellow. And I said not really. And they also said he's 2 
3 trying to borrow money to pay you. 3 
4 Q. And is this Travis Nelson from Strauss 4 
5 Industries? 5 
6 A. Yes, sir. 6 
7 Q. Did he give you any other details about how he 7 
8 knew that they were trying to borrow money to pay you 8 
9 A. He said they're trying to borrow money to pay 9 
10 you. That's ... 10 
11 Q. Did he say how they were trying to borrow 11 
12 money or anything like that? 12 
13 A. No, sir. 13 
14 Q. It was just a flat statement; they're trying 14 
15 to borrow money to pay you? 15 
16 A. Yes. 16 
17 Q. But he didn't tell you how he got that 17 
18 impression? 18 
19 A. No, sir. 19 
20 Q. Okay. And you believed this conversation 20 
21 occurred before April 2nd of2010? 21 
22 A. I believe so. 22 
23 Q. Back to Exhibit 2 --or Exhibit 3, and go to 23 
24 the draft agreement. The very first paragraph there -- 24 
25 A. This is the cover letter. 25 
Page 51 
1 Q. Or, I'm sorry, the cover letter. Yeah, that's 1 
2 what I'm talking about. This is from Roger Barack to 2 
3 you. And it says, "Thank you for the information you 3 
4 sent on March 22, 2010, however we still need a copy o 
" 4 
5 any contracts and/or agreements you have with any 5 
6 producers." What's he talking about there? 6 
7 A. With -- I believe it's self-explanatory -- 7 
8 with TLC. 8 
9 Q. So he's referring to any contracts that you 9 
10 have with producers for TLC? 10 
11 A. Yes, sir. 11 
12 Q. So at this point were you guys still trying to 12 
13 film the demolition of this bridge? 13 
14 A. I don't know. Again, that was something 14 
15 that -- that was conversation going on between TLC and 15 
16 Roger Barack. 16 
17 Q. Okay. But he's asking you for a copy of these 17 
18 agreements. So did you send him any contracts or 18 
19 agreements? 19 
20 A. I told him to kiss my ass. I said it's none 20 
21 of his business what my contract is with TLC. 21 
22 Q. So you didn't send him anything? 22 
23 A. No. 23 
24 Q. Who was the producer at that time? 24 
25 A. Off the record just for a second. Counselor, 25 
Page 52 
so that you understand, they have about 20 producers. 
MR. BISTLINE: That's not the kind of thing 
you'd have to go off the record for. If you don't know,. 
just say "I don't know." · 
THE WITNESS: Well, there's 20 different 
producers within a program, Art. And --
MR. BISTLINE: Well, then just say there's 20 
1 
different producers. 
THE WITNESS: There's 20 different producers 
BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Q. Individual producers or are you talking about 
production companies? 
A. Individual producers. 
Q. Okay. Who is the production company? 
A. Well, one was Three Roosters Productions and· 
Reicher Productions. 
Q. And they were both involved at this time 
frame? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you do anything with this draft agreement 
other than forward it to Lee and Krystal? 
A. I reviewed it. 
Q. And then did you do anything else? Did you 
contact Barack and discuss anything about it? 
A. No, sir. 
Page 53 
Q. Did you talk to anybody about the terms that 
are in this draft? 
A. Lisa Kelly and Mark Wilburn. / 
Q. And what did you talk to them about with 1 
respect to this draft? 
A.: Basically, were they-- did they see anything 
in there that can possibly hurt us. 
Q. And was there? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know if either one of them contacted 
Roger to convey anything to him about this draft? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Does Mark Wilburn generally handle the 
contracting side of this for you? 1 
A. He's our informational warehouse. That's all. 1 
He just files documents, researches for us. ~ 
Q. "Files documents" meaning like permits, 
licenses, those sorts of things? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Does he also handle contracting? Is that part 
of it? 
A. Mark, I will ask him, depending on his 
workload, to review a contract. If I don't have time 
for it, I'll ask him to review a contract. 
Q. Okay. Otherwise you handle the contracting 
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1 aspect? 
2 A. Yes, sir. 
3 Q. And what is Lisa's role? 
4 A. She is the president of the company. 
5 Q. Does she have any -- and what does she do in 
6 the role as the president? 
7 A. She runs the company. 
8 Q. Does she -- she takes care of the day-to-day 
9 activities? 
10 A. Yes, sir. 
11 Q. You handle the actual blasting portion of it? 
12 A. What I handle is, you know, the estimation, 
13 the logistical aspect of it and the implementation. 
14 Q. And Wilburn handles the information, 
15 applications, license, that sort of thing. And Lisa 
16 does everything else? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No.4 was 
19 marked for identification.) 
20 MR. SCHMITZ: What's the Bates number on that? 
21 MR. BISTLINE: 369. 
22 MR. SCHMITZ: Thank you. 
23 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
24 Q. Mr. Kelly, you have been handed Deposition 
25 Exhibit No. 4. Have you seen that before? 
Page 55 
1 Have you seen that before? 
2 A. Yes, sir. 
3 Q. And what is it? 
4 A. It's an e-mail from Sean McCarter to Eric 
5 Kelly. 
6 Q. Dated April 30th, 201 0? 
7 A. At 7:05a.m., yes, Counselor. 
8 Q. And Mr. McCarter says he's working on the 
9 contract and plans on having a draft ready to go at the 
10 beginning of the week; is that right? 
11 A. Yes, sir. 
12 Q. At the very end he says, "The buyer is still 
13 not committed fully." Is he talking about Barack or is 
14 he referring to this first-time home buyer that he was 
15 going to be out of town for? Do you know? 
16 A. I do not know, sir. 
17 Q. Did you get any impression at this time that 
18 Barack may not have been fully committed to this deal? 
19 A. No, sir. 
20 Q. Okay. And with respect to that Exhibit No. 4, 
21 you forwarded this to Krystal Chaklos and said give thi~ 
22 to Lee so he doesn't have a cardiac arrest, right? 
23 A. Yes, sir. 
24 Q. Okay. 
25 A. With a smiley face. 
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(Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No.5 was 
marked for identification.) 
BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Q. You have been handed Exhibit No.5. Have ym 
seen that before? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And what is that? 
A. It's an e-mail transmittal from Eric Kelly to 
Sean McCarter. 
Q. And this is an e-mail in response to 
McCarter's e-mail saying that he's working on the 
contract, correct? 
A. Excuse me? 
Q. This is your response to Mr. McCarter's e-mail 
saying that he's working on the contract? 
A. I would assume that, yes. 
Q. And it's dated the same day, April 30th, 2010, 
correct? 
A. 9:26a.m., yes, Counselor. 
Q. All right. And here you say, "I have already 
received the contract from Roger. The contract was for 
the Bellaire Bridge. The project was agreed upon basec ; 
on that contract and upon receipt of certain 
attachments." Did I read that correctly? 
A. Yes. 
Page. 57 
1
, 
Q. What contract were you referring to? 
A. The ... 
Q. Was it the one that was attached in--
A. In Exhibit 3, Counselor. 
Q. Okay. So in this e-mail you're telling 
Mr. McCarter that you'd already received the contract, 
and it was agreed upon based upon the contract that wa 
attached to Exhibit 3? 
A. That's what it says. 
Q. But I thought previously you said that you 
understood that that wasn't the full contract, that that 
was just -- I can't remember the exact term you used -- 1 ~ 
that basically that was just a draft of something that 
ll 
li 
was going to be turned into a contract? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But here you're saying-- you're telling 
McCarter that you'd already received a contract? 
I·' 
f; 
A. Again, that was the draft. I was told on more 
than one occasion that there are a bunch of attachments f~ 
that go with it. So basically what I was alluding to is 
what kind of surprises am I anticipating. Based on wha [; 
we had fundamentally talked about, Roger Barack and I 
what was the responsibilities. P 
I· 
Q. I'm still a little confused because it sounds I) 
like in this e-mail to Sean that you're saying you I! 
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1 already had a contract, and you're surprised that he's 
2 sending you something different. 
3 A. Again, in the next paragraph you can see, the 
4 contract -- this contract will be what? I was asking 
5 him the question. I don't-- okay. What else is part 
6 of the contract is basically what I was alluding to. 
7 Q. Okay. And if you read the very next sentence, 
8 it says, "Is there something in this draft that will be 
9 contrary to what was agreed upon already." 
1 0 A. Mm-hmm. 
11 Q. So did you think that the-- the draft that 
12 was attached to Exhibit 3 was the entire contract that 
13 you were going to have with --
1 4 A. I had wrongfully --
15 Q. --Mr. Barack? 
16 A. -- assumed that, yes. 
17 Q. And then you say, "The only exclusion from the 
18 original draft was Roger needed to exclude the verbiage 
19 about my agreement with TLC." Why did you put that in 
2 0 there? 
21 A. Because the sale of the bridge would not be 
2 2 predicated on TLC filming. 
2 3 Q. And the original draft Roger had made it--
2 4 predicated it upon --
25 A. No, no. 
Page 59 
Page 60 
1 haven't read it in its entirety. 
2 Q. Okay. Look at the first page. Do you 
3 recognize what that is? 
4 A. It's an e-mail transmission from Sean McCart r 
5 to Eric Kelly. 
6 Q. And it's dated May 3rd, 2010, correct? 
7 A. Yes, sir. 
8 Q. It says, "Attached is the draft contract by 
9 separate emails I will send the attachments"; is that 
10 right? 
11 A. Yes, sir. 
12 Q. Do you remember receiving this e-mail from , 
13 Sean McCarter? 
14 A. Not in particularly but it's here. 
15 Q. Do you have any reason to dispute that this is 
16 a true and accurate copy of an e-mail that you receiv~ a 
17 from Sean McCarter on May 13, 2010? 
18 A. I have no reason to believe that. 
19 Q. Okay. So it looks like on this date, Sean 
2 0 McCarter is sending you the draft contract to purchas ' 
21 the bridge from Roger Barack; is that right? 
22 A. Yes, sir. 
2 3 Q. Do you remember actually receiving the 
2 4 contract back then? 
25 A. No, I do not. 
Page 61 
1 Q. --filming? 1 Q. You're looking at it right now. You're 
looking at this asset -- Asset Purchase and Liability 
Assumption Agreement. Does this look like the draft 
that you received? 
2 A. No, Counselor. No. It came up in 2 
3 conversations is what -- Roger kept asking me quite 3 
4 often in our phone -- well, is TLC going to film it; is 4 
5 TLC going to film it; is TLC going to film it? 5 
6 Q. So did you get the impression that Roger 6 
7 wanted TLC to film it? 7 
8 A. Yeah. Yes, sir. 8 
9 Q. Do you have any idea why he would want TLC to 9 
10 film it? 10 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. All right. An<;l the next little packet of 
information are the exhibits that are referenced in that 
asset purchase agreement. I know that they were sent by 
separate e-mails, and I have those here. We can go 
through them. Or if you would take look at those and 
11 A. No, sir. 11 let me know if those look like the exhibits that were 
12 Q. So at this point in time, we're up to 
13 April 30th, and you're still waiting for an actual 
1 4 final agreement to come from Mr. Barack? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 6 was 
12 attached, that would be much easier. 
13 A. Yes, sir. 
14 Q. What did you do after you received the draft 
15 agreement? 
16 A. I believe I sent it -- well, it was cc'd to 
17 marked for identification.) 
18 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
17 Mark, my brother-in-law, and I had asked him to review 
18 it. l 
19 Q. You have been handed Depo Exhibit 6. I know 
2 0 it's a pretty thick packet so take a minute to look 
21 through it. And I'm going to ask you if you've seen 
2 2 that before. 
23 
24 
25 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Okay. 
A. Well, let me clarify that. I apologize. I 
19 Q. And then did you guys talk about it after he 
2 0 reviewed it? 
21 A. Not-- no, not really. Basically I just 
1 
' 
22 wanted to make sure there were no encumbrances against . 
2 3 the bridge. 
24 Q. So did either you or Mr. Wilburn have any 
2 5 changes that you wanted to have made to that before you 
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Page 62 
signed it? 
A. Not that I'm aware of. 
Q. And do you know if you or Mr. Wilburn signed 
that agreement? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who did? 
A. I did. 
Q. You did. Okay. 
9 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No.7 was 
1 0 marked for identification.) 
11 MR. BISTLINE: Can we go off the record real 
12 quick, Patty. 
Page 64 
1 signature is that? 
A. Mark Wilburn. 2 
3 Q. So you didn't actually sign the asset purchase 
4 and liability assumption agreement? 
5 A. I believe, Counselor, that was just as 
6 attached -- as an attachment because I did sign the 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
asset purchase and liability agreement. 
Q. With Roger Barack? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Well--
A. That was on -- it was in Exhibit 6, sir. 
13 (Discussion off the record.) 
14 MR. SCHMITZ: Let's go back on. 
15 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
12 Q. In Exhibit 6 is an unsigned draft. What I 
13 have here is your affidavit saying that you've attache< 1' 
14 a true and correct copy of the contract. But this true 
15 and correct copy does not have your signature. So ar 
16 Q. You've been handed Deposition Exhibit 7. Hav( 16 you saying that this is not a true and correct copy--
17 you seen that before? 17 A. No, sir. 
18 A. Yes, sir. 18 Q. -- of a contract? 
19 Q. All right. And this is your affidavit in 19 A. I'm not saying that. 
20 support of plaintiff's opposition to defendants' motion 20 Q. Okay. But I don't see your signature on here 
21 to strike and defendants' motion for summary judgment, 21 anywhere. Do you? 
2 2 correct? 2 2 A. It's an administrative oversight is all I can 
23 A. Yes, sir. 23 say. 
2 4 Q. And on page 2 there's a signature. Is that 2 4 Q. Well, is there another page that goes with 
2 5 your signature? 25 this? 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Page 63 Page 65 
A. Yes, sir. 1 A. Not to my knowledge. 
Q. And paragraph 3 to this says, "Attached as 2 Q. And I just want to be clear. Are you saying 
Exhibit 'A' is a true and correct copy of the contract 3 there is another version of this out there that has your 
whereby I purchased the bridge from Roger Barack"; ~s4 signature on it? 
5 that right? 5 A. No, sir. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
A. That's what it says. 6 Q. Okay. You're just saying --what are you 
Q. So you have attached as Exhibit "A" a 7 saying? 
confidentiality agreement, an asset purchase and 8 A. In regards to this affidavit, okay, there is 
liability assumption agreement and that's it, right? 9 not a signatory sheet for the asset purchase and 
A. Yes, sir. 1 0 liability agreement. And I don't know why it wasn't 
Q. Okay. Let's go to the first page of Exhibit 11 included in there is what I'm saying. 
12 "A," the confidentiality agreement. 12 Q. Well, there is a signatory sheet. It's page ~; 
13 A. Yes, sir. 13 13. And it's notarized. 
14 Q. And if we go down to the signature at the 14 A. Page 18. I 
15 bottom, whose signature is that? 15 Q. The bottom. 1 
16 A. Mark Wilburn. 16 MR. BISTLINE: Right there. (Pointing.) ~ 
17 THE WITNESS: Oh. I don't have an answer foi 17 Q. And then the next page is your signature; is 
18 that right? 
19 A. Yes, sir. 
18 you, Counselor. Sorry. ~ 
19 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
20 Q. Okay. And the asset purchase and liability 2 0 Q. What I'm trying to get -- I'm trying to make 
21 assumption agreement, there are some initials at the 21 sure we have an actual true and correct copy of this l 2 2 bottom of each page. Do you know whose those are? 2 2 agreement. Because if you're saying that you believe ' l 
23 A. Mark Wilburn. 23 you signed it and we don't have a signature page for l 
2 4 Q. And then at the last page, there's a signature 2 4 
2 5 under Advanced Explosives Demolition, Inc. Whose 2 5 
you, I'm wondering if there is another version of this ~ 
out there somewhere. .J 
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Page 66 
A. There is no other version of this, Counselor. 
Q. But you recall signing it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Page 68 
1 this is your recollection. All right. So do you have a 
2 reason to assume that? 
3 A. It was based on what I -- it says it right in 
4 Q. Okay. I also notice that in this version 4 
5 here, attached as Exhibit "A," there is no signature or 5 
6 here from Roger Barack, is there? 6 
black-and-white, on June lOth. 
Q. On June 1st you mean? 
A. I mean on June 1st. 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you have a copy that has Mr. Barack's 
signature on it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Okay. I don't have a copy of that. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Can you get me a copy of that? 
14 THE WITNESS: Art, can you send Mark a 
15 request? 
16 
17 
18 
MR. BISTLINE: Yep. 
MR. SCHMITZ: Have you seen that, Art? 
MR. BISTLINE: I don't believe that I've 
7 
8 
Q. I know. But what I'm saying is do you know 
why when you're signing the agreement -- or Mark 
9 Wilburn's signing it on May 13th you're not going to 
1 0 receive possession until June 1st? I mean, there's a 
11 two-week time frame there. And if you don't know, ym 
12 don't know. I'm just asking if you do know. 
13 A. It was something, Counselor, I did not pay 
14 particular attention to. 
15 Q. Okay. 
16 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No.8 was 
17 marked for identification.) 
18 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
19 actually -- because I remember when the affidavit wa 19 
2 0 done, I looked at it and didn't have any reason to thinl 2 0 
21 there was anything different than anything else. I 21 
2 2 mean, I don't think I've ever actually seen one signed 2 2 
Q. You have been handed Exhibit 8. Have you see 
that before? 
A. Y~~r. 0 
Q. What is it? 
2 3 by Eric or Roger. But I'll look and make sure here. 2 3 
2 4 MR. SCHMITZ: Yeah, I haven't either. So 2 4 
2 5 that's what I'm wondering. 2 5 
Page 67 
1 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 1 
2 Q. So in the asset purchase and liability 2 
3 assumption agreement, it basically says you're going t 3 
4 buy it from him for a dollar? 4 
5 A. Yes, sir. 5 
6 Q. And you're going to assume all the 6 
7 responsibilities for making sure this thing gets 7 
8 demolished in accordance with all the requirements se 8 
9 out there in paragraph 5 and the subparts to paragraph 9 
10 5? 10 
11 A. Yes, sir. 11 
12 Q. All right. And in paragraph 3, it says 12 
13 "possession." And it provides that possession of the 13 
14 bridge isn't going to be given to you until June 1st of 14 
15 2010; is that right? 15 
16 A. That's what it says. 16 
17 Q. Now, this-- Mark Wilburn signed this on 17 
18 May 13th, right? 18 
19 A. Mm-hmrn. 19 
20 Q. Why weren't you going to get possession until 20 
21 June 1st? 21 
22 A. I could only assume, Counselor, that it has 22 
23 something to do with the motion to substitute. 23 
24 Q. Besides an assumption, do you have any idea o 24 
25 why -- I mean, I don't want you to assume unless you 25 
. •<. • ,,C ·'"''"' • C.',,, o ,,, " • N•••' .,,J 
A. An informal proposal outlining the blasting of 
the Bellaire Bridge. 
Q. It's e-mail from you to Lee and Krystal, dated 
Page 69 
May 19, 2010, correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it, as you said, outlines an informal 
proposal for the blasting of the Bellaire Bridge, 
correct? 
A. Mm-hmm. 
Q. Okay. Does this appear to be a true and 
correct copy of the e-mail you sent on that date? 
A. Yes, sir. 
MR. BISTLINE: Randy, in about six minutes ca 
we take a real quick break? 
MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. 
BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Q. All right. The second sentence here says, 
"Until we are actually ready to shoot the bridge, I ~ 
wouldn't tell Roger Barack any of our business. I don't : 
want to give him any reason to toss a wrench in the 
gears." Why did you say that? 
A. Because Roger Barack thought Lee Chaklos wa 
an asshole. 
Q. And why do you think Roger Barack thought Le 
Chaklos was an asshole? 
A. Well, I mean, you know, Roger had obviously 
done a lot more research into, I guess, Lee Chaklos's 
business than I had. And he told me he didn't think the 
1 
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Page 70 
1 guy was capable of doing the job. 1 
2 Q. Did Roger Barack tell you that he thought Lee 2 
3 Chaklos was an asshole? 3 
4 A. Oh, I guarantee. 4 
5 Q. He said those words to you? 5 
6 A. Well, probably-- there's a young lady here so 6 
7 I won't get into any more of the details on the 7 
8 profanities. I choose not to. He had nothing 8 
9 complimentary to say about Mr. Chaklos. 9 
10 Q. But did he tell you that he thought Lee 10 
11 Chaklos was an asshole? 11 
12 A. Yes, sir. 12 
13 Q. And how do you know he did more research int< 13 
14 Delta? 14 
15 A. Because he had told me so. 15 
16 Q. Did he tell you what kind of research he did? 16 
17 A. He had done some research into Lee Chaklos's 17 
18 equipment capabilities and his resume. And he did orat 18 
19 that he did not think he had the financial wherewithal 19 
20 to do the job. 20 
21 Q. And he told you this? 21 
22 A. Yes, sir. 22 
2 3 Q. Okay. So you were pretty sure then that if 2 3 
2 4 Roger Barack found out that you were selling the bridge 2 4 
2 5 to Lee Chaklos he was going to be upset? 2 5 
Page 71 
Page 72 
Q. And by "equipment," what type of equipment ar~ 
you referring to? · 
A. Marine equipment, barges, cranes, shears. 
Q. And what did Lee say in response, if anything? ' 
A. He didn't say anything. 1 
Q. He didn't say I've got the equipment or I can , 
get the equipment or anything like that? 
A. No, sir. Not that I can recall. 
Q. Do you recall when you told-- or 
approximately when you told Lee that Roger didn't thin 
he had the equipment to do the job? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. All right. Let's go through this proposal a 
little bit. It starts off with AED's responsibilities. 
It says, "AED will be totally responsible for: No. 1, 
all licenses and permits to perform blasting work in the 
State of West Virginia"; is that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Now, the next one says "All Federal 
permits for transporting and handling explosives"; is 
that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So it looks like the first-- the first one is 
saying that you're going to be -- AED is going to be 
responsible to get all the licenses and permits it needs 
Page 73 
1 A. I believe so, yes. Otherwise I wouldn't have 
2 written it. 
1 in order to perform the blasting work in the state of 
2 West Virginia; is that right? 
3 Q. Did you tell Lee Chaklos that Roger Barack 3 A. Correct. 
4 
5 
6 
thought he was an asshole? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you tell Lee Chaklos that Roger did 
4 Q. Okay. And that would include any explosive 
5 permits, any business permits, any licenses. It means 
6 anything to do --
7 research into Delta and didn't think that Delta had the 
8 capabilities to do this job? 
9 A. No. 
1 0 Q. Did you tell Lee that Roger did research into 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
A. No. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
--the work in West Virginia? 
No. 
Okay. Why not? 
Because it would not include the business 11 Delta and didn't think that Delta had the financial 
12 wherewithal to do the job? 12 license. I have done work in West Virginia before. 
13 A. No. 13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
But I did tell him that -- 14 
MR. BISTLINE: There's no question -- 15 
MR. SCHMITZ: There's no question. 16 
MR. BISTLINE: -- before you. 17 
THE WITNESS: Hmm? 18 
19 MR. BISTLINE: There's no question before you. 19 
2 0 Remember that she charges by the word. She's worse tha ~2 0 
21 a lawyer. 21 
22 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 22 
2 3 Q. What would you like to clarify? 
2 4 A. I did tell Lee Chaklos that Roger Barack did 
2 5 not think he had the equipment to do the project. 
23 
24 
25 
Q. When? 
A. I shot the Holiday Hotel. I shot the pigment 
plant at Bayer Material Sciences. I really couldn't 
totally recall. I've done numerous projects in West 
Virginia. ~ 
Q. You've done numerous blasting projects in Wes I 
Virginia? ' 
A. Yes, sir. ' 
Q. What was the date or year of the last project 
you did in West Virginia? 
A. I do not know. 
Q. Youcan't--
A. It should be on my website. 
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Page 74 
1 Q. You can't even tell me a year? 
2 A. Approximately two years -- let's see. It was 
3 about 2007. 
4 MR. BISTLINE: Can I go call that guy real 
5 quick, Randy? 
6 MR. SCHMITZ: Yeah. 
7 (A short break was taken.) 
8 MR. SCHMITZ: Let's go back on. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Page 76 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. --is that right? And that would be the 
actual demolition permit from -- well, this would 
include the demolition permit from the City, right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. This would also include a permit from the U.S. 
Coast Guard? 
A. If that's all inclusive, yes. 
9 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
10 Q. You were telling me before we took the break 
9 Q. And are there any other permits related to the il 
10 actual demolition of the Bellaire Bridge that they would 
11 need to get? 11 about the informal proposal here and why under No. 1 all 
12 the licenses and permits to perform blasting work in the 
13 state of West Virginia doesn't really include all 
12 A. No, sir, not that-- there's none that I'm i ; 
14 licenses and permits to perform the blasting work. So 
15 can you explain? 
16 A. Well, it did not include a business license. 
1 7 Q. Okay. It included everything but the business 
18 license? 
19 A. That's correct. You don't need a business 
2 0 license. I'll put it to you this way. I've blasted 
21 buildings before for the State of West Virginia and 
2 2 never had to have a business license. 
23 Q. And then you were saying the last-- the last 
24 project you did in West Virginia you believe was 
2 5 approximately 2007? 
Page 75 
1 A. Yes, sir. 
13 aware of. 
14 Q. Okay. And it looks like they were going to 
15 provide the marine support equipment to make the bridge 
16 accessible, under No. 2 there? 
17 A. Mm-hmm. 
18 Q. Is this to allow you to get under the bridge 
19 to plant the explosives? 
2 0 A. Correct. 
21 Q. Is that what you were going to use the 
22 120-foot manlift for? 
23 A. Yes, sir. 
24 Q. And then you guys in this proposal agreed that 
2 5 AED would be paid 175,000 for these services; is that 
Page 77 
1 right? 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Q. All right. Under this proposal, AED was going 2 
to supply all the necessary competent personnel for tht 3 
supervision and layout of the deck, stringer, bed hange 4 
and miscellaneous materials removal to lighten the 5 
structure up as much as safely possible; is that right? 
No.3. 
6 
7 
8 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then it says the bridge -- or sorry. 
Strike that. "The purchase of the bridge is separate 
from this proposal"; is that right? 
A. Does it say that in here? Is that what you 
said? 
A. Yes, sir. 
9 Q. I'm assuming the deck is the asphalt or 
1 0 concrete roadway; is that right? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. What's the stringer? 
13 A. The stringer runs longitudinally with the 
14 bridge; holds the deck up. 
15 Q. And what's the bed hanger? 
16 A. The bed hanger runs transversely and it holds 
17 the stringers up. 
Q. So if I could just summarize this. Basically 
AED is going to do what's necessary to put the 
explosives on the bridge and actually detonate the 
21 explosives? 
18 
19 
20 
22 A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And for Delta, they were going to get all the 
2 4 permits related to actual demolition of the Bellaire 
Bridge--
23 
25 
9 
Q. Yeah. 
A. Yes. 
10 Q. Okay. And when you're saying "from this 
11 proposal," you're referring to this proposal in this 
12 e-mail about blasting the bridge? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And then your payment terms were $30,000 upon 
15 mobilization; 90,000 upon blasting the main span and 
1 6 west tower; and then the balance upon blasting the east 
17 tower? 
18 A. Yes. For the record, this is the informal 
19 proposal, because the payment terms are changed in our 
2 0 formal proposal. 
21 Q. That's right. This was your first proposal to 
2 2 set out the terms of the blasting agreement; is that 
23 right? 
24 A. This -- Mr. Chaklos had inquired about what's 
2 5 it going to cost to blast the bridge. This ... 
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Page 78 
1 Q. Well, didn't you-- before this you guys had 
2 already agreed upon the price of I75,000, correct? 
3 A We had not agreed at -- I'm not sure how the 
4 dates coincide with it. But, again, this was for 
5 references to the cost and the responsibilities. 
6 Because he -- Mr. Chaklos wanted to know what his 
Page 80 
1 DDG so we can fix the typo's cuz someone was tired when 
2 they typed this from Eric Chaklos to Idaho River." 
3 So it looks like the first set had a couple of 
4 errors in it that needed to be fixed; is that right? 
5 A. Yeah, quite evident that they actually read 
6 it. 
7 responsibilities would be. 7 Q. That's not my question. So I'll move to 
8 Q. Okay. So what I'm going to hand you here 8 strike as nonresponsive. The question was the first 
9 again is Deposition Exhibit No.2, which is dated 9 draft appeared to have a couple of typos in it that they 
1 0 January I4 -- well, actually, this e-mail is dated 1 0 requested be changed; is that right? 
11 January 13, 20 I 0. This is from you to Lee. And in tha 11 A. Yes, sir. 
12 e-mail don't you guys agree that you're going to sell 12 Q. All right. 
13 the bridge for 25,000, and AED is going to get paid 13 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 10 was 
14 I75,000 to blast the bridge? 14 marked for identification.) 
15 A Yes. 15 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
16 Q. Okay. So back on January 13th you'd already 16 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 
1 7 discussed the price that you were going to get paid? 1 7 No. 10. Have you seen that before? 
18 A That is correct. 18 A. Which-- in its entirety, Counselor? 
19 Q. So until the date in Exhibit 8, which is 19 Q. Yes. 
2 0 May 19th; is that correct? 2 0 A. Yes. 
21 A Yes, sir. 21 Q. And what is it? 
22 Q. Your agreement was just 25,000 to purchase th~22 A. Excuse me? 
2 3 bridge and I75,000 to blast the bridge. This is your 2 3 Q. What is it? 
2 4 first attempt to set out the additional terms for 2 4 A. It's an e-mail transmission from Mark -- from 
2 5 blasting the bridge? 2 5 mark@biggerblast to myself, cc Delta. 
Page 79 
1 A. Correct. 
2 Q. Okay. And correct me ifl'm wrong, but your 
3 intent was to tum these terms into an actual contract? 
4 
5 
A. Yes, sir. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Page 81 
Q. Okay. And the date is May 20, 2010, correct 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And Mark says, "Please review, sorry about 
earlier errors, sent too early," right? 
(Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 9 was 
6 marked for identification.) 
7 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
8 Q. You have been handed Depo Exhibit No.9. Have 
9 you seen that before? 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it says, "Attached are the three documen 1 
to be signed and I combined Exhibits I - I 0 into one 
PDF"; correct? 
10 
11 
12 
Have you seen that before? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what is it? 
13 A. It's an e-mail transmission from Eric Kelly to 
14 Delta Demolition. 
15 Q. And is this when you were sending Delta or Lee 
16 and Krystal the agreement to purchase the bridge? 
17 
18 
19 
A. I'm not sure. I'm not sure at this time. 
Q. Well--
A. But it appears -- based on the content, that's 
2 0 what it does appear. As I said before, we had -- I had 
21 just taken the contract that was sent to me, verbatim, 
2 2 send it to them. 
2 3 Q. Right. And it looks like when it got sent 
A. Yes, sir. 
10 Q. So does this look like-- this is in response 
11 to Lee or Krystal's previous e-mail that said, hey, it 
12 looks like there's a couple typos; fix those typos and i 
13 re-send. And this is the -- this is the version that j ; 
14 has the typos fixed; is that right? j 
15 A Without the attachments, yes. 1 
16 Q. Yeah. And I didn't include the attachments ; 
1 7 because they're pretty thick. But the attachments are ; 
18 the Exhibits I through 10 which are the exact same 1 
19 attachments that were included with your contract wi h 
2 0 Roger Barack? i 
A Yes, sir. j 21 
22 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. II was 
2 3 marked for identification.) 
2 4 over, their response is, "Eric, these docs we already 2 4 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
2 5 have from before. We need the new docs between AED and 2 5 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit II 
21 (Pages 78 to 81) 
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Page 82 Page 84 
1 Have you seen that before? 1 A. If we had calendar in front of us, that would 
2 A. Yes. 2 be better to ascertain. :; 
3 Q. And what is it? 3 Q. Friday would be May 21st; Saturday the 22nd; n 
4 A. It's an e-mail transmission -- it's various 4 Sunday the 23rd; Monday the 24th; Tuesday the 25th, :1 
5 amount of e-mail transmissions between Delta Demolition 5 correct? 
6 and Eric Kelly. 6 A. Yes, sir. 
7 Q. The first one-- in fact I think, actually, 7 Q. All right. So did you respond at all when --
8 all of them are dated May 20th, 2010, correct? 8 to this e-mail where they tell you that payment will be 
9 A. Yes, sir. 9 there on Tuesday the 25th? 
10 Q. All right. And the first one is from you to 10 A. I just said "I appreciate your efforts." 
11 Krystal and Lee providing the information needed for the 11 Q. Okay. 
12 wire transfer? 12 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 12 was 
13 A. Correct. 13 marked for identification.) 
14 Q. Then the next one is from Delta Demo. It says 14 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
15 25,000 --or, actually, it says, "25k will be there 15 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 12. 
16 Tuesday; does the mobilization go to this account as 16 Have you seen that before? 
17 well"; is that right? 17 A. Yes. 
18 A. Yes. 18 Q. What is it? 
19 Q. And then you respond by saying, "Yes, it will; 19 A. It's a letter of contingency and an e-mail ~ 
20 I appreciate your efforts"; correct? 20 transition from Mark to Eric Kelly, cc'd to Delta Dem ~ 
21 A. Yes. 21 Q. All right. And the date on that is May 20th, ·1 
22 Q. And then Delta responds saying, "Krystal is on 22 2010, at 3:01p.m., correct? ' f1 
:f. 
23 her way to notary now; need fax to send you back from 23 A. Yes, sir. 
24 notary; only sending you back signed pages"; is that 24 Q. So it looks like -- and if you want to refer 4 ~ 25 correct? 25 to Deposition Exhibit 11 -- but it looks like Depositior 
Page 83 Page 85 
1 A. Yes. 1 Exhibit 12 came later in the day after you received the 
2 Q. And then you respond by providing your fax 2 e-mail transmissions in Deposition Exhibit 11; is that q 
3 number? 3 correct? 1 1 
4 A. Yes. 4 A. Please repeat that. 
5 Q. So it looks like they were going to fax you 5 Q. If you look at the time of the e-mail 
6 back just the signed pages of the agreements on 6 transmissions in Deposition Exhibit 11, it looks like 
7 May 20th, correct? 7 the e-mail in Deposition 12 --Deposition Exhibit 12 , 
8 A. Can you say that again, please. 8 came later in time, later that day? I ~ 9 Q. It looks like they were -- Krystal was going 9 A. Well, it doesn't look that way. It is that ,; j 
10 to sign and fax back to you the signed pages of the 10 way based on the printout. 
11 agreements on May 20th? 11 Q. Okay. And that's all I'm trying to establish 
12 A. Yes. 12 is Deposition Exhibit No. 12 came after Deposition 
13 Q. Do you know if that actually happened? 13 Exhibit No. 11. 
14 A Yes. 14 A. Yes, sir. 
15 Q. On May 20th? 15 Q. Okay. In Deposition Exhibit 12 you already 
16 A. No. 16 said that attached to that is a letter of contingency, 
17 Q. Didn't happen on May 20th? 17 correct? 
18 A. I don't know the dates, sir. 18 A. Yes, sir. R 
19 Q. Okay. First of all, on this one where they 19 Q. Before sending that did you have any ' ' 1 
20 tell you that 25,000 will be there Tuesday, Thursday is 20 discussions with Lee or Krystal about the need to sign a~ 
21 May-- yeah, May 20th is a Thursday. So the followin g21 letter of contingency? ~ 
22 Tuesday would be May 25th; is that right? I think that 22 A. Yes. ¥ ~ 23 be would be right. Is that right? 23 Q. Was this done by phone or by e-mail? i 24 A I really don't know based on -- 24 A. Phone. I 25 Q. Well, if we do it this way -- 25 Q. Who initiated the call? 
·'-'·~···k•·······' ... •. ··••· 4-.'*"' .. , .. s, . ; 
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1 A. I probably did. 
2 Q. Probably. You don't remember? 
3 A. I don't remember who initiated the phone call. 
4 Q. Do you remember actually having the phone 
5 call? 
6 A. Yes, I did. 
7 Q. What was the substance of the discussion? 
8 A. Basically they were promising money and not 
9 sending it. 
10 Q. Well, what did-- the time hadn't come to send 
11 it yet. So what do you mean? 
12 A. Well, we had discussions on-- about the 
13 financial matters of it. And that's the reason why this 
14 letter of contingency came up because they were balkin 
15 at can we send it to you two, three weeks; when we star 
16 the job. So that's why I put this on. 
17 Q. So they were-- you guys were having 
18 discussions about when payment was going to be made. 
19 They wanted to extend it out a little further. 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. But eventually you all settled on an agreement 
22 that it would be paid by the 25th? 
23 A. Yes. 
2 4 Q. Okay. And I don't have the attachment. Can I 
2 5 see that real quick? 
Page 87 
Page 88 
1 Q. --agreements? Thank you. 
2 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 13 was 
3 marked for identification.) 
4 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
5 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 13. 
6 Do you recognize that? 
7 A. Yes, sir. 
8 Q. What is it? 
9 A. It's a confidentiality agreement, asset 
1 0 purchase and liability assumption agreement. And that 
11 appears to be it. And a handwritten letter, by the way, 
12 from Krystal Chaklos. 
13 Q. Okay. The cover sheet is-- it looks like a 
14 fax cover sheet and handwritten by Krystal Chaklos to 
15 you; is that correct? 
1 6 A. It appears to be. 
17 Q. Dated May 20th, 2010, at 4:54p.m., correct? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And attached to that cover sheet is a 
2 0 confidentiality agreement signed by both you and Krystal 
21 Chaklos on May 20th, 2010, correct? 
22 A. Yes. 
2 3 Q. It also contains the letter of contingency 
2 4 signed by both you and Krystal Chaklos, dated May 20th 
2 5 2010, correct? 
Page 89 * 
1 (Document tendered.) 1 A. Yes. 
2 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 2 Q. Also attached is an asset purchase and 1 
3 Q. Okay. Yeah. So this says that the money 3 liability assumption agreement, signed by you-- : 
4 would be conveyed to AED no later than the 25th day o 4 actually, signed by Krystal and it looks like by Mark ~ 
5 May 2010, correct? 5 Wilburn on behalf of you; is that correct? I 
~~ 
6 A. Yes, sir. 6 A. Yes. ~ 
7 Q. All right. And it says that if such money is 7 Q. Is that standard for him to sign agreements 3 
8 not recorded by the 26th day of May 2010, any and all 8 for you and say on behalf of Eric Kelly or something c t 
9 previous agreements are null and void; is that correct? 9 that effect? a 
10 A. Yes, sir. 
11 Q. And in here it doesn't actually reference what 
12 agreements are included within this letter of 
13 contingency though, does it? 
14 A. It says "any and all." There's no ambiguity 
15 in that, Counselor. 
16 Q. That's not my question, sir. My question is 
17 does it reference any particular agreements by name? 
18 A. It says "any and all." 
19 MR. BISTLINE: Just answer his question. 
2 0 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
21 Q. Just answer my question, please. 
2 2 A. Does it mention any specific agreements? 
2 3 Q. That's my question. Does it mention any 
2 4 specific --
25 A. No. 
10 A. When I authorize him, yes. ~ 
11 Q. Why was he signing this? Why didn't you just 
12 sign it? I mean, it looks like you were in the process 
13 of communicating back and forth so --
14 A. Because he had a printer, and my printer 
15 puked. 
16 Q. Okay. All right. Also attached is a bill of 
17 sale and general assignment, dated May 20th, 2010. I 
18 that signed by you? 
19 
20 
21 
22 
A. Which one is that, Counselor? 
Q. The last page there. 
A. Oh. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that your signature? 
23 A. It's my brother-in-law's --or it appears to 
2 4 be my brother-in-law's. 
25 Q. That's what I was going to say. It looks like 
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Page 90 
it's the same as on the asset purchase and liability 
assumption agreement. 
Page 92 r' 
fi 1 
2 
3 A. Mm-hmm. 
1 
2 
3 
4 Q. But on here he doesn't say "on behalf of." He 4 
5 just signed your name; is that right? 5 
6 A. That's what it says. 6 
7 
8 
9 
Q. And do these all look like true and correct 7 
copies of those documents? 8 
A. Yes, sir. 9 
10 Q. And on the cover sheet, Krystal Chaklos says, 10 
11 "Here is the signed contract by KDC Investments with 11 
12 your signatures as well. Thank you and look forward tp12 
13 doing business with you for blowing the bridge"; 13 
14 correct? 14 
15 A. Correct. 15 
16 Q. Did you have any reason at this point in time 16 
Q. And that's dated May 26, 2010, correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And McCarter is attaching a letter from him to 
both you and Mark Wilburn; is that right? 
A. Excuse me? 
Q. Mr. McCarter is attaching to that e-mail a 
letter from him to both you and Mark Wilburn; is that 
right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that's also dated May 26, 2010? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Okay. And in this letter he's attaching a 
newspaper article that appeared in the Times Leader 
yesterday, or May 25th, is that right? First sentence. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it looks like this article is stating that 
1 7 to think that KDC was not going to use you to blow th 
18 bridge? 
19 A. No. 
17 Lee Chaklos of Delta Demolition Group indicated that 
18 there was going to be a news conference later that week 
19 with Benwood City officials? 
20 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 14 was 20 A. Yes, sir. ~ 
1 21 marked for identification.) 21 Q. And Mr. McCarter is saying, hey, this is news IJ 
2 2 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 2 2 to Roger, Roger Barack, right? i1:l \\ 23 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 14. 23 A. Yes, sir. 1 
2 4 Do you recognize that? 2 4 Q. Okay. And then he's reminding you that in I 
2 5 A. Yes, sir. 2 5 paragraph 18 of the contract between you and Roger, it' ~ 
Page 91 
1 Q. And what is it? 
2 A. It's a e-mail transmission from Eric Kelly to 
3 Delta Demolition. 
4 Q. And what's the date on that? 
5 A. May 25th, 2010; 6:13p.m. 
6 Q. Okay. It looks like you're telling Lee and 
7 Krystal that you contacted your bank at 4:00 o'clock 
8 today and there was no posting of a transfer; is that 
9 right? 
1 0 A. Correct. 
11 Q. And you were telling them that if it only 
12 posts tomorrow, you're going to return the money becaust 
13 it may not be there until Thursday? 
14 A. That's what it says. 
15 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 15 was 
16 marked for identification.) 
17 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
18 Q. You've been handed Deposition Exhibit 15. Do 
1 9 you recognize that? 
20 A. Yes, sir. 
21 
22 
23 
Q. And what is it? 
A. It's an e-mail transmission. 
Q. From who? 
2 4 A. Sean McCarter to myself and then from myself 
25 to Delta. 
Page 93~ 
1 saying that the buyer, or AED, shall not provide any i 
2 type of statement to anyone regarding the history of the i ~ 3 bridge, correct? ~ 
4 
5 
A. Correct. 
Q. Do you have a copy of this article that he's 
6 referring to? 
7 
8 
A. I probably do. 
MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. I have not seen a copy of 
9 that. 
1 0 MR. BISTLINE: I don't know that I've seen 
11 that one. 
12 THE WITNESS: Get the paper man. Mark Wilburn 
13 hasit. 
14 MR. BISTLINE: Okay. I'll send him an e-mail. 
15 What's the date on there? 
16 MR. SCHMITZ: This is May 26th. So the 
17 article was dated May 25th. 
18 MR. BISTLINE: May 25th, okay. 
19 BYMR. SCHMITZ: 
2 0 Q. Has Mark Wilburn given all the documents that 
21 he has related to this case? 
22 THE WITNESS: Do I want to shoot you in the 
2 3 foot or what, Art? 
2 4 MR. BISTLINE: Don't worry about it. Just 
2 5 answer his question. 
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Page 94 Page 96 ~ 
THE WITNESS: Yes, he has. 1 conclusion he comes to, Counselor. Sorry. 1 
2 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 2 Q. Okay. So when you --what did you do when you ; 
3 3 received this letter, if anything? 
4 
5 
6 
Q. Tell me, how do you guys keep your document 
for a project? Is there any certain filing system that 
you use? 
A My brother-in-law has that information. 
A. I believe it was -- I forward it to Delta. 
Q. And I believe that that is reflected on the 
6 first page of this exhibit? 
4 
5 
7 A. Yes, sir. 7 
8 
Q. Okay. You don't deal with it because he's the 
information guy? 8 Q. Did you do anything other than forward it to 
9 A. Yes, sir. 
10 Q. And you don't know how he keeps track of 
11 everything? 
9 Delta? 
10 
11 
A. Yeah. I did call Lee Chaklos. 
Q. And what did you say? 
lj 
12 
13 
A No, sir. 12 A Told him to shut his pie hole, based on our 
Q. So when you get stuff, do you automatically 
14 send it to him? 
15 A As a rule of thumb, yes. 
16 Q. If you receive an e-mail that's addressed only 
17 to you, would you forward that to him? 
18 A Not always. 
19 Q. Okay. If you get a piece of mail that's 
2 0 addressed just to you, would you send that to him? 
13 confidentiality agreement. 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Q. And what did he say, if anything? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Did you contact Mr. McCarter? 
A I don't know if I did or not. 
Q. Did you contact Roger Barack? 
A. No. Roger Barack contacted me. 
Q. At this time, May--
21 A Not always. 21 
22 Q. Have you gone through all your documents in 22 
A. Probably just after-- after the article was 
issued. 
2 3 this case to make sure that all the e-mails or any 
2 4 letters, anything like that addressed just to you, have 
2 5 been produced in this case? 
23 
24 
Q. Okay. And what did-- what did he say? 
A He forewarned me that we have a 
2 5 confidentiality agreement in our contract. 
Page 95 Page 97 
1 A Yes, sir. 1 Q. So he's saying, hey, make sure nobody 
2 MR. BISTLINE: I just e-mailed him, Randy, and 2 discusses the bridge, basically? 
3 asked him if it is in one place on a hard drive, could 3 A Basically. 
4 he just bum the whole thing onto a CD, then we don't 4 Q. Did he say anything else? 
5 have to -- 5 A Not that I can recall. 
6 THE WITNESS: He uses those little things you 6 THE WITNESS: Can you excuse me? 
7 plug into the side of your computer. 7 MR. SCHMITZ: Yeah. That's fine. 
8 MR. BISTLINE: If he wants to give me one, 8 (A short break was taken.) 
9 that's fine. 9 MR. SCHMITZ: Back on. 
10 (Brief interruption.) 10 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
11 MR. SCHMITZ: Can we go off the record. 11 Q. So before we took the break, you were saying 
12 (Brief pause.) 12 that Roger Barack had called you shortly after this new 
13 MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. We can go back on. 13 article came out around May 26th? 
14 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 14 A Yes, sir. 
15 Q. According to this letter, it looks like that 15 Q. Is the article actually attached to that? 
16 Sean McCarter-- and Sean McCarter is Roger Barack' 16 A. Yes, it is. 
17 attorney; is that right? 17 Q. So we do have the article. All right. 
18 A Yes, sir. 18 MR. BISTLINE: See, I told you I had it. 
19 Q. Okay. So it looks like Sean McCarter is at 19 THE WITNESS: You just didn't know it. 
2 0 least -- has become aware that Lee Chaklos and Delta 2 0 MR. SCHMITZ: Oh, it is there. Okay. 
21 Demolition Group are somehow affiliated with this 21 THE WITNESS: An administrative oversight. 
2 2 bridge; is that right? 2 2 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
2 3 A. I don't know. 2 3 Q. So what did Roger Barack -- he was telling you 
2 4 Q. Well -- 2 4 that -- he was reminding you of the confidentiality 
2 5 A I don't know what assumption he -- what 2 5 agreement, and did he say anything else? 
25 (Pages 94 to 97) 
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Page 98 Page 100 
A. Well --no. He just said basically our 1 eight hours from Virginia to Pennsylvania--
business, nobody else is to know it. 2 MR. BISTLINE: Just try to restrict it to just 
Q. Did he ask why Lee Chaklos or Delta Demolitio~ 3 his question. 
was involved? 4 MR. SCHMITZ: Yeah. 
A. No, sir. 5 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Q. Did you tell him that Lee Chaklos and Delta 6 Q. What you're saying is the contingency 
Demolition was involved? 7 agreement required payment of$25,000 by May 25th, and 
A. No. 8 you hadn't received it yet; is that right? 
Q. Did he mention that he had read this article? 9 A. That is correct. 
A. Yes, he did. 1 0 Q. And in response Krystal sends you an e-mail 
Q. So did you --obviously if you didn't tell him 11 asking you-- or that says, "I seriously hope and pray 
12 about Delta, did you tell him that KDC had signed an 12 you really consider our earlier conversation." Do you 
13 agreement to purchase the bridge from you? 13 see that? 
f_; 
14 A. No, sir. 14 A Yes. 
15 Q. Why not? 15 Q. Do you recall what your earlier conversation 
16 A. None ofhis business. 16 with Krystal was? I) 
17 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 16 was 17 A The conversation, again, they were dogging it 
18 marked for identification.) 18 on why they had not paid -- or they were giving me 
19 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 19 excuses of why they haven't paid and that they were 
20 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 16. 2 0 making their best effort to get the money to us. I~ 
21 Do you recognize that? 21 Q. Okay. And what were the reasons that they 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
A. It's an e-mail transmission. 2 2 were giving you for not making the payment by May 25th': 
1
, 
Q. From who? 23 A One of the excuses that Lee Chaklos orated was 
A. Delta Demolition to Eric Kelly. 2 4 his attorney was reviewing the paperwork. Another fi 
Q. And what's the date? 2 5 excuse was they were driving from Virginia to lj 
Page 99 
A. May 27, 201 0; 1 :54 p.m. 
Q. And below that is actually an e-mail from you 
to Krystal; is that correct? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. And that's also dated May 27, 2010? 
A. At 8:59. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
And that would be a.m.; is that right? 
It doesn't say it. 
What's that? 
Page 101 
1 Pennsylvania to a bank they do business with. Another I) 
2 excuse was they were up in Erie, Pennsylvania, looking I' 
3 at a yacht, a boat to buy. 
4 Q. This is all in relationship to the $25,000 
5 payment? 
6 A. Yes, sir. 
7 Q. Did you guys talk about the timing of the 
8 payment or any extensions to that payment? 
9 A. Yes. 
A. It doesn't say, believe it or not. 10 Q. And what was the substance of those 
Q. Well, if that's the first e-mail in the string 11 conversations? 
12 and the next e-mail is 1 :54 p.m. -- 12 A. Basically at that point I gave the phone to my 
A. We can assume that. 13 wife, and I said I don't want anything to do with them. fl 13 
14 Q. Okay. And you say here that "AED is present! 14 And she said give them a chance. 
15 weighing the opinion to decline to enter into any 15 Q. So did she then continue the conversation? 
>: 
16 agreement with KDC Investments"; is that correct? 16 Because you're saying--
17 A. Correct. 1 7 A. Yes, yes, yes. ,.i 
18 Q. And the reason was because as of today, this 
19 date, May 27th, KDC had not complied with the 
20 
21 
22 
23 
contingency agreement ofMay 20th? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Meaning they hadn't paid you the $25,000 yet? 
A. Not just that. They were giving me a string 
18 Q. Okay. So you handed the phone-- who were you 'J 
19 speaking to at the time; was it Lee or was it Krystal? .2 
20 A. It was both of them. They were both driving ' 
21 somewhere. 
22 Q. Okay. And so you gave the phone to your wife, 
23 and she continued that conversation? 
2 4 of bull shit that, well, they went to this bank -- they 2 4 A. Yes, sir. 
25 went to this bank; couldn't do something; we're drivin~ 2 5 Q. Okay. Did she ever give the phone back to 
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I 
' 1 you, or did she end the conversation? 1 self perform the project"; correct? 
2 A. She probably ended it at that point. 2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. But she said give them a chance? 3 Q. So it sounds like here what you're saying is 
4 A. Yep. 4 you just didn't think they had the money; is that right? 
5 Q. And what did she mean by that? 5 A. Correct. 
6 A. Give them a chance. 6 Q. You just don't think that their-- their purse 
7 Q. Give them a chance to make the payment? 7 wasn't--
8 A. Yes. 8 A. They didn't send the money. 
9 Q. All right. So, I mean, give them a chance -- 9 Q. Okay. In the last e-mail, it's another e-mail 
10 how did she say give them -- give them a chance? Give 10 from you to Delta. The third paragraph in that e-mail 
11 them a couple more days or anything like that? What wa 11 says that you have documented all the excuses propounded 
12 the chance that she was going to give them? 12 by both you and Lee. 
13 A. Well, it was just an extension. 13 A. Mm-hmm. 
14 Q. Okay. Ofhow long? 14 Q. How did you document all the excuses? 
15 A. I have no idea. 15 A. Just in my mind. 
16 Q. Is that because your wife gave it to them and 16 Q. Okay. So you really didn't have it 
17 that's why you don't have an idea how long it was? 17 documented? 
18 A. It was probably because I didn't want to hear 18 A. Well, my mind's a good documenter, isn't it? 
19 anymore bull shit. So I just -- when I hand the phone to 19 Or is yours? 
20 my wife, that's it. Here; you're the president; you 20 Q. No, actually, that is not a document. A piece 
21 take care of it. I want nothing to do with it. 21 of paper is a document. So when you say you have it 
22 Q. So I should ask her about that extension? 22 documented, did you mean that you had this stuff written 
23 A. Yes, sir. 23 down or saved somewhere? 
24 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 17 was 24 A. You know what. I may have that on a -- I --
25 marked for identification.) 25 like legal pads like you guys have. 
Page 103 Page 105 
1 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 1 Q. Yes. " 4 
2 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit I 7. 2 A. I've got a stack of them. And you know what, 
3 Do you recognize that? 3 I'm going to go through them. And if I can produce tha 
4 A. Yes, sir. 4 for you, Counselor, I shall. 
5 Q. And what is it? 5 Q. Well, if you have notes taken regarding this 
6 A. It's various e-mails from Eric to Delta and 6 bridge, we have asked for those. So, yes, please 
7 Delta to Eric. 7 produce those. Can you do that? 
8 Q. All right. And it looks like they're all 8 A. Yes. 
9 dated May 27th, the same day we've just been talking 9 MR. BISTLINE: W auld they be with Mark or 
10 about; is that right? 10 would they be with you? 
11 A. Yes, sir. 11 THE WITNESS: Me. ~ 12 Q. If you go to the first one in the chain, this 12 MR. BISTLINE: Okay. 
13 is an e-mail from you to Krystal and Lee, correct? 13 THE WITNESS: Again, it's in a legal pad like 
14 A. Yes. 14 that. 
15 Q. And it says, "It ain't looking too good. I 15 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
16 would not try to acquire the funds for AED at this time . 16 Q . Yeah. You know, the deposition notice duces 
17 It's put a lot of stress on all parties involved"; 17 tecum for today asked you to bring with you all, like, 
18 correct? 18 notes, diaries, summaries, anything like that that 
19 A. Mm-hmm. 19 you've written down about this case and the bridge. 
20 Q. And you say, "I believe your heart was in the 20 So--
21 right place but your purse wasn't. I've been there and 21 A. I understand that, Counselor. I just drove li 
22 done that"; correct? 22 2,167 miles to be here. II 
23 A. Yes. 23 Q. Sure. I 
24 Q. And "Please rest assured that my prayers are 24 A. And I did not have a chance to stop by my ' 
25 with you and Lee. I will go through my own bank and 25 house. ~ 
,,,, "''" ',_-, ,,,,,, '' '<-.«'% -&~-:M...:,~"" 
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Page 106 Page 108 
1 Q. Okay. But if you have anything else like 1 Q. That's what Travis was asking? ' 
2 that, like legal pads or if you have calendars that 2 A. That's what Travis told me that Lee and 
3 you've kept that have notes written on them, anything 3 Krystal were asking. 
' 
4 like that I'd ask that you produce those. Okay? 4 Q. They were asking for the hundred thousand 
5 A. Yes, sir. 5 dollars? rl 
6 Q. Now, the sixth line down -- or sixth paragraph 6 A. Yes. 11 
7 says, "Strauss Industries offered to front $100,000 upon 7 Q. Okay. Because this-- the reason I'm asking 
8 proof of ownership. I have discussed this matter with 8 is this says "Strauss Industries offered to front 
9 them and they are on guard"; is that right? 9 $100,000 upon proof of ownership." 
10 A. Yes. 10 A. Mm-hmm. 
11 Q. Did I get that right? Okay. What do you mean 11 Q. So did Travis Nelson say to you that Strauss 
12 there? What do you mean Strauss Industries offered to 12 Industries actually offered to front a hundred thousand 
13 front $100,000 upon proof of ownership? 13 dollars? 
14 A. To Krystal and Lee Chaklos. 14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And how do you know that? 15 Q. And he offered to front that to KDC? 
16 A. Discussions with them. 16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. With? 17 Q. And all he--
18 A. Travis Nelson. 18 A. Or Delta. KDC or Delta. 
19 Q. And what exactly did he tell you? 19 Q. Okay. And all he needed from you was proof <if 
20 A. As stated before, he said that Chaklos was in 20 ownership? ) 
21 there trying to borrow money against the bridge. And h ~21 A. Yes, sir. 
22 had heard that we had bought it. Does he own the 22 Q. So what do you mean by "I have discussed this 
23 bridge. 23 matter with them and they are on guard"? 
24 Q. Okay. So he was asking you to verify that 24 A. In discussing the matter with them and them j 
25 they had purchased the bridge? 25 saying they are on guard because we did not have a 
Page 107 Page 109 
1 A. Yes. 1 consummated agreement at that time. 
0 
2 Q. And what did you say? 2 Q. Why would Strauss be on guard if you guys ' 0 
3 A. I said, well -- you know what, in the spirit 3 didn't have a consummated agreement? I don't t I, 
>:i 
4 of trying to help them out, I did not attest that they 4 understand. I 5 owned the bridge. I said they are working on it right 5 A. Well, because if Strauss would have loaned 
6 now is what I said to him. 6 them a hundred thousand dollars under the pretense they 
7 Q. Did you tell him that you guys had a -- you 7 owned it and they didn't pay me, then they would file a 
8 signed the paperwork; they just hadn't made the paymer 8 UCC- I against the bridge. And then I'd have to pay them 
9 yet? 9 a hundred thousand dollars that somebody else borrowed 
10 (Brief interruption.) 10 on it. 
11 THE WITNESS: Please repeat that question. 11 Q. So basically what you're saying is Strauss 
12 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 12 Industries is on guard because you didn't verify that 
13 Q. Did you tell Travis Nelson that you guys had 13 KDC had actually -- or KDC had purchased the bridge? 
14 signed the agreements to sell the bridge but you were 14 A. Yes, sir. 
15 just waiting for payment? 15 Q. All right. In the next paragraph you say, 
16 A. I did not convey that to him. Again, that's 16 "The June I st date you keep referring to is for a 'start 
17 none of his business, likewise, that -- whether we have 17 up."' What are you talking about there? 
18 an agreement or not with Chaklos. 18 A. Should have been a question mark after that. ~ 19 Q. You just told him that you guys were working 19 Q. Well, it sounds like a statement: "The 
20 on-- 20 June 1st date you keep referring to is for a 'start 
21 A. Yes. 21 up."' What June 1st date? 
22 Q. All right. But he told you that if they owned 22 A. I'm not familiar with it at this time, 
23 it, he was going to front them a hundred thousand 23 Counselor. 
24 dollars? 24 Q. So you don't recall what you were trying to 
25 A. That's what they were asking. 25 convey there? 
,. ,_ L ~''·"""" ... .... 
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Page 110 
A. No, I don't. 
MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. We can stop now. 
MR. BISTLINE: Okay. 
MR. SCHMITZ: Let's take a break for lunch. 
(A brieflunch break was taken.) 
MR. SCHMITZ: Ready to continue on? 
THE WITNESS: Reconvene. 
MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. 
9 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 18 was 
10 marked for identification.) 
11 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Page 112 
THE WITNESS: That was on one of the previous. 
BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Q. No, this is it. Starting right there under 
the date and time. 
A. I stand corrected. 
Q. Okay. So did I read that correctly? 
A. The response from Delta that the shit will hit 
the fan started-- blah, blah, blah? 
9 Q. Actually, I read the very first paragraph. It 
1 0 says, "The time frame has expired for the Letter of 
11 Contingency. Pursuant to my e-mail of 5/27110, AED will 
12 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 18. 12 self perform this project." 
13 Do you recognize that? 13 A. Mm-hrnm. 
14 
15 
A. Yes, sir. 14 Q. Is that a yes? 
Q. What is it? 15 A. Yes. 
16 A. It's an e-mail transmission between Delta and 16 Q. All right. And then you say, "The response 
17 AED. 17 from Delta that 'the shit will hit the fan' started when 
18 Q. Dated June 1st, 201 0? 18 the news station aired a very disturbing and libelous 
19 
20 
A. Yes, sir. 19 report from Delta." What report are you referring to? 
Q. Let me ask you something. Do you consider KDC 2 0 A. Ifl believe correctly, it was regarding that 
2 1 and Delta to be the same thing? 21 they were not going to utilize AED as the implosion --
2 2 A. Well, for this particular instance it was -- 2 2 as the blasting contractor. 
2 3 it's assumed that they're the same, but for the legality 2 3 Q. Do you have a copy of this report? 
2 4 for this, it is only KDC. 2 4 A. My counsel should have a copy of it. If not, 
25 Q. Okay. 25 one will be available to him. 
Page 111 
1 A. For the-- and this is my interpretation. I'm 
2 not saying this is correct. KDC -- or I'll put it this 
3 way. Krystal told me they're just buying the bridge. 
4 Delta is doing the demolition of the bridge. 
5 Q. And I'm just curious because I want to make 
6 sure that when you refer to Delta, I want to know who 
7 you're talking about. And if you're making an actual 
8 distinction between KDC and Delta or when you say Delta 
9 you're just referring to Lee and Krystal. 
1 0 A. Yes, sir. 
11 Q. So when you say Delta, you just mean Lee and 
12 Krystal? 
13 A. Yes, sir. 
14 Q. Okay. All right. So this exhibit, the first 
15 one is June 1st, and it says, "Mr. Kelly, I am prepared 
1 6 to convey funds this morning. I need you to call or 
1 7 e-mail me so we can accomplish this and put a closer to 
1 8 this deal"; correct? 
19 A. Yes, sir. 
20 Q. And you respond that same day. And you say, 
21 "The timeframe has expired for the Letter of 
22 Contingency. Pursuant to my e-mail ofS/27/2010, AED 
2 3 will self perform this project"; correct? 
24 A. It's not on this ... 
25 (Document tendered.) 
Page 113~ 
MR. BISTLINE: Which report was it, Randy? ~ 
MR. SCHMITZ: I don't know. It just says "the ~ 
3 news station aired a very disturbing and libelous report ~ 
from Delta." I don't know which one it refers to. i 
THE WITNESS: It may have been the one wher 
1 
2 
4 
5 
6 they say we are not -- they're not going to use AED 
7 
8 
9 
because they are not qualified to do the job, more 
specifically. 
MR. BISTLINE: I'll e-mail Mark to see if he 
; 
10 has that. So this would be an e-mail dated 6/1 from } 
11 Eric to Delta. ,, 
12 BY MR. SCHMITZ: ~ 
13 Q. And you have no claim in this case for libel ~ 
14 or slander, correct? l 
15 A. Notyet. ~ 
16 Q. Do you plan on amending your complaint in thi~ ~ 
1 7 matter to include a claim for libel or slander? I 
18 A. I can't answer that at this time, Counselor. ~ 
19 MR. SCHMITZ: Well, we've got no time to do , 
20 this. 
21 MR. BISTLINE: Yeah. I actually discussed 
22 this with him earlier because he, you know, was telling 
2 3 me about these problems. And I said the concern I havt 
2 4 is that if we don't do it here we get res judicata' d. 
25 But ifl also try to amend and add it now, he's going to 
29 (Pages 110 to 113) 
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Page 114 
1 say, well, we're adding all this right before. So I 
2 would think though that if I said -- if I tried to bring 
3 it and he said I'm not going let you, I don't think I 
4 could get res judicata'd on that. 
5 MR. SCHMITZ: Well, you know, I don't know. 
6 But are you planning on trying to add this? 
7 MR. BISTLINE: I haven't decided that just 
8 yet. I mean, I think people out there maybe saying som 
9 things they shouldn't. But I'd have to develop more of 
10 why that matters before I would decide that. 
11 MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. So then we're obviously 
12 going to leave this deposition open in case you guys are 
13 successful in amending the complaint and adding that 
14 claim. 
15 MR. BISTLINE: Correct. 
16 MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. 
17 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
18 Q. Now, this report-- this news station report 
19 that you're referring to, was this a -- was this like a 
20 report on TV? Was it a newspaper report? 
21 A. I believe, Counsel, it was a newspaper report. 
22 Q. Do you know the date of the report? 
23 A. No, I don't, sir. I'm sorry. 
24 Q. Do you know which paper it came from? 
25 A. Most likely it was the Intelligencer. 
Page 115 
. 
1 MR. SCHMITZ: You're going to try and get cop 
2 of that from Mark Wilburn? 
3 , MR. BISTLINE: Yeah. I'm doing that right 
4 now. 
5 
6 
THE WITNESS: Art, if you can specifically--
MR. BISTLINE: I gave him the exact date of 
7 the e-mail. 
8 THE WITNESS: And the content, because there 
9 are quite a few as you can recall. 
10 MR. BISTLINE: Yeah. 
11 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
12 Q. Quite a few articles or ... 
13 A. Quite a few articles; yes, sir. 
14 MR. BISTLINE: Yeah, I have an e-mail to him 
15 generally saying that -- because I didn't ever see any 
16 articles right at that time frame ever saying this. So 
1 7 obviously I would want to. 
18 MR. SCHMITZ: Yeah. And I don't have any 
19 either. So ... 
2 0 MR. BISTLINE: Yeah. So he said, yeah, he's 
21 right. And he was on the road. So he was on his way 
2 2 back. So hopefully we'll see something soon here. 
23 MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. 
2 4 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
25 Q. Well, actually, you know what, there's-- at 
Page 116 
1 
I' 
the end of that Exhibit 18 you say, "This causes a very 
2 
3 
4 
5 
contentious relationship. That being said, Do Not 
Execute Any Wire Transfer. Delta did not abide by th~ 
terms of the LOC" -- meaning letter of contingency; is : 
~ri~? l 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. (Continuing.)-- "and AED reserved the right 
to terminate any agreements." 
A. Yes, sir. 
(Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 19 was 
marked for identification.) 
BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Q. You've been handed Deposition Exhibit 19. D 
you recognize that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And what is it? 
A. An e-mail transmission between Eric Kelly anc 
Delta Demo. 
Q. And that's dated June I st also, right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. If you go to the first e-mail in 
that string, it says, "Krystal/Lee, I may have an 
alternate proposal for consideration this afternoon"; 
correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Page 117 
1 Q. Okay. So between Exhibit 18 and Exhibit 19--
2 they're both dated June I st. In Exhibit 18 you're 
3 saying don't wire any money. 
4 
5 
A. Yes. 
Q. But then in Exhibit 19, which is just later 
6 that same day, you're saying, okay, I have an alternate 
I 7 proposal. So what happened between those two e-mails? ,l 
8 A. I talked to my wife. 
9 Q. Okay. And what did -- what did you guys talk 
10 about? 
11 A. Essentially she said, hey, let's give them a 
12 chance. 
13 Q. And did she say why-- I mean, it sounded like 
14 you were pretty adamant that, hey, don't wire any money. 
15 So how did she convince you to give them another chance~ 
16 
17 
18 
A. She's the president. 
Q. But what did she say that would convince you? 
A. Well, basically, you know, my wife and I are 
19 Christians. We believe that God is a God of second 
2 0 chance. Likewise with Krystal -- and irregardless of 
21 what was said, we believed that, hey, listen, we'll give 
22 them a chance at-- for these young kids, you know, 
2 3 to -- to make right. 
2 4 Q. So after talking to your wife, you came up 
2 5 with this idea for a different proposal in order to move 
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Page 120 
the contract? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you're saying that if you go forward with 
4 the sale and have no contract for AED, you've exercised 
5 poor stewardship. 
6 
7 
8 
A. Yes. 
Q. Basically, ifl can summarize, at this point 
in time you guys had a written agreement for the sale of 
9 the bridge, but there wasn't a written agreement for AED 
1 0 to actually blast the bridge; is that right? 
11 A. There was -- the sale was not consummated at 
12 this time, Counselor. Okay. And, likewise, we had 
13 nothing even -- we had nothing agreed to, in essence, 
14 about the whole shooting match. 
15 Q. Well, you had your informal proposal with your 
1 6 terms of what was going to be included in an eventual 
1 7 blasting agreement, correct? 
1 8 A. That was a reference, informal proposal for 
1 9 them. I can only assume that they were putting together 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And require the monies for the blasting to be 
guaranteed by a bank or escrowed? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, it doesn't look like any of the other 
terms of your previous informal proposal were chan gin! 
other than the timing of the mobilization fee; is that 
correct? 
A. I don't understand, Counsel. 
11 Q. Well, if you look at Exhibit 19 and you look 
12 at the alternate proposal that you have set forth in 
13 that e-mail --
A. Yes. 14 
15 Q. -- and if you compared that to the terms of 
16 your informal proposal that you had sent out 
1 7 previously --
18 
19 
A. Yes, sir. 
2 0 their budgetary numbers, like you do when you build your 2 0 
21 house. Okay. When you have your house built, what's it 21 
Q. --it looks to me like the only thing that's 
really different is the timing of this mobilization fee? 
A. The payment terms were different. 
2 2 going to cost? So that's the reason that informal 2 2 
2 3 proposal was sent to him. He wanted to know how much i~ 2 3 
2 4 it going to cost me. 24 
2 5 Q. Well, there was a lot more contained in there 25 
Page 119 
1 besides just costs, correct? 1 
2 A. Correct. 2 
3 Q. And as we discussed previously, that was an 3 
4 informal proposal which contained terms that you were 4 
5 expecting to put into a written contract for the 5 
6 blasting? 6 
7 A. Yes, sir. 7 
8 Q. Okay. So all I'm saying is at this point in 8 
9 time, as of June 1st, you had a written signed agreemen 9 
10 to sell the bridge to KDC -- it hadn't been paid for 10 
11 yet -- but you had no written agreement to blast the 11 
12 bridge? 12 
13 A. At that time we did not have an agreement to 13 
14 blast the bridge. 14 
15 Q. All right. And so what you're saying here is 15 
16 that you want to put the terms in your e-mail here into 16 
17 a written agreement to blast the bridge? 17 
18 A. And to sell the bridge. 18 
19 Q. Okay. And your proposal is sell the bridge as 19 
20 before. So nothing was changing there? 20 
21 A. Yes, sir. 21 
22 Q. But you wanted Delta to sign a contract which 22 
23 will have AED perform the blasting work? 23 
24 A. Yes, sir. 24 
25 Q. Require the mobilization fee upon signing of 25 
Q. Okay. Other than that, the terms were going 
to be the same? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Okay. Also in here, in this e-mail, you say 
Page 121 
"Delta can choose an alternative shooter." What did you 
mean by that? 
A. Now, what I intended by that is ifl sold them 
the bridge, just sold them the bridge, they can get 
anybody to blow the bridge up, any -- one of my 
competitors or something like that. So what I was 
trying to imply is that wouldn't -- it wouldn't -- ifl 
had done that, that would have been poor stewardship. 
Q. Okay. I see what you're saying. 
A. So -- and essentially I'm -- what I'm -- what 
I would be doing is giving them $1.3 miiiion in equity 
for 25,000. I mean, come on; that's stupid. 
Q. I see. Okay. So this is what you're saying 
here where you say "as it stands." So at this point in 
time, if you go forward with the sale but there's no 
contract for AED, then there's nothing to stop KDC from 
going out and hiring somebody else to blast the bridge? 
A. Correct. 
Q. All right. And then Krystal responds by 
saying, "You have my word that AED will do the blast as I 
long as you are still receptive to doing"; correct? l 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And then you respond, this is stiii June 1st, 
by saying, "I am having my office draft a solution which 
will have to be endorsed prior to any other 
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Page 122! 
1 commitments." 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. All right. And at the bottom you say, "The 
4 original proposal" --yeah, there it is -- "The original 
5 proposal will be the same except for payment." And wha 
6 you mean there, the original proposal is that informal 
7 proposal that you had written out previously? 
8 A. Yes, sir. 
9 Q. Okay. 
10 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 20 was 
11 marked for identification.) 
12 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
13 Q. You've been handed Deposition Exhibit 20. Do 
14 you recognize that? 
15 A. Yes, sir. 
16 Q. And what is this? 
1 7 A. An e-mail between Eric and Delta Demolition. 
18 Q. All right. And this e-mail string is also 
1 9 dated June 1st, correct? 
20 A. Yes, sir. 
21 Q. And the first e-mail in this string is your 
22 alternate proposal, the one we just talked about. 
2 3 A. Mm-hmm. 
2 4 Q. And then there is a reply from Lee, which 
2 5 says, "Eric and Lisa, Here is our offer as to your 
Page 123 
1 alternate proposal"; do you see that? 
2 A. Yes, sir. 
3 Q. So it lo9ks like Lee was proposing some 
4 alternate terms here; is that right? 
5 A. It looks like he is proposing, yes. 
6 Q. Okay. And at the end there's a paragraph, he 
7 says, "We hold no animosity towards AED and are 
8 anxiously awaiting to meet you both. We look forward tc 
9 doing this hand in hand together"; correct? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And the last sentence says, "The only thing I 
12 would also ask (sic) to add to the contract between AED 
13 and Delta for the blasting is that AED must" -- he says 
14 preform; but I think that's a spelling error-- "perform 
15 the blasting"; do you see that? 
16 A. Yes, sir. 
17 Q. And then you respond to that e-mail and say, 
18 "My office will be sending the solution as AED wishes it 
19 to be"; correct? 
20 A. Yes, sir. 
21 Q. "You guys have to agree or not"; correct? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. Okay. So basically what you're saying is I'm 
24 going to come up with the agreement here, and you guys 
25 are going to take it or leave it, right? 
Page 124 
1 A. Yes, sir. 
2 Q. Okay. And then who -- who prepared the 
3 proposal, what the terms that you said you were havi g 
4 your office draft? 
5 A. I have compiled -- I had compiled the 
6 verbiage, and Mark Wilburn compiled the -- it's li 
7 basically templated. He compiled the actual draft tha ~ 
8 was sent to them. IJ 
9 Q. I guess I'm not quite sure what you mean by 
1 0 you compiled the verbiage. Meaning you wrote it ou; 
11 and he just put it into a certain form? 
12 A. Yes. I! 
13 Q. Okay. So you wrote what the terms needed t< 1; 
14 be, and Mark put it into the final form for you? I.! 
15 A. Yes, sir. 
16 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 21 was 
1 7 marked for identification.) 
18 (Brief interruption.) 
19 MR. SCHMITZ: Let's keep going. 
2 0 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
21 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 21 
2 2 Do you recognize that? 
2 3 A. Yes, sir. 
2 4 Q. And what is it? 
2 5 A. It's e-mail transmissions from 
Page 125 
1 mark@biggerblast to Delta. 
2 Q. And these are all dated June 1st, 2010, 
3 correct? 
4 A. I'm looking. Yes, sir. 
5 Q. This looks like -- I mean, this is further 
6 e-mail communications between you guys regarding thi 
7 alternate proposal that you were going to come up with. 
8 This includes Eric and Lisa's alternate proposal. And 
9 then there is a response by Mark Wilburn where he say~" 
10 "Krystal & Lee, I have reviewed the information and § 
' 11 compiled the attached." 
12 And if you look on-- well, the attached isn't 
13 included in this e-mail. But what do you believe he wa 
14 attaching? 
15 A. Which transmission is that? 
16 Q. This is on page -- there's a Bates stamp on 
17 the bottom. This would be on ADC873. 
18 A. 873. 
19 Q. And right at the top of that page it says, 
20 "Krystal & Lee, I have reviewed the information and 
21 compiled the attached. Please review and if in 
22 agreement, please sign and fax" -- and then he provides 
23 a number. 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. Do you know what he was attaching? ~ 
.•. 
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Page 1261 
1 A. I can only-- no. I don't know in fact what j
1 
1 
2 he's faxing, Counsel. 2 ~ of.~· Would you believe th't it would be the drnft I ~ 
5 A. The revised proposal; yes, sir. I 5 
6 Q. The revised proposal. Okay. 6 
7 
8 
And then in response Krystal sends an e-mail I 7 
that says, "Mark, Per talking to Eric all parties are in I 8 
9 agreement that mobilization money is due to be conveyed 9 
10 Wednesday, June 9th"; do you see that? 10 
11 A. Yes, sir. 11 
12 Q. And that's from KDC to AED, correct? 12 
A. Correct. 1 3 
Page 128 
term "deposit" rather than "mobilization," correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Paragraph 4 entitles AED to stop work if not 
timely paid on any of the above installments, correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Paragraph 8 says, "AED will execute a contract 
directly with KDC"; is that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that a typo? Did that mean to say that 
AED will execute a contract directly with Delta? 
A. You know, this comes from a template. And I 
don't understand that in this context right now. 
Q. Okay. Because it would seem to make sense 13 
14 Q. And she asks him to revise. And he responds 14 
15 and says, "Will do." 15 
16 Do you remember having a conversation with 1 6 
that it would be Delta, because Delta was going to be . 
the general and AED was going to be a subcontractor for ) 
Delta for the blasting, correct? , 
1 7 either Krystal or Lee about having mobilization money 1 7 A. That's what it appears. 
18 due on June 9th? 18 MR. BISTLINE: Randy, I was going to just 
19 A. Yes. 19 offer -- I'm not testifying for him. But I don't know 
2 0 if you've seen it. But there's -- that language looks 
21 like it was pulled out of an e-mail, the ones you were 
2 2 just going through, where they say that. And so it 
20 Q. And what was discussed? 
21 A. Paying the mobilization money per the 
2 2 agreement on June 9th, sir. 
23 MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. Some of these you were 
2 4 not included on. It looks like they're just between 
2 5 Mark and Krystal. I'll ask him about those. 
Page 127 
1 But attached to those e-mails is a document. 
2 Is that a-- you know what. Let's do it this way. 
3 Let's just make a sepap1te document of this. 
4 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 22 was 
5 marked for identification.) 
6 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
7 Q. You have been handed Exhibit 22. Do you 
8 recognize that? 
9 A. Yes, sir. 
10 Q. What is it? 
11 A. It's our proposal with additional terms. 
12 Q. Okay. And is this what, as you said, you had 
13 come up with the verbiage or the terms, and Mark 
14 compiled this into this form for you? 
15 A. Yes, sir. 
16 Q. And then Mark sent this over to Krystal to 
1 7 have signed; is that right? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. So this is the actual written alternate 
2 0 proposal that you had referred to in your previous 
21 e-mails? 
22 A. Yes, sir. 
23 Q. And it looks like everything-- scratch that. 
2 4 The payment term of 175,000 is the same. In 
2 5 paragraph 3 it makes 30,000 due on June 9th but uses the 
2 3 looks like they just kind of ... 
24 
25 
MR. SCHMITZ: Cut and paste. 
MR. BISTLINE: Yeah. 
Page 129 
1 MR. SCHMITZ: Well, yeah, I -- it's just -- I 
2 thought that this was not correctly worded, and that's 
3 why I wanted to make sure. 
4 MR. BISTLINE: Yeah, yeah. 
5 MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. i1 
6 BY MR. SCHMITZ: .l 
7 Q. And also, if you go to the next page, it says 1 
8 Exhibit A? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And this is where it states what AED is going 
11 to be responsible for. And paragraph I says, "Supply 
12 the necessary explosives permits, both Federal and 
13 State, to perform operations in the State ofWest I 
14 Virginia." 
15 Now, this is similar to what your previous 
16 proposals had said, but it's a little different because 
1 7 as we've discussed earlier, the previous proposal said 
18 that AED is going to get all the necessary permits an< 
19 licenses to perform the blasting work. And it wasn't 
I 2 0 limited to just explosives permits. I'm wondering, t 
21 again, if this was sort of a -- if this was entered j 
2 2 correctly as you intended it in this agreement? j 
2 3 A. The previous proposal was informal. This is 1 
24 formal. 
2 5 Q. So did you truly mean in this agreement to 
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1 limit only -- that AED would only be responsible to g 
2 explosive permits? 
3 A. That is how it was meant. 
4 Q. So you were now taking off the table that AE 
5 was going to go get any other permits or licenses 
6 required to actually perform blasting in the state of 
7 West Virginia? 
8 A. No, sir. 
9 Q. Okay. So you were still intending AED to ge 
10 those permits and licenses? 
11 A. Yes, sir. It says both federal and state. I 
12 interpret that for federal and state. 
13 Q. Okay. So when it says supply the necessary 
14 explosives permits to perform operations in the state 
15 West Virginia, you don't read that language as limitin 
16 it just to explosives, but it actually includes getting 
17 whatever other permits and licenses you need to do tl 
18 work? 
19 A. No. That's strictly for the explosives 
20 permits. 
21 Q. Okay. Is there another paragraph in here that 
22 includes AED's responsibility to get permits and 
23 licenses to perform the work? 
24 A. Again, any of the permits or licenses that are 
25 required, federal and state, okay, we will apply them. 
Page 131 
1 Now, that's not just state. If it's the City of 
2 Benwood, that comes under the auspices of the State. So 
3 if the City of Benwood had S9ffiething, the only way the 
4 City of Benwood-- they cannot have anything that would 
5 supersede what the State has. 
6 Q. Okay. I understand that. So what you're 
7 saying is it was always understood that AED was going t< 
8 get whatever permits, either from the City, the State or 
9 federally, that it needed to perform blasting in West 
10 Virginia? 
11 A. Yes, sir. 
12 Q. Paragraph 11 there deals with insurance 
13 coverage? 
14 A. Yes, sir. 
15 Q. Well, I guess, first of all, paragraph 8 
16 states that AED will supply 1 million of general 
17 liability insurance. I said AED, didn't I? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Let me start over because I can't remember 
20 what I said. AED agreed to supply I million of general 
21 liability insurance and 500,000 of workers comp 
22 insurance? 
23 A. Yes, sir. 
24 Q. And then paragraph I I states that this 
25 coverage can be increased, modified and/or rewritten as 
"""""'"" ''"'" 
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required by KDC or a governmental entity as long as KDC : 
reimburses AED for any extra costs associated therewith? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And at the-- on the last page, can you tell 
me whose signature that is? 
A. It's mine. 
Q. This one is yours? It's not Mark Wilburn's? 
A. It looks like mine. Couldn't say for sure if 
it was, actually. I'm not sure ifl had actually 
endorsed this or not. 
Q. This could be Mark Wilburn's? 
A. It could be. 
Q. But you're saying he has authority to sign on 
your behalf? 
A. Anything that Mr. Wilburn endorses, he has to 
have permission. 
Q. He has to have permission? 
A. Yeah. Well, he -- generally what happens, 
Mark will say -- like, I'll have the contract. And, 
again, the printer's puked, the fax machine's puked. 
And he'll e-mail -- he'll scan and e-mail this and say 
read it; can I sign it? And I say yes. 
Q. Do you remember him asking for permission to 
sign this particular document? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you gave him permission? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Page 133 
Q. So then it's not your signature on the bottom? 
A. You know what, it does not look like my 
signature. He's getting good at it if it's his. 
Q. Okay. Then after June 1st, KDC paid to AED 
the $25,000 for the purchase of the bridge on June 3rd 
is that right? 
A. I'm not sure of what date, Counselor. I'm 
sorry. 
Q. Who would know that? 
A. Lisa. 
Q. All right. 
A. You're married. 
Q. Let me ask you. Do you have any recordings a 
all? Did you record any conversations, telephone 
conversations? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you save any voice mails from either Lee 
or Krystal? 
A. Not that I'm aware of. 
Q. I have a-- and I don't really want to make 
this an exhibit. But I'm just going to read from this. 
It's an e-mail from you dated June 2nd to Krystal and 
Lee. And you say, "I saved a voice mail from Lee tha 
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1 affirms the desire to do the wire transfer." 1 A. Yes, sir. 
2 A. On that note, if it was written in there, I 2 THE WITNESS: I'm going to go to the rest room 
3 probably did save it at that time. 3 real quick. 
4 Q. But it has been deleted since? 4 MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. That's fine. 
5 A. Oh, yes, sir. 5 (A short break was taken.) 
6 Q. Okay. Do you have any other recordings of an 6 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 24 was i 
7 nature involving the bridge at all? 7 marked for identification.) 
8 A. I wish I did. 8 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
9 Q. Do you have any photographs that haven't been 9 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 24. 
10 produced? 10 Do you recognize that? 
11 A. No, sir. 11 A. Yes, sir. 
12 Q. Do you have any videotape recordings? 12 Q. What is it? 
13 A. No, sir. 13 A. It looks like our standard operating 
14 You know, Idaho is very lenient on their 14 procedure. 
15 recording conversation laws, I could tell you that. 15 Q. There's an e-mail that is from Mark Wilburn to 
16 Q. Yeah. As long as one party knows that it's 16 Pete Sambor at the U.S. Coast Guard dated June 6, 2010, 
17 being recorded. But I'm just saying if you have any -- 17 correct? ' J 
18 A. No, I do not. 18 A. Yes. f j 
19 Q. Okay. 19 Q. And you are listed as one of the recipients on 
20 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 23 was 20 the cc line; is that right? 
21 marked for identification.) 21 A. Yes, sir. 
22 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 22 Q. Do you remember receiving this e-mail? 
23 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 23 A. Yes, sir. 
24 No. 23. Do you recognize that? 24 Q. And what Mark says is, "Mr. Sambor, per your 
25 A. Yes, sir. 25 recent conversation with Eric Kelly, attached is the AED ~~ 
Page 135 Page 137 
1 Q. What is it? 1 information binder for your review." 
2 A. It's a wire transfer between myself and Delta 2 So is what is attached to this e-mail here in " 
3 Demolition. 3 this exhibit is that your information binder? 
4 Q. It's an e-maiL 4 A. It's our standard operating procedure, slash, 
5 A. Yes, sir. 5 informational binder, yes. 
6 Q. Not a wire transfer. 6 Q. He's referring to a recent conversation 
7 A. I'm sorry. An e-maiL 7 between you and Mr. Sambor. 
8 Q. That's all right. And what's the date on 8 A. Yes, sir. 
9 that? 9 Q. Do you know what conversation he's talking 
1 0 A. June 3rd. 1 0 about? 
11 Q. And what do you say in your e-mail to Delta 11 A. I sure do. 
12 Demo? 12 Q. And what conversation was that? 
13 A. "The wire transfer has finally cleared our 13 A. Initially Mark on his inquiry with the Coast 
14 bank. You are the proud owners of the Bellaire Bridge. 14 Guard, seeing what the turnaround time was for this 
15 God bless." 15 project, was talking to Mr. Sambor. And Mr. Sambor ha< 
16 Q. Okay. And, as you said, the date on that is 16 at one time received some type of documentation from 
1 7 June 3rd, so does that help refresh your memory that yo~ 1 7 Delta. And for the record, I have done a lot of work 
18 did receive payment for the bridge on June 3rd? 18 with the Coast Guard over the years. So I am well knowr 
19 A. Apparently. 1 9 in that circle. 
20 Q. I mean, this is an e-mail from you saying-- 20 Q. Okay. I'm just asking what conversation did 
21 A. Yes, sir. 21 you have with Mr. Sambor? 
22 Q. --yeah, we received it, right? 22 A. I'm getting to that. 
23 A. Yes, sir. 23 Q. Okay. I don't need your history with the 
2 4 Q. Okay. And you're saying congratulations; 2 4 Coast Guard though. I just want to know what you were 
25 you're the owner of the bridge now, right? 25 talking about. 
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1 A. Mr. Sambor called me. And he says, Eric, I 1 that attaches this information binder is dated June 6th 
2 understand you were the owner of the bridge. You 2 but the date on the binder that it's sending is dated i 
3 supposedly sold it to Delta. Help these guys out 3 June 7th. So why is it dated June 7 instead of June 6 • 
4 because the shit they submitted to me isn't worth the 4 A. I have-- I'm sorry. I can't answer that, 
5 paper it's written on. End of story. 5 Counselor. 
6 Q. He used those exact words? 6 Q. Who prepared this? 
7 
8 
A. Very close to it, yes. 7 A. The SSWP and Mark Wilburn. 
Q. Did he say what he was referring to? What did 8 Q. And this is part of his job is he's the 
9 they submit? 9 information guy; he puts this stuff together? 
10 A. They were submitting paperwork for the permit 1 0 A. Yes, sir. 
11 to do the demolition of the bridge. 11 Q. And a couple pages in, there's a page marked i! 
12 Q. Did he say why he thought what they had 12 KDC50. ,i 
13 submitted was inadequate and why they needed your help? 13 A. Mm-hmm. ~ 
14 A. It was insufficient for the criteria of the 14 Q. And its heading is Bellaire Bridge Contact 
15 Coast Guard. And he said, Eric, you have done this many 15 List, correct? [:; 
16 times; can you help them? 16 A. Yes. [~ 
17 Q. So is that why Mark was submitting this 17 Q. And on there you have the previous owner is !f 
18 information binder? 18 Roger Barack? 
19 A. Yes, sir. 
20 Q. This was a packet of information to help KDC 
21 get a permit from the Coast Guard? 
22 A. This was submitted to the Coast Guard for --
2 3 you know, at any point to reference it into what KDC 
2 4 wanted to do. What we were trying to do is give KDC a 
2 5 little credibility about doing this bridge because the 
Page 139 
1 Coast Guard had never heard of KDC -- or I'm sorry -- of 
2 Delta Demolition. 
3 Q. Oh, and Delta as the general contract9r was 
4 submitting the information to get the permit? 
5 A. Yes, sir. 
6 Q. The date on that e-mail is June 6th, right? 
7 A. Yes, sir. 
8 Q. Okay. If you go into the actual information 
9 binder, there's a letter right at the very beginning. 
10 It starts off with "Based upon the AED site visit and a 
11 review of the supplied documents"; do you see that? 
12 A. Yes, sir. 
13 Q. What's the date on that letter? 
14 A. June 7th. 
15 Q. Why is it dated June 7th? 
16 A. No idea. But if you look at it, it's carbon 
17 copied from most of the other letters that are -- the 
18 letter that was submitted with the proposal to KDC/ 
19 Delta. 
20 Q. I'm not sure what you're referring to. 
21 A. If you look at the context or the -- the way 
22 it's compiled, if you look at the verbiage, it comes 
23 from a template that we -- that is generalization the 
24 letter. 
25 Q. Okay. But what I'm saying is the e-mail 
19 A. Yes. 
20 
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Q. Current owner is KDC Investments? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The general contractor is Delta Demolition? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the explosive contractor is AED? 
A. Yes. 
Page 141 
Q. All right. And there's also some other 
contacts on there. So that is -- those are the roles 
that all the parties were expected to play on this 
project? 
A. They are what the roles that were assumed. 
Q. Okay. 
A. But not validated. 
Q. Well, I'll object to that as nonresponsive. 
If I could have you tum to the page marked 
KDCI08. 
A. What was the number, Counselor? 
Q. KDCI08. 
A. Mm-hmm. 
Q. And what is that? 
A. It was what I just said "oh boy" to before. 
It's my federal explosives license. 
Q. Why did you say oh boy? 
A. It's not -- the dissemination of information 
is very critical to the ATF. It should not be in this 
file. 
Q. Well, why shouldn't it be in this file? Don't 
you have to show that you have the necessary permits t 
use the explosives? 
A. You do not -- no. I mean, the license to use 
the explosives is different than the license to 
> •• ww '~' 
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1 transport and purchase explosives. I 
2 Q. Okay. I guess I don't understand. Why are 
3 you worried that this is --
4 A This becomes public information, Counselor. 
5 Q. Okay. 
6 A Okay? And, again, we were advised on more 
7 than one occasion by the BATF to protect this number. 
8 Q. Oh, because it has your user number? 
9 A That's correct. My license number. 
10 Q. Your license number. Your permit number. Bu 
11 Mr. Wilburn included this in the packet that was sent to 
12 the U.S. Coast Guard? 
13 A Correct. 
14 Q. So anybody that did a Freedom of Information 
15 Act request --
16 A Well, the Coast Guard is a governmental agency 
17 that understands the dissemination of this information 
18 is pretty critical. 
19 Q. They could actually deny releasing this 
20 particular piece of information. 
21 Okay. So this is just the -- your permit to 
22 use explosives. You said that's different from 
23 transporting or-- what was the other thing you said? 
24 A The Type 33 license from the U.S. Bureau of 
25 Tobacco, Firearms and Firearms (sic) is issued for-- it 
Page 143 
1 allows you to purchase, transport and possess explosives 
2 in interstate commerce. 
3 Q. Okay. How long are those licenses good for? 
4 A Varies, from state to state, agency to agency. 
5 This says in 2012 it expires. 
6 Q. Yeah. ~ut it doesn't say when you had 
7 received it. 
8 A I received it in 19 -- what do you mean I 
9 received it? 
10 Q. Well, I'm asking you how long. these are good 
11 for. It expires on 2012, but when did you receive it? 
12 A 1981. 
13 Q. So they're good for about 30 years? 
14 A Well, it's continuous. This is the most --
15 one of the most important licenses that we have to 
16 maintain. This is not one that you can let expire and 
17 then go and say, oops, my license expired. No, because 
18 then it takes a year and a half for you to get this 
19 license. So biannual-- or every two years you reapply. 
20 Q. That's what I was asking. They're good for 
21 two years, and you have to reapply to keep them current? 
22 A Yes. 
23 Q. So if you go to page KDClll. 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. That looks like another permit. But this says 
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it's a permit to manufacture high explosives; is that 
right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So the difference between the two is the other 
one was for possessing, transporting and using the 
explosives, and this one allows you to actually 
manufacture the explosives? 
A. When you use a two-component explosive, this 
allows-- every-- the same privileges on the Type 33. 
The difference is this will allow you to use 
two-component explosives, which is a binary. The minute r: 
you start taking that tube of that ammonium nitrate and 
putting the nitromethane in it makes you a manufacturer. 1' 
Q. Were you going to be doing that type of 
explosives on the Bellaire Bridge? 
A. Potentially on the piers. 
Q. Okay. This particular license here says it 
expired on May 1st, 2010. 
A. Mm-hmm. 
Q. Which means that at the time this was 
submitted, it had been expired, correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you--
A. But it's not expired. 
Q. Why isn't it expired? 
Page 145 
A. Because we have letters of extensions on them. 
The Department of Justice -- or Department of Treasury 
has been having problems with their computer systems and 
with all the terrorist activities, doing the background 
checks and confirming a lot of information which you 
submit with this, so they issue -- they issue you a 
letter that says the holder of such and such a license 
number is able to operate under that license. 
Q. Did you get such a letter? 
A. I'd have to ask the license holder, my wife. 
I'm sure she has it, sir. 
Q. It was not included in this information 
binder, was it? 
A. Not that I'm aware of 
Q. Okay. If you go to the very next page, 
there's a picture of a permit to use explosives. Do you 
see that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. With your name on it. It says Class A 
Unlimited. What is this permit for? 
A. State of West Virginia. 
Q. Okay. And that one says it expired on 
June 30th, 2008; is that right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So at this point in time, you hadn't gotten a 
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1 West Virginia permit to use explosives? At this point 
2 in time is all I'm asking. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
A. I'm looking to see the date on this, when this 
was issued. What was the date on that? 
Q. This is submitted on June 6, 2010. 
A. At that time did not have the license renewed. 
Page 148 
1 Benwood. 
2 Q. Effective for May 28, 2010? 
3 A. I'm not sure of the time frame on it, but 
4 there was one submitted to the City of Benwood. 
5 Q. All right. So this is -- this document shows 
6 that Mark Wilburn submitted some information to the ; 
7 Q. Okay. And if you-- 7 Coast Guard on June 6th. And as I understand it, you- . 
8 THE WITNESS: Do you want to have your girl 8 shortly thereafter you went actually to West Virginia; 
9 copy that? 9 is that right? 
10 MR. BISTLINE: Yeah, do want me to make copie 10 A. Yes, sir. 
11 real quick, Randy? 11 
12 MR. SCHMITZ: Sure. Do you want me to wait or 12 
13 keep going? 13 
14 MR. BISTLINE: You can keep going. 14 
15 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 15 
16 Q. If you'd go to page KDCI16. 16 
17 A. Yes. 17 
18 Q. And that appears to be a declaration sheet for 18 
1 9 certificate of liability insurance; is that right? 1 9 
20 A. Yes, sir. 20 
21 Q. But this wasn't a sheet for actual insurance, 21 
2 2 was it? I mean, if you look down at the very bottom 2 2 
23 left-hand corner, it says "sample." 23 
2 4 A. That is correct. 2 4 
Q. And there was a -- like a city council 
meeting, is that right, that you went to and attended? 
A. I believe that's what it was. 
Q. And do you recall the date? 
A. Not the date, no. 
Q. Does June 8, 2010, sound about right? 
A. I just don't recall the date, Counselor. 
Sorry. 
Q. Okay. And just to give you a frame of 
reference. If the $30,000 was due on June 9th, would 
this meeting have come before or after that date? 
A. Again, I do not know. 
Q. Okay. , 
A. I do know this. The $30,000 was submitted, so 
it was not submitted at that time. 2 5 Q. So why was -- do you know why Mark was 2 5 
r-------------------------------------------+-------------------------------------------;1! 
Page 14 9 :; 
. 
1 Q. Right. I'm trying to establish the date for ;, 1 
2 
3 
Page 147 
including this particular sheet in there if it wasn't 
even in reference to an actual policy? 2 this meeting. But you don't remember if it was before 
A. Well, the actual policy is up on the top of ;3 or after June 9th then? 
4 
5 
it. 4 
Q. But the actual policy expiration date was 5 
6 May 27 of2010, right? So even if this wasn't a samplt, 6 
it's submitting evidence of an expired policy, correct? 7 7 
8 A. It shows -- this was essentially submitted 8 
9 just to show the sample of the type of insurance for th( 9 
10 project that would be submitted. 10 
11 Q. Okay. But at this point in time, no insurance 11 
12 for this project had been attained? 12 
13 A. We had an annual policy. We-- okay. It may 13 
14 not have had the $5 million limits. I believe it had 14 
15 the $1 million limits. 15 
16 Q. And that's what-- what this sheet says is 16 
17 there is a million dollar limit per occurrence. And 17 
18 then you have an excess umbrella for 5 million, right? 18 
A. That's correct. 
Q. But you do remember going to this council 
meeting? 
A. Oh, yes, sir. 
Q. Can you tell me what took place there. 
A. On behalf of who? On our behalf? Nothing. 1'9 
wasted 2,100 miles of driving time. ·~ 
Q. So you get there. Do you do anything before ;l 
you go to the meeting? Did you go -- t' 
A. I had lunch with Lee Chaklos and Krystal 
Chaklos. 
Q. Was it lunch or dinner? 
A. I had food with Krystal and Lee Chaklos. 
Q. Were you by yourself or did you have your wif 
and daughter? 
19 A. Yes. 19 A. My wife and daughter were there. Lee Chaklo 
2 0 and his wife were there with their child. 2 0 Q. So you're saying these are the policies that 
21 you just renew every year? 
22 A. Yes. 
2 3 Q. So there should be one that's effective 
24 May 28, 2010? 
2 5 A. There was one submitted to the City of 
21 Q. Okay. And then after you guys ate, you went 
2 2 to this meeting? 
23 A. Yes, sir. 
24 Q. What was discussed at the meeting; do you 
2 5 remember? 
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Page 150 Page 152 
A. The demolition of the Bellaire Bridge. 1 A. Demolish it, yes. 
Q. And who presented to the council how it was 2 Q. He described the process of how it was going 
going to be demolished? 3 to be demolished? 
A. Nobody. 4 A. No, sir. 
Q. Nobody did? 5 Q. What did he tell them? 
A. It was a discussion for the application of the 6 A. He was inquiring what was necessary to get the 
permit that was the prerequisite. 7 permit. And it was one of those feel-good talks. Well, 
Q. Who described what was needed for-- to obtain 8 we're going to demolish it finally. And that was it. 
9 the permit? 9 It was a waste of my time. 
10 A. I don't know the individual-- there was an 10 Q. Did you ever get up and say anything at this 
11 individual with the City of Benwood that had outlined- 11 meeting? 
12 or said-- basically said you're just going to have to 12 A. Goodbye is all I said. 
13 apply certain criteria for the permit. 13 Q. You didn't say anything else to anybody? 
14 Q. Did they have this written down anywhere, or 14 A. No. Not-- well, not to anybody. Now, I did 
15 was this just them talking? 15 talk to Captain McLaughlin and there was another -- the 
16 A. It was a bunch of drunken councilmen in a 16 fire chief that was there. 
17 Podunk town in West Virginia that decided to have a 17 Q. Was this during the meeting or after? 
18 get-together. 18 A. It was during the meeting. 
19 MR. SCHMITZ: All right. I'm going to object 19 Q. Was it as part of the official meeting or are 
2 0 and move to strike as nonresponsive. 2 0 you off to the side? 
21 MR. BISTLINE: Yeah, I'll move to strike too. 21 A. Off to the side. 
22 Let's not insult the councilmen in case we may need-- 22 Q. And you said it was Captain ... 
23 THE WITNESS: Half of them were drunk, Art. 2 3 A. David McLaughlin. 
2 4 MR. BISTLINE: Okay. That's now slander, so 2 4 Q. And who else? J 
2 5 don't say that on the record. 2 5 A. The fire chief. I don't recall his name. j 
~--------~----------------------------------+---------------------------------------------4·~ 
Page 153 Page 151 
1 MR. SCHMITZ: I'm kind of doing you a favor by 
2 striking that answer. 
3 MR. BISTLINE: Yeah, I'll move to strike with 
4 you. 
5 THE WITNESS: It's a fact. I don't lie. 
6 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
7 Q. Here's my question: Did whoever was talking 
8 from the council about outlining what was needed, did 
9 they have anything in writing or were they just talking 
10 about it? 
11 A. They were discussing it. 
12 Q. Who were they discussing it with? 
13 A. Lee Chaklos. 
14 Q. And you? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. You weren't part of the discussion at all? 
17 A. Not in-- not in the front of the room. We 
18 were in the back of the room to people who basically had 
19 the say on the final -- the final issuance of the 
20 permit. 
21 Q. Okay. So Lee was up at the front of the room? 
22 A. He was at the podium. 
23 Q. Okay. When he was at the podium, did he 
24 describe to the council members what was going to take 
25 place with this bridge? 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. And what did you guys talk about? 
A. Logistics. 
Q. Just how the bridge was going to be blasted? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did they mention anything to you about what 
was required in order to get to that point? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. What was-- you don't remember the name of the 
council member that was describing what needed to happe 
before this bridge could be blasted? ~ 
A. Well, nobody had mentioned what the criteria 'l 
was. 
Q. You said they were outlining what was needed 
to -- you said outline certain criteria. That's what 
you said. 
A. That's right. 
Q. Okay. So what-- I'm asking you. Do you 
remember which council member --
A. They didn't have any criteria. 
Q. Let me finish. 
MR. BISTLINE: Let him finish his question. 
BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Q. I'm asking you if you remember which 
councilman was outlining this criteria? 
A. The mayor. 
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1 Q. And what did he say? What did he outline? 
2 MR. BISTLINE: What are you looking at there? 
3 I need to have you focusing on this so we can ... 
4 THE WITNESS: Stuff he's sending to you. 
5 MR. BISTLINE: Oh, don't worry about that. I 
6 got it here. I'll forward it to you, Randy, if it comes 
7 Ill. 
8 THE WITNESS: So that I'm not sounding 
9 redundant or as a derogatory witness here, they --
1 0 everybody was saying that there is criteria, but nobody 
11 had the criteria in front of them. 
12 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
13 Q. Do you remember how long this meeting lasted? 
14 A. 15 minutes. 
15 Q. Okay. So what happened after the meeting? 
16 A. Met with -- well, there was a TV interview 
1 7 that Lee did, describing how he was going to do wonders 
1 8 and shit thunders. And then I said, Lee, you wasted 
19 four days of my time. Talk to you later. 
2 0 Q. How did he waste four days of your time? 
21 A. Four days driving. 
2 2 Essentially he said I had to be at that 
2 3 meeting. It was imperative. I can't do this without 
2 4 you, Eric. I don't know nothing about the blasting, 
2 5 nothing whatsoever. You got to be there. There will be 
Page 155 
1 tons of questions. 
2 Q. And then you didn't get any questions? 
3 A. None. 
4 Q. That may not necessarily be Lee's fault that 
5 you didn't get any questions? 
6 A. Well, this I can tell you. It wasf_l't based on 
7 his presentation. That's for sure. 
8 Q. I thought you said there wasn't a 
9 presentation? 
10 A. He sat at the podium, and he was talking about 
11 we're finally demolishing the -- the good-boy talk. You 
12 know, we're demolishing the bridge. We want everybody's 
13 cooperation. 
14 Q. So the whole purpose was just to -- for you to 
15 go there to be at the meeting? There was nothing else 
16 you were going to do while you were there? 
17 A. I don't understand the context of that 
18 question. 
19 Q. Well, didn't Lee want you to actually walk the 
20 bridge with him? 
21 A. I did not walk that bridge with Lee. 
22 Q. I know you didn't. But didn't he ask you to 
23 walk that bridge with him? Weren't you guys supposed to 
24 do it the day after the meeting? 
25 A. No. 
''""'"'' 
/'<- Z'a«.'.JC,_;l>'t...,.'<',<.v%<;:-.<$~;;<,>,.::A 
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1 Q. Okay. 
2 A. He never requested that. 
3 Q. So after the meeting you just got in your 
4 truck and started driving home; is that right? 
5 A. That is correct. 
6 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 25 was 
7 marked for identification.) 
8 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
9 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 
10 No. 25. Do you recognize that? 
11 A. No, sir. 
12 Q. You've never seen this before today? 
13 A. No, sir. 
14 Q. All right. Have you seen-- has AED 
15 received -- first of all, let me state this is a letter 
16 dated June 9th to Delta Demolition Group from Dave 
17 McLaughlin, correct? That's what it says. 
18 A. Yes, sir. 
19 Q. Did AED ever receive a letter like this from 
2 0 Dave McLaughlin? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. When? 
2 3 A. I'm not familiar with the date. You'll have 
2 4 to get with Mark Wilburn on that. 
25 Q. Okay. But you do know that one was received 
Page 157 
. 
1 A. Yes. But you asked me if I saw this one, and 
2 I did not. 
3 Q. Tha;'s exactly right. I'm just covering 
4 different avenues here. " 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Now, this letter says that in order for Dave , 
McLaughlin to issue Delta a demolition permit to remove I 
the Bellaire Toll Bridge he needs the following J 
information. And then there's 15 things listed, ~ 
correct? ~ 
1 A. No, sir. 1 
Q. No, sir? ~ 
:i 
A. No. Dave McLaughlin does not issue the f 
permit. The City of Benwoood does. 1 
Q. This letter is from Dave McLaughlin, correct? 1 
A. Correct. ; 
Q. The first sentence says, "Please be advised ~ 
that in order for me to issue your company a demolition ~ 
permit to remove the Bellaire Toll Bridge I will need ~ 
the following information." Does it not say that? j 
A. It says that. i 
Q. Okay. And then there's 15 items listed there; ! 
is that right? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Now, if we go to item No. 11, it says, "List 
of all subcontractors which shall include their West 
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Virginia state business license, West Virginia state 1 A. No. 
contractors license and West Virginia state workers' 2 Q. You don't recall him doing that? 
compensation certificates"; is that correct? 3 A. No, sir. 
A. That's what it says. 4 Q. And you don't recall telling him, well, hey, 4 
5 Q. Okay. Now, at this time did you understand 5 I've spoken to the West Virginia fire marshal, and they 
6 that as a subcontractor on this project you would need 6 said we don't need one? ' 
7 
8 
9 
to provide a West Virginia state business license, a 7 A. I believe my brother-in-law had done that and 
West Virginia state contractors license and a West 8 had stated those remarks. 
Virginia state workers' compensation certificate? 9 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 26 was 
A. If I had a contract, yes. 1 0 marked for identification.) 
1
; 
Q. So you're saying only ifyou had a contract, 11 BY MR. SCHMITZ: fl 
10 
11 
12 that's the only time you'd have to provide these things? 12 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 261~ 
13 
14 
A. That's what the law states, Counselor. 13 Do you recognize that? ll 
MR. BISTLINE: Just answer his question, Eric. 14 A. Not per se, no. I! 
15 He asked you, Do you understand you would have had to 15 Q. This is a June 9, 2010, e-mail from Mark 
16 have these licenses to do the work. 16 Wilburn to Delta, and it's cc'd to you, isn't it? 
17 THE WITNESS: Well, I didn't need these 1 7 A. Yes, sir. 
18 licenses -- 18 Q. You're saying you don't recall actually 
19 MR. BISTLINE: To do the work; that's future 19 receiving this? 
2 0 tense. To do the work. He's asking you if you 2 0 A. I don't recall this particular document, ~~ 
21 understood you had to have them in the future to do the 21 Counselor. 11 
22 work. 22 Q. This says, "Lee, per Eric, I spoke to the West 
23 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 23 Virginia fire marshal"; correct? 
2 4 Q. Around this time, June 9th, had you read the 
2 5 West Virginia Contractors Licensing Act? 
1 
2 
3 
4 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you ever read the West Virginia 
Contractors Licensing Act? 
A. No, sir. 
Page 159 
5 Q. So where were you getting your information to 
6 support your contention that you did not need a West 
Virginia contractors license unless you had an actual 
contract? 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
A. Oh, it was --
THE WITNESS: Did you send that to me, Art? 
MR. BISTLINE: That's -- I'm not even talking 
24 A. Mm-hmm. 
25 Q. So this sounds like you directed Lee-- or I'm 
Page 161 
1 sorry -- you directed Mark to talk to the West Virginia 
2 fire marshal. Do you remember doing that? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And then he sends out this e-mail and says, 
5 "The regulatory and licensing department said that AED 
6 does not need a contractors license to shoot the bridge 
7 as a sub for Delta Demolition, whom would need a West 
8 Virginia contractor's license"; is that right? 
9 A. That's what it says. 
10 Q. Why would you have him contact the fire 
11 marshal to see if AED needs a contractors license? 
12 to you at this point. 12 
13 THE WITNESS: Thanks. Throw me under the bus. 13 
A. Because AED had blasted numerous buildings, 
even in downtown -- across the street from the fire 
marshal's office, and it never said we needed a 
contractors and/or business license. 
14 I do believe it was the documentation -- actually, it 14 
15 came from my brother Mark Wilburn -- my brother-in-law. 15 
16 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 1 6 I had just finished previous to that, about 
1 7 Q. He's the one that said you don't need a 
18 contractors license? 
19 A. Unless you had a contract. And the reasoning 
2 0 behind that is you don't spend money unless you don't 
21 have to. 
2 2 Q. So you didn't -- do you recall Lee calling you 
2 3 up on June 9th and telling you, hey, I got this list 
2 4 here, referring to Exhibit No. 25, and it says you got 
2 5 to have a West Virginia contractors license? 
1 7 two years before that, with a Fortune 500 company, Baye , 
18 Material Science in New Martinsville, West Virginia, ~ ~ 1 9 just up the road. They never asked me for a business 1 
2 0 and/or contractors license. ~ ~ 
21 Q. So you've never had to deal with the ~ 
2 2 Department of Labor before doing your blasting work in ·· 
23 West Virginia? 
24 
25 
A. No, sir. 
Q. The fire marshal has always determined whether 
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1 or not you need a contractors license? 
2 A. No, sir. I didn't say that. 
3 Q. But you're just saying the fire marshal never 
4 required you to go get a contractors license? 
5 A. That is correct. To have the blasters 
6 license, you don't need a contractors license. 
7 Q. To get the license you don't need a 
8 contractors license, that's what you're saying? To get 
9 the blasting license from the fire marshal, you don't 
1 0 need a contractors license? 
11 A. Correct. 
12 Q. Okay. Have you ever actually read the West 
13 Virginia Contractors Licensing Act? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. Do you know if Mark Wilburn has? 
16 A. I cannot answer that for him. 
17 Q. Did you even-- had you even heard or had any 
18 information that West Virginia actually had a 
1 9 contractors license act? 
2 0 A. No, sir. 
21 And to firm that up, I contacted another 
2 2 demolition contractor who does phenomenal amount of wor1 
2 3 there. And I said, Do you have a contractors license? 
2 4 And he said, I didn't know you need one. 
25 Q. Who is this? 
Page 163 
1 A. Cambria Contracting. 
Q. When did you ask him that? 2 
3 A. I couldn't give you the date. But I can 
Page 164 
1 Q. Okay. And was this in response to Lee calling 
2 you up and saying, hey, they're telling me you got to 
3 have a contractors license? 
4 A. It was in response to talking with Dave 
5 McLaughlin who says, You need a contractors license, 
6 Eric. 
7 Q. Okay. And when was this conversation? 
8 A. Unknown at this time. 
9 Q. Was it a day after the meeting that you had? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Was it within a week after that--
12 A. It might have been within the week, yes. 
13 Q. So in that time frame though, Dave McLaughlin 
14 told you that you do need a contractors license? 
15 A. In order to get the blasting permit, I was 
1 6 supposed to have had the contract license and business 
1 7 license for -- contract license -- contractors license 
18 for the state ofWest Virginia and a business license 
19 for the City of Benwood. 
2 0 Q. Did you disagree with him and say, hey, we 
21 already looked into this, and I don't need one? 
2 2 A. Well, Mark and Mr. McLaughlin exchanged -- I 
2 3 think they exchanged e-mails. You can check with Mark 1 
2 4 on that. And ultimately we just went and got the 
2 5 contractors license and business license. .! 
1 
2 
3 
Page 165 ll 
Q. That wasn't until several months down the 
road, correct? 
4 
5 
guarantee -- I can give you Fran Barone's phone numbe , 4 
A. I'm not sure of thy time frame, Counselor. 
Q. Well, according to your responses to 
discovery, you didn't get those until mid-August of and he will tell you he did not know he needed a 5 
6 contractors license. 6 2010. And we're in June. So that would have been--
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Q. Who is this? 7 A. I don't believe I responded in that because I 
A. Fran Barone. 8 really don't know when we acquired those licenses, 
Q. How do you spell the last name? 9 unless I read it right off the piece of paper there. 
A. B-a-r-o-n-e. 10 Q. So you didn't help prepare the responses to 
Q. What's his phone number? 11 our discovery requests? 
A. 716-625-6690. 12 A. What was relevant for me to respond to, I did. 
Q. Now, if you did need a contractors license, 13 The informational stuff, again, I asked for Mr. Wilburn. 
14 would that have been left up to Mark Wilburn since he's 14 Q. So any of this information needs to be taken 
15 the one that's generally in charge of applications and 15 up with Mr. Wilburn? 
16 permits? 16 A. As far as the dates for the application of the 
17 
18 
19 
20 
A. (Nodding.) 17 licenses, yes, sir. 
Q. You shook your head. Is that a yes? 18 Q. And, basically, it sounds like anything to do 
A. Yes, yes. 19 with permits, applications or licenses, I need to talk 
Q. Did you give any direction to Mr. Wilburn to 2 0 to him? 
21 try and find out if a contractors license was required? 21 A. Yes, sir. 
22 A. Yes. 2 2 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 27 was 
23 Q. And what did you say to him? 23 marked for identification.) 
24 A. Find out if we -- about the contractors 2 4 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
2 5 license. 25 Q. You've been handed Deposition Exhibit 27. Do 
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1 you recognize that? 
2 A. Yes, sir. 
3 Q. And what is it? 
4 A. It's an e-mail transmission between Eric and 
5 Delta Demolition. 
6 Q. And it's dated June 14, 2010? 
7 A. Yes, sir, at 11 :54 a.m. 
8 Q. And as of June 14, obviously the June 9th date 
9 had come and gone, and you had not received the $30,00( 
10 payment; is that correct? 
11 A. That is correct. 
12 Q. And so what you're doing here is you send an 
13 e-mail to Krystal and you say, "AED is presently 
14 acquiring the necessary licenses to be a subcontractor 
15 pursuant to the laws of the state of West Virginia"; is 
16 that right? 
17 A. That is correct. 
18 Q. What were you doing to acquire the necessary 
19 licenses, or is that something I need to ask Mark? 
20 A. Mark Wilburn will know that. 
21 Q. Okay. And you mentioned that the payment is 
22 already a week late. And you say, "I will not go 
23 further until that part of the contract is honored"; 
24 correct? 
25 A. That is correct. 
Page 167 
1 Q. What had you done up to this time, June 14th? 
2 A. We had gone through the system within the 
3 State to see what was necessary for us to have the 
4 contractors license. We had been communicating-- or 
5 had communicated to the Coast Guard to the time frame 
6 for the approval for the permit, which is usually 30 
7 days. They were supposed to waive that and get it dow 
8 to 15 days due to the necessity to demolish this 
9 structure. 
10 There was a matter at hand of the acquisition 
11 of the explosives. Because you just don't call like you 
12 can call a hardware store and pick up the explosives. 
13 Q. Anything else you'd done up to this point in 
14 time? 
15 A. Not that I'm aware of right now. 
16 Q. All right. As far as going through the system 
17 to find out what was needed for licenses, that's 
18 something I'm going to need to talk to Mark about, 
19 right? 
20 A. Yes, sir. 
21 Q. Then you said communicate with the Coast 
22 Guard. Are you talking about phone calls or something 
23 that was done in writing? 
24 A. Mostly phone calls, sir. 
25 Q. Do you know how many phone calls? 
" 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 
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4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
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13 
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15 
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24 
25 
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A. No, sir. 
Q. More than one? 
A. I said I had no idea how many phone calls. 
Q. I mean, you don't even know if it was more 
than one phone call though? 
A. I really don't know. 
Q. Okay. And what did you have to do for the 
acquisition of explosives? 
A. There's only one manufacturer in the United 
States, that's Accurate Energetic Solutions. So you 
have to give them specifics as to size, grain loading, ; 
lengths, in order to have them order the tubing, get th~ 
product loaded into PETN or RDX, roll it, form it, cu~ 
it to the specifics that we issue to them. 
Q. Is this something you issue to them in 
writing? 
A. I believe I did, yes. 
Q. Do you have a copy of that? 
A. And I knew you were going to ask that. But I 
know I don't because that computer puked. 
MR. BISTLINE: Yeah, I asked for that 
specifically also. 
BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Q. So you have no document showing what you ,, 
ordered as far as explosives? ; 
Page 169 .. 
A. I have a bill of lading. 
Q. You do have that? 
A. Yes. / 
Q. Okay. We don't have a copy of that. 
A. Well, that was something my counsel and I hav~ 
been debating about as far as the dissemination of 
information. 
MR. SCHMITZ: Well, there's not much to debat ~ 
about that. That is certainly discoverable information. 1 
MR. BISTLINE: Yeah, it is. And don't worry i 
; 
about it. I'll deal with it. ! 
MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. 5 
f MR. BISTLINE: Actually, I'll e-mail Mark and ; 
make sure that I have it right now. l 
BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Q. Do you have any other documents relating to 
your ordering, purchasing of explosives for this job 
other than the bill of lading? 
A. No, sir. 
(Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 28 was 
marked for identification.) 
BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 28. 
Do you recognize that? 
} 
A. It's a letter to the City of Benwood from AED. ~ 
~~;;::;;.,~.:.o-.o.:.0o..::.'- ,.a 
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Page 170 Page 172 
I recognize the letter. 
Q. Okay. Did you write this letter? 
1 about the need to actually get these items that he just 
2 listed? 
A. No, sir. 3 A. Actually, Mr. Wilburn contacted me and said 
Q. Who did? 4 this is what we need. 
A. Most probably Mark Wilburn. 5 Q. Okay. So he told you you do need these 
Q. All right. But it says, at the end, "God 6 things? 
bless" and then it has "Eric Kelly," right? 7 A. That's what he had indicated, yes. 
A. Mm-hmm. 8 Q. And further in the letter you describe that 
Q. But you didn't write it? 9 "At the time of this writing AED has a signed contract 
10 A. No, sir. 10 with KDC/Delta Demolition; however, the payment terms o , 
11 
12 
13 
Q. And there's no signature on it, correct? 11 this contract have not been met." 
A. That's correct. 12 Now, you didn't have a written signed contract 
Q. Is it customary for Mark Wilburn to write 13 with Delta Demolition though, correct? 
14 letters in your name and then send them out without < 14 A. I have what I believe is a signed contract. 
15 signature? 15 Q. From Delta Demolition or KDC? 
16 A. Quite often it does, especially of this 16 A. I just think that's just a matter of 
17 nature. 
18 Q. Were you aware that he was writing this 
19 letter? 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you read it before he sent it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know if he actually sent it? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you agree with the contents in the letter? 
17 definition, Counselor. It doesn't matter. With 
18 Chaklos. 
19 Q. To you it doesn't matter. They're all one in 
20 the same? 
2 1 A. Correct. 
22 Q. It says, "The initial retainer due 6/9 is 
23 being withheld until the city of Benwood issues a 
2 4 demolition permit to the General Contractor - Delta 
25 Demolition"; correct? 
: 
I' 
Page 171 Page 173 [; 
1 A. Yes, sir. 1 A. Correct. 
2 Q. It looks like apparently the City had brought 2 Q. And then you-- basically what you say in the ft 
3 to you guys's attention that some of the permits and 3 next paragraph is although all these applic)ltions are ll 
4 
5 
things in the previous information binder were outdated 4 being submitted, you're not going to pay the fees until 1: 
Expired certificates, permits, things of that nature, 5 you get payment from-- or actually until Delta I} 
6 right? 6 Demolition has obtained their permit; is that right? 1·1 
7 A. Yes, sir. 7 A. That's what it says. Yes. 11 
8 Q. Okay. So this looks like this is a letter in 8 Q. If you're submitting the applications and you 1: 
9 response to that concern? 9 know you need them, why are you withholding payment to~ 
1 0 A. Yes, sir. 1 0 the City until Delta gets its permit? 
11 Q. And so you say some of the dates and times 11 A. Because Delta had dicked me around for so long 
12 were just samples; they're subject to change; you're in 12 on the other money, I was not going to throw good money 
13 the process of getting certain things updated, 13 after bad. 
14 basically? 14 Q. And "on the other money," you're talking about 
15 A. Essentially, yes. 15 the $25,000 for the purchase--
16 Q. Okay. It says, "In addition I have filed with 16 A. And the $30,000 for the contract. 
17 the Secretary of State for corporate authority, 17 Q. Okay. But why are you withholding payment 
18 scheduled the specialty contractor's exam for the 5th of 18 from the City because of that? 
19 July, filed for registration with West Virginia 19 A. I really don't understand that question. I 
20 department of revenue and completed the business 2 0 mean, it seems pretty simple. I just said I'm not going 
21 registration and surety bond forms." And then it says, 21 to throw good money after bad. 
22 "All of these applications are included in the attached 22 At this point I did not believe Delta had the 
23 
24 
25 
PDF"; correct? 2 3 wherewithal to either get the permit or pay me. So I am 
A. Yes, sir. 2 4 not about to go spend money for something and try to 
Q. All right. So did you talk with Mark Wilburn 25 represent Delta, okay, with our reputation when they 
ll 
:i 
i\ 
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Page 174 Page 176 , 
1 have not lived up to their obligations. 
2 Q. All right. But you're conditioning payment 
3 upon Delta Demolition getting their permit, right? 
4 A. I was being polite, Counselor. 
5 Q. This is what it says, "Once Delta Demolition 
6 has obtained their permit and AED receives the funds to 
7 validate our contract, you will have all the AED forms 
8 on hand and I will pay the fees required by the City of 
9 Benwood"; correct? 
10 A. That's what it says. 
11 Q. All right. So you're going to wait until 
12 Delta Demolition gets its permit before you make a 
13 payment? 
14 A. That was not the intent of that. Again, I was 
15 being kind to them. They had not paid me, Counselor. 
16 And I was not -- am I going to tell the City of Benwood 
1 7 to cast negative aspersions on KDC/Delta, tell them 
18 they're a bunch of deadbeats; it's hard to get money out 
19 of them, that I don't want to pay five cents because 
2 0 they've been jerking me around? No. I specifically 
21 tried to be kind. Hey, listen, guys; we're just waiting 
2 2 for Delta to get the permit. 
2 3 Because just by, you know, implying that, 
2 4 well, that was what we were anticipating, well, we'll 
2 5 wait for them to get their payments. Well, first of 
Page 175 
1 could not get a permit unless and until they submitted 
2 proofto the City that their subcontractors had all the 
3 necessary licenses, would you have said that? 
4 A. Counselor, I don't understand your question. 
5 But my bottom line is until I receive the funds, I was 
6 not about to do anything more for Delta Demolition. 
7 Q. My question is if you had understood at that 
8 time that Delta Demolition could not get a demo permit 
9 unless it submitted proof that you had a contractors 
10 license, would you have told the City that you wouldn't 
11 pay them for these fees unless and until demo got its 
12 permit-- that Delta got its permit? 
13 A. Refuse to answer on speculation. 
14 MR. BISTLINE: No, no. Just --
15 THE WITNESS: No, Art. I don't understand it. 
16 Would I have? I don't know. It didn't happen. So I 
17 cannot speculate on the answer. Would I have helped 
18 them? Well, if they would have paid me the money, I 
19 would have helped them. That's the bottom line. But 
2 0 they didn't pay me the money so you're floating on your 
21 own, Jack. 
22 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
2 3 Q. So you consider getting necessary permits and 
2 4 licenses from the City that are required for you to do 
2 5 the job helping Delta Demolition? 
Page 177 
1 
2 
all, I did not agree with Krystal Chaklos's letter that 1 A. My responsibility, as I understand it, 
wait until we get our permits, then you'll get your 2 Counselor, was to acquire the blasting permit not the 
3 money. That was not the terms of the contract. The 3 demolition permit. , 
4 
5 
contract was give us the money and we'll help you along. 4 Q. No, but -- you're not responsible for the 
They have not been giving us the money, so we don't heli 5 demolition permit. But you're responsible to get a West 
6 them along. 6 Virginia cot_ltractors license and to get a business 
' 
7 Q. But, again, the letter says "Once Delta 7 registration, correct? 
8 Demolition has obtained their permit." Are you denying 8 A. Of course. I 
9 it says that? 9 Q. Okay. And you're considering getting those ~ 
A. I am not. 1 0 necessary licenses and registrations helping Delta Demo?~ 10 
11 Q. So you're telling the City that once Delta 
12 Demolition has their permit and you guys get paid then 
13 you will pay the City; isn't that right? 
14 A. That's what it says. 
15 Q. Okay. Now, did you understand at this point 
16 in time that Delta Demolition can't get a permit until 
1 7 it provides proof that its subcontractors had a 
18 contractors license? 
19 
20 
21 
22 
A. No. 
Q. You didn't understand that? 
A. I did not understand that. They should --
Q. Okay. 
23 A. They should have had the horsepower enough to 
2 4 say we are doing -- no, I didn't. 
25 Q. If you did understand that Delta Demolition 
11 A. Without a contract-- you know, and I know , 
12 we're going back and forth at this, Counselor. Without 1 
13 a contract, there is nothing I could do. There was 
14 nothing I should have done. Not helped them, not 
15 anything at this point because of the contentious 
16 relationship that was developing. Okay. There was 
1 7 nothing I could -- there was nothing I had 
18 responsibility to do as far as a demolition permit. 
19 Nothing. Zero. 
20 Q. And that's your opinion of the matter, 
21 correct? 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. That is a factual matter. 
Q. It's a matter of interpretation. 
A. An opinion. 
THE WITNESS: Let me ask you this ---
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Page 178 Page 180 
MR. BISTLINE: No, no, no. Don't ask him 1 A. No, sir. 
anything. 2 Q. Okay. 
BY MR. SCHMITZ: 3 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 30 was 
4 Q. The contentiousness of this relationship was 4 marked for identification.) 
5 because you didn't get your $30,000 when you were 5 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
6 supposed to, right? 6 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 30. 
7 A. That started -- that was the fuse. 7 Do you recognize that? 
8 Q. Okay. I mean, what else was there? I mean, 8 A. Yes, sir. 
9 as far as I can tell going-- 9 Q. What is it? 
10 A. We just saw some newspaper articles, 1 0 A. It is a letter -- or it's e-mail transmissions 
11 Counselor, that-- 11 from Krystal to Eric Kelly, Eric Kelly to Delta Demo. r' 
Q. Actually, we haven't seen any newspaper 12 Q. Both dated June 16, 2010? ~; 12 
13 articles yet because I don't have them. But the e-mai s13 A. Yes, sir. 
14 and stuff that we've been going through, sounds like 14 Q. Do you recall receiving these and sending 
15 you're upset because they're not paying you; is that 15 these e-mails? 
1 6 right? 16 A. Yes, sir. 
17 
18 
19 
A. That's a fact. 17 Q. Krystal sent you an e-mail that says, "You 
Q. Okay. 18 will need a West Virginia contractors license"; correct 
(Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 29 was 19 A. To participate in this project. 
2 0 marked for identification.) 2 0 Q Right ii 
21 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 21 A: Yes. . J 
22 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 29 2 2 Q. Okay. And she says, "Your mobility advance { 
2 3 Do you recognize that? 2 3 will be given to you once Delta has achieved the city c f 
A. Yes, sir. 24 Benwood's permit to proceed"; correct? ~ 24 
25 
1 
2 
Q. And what is it? 2 5 A. That's what it says. 
Page 179 Page 181 . 
A. It's an e-mail transmission. 1 Q. Okay. I mean, you understood from this that 
Q. There's actually a string of e-mails in there, 2 they were at least claiming that they were withholding 
3 correct? 3 your payment until they could get a West Virginia / ·' 
4 A. I just handed it to Art to read, that's why I 4 contractors license from you. I mean, that's -- 5 
5 didn't answer totally. There are e-mail transmissions 5 A. I don't care, Counselor, because if they-- ; 
6 from Mark Wilburn to Dave McLaughlin, cc'd to Eric 6 Q. That's not my question. l 
7 Kelly. 7 A. --they wouldn't-- they wouldn't have signed ~ 
Q. Who is Judy; do you know? 8 the contract. 1 
A. No, sir. 9 MR. BISTLINE: Just answer his question. Just I 
Q. So this -- okay. This is just -- you were 1 0 his question. Let me worry about the implication. ! 
8 
9 
10 
11 just cc'd on this. This is discussions from Mark -- 11 MR. SCHMITZ: Would you read back my question, J 
12 between Mark Wilburn and is that Dave McLaughlin? 12 please. 
13 A. Yes, sir. 1 3 (Record read as requested.) 
14 Q. Do you know who the address --or do you knov 14 THE WITNESS: I didn't understand it to be 
15 who Erin is? 15 that. No, sir. 
16 A. Counsel for the City of Benwood. 16 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
17 Q. Do you know what Erin's last name is? There's 17 Q. So when they say you need a West Virginia 
18 an e-mail address it says "ebonar." 18 contractors license and your mobility advance will be 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
A. Bonar. 19 given to you once we get the permit, you're not tying 
Q. Is that Erin Bonar? 2 0 those two together? 
A. Unknown. 21 A. Hell no. 
Q. But that's the City's attorney? 22 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 31 was 
A. I believe so. 2 3 marked for identification.) 
Q. Okay. Do you know why Mark was sending thi 2 4 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
2 5 e-mail to them -- or these e-mails? 2 5 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 31. 
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Page 182 Page 184 
1 Do you recognize that? 1 Virginia contractors license. Then it says attached is 
2 A. Yes, sir. 2 a written response. The date's June 17th, but the 
3 Q. And what is it? 3 letter in response is dated June 18th. 
4 A. It is a letter from myself to Delta 4 A. I can't -- I mean, the only thing I can 
5 Demolition, slash, KDC investments. 5 explain is you know how a page comes up on an e-mail an< 
6 Q. Actually, this is an e-mail dated June 17, 6 you don't start a new page on it to do an e-mail, you 
7 2010, from Mark Wilburn to you; isn't it, and it's cc'd 7 just continue from the last page. I can assume that was 
8 to Krystal or Delta Demo? 8 the reasoning for this. 
9 A. Yes. 9 Mark and I may have discussed -- actually, we 
10 Q. All right. And this looks like it is in 10 most likely had discussed, let me compile -- I was 
11 response to a June 16 e-mail, the one we just talked 11 letting my blood pressure go down. I said let me please 1.\ 
12 about, where Krystal said you needed a West Virgini 12 respond to the letter from Krystal that said we need a 
13 contractors license, correct? 13 contractors license, which this verifies from before 
14 A. Yes, sir. 14 when I said about the -- what the law had stated about 
15 Q. And Mark's e-mail says, "Attached is a writte 15 the contractors license. It said we do not need a 
16 response from Mr. Kelly"; correct? 16 contractors license in order to enter into a contractual 
17 A. Yes. 17 agreement between two parties. 
18 Q. Why is Mark Wilburn attaching a written 18 Q. But do you know why there's a discrepancy 
19 response from you rather than you doing it yourself? 19 between the dates? Why is the letter dated June 18th? 
20 A. Because Mark does a lot of-- since I am not a 20 A. No idea. No idea. 
21 prolific person on the keyboard, he basic -- I send it 21 Q. Do you know if in fact that that letter dated 
22 to him. He'll proofread it to make sure my typos and 22 June 18 was sent to Lee or Krystal? 
23 content is reasonable and accurate. 23 A. I could not answer that. 
24 Q. All right. So did you actually write the 24 Q. Do you recall writing this letter? 
25 letter and then he just proofed it for you and put it 25 A. Yes, sir. 
Page 183 Page 185 
1 on-- 1 Q. If we're looking at that June 18 letter, 
2 A. Actually, sir, I did write this letter. 2 there's a third paragraph. It says, "At your request, 
3 Q. You did write this. All right. Now, what I 3 you asked for an insurance certificate for the project 
4 have attached to that is -- it's really a copy of three 4 prior to funding the monetary contractual obligation o 
5 letters. Do you know if all three of those were 5 June 9, as good faith I complied, and that ship sailed." 
6 attached or was it just one letter attached to that 6 What do you mean you c<;>mplied? Did you -- you gav 
7 e-mail? 7 them --
8 A. I'm not sure, Counselor, because some of then 8 A. They were issued a certificate of insurance 
9 overlap into the others. I do not know that for a fact. 9 specifically for this project. 
10 Q. And that's kind of what I'm wondering. They 10 Q. And for how much? 
11 look funny. And, in fact, the first letter is dated 11 A. Five-- in accordance with the specifications 
12 June 18 when the e-mail is dated June 17 -- yeah, 12 with the City of Benwood, for $5 million. 
13 June 17th. 13 Q. This was an actual -- you'd already actually 
14 A. And there is a letter in content with this 14 gotten the insurance or is this another sample of what 
15 which is dated June 17th. 15 could be obtained? 
16 Q. But if you look at that-- 16 A. I couldn't answer that accurately at this 
1 7 A. And June 1st. 1 7 time. But I do believe at some point there was a 
18 Q. Yeah. If you look at that June 18 letter, you 18 certificate issued to the City of Benwood for the 
1 9 are sending a written response to that e-mail that says 19 insurance. 
2 0 you need a West Virginia contractors license, correct 2 0 Q. But did you give it to Delta or KDC? 
21 A. This letter was in response to her statement 21 A. I could not answer that accurately at this 
2 2 saying that. 2 2 time. 
2 3 Q. And that's kind of what I'm confused about. 2 3 Q. Did they ever ask you to provide some 
2 4 Because if you look at this e-mail, it comes directly 2 4 additional marine-type insurance? 
2 5 after the e-mail from Krystal that says you need a We~f 5 A. No, sir. 
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Page 186 
1 Q. Never? 
2 A. Never. 
3 Q. You say "The ability of Delta Demolition & KDC 
4 to acquire the Coast Guard permit was based on the 
5 information provided by AED to Mr. Sambor." Are you 
6 referring to the information binder that was submitted? 
7 A. Yes, sir. 
8 Q. "The information provided to the City of 
9 Benwood also worked favorably for Delta Demolition." 
10 What information are you referring to? 
11 A. The same one that was sent to the Coast Guard. 
12 Q. And how do you know that worked favorably for 
13 Delta Demolition? 
14 A. Because they haven't -- at that time, to my 
15 knowledge, they had not submitted rip to the City. 
16 Q. But how do you know that the information you 
1 7 provided helped them out in any way? 
18 A. Because we have a good reputation, Counselor, 
1 9 in that area. 
2 0 Q. Did anybody from the City actually say, hey, 
21 thanks for submitting this stuff; it's really helpful --
2 2 A. Actually they did, yes. 
23 Q. Who? 
2 4 A. Most likely Dave McLaughlin. It could have 
2 5 been Judy. I would best say answer that -- ask that of 
Page 187 
Page 188 
1 Q. The next paragraph, it says, "It seems from 
2 your e-mail that you cannot fund till you oblige to the 1' 
3 City of Benwood the requirements for permits." Why do 1 ~ 
4 you say that the e-mail seems to indicate they cannot I 
5 fund? 
6 A. That was referring to the contract. 
7 Q. I understand what it's referring to. But what 
8 in the e-mail gave you the impression that they cannot 
9 fund until they get the City of Benwood permit? 
10 A. It was from the letter from Krystal that says 
11 you're not going to get any money until we get the 
12 permit from the City. 
Q. Okay. So by them saying you're not going to ~ 13 
14 get any money, you took that to mean that KDC can't get :1 
15 money until it gets the permit? " 
16 A. No. I-- this is explicit. We're not going 
1 7 to give you your money until we get the permit from the 
18 City of Benwood. 
19 Q. Yeah. And in this letter you're saying that 
20 KDC cannot fund-- okay. So let me ask you this. Mayb 
21 I'm reading this wrong. You're saying that KDC cannot 
2 2 pay you until they get the permit from the City of 
23 Benwood? 
24 A. Yes, sir. 
25 Q. Okay. You're not saying that KDC can't get 
Page 189 
1 Mark Wilburn, please. 1 the funds to do this project until it gets the permits 
2 Q. Okay. So you never actually had any 2 from the City of Benwood? 
3 conversations with anybody from the City of Benwoc d 3 A. I did not imply that. 
4 where they told you that the information you provide 4 Q. All right. That's the way I was reading it. 
5 worked favorably for Delta Demolition? 5 So that's my mistake. 
6 A. Yes, I did. 6 Well, now, wait a minute:though. The next 
7 Q. Who? 7 sentence says, "Is this a requirement by your funding 
8 A. Oh, Chief-- oh, I'm having a brain fart. 8 source?" 
9 Longwell. Frank Longwell. 9 A. Mm-hmm. 
10 Q. Frank Longwell. He's a police chief. 10 Q. So ... 
11 A. Yes, sir. 11 A. I was being sarcastic, Counselor. Sorry. 
12 Q. What does the police chief have to do with 12 Q. Oh, that's sarcasm? 
13 what you're submitting to the City ofBenwood to 13 A. Yes, sir. I do that every now and then. 
14 demolish the bridge? 14 Sorry. I'm working on it. 
15 A. It's Mayberry R.F.D. there. Everybody 15 Q. Then you say, "According to U.S. Federal anc 
16 has multiple-- wears many hats. McLaughlin was 16 State of West Virginia law, there is no requirement fc 
17 actually a captain in the police force who doubles as 17 a West Virginia contractors license in order to enter 
18 code enforcer. They sit together at the council meetit gL 8 into a contractual agreement between two parties"; is 
19 and they all have a -- they have a meeting to agree on 19 that right? 
2 0 it. 2 0 A. That is correct. 
21 ChiefLongwell has been there the longest, has 21 Q. Where did you get that information? 
22 the longest tenure in the city. So he has the most 22 A. Off the Internet. 
2 3 horsepower to say yes or no. 2 3 Q. Where on the Internet does it say that? 
2 4 Q. So he's a city council member; is that right? 2 4 A. I couldn't answer that at this time. 
2 5 A. I could not answer that. 2 5 Q. You actually went out and did a search, 
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Page 190 Page 192 
1 though, of something to try and find the answer for 1 A. Yeah, their ability to be so late paying the 
2 this? 2 25,000. 
3 A. Yes, sir. 3 Q. They did pay the 25,000, correct? 
4 Q. What did you search? 4 A. Not under the terms that I -- that were 
5 A. I said I could not answer that at this time. 5 requested. 
6 Q. Do you recall any search terms that you used? 6 Q. They paid the 25,000. li 
7 A. No, sir. 7 A. Yes, sir. ' 
>o 
8 Q. But you're claiming that you read something 8 Q. The next letter there, June 17, the second ii 
9 that said that according to U.S. federal and State of 9 paragraph says, "As stated in the contract and June 1 
10 West Virginia law, you didn't need a West Virginia 10 letter, a retainer of $30,000 was due on June 9. That 
11 contractors license to enter into a contract in this 11 date has passed. The late payments are not setting well 
12 situation? 12 with me an once again raise my suspicion to the ability 
13 A. Yes, sir. I would not have written it if it 13 of DD to fund this project." Did I read that correct? 
14 weren't in my opinion true. 14 A. Yes, sir. 
15 Q. Okay. Well, earlier I had asked if you had 15 Q. And, again, just as we were talking about, 
16 ever read the West Virginia Contractors License Act, and 16 your concern about their ability to fund the project was 
17 you said no. Is that right? 17 solely based upon them not giving you the $30,000? 
18 A. I did not. 18 A. No. 
19 Q. You did not say that? 19 Q. Okay. Then what else was it based on? 
20 A. I did not read it. 20 A. Well, based on -- again, sometimes it takes 
21 Q. All right. So you never -- in doing your 21 time for me to reflect, Counselor. You know, I had 
22 research and writing this response, you did not read the 22 called -- the demolition network and industry is a very 
23 West Virginia Contractors License Act? 23 small network of people. And after doing --just asking 
24 A. Correct. 24 people, hey, have you ever heard of Delta Demo? Nobody 
25 Q. And then a couple paragraphs down, you say, "I 25 every heard of them. Couldn't find any information on ~< 
Page 191 Page 1931 
1 expect that you do not have the funds to fulfill the 1 them. And it was at that point I'm like, this isn't 
2 6/1110 agreement or I wouldn't be writing this letter." 2 looking good because I had a banter and dispute with 
3 What gave you the impression that they didn't have the 3 them to getting the 25,000, and now they're not paying 
4 funds to fulfill the 6/1110 agreement as you say? 4 the retainer of 30,000. 
5 A. I prayed I wouldn't work on sarcasm. 5 Q. When did you supposedly do this contacting anc 
6 They didn't pay me. That's the best indicator 6 searching of information about Delta? 
7 that I have. 7 A. I couldn't tell you the time. 
8 Q. So just because they didn't pay you led you to 8 Q. Can you tell me who you talked to? :1 
9 believe that they don't have the money to pay you? 9 A. I couldn't tell you exactly who I talked to. 
' 
10 A. Yes. 10 I have a network of over 700 contractors in specific 
11 Q. Did you have any other information other than 11 geographic areas that I call. 
12 that to suggest that they didn't have the money to pay 12 Q. Okay. So just so I get this straight. You 
13 you? 13 say that you had done some research, talked to some 
14 A. No, sir. As long as I understood your 14 people about Delta Demo. You couldn't find any 
15 question correctly. 15 information about them, but you can't tell me when you · 
16 Q. Well, what did you understand my question to 16 did this search or who you contacted; is that right? 
17 be asking you? 17 A. I'll get you an answer. I'll check into my 
18 A. Were you implying that did I know about any of 18 phone logs. 1 ; 
19 their financial wherewithal? 19 Q. I'm asking right now as you sit here today. ' 4 j 
20 Q. Yeah. 20 You can't answer that question, can you? 
21 A. No. 21 A. No, sir. 
22 Q. And was there anything other than their 22 Q. Okay. All right. I mean, it seems to me that 
23 nonpayment of the 30,000, anything else other than that 23 we are having this recurring theme as we go through 
24 nonpayment that you can point to that would substantiate 24 these e-mails. And it's all about the payment of this 
25 your concern that they didn't have the funds? 25 $30,000. This seems to be like this is the source of 
"' 
:i:i..l<~o;;:'''''""='""""" 
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contention; is that fair to say? 
A. And the 25,000, yes. 
Q. But the 25,000 you had received. 
A. It does not matter if I had received it or 
of pain and suffering have you been --1 
2 A. See, by my faith two become one. 
3 feels pain, I feel her pain. 
4 Q. Okay. 
Page 196 ' 
'~ 
When my wife 
4 
5 
6 
not, Counselor. In my opinion, it was based on the fac 5 A. When she's sad and sits in front of me and 
that I had to kick and scratch for it. 6 cries and asks what the hell are these people doing 
7 
8 
Q. All right. Notwithstanding the fact that you 7 screwing us, I feel that pain. 
had to kick and scratch for it, at this point in time 8 Q. So in your paragraph here, you weren't 
9 you had received the $25,000? 9 referring to your pain and suffering. You were actually 
10 A. Yes, sir. 1 0 referring to Lisa's pain and suffering? 
11 Q. So moving on from receiving the $25,000, it 11 A. No. It was my pain and suffering. 
12 seems like the point of contention is not receiving the 12 Q. Okay. So what pain and suffering were you 
13 $30,000. 13 going through? 
14 A. That is correct. 14 A. The pain and suffering that I was experiencing 
15 Q. And that's what's really driving the wedge 15 is looking at my wife seeing her develop a 
16 between you and Lee and Krystal, right? 16 (unintelligible) disease from the stress, the 
17 A. That is correct. 1 7 hyperthyroid. I see her -- her mental joyfulness as she 
18 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 32 was 18 always has going down the toilet because -- because of 
19 marked for identification.) 19 crap like this. So when I see that, I'm experiencing 
20 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 2 0 the stress, the sadness, the grief that my wife 
21 Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 32. 21 experiences. 
2 2 Do you recognize that? 2 2 Q. Did your pain and suffering ever manifest 
23 A. Yes, sir. 2 3 itself into any physical symptoms? 
24 Q. What is it? 24 A. Yes. 
25 A. It's an e-mail transition between Eric Kelly 25 Q. What? 
Page 195 
1 and Delta Demo. 
2 Q. This is an e-mail from you dated June 23rd, 
3 2010, correct? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. Notice that it's addressed To Whom It May 
6 Concern. And it looks like you started to do a few of 
7 them that way. Was there any particular reason? 
8 A. Yeah. 
9 Q. Why? 
1 0 A. Couldn't talk to Lee, and Krystal was just 
11 being a bitch. So I figured inside -- I wouldn't give 
12 them the respect of addressing them directly, so To Whom 
13 It May Concern. 
14 Q. The fourth paragraph down says, "This bridge 
15 is getting to be very stressful for me and I am being 
16 subjected to pain and suffering." What kind of pain and 
1 7 suffering were you --
18 A. Don't laugh. 
19 Q. --being subjected to? 
2 0 A. Why don't you ask my wife? 
21 Q. What kind of pain and suffering were you being 
22 subjected to? 
2 3 A. My wife has developed a hyperthyroid from the 
2 4 induced stress. 
25 Q. That's your wife. I'm asking you. What kind 
Page 197 j 
1 A. Hemorrhoids. j 
' 2 Q. Did you go see a doctor about this? J 
3 A. No. I don't go see doctors. ~ 
4 Q. Has any doctor or anybody given you an opinion t 
5 that your hemorrhoids were as a result of anything I 
6 related to this bridge? ~.! 
7 A. I've never had them in my life, but no. ~ 
8 MR. BISTLINE: To make it clear, Randy -- j 
9 MR. SCHMITZ: Are you making any sort of clain l 
1 0 for pain and suffering? ,~ 
11 MR. BISTLINE: No. . 
12 MR. SCHMITZ: On behalf of either one of them? t 
. I 13 MR. BISTLINE. No. i 
14 MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. . 
15 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
1 6 Q. The next paragraph says, "I am a man of my 
17 word. You and others are not. Take that however which j 
18 way, I have documentation showing this as a fact." What~ 
19 documentation are you referring to? I 
2 0 THE WITNESS: If it's okay before I answer ~ 
21 that, let me go to the rest room so I can settle down 
2 2 for a little bit. i) 
2 3 MR. BISTLINE: No. Answer the question first ~ 
2 4 and then you can go. j 
2 5 THE WITNESS: Thank you, teacher. ~ 
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Page 198 
1 MR. BISTLINE: It's just the rules, man. Just 
2 the rules. 
3 THE WITNESS: What we have been reviewing ove 
4 the past couple of hours, Counselor, is quite indicative 
5 of they're not being a people of their word. Okay. 
6 They said they were going to issue money on specific 
7 days. They never did. They promised to enter into an 
8 agreement with-- you know, into me, under the terms of 
9 it, they never did it. So ... 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Page 200 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. And in your e-mail to Mark, you're 
saying, "Look this over and tell me what you think. I 
do not agree with this form at all"; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You say, "Our Contract/Proposal Agreement ha 
not been complied with and what makes us believe this 
one will likewise. The AED proposal will not be 
1 0 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 10 superseded by any other agreement"; correct? 
11 Q. Okay. So the documentation that you're 11 A. That is correct. 
12 referring to here is that a payment was due on a certain 
13 date, and they didn't make it by that certain date. 
12 Q. And what gave you the impression that this 
14 That's one of them, right? 
13 subcontract form was attempting to supersede the AED ' 
14 proposal? 
15 A. That's one of them. There was a multitude of 15 A. Because it was -- it was not submitted in a 
1 6 phone calls where we were promised the moon. 
1 7 Q. But that's not a documentation. I'm wondering 
1 8 about the actual documentation. 
16 timely fashion. It should have been an attachment --
1 7 when we were negotiating through the proposal, this 
18 should have been an attachment to it at that time, not 
A. The documentation is before you, Counsel. 
Q. So just all the documents in this case is what 
21 you're referring to? 
19 
20 
2 2 A. The documents mostly referring to the payment 
19 after we had already agreed to . .. I 
2 0 Q. Okay. What gave you the impression that this ~ 
21 subcontract agreement was attempting to supersede the · 
2 2 AED proposal? 
2 3 terms and the agreement on the contract. 
24 
25 
Q. Okay. 
23 A. Well, with the payment terms on it and if--
2 4 it's whether I thought it was trying to supersede it. 
MR. BISTLINE: Do you want to go to the 2 5 My intention by that statement was if we sign this, 1 
1 
2 
3 
bathroom now, Eric? 
THE WITNESS: Yeah, I do. 
(A short break was taken.) 
Page 199 
1 
4 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 33 was 
5 marked for identification.) 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 6 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Q. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 33. 7 
Do you recognize that? 8 
A. Yes, sir. 9 
Q. And what is it? 10 
A. It's an e-mail transmission from Eric to Mark 11 
12 Wilburn to Delta. 12 
13 Q. The first e-mail is from Lee to you, and it's 13 
14 cc'd Mark. And it just says, "Please see attached 14 
15 requirements. Once all requests are in compliance, 15 
16 Delta will sign approval"; right? 16 
17 A. Yes. 17 
18 Q. And what was attached was a --was that, whic 18 
19 is a subcontractor form, correct? 19 
20 A. Yes, it is, sir. 2 0 
21 Q. And then you forward that to Mark Wilburn on 21 
22 June27,2010,correct? 22 
23 A. Yes. 23 
24 Q. All right. And I forgot to mention that the 2 4 
25 e-mail from Lee to you was dated June 25th, 2010, 25 
Page 201 ~ 
what -- what does that do with our contract? 1 
Q. What payment terms are included in that 
subcontract form? 
A. On line 3 all it says is "Contractor agrees to 
pay Subcontractor the Contract sum of." That's it. 
Q. And then there's a blank, correct? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. That's right. So this by itself isn't 
attempting to change any payment terms, is it? 
A. Yes, it is, subject to additions and deduction 
as herein provided. 
Q. Where do you see this? 
A. In line 3. 
Q. Which has a -- there is no sum contained on 
that line, is there? 
A. No, there is not. 
Q. Right. So how is this attempting to change 
any payment terms? 
A. Because we already have an agreement. 
Q. I understand. Your -- your e-mail said that 
you thought that this subcontract form was attempting t 
supersede the AED proposal. And you said you though 
the payment terms were trying to be changed. And I'm 
still trying to find out how you believe this was trying 
to change any payment terms. 
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1 A. Well, just by listening to your question, 
2 Counselor, you said I was -- was saying that this would 
3 supersede it. I did not say that. I said this 
4 proposal -- the AED proposal will not be superseded by 
5 any other agreement. It will not. I didn't -- not that 
6 I thought it would. It just will not be superseded by 
7 any other agreement. 
8 Q. So your-- okay. You say, "The AED proposal 
9 will not be superseded by any other agreement" as you're 
10 forwarding an agreement to Mark Wilburn, but you're 
11 saying that you didn't think the subcontract agreement 
12 was actually attempting to supersede the AED proposal? 
13 A Well, you know what. In reading further into 
14 this -- into this -- what was sent to them, Counselor, 
15 it's basically -- the first part of this was fluff. 
16 Hey, it's not going to be superseded by any other 
17 agreement. The bottom line is these people are looking 
18 to stall time by simply saying, well, you're not signing 
19 our subcontract agreement, when we already have an 
20 agreement. 
21 Q. All right. Now, as we talked about before, it 
22 was always contemplated that Delta Demolition would have 
23 an agreement with AED because AED was going to be a 
24 subcontractor to Delta Demolition, correct? 
25 A. I had agreed that we would have an agreement 
Page 203 
1 with Delta Demolition, yes. 
Q. Okay. And this is Delta Demolition providing 
3 you with a form agreement for you guys to come to a 
contract, correct? 
2 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A. No. 
Q. It's not. It's being --
A. Not in my opinion. Not in my opinion, 
Counselor. Okay? 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Page 204 Ia 
Q. Did you ever have any actual discussions witl 
Lee about this particular form? 
A. Never. 
Q. Okay. You didn't bother to call him up after 
you received this and say, hey, Lee, what is this? 
A. No. At that point it was beyond discussion. 
But you said, see, after I received this. This was 
never ever discussed prior to any agreement You wi p 
note, Counsel, that I had sent him an informal propos) 
so that he could prepare himself to know what -- if h~ : 
wanted me to sign one of these that he can-- if he-- i 
if he practices proper business, he would say, okay -- ! 
as in many other contracts that I do, my contract will , 
be an attachment to this. So before he signed my 
contract, I have to be in agreement with his contract ·. 
Q. Obviously this form needs some things filled ~ 
out, correct? 1 
A. Yes, sir. 1 
Q. It does not contain all the terms necessary 
for your agreement to blast the bridge, does it? 
A. It contains nothing in that regard. l 
Q. Exactly. So when you received it, did you ~ 
bother to call up Lee and say -- ask him anything at a~ 
about this contract? 
A. No, sir. 
Page 205 
Q. All right. But you thought this was an ~ 
attempt by them to try and get out of the AED proposal ; 
or supersede it in some fashion? I 
l A. No. ;, 
Q. Then-- ~ 
A. The next paragraph says -- ~ 
Q. What did you think it was for? l 
A. They were looking to stall for time. i 
Q. So actually giving you -- attempting to have Q. Okay. But it's being forwarded by Lee Chaklos 
1 0 on behalf of Delta Demolition to AED for purposes of a 
11 contract to blast this bridge, correct? 
1 0 AED and Delta Demolition enter into a contract for the 
11 blasting of this bridge is stalling for time? 
12 
13 
A. No, sir. 12 A. They did not send this -- this particular 
Q. It's not? 
14 A. This says nothing. This says fill in the 
13 agreement, to the best of my knowledge, until after they 
14 talked to their counsel, Mr. Domozick. Okay. 
15 blanks. 15 
16 Q. This is the -- the start of the process to 16 
17 negotiate a contract, is it not? 17 
18 A. No. It is not. When we go to negotiate a 18 
19 contract, Counselor, you tell me something other than 19 
2 0 this standard AlA form. Hey, here's what you're going 2 0 
21 to do. Here's the terms that were in the other -- in 21 
22 the exhibit of the contract should have been transformed 22 
2 3 to this, instead of them thinking that I'm going to do 2 3 
2 4 paperwork and tell -- and tell them on their subcontract 2 4 
2 5 what I have to do. It doesn't -- no. 2 5 
Q. What makes you--
A. Because otherwise it was simple like Art and I 
talking or you and I talking saying, okay, I agree on 
this. Here's a piece of paper. Do you agree on it? 
Yeah. We'll both sign it and go. No. 
Q. What makes you think they talked to Jeremy 
Domozick before sending this to you? 
A. Well, because those two, in my opinion, don't 
have the brains enough to figure it out themselves. 
Q. What makes you believe that they talked to 
Jeremy Domozick before sending you this contract? 
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Page 206 
1 A. Nothing. 
2 Q. I'm going to go down to the second paragraph 
3 from the end. It says, "Just so there are no 
4 ambiguities, AED does not agree to this Mickey Mouse 
5 form. It has no foundation to precede an already 
6 endorsed contract." 
7 So, again, you're -- from your e-mail, it 
8 seems to be that your -- your thought process was that 
9 this contract was an attempt to supersede or precede the 
10 AED proposal that you had; is that right? 
11 A. Based on that sentence right there, "It has no 
12 foundation to precede an already endorsed contract." 
13 Q. And that's what you thought they were trying 
14 to do by giving you this form was to precede or 
15 supersede the AED proposal, correct? 
16 A. No. 
17 MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. Do you have those 
18 newspaper articles yet? 
19 MR. BISTLINE: I'll go check. 
20 (Brief pause.) 
21 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 34 was 
22 marked for identification.) 
23 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
24 Q. You have been handed Depo Exhibit 34. Do yo 
25 recognize that? 
Page 207 
1 A. Yes, sir. 
2 Q. What is it? 
3 A. It's an e-mail transmission from Eric Kelly to 
4 Delta Demo. 
5 Q. So this is an e-mail from you to Delta, dated 
6 June 29,2010, correct? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. Do you remember sending this e-mail? 
9 A. Yes, sir. 
10 Q. Again, it's addressed To Whom It May Concern. 
11 "It was brought to my attention that Delta has not 
12 submitted any of the necessary paperwork for the Phase 1 
13 permit"; correct? 
1 4 A. Correct. 
15 Q. How was that brought to your attention? 
16 A. In communications with the City ofBenwood. 
17 Q. Who from the City of Benwood? 
18 A. Chief Longwell. 
19 Q. Did you have that conversation with Chief 
2 0 Longwell? 
21 A. Yes, sir. 
22 Q. Who initiated the contact? 
23 A. I did. 
2 4 Q. So you called Chief Longwell and asked him if 
2 5 Delta had submitted anything? 
Page 208 
1 A. Yes, sir. 
2 Q. And he said they hadn't submitted anything? 
3 A. That's correct. 
4 Q. All right. Then you ask if there's a problem 
5 with resources. "The City of Benwood wants to work with 
6 you as I'm told." Is that what Chief Longwell told you 
7 in this same conversation? 
8 A. Everybody has stated that. Everybody within 
9 the City of Benwood said they want to work -- they want 
10 to get the bridge down; they want to work with us. 
11 Q. Now, I don't mean to pick on words, but you 
12 said everybody at the City of Benwood wants to work with 
13 us. And in here it says the City of Benwood wants to 
14 work with you. Are you drawing a distinction between 
15 AED and KDC or Delta there? 
16 A. Mm-hmm. 
17 Q. Or is--
18 A. The City wants to work -- the City wanted the 
19 bridge down. Okay. They wanted to work with Delta. 
20 They wanted to work with AED. They wanted to work with 
21 us, you, me. The City wanted this bridge down and wants 
22 it down bad. 
23 Q. Okay. All right. The last sentence says, 
24 "You guys had all the best intentions and it seems ~ 25 they've gone to the wayside. Is there any way we can 
Page 209 . 
1 help?" And why do you say that they've gone to the 
2 wayside? 
3 A. Well, in concluding there, is there any way we 
4 can help. I mean, it appears that they were in such a 
5 big hurry -- come on; I'm going to buy the bridge; I 
6 want to buy the bridge from you; come on; buy it -- for 
7 a year he pestered me. And then when I sold it to him, 
8 his zeal seemed to have faded to the wayside. Like, 
9 okay, I want to go do this next week. Well, shit or get 
10 off the pot here, guy. 
11 How can we help you? That was the bottom 
12 line. How can we help you get along? I was willing to 
13 send my brother-in-law out there to sit down with him, 
14 compile everything that was necessary to help him along. 
15 Okay. Because it was quite evident, based on what I was 
16 hearing from the City of Benwood, that they were not 
1 7 submitting anything. 
18 Q. Do you think they were over their head on this 
19 project? 
2 0 A. Personally, yes, sir. 
21 Q. Do you think that they-- once they got it, 
2 2 they realized that they were over their head? 
2 3 A. My belief, Counsel, is the shine wore off of 
2 4 it. Think about the chronology of this. We were just 
25 doing The Imploders show. We were on TV. They were 
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1 going to -- they were so anxious to work with The 1 have had with the City or discussions that they've had 
2 Imploders. Okay. And ail of a sudden we weren't going 2 with the City or the Coast Guard or anything like that, 
3 to be filming this one, so the shine wore off of it. It 3 do you? You don't know what efforts that they have 
4 didn't -- it didn't become an item of spectacle as they 4 actuaily made to get this done? 
5 were anticipating it would be. It was just another 5 A. Weil, you know, as of recently, I was led to 
6 bridge. 6 believe they were submitting something to the Coast 
7 Q. So it's not that they didn't have the ability 7 Guard, submitting something to the City of Benwood, bu 
8 to do it -- 8 I do not know exactly what they have or have not 
9 A. Weil, you know what. In just talking with 9 submitted. 
10 Lee, I would ask Lee how many bridges like this have yo 10 Q. Right. 
11 done? Weil, I did a concrete bridge in Florida. We're 11 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 35 was 
12 looking at one in Louisiana. It was ail fluff that he 12 marked for identification.) 
13 would say. You know, oh, I'm doing a barge, the Becky 13 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
14 Thatcher, right up the river here. So I can get ail the 14 Q. You have been handed Depo Exhibit 35. Do you 
15 marine equipment here real fast and cheap, and we can 15 recognize that? 
1 6 reaily get this going fast, Eric. 1 6 A. Yeah, I thought we just did one of these. 
17 Weil, the Becky Thatcher stiillaying on the 17 Q. This is a different one. 
18 bottom of the river that he started on over a year and a 18 A. Yes, I do. 
19 half ago. And nothing, to my knowledge at this time, 19 Q. And what is it? 
2 0 has been submitted that can substantiate his zeal to get 2 0 A. It's an informational binder for Beiiaire 
21 this job done. 21 Bridge demolition. 
22 Whereas, from my perspective, I went there. 22 Q. Who prepared this? 
2 3 I sent my brother-in-law there. I sent my project 2 3 A. Definitely not me. Mark Wilburn. 
2 4 manager there. I went to the people, to CSX, to this 2 4 Q. Okay. This is similar to Exhibit 24. This is 
2 5 person, to the Coast Guard, to the Corps of Engineers. 2 5 what we looked at before, Exhibit 24. 
1 
2 
3 
Page 211 Page 213 ~ 
Sat in the City of Benwood's office for days, for days. 1 A. Yes. 
Went to every individual around thatjobsite getting 2 Q. Which was the informational binder that you 
sign-offs from them. That was my -- I want to do this 3 guys had submitted to the Coast Guard and others on 
4 job. 4 June 7, 2010. 
5 Q. When did you do this? 5 A. Yes, sir. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A. Hmm? 6 Q. And if you go into that one a couple pages, 
Q. When did you do this? 7 page Bates stamped AED145. 
A. Mark can tell you the dates on that. You got 8 A. Mm-hmm. 
me on these dates, I tell you. But both him-- I mean, 9 Q. There's a date on that document. Do you see , 
10 Rick Slavick (phonetic). It cost me $15,000. 10 that? 
11 Q. For what? 11 A. August 23rd, 2010. 
12 A. Getting the asbestos guy there. We had an 12 Q. Okay. So this one is being submitted on 
13 asbestos survey done on the toll house. Okay. Had to 13 August 23rd, 2010, correct? 
14 pay. The guy said, well, we already did one for 14 A. Mm-hmm. 
15 Chaklos, but that son of a bitch didn't pay me. So we 15 Q. And why is this being submitted on August 2 1 
16 gave the guy the 300 bucks for the survey. 16 2010? i 
17 Q. All right. So you're just saying that you 17 A. AED is intending to serve as the owner and , 
18 think they lost interest in this job? 18 general contractor on the project and to self-perform ~ 
19 A. I really -- you know, my opinion is just what 19 the explosive demolition of the spans. ~ 
2 0 it was just repeated, Counsel. I mean, I don't know. I 2 0 Q. So at this time AED is asserting ownership 1 
21 don't know their thought process. I don't know anothe 21 over the bridge? l 
2 2 man's thoughts. But, again, if you want to do 2 2 A. Yes, sir. , 
2 3 something, you have such a desire to do something tha 2 3 Q. All right. Even though admittedly legally, 
2 4 bad, by golly you do it. 2 4 AED is not the owner of the bridge, correct? 
25 Q. But you don't know what contacts that they 2 5 A. I do not agree with that, no. 
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Page 214 
1 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 36 was 
2 marked for identification.) 
3 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
4 Q. Okay. You have been handed Deposition Exhibit 
5 No. 36 which is Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's 
6 First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for 
7 Production. Have you seen those before? 
8 A. Yes, sir. 
9 Q. Have you reviewed them? Is there two? 
10 A. There's two copies here, sir. 
11 Q. Oh, I'm sorry. You just need one of them. 
12 Did you review these answers before they went out? 
13 A. Yes, sir. 
14 Q. Did you agree with them? 
15 A. I can't answer that accurately right now. 
16 Q. Do you recall having any objection to the 
17 answers after you reviewed them? 
18 A. Again, I can't answer that accurately right 
19 now until I ... 
20 MR. BISTLINE: No, no. He's asking you the 
21 first time you read them, did you say to me, hey, Art, 
22 this is wrong? 
23 THE WITNESS: I don't recall. I know, Art, I 
24 had sent you some notes regarding them. 
25 MR. BISTLINE: He's asking you not about how 
Page 215 
1 we prepared them. He's saying when you read the 
2 document you're holding, which is the final product, did 
3 you have any objections to its contents or think it was 
4 inaccurate? 
5 THE WITNESS: No. 
6 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
7 Q. Okay. 
8 A. I don't object to its contents. 
9 Q. Okay. If you would go to interrogatory 
10 No. 14, please. 
11 A. Mm-hmm. 
12 Q. The question is: "Identify each and every 
13 fact which supports your contention that you are the 
14 owner of the Bridge as alleged in paragraph 12 ofyour 
15 Amended Complaint." 
16 Your answer was, "AED is not legal owner of 
1 7 the bridge at this point, but holds on equitable right 
18 in the bridge based on its claim for rescission"; 
19 correct? 
2 0 A. I didn't write that one. I didn't write that 
21 answer. 
22 Q. Ah. 
23 THE WITNESS: I think you did, Art, didn't 
24 you? 
2 5 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Page 216 
1 Q. That is what it says, correct? ' 
2 A. That is what it says. ;) 
3 Q. Okay. Do you know who this --back to Exhibitll 
4 35, do you know who all this was submitted to? 
5 A. I believe just the City of Benwood, to the r] 
6 best of my knowledge. 
7 Q. This didn't go to the U.S. Coast Guard or 
8 anybody else? 
9 A. I'm not sure at this time. 
10 Q. Would Mark know that? 
11 A. Yes, he would. 
12 Q. If you go to-- there's a page marked AED148. 
13 Do you see that? 
14 A. Yes, sir. 
15 Q. This appears to be a letter dated August 1Oth, 
16 2010, from you to Krystal and Lee Chaklos; is that 
17 right? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Did you write this or did Mark Wilburn write 
20 this? j 
21 A. I wrote this. ~ 
' 22 Q. And did this actually get sent to Krystal and l A 23 Lee? ' 
24 A. Yes, to the best of my knowledge. 
25 Q. Would you have sent that or would Mark have - 1 
Page 217 
1 A. I would have sent this particular letter, 
2 Counsel. 
3 Q. So far it looks like most everything's been 
4 sent via e-mail. Would this have been sent via e-mail? 
5 A. It should have been; yes, sir. 
6 Q. Okay. The first paragraph says, "This letter 
7 is in reference of the two contracts that were signed on 
8 I st of June 20 I 0." Which two contracts are you 
9 referring to? 
1 0 A. As of reading this, I'm not sure right now, 
11 Counsel. 
12 Q. Because as far as I know, there was only one 
13 contract signed on the 1st of June, right? 
14 A. I'm not familiar. I'm -- I'd have to -- oh, I 
15 don't know if we signed two contracts or we signed -- I 
1 6 mean maybe the two contracts I'm referring to is the 
17 buy/sell and the proposal contract. 
18 Q. The buy/sell was signed on May 20th though, 
19 correct? 
2 0 A. I couldn't give you an accurate date. It is 
21 what it is. 
22 Q. Okay. In any event, your second sentence 
2 3 says, "As of now, upon recommendation of counsel, AEI 
2 4 states for the record that both contracts entered into 
25 on June 1st, 2010, are terminated"; is that right? 
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1 A. That is correct. 1 included in this letter? 
2 Q. At the last paragraph here, it says, 2 A. What language is that? 
3 "According to the contract signep June 1st, 2010, AED 3 Q. All of it. 
4 shall be resuming ownership of the asset and will not be 4 A. I don't know where he got the language. 
5 performing as agreed." Where in the June 1st, 2010, 5 It looks to be a carbon copy of the one that 
6 contract does it say you have the right to resume 6 was scratched on. 
7 ownership of the asset? 7 Q. Exactly. The June 9th letter from Dave 
8 A. It was verbally orated to the Chaklos client. 8 McLaughlin to Delta Demolition, correct? 
9 It does not say it in writing. 9 A. Mm-hmm. 
10 Q. The contract itself does not say that you can 10 Q. Yeah. But you don't know when Mark received a 
11 resume ownership of the asset; is that right? 11 letter with that language in it? 
12 A. I'm not sure. I'm not sure if it-- if there 12 A. No, sir. ~ 
13 was a termination clause in there or not. 13 Q. Now, in this submittal by AED, if you go to ,; 
14 Q. But here you're saying that there is. But you 14 the next page, it appears that on item No. 11 where it 
15 don't know what you were talking about? 15 requests you to list all subcontractors which include 
16 A. Proverbially, yes-- at this time, yes. 16 the West Virginia state business license, West Virginia 
17 Q. At this time what? 17 state contractors license and West Virginia state 
18 A. I can't accurately reference what the contract 18 workers' compensation certificate, under that it says 
19 says. 19 "done"; right? 
2 0 Q. I'm going to hand you Exhibit 22, which was 2 0 A. Mm-hmm. 
21 previously marked. And this is the AED proposal that 21 Q. So it looks like AED was submitting all of 
2 2 was signed on June 1st, 2010. And if you can just point 2 2 that information for its subcontractors in this one 
2 3 to me in there the section of the contract you were 2 3 packet, correct? 
2 4 referring to in this August 1Oth letter. 2 4 A. So that you understand to try to -- there's 
2 5 (Witness examining document.) 2 5 always a gray area for something like that, Counsel. So 
Page 219 
1 THE WITNESS: It does not say it in this 
Page 221 . 
1 we were going to self-perform all the work. 
2 contract. 2 Q. You still had subcontractors that were going 
3 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 3 to help you with this job, correct? 
4 Q. Okay. 4 A. No, sir. 
5 A. But I probably was referring to one of the 5 Q. Okay. Let's go to another page then. 
6 e-mail transmittals prior that says if you don't pay -- 6 A. And even though I did list Cambria as one of 
7 Q. Actually, this says-- 7 them--
8 A. -- terminates any previous -- any agreements. 8 Q. Can I just see this real quick? 
9 Q. Actually, this says, "According to the 9 (Document tendered.) 
1 0 contracts signed June 1st, 20 10" -- 1 0 MR. SCHMITZ: This will be easier. 
11 A. Mm-hmrn. 11 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
12 Q. -- "AED shall be resuming ownership of the 12 
13 asset"; correct? 13 
14 A. Correct. 14 
15 Q. Okay. But as we just found out, there is no 15 
1 6 provision in there that provides for you to resume 1 6 
1 7 ownership of the asset, correct? 1 7 
18 A. Correct. 18 
19 Q. Okay. Let's go to 156. Have you seen that 19 
2 0 page before? 2 0 
21 A. Yes, sir. 21 
2 2 Q. Is this something you prepared or is this 2 2 
23 prepared by Mark Wilburn? 23 
2 4 A. Mark Wilburn. 2 4 
25 Q. Do you know where he got the language that c£5 
Q. On page AED361, you guys have included 
subcontractor information --
A. Mm-hmm. r 
Q. --correct? And in here you have information J 
from Cambria as a subcontractor, correct? I 
t A. Correct. 
Q. And you were including business registration 
certificate, correct? 
A. Forwho? 
Q. For Cambria --
A. Okay. 
Q. --Contracting, Inc., correct? Business 
registration? 
A. Mm-hmm, correct. 
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Page 222 Page 224 
1 Q. Business registration certificate? 1 I've been in the business for 30 years, 
2 A. Mm-hmm. 2 Counselor. I've had buildings fall the wrong way. I've 
3 Q. West Virginia contractors license? 3 had smokestacks fall the wrong way. You know, after you 
4 
5 
6 
A. Mm-hmm. 4 shoot thousands of structures, they don't always go 
Q. And a certificate of insurance, correct? 5 perfect. 
A. Yes. 6 Q. Okay. So you don't consider something going 
7 Q. All right. So you-- in this packet that you 7 wrong, an implosion going wrong and damaging nearby 
8 guys are submitting, you were including all that 8 property or injuring a person to be an accident? 
9 information for your subcontractor, Cambria Contracting. 9 A. And I have OSHA to agree with me with that 
10 A. Cambria was not going to be a subcontractor. 10 also, by the way. 
11 
12 
Q. Then why were they included in this packet? 11 Q. And I just want to make sure. You don't 
A. Fluff. I don't know. They were just going 12 consider that an accident? 
13 to--
14 Q. So you were submitting fluff to the City--
15 A. Hey--
16 Q. -- with your binder of information? 
1 7 A. I've done it before. You're sending something 
18 to the government, some is good; more is better. When 
1 9 they grab something like this, they go hmm, 
2 0 (demonstrating); that's good. 
21 MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. Let me see this again. 
2 2 This is just going to be easier ifl ... 
2 3 (Document tendered.) 
2 4 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
25 Q. This is a letter to the City of Benwood. It 
Page 223 
13 A. I do not consider that an accident. 
14 Q. Okay. On page AED227 there's an asbestos 
1 5 survey report. Is that what you were talking about 
16 earlier? 
17 A. Yes, sir. 
1 8 Q. So this is a report that was actually done on 
19 behalf of Delta Demolition by-- but it wasn't done by 
2 0 Rick Slavick, was it? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. It was done by Michael Beegle? 
23 A. Yes, sir. 
2 4 Q. So who is Rick Slavick? 
2 5 A. He was my project manager. 
Page 225 
1 says, "This section covers general questions that are 1 Q. So you guys went out and purchased the report ., 
2 often asked by local authorities and the general 2 done by Michael Beegle on behalf of Delta Demolition. 
3 public." The last paragraph says, "AED and I are 3 A. No, sir. 
4 committed to safety, and I carry a 29-year zero-accident 4 Q. You didn't? 
5 record." 5 A. We paid for the report for AED, not because it 
6 
7 
8 
Do you still carry a zero-accident record? 6 was done for Delta. 
A. Yes, sir. 7 Q. No, no. I understand. 
Q. In all your years you've never had any 8 A. For your simplistic of words-- we actually 
9 accidents at all? 9 called this guy, and he said, wait, I already did a 
10 A. No, sir. 1 0 survey on that bridge and the guy's never paid me. 
11 Q. Okay. 11 Q. Right. That-- maybe that was a bad question. 
12 A. Define "accidents." 12 What I mean is originally the report was done for Delta 
13 Q. Well, I would think that if an implosion 13 Demolition by Mr. Beegle. 
14 didn't go correctly and damaged property or injured 14 A. It was requested by Delta Demolition; yes, 
15 somebody that would probably be considered an accident 15 str. 
16 A. An accident in my opinion, and that's 16 Q. And it was actually done, wasn't it? 
1 7 referenced, is in lost man-hours. 17 A. It -- no. You know, it's not done until it's 
1 8 Q. What does that mean? 18 given -- the report is given to you when you pay for it. 
19 A. That means when you go to your OSHA 300 log, 19 Q. The report was prepared already at this point? 
,, 
2 0 you document any lost man-hours, where the guy gets a 2 0 A. Yes, sir. ~ 
21 cut on his finger, gets his eye poked out, something 21 Q. By Michael Beegle. And you guys came in and t 
2 2 like that, that's lost man-hours. That's what that was 2 2 just bought it from him. You paid for it? f 
2 3 specifically referring to. Because if I were to sit 2 3 A. Yes, sir. 1 
2 4 there and put that on that we had no accidents, I'd be a 2 4 Q. And you're saying he told you that Delta ·· 
2 5 flat-slap liar. 2 5 Demolition had not paid for it? 
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Page 226 Page 228 
A. Yes, sir. At that time. 1 Q. Okay. I'll ask him about it. 1 
2 
3 
Q. Did he say they refused to pay for it? 2 Page AED261 is another license permit for AED, ~ 
4 
5 
6 
A. I did not get in depth. 3 but this is Lisa's license for manufacturer high 
Q. Did he say why they hadn't paid for it? 4 explosives permit. Class 20 --what do you call that? 
A. I did not get into depth. 5 This says 20, dash, manufacturer of high--
Q. He just told you it had not been paid for? 6 A. Class 20. 
7 A. Yes, sir. 7 Q. It is a class 20. Okay. I just want to make 
8 Q. Page AED254, this is a copy of AED's West 8 sure I'm using the right terminology. 
9 Virginia contractors license; is that right? 9 A. You know, and in recollecting my question 
10 A. Yes, sir. 10 (sic) so I can correct the record, we will not be using 
11 Q. All right. And what is the date that that was 11 two component on this project, because two component 
12 issued? 12 only comes in small cartridge size on the piers. We'll 
13 A. August 17th. 13 use a NG-based product. 
14 Q. Was this issued to you or to Mark Wilburn; d 14 Q. Then why would you submit this at all? 
15 you know? 15 A. Fluff. 
16 A. It was issued to Advanced Explosives 16 Q. Okay. Here's a -- AED266 is a certificate 
1 7 Demolition. 17 of liability insurance that says the policy effective 
18 Q. But do you know who received a copy of this 18 date is September 1st, 2010. Did you guys have any 
19 Was it you or him? 19 insurance policy in effect for this bridge work prior to 
20 A. Excuse me? 2 0 September 1st, 2010? 
21 Q. Which one of you actually received a copy of 21 A. We have an annual policy. Okay. For bridge 
2 2 it? I mean, did they send it out? Did you have to 2 2 specific, no. That means, as you can see in the 
2 3 request a copy? How did that all work? 2 3 description of operations, work with explosives and 
24 A. It probably -- it could have gone to our 2 4 explosive work. And it shows that the Bellaire Bridge , 
2 5 Tennessee office. Mark probably received the licens .2 5 was specifically identified in-- well, actually, this 1 r---------------------~----~--------------+-------~----~--------------------~------4J 
Page 227 Page 229 1 
>' ; 
1 Q. All right. Now, have you looked at this 1 one is the one that was given to the City of Benwood, s j 
2 carefully? 2 it was in effect. 1 
j 
3 A. No. 3 Q. So if you had -- the certificate we saw before ~ 
4 Q. Have you read the fine print down here at 4 showed that your-- your insurance was going to expire i 
5 the-- 5 on May 27, 2010. 
6 A. No, sir. 6 A. Mm-hmm. 
7 Q. It says, "This license or a copy thereof must 
8 be posted in a conspicuous place at every construction 
9 site where work is being performed. This license number 
1 0 must appear in all advertisements, on all bid 
11 submissions, and on all fully executed and binding 
12 contracts. This license cannot be assigned or 
13 transferred by licensee. Issued under provisions of 
14 West Virginia Code, Chapter 21 Article 11." 
15 Do you want to read that and verifY that I 
16 read it correctly, please. 
17 A. (Complying.) Yes, sir. You read it 
18 correctly. 
19 Q. Thank you. Was this license number included 
2 0 on AED's proposal which was dated June 1, 201 0? 
21 A. No, it was not. 
22 Q. The very next page, AED255, is a State of West 
2 3 Virginia exemption certificate. Again, do you recall 
2 4 seeing this or is this something Mark --
2 5 A. This is something Mark had. 
7 Q. And now you have this one that says the policy 1 
8 is effective September 1st, 2010. 
9 A. Mm-hmm. 
10 Q. Was there any insurance policy in effect 
11 between May 27 and September 1st? 
12 A. There probably was. I couldn't answer that 
13 accurately. But, you know, on the professional basis, 
14 does it matter? No. 
15 MR. BISTLINE: No, no. Don't worry about 
16 that. Just --
17 
18 
THE WITNESS: Okay. 
MR. BISTLINE: Either you know the answer or 
19 you don't. 
20 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
21 Q. Is this something that Mark's responsible for 
2 2 too, or is -- who's responsible for the insurance? 
23 A. Mark. 
24 Q. Okay. 
25 MR. SCHMITZ: Give me one second to look 
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Page 230 
1 through these real quick. You can take a quick break. 
2 MR. BISTLINE: Sure. 
3 (A short break was taken.) 
4 MR. SCHMITZ: We can go back on. 
5 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
6 Q. All right. Mr. Kelly, I have just read 
7 through all of the newspaper articles that were just 
8 recently here provided to me. When we first started the 
9 day, we were talking about that you had read it in the 
10 media that KDC or Delta no longer intended to use AED to 
11 implode the bridge. 
12 A. Mm-hrnm. 
13 Q. And what I have here is I've separated out 
14 these articles. Because these are -- this stack here, 
15 none of these have-- you know, we don't have any source 
16 codes on them or anything. But what I did is this one 
17 is July 13th, 20 I 0, through January 12th, 2011. I'm 
18 taken those out of the mix because in July of2010 is 
19 when the attorneys got involved and KDC had said they're 
20 terminating the agreement and all that. 
21 So what I have here is a stack that's 
22 everything from May 19th, 2010, to June 22nd, 2010. And 
23 I don't see in here anywhere where they say they're not 
24 going to use you. So maybe you could find the article 
25 that you were referring to and show me. 
Page 231 
1 A. Well, I don't want to waste yours and my tim~ 
2 right now. I mean, I should -- could have had a little 
3 more time to prepare myself for it. 
4 Q. Well, ifl had these documents before today, I 
5 could have prepared myself a little better too. 
6 A. I do apologize for that. 
7 Basically, in one of these-- one of these 
8 newspaper articles says they are not going to implode 
9 the bridge. They are going to dismantle it 
10 mechanically. 
11 Q. Now, is that after July of2010? 
12 A. I would have to re-read every one of these, 
13 Counsel, and -- and go through that all over. 
14 Q. Well, this is kind of an important point. 
15 You've testified that in one of these Intelligencer Nev 
16 reports, you got the impression they were no longer 
17 going to use AED. 
18 A. Oh, I read it. 
19 Q. Okay. Well, I want you --
20 A. And I'm not saying that it -- it may not be in 
21 these particular articles here. 
22 Q. Well, in which article would it be? Because 
23 these are all the ones that you guys have and have 
24 provided to me. These are your articles. 
25 (Witness examining documents.) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
s15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
these. 
Page 232 
THE WITNESS: I'd have to read every one of 
(Witness examining documents.) 
THE WITNESS: This is not all the documents, 
Counselor. 
BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Q. Well, those are all the ones that you have 
provided to me. 
A. Again, I will -- I'd just like to reserve the 
right to produce that document to you. 
Q. Okay. But in any event, can we agree that in 
the documents that you have provided to me today and 
that you have just reviewed, it is not contained in any 
of those? 
A. I did not see it in the documents that were 
provided to you. 
Q. Okay. 
THE WITNESS: And those were given by Mark? 
MR. BISTLINE: Mm-hrnm. 
THE WITNESS: Yeah. That isn't -- that 
definitely is not the full scale of documents, because 
I' 
I' 
it is specifically noted that they -- in some of the , 
newspaper articles that they would not use AED nor would~ 
they actually use explosives. ~ 
BY MR. SCHMITZ: i 
Page 233~ 
M Q. Now, could you be recalling an article that 
was written after July of 20 I 0? 
A. I'm not sure, Counsel, on that. 
Q. Is that possible? 
A. Well, all things are possible. 
Q. I want to take you back to your answers to our 
interrogatories. Let me give you that number real 
quick. There you go. What number is that? 
A. 36. 
Q. Go to interrogatory No.5, please. Okay. In 
interrogatory No. 5 we asked for you to "Itemize by 
description and amount all damages, special or 
otherwise, which you expect to prove at trial and 
identify the documentation that is available to 
substantiate all alleged damages." And there is an 
answer here. Did you assist in preparing the answer to 
this interrogatory? 
A. I prepared the answers. 
Q. Okay. So tell me here -- let's just go 
through each one. You have mobilization of $5,000. 
A. Mm-hmm. 
Q. Is this what you're saying it would cost to 
mobilize? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what is this number based on? How did you 
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Page 234 
come up with it? 1 
A. It's a multiplier of so many miles times so 2 
much per mile. 3 
Q. Okay. And how many miles did you calculah? 4 
A. Oh, it's 2,000 -- approximately 2,000 miles. 5 
Q. And what's the multiplier? 6 
A. Actually, it's 2300 miles. 1.53. 7 
Q. And how did you come up with 1.53 as a 8 
multiplier? 9 
A. That's what's allowed by the federal 1 0 
government, the last time I checked. 11 
Q. Oh, for reimbursement of mileage expenses? 12 
A. (Nodding.) 13 
Q. And then the next one is insurance of$15,000 14 
How did-- 15 
A. Correct. 16 
Q. How did you come up with that number? 17 
A. It's an approximate number. 18 
Q. So what's it based on? 19 
A. It's based on the actual monthly premium of 2 0 
7,500 times potential for two months duration over th~21 
project. 22 
Q. So do you have -- is there anything that-- 2 3 
let me start over. 2 4 
You're saying that's an approximate number 2 5 
Page 235 
Page 236 
And it doesn't matter what you're doing or how many job . 
you're doing, it's a flat $7500 per month? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And so you're-- I guess by including $15,000 
here, you're saying it's going to take you two months to 
do this project? 
A. We will be involved in two separate months for 
being on the project. 
Q. And if you were involved in multiple projects, 
you would then prorate that per project, would you not? 
A. No, I would not. I charge it to every 
project. That's --
Q. So let me just get this straight. If you 
pay-- you actually pay $7500 a month. But if you did 
four projects that month, you would charge each project 
$7500 for insurance? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. So you would be making over $20,000 extra? 
A. Oh, we would. But you know what. For the six 
months of the year that I don't work, that money goes 
into a reserve to pay for those six or seven months a 
year that you don't work. 
Q. So this $7500 isn't going back to simply 
reimburse you for your insurance --
A. Oh, no. That $7,500 per month goes to -- what 
Page 237 
that's based upon dividing the actual cost of your 1 is it-- Insurance Premium Finance Company. That's th 
insurance by the months? 2 name of the company. 
A. We pay approximately $7,500 per month. And 3 Q. And then any extra, if you get multiple jobs 
our potential participation is two months on the 4 in that month, just goes into your pocket? 
5 project. 5 A. It goes into a reserve. Because as -- like 
6 Q. Doesn't your premium depend upon the type anc 6 last year, I did one project last year. That's it. One 
7 the amount of insurance you obtain? 7 project. It was a bad year for us. But you still have 
8 A. I'm not following your question, Counsel. We 8 to pay so much for that insurance. 
9 pay $7,500 per month for our insurance. If we had four 9 Q. Do you have any idea, as you sit here today, ~ 
10 jobs at that time, four jobs would get cost at $7,500 1 0 that if you were allowed to go and do this demolition ~ 
11 per month. 11 project, would you have any other projects going on at * 
Q. Each? 12 the same time? ~ 12 
13 A. Each. 13 A. I don't know that. 
14 Q. So you would be -- so -- because you have to 
15 get a policy for each job? 
16 A. No. It's just because you issue a certificate 
1 7 for it. It does not matter how many projects you do or 
18 whatever, your gross revenue. But you also have to 
19 put -- acquire monies in a reserve for your next year's 
20 premium. 
21 Q. What I want to know is how much does your 
22 insurance premium cost you per month? What do you 
2 3 actually pay? 
24 A. Wow. $7,500, Counsel. 
25 Q. Okay. And that doesn't-- so you pay $7500. 
14 Q. Okay. And do you have any documentation tha 
15 shows how much you pay for insurance each month? 
16 A. Yes, I do. 
17 Q. Can you provide that because we don't have a 
18 copy of that. 
19 MR. BISTLINE: I'll e-mail Mark. 
20 THE WITNESS: Just get Mark to ... 
21 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
2 2 Q. All right. Item No. 3 is your -- it says 
2 3 Hotel, Don Jones --
2 4 A. Don Jones is the --
2 5 Q. -- house? 
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Page 238 Page 240 
Q. Yes. 
A. I asked her to call Don Jones. 
1 A. He was the plant manager for Bayer Material 1 
2 Science who has a couple of houses about 20 miles fron 2 
3 there that we rent from him when we do work in that 3 Q. Okay. So she called Don Jones and told you i' 
4 what? 1: 
5 A. He said -- it most likely is 1300 per month is li 
6 the approximate cost for renting the house. 
4 area. 
5 Q. And it's 2600 a month or is that times two 
6 there for-- so it's 1300 a month? 
A. It's about 2600 a month. 7 Q. And she will have his number. 7 
8 Q. Well, your insurance number was 15,000, which 8 No. 4 is per diems of 2600. How did you com ; 
9 you had said was $7500 a month times two. So wouldn 9 up with that? ~ 
1 0 it stand to reason that this house rental would be 2600 1 0 A. It's $.30 per day per man. ~ 
11 divided by two for 1300 per month? 11 Q. And how many men are you going to have on~ 
12 A. It could be that. It could be that. Again, 12 this? j 
13 this is an estimate. Okay? I mean, that's why they 13 A. It was estimated at five. Oh, let's see. I'm ' 
14 call it -- you don't go -- there's an estimator that 
15 works for a construction company. And this is just an 
16 estimate. 
17 Q. Yeah, I understand that you're saying this is 
18 an estimate. But you're asserting this as damages. And 
19 damages have to be proven with certainty, sir. 
20 So I want to know did you already have this 
21 house lined up to be rented? 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Yes. 
Q. Through who? 
A. Don Jones. 
Q. Don Jones. And what's his phone number? 
Page 239 
14 going to a calculator. 
15 (Brief pause.) 
16 BY MR. SCHMITZ: ~ 
17 Q. You're sitting there doing something with you I 
18 phone. What are you doing? J 
A. What I'm doing is I'm going on the calculator ' 
2 0 on how -- basically it was anticipated for three weeks ' 
21 of time -- of time. It actually comes to $2520. ii 
19 
22 Q. Why did you use three weeks of time? 
23 A. Because that would be the approximate total 
2 4 duration. 
2 5 Q. All right. If it's going to take you three 
Page 
1 A. You'll have to get that from Lisa. I don't 1 weeks, why is the insurance and the hotel based upon twc I 
months? 2 think I have Don Jones's phone number. Don Jones-- I 2 
3 know Don Jones. I can go next week and say, Don, I wart 3 A. You base it on -- this is based on man-hours. 
4 to rent a house; is it available? Yes. I go rent a 4 Okay. In total man-hours. 
5 house. 5 Q. But you said it was three weeks duration, 
6 which isn't --6 Q. If it's not available, then you can't--
7 A. Then you go to another house. 
8 Q. And so as you sit here today, you don't know 
9 if this house would be available for you to rent for 
10 this job? 
11 A. No. And if that was the case, then that cost 
12 would be about 20,600 because you'd have to pay out the 
13 a-zoo for hotels. 
7 A. Of total duration. It may be two days this 
8 week, two days two weeks after that, two days two week i! 
9 after that. So that was the total duration of man days. 
10 Q. So you're saying 15 days of actual work time, 
11 three weeks? 
12 A. Yes, approximately. 
13 Q. How did you come up with $30 per day? 
14 Q. Do you have any document that shows how much 14 A. That's the standard that we pay our employees 
15 it costs you to rent this don Jones house? 15 per diem for food. 
16 A. We have rented it before. 16 Q. And that's a company policy? 
17 
18 
Q. When was the last time you rented it? 17 A. Yes, sir. 
A. About two years ago when I did Bayer Material 18 Q. Is there a written policy that says this? 
19 Sciences. You just ask Lisa that question, and she'll 19 A. No. 
2 0 be able to justify. 2 0 Q. Is there any documentation from AED anywhere ! 
21 Q. She will have the documentation that-- 21 that says that they pay $30 a day per diem? ~ 
2 2 A. She should -- yeah, she should. 2 2 A. You have to ask Lisa that. ' 
23 Q. Did you go back and look at these documents 
2 4 when you came up with this number of 2600? 
2 5 A. At her documents? 
2 3 Q. How did you come up with 15 work days? 
2 4 A. That's the approximate time for us to do 
2 5 what -- what we were going to be doing in the 
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1 preparation of the bridge, placement of explosives anh 1 
2 detonation. I 2 
3 Q. On Exhibit 22, which is the June 1st 3 
4 proposal -- 4 
5 A. Mm-hmm. 5 
6 Q. -- this says, "It will take AED no longer than 6 
7 14 days to load and set up each span for implosion." s7 
8 it -- so is it 14 days or is there additional work that 8 
9 you're not including in this 14 days? 9 
10 A. I work again uneven. Usually try to get even 10 
11 days. You give yourself a little bit of time one way o 11 
12 the other. You know, ifl do it in 16 days, shame on 12 
13 me. If I do it in 11 days, hooray for me. 13 
14 Q. So-- 14 
15 A. That's one of the things that you cannot -- I 15 
16 mean, you get up on top of the bridge and a lightning 1 6 
17 storm comes; what do you do? 17 
18 Q. Right. So you don't really know how long it's 18 
19 going to take to do it? 1 9 
2 0 A. Oh, no, no, no, no, no, no, no. I mean, after 2 0 
21 30 years, 31 years in this business, I better damn well 21 
22 know. But that's the thing-- that's the thing. If you 22 
23 were to come to me, as you are now, and say, well, 23 
2 4 exactly. I'd say I'm sorry. There is nothing exact in 2 4 
2 5 this world, other than dying and paying taxes. 2 5 
Page 243 
1 Q. So the 14 or 15 days, though, is a best-case 1 
2 scenario, no problems foreseen? 2 
3 A. Cor;rect. 3 
4 Q. No. 5 says permits for $3,000? 4 
5 A. Mm-hmm. 5 
6 Q. Now, you should have actual receipts for 6 
7 permits that were purchased, right? 7 
8 A. That's correct. That will come from Mark 8 
9 Wilburn. 9 
10 Q. Okay. 10 
11 A. And, actually, there was one that was not in 11 
12 there. And that was for CS -- 12 
13 MR. BISTLINE: He said he gave me all the 13 
14 receipts he had for this. 14 
15 MR. SCHMITZ: We don't have a single -- we ,15 
1 6 unless it's included on the permit itself. Some of theu 16 
1 7 do mention on the permits or the application. But we 17 
18 don't have a receipt that actually shows anything was 18 
1 9 ever paid. 19 
2 0 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 2 0 
21 Q. Allright. No.6islaborof$19,000. 21 
2 2 A. Mm-hmm. 2 2 
2 3 Q. How did you come up with that? 2 3 
2 4 A. It cost us about $6,000 a week. 1500 per wee 2 4 
2 5 times four times three weeks is $18,000. 2 5 
Q. 1500 a week times four. Why four? 
A. Four employees. 
Page 244 
Q. I thought you-- okay. Previously you 
calculated the per diems based on five men. And now 
you're doing this one based on four? 
A. Yeah. So? 
Q. Well--
A. Are you going to go before the judge and say, 
well, he made a mistake on one number? 
MR. BISTLINE: He just wants to know why --
THE WITNESS: You know, some of these 
questions, Art, are so asinine to me. I'm having --
MR. BISTLINE: They're really not. They're 
really not. So just --he's just asking why you choose 
five in one and four in the other. And just tell him. 
If you don't know the answer, you don't know. 
THE WITNESS: Well, actually, in one of the 
per diems I included myself, which I usually do not do 
in a project. 
MR. BISTLINE: That's fine. 
BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Q. So why did you include it in this project? 
A. Because I wanted to. 
Q. How did you come up with it costs $1500 a week 
per man? 
\ 
Page 245 l 
4 
A. That's what we pay. 
Q. It's just a flat salary? 
A. A salary, yes. 
Q. Everybody gets an equal share? 
A. Yes. 
1 
• 
Q. Obviously I know there's you. There's Mark @ 
Wilburn and there's your wife, Lisa. Who's the fourth ~ 
person? 
A. Well, they -- no, no. Mark Wilburn would not 
be working, either would my wife. 
Q. Oh, okay. So these are just four other 
employees? 
A. Four people. 
Q. And do you have-- what are the names ofthes: 
people? 
A. Unknown at this time. 
Q. Okay. So you don't actually have anybody on 
board to do this job at this time? 
A. No, no, no, no, no. 
Q. Well, why do you say unknown? I mean, if yo 
have somebody as an employee that's going to do this 
job, what's their name? 
A. Well, it can vary. It can be Eric, Jr. It 
could be Alfred Kelly. It could be Billy Clark. It 
could be Ryan Clark. If they're available. If they're 
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1 not available, I have to go to a -- say I'll go to I 1 
2 another demo contractor and say, hey, have you got anr 2 
3 guys -- good burners that I can use? Fine. Then I'll ! 3 
4 go to him and that's what I'll do. 4 
5 Q. Okay. If you have to go to somebody else, 5 
6 though, then the price of your labor is going to change t> 6 
7 A. No. It's the same. 7 
8 Q. It's always the same no matter-- 8 
9 A. It's always the same. 9 
10 Q. Another contractor doesn't pay his employees a 10 
11 different amount? 11 
12 A. I don't care if they do. If he works on my 12 
13 job, that's what he gets paid. 13 
14 Q. Everybody-- every employee that works for yc u14 
15 gets paid $1500 a week, no -- no exceptions? 15 
16 A. Everybody in the field does, yes. 16 
17 Q. Do you have any old pay stubs from, let's just 17 
18 say, your last job of what you paid your employees? 18 
19 A. I don't know. You'll have to ask Lisa that. 19 
2 0 Q. Okay. No. 7 is explosives. 2 0 
21 A. Mm-hmm. 21 
22 Q. $45,000. How did you come up with that 22 
2 3 number? 2 3 
Page 248 
A. It should not. 
Q. So you don't send them an invoice --like in :; 
the contracting world that I deal with, the contractor 
will send an invoice to a supplier, and it will ask for f\ 
delivery of something for a certain project. You don't .; 
do that? lj 
A. If it was delivered to that job, it would be. li 
But our use is reflected in our blast log. That will 
reflect the -- that specific lot used for that specific 
project. 
Q. Okay. So you track the explosives used ... 
A. As we use them. 
Q. As you use them. So you have a warehouse 
or -- is it a warehouse? 
A. Magazine it's called. 
Q. Okay. So you have a magazine with explosive 
sitting in it right now? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you have explosives sitting in there that 
are supposed to be earmarked for other jobs? 
A. No. 
Q. Just this job? 
A. Just this job. 
2 4 A. Based on the approximate severances in the 
25 bridge. 
24 Q. Do you have any other jobs lined up at this 
2 5 point in time? 
Page 247 
. 
1 Q. Okay. Now, I thought you guys had actually 
2 contacted your explosives supplier, manufacturer, 
3 whatever you want to call them--
4 A. You want to drive to St. Maries, Counsel? 
5 I'll show you $45,000 of explosives sitting in my 
Page 249 
1 A. I'm not sure right now. There's a lot of work 
2 pending. That's all. But there's none right now. 
3 
4 
5 
Q. But you're not under contract? 
A. None. 
Q. No. 8 is for miscellaneous for $2800. How did 
6 magazme. 6 you come up with that? 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Q. Okay. So you've already purchased them? 7 A. You know, that comes for doing printouts to 
A. Yes. 8 deliver to the neighborhood, any seismic work, pre-blast 
Q. Do you have a receipt for them? 9 survey. You have to go buy stand-off-- not stand-off 
A. Yes. I said that previously. Yes. 10 material-- cap holders, electrical tape, rubber bands. 
Q. Actually, you hadn't said that previously 11 Q. So did you price out all of this--
12 because I never asked. 12 A. No, sir. 
13 MR. SCHMITZ: That receipt has not been 13 Q. --information? You just picked a number out 
14 produced. Can we get a copy of that receipt? 14 of the air for miscellaneous? 
15 THE WITNESS: Art, the one thing that-- 15 A. No, you don't-- usually-- you know what ... 
16 there's some proprietary information on the receipt with16 Q. Well, I need to know how you came up with 
17 our permits and stuff like that, but I will -- if I have 1 7 $2800. 
18 to black them out, I will. 18 A. How did I come up with 175,000? But I agree 
19 MR. SCHMITZ: You can redact out the permit 19 with you. Okay. I don't have an answer for that right 
2 0 numbers. I just want to see the date they were ordered 2 0 now. I'm not going to stress over it. 
21 who they were ordered from and how much it cost. 21 Q. Well, this is my chance to ask you questions. 
22 THE WITNESS: Sure. 22 And I need an answer from you while you're sitting here. 
2 3 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 2 3 A. Well, you have another chance, too, Counselor, 
2 4 Q. Does it say on the receipt what -- for like 2 4 in front of the judge. 
2 5 what job or what purpose or anything? 25 Q. No. 
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1 MR. BISTLINE: Well, he can ask you now. Ju t 1 
2 answer the best you can. How did you come up with - 2 
3 THE WITNESS: I said I don't have an answer 3 
4 for that right now. Art, I just drove 2,167 frigging 4 
5 miles to be here. Because I don't have my sheets in 5 
6 front of me -- 6 
7 MR. BISTLINE: Eric, Eric, Eric. She's 7 
8 writing all this down and it costs money. If you don't 8 
9 know how you came up with it, then that's your answe . 9 
10 THE WITNESS: At this time I don't know how ll 0 
11 came up with it. 11 
12 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 12 
13 Q. All right. So to arrive at your total 13 
14 
15 
Page 252 
Q. Can these explosives that you purchased be 
used for anything else? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. So why are you hanging onto them? Why are; 
they in a magazine? 
A. Because, first, by law they're supposed to be 
in a magazine. Secondarily, they're purchased for thi 
bridge under the anticipation I was going to blow the 
bridge. 
Q. Okay. So they can still be used to blow this ,! 
particular bridge; is that right? 
A. Correct. 
Q. But you can't use them for any other project? 
A. No, sir. !i' 
Q. Okay. Are you still maintaining that you had !l 
14 estimated profit, what you did was you totaled up the 
15 estimated costs that you have listed here in items 1 
16 through 8 and subtracted that from 175,000; is that 
17 right? 
16 a non-assignable obligation to demolish the Bellaire 
17 Bridge? 
18 A. That's correct. 18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Okay. Do you have any other costs, expenses 
20 or anything that you are including as part ofyour 
19 Q. And that is based upon the agreement that yo 
2 0 had with Roger Barack? 
21 A. Correct. 21 damage calculation for this case, other than what has 
22 been listed here in answer to interrogatory No.5? 
23 A. There's nothing else. 
22 Q. Did you ever tell Lee or Krystal that you had 
2 3 a non-assignable obligation to demolish the bridge? 
2 4 Q. So if a jury comes back and says, all right, 
2 5 you are entitled to $80,000 in profit, you will have 
Page 251 
" 
24 
25 
1 been fully compensated for the money you lost for 1 
2 blowing this bridge; is that right? 2 
3 A. I'm not a lawyer. Ijlon't know. 3 
4 Q. Well, your profit here is-- you're saying you 4 
5 missed out on $80,000 profit, right? 5 
6 A. Correct. 6 
7 Q. So if you're awarded $80,000 in damages, you 7 
8 would have been fully compensated for missing out on 8 
9 blowing the bridge; is that right? 9 
1 0 A. Based on this, yes. 1 0 
11 Q. Okay. 11 
12 MR. BISTLINE: And I'll just add, there's one 12 
13 little wrinkle there, Randy, is the -- the calculation 13 
14 of profit would necessarily assume the full payment of 14 
15 the 17 5. And the 17 5 would then be used to buy those 15 
16 explosives. But the explosives were bought. And of all 16 
17 the items of cost, that's the only actual one, other 1 7 
18 than maybe the insurance expense. But since they're 18 
19 bought and they're useless, I think those would be addec 19 
2 0 back. Because ordinarily you would have a big sum of 2 0 
21 money, that sum would pay off the explosives, the profi 21 
2 2 would be left. 2 2 
2 3 MR. SCHMITZ: So these explosives -- and let 2 3 
2 4 me ask him. That's a good point. Let me ask you that. 2 4 
2 5 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 2 5 
A. I did not. 
Q. Did anybody from AED that you're aware of? 
Page 253 
A. No. 
MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. I think I might be done. 
Let's take a break. 
(A short break was taken.) 
MR. SCHMITZ: I'm done with my questions. But 
obviously if you guys are going to try to amend the 
complaint, we're going to leave it open for that. And 
then if there's anything additional in the documents 
that I receive later that might cause me to have to ask 
him some more questions, we'll leave it open for that 
too. Is that okay? 
MR. BISTLINE: That's okay. 
MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. With that understanding, 
we're done for the day. 
Patty. 
MR. BISTLINE: I don't have any questions, 
THE COURT REPORTER: Read and sign? 
MR. BISTLINE: Yeah. 
(Whereupon, the deposition was adjourned at 
5:20p.m.) 
(Signature requested.) 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 
I, ERIC J. KELLY, SR., being first duly sworn, 
depose and say: 
That I am the witness named in the foregoing 
deposition; that I have read said deposition and know 
the contents thereof; that the questions contained 
therein were propounded to me; and that the answers 
therein contained are true and correct except for any 
changes that I may have listed on the Change Sheet 
attached hereto. 
DATED this ___ day of , 
20 
--
ERIC J. KELLY, SR. 
17 SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ___ day of 
18 ,20 __ 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 
NAME OF NOTARY PUBLIC 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR _____ _ 
RESIDING AT _______ _ 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES ___ _ 
REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
2 I, Patricia L. Pullo, Certified Shorthand 
3 Reporter, do hereby certify: 
4 That the foregoing proceedings were taken 
5 before me at the time and place therein set forth, at 
6 which time any witnesses were placed under oath; 
7 : That the testimony and all objections made 
Page 255 
8 were recorded stenographically by me and were thereafter 
9 transcribed by me or under my direction; 
10 That the foregoing is a true and correct 
11 record of all testimony given, to the best of my 
12 ability; 
13 That I am not a relative or employee of any 
14 attorney or of any of the parties, nor am I financially 
15 interested in the action. 
16 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my 
17 hand and seal this 31st day ofJanuary, 2011. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
PATRICIA L. PULLO, C.S.R. #697 
Notary Public 
816 Sherman A venue, Suite 7 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
My Commission Expires 11113/2012. 
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Redacted 
--On Wed, 5/19/10, Eric J Kelly <eric(a,biggerbla~t.com> wrote: 
From: Eric J Kelly <eric@biggerblast.com> 
Subject: Proposal to shoot Bellaire Bridge 
To: "'Krystal Chaklos'" <deltademo@yahoo.com> 
Date: Wednesday, May 19,2010, 1:17PM 
Lee/Krystal, 
This informal proposal outlines the blasting of the Bellaire Bridge. 
1, 
/ 
Until we are actually ready to shoot the bridge, I woul4n't tell Roger Barack any of our business. I don't want 
to give him any reason to toss a wrench in the gears. 
AED will be totally responsible for: 
I. All licenses and permits to perform blasting work in the State of West Virginia. 
2. All Federal permits for transporting and handling explosives. 
3. All the necessary competent personnel to perform the supervision and layout of 
the deck, stringer, bed hanger and miscellaneous materials removal to lighten the 
structure up as much as safely possible. 
4. The necessary personnel to execute the pre-burning for explosives placement. 
5. The necessary explosives and related materials to perform 7 severances on the 
West Tower, 14 severances on the Main Span and 4 severances on the East Tower. 
1 
DEPOSITION 
EXHIBIT 
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Additional severances can be made for an additional fee. 
6. Pre-blast surveys and seismic monitoring as necessary. 
DDS will be totally responsible for: 
1. All permits related to the actual demolition of the Bellaire Bridge. 
2. All marine support equipment to make the bridge accessible. This includes the necessary vessel to go to and 
from shore. All marine equipment will be manned by DDS. 
3. 1- 120' manlift to access the bridge. 
4. The necessary liquid oxygen and propane for AED to perform the pre-cutting. 
5. Protecting any ofthe adjacent utilities and buildings. There are some electric 
lines that will have to be moved under the East Tower. You can use the deck material 
to protect the gas line to the North of the East Tower. 
6. Site security during the loading operations. 
7. Perimeter security during the actual shot. 
8. Coordinate with the US Coast Guard and ACOE all related activities necessary to allow for the shot to 
occur. 
/ 
DDS will pay AED the sum of$175,000 to perform this service. The purchase ofthe bridge is separate from 
this proposaL 
Payment terms are as follows: 
1. $30,000 upon mobilization 
2. $90,000 upon blasting the Main Span and West Tower. 
3. Balance upon blasting the East Tower 
You can call or e-mail me with any questions. 
Kinest Regards, 
Eric J.Kelly Sr. 
Advanced Explosives Demolition, Inc. 
2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia 
LLC, and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
DEPOSITION OF LISA A. KELLY 
TAKEN ON BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANTS 
AT COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 
JANUARY 27, 2011, AT 5:23 P.M. 
REPORTED BY: 
PATRICIA L. PULLO, CSR 
Notary Public 
www.mmcourt.com KELLY, LISA A. 
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1 A P P E A R A N C E S 
2 
MR. ARTHUR M. BISTLINE, Attorney at Law, of the firm of 
3 Bistline Law, PLLC, 1423 North Government Way, Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho, 83814, appearing for and on behalf of 
4 the Plaintiff; 
5 
6 
7 
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16 
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MR. RANDALL L. SCHMITZ, Attorney at Law, of the firm of 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., 702 West Idaho, 
Suite 700, P.O. Box 1271, Boise, Idaho 83701, appearing 
for and on behalf of the Defendants. 
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APPEARANCES 
MR. ARTHUR M. BISTLINE, Attorney at Law, of the firm of 
Bistline Law, PLLC, 1423 North Government Way, Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho, 83814, appearing for and on behalf of 
the Plaintiff; 
MR. RANDALL L. SCHMITZ, Attorney at Law, of the firm of 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., 702 West Idaho, 
Suite 700, P.O. Box 1271, Boise, Idaho 83701, appearing 
for and on behalf of the Defendants. 
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Page 4 I: 
THE DEPOSITION OF LISA A. KELLY, was taken on ; 
behalf of the defendants on this 27th day ofJanuary, 
2011, at the law offices of Arthur Bistline, Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho, before M & M Court Reporting Service, 
Inc., by Patricia L. Pullo, Court Reporter and Notary 
Public within and for the State of Idaho, to be used in 
an action pending in the District Court of the First 
Judicial District for the State ofldaho, in and for the 
County of Kootenai, said cause being Case No. CV 10-7217 
in said Court. 
AND THEREUPON, the following testimony was 
adduced, to wit: 
LISA A. KELLY, 
having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, the 
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, relating to said 
cause, deposes and says: 
EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
Q. Ms. Kelly, would you please state your name 
for the record and spell your last name. 
A. Lisa Ann Kelly, K-e-1-1-y. 
Q. We met just a minute ago. My name is Randy 
Schmitz. I represent KDC and the Chakloses in this r 
matter. You mentioned that you have done depositions 
before; is that right? 
A. Mm-hmm. 
Q. Okay. So --
A. Yes. 
Page 5 
Q. All right. Thank you. I'll just give you a ~ 
-real-quick refresher on the ground rules~ As you know ~ 
we have a court reporter here that's taking down every 
word we say, so it's going to be important for you to 
answer my questions audibly, yes or no or whatever, 
rather than shakes of head or uh-huhs or uh-uhs. Okay? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Perfect. And then if you would let me finish 
my question before you start your answer, and I'll 
afford you the same courtesy, it will make the record 
much more clear. Okay? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And if at any time you don't understand my 
question, please ask me to rephrase it. Because if you ~ f; 
answer it, I'm going to assume that you understood it. 
Is that fair? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And, again, if-- hopefully this isn't going 
to take too long. But if you need a break, just let me 
know. But the only thing I ask is if there's a question 
pending you answer the question first. Is that fair? 
A. Yes. 
2 (Pages 2 to 5) 
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1 Q. I just want to get some real brief background 
2 information. I understand you are the president of AED? 
3 A. This is correct. 
4 Q. And how long have you been the president? 
5 A. Ten years. 
6 Q. Before--
7 A. Give or take a day. 
8 Q. That's fine. Before that did you have any 
9 demolition experience? 
10 A. Not in the demolition industry, no. 
11 Management, yes. Ownership, yes. 
12 Q. So you had managed or owned other businesses? 
13 A. Yes. 
Page 8 
1 A. Can you rephrase that one time. 
2 Q. Sure. As I understand AED's fraud claim, what 
3 AED is saying is that KDC fraudulently induced it to 
4 sell the Bellaire Bridge by promising to allow AED to 
5 blast the bridge? 
6 A. If I'm hearing you correctly, I'm hearing you 
7 say that they -- what we did is we engaged into an 
8 agreement that would allow strictly only AED to shoot 
9 that bridge. And in return they reject --you know, 
1 0 they pulled out of that agreement and changed the 
11 details. 
12 
14 Q. But not demolition companies? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. And you got into the business because of your 
Q. Okay. And so what I hear you saying now is 
13 that you guys -- you believe you had an agreement for 
14 AED to blast the bridge, but KDC pulled out of that 
15 agreement? ~ 
16 A. What KDC did was sold us a false bill of sale. J 
17 husband; is that right? 1 7 The fact that we were going to do all the work, the l 
18 A. Yes. 18 explosive work on that bridge, and even to the point J 
19 that they had discussed us being the project managers j 19 Q. And what are your duties as the president of 
20 AED? 2 0 and supervising it due to lack of knowledge of how to do 1 
• • 2 1 A. I have a wide facet of duties that I handle 21 It. ~ 
ii 22 for AED. At the time I have pulled back a little bit 
2 3 due to stress and health issues. However, I still 
2 2 Q. Okay. So the contract that I'm assuming 
2 4 pretty much just oversee the finalizing of every event 
2 5 that happens. 
23 you're referring to is the June 1st, 2010, proposal that 
2 4 AED sent to them; is that right? 
2 5 A. I don't have the date correct. But if it is 
Page 7 
1 Q. Okay. And just to try and get some detail 1 
2 into what you mean with that. As I understand it, Mark 2 
3 Wilburn handles a lot of the permitting, applications, 3 
4 licenses for jobs; is that right? 4 
5 A. Correct. 5 
6 Q. And so when you say-- when you say-- what d< 6 
7 you mean by you oversee every event? 7 
8 A. If in the event a question would arise from 8 
9 that that needed to have an answer or be guided into a 9 
10 different direction or potentially even need assistance 1 0 
11 or a final approval, I would handle that. 11 
12 Q. You so you kind of-- you're the final 12 
13 decision maker? 13 
14 A. That would be correct. 14 
15 Q. The buck stops there; is that right? 15 
16 A. (Nodding.) 16 
17 Q. Is that a yes? 17 
18 A. That would be a yes. 18 
19 Q. Okay. Now, with respect to this case, one of 19 
2 0 the -- one of the claims is that -- and I went through 2 0 
21 this with your husband. One of the claims that's being 21 
2 2 asserted is fraud in that KDC fraudulently induced AED 2 2 
2 3 to sell it the Bellaire Bridge by promising that AED 2 3 
2 4 would blast the bridge when it never actually intended 2 4 
2 5 to allow AED to blast the bridge; is that accurate? 2 5 
Page 9 
the original agreement that you are discussing, that 
would be correct. 
Q. Let me get one for you. I'm handing you 
Deposition Exhibit 22. Take a quick look at that. 
A. Eyes anybody? 
Q. You need glasses? 
A. It makes you go blind. 
Q. Oh. 
A. That hyperthyroid. Yeah, it's getting worse 
daily. But it's okay. I'll work through it. 
Yes, this would be correct. 
Q. Okay. So my understanding is that AED is 
saying that when KDC signed this June I agreement, whic 
is Deposition Exhibit 22, it never really had the 
intention to allow AED to blast the bridge; is that 
right? 
A. That would be a speculated statement. So I 
really don't have a clue. All I know is that we engaged 
into a contract that all four persons involved at that 
point in time fully understood, I 00 percent, that they 
would have a two payment to us in order to own the 
bridge. And with the owning of the bridge, there was a 
signing of a contract that stated AED is to execute all 
the implosion work. 
Q. And Exhibit 22 is the agreement you're 
3 (Pages 6 to 9) 
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1 referring to to do the implosion work, right? 
2 A. Let me read the back pages. I don't know 
3 exactly all of this offhand. But I will go through it 
4 and--
5 Q. And just so you know, when you're saying 
6 contracts or agreements but not identifying which one>, 
7 then that leads -- that causes me some confusion. So 
8 that's why I'm putting this in front of you to put some 
9 context to your answer. 
10 (Witness examining document.) 
11 THE WITNESS: And is this the signed -- when I 
12 get to the back, is this the signed contract? 
13 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
14 Q. Yeah. You can look at the back page there. 
15 A. And this is the -- this is the original 
16 contract then, which also describes each party's duties 
17 and responsibilities, which does state that we would be 
18 the implosion company. 
19 Q. Okay. 
20 A. So to my knowledge, yes, this is it. 
21 Q. Okay. Yeah. I just wanted to make sure I 
22 knew which contract you were referring to. 
23 A. Correct. And the verbal agreement came befor 
24 that actual in-print contract. 
25 
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Page 12 
before, but I had this conversation. 
Q. Okay. 
A. We had a verbal on it. 
Q. Okay. And what your husband had said is that 
you guys were driving down the road and he was on the 
phone and he was talking to both Lee and Krystal about 
this payment. And then he gave the phone to you, and 
you had a conversation with them. Do you recall that 
event? 
A. Yes. At the time -- and, again, my dates are 
not a hundred percent accurate on this. When -- I spokt ~ 
with Krystal. I didn't speak with Lee. ~ 
Q. Okay. @ 
A. Okay. At least to my knowledge I don't l 
remember speaking with him. , 
When I spoke with Krystal, she -- they were 
having a very difficult time coming up with some funds, 
They had -- she had spoke to me, Krystal, had said that 
they were receiving what they called tickets from 
another job. And I said I don't know what these tickets 
are. Please explain yourself. And she told me that 
they were tickets that she can take to the bank and get 
money with. Could I please give them blank amount of i 
hours, you know, some extended time. I 
And if I had a calendar in front of me, I ~ 
~----~-----------------------------r----------------------------------_,1 Q. That AED would do the blasting? 
Page 11 
1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. All right. But what I don't hear you saying 
3 is that on June I st, when you guys signed that contract, 
4 that you believe KDC did not have the intention to 
5 follow through and allow you guys to blast the bridge; 
6 is that right? 
7 A. It was my belief that when we agreed to this, 
8 yes, we were and always going to be the one and only 
9 implosion company. 
10 Q. Right. 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Right. And that was also KDC's intention at 
13 the time of June I st, 20 I 0? 
14 A. That's what I was told. For face value, yes, 
15 I believe that to be true. 
16 Q. Okay. Now, what I'm going to do is try and 
17 find my notes where Eric asked me to follow up with you 
18 on certain items. Okay? 
19 A. Go for it. 
20 Q. I'm going to hand you Deposition Exhibit 16 
21 and have you read through that. 
22 A. (Complying.) 
23 Q. Have you ever seen this e-mail before -- or 
24 these e-mails before? 
25 A. I don't recall if I've seen this or not 
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Page 13 1 
~ probably could closer narrow those dates for you. 
At that time I told her, you know, here --
here's the bottom line is that you have to come up with 
money in order for us to go forward. And if you can't 
come up with the money, we are not going to be able to 
carry this any further, because we have other buyers 
that -- Dan Hellickson, he was very interested in 
purchasing it. 
Eric was ready to move on. He was done 
because it was every day, The money will be in there 
tomorrow morning at 9:00 o'clock; the money will be 
there tomorrow morning at 9:00 o'clock; tomorrow morning 
at 9:00 o'clock. This went on for weeks. After they 
had already pursued us for months in order to buy this 
bridge, 
So at that time I told Krystal that would be 
the last extension that I would agree to. I'm an 
extremely nice person and a giving person. I said, 
look, you know, the difference between Friday evening 
and Monday morning is not going to make or break my day. 
You have the weekend to come up with the money. She 
said we are in I believe West Virginia or Virginia. We 
are driving to Pennsylvania to go to a bank right now to 
get the money. But we won't make it there before the 
close of the day. 
4 (Pages 10 to 13) 
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Page 14 
I said, Krystal, look, you do what you got to 
do. Time will tell. The money will either be in the 
bank or it won't be in the bank, period. Let your yes 
be yes or your no be no. And that was the end of our 
1 
2 
3 
4 
conversation. 5 
MR. SCHMITZ: Art, on your ipad there, can ym 6 
pull up a calendar of this time frame? 
MR. BISTLINE: Mm-hmm. 
MR. SCHMITZ: Because I would do it but I 
7 
8 
9 
Page 16 
Monday morning. Do you have the date on what Monda 
was? Would that have been the 2nd? 
A. The 31st. 
Q. Oh, Monday was the 31st? 
A. Which potentially would have been Memorial Da 
weekend, right? 
Q. Oh, yeah. So banks wouldn't have been open on 
Monday. 
A. So--
10 can't get on the Internet. 10 Q. So it would have had to go to --
11 THE WITNESS: I can pull it up on mine. 11 A. Tuesday. 
12 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 12 Q. --Tuesday. Which would have been the 1st? 
13 Q. I'm just, you know, wondering ifwe can look 13 A. Correct. 
14 at a calendar and maybe help give you some context to 14 Q. Okay. 
15 the time frame there. Because Exhibit 16 is dated 15 A. And I'm --you know, again, the documentation 
16 May -- what is it -- that's May 27. 16 with this being on -- let's see. As of today's date, 
17 A. So May 27th was on a Thursday. 1 7 May 27th, which would have been the Thursday, right? 
18 Q. Yeah. 18 Q. Right. 
19 A. Okay. So we spoke that evening. And it 19 A. Then they had not -- I think they had not 
2 0 was --it was already, I'm going to say, 5:00 or 6:00 2 0 funded any funds. I want to say June 7th or something 
21 o'clock, maybe even later East Coast time. And we wer 21 we finally received the -- I don't remember--
2 2 coming into the close --well, first of all, there was 2 2 Q. June 3rd. 
2 3 no way a wire could be done -- 2 3 A. 3rd? 
2 4 Q. That late. 2 4 Q. June 3rd. 
25 A. --that day. It was just not going to happen. 25 A. Okay. So what was that, a day after our 
Page 15 
1 So that being Thursday, on Friday she had 
2 until the close of their business day to have the wire 
3 go through in order to be there first thing Monday 
4 morning. So that was -- the grace period was a whole 
5 'nother day to Friday. Don't tell me it's going to be 
6 there at 9:00 o'clock Friday morning is basically what 
7 I'm saying. And then it would be there Monday morning. 
8 Q. So it would post to your bank on Monday 
9 morning? 
10 A. Well, the way a wire works, it's within 
11 minutes. 90 percent of the time in ten minutes you've 
12 got money in your bank. But the grace was -- we're 
13 talking Thursday. You have all the way till Friday at 
14 2:00 o'clock your time East Coast. If you still don't 
15 make it, I'm giving you until Monday morning at 9:00 
16 o'clock. 
17 Q. Okay. Okay. So the grace period is 
18 extended--
19 A. So whatever your story is -- because every --
20 every stinking day there was another lie. Every day. 
21 You know, the baby's crying on the side of the road; I 
22 got to change diapers; I can't get to the bank. 
23 Whatever the deal was, the bottom line is there was a 
24 gazillion excuses as to why they didn't have any funds. 
25 Q. So the grace period extended till 9:00 a.m. 
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commencing date would have been? 
Q. Yeah. 
A. So it was in that time frame. And I'm just 
going off a little memory here. 
Q. All right. 
A. And I will tell you. Eric was absolutely, 
fanatically done. He was I am not doing this. They're 
liars and it's not happening. 
Q. Yeah. He said-- he said he gave the phone to 
you, and you were the one that said let's give them 
another chance. 
A. I did. 
Q. Okay. So let me show you-- I think I 
understand. So after you talked to --
A. Krystal. 
Q. Well, no. After you talked to your husband 
about giving them another chance is that when he sent 
out the e-mail about, okay, here's an alternate proposal 
for you? 
A. I don't know that information. 
Q. Okay. Because that was-- that was the other 
thing he had said. Okay. Did you know that he had ser 
out an alternate proposal? 
A. At that time, I don't know. I would have to 
wrack my brain, so to speak. 
5 (Pages 14 to 17) 
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Q. I'll let you look at Exhibit 19 and see if 
that just helps refresh your memory at all. 
Page 18 Page 20 
1 There was water issues with the river that -- the rise 
2 and flow of it and when you need to do the work and th 
1 
2 
3 A. I would have to say I really don't remember 
reading this one. 
3 
4 
' time frame. I mean, it was pretty simple that we need 13 
4 
5 Q. Okay. That's fine. Did you have many 
6 discussions yourself with Krystal or Lee? 
7 
8 
9 
10 
A. I don't think I've had any with Lee. And I 
could be having a memory lapse. It's also part of the 
issue. However, with Krystal I did have a couple. 
At one point -- and I don't remember the 
11 dates, but it was in early May. They were coming to our 
5 
to get moving on this and it needs to be done. l' 
And our job is to keep working and to stay 
6 afloat. So of course we were very excited to get this 
bridge down. 7 
8 Q. Did you have any other-- were you under 
9 contract to do any other jobs at the time? 
1 0 A. I believe so. I couldn't tell you right 
11 offhand which one. But I do believe so. 
12 house for the whole entire weekend and bringing their 12 Q. Do you recall when you were supposed to go 
13 child and wanted to make sure I had a bed, you know, 13 perform--
14 accommodations for the baby and whatnot. And of course 14 A. Well, at that time for sure we were because we 
15 the doors were open. We're very open and loving people. 15 went to Milwaukee, I believe it was, and we shot two 
16 And I was like, yeah, for sure, come out. You know, 16 smokestacks. And then during that time, Lee, maybe 
17 we'll get to know each other. We're great adventurers. 17 Krystal, had communication with Eric. Please come--
18 This is all-- you know, it's going to be a good thing. 18 you know, I -- it's adamant that you --that we have you 
1 9 And I would have to say that that was probably before we 19 here for the city council meeting. Like you need to be 
2 0 were being tripped up on the payment on a regular basis. 2 0 here. And Eric was like I'm not wasting my time, you 
21 And even during that time, my extension of, I 21 know. 
22 understand, was over and over and over and over and 22 Q. Okay. The city council meeting was June 8th. 
2 3 over. I could not understand why they were saying they 2 3 Does that sound about right to you? 
2 4 had the money in one sentence and then the next sentence 2 4 A. Yeah, 7th or 8th. It was a Tuesday night. So 
2 5 we have to get the money. It never made sense. Even to 2 5 I think it -- yeah, it was a Tuesday night. ~----------~------~------------------------+-----------~--------------~--~------------;;1 
Page 19 Page 21 
1 the point that I did tell Eric I think they're full of 1 Q. So before June 8th you guys had these two job 
2 crap. 2 in Milwaukee? 
3 Q. Okay. Now are you talking about the $25,000 3 A. Well, it was one job, two smokestacks. 
4 payment or the $30,000 payment? 4 Q. Oh, okay. I'm sorry. 
5 A. The first one. 5 A. And yes. We went and did those. And then 
6 Q. Okay. 6 Lee, which I could overhear the conversation, was 
7 A. Because my fear was that -- and Eric really 7 absolutely freaking out that he would not have the 
8 had it worse than me. He was like, look, if they can't 8 proper information going into the city council in order 
9 come up with the first, they are never going to come up 9 to get the permits. And he needed basically the status 
10 with the second. 1 0 quo and the reputation of AED to go in there and mak 
11 And I said, well, they -- you know, they keep 11 this happen. 
12 saying they're doing this other job and they're going to 12 Q. Okay. 
13 get these tickets which is to be paid. And you go to 13 A. Because we do have a stellar reputation, A, in 
14 the bank and you collect it. However that works, I have 14 that area and, B, in the world. You know, there was n 
15 no -- I don't know. I just know what they were telling 15 reason why he would not want to offer our services to 
16 me. And, you know, I said --it kind of came back doWJ 16 help him accomplish that. 
17 to that Thursday conversation. A few days is not going 17 Q. And then you guys did go to the council 
18 to make the difference. I will give you until that 18 meeting? 
19 date. 19 A. Yes, we did. 
20 Q. Okay. 20 Q. And what happened at the council meeting? 
21 A. You know, and then at that point we had 21 A. It was a fiasco. 
22 already lined up other people who were financially set 22 Q. Why do you say that? 
2 3 and ready to go forward. 2 3 A. Lee had no idea what to talk about. He had --
2 4 Because here's the bottom line. The federal 2 4 we -- first of all, they were late. And we sat and 
2 5 court wanted the bridge down. There was a deadline. 2 5 waited for them in a restaurant. They -- it was busy in 
www.mmcourt.com KELLY, LISA A. 
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1 there. They showed up. They ordered I think a pizza 1 A. And I will see ifl can ... 
and a salad or something. The child was quite out of 2 Q. Yeah, if you -- ,, 
control, very irritable, crying, whatever. We didn't 3 A. Come up with that. ,
0 
2 
3 
4 eat. We left the food because it was time to go. And 4 Q. If you have one, I'd like to see that. , 
5 he was -- he was sweating. He was very nervous. He was 5 A. He was asking Mark to -- to basically do the 
6 not ready to engage into a city council meeting at all. 6 work to get them in the door. Because they didn't kno\\ [! 
7 
8 
He was very unprepared. 7 what to do or how to -- where to start or -- they had no 1' 
Q. What happened at the meeting? 8 knowledge, none at all, zero. 
9 A. At the meeting, they shot a ton of questions 9 This would probably-- I don't know. Maybe I 
1 0 to him. And he didn't have the answers for any of them. 10 should consult with Art first. 
11 And he kept having to refer to either myself or Eric. 11 MR. BISTLINE: Well, just either answer his 
12 Which way would we start from? Because in the beginnin! 12 question or if you're done with your answer then don't 
13 what he was saying, we were just shaking our head going, 13 talk anymore. 
14 Oh, my gosh. 14 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
15 Q. So did you guys -- 15 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
16 A. You cannot represent all of us. 16 Q. So what did-- what did you say to the city 
17 Q. Did you guys then help him answer the 17 council? 
18 questions? 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. We did. 
Q. All right. So did you get up and speak? 
A. We did. 
Q. All right. 
A. We were not allowed to go to the ... 
Q. Podium? 
A. Yes. We spoke from the back. And the fire 
Page.23 
1 department also spoke, and the Coast Guard spoke. 
2 And it was --basically they shut him down and 
3 said, look, you need to go and get all -- you have yet 
4 to provide any of the information that we have been 
5 asking for for weeks. You have nothing. Absolutely 
6 zero. Which at that time we didn't know he did not 
7 have -- he had told us he had permits. He told us he 
8 had everything ready to go. And when we came to that 
9 meeting, he was completely unprepared. He did not have 
1 0 any of the right knowledge, nor did he have any permits 
11 in place to do anything. 
12 Q. Okay. 
13 A. And Krystal was feeding him information to 
14 say. He did not know what to say at all. 
15 Q. All right. So you're saying that the city 
16 council members at this point at this meeting were 
1 7 complaining that he hadn't turned in information --
1 8 A. Correct. 
1 9 Q. -- that they had been asking for? 
2 0 A. Yes. I believe it was -- the two numbers come 
21 to my mind are either 9 or 14 items. And he had not 
2 2 tackled any of them, not a one. And at that point I 
2 3 believe there should be or is possibly an e-mail that 
2 4 says can Mark do the work for us. 
25 Q. Yeah, I haven't seen an e-mail like that. 
18 A. I only answered a couple questions. They were 
19 concerned about the restaurant and a home. And Lee i 
2 0 stumbled on his answer, and I basically stepped up and j 
21 answered for that, about the safety record of AED, our I 
2 2 protocol of our -- the basic procedures that we go l 
2 3 through in order to prevent people from becoming 
24 injured. 
2 5 Q. And that's the only question you answered? 
Page 25 i 
,~ 
1 A. I think so. I'm trying to remember if there I 
2 was anything else. But I think that was it for me. I j 
3 might have spoke a little bit on how the fire departmer J 
4 and the police department are involved, what we woul ' 
5 be -- because I think at one point the -- the city 
6 council didn't want to hear anything, to be honest with 
7 you. So every time we'd try to speak, they really said, 
8 look, you need to go get these permits first and then w , 
9 can talk about all this other stuff. i 
10 Q. Okay. % 
11 A. And that might have been on the protocol of 
12 how-- what is the cost to the city for the use of the 
13 fire department and the police department for stopping 
14 traffic and those kind of things. 
15 Q. Okay. Do you recall ifEric had spoke to the 
16 city council on any issues? ~ 
1 7 A. He spoke at one point, but I don't remember ~ 
18 what he said. And I don't recall where he was -- what l 
19 exactly the involvement was. But he did speak. I j 
2 0 remember that. f 
21 Q. And then did you speak with -- to anybody els~ ~ 
2 2 at the meeting that night? ~ 
2 3 A. I think I only spoke to Krystal. She had ¥ 
2 4 asked me a couple questions. I don't remember exactlj 
2 5 what they were. But she had leaned over and said, ym; 
7 (Pages 22 to 25) 
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Page 26 
1 know, what should I say. I can run it-- I think she 
2 walked up, and if I remember right, she had written 
Page 28 
1 (Brief interruption.) 
2 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 
3 something down on paper and gave it to Lee so that he 3 Q. Okay. The other thing that I wanted to talk 
4 could speak. And I believe that was the final time that 4 to you about is the damage calculations. I'm going to 
5 they told him they really -- at this time it wasn't 5 hand you Deposition Exhibit 36. And I'll direct your 
6 necessary for him to, you know, say anything else. Anc 6 attention to interrogatory No. 5. Have you seen that 
7 I did not speak to anybody else. But Eric did speak to 7 document before? 
8 a few people. 8 A. I would have to say I have not actually seen 
9 Q. I'm sorry. I kind of missed your answer 9 it. However, this is a standard procedure for AED. 
10 there. Did you say somebody handed him-- handed-- 10 Q. What is a standard procedure? 
11 
12 
A. Krystal handed Lee an answer to a question -- 11 A. Breaking down our costs. 
Q. Oh, okay. 12 Q. Did you have any input in this answer to 
13 A. -- that he did not know, that she had asked 13 interrogatory No. 5? 
14 me. But I don't remember -- I just remember telling 14 A. The only input I possibly could have had was I 
15 her, yes, this can be done, whatever-- you know, 15 did contact Don Jones to make sure that the rentals wer 
16 whatever it was. 16 still available. And he did say it would be based on 
17 Q. All right. And then what did you do guys do 17 the time frame. 
18 after the meeting? 18 Q. Availability? 
19 A. After the meeting, when we walked out of 19 A. Yes. 
2 0 there, there was a media. And they wanted to do an 2 0 Q. Okay. 
21 interview. And there's a --I don't know if this is the 21 A. And he then told -- I told him that we were 
2 2 right terminology or not -- but I believe a gag order 
2 3 that it cannot be spoke about. And we suggested that 
2 4 Lee not talk to media. And he chose to. 
25 
1 
2 
3 
Q. "He" who? 
Page 27 
A. Lee. And we said goodbyes and that was it. 
Q. Did you listen to his interview? 
A. Oh, man. I think I heard a tiny bit of it, 
4 but I don't remember-- I don't know ifl heard all of 
5 it. 
6 Q. Did you hear him say anything inappropriate? 
7 A. I don't think I paid attention to that. Not 
8 that I can remember offhand. And I don't know if I 
9 would understand the term "inappropriate" anyways. 
10 Q. Well, anything that struck you as being 
11 inappropriate, something that he should not have said. 
12 A. Well, he shouldn't have been talking, period. 
13 Q. But did he say--
14 A. So the whole thing was inappropriate in my 
22 thinking approximately-- I think it was September we 
2 3 said. And he said it should not be a problem. 
24 
25 
1 
2 
Q. All right. And he quoted you a price? 
A. I think he might have just said it was the 
Page 29 ' 
same as last time. 
Q. And how much was it last time? 
A. I think approximately -- well, see, the -- I 
can't even tell you that for sure. Because we paid in a 
5 bulk. And we said if it was the same time frame, he 
said it would be the same. And I think it was -- I 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
don't know. I really don't know. 
Q. What do you mean by paid in bulk? 
9 A. When we did the Bayer job, I want to say we 
1 0 were there a month. 
Q. And you just gave him a lump sum amount? 
A. And he gave us what it would cost to have that 
13 cabin for that time. 
11 
12 
14 Q. But you don't remember how much that was? 
15 opinion. 15 A. I think it was roughly 2600 maybe. I don't 
16 Q. Okay. 16 really know. !really don't. 
17 A. Because we were instructed to not speak about 17 Q. Do you have any records that would show how 
18 it. And then he was instructed not to speak about it. 18 much it was? 
19 And yet he had already made arrangements for multiple 19 A. I don't know. I really -- it would be 
2 0 interviews to be done. 2 0 difficult to say yes and -- I don't know. I really 
21 Q. How do you know he made the arrangements fo 21 don't. 
22 the-- 22 Q. Do you know Don Jones' number? 
2 3 A. He told us. 2 3 A. I don't. 
24 
25 
Q. He did. 2 4 Q. As far as the per diems, do you know how thos 
A. Mm-hmm. "He" being Lee. 2 5 are calculated? 
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Page 30 
1 A. On a per week. 
2 Q. And how much is it per week? 
3 A. $210. 
4 Q. And how -- is this like a company policy or 
5 how did you guys come up with $21 0? 
6 A. Company policy would probably be ... 
7 Q. Is there a written policy? 
8 A. I believe so. There might be. I don't really 
9 know, but I think so. 
10 Q. If there is something in writing for a company 
11 policy that -- to support that you guys pay $210 a week 
12 per diem, would you provide that to your counsel? 
13 A. Yes. Now, you have to remember we don't have 
14 any employees, per se. But if somebody came to work on 
15 the job, usually it can be the other company, depending 
16 on what facet it is, that they can provide people or if 
17 it's a job that we're going to provide the burners or 
18 the handling of the explosives, it-- each job in our 
19 business is individual. Every single job --
20 Q. Okay. 
21 A. -- is different. 
22 Q. So it's --
23 A. So if we speculated on how many people would 
24 be needed based on what the other person was not able to 
25 provide, that is the number. If the other person can 
Page 31 
1 provide a number, then we have a counter number. 
2 There are certain things that we strictly 
3 handle and do. And the time frame would be based on th 
4 size of the project, and it would be an estimated number 
5 that would say, well, it's going to take-- and this 
6 is -- this has nothing to do with this bridge. The 
7 job's going to take six weeks, we would calculate six 
8 weeks' worth of per diem for the subcontractors to be 
9 able to put that into the lump that we owe them in order 
10 to get the job accomplished. 
11 Q. Okay. So it's difficult to say for any 
12 particular project how much the per diems are going to 
13 be? 
14 A. It would not be difficult for -- it would be 
15 difficult for me, but it would not be difficult for 
16 Eric. That is something that Eric would strictly 
17 handle. 
18 Q. Okay. Now, he referred me to you as far as 
19 any paperwork that would help support the per diem 
20 calculations. 
21 A. Ifi -- well, it's just -- I guess it's kind 
22 oflike a blanket in the industry. People -- every 
23 company pays a little bit different. Some guys get all 
24 their money up front. And that -- that per diem might 
25 be $270 or $350, but they pay their own hotel, they pay 
,._., 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
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9 
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14 
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16 
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19 
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21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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10 
11 
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Page 32 
their own gas, they pay their own expenses and that's 
it. Other companies give -- we pay hotel and they 
pay -- we pay out for food. So no matter what the hotel 
cost is, it's my burden, not the subcontractor's. 
Q. So the per diem that AED pays out--
A. Is for food. It's 30 bucks a day for food. 
Q. Okay. Otherwise it depends on which 
contractor you're working with? 
A. It varies -- yeah, it totally varies. 
Q. Okay. 
A. The simplest way to put it is that AED 
provides the hotel accommodations, and we give the money 
for food, the 210. 
Q. What about labor costs. Do those also vary 
depending upon which contractor is doing which job? 
A. The dollar amount? 
Q. Yeah. 
A. The dollar amount is standard. It's 1500 a 
week. 
Q. Okay. And is there-- how do you-- I guess 
how do you come up with $1500 a week. Is there some 
sort of a--
A. Again, it's kind of set by the industry. And 
I really don't have an answer for that. I really don't. 
Q. So no matter what job you guys are working on, 
Page 33 I 
you're going to pay whoever works for AED $1500 a week? 
A. Correct. 
Q. But there's no written documentation to show 
that. It's just some --
A. Not that I know of, no. I don't think so. 
Because if it was -- if there was variables there, we 
would look at those. But that is our standard pay. We 
pay 1500 a week. If a sub wants to come out and he 
wants to, you know, bum on the bridge, that's what he's 
going to make. 
Q. Now, as I understand it, you ordered the 
explosives for the -- this Bellaire Bridge project? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Do you know which company you ordered them 
from? 
A. My rep is Jerry. And Eric has the actual name 
of the company. I'm drawing a blank. 
Q. He referred me to you. 
A. Hang on a minute. It will come to me. 
MR. BISTLINE: I think he did say the name of 
somebody in Texas I thought he said. 
THE WITNESS: No, no. It's not Texas. It's 
in -- the linear shape charges come from I want to say 
Knoxville, Tennessee. And it's called Accurate, maybe, 
is that right? He didn't say? 
9 (Pages 30 to 33) 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
MR. SCHMITZ: (Nodding.) 1 
THE WITNESS: I think it was Accurate. 2 
MR. BISTLINE: Yeah, I thought that's what he ~ 
did say. 5 
MR. SCHMITZ: Well, maybe it was. I don't 6 
have it written down. 7 
THE WITNESS: Yeah, I believe it's called 8 
Accurate -- I am so sorry. You know, unfortunately tb F.1~ 
thing has -- it's caused this, the hyperthyroidism. But 11 
10 I believe it's called Accurate Systems, possibility. 12 
CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 
I, LISA A. KELLY, being first duly sworn, 
depose and say: 
That I am the witness named in the foregoing 
deposition; that I have read said deposition and know 
the contents thereof; that the questions contained 
therein were propounded to me; and that the answers 
therein contained are true and correct except for any 
changes that I may have listed on the Change Sheet 
attached hereto. 
DATED this __ day of ______ , 
11 And my rep is Jerry. 13 20 
12 BY MR. SCHMITZ: 14 
13 
14 
Q. Do you have a receipt for that purchase? 
A. I would. I'd have to either find it or locate 
15 it or ask him or something. But, yeah, there is a --
16 somewhere. 
17 Q. Could you find that and give it to your 
18 counsel? 
19 A. Mm-hmm. 
2 0 MR. SCHMITZ: Okay. I think that's it. 
21 That's all I need. 
22 THE WITNESS: Sorry. Probably not a ton of 
23 help. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
LISA A. KELLY 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this __ day of 
,20 __ 
NAME OF NOTARY PUBLIC 
NOTARY PUBLIC FOR 
RESIDING AT 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES 
i 
' J ; 
' j 
f 
2 4 MR. SCHMITZ: Nope, nope. That's longer tha 24 
2 5 I actually expected to go, so ... 25 r-----~-~--~~-------------------+-------------------------------------------~~ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Page 35 Page 37 ' 
THE WITNESS: I want to say his last name is 1 REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
Rice, but I can't -- I'm drawing a blank. 2 I, Patricia L. Pullo, Certified Shorthand 
MR. SCHMITZ: It can't be Jerry Rice. 3 Reporter, do hereby certify: 
4 That the foregoing proceedings were taken 
(Discussion off the record.) 5 before me at the time and place therein set forth, at 
THE COURT REPORTER: Read and sign? 6 which time any witnesses were placed under oath; 
MR. BISTLINE: Yes. 7 That the testimony and all objections made 
(Whereupon, the deposition was concluded at 8 were recorded stenographically by me and were thereafter 
6:02p.m.) 9 transcribed by me or under my direction; 
(Signature requested.) 1 0 That the foregoing is a true and correct 
11 record of all testimony given, to the best of my 
12 ability; 
13 That I am not a relative or employee of any 
14 attorney or of any of the parties, nor am I financially 
15 interested in the action. 
16 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my 
17 hand and seal this 31st day of January, 2011. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
PATRICIA L. PULLO, C.S.R. #697 
Notary Public 
816 Sherman Avenue, Suite 7 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
My Commission Expires 11113/2012. 
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ARTHUR M. BISTLJNE 
BISTLINE LA 1J./. PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene. !D 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
abistline!ci;po.Yrr,.9om 
ISB# 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
.CHAKLOS. individually. 
CaseNo. CV-10-7217 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO 
!DEFENDANT'S FIRST SET OF 
~NTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
!PRODUCTION 
I . 
Defendants. 
--------------~ ------------~ 
INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: Identify each person who may have any 
knowledge concerning the facts and circwnstances underlying the allegations of your 
Amended Complaint along with their last known address and telephone number, and 
provide a summary of the knowledge or information that such person may possess. 
ANSWER: 
Lisa Kelly can testify regarding the contacts between Defendant and Plaintiffs 
agents. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' 
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIESAND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION -I-
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1
Eric Kelly can testify regarding AED's purchase of the bridge from Roger 
Barrack, AED. s negotiations with Defendants, and such other matters as may be later 
identified. 
Mark Wilburn can testify regarding the matters with Barrack, Defendants, as well 
as AED's acquisition of required permitting, etc, necessary to complete the job in 
question. 
Representatives of the US Coast Guard can testify regarding that agencies 
requirements as those requirements relate to the removal of the bridge. 
Lee and Krystal Chaklos. 
INTERROGATORY NO.2: Identify each person you may call as a lay witness 
at the trial of this matter and, as to each, state the substance of the facts to which the 
witness may testify. 
ANSWER: See answer to Interrogatory No. 1. 
/ 
Travis Nelson, Strauss Industries Witnessed KDC/Delta attempt to borrow against 
equity of bridge. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Identify each person you may cal1 as an expert 
witness at the trial of this matter and, as to each, please state the following: 
(a) Provide each expert's name and address; 
(b) Provide a complete history of each expert's educational and employment 
background, including his/her present occupation; 
(c) Provide a listing of each expe1t's qualifications, includjng a list of all 
publications authored by the expert within the last ten (1 0) years; 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' 
FIRST SET Of INTERROGATORIESAND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION -2-
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(d) Provide a listing of any other cases in which each expert identified herein has 
testified as an expert at trial or by deposition within the last four ( 4) years: 
(e) Provide a complete statement of all opinions to be expressed by each expert 
identified herein and the basis and reasons for each opinion; 
(f) Provide a listing identifying any and all data, facts, or other information 
considered by each expert in forming his/her opinion; and 
(g) Provide a listing identifying any exhibits to be used as a summary of or as 
support for each opinion to be expressed by each expert. 
ANSWER: 
(a) Philip L. Hart, Structural Engineering Expert, 9297 N. Govemment Way, 
Suite, G, Hayden, ID 83835. 
(b) Plt:.ase see attached resume. 
(c) Philip Hart is licensed as a civil and structural engineer in twelve states and 
/ 
two Canadian provinces. He has had twenty-five years of continuous 
experience as structural engineer working with concrete, masonry, steel and 
wood. 
(d) List of cases where testimony was given in either a deposition or trial in last 
four years: Lukenhouse v. Real Log Homes, Truckee, California. 
Expert witness cases where an expert witness report was prepared for counsel: 
Allen v. Hardison, Bonner County, Idaho; 
Parmelee v. Callaway, Kittitas County, Washington; 
Sheffiled v. Farmers, Stevens County, Washington; 
Hester v. Day, Kootenai County, Idaho; 
Gleason v. Pacific Northwest Consultants, Spokane County, Washington; 
Shultz v. Cramer, Kootenai County, Idaho; 
Harrison v. Roach, Spokane County, Washington. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' 
FIRST SET OF !NTERROGATORIESAND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION -3-
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(e) Please see attached letter prepared by Philip Hart dated December 3, 2010, 
directed to Eric Kelly. 
(1) The existing bridge uses a steel truss design, which is a highly elTicient way to 
use steel as a structural member. Most structural members will have been 
designed to be loaded close to their capacity. Removal of any structural 
member will increase the load on the remaining structural members. Because 
the bridge has been out of service for thirty years and has not been maintained 
for this same thirty year period, it is unknovv11 if the bridge can accommodate 
the removal of any structural member without failing. An unscheduled 
collapse of the bridge cons1itutes a hazard to river traffic and will likely close 
the river for more than the allowed twenty-four hour period. 
(g) He will aLso testify to all matters contained in any expert witness disclosure, 
which matters are incorporated here as if set forth in fulL 
/ 
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Identify each exhibit you may introduce into 
evidence at the trial of this case. 
ANSWER: Exhibits have not been identified in this case. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Itemize by description and amount all damages, 
special or otherwise, ·which you expect to prove at trial and identify the documentation 
that is available to substantiate all alleged damages. 
ANSWER: 1. Mobilization: $5,000 
2. Insurance: $1 5,000 
3. Hotel -Don .Jones House Rental: $2.600 
4. Per Diems: $2,600 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' 
FIRST SET OF INTERROGA TORIESAND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION -4-
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5. Pen11its: $3,000 
6. Labor: 19,000 
7. Explosives: $45,000 
8. Miscellaneous: $2,800 
Total- $95,000 in estimated costs, estimated profit, $80,000. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 6: Have you made any statements to anyone 
regarding the events described in your Amended Complaint? If so, please state the 
following: 
(a) When each statement was made; 
(b) To whom each statement -..vas made; 
(c) The contents of each statement; and 
(d) Whether a record of the statement was made. 
ANSWER: No statements have been made. 
/ 
INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Identify and state with particularity each and every 
statement or representation you contend fraudulently induced you to enter into the Asset 
Pw-chase and Liability Assumption Agreement ("Purchase Agreement"). For each 
statement, provide: 
(a) The date when each statement was made; 
(b) To whom each statement was made; 
(c) By whom each statement was made; 
(d) The contents of each statement; and 
(e) Whether the statement was oral or written. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' 
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ANSWER: On January 14111,2010, we agreed that AED \\'Ould blow the bridge 
if KDC purchased it. This was understood all through the process and again re-atlirmed 
when Krystal Chaklos retumed the signed agreement for the sale of the bridge with a fax 
coversheet which indicated that she looked forward to working with AED on the blast of 
the bridge. Then. after KDC breached the purchase and sale agreement, AED required 
that KDC execute a contract to blast the bridge which is attached to the amended 
complaint. This contract was executed on June 15\ 20 I 0. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 8: Identify each and every fact which supports your 
contention that "Plaintifi and Defendants did in fact enter into an agreement whereby 
Plaintiff would demolish the bridge" as alleged in Paragraph 10 of your Amended 
Complaint. In ansvvering the inteiTogatories, please identify which Defendant(s) you 
contend entered this agreement. 
ANSWER: The executed contact is attached to the amended complaint. 
/ 
INTERROGATORY NO. 9: Identify each and every fact which supports your 
contention that "Defendants made said promise with the intent of never fulfilling it and 
with the intent that Plaintiff rely on said promise in determining to sell the bridge" as 
alleged in paragraph 11 of your Amended Complaint. 
ANSWER: The time frames from when they executed the agreement to its 
breach, together with the reasons given tor the breach lead to the conclusion that KDC 
never had any intention of performing its agreement \>.rith AED. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 10: State whether you contend Krystal Chaklos has 
any personal responsibilities under the Purchase Agreement. If so, please set forth each 
and every fact which supports your contention. 
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ANSWER: None. however, to the extent that AED is harmed by KDC's breach 
of the basting contract because KDC does not properly remove the bridge and perform 
proper clean up, then she will be liable for damages occasioned by her fraudulent conduct 
of entering into a contract which she had no intention of keeping to induce AED with 
going forward with the transaction. She will also be held accountable if KDC is 
financially unable to pay any judgment AED obtains against KDC as AED would not 
have ajudgmenL it would have the bridge, but for the fraud of Ms. Chaklos. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: State whether you contend Lee Chaklos has any 
personal responsibilities under the Purchase Agreement. If so. please set forth each and 
every fact which supports your contention. 
ANSWER: None. 
\ 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: State whether you contend Krystal Chaklos has 
any personal responsibilities under the "demolition agreement." If so, please set forth 
/ 
each and every fact which suppo1is your contention. 
ANSWER: See <mswer to Interrogatory No. 10 above. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: State whether you contend Lee Chaklos has any 
personal responsibilities under the "demolition agreement." If so, please set forth each 
and every fact which supports your contention. 
ANSWER: None. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Identify each and every fact \Vhich supports your 
contention that you are the owner of the Bridge as alleged in paragraph 12 of your 
Amended Complaint. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' 
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ANSWER: AED is not legal owner of the bridge at this point, but holds an 
equitable 1ight in the bridge based on its claim lor rescission. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Identify each and every fact which supports your 
contention that you are "subject to a non-assignable obligation to demolish and remove 
the bridge" as alleged in paragraph 12 of your Amended Complaint. 
ANSWER: Paragraph 34 of the contract between Roger Barack and AED. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: Identify each and every fact which suppOiis your 
contention that ''Defendants have indicated their intention to demolish the bridge by the 
deconstruction of (as opposed to implosion of) the bridge." 
ANSWER: An e-mail from Jeremy Domozick to counsel for AED stated the 
same. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: Identif"y .each and every tortious [sic] act you 
contend was committed by Krystal and/or Lee Chaklos as alleged in paragraph 16 of your 
Amended Complaint. In answering this interrogatory, for each alleged tortious [sic] act, 
identify the cori.1pany on which behalf the act was committed. 
ANSWER: Please see answer to Intenogatory No 7. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: Identify which "agreement" you contend was 
breached as alleged in paragraph I 9 of your Amended Complaint. In answering this 
interrogatory, set forth specifically how each defendant breached said "agreement." 
ANSWER: Defendant's breached the agreement for AED to blast the bridge 
which was part and parcel of the agreement to sell the bridge so a breach of that 
agreement is a material breach ofthe agreement to seJI the bridge agreement. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 19: Identify which "contract" you are seeking to 
rescind in paragraph 20 of your Amended Complaint. 
ANSWER: The purchase and sale agreement for the bridge. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: Identify each and every permit you obtained in 
order to demolish the Bridge. In answering this interr-ogatory, identify: 
(a) The date application for the permit was made; 
(b) The entity or agency issuing the pe1mit; and 
(c) The date the permit was issued. 
ANSWER: West Virginia's Contractor's License: (a) August 16, 2010 (b) State 
of West Virginia (c) August 18,2010. 
Out of State- Exemption: (a) August 16, 2010 (b) State of West Virginia (c) 
August 18, 2010. 
Bus Registration Certification: (a) August 16,2010 (b) State of West Virginia (c) 
August 18,2010. 
Permit to Use Explosives: (a) 2006 (b) State/of West Virginia (c) renewed 
August 18, 2010. 
Benwood CitY:License: (a) August 18, 2010 (b) City of Benwood (c) August 25, 
2010. 
Demolition Pennit: (a) August 18, 2010 (b) City of Benwood (c) Held due to 
lawsuit. 
CSX- Right to Entry: (a) August 18, 2010 (b) CSX Railroad (c) Held due to 
la\VSUit. 
Columbia Gas- Line Protection: (a) August 18, 2010 (b) Columbia Gas (c) Held 
due to law·suit. 
Coast Guard- Demolition Permit: (a) August 18, 2010 (b) United States Coast 
Guard (c) Held due to lawsuit. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 21: State whether you possess a West Virginia 
Contractor's License. If so, state the date you applied for said license and the date you 
received said license. 
ANSWER: AED possess a West Virginia Contractor's License. AED applied for 
said license on August 16, 2010, and received it on August 18, 2010. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: If any of your responses to the Requests for 
Admission belov; are anything other than unqualified admissions, set forth each and 
every fact and identify each document which support your denial for each request. 
ANSWER: Please see answers to request for admissions. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 23: Identify all officers. directors, managers, and 
employees of AED, Inc., and state the title or job description for each person identified. 
ANSWER: Lisa Kelly, President. Eric Kelly, Vice. President: performs all 
estimating and blast design. Mark Wilburn, Director of Operations: obtains all permits 
/ 
and licenses. 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1: Please produce a copy of all 
documents, items or things which you referred to in answering the above interrogatories, 
including all documents which contain a part or all of each such answer, and all 
documents which you identified in said answer. 
RESPONSE: Please see response to Request for Production No. 2. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2: Please produce a copy of all 
documents, notes, records, files, statements, bills, diaries and writings which you contend 
support your claims and/or defenses in this matter. 
RESPONSE: Please see attached. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: Please produce a copy of all 
statements made or taken by you concerning the events described in your Amended 
Complaint. 
RESPONSE: Please see response to Request for Production No. 2. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: Please produce a copy of any 
statements, reports or other documentation prepared by or taken from any person listed in 
your response to Interrogatory No. 1. 
RESPONSE: Please see response to Request for Production No. 2. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.5: Please produce a copy of all of the 
exhibits or other demonstrative evidence which you may offer for introduction into 
evidence or utilize at the trial of this :matter. 
RESPONSE: Please see response to Request for Production No. 2. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: Please produce a copy of all reports 
prepared by any expert you intend to call to testifY at trial, as well as all notes, documents 
and \vritings by the expert relating to the subject of his or her opinion, all documents and 
writings reviewed and all documents and writings relied upon for any opinion he or she 
may have on any issue pertaining to this case. 
RESPONSE: Please see response to Request for Production No. 2. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.7: Please produce a copy of all journals, 
diaries, summaries, notes, e-mails or other written material prepared by you which 
document or reference in any mmmer any facts or matters related to the facts or 
circumstances surrounding this litigation or your claim for damages. 
RESPONSE: Please see response to Request for Production No. 2. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 8: Please produce all documents which 
document, demonstrate or prove your damages in this matter. 
RESPONSE: Please see response to Request for Production No. 2. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9: Please produce a copy of all 
correspondence between you and any of the Defendants, including any and all electronic 
correspondence. 
RESPONSE: Please see response to Request for Production No. 2. 
REQl!EST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: Please produce a copy of all written 
/ 
correspondence or documents between, from, or to you and any person, entity, 
association, municipality, or governmental agency pertaining to your purchase of the 
Bridge and preparations to demolish and remove the Bridge. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11: Please produce a copy of your West 
Virginia Contractor's License, if any. 
RESPONSE: Please see response to Request for Production No. 2. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: Please produce a copy of any and all 
permits you obtained in order to demolish and remove the Bridge. 
RESPONSE: Please see response to Request for Production No. 2. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: Please produce a copy of any 
demolition plan(s) prepared by you to demolish and remove the Bridge. 
RESPONSE: Objection, will be provided upon execution of a protective order 
prohibiting use for any other purpose than for litigation or by any other third party 
whatsoever. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: Please produce a certified copy of 
any insurance policy in effect that would provide coverage for your actions while 
demolishing and removing the Bridge. 
Al""SWER: See AED Binder Final in response to Request for Production No. 2. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15: If any of your responses to the 
Requests for Admission below are anything other than unqualified admissions, please 
\ 
produce each and every document which you contend support your denial for each 
request. 
RESPONSE: Please see response to Request for Production No. 2 . 
. :· ·-r?:"'·· 
DATED this .L_ day of January, 2011. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' 
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIESAND 
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ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certity that on the ~t·tL, day of January, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the foHowing: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley. Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' 
FIRST SET OF I!'JTERROGATORlESAND 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ) Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
[x] Email 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
LEANNE VILLA 
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EDUCATION 
PH HJ P L .HAHT, S.L 
Po;;.t Office Box 1988 
Hayden, ldahn 83835 
2m~. 772-2522 
The Wharton School - linivenity of Pennsylvania - Master of Business Administwtion. 
I'vlay 1984. Concentration in Finance and Management. ·· 
'University of tltah -· Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering, 1980 Dean's List, editorial 
stafT student nnvspaper. 
State Representative to the 58111 through 61 sr Idaho Legislature. House of Representatives; 
Legislatiw District 3, Seat B for the 2005- 2012 Legislative Sessions. 2005 -· 2008 Board of 
Dire;,:tors/L.:gislative Advisor, Idaho Jfousing and Finance Association, Boise, Idaho. 2009-
20 J l. Board l'dember and Vice Chairrnan of the Western States Transportation Agreement. 
EXPERIENCE 
ALJ)JNE ENGINEERING 
Coeur d'Alene, Jdaho 
Principal 
,July 1995- Present 
Working as a civil and structural engineer in the Coeur d'Alene, Idaho area. Our activities in 
Coeur d'Alene are sirniiar to that of Hart Engineering Group, Inc.'s llsted below. Currently 
we nov, have more '~mphasis on commercial, multi-family, luxury residential, institutional 
and industrial projecLo.;. Have participated as a structural cngint~ering expert \\-itness in 
numen.ms cases. 
HART ENGlNEERING GHOUP, INC. 
Truckee, California 
Principal, President 
J>T 1982-84 
l'T 1984- ,June 1995 
Primarily perfOrmed structural engineering in heavy snow Load areas on timber structures. 
Much of our work was with "high end'' complicated residcncc.s. Have also worked on site 
development projects and steel and concrete structures throughout California and Northem 
Nevada. On structural projects, we typically check every member from the roof rafters to the 
tl.wndation. Structures are eng1nt~ered for wind, snow and seismic loads. Site developrnent 
projects included engineering tor road design, stoml runoff systems, sewer lines and lift 
stations and utiiity service. 
Another area of expertise was forensic studies on damaged structures. At times this activity 
repres~·nied up to one third of our workload. We also specialize 1n log home design and 
engineering, and \VC worked on log homes and other log structures throughout the ·western 
United States. 
t 
t. 
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MAJOR ENGINEERING 
lnc.lint' Vitlagt:, Ne,:ada 
PHB.H' L. HART, S.L 
Pn'{ Ofi'ict~ Hnx 1988 
tb~dt'!l, !.dahl} 83835 
208-771--:-2522 
!lusiness M.mlag~'r, Chief Engineer 
1981-1982 
Returned to a f(Jrmer employer to take over aud supervise rhe business and technical 
operations of a Civil Engineer Consulting Firm. Began \.vith a staff of fbur and buiit up the 
organization to eight staff members. Was responsible for entering a ne\-v market area: writing 
environmental irnpacl reports. Lobbied extensively with regulatory agencies at all .levels of 
governmem. 
BOEING COMI\'iKRCJAL AIR1)LANE COMPANY 
Seatth.•, Wasllington 
Engineer, Strudurcs Technology Gmup 
1980-1981 
\Vas responsibk for checking changes in the 767's structure as a mtm1ber of the stress group. 
\lhL"> abo responsible f{n· supervising a test program where composite panel structures were 
tested to verify panel design assumptions. 
MA.JOR ENGINEERING 
Incline Village, Nt'vada 
Office Manager, Chief Engineer 
i'v!anaged a brunch office in Truckee, Calif{miia. Responsibilities induded bidding jobs, 
writing contracts, billing and collections, and establishing new clientele. Also responsible for 
structural calculations on buildings fi.Jr sno\V and seismic Joads. 
Engilu;·er 4-lO I 1977-78 
\Vas responsible i\}f sl.ructurai calculations on buildings for snow and seismic roads. Also 
interacted closely with the client. acted as job captain on all assignments. \Vorked six months 
per year while working on an engineering degree. 
Carpenter 4-10/1974-76 
Worked as a ~.~mvcntt;r on new cons1ruction and remodeling of existing buildings. Worked on 
all phases of each project hom the foundation to llnish work. 
Registered Structural Engineer in Califom:ia, ldMo and Nevada; 
Registered Civil Engineer in Arizona, California, Colorado, ldaho. Illinoi:'l, Missouri, 
}'v1ontana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, \Vashington and Wyoming; British Columbia tmd Alberta. 
Professional ski racer 2 years, t!SCF category 1J bicycle ra~r, track and ski team in college, 
privf!te pi lot. 
2 
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Ha~.;den, fD 63835 
(2iBJ ll2 -2522 
December 3, 2010 
Mr. Eric Kelly 
Advanced Explosives Demolition 
6645 N. Gavilan Lane 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83815 
Re: Bellaire Toll Bridge, Bellaire, Ohio. 
Dear Mr. Kelley: 
At your request, I have reviewed my tile on the Bellaire Toll Bridge which spans the Ohio River 
between Bellaire, Ohio and Benwood, West Virginia. The question you wanted me to address is 
the feasibility of removing the bridge by dismantling it one member at a time, or a section at a 
time verses using an explosive demolition approach, where large portions of the bridge come 
down all at once. 
The explosive demolition approach is your preferred method of removing the bridge, and is the 
method that we first discussed for which my office has prepared a Site Specific Work Plan. It is 
my opinion that this method is the most cost effective and resource efficient method of taking 
down the bridge. 
The other approach, dismantling the bridge without explosives, in my opinion will be a more 
expensive method to remove the bridge. Dismantling the bridge member by member or section 
by section may also prove to be not only impracticable, cost prohibitive but also logistically 
impossible. Below I will discuss my concerns using this slower dismantling approach. 
A truss bridge uses its structural members in an efficient way. In the case of the Bellaire Toll 
Bridge, steel is the preferred material and the bridge is designed to use these steel members in 
such a way that a minimum poundage of steel will be required for the bridge to provide the 
service and load carrying capacity for which it is designed for. 
Typically, a structure such as the Bellaire Toll Bridge is designed with a factor of safety. Yet 
beyond that, a good designer will keep to a minimum any extra material that may provide 
strength over and above what the design criteria is. And should the structural integrity of the 
bridge be diminished in any way, there will be a structural deficit in the load carrying capability 
of the bridge. 
The Bellaire Toll Bridge as been sitting idle for 30 years. It is my understanding that the bridge 
has had no maintenance done to it during these last 30 years. ln this time frame, portions of the 
structural steel have literally been rotting from rust and corrosion. This is evident from the 
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December 3, 2010 
Mr. Eric Kelly, Advanced Explosives Demolition 
Page 2 
photos that you sent me. You can see in some of the photos weeds growing in the bridge deck 
many feet above the ground and/or river. 
Your demolition plan proposes to use explosives to remove the bridge in 5 stages. Each stage of 
the demolition, after the explosives are placed, will only take a few seconds to remove that 
po11ion of the bridge. And this scheme will be phased so that those portions of the bridge that 
remain, after a portion of the bridge is removed by your explosive means, will be self supporting. 
And these remaining self supporting structures will be loaded at a level equal to or less than the 
loads that they experience today. 
However, should the bridge be dismantled one member or section of the bridge at a time, it will 
be necessary to load up the portions of the bridge structure that remain with loads that exceed the 
loads that these structural members currently experience today as the bridge sits idle. 
The question than must be answered, "Can the bridge be slowly dismantled one member or 
section of the bridge at a time without causing a catastrophic failure of what remains ofthe 
bridge after various structural members have been removed?" And if not, "Is this a problem? 
The answer to the second question is "Yes. it is a problem." 
The bridge spans the Ohio River. At this location, the Ohio River is a navigable river with a lot 
of river traffic. The United States Coast Guard has required that the river be closed for no more 
than 24 hours at a time during the demolition process for the Bellaire Toll Bridge. Your plan to 
use explosives requires that the river be closed only once for 24 hours. This closure would be for 
shooting the center portion of the bridge. 
However, using the dismantling approach, we can not think of a methodology that will allow the 
bridge to be taken apart in such a way that the river can be closed for only 24 hours. The 
dismantling process is just too slow. Should there be a need to discuss various dismantling 
processes, \Ve can do that in a future letter. 
But even if closure of the river for more than 24 hours was not a consideration, it remains 
unknown at this time if the bridge possesses the necessary strength to allow for the slow 
dismantling of the bridge when existing members will be required to carry loads in excess of 
what they experience today. 
There are no as-bui!t drawings of the bridge as the bridge was built in 1926. Nor has there been 
any assessment of the existing structural strength of the bridge any time recently. Today we do 
not know how much load this bridge can accommodate. In order to be certain that the bridge 
could be slowly dismantled without collapsing into the river, a thorough structural study and 
analysis of the existing condition ofthe bridge would need to be performed. 
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Mr. Eric Kelly. Advanced Explosives Demolition 
Page 3 
The concern is we don't want the bridge to collapse onto a barge or other river vessel while it is 
passing under the bridge, nor do was want parts of the bridge to unexpectedly fall into the river 
causing an unscheduled closure of the river. 
Before we \vill kno•v if the bridge could handle a dismantling process, the prior mentioned study 
and analysis of the bridge would have to be done by a structural engineering firm. It would take 
well over a thousand man-hours to produce the drawings and reports necessary to determine if 
the bridge could be successfully dismantled using this slow deconstruction process. As a 
preliminary estimate. I believe the time and budget required for this study would be $210,000 
and three months to complete. However. before I would fim1 up a contract to provide these 
services, I would w·ant to investigate this situation further. 
The following \VOldd need to be prepared in order to determine the existing strength of the bridge 
and whether or not dismantling the bridge piece by piece was feasible: 
• Prepare as-built drawings of the portions of the bridge structure that would be of concern 
in this situation. 
• Analyze the structure to determine the original load carrying capacity ofthose portions of 
the bridge critical to the piece by piece dismantling of the bridge. 
• Develop a deconstruction plan including methodology and sequence of removal of 
various parts of the bridge. 
• Survey the critical structural members of the bridge for corrosion and make an 
assessment as to the degree of degradation of each structural member and structural 
connection in question. 
• Make a tina! determination as to whether or not the existing condition of the bridge can 
accommodate a slow dismantling process. 
In looking at various photos of the bridge you sent me, it is obvious to the naked eye that the 
Ohio end of the bridge is sagging between the abutment and the first pier. This is a tired bridge, 
and it is obvious that there exists today substantial con·osion problems with the structure. I 
believe the most cost effective way to demolish this bridge is to use explosives and get the job 
over quickly. 
Philip L Hart. P.E. 
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STATe Uf iDAHO } Sc:, 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAJ \..; 
ARTHUR BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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2011 FER I~PM 2: 12 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESlMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAK.LOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-10-7217 
PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE ON 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
Plaintiff, AED, Inc., by and through its undersigned counsel, hereby replies to 
Defendants' Response on Motion to Reconsider filed with this Court dated February 10,2011, as 
follows: 
KDC argues that this Court should not consider the fact that the agreement to sell the 
bridge was entirely dependent on the agreement that AED be allowed to blast the bridge because 
this Court ruled that AED could not prove that KDC entered in the blast agreement without 
having any intention to perform that agreement 
Whether or not AED can prove fraud in the inducement does not impact the admissibility 
of the evidence. The evidence is admissible, whether or not it meets the required level of proof. 
PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO DEFENDANTS' 
RESPONSE ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER -I-
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Furthermore, KDC has admitted the existence of the blast agreement and has never 
denied that it was material to the parties' agreement to sell KDC the bridge. 
Most importantly, as in Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 944 P.2d 695 (1997), "[p]arol 
evidence is always admissible to show the illegality of a contract, no matter how valid it may be 
upon its face. Settle v. Sterling, 1869 WL 2374, (Idaho. Terr. 1869). Also, "[t]he parol evidence 
rule does not apply to averments of fraud, misrepresentation, mutual mistake or other matters 
which render a contract void or voidable." Gillespie v. Mountain Park Estates. L.L. C., 138 
Idaho 27, 30, 56 P.3d 1277, 1280 (2002) citing Mikesell v. Newworld Development Corp., 122 
Idaho 868, 876, 840 P.2d 1090, 1098 (Ct.App.1992). 
In Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 944 P .2d 695 (1997, just as here, there was a 
signed contract (the quit claim) which said nothing of a separate agreement not to report the 
fathers abuse. The Supreme Court considered parol evidence which rendered the quit claim void 
- that evidence being the fact that the quit claim would not exist but for the illegal agreement not 
to report the abuse. 
Quiring is directly on point and because the execution of the sales contract was entirely 
dependent on the illegal blast contract, the sales contract is also illegal. 
DATED this 11th day of February, 201 L 
PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO DEFENDANTS' 
RESPONSE ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER -2-
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 11th day of February, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE ON 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83 701 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
PLAINTIFF'S REPLY TO DEFENDANTS' 
RESPONSE ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER -3-
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
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Description CV 2010-7217 AED, lnc.vs. KDC Investments LLC 20110214 Motion to 
Reconsider G~fJ~ Judge: John T. Mitchell Court Reporter: Jeanne Clausen Clerk: Jeanne Clausen 
Date 2/14/2011 I Location 111 K-C00RTROOM8 r 
••me I Speaker I Note 
01:25:08 PM Calls case - Mr. Bistline is present in courtroom; Mr. Schmitz is 
Judge present telephonically. Pltfs 2nd motion for reconsideration. 
Motion to shorten time and motion to strike affd of Kelly. 
01:26:01 PM Mr. Motion to strike hasn't been noticed it up. Simply filed a motion 
Schmitz to strike, but didn't file a notice of hearing. 
01:26:35 PM Judge I Pltf position on def motion to strike. I 
01:26:45 PM Mr. Bistline I Need to to have motion to strike. No objection. I 
01:27:24 PM Mr. !Reset on briefing. I Schmitz 
01:27:33 PM 4 objections. Relevancy- object no foundation laid. 40 yrs of 
Mr. Bistline experience. Crediability vs. admissiability. Don't see that 
anything in affidavit is subject to striking. 
01:28:45 PM Judge Will take this under advisement. Have read all briefing on motion to reconsider. 
01:29:12 PM This court has granted relief by KDC. No question of fact that 
Mr. Bistline KDC hired AED to blast bridge. Quaring v. Quaring. Agreement 
to sell bridge is illegal. 
01:32:11 PM Judge Read deposition of client, so don't know how you come about this. 
01:32:37 p istline What are you looking at? 
01:32:58 PM Judge :§:ead deposition of your client. 
01:33:09 PM 2 seperate written agreements. Affd filed in opposition to 
Summary Judgment. Looked at depo Mr. Schmitz asked a 
specific question. Mr. Kelly states KDC can hire whoever they 
Mr. Bistline want to do blasting. He also said there needed to be a contract in place. 2 things were contingent open each other. AED seeking 
to rescind. Trying to rely upon confusing statements. Entire thing 
is illegal. Can't sever one from the other. Entire agreement is 
invalid. 
01:37:41 PM We have never admitted that blasing of bridge is material to 
blasting of bridge. Never admitted that it is part and parcel. Only 
vacate SJ as to quick claim. Evidence reciting occurred before 
sales and purchase agreement were entered into. Blasting 
bridge isn't part of that consideration. Consistent with Mr. Kelly's 
file://R:\LogNotes- HTML\District\Civil\Mitchell\CV 2010-7217 AED, Inc.vs. KDC Inve ... 2114/2011 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM8 r "/14/2011 Page 2 of2 
Mr. 
Schmitz 
testimony. Sales agreement is seperate from Blasting 
agreement. Exhibit Bin my affd in opposition to this motion. 2 
seperate and distinct things. Nothing illegal to purchase 
agreement. Asking court to look at everything outside purchase 
agreement. Cite to Quering vs. Quering and isn't same as what 
we have here. AED is trying to use extrengic evidence to change 
terms. They cite of Settle v Sterling. This case is 150 yrs old as 
to parole evidence. Howard v. Perry is case used now. Fraud 
claim is gone. Unambiguous contract. Parole evidence bars 
everything they are trying to do here. That is what prevents them 
for prevaling on SJ. Exhibit B attached to recent affd. 
IF=========~p======== I 01 :45:32 PM I Mr. Bistli ng about disputed material fact. 
01 :45:45 PM Judge issiable evidence 
01:46:05 PM Evidence doesn't go away. Brief on motion to reconsider. Been a 
law of state before it was a state and is still law of state. Can't 
prove that KDC wasn't going to go thru with contract. Blast 
Mr. Bistline 
01 :50:41 PM Mr. 
Schmitz 
01:51:24 PM Judge 
contract is found illegal which makes sales contract illegal. 
Evidence came in thru other side. Would've done this if it was 
illegal. Quering case is directly on point. Don't discuss parole 
evidence. Deed is excuted. Just because it wasn't discussed 
doesn't mean that it was irrelevant. 
Take this under advisement. 
Nothing further. 
What are we going to do with trial date. Stip to dismiss our 
remaining claim from counterclaim. 
Hinges on my motion to reconsider. 
Agrees. 
Agrees. Hard for us to get ready for this trial date. 
If I grant motion to reconsider, will entertain motion to continue 
trial. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecord .com 
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01:49:49 PM Mr.Schmitz 
~0:12PM Judge 
1:50:36 PM Mr. Bistline 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of KOOTENAI )55 
~- Jtf -II 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho Corporation, ) Case No. cv 2010 7217 ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, ) 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL ) 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF AED'S 
(SECOND) MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
CHAKLOS, individually, ) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
__________________________ ) 
I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND. 
This litigation started by plaintiff AED on August 23, 2010, involves the sale and 
future demolition of a bridge over the Ohio River. AED sold this bridge to defendant 
KDC via a written agreement entered into on May 20, 2010. AED claims eleven days 
later, on June 1, 2010, KDC entered into an agreement with AED to have AED perform 
the demolition work on the same bridge AED had just sold to KDC. This Court quieted 
title to the bridge in KDC based on the purchase agreement. 
Because there is an Order from a federal district judge to have the bridge 
demolished by December 2011, and because AED's filing of this instant lawsuit brought 
a halt to KDC's bridge demolition process, KDC has at all times sought to speed this 
litigation along. Due to the utter lack of basis for this second motion to reconsider filed 
by AED on February 4, 2011, (AED's "Motion to Reconsider Court's Memorandum 
Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment"), this 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF AED'S (SECOND) MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION Page 1 
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motion appears to be nothing more than AED's attempt to filibuster KDC's ability to 
demolish the bridge. This is AED's second "motion for reconsideration" within six 
weeks. AED now argues that since "The Court ruled that the promise by KDC to hire 
AED [to demolish the bridge] is illegal ... the remainder of the agreement [the purchase 
agreement] is illegal based on Quiring ... " Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion 
to Reconsider Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's 
Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 3. This new argument is not based on any new 
admissible evidence, and misinterprets the Idaho Supreme Court decision in Quiring v. 
Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 944 P.2d 695 (1997). 
This Court has set forth the factual and procedural history of this case in its 
December 15, 2010, Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant KDC's Motion for 
Preliminary Injunction: 
This matter is before the Court on defendant KDC Investments 
LLC's (KDC) Motion for Preliminary Injunction filed November 17, 2010. 
This Court finds there are too many unanswered questions to grant such 
relief. 
This lawsuit involves the sale of a bridge across the Ohio River on 
the Ohio/West Virginia border. Due to a December 23, 2009, Order from 
Federal District Court in Ohio, that bridge must be demolished no later 
than December 21, 2011. Affidavit of Krystal Chaklos in Support of Motion 
for Expedited Hearing, filed October 6, 2010, Exhibit C, p. 1. Defendant 
KDC bought the bridge from plaintiff AED, Inc. (AED) via what will be 
referred to as the "purchase agreement", a document signed May 20, 
2010. Amended Complaint, Exhibit A. Under the terms of that purchase 
agreement, KDC assumed responsibility for "proper demolition and 
removal [of the bridge] on or before June 1, 2011." /d., p. 1. Subsequently, 
a separate "demolition agreement" between the parties was at least 
discussed, if not executed. At the end of the "demolition agreement" 
AED's Eric J. Kelly, Sr. signed the document on June 1, 2010, as did 
KDC's Krystal Chaklos, also on June 1, 2010. However, the "demolition 
agreement" which is titled a "proposal" lacks a signature by any person 
from KDC on the first page "accepting" the agreement. The "purchase 
agreement" clearly places the responsibility to demolish the bridge on 
KDC. The "demolition agreement", if it was in fact executed by KDC, 
places that responsibility on AED. AED filed this lawsuit, and KDC claims 
the moment AED filed this lawsuit KDC's efforts to demolish the bridge 
stopped as a result of a letter sent the United States Coast Guard " ... until 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF AED'S (SECOND) MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION Page2 
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the court sorts out ownership of the Bellaire Bridge." Affidavit of Krystal 
Chaklos in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction filed November 18, 
2010, Exhibit 2. KDC then moved for a preliminary injunction 
" ... prohibiting AED from repudiating the Purchase Agreement so that KDC 
Investments can continue its efforts to demolish and remove the Bridge ... " 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Mandatory Injunction, p. 20. 
AED, an Idaho corporation, filed its Complaint and Jury Demand in 
the instant matter on August 23, 2010. AED alleged defendant KDC 
Investments, LLC, a Virginia LLC, and defendants Lee Chaklos and 
Krystal Chaklos individually (hereinafter "KDC" collectively) induced AED 
to enter into an agreement to sell a bridge to KDC via a promise that AED 
would be hired to later demolish said bridge. Complaint, p. 1, 1J6; 
Amended Complaint, p. 2, 1f9. AED alleges: "Said promise was material 
to the parties' transaction and Plaintiff would not have agreed to sell the 
bridge without the promise that Plaintiff would be allowed to demolish the 
bridge." Amended Complaint, p. 2, 1J9. This allegation is completely 
contrary to the written language found in the "purchase agreement." The 
"purchase agreement" places the responsibility for demolition of the bridge 
squarely and solely upon KDC. Amended Complaint, Exhibit A. AED 
would only have the right to demolish the bridge if KDC failed to do so. 
Amended Complaint, p. 2, 1J7. AED's Amended Complaint alleges fraud 
in the inducement and breach of contract, and seeks rescission, 
damages, or specific performance. Amended Complaint, pp. 3-4. In the 
Amended Answer to Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial and 
Defendant KDC Investments, LLC's Amended Counterclaim, filed on 
November 9, 2010, KDC counterclaims fraud, breach of contract, and 
seeks a declaratory judgment to quiet title to the bridge. Amended Answer 
to Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial and Defendant KDC 
Investments, LLC's Amended Counterclaim, pp. 8-10. 
On November 17, 2010, KDC filed its motion for preliminary 
injunction and memorandum and affidavits in support thereof, asking this 
Court to enjoin "AED from continuing to breach the sale agreement by 
repudiating its validity and seeking to rescind the agreement so that KDC 
Investments may continue the demolition process in order to demolish 
and remove the Bridge by June 1, 2011." Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Mandatory Injunction, p. 2. KDC noticed a hearing for 
November 24, 2010. AED filed its Objection to Defendants' Motion for 
Preliminary Injunction on November 18, 2010, arguing only procedural, 
not substantive, issues with regard to KDC's motion. 
On November 22, 2010, KDC filed its Reply to Plaintiffs Objection 
to Defendant KDC Investments, LLC's Motion for Mandatory Injunction. At 
oral argument on November 24, 2010, the Court indicated its frustration 
with both sides: with KDC for not filing its motion for preliminary injunction 
until November 17, 2010, in spite of the fact that at a hearing held October 
22, 2010, this Court set aside that November 17, 2010, date for hearing 
additional motions; and with AED for not making any substantive 
argument opposing the preliminary injunction, choosing instead to simply 
complain that KDC had violated I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(A) by not providing 
written notice of the motion fourteen days prior to the hearing. At the 
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November 24, 2010, hearing, the Court re-scheduled oral argument on 
KDC's motion for preliminary injunction to December 6, 2010, providing 
AED with more than the requisite notice under I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(A). At the 
November 24, 2010, hearing, due to the time-sensitive nature of this case, 
and with the agreement of counsel for both sides, this Court also 
scheduled this case for a three-day jury trial beginning February 22, 2011. 
Following the hearing on November 24, 2010, AED filed a "Motion to 
Strike Portions of Krystal Chaklos Affidavit." On November 24, 2010, AED 
also filed the "Affidavit of Mark Wilburn in Support of Plaintiff's Objection 
to lssueance [sic] of Preliminary Injunction" and the "Affidavit of Eric J. 
Kelly in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to lssueance [sic] of Preliminary 
Injunction." On November 29, 2010, AED filed "Plaintiff's Response to 
Issuance of Preliminary Injunction", providing the Court with AED's 
substantive arguments regarding KDC's motion for preliminary injunction. 
On December 2, 2010, KDC filed "Defendant KDC Investments, LLC's 
Reply in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction." Also on December 
2, 2010, KDC filed "Defendant KDC Investments, LLC's Motion to Strike 
Affidavits of Eric J. Kelly and Mark Wilburn." On December 3, 2010, KDC 
filed an "Affidavit of Lee Chaklos in Support of Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction" and an "Affidavit of Krystal Chaklos in Support of Motion for 
Preliminary Injunction". 
On December 6, 2010, the same day scheduled for oral argument, 
AED filed a "Motion to Strike Affidavits of Krystal Chaklos and Lee 
Chaklos" and a motion to shorten time to hear such motion at the hearing 
scheduled for December 6, 2010. Also on December 6, 2010, AED filed a 
pleading entitled "Plaintiff's Notice of Filing" to which was attached the 
Idaho Secretary of State's Corporation Reinstatement Certificate dated 
December 3, 2010. Oral argument was held on December 6, 2010. At that 
hearing, counsel for KDC had no objection to AED's motion to shorten 
time to hear AED's Motion to Strike Affidavits of Krystal Chaklos and Lee 
Chaklos. Argument was then heard on that motion to strike, at the 
conclusion of which this Court denied AED's Motion to Strike Affidavits of 
Krystal Chaklos and Lee Chaklos. 
Next, argument was heard on KDC's motion to strike the affidavits 
of Eric J. Kelly and Mark Wilburn. At the conclusion of that argument, the 
Court granted KDC's motion to strike the affidavit of Eric J. Kelly as to all 
paragraphs except paragraphs 15-22 and the exhibits attached referred to 
in those paragraphs, and the Court granted KDC's motion to strike the 
affidavit of Mark Wilburn in its entirety. The Court then heard oral 
argument on KDC's motion for preliminary injunction, following which the 
Court took said motion under advisement. 
The bridge at issue is the Bellaire Toll Bridge which spans the Ohio 
River on the border of Ohio and West Virginia, connecting the towns of 
Bellaire, Ohio and Benwood, West Virginia. Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Preliminary Injunction, p. 1. Demolition of the bridge was the 
subject of a federal lawsuit resulting in an Order requiring AED to 
demolish and remove the bridge by December 11, 2011. Amended 
Complaint, p. 1, 1f 5. 
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KDC and AED entered into an Asset Purchase and Liability Assumption 
Agreement (purchase agreement) on May 20, 2010, in which AED sold 
the bridge to KDC for $25,000. Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Mandatory Injunction, p. 2. AED's initiation of this litigation in Idaho has 
brought demolition efforts to a halt, according to KDC. /d. KDC now seeks 
a preliminary injunction "to prohibit AED from continuing to breach the 
Purchase Agreement by repudiating its validity and seeking to rescind the 
Agreement." Reply to Plaintiffs Objection to Defendant KDC Investment, 
LLC's Motion for Mandatory Injunction, p. 4. 
Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant KDC's Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction, pp. 1-6. This Court determined the remaining questions of fact and 
unresolved issues of law precluded it from granting KDC the injunctive relief it sought. 
/d., pp. 27-28. 
On December 15, 2010, KDC filed its Motion for Summary Judgment, 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, and the Affidavits of 
Randall Schmitz, Lee Chaklos, and Krystal Chaklos in support of the motion. This 
Court's Pretrial Order, dated November 24, 2010, required the party opposing any 
motion for summary judgment to serve and file materials objecting thereto no later than 
14 days before hearing on the motion. Hearing on KDC's motion for summary 
judgment was held on January 12, 2011. This Court heard oral argument on AED's 
motion to reconsider the Court's ruling that AED was not entitled to rescission of the 
contract on January 26, 2011. On January 31, 2011, the Court issued its Memorandum 
Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment and 
Denying Plaintiff AED's Motion for Reconsideration. On February 3, 2011, the parties 
stipulated to dismiss Counts I and II of KDC's counterclaim without prejudice. On 
February 4, 2011, AED filed the motion for reconsideration now before the Court. AED 
now asks this Court to vacate its earlier decision quieting title of the bridge in KDC, or 
alternatively, "set the matter for Jury Trial on the sole issue of whether AED would have 
sold the bridge without the agreement that AED perform the blast." Motion to 
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Reconsider Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's 
Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 1-2. 
Oral argument on AED's "Motion to Reconsider Court's Memorandum Decision 
and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment" was held on 
February 14, 2011. At oral argument, this Court took under advisement KDC's Motion 
to Strike the Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider 
Court's Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
That affidavit of Kelly, filed on February 4, 2011, sets forth how much AED would have 
spent blasting the bridge, and AED's memorandum makes the argument as to how 
much profit AED would have made from blasting the bridge, in an effort to show how 
important the demolition agreement was to the purchase agreement. As shown below, 
this is simply more extrinsic evidence that is not admissible, thus, it is not relevant. 
Additionally, Kelly's affidavit lacked foundation. 
II. STANDARD OF REVIEW. 
A trial court's decision to grant or deny a motion for reconsideration is reviewed 
for an abuse of discretion. Jordan v. Beeks, 135 Idaho 586, 592, 21 P.3d 908, 914 
(2001). A party making a motion for reconsideration is permitted to present new 
evidence, but is not required to do so. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 147 P.3d 
100 (Ct.App. 2006). 
Ill. ANALYSIS. 
In its Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration, AED argues the 
purchase agreement between the parties is illegal because the consideration upon 
which the agreement was based is illegal. Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion 
to Reconsider Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's 
Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 1. AED argues: 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF AED'S (SECOND) MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION Page 6 
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In this case, the agreement to sell the bridge was contingent upon 
execution and performance of a contact [sic] for AED to blast the bridge. 
KDC did in fact execute a document for AED to perform the work and has 
clearly stated that it had a present intent to perform that obligation incident 
to the agreement to buy the bridge. This consideration for the sale of the 
bridge consisted of the TWENTY -FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS AND 
N0/1 00 CENTS ($25,000.00) recited in the contract, as well as the illegal 
agreement to perform the blasting work. 
/d., p. 2. It is important to note that there is no citation given to the record for these 
three sentences written by counsel for AED. Perhaps the reason for a lack of citation is 
the fact that there is nothing in the record which supports any of these three sentences. 
The purchase agreement does not reference the demolition agreement in any way, and 
the purchase agreement contains a merger clause. The purchase agreement was 
entered into eleven days before the demolition agreement, if the demolition agreement 
was even entered into. Since the purchase agreement is clear and unambiguous and 
contains a merger clause, any extrinsic evidence is barred by parol evidence. 
Additionally, any extrinsic evidence would not be allowed because AED has not asked 
this Court to reconsider its dismissal of AED's fraud claims. But, the ultimate frustration 
the Court has with AED's counsel's failure to cite any portion of the record comes from 
the fact that even if there were some basis to allow extrinsic evidence (there isn't), 
AED's counsel's own client, Eric J. Kelly, Jr., testified that AED's proposal to blast the 
bridge was just that, a "proposal", and that the proposal was separate from sale of the 
bridge. Deposition of Eric J. Kelly, Sr., January 27, 2011, p. 76, L. 24- p. 77, L. 13. 
AED's counsel then makes the following claim: "Here, there is no question that the 
sales contract would not have been signed but for the illegal consideration of the 
blasting agreement." Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider 
Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for 
Summary Judgment, p. 1. Counsel for AED repeats this mantra: "In this case, the 
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undisputed evidence is that AED would not have sold the bridge to KDC without the 
commitment by KDC to hire AED to blast the bridge." /d., p. 4. Repetition does not 
make something true. Repetition does not create admissible evidence. Again, there is 
no citation to support these claims by AED's counsel and these bald claims are 
completely unsupported by any admissible evidence, and, in fact are contradicted by 
AED's own client Eric J. Kelly, Sr. AED states it would not have entered into the 
purchase agreement to sell the bridge to KDC but for the agreement that AED would 
perform blasting work. /d., p. 3. AED argues the demolition agreement cannot be 
separated from the purchase agreement; "[b]oth are illegal if the blasting contract is 
illegal." /d., p. 4. AED cites Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 944 P.2d 695 (1997), as 
support for its contention that because the sale of the bridge was based on illegal 
consideration (the demolition contract determined by this Court to be an illegal 
contract), the purchase agreement is unenforceable and the Court should vacate the 
portion of its Order declaring KDC the owner of the bridge. /d., p. 5. In the alternative, 
AED requests the Court set for jury trial the sole issue of whether AED would have sold 
the bridge without the agreement that AED would perform demolition of the bridge. /d. 
But the issue of "whether AED would have sold the bridge without the agreement that 
AED would perform the demolition of the bridge" is completely irrelevant given the 
contract language in the purchase agreement. 
KDC responds AED's argument that the demolition agreement was consideration 
for the purchase agreement is directly contrary to all admissible evidence. Defendants' 
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider Court's Memorandum 
Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 2. 
KDC argues the purchase agreement itself recites the consideration which supported it 
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(which does not include the demolition agreement later determined by this Court to be 
illegal). /d., pp. 3-4. KDC also notes the purchase agreement contains a merger 
clause, which limits the parties' agreement to that set forth in the purchase agreement 
itself. /d., p. 4. KDC argues: 
According to the plain and unambiguous language of the Purchase 
Agreement, the consideration for the Bridge was $25,000 plus those 
additional promises expressed within the terms of the Purchase 
Agreement. If the promises are not expressed within the Purchase 
Agreement, they are not part of the consideration for the sale of the 
Bridge. Nowhere within the Purchase Agreement is a separate agreement 
for AED to blast the Bridge discussed or even referenced. Contrary to 
AED's assertion, the illegal "demolition agreement" was not part of the 
consideration for the purchase and sale of the Bridge, nor was the sale 
contingent upon anything. 
/d., pp. 4- 5. KDC notes Eric Kelly's deposition testimony in which he stated the 
purchase and demolitions agreements were separate; KDC posits the demolition 
agreement's being illegal has no bearing on the validity of the purchase agreement. /d., 
p. 5. Finally, KDC argues AED appears to rely on extrinsic evidence to change the 
terms of the purchase agreement (which AED does not claim is ambiguous), in violation 
of the parol evidence rule. /d., p. 6. 
AED replies: 
KDC argues that this Court should not consider the fact that the 
agreement to sell the bridge was entirely dependent on the agreement 
that AED be allowed to blast the bridge because this Court ruled that AED 
could not prove that KDC entered in the blast agreement without having 
any intention to perform that agreement. 
Plaintiff's Reply to Defendants' Response on Motion to Reconsider, p. 1. AED goes on 
to state that parol evidence is always admissible to show the illegality of a contract. /d., 
p. 2. 
AED claims the issue of illegality can be raised at any time. Case law supports 
that proposition, even in light of a merger clause. ("parol evidence rule does not apply to 
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averments of fraud, misrepresentation, mutual mistake, or other matters which render a 
contract void or voidable." Tusch Enterprises v. Coffin, 113 Idaho 37, 45, 7 40 P .2d 
1022, 1030 (1987)). Here, AED argues since the "demolition agreement" has been 
found to be illegal, and since the demolition agreement formed the consideration for the 
"purchase agreement", the purchase agreement is thus, illegal, and the purchase 
agreement should be set aside and title in the bridge quieted in AED. In making that 
argument, AED asks this Court to make unsupported inferential leaps and 
simultaneously ignore evidence. To buy into AED's argument, the Court would have to 
infer the demolition agreement formed the consideration of the purchase agreement. 
That inference would ignore the fact that the according to the language of the purchase 
agreement, the purchase agreement is supported solely by $25,000.00 in 
consideration. The consideration is in fact just the opposite of what AED now claims. 
This Court would have to ignore the fact that the purchase agreement does not make 
one reference or even an implication that AED could blast the bridge, nor does it infer 
that a demolition agreement is in the making or is in any way being contemplated by the 
parties. This Court would have to ignore the fact that the purchase agreement was 
entered into before the demolition agreement, but after any discussions about the 
possibility of AED blasting the bridge had occurred, and yet, the purchase agreement is 
completely silent on the issue. Had the purchase agreement been entirely supported 
by illegal consideration, AED might be able to bring in parol evidence. But here, the 
purchase agreement is still supported by significant consideration in the amount of 
$25,000.00. That alone makes the purchase agreement "legal". If other additional 
consideration turns out to be illegal, that does not turn the "legal" consideration (the 
$25,000.00) into illegal consideration. Had the illegal demolition agreement been 
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entered into before the purchase agreement, then there might be more to AED's 
argument. But here, the demolition agreement did not even exist at the time the 
purchase agreement was entered into. 
If AED's counsel truly thought the purchase agreement was illegal due to a lack 
of consideration due to the demolition agreement being illegal, AED should have 
specifically raised such issue in its complaint or its amended complaint. It did not. 
There has never even been a prior argument that the purchase agreement was 
ambiguous, let alone illegal. 
What has happened is, a couple of weeks ago this Court found the demolition 
agreement to be illegal (due to AED's failure to obtain the proper licensing in West 
Virginia), then, AED's counsel took that new legal determination, overlayed it on the 
Quiring case, and came up with this creative argument. The truly disturbing feature to 
AED's argument is it ignores the fact that it was AED's own foibles that caused the 
demolition agreement to be illegal. In essence, AED argues: "We screwed up and 
didn't get a valid contractor's license, which caused the demolition agreement to be 
invalid, and even though the purchase agreement doesn't reference the demolition 
agreement or our [AED's] ability to blast, and even though we've kept the $25,000 
consideration for the purchase agreement, we would in any event like this Court to find 
that the purchase agreement the consideration of the demolition agreement, and since 
it was illegal, find the purchase agreement was illegal, and give us the bridge back." 
That takes some nerve. To understand the complete irrationality of AED's argument, 
this Court's decision on the illegality of the demolition agreement must be reviewed. 
This Court wrote, just over two weeks ago: 
KDC argues AED's breach of contract claim on the "demolition 
agreement" must be dismissed because the demolition contract was 
illegal given AED's failure to obtain a valid contractor's license before 
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entering into the demolition agreement. Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 9-12. KDC claims: "It is undisputed 
that AED did not have its West Virginia contractor's license at the time of 
entering the demolition agreement and did not receive it until October 17, 
201 0." /d., p. 11. No citation is given for this claim. The Affidavit of 
Krystal Chaklos in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 3, 1J 8, 
places the fact in the record, and places the burden on AED to rebut the 
claim. Krystal Chaklos of KDC states: 
KDC did not pay the $30,000 to AED because AED never 
supplied any of the necessary permits or licenses to perform 
operations in West Virginia. KDC repeatedly informed AED 
that it needed a West Virginia contractor's license to perform 
the blasting. However, at no time did AED ever provide 
proof that it obtained a West Virginia contractor's license. 
Affidavit of Krystal Chaklos in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, 
p. 3, 1J 8. 
It is KDC's contention that the demolition agreement between the 
parties is illegal, and therefore void, because it amounts to a contract to 
perform an act prohibited by law; that is, AED entered into the demolition 
agreement without the required West Virginia contractor's license. /d., p. 
9. AED does not deny it lacked a contractor's license when it entered into 
the contract. AED instead argues the purpose of the contract was not 
illegal, thus, the contract itself is not rendered illegal. Response to 
Summary Judgment, p. 5. AED states it had the ability to obtain a valid 
West Virginia contractor's license (and eventually did so), and further, 
West Virginia law does not render a contract illegal for failure to obtain 
proper government approval. /d., p. 6. 
KDC cites for this Court the Idaho Supreme Court case Trees v. 
Kersey, 138 Idaho 3, 56 P.3d 765 (2002), as being factually similar. /d., 
p. 10. AED states the purpose of the agreement here, unlike the one in 
Trees, was not to break the law. Response to Summary Judgment, p. 5. 
In Trees, the general contractor plaintiff lost its public works license and 
bonding capacity, but entered into an agreement with a second general 
contractor, "which provided that the Kerseys would bid on the project in 
their name, procure the bond, insurance, and pay the bills, and Trees 
would be responsible for everything else, including acting as the general 
contractor on the job." 138 Idaho 3, 5, 56 P.3d 765, 767. In Idaho, an 
illegal contract is one which "rests on illegal consideration consisting of 
any act or forbearance which is contrary to law or public policy." Trees, 
138 Idaho 3, 6, 56 P.3d 765, 768, citing Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 
566, 944 P.2d 695, 701 (1997). As quoted by KDC, a contract "made for 
the purpose of furthering any matter or thing which is prohibited by 
statute ... is void." Kunz v. Lobo Lodge, 133 Idaho 608, 611, 990 P.2d 
1219, 1222 (Ct.App. 1999). Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment, p. 11. The District Court in Trees had enforced the 
illegal contract between the parties, finding that a joint venture existed. 
The Idaho Supreme Court found this to be error. 138 Idaho 3, 9-10, 56 
P.3d 765, 771-72. However, because of the unique facts of the case, 
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particularly the District Court's finding that Kerseys had committed many 
instances of fraud independent of the wrong committed to the public, the 
Idaho Supreme Court opted not to strictly apply the illegality doctrine, but 
rather applied a fraud exception. 138 Idaho 3, 10, 56 P.3d 765, 772. 
(holding the Kerseys could not benefit from the joint venture agreement, 
engage in fraudulent conduct, and then seek to avoid enforcement of the 
agreement.) 
In their Purchase Agreement in this case, AED and KDC agreed 
the terms of the agreement be controlled and interpreted according to 
Idaho law. Purchase Agreement, p. 11, ~ 36. Such choice of law 
provisions are addressed by Idaho Code§ 28-1-105: 
Except as provided hereafter in this section, when a 
transaction bears a reasonable relation to this state and also 
to another state or nation, the parties may agree that the law 
either of this state or such other state or nation shall cover 
their rights and duties. Failing such agreement, this act 
applies to transactions bearing an appropriate relation to the 
state. 
I.C. § 28-105(1). The requirements of the Idaho Contractor Registration 
Act (and/or the Idaho Public Works Contractors Act) and the West Virginia 
Contractor Licensing Act are substantially similar. Both require a 
contractor to be registered or licensed in order to engage in the business 
or act in the capacity of a contractor or when holding himself out as a 
contractor. See I.C. § 54-1902(1); I.C. § 54-5201(1); W.Va.Code § 21-11-
1. Both the Idaho and West Virginia Codes contemplate the licensing and 
registration requirements to apply when a person submits a bid to perform 
construction; there is no requirement that actual construction be 
performed. I.C. § 54-1901(b); I.C. § 54-5203(4)(a); W.Va. Code§ 21-11-
3(c). Because of the choice of law provision in the Purchase Agreement, 
Idaho law controls regarding submission of bids and entering into 
contracts to perform construction while not properly licensed and/or 
registered. 
A court has a duty to sua sponte raise the issue of illegality of a 
contract. Barry v. Pacific West Construction, Inc., 140 Idaho 827, 832, 
103 P.3d 440, 445 (2004) (holding a contract between a general 
contractor and subcontractor on a public works project was void for failure 
of the subcontractor to have a public works license and that both the 
district courts and Appellate Courts of Idaho have a duty to raise the issue 
of illegality.); ParkWest Homes, LLC v. Barnson, 149 Idaho 603, _, 238 
P.3d 203, 208 (201 0). In Idaho, where a public works contractor does not 
fall within an exemption listed in I.C. § 54-1903, and is required to have a 
public works license, the failure by a subcontractor to have the requisite 
license will render its contract with a general contractor illegal, "because 
the contract constituted an agreement to perform an illegal act." Barry, 
140 Idaho 827, 832, 103 P.3d 440, 445. The Idaho Supreme Court in 
Barry found the contract between a general contractor and the illegally 
unlicensed subcontractor to be illegal and therefore unenforceable, but 
then went on to determine whether either party was entitled to its 
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damages outside the existence of a legal contract; the Court held the 
illegally unlicensed subcontractor was entitled to recover under the theory 
of unjust enrichment. 140 Idaho 827, 833, 103 P.3d 440, 446. The Trees 
decision, as argued by AED, is likely inapposite as the purpose of the 
contract in Trees was from its inception to engage in illegal behavior. 
Here, the facts are more similar to those in Barry. The contract 
would have been illegal by virtue of AED's failure to properly register/and 
or be licensed. In the instant matter, KDC's repudiation of the contract 
was based, at least in part, upon AED's failure to obtain the necessary 
licensing/registration. The date on which precisely AED obtained its West 
Virginia contractor's license is unclear, but likely did not happen until 
October 17,2010. It is undisputed thatAED did not have its West Virginia 
contractor's license at the time of contracting. In his affidavit, dated 
November 24, 2010, Mark Wilburn testifies AED "has acquired all 
necessary permits to demolish the bridge, other than permission of the 
United States Coast Guard." Affidavit of Mark Wilburn, p. 1, ~ 3. But 
November 24, 2010, is not the relevant time period. 
Even in the light most favorable to AED, the non-moving party, the 
motion for summary judgment by KDC on the issue of illegality of the 
underlying demolition agreement must be granted. Because a contractor 
must be licensed at the time a bid is submitted, and AED has presented 
this Court with no evidence as to what precise date upon which it became 
licensed, AED could not have properly submitted the bid in spring of 2010 
and then later secure appropriate licensing in the fall of 2010. At the time 
of actual performance of this executory contract, it is likely that AED could 
have had, or perhaps even would have had, any necessary 
licensing/registration to perform the contract as agreed upon by the 
parties. However, there is simply nothing before the Court to indicate that 
this licensing/registration was in place at the time AED submitted the bid 
which gave rise to the demolition agreement. 
KDC is entitled to summary judgment on its claim that AED lacked 
the required license and lacked the required permits at the time it entered 
into the demolition agreement. The demolition agreement is an illegal 
contract. KDC is entitled to summary judgment against AED on its breach 
of contract claims on that agreement. 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment and Denying Plaintiff AED's Motion for Reconsideration, pp. 12-16. After re-
reading this decision, in addition to the obvious fact that it was AED's mistake in not 
obtaining the proper licensing that cause the demolition agreement to be illegal, another 
fact should jump out at the reader. The purpose of the demolition agreement was to, 
oddly enough, demolish a bridge. AED didn't have the proper licensing to do that job at 
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the time it entered into the demolition agreement, which meant, by law, AED lacked the 
ability to enter into that demolition agreement. The purpose of the purchase agreement 
was to sell the bridge to AED. No special licensing is required to sell the bridge. As just 
mentioned, this Court wrote: 
In Idaho, where a public works contractor does not fall within an 
exemption listed in I. C. § 54-1903, and is required to have a public works 
license, the failure by a subcontractor to have the requisite license will 
render its contract with a general contractor illegal, "because the contract 
constituted an agreement to perform an illegal act." Barry, 140 Idaho 827, 
832, 103 P.3d 440, 445. 
/d., p. 15. Thus, AED's demolition agreement with KDC is an agreement to perform an 
illegal act (due solely to AED's own negligent act in failing to get the proper licensing, an 
issue only AED controlled), and thus, an illegal agreement. However, nothing about 
AED's negligent act caused AED to be unable to convey title to the bridge eleven days 
before any demolition agreement was entered into. Nothing about AED's own negligent 
act in failing to obtain the proper licensing caused AED to lack the capacity to contract 
with KDC to sell KDC the bridge. 
To allow AED the ability to use AED's own error in failing to get the required 
licensing (which seven months later this Court determined caused the demolition 
agreement to be illegal), to now have this Court also declare the purchase agreement 
illegal, would allow AED, only with the benefit of hindsight (this Court's decision two 
weeks ago) to transcend both space and time, as only AED knew at the time that it 
lacked the required license, to invalidate the sale of the bridge. This would allow any 
party in AED's position to surreptitiously create its own poison pill, to be used later 
when that party finds such position advantageous. This Court, and all of contract law, 
will not countenance such an absurd result. 
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AED contends that Quiring is directly on point as it also dealt with a signed 
contract making no mention of a separate, illegal agreement, but which would not exist 
but for the separate illegal agreement. "Quiring is directly on point and because the 
execution of the sales contract was entirely dependent on the illegal blast contract, the 
sales contract is also illegal." Plaintiff's Reply to Defendants' Response on Motion to 
Reconsider, p. 2. 
In Quiring, the case relied upon by AED, divorcing spouses appeared before a 
notary at a title company in Nampa, Idaho and signed an agreement (later held to be 
illegal as against public policy) and a quitclaim deed. 130 Idaho 560, 562, 944 P.2d 
695, 697. Lynn Quiring (Lynn) had accused Ron Quiring (Ron)of sexual impropriety 
and allegedly threatened to contact law enforcement if Ron did not quitclaim the 
couple's residence to her. Ron drafted a handwritten agreement stating he would 
relinquish his interest in the residence so long as: any and all past differences be 
forgotten, the parties part amicably with no further contact, Ron would pay no further 
compensation as his amount of equity in the home compensated his wife and children 
for any support until the children reached an age where no further support was 
required, and that a divorce was pending and the details of personal property in the 
home would be separately agreed upon. /d. The Idaho Supreme Court found the 
consideration to be that "Ron's acquiescence in the quitclaim deed was supported by 
Lynn's acquiescence in the agreement. 130 Idaho 560, 567, 944 P.2d 695, 702. The 
Court held the agreement was unenforceable as against public policy for two reasons: 
(1) Lynn could not contract to refrain from contacting law enforcement regarding 
allegations of sexual improprieties with a child, and (2) the quitclaim deed conveyed 
property to Lynn based on consideration that amounted to obtaining the transfer of 
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property by threat of arrest or exposure to hatred, contempt, or ridicule. /d. Ron 
testified that the agreement meant Lynn would not report the alleged sexual 
improprieties to law enforcement, amounting to theft by extortion. /d. Because the 
Agreement was held illegal, and the agreement formed the sole consideration for the 
quitclaim deed, the magistrate's distribution of property according to the agreement was 
reversed and the determination giving Lynn sole title to the property through the 
quitclaim deed was reversed. 130 Idaho 560, 568, 944 P.2d 695, 703. In the present 
case, the purchase agreement is supported by consideration (the $25,000.00), the 
purchase agreement specifically states the consideration is limited to what is expressed 
to be consideration in the purchase agreement and nowhere in the purchase 
agreement is the demolition agreement ever discussed. 
Quiring is not on point. First of all, Quiring is distinguishable form the instant 
matter temporally. In Quiring, the agreements to refrain from contacting law 
enforcement in violation of I.C. § 16-1619 and the agreement to transfer a quitclaim 
deed by threat in violation of I. C. § 18-2403 were entered into at the same time. The 
agreements were executed before the same notary at the same time. In the present 
case, on the other hand, it is undisputed that the purchase agreement was entered into 
on May 10, 2010. A separate demolition agreement may have been entered into by the 
parties on June 1, 2010, although even that is unclear because the demolition 
agreement is entitled a "proposal" and no agent of KDC's signed the demolition 
agreement's first page, accepting the agreement, there may remain some question 
regarding the propriety of the agreement. Nonetheless, because the two agreements in 
the instant matter are dated over three weeks apart, and the two agreements in Quiring 
occurred simultaneously, Quiring is simply not instructive. Second, in additional to the 
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temporal distinction, the instant matter is distinguishable from Quiring factually. In 
Quiring, the agreement to refrain from contacting law enforcement in violation of I. C. § 
16-1619 and the agreement to transfer a quitclaim deed, were consideration for each 
other. The two agreements were two sides of the same coin. In the present case, 
there is no reference in the purchase agreement to allow AED to perform the demolition 
of the bridge it was selling to KDC. 
It is patently obvious AED believes it had a promise by KDC that KDC would use 
AED to blast the bridge. AED has a three-fold problem promulgating this belief. First, 
AED has no admissible evidence to prove such "belief' because the purchase 
agreement it entered into is not ambiguous. Second, Kelly's deposition cited above 
shows the "belief' is at the very least internally contradicted by AED, if not unfounded. 
Third, from a legal standpoint, this belief is irrelevant. The intention of the parties to a 
contract is determined by what intention is expressed by the language used; the issue 
is not the intention existing in the minds of the parties. Tapper v. Idaho lrr. Co., 36 
Idaho 78,210 P. 591 (1922). See also Boesigerv. DeModena, 88 Idaho 337, 399 P.2d 
635 (1965) (intent of parties to written agreement is to be ascertained from the 
language contained therein); McCallum v. Campbell-Simpson Motor Co., 82 Idaho 160, 
349 P.2d 986 (1960) (a contract must be construed according to the plain language 
used by the parties); Wood v. Simonson, 108 Idaho 699,701 P.2d 319 (Ct.App.1985) 
(when the language of a contract is clear, the meaning of that contract and the intent of 
the parties must be determined from the plain meaning of the contract's own words). 
What KDC argues, and what has not been properly disputed by AED, is that the 
purchase agreement was a separate agreement from the demolition agreement. Thus, 
there is no reference in the purchase agreement to any existing or future demolition 
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agreement. This Court has found the purchase agreement is not ambiguous. Absent a 
showing by AED that the purchase agreement was ambiguous (which AED has failed to 
do), this Court cannot consider parol evidence and alter the written agreement of the 
parties. See Cannon v. Perry, 144 Idaho 728, 170 P.3d 393 (2007) (parol evidence is 
admissible to clarify an ambiguous contract). This Court has not determined the 
purchase agreement to be illegal, and there is simply nothing before the Court (other 
than Eric Kelly's arguably self-serving affidavit) to indicate that the demolition 
agreement was to form a portion of the consideration supporting the purchase 
agreement, which was entered into more than one week prior to the demolition 
agreement and makes no reference to it. 
IV. CONCLUSION AND ORDER. 
For the reasons set forth above, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AED's Motion to Reconsider Court's Memorandum 
Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment is 
DENIED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED KDC'S Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly 
in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider Court's Decision and Order Granting 
Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED. 
Entered this 14th day of February, 2011. 
-
,_ \......__ 
itchell, District Judge 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho Corporation, ) 
) CASE NO. CV2010-7217 
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) ORDER VACATING JURY TRIAL 
vs. ) 
) 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, ) 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL CHAKLOS, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
-------------------------------.) 
Based upon the Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Plaintiff AED' s (Second) 
Motion for Reconsideration having been filed, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Jury Trial scheduled for February 22, 2011 is 
vacated. 
ENTERED this ( ~y of February, 2011. 
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ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
208-665-7290 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-10-7217 / 
NOTICE OF HEARING / 
p. 1 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned has called up for hearing before The Honorable 
John T. Mitchell on Wednesday, March 23,2011, at 2:30p.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel may be 
heard, at the Kootenai County Courthouse, the following matter(s): 
MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
If these matters are resolved, the moving party shall contact the judge's office to cancel this 
hearing. , 
DATED this~ day of february, 2011. 
NOTICE Of HEARING -I 
?-" ----------------------~~----_/ ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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L " 
John J. Burke 
ISB #4619;.ijb@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
STArt UF !OAriO 1 c 
COUNW OF KOOTENAI I Sv 
~!LED: Sl,q 
2orr f:"F8 22 Pr1 2: os 
CLERf< DiSTFliCT COURT 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 39Sp8585 
W;\4\4-71 5\pleadings\Com·HFOB-Mcmo.doc 
Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and K.rystal Chaklos 
JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
DEFENDANTS KDC 
~STN.UENTS,LLC,LEE 
CHAKLOS AND KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS'S VERIFIED 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND 
FEES 
COMES NOW defendants, KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaldos 
("Defendants") by and through their counsel of record, and respectfully submit the following 
Verified Memorandum of Costs and Fees. 
DEFENDANTS KDC 1NVESTMENl'S, LLC AND LE'E CHAKLOS AND .KRYSTAL CHAKLOS'S 
VERTFlED MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND FEES -I 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PROCEDURAL WSTORY 
As this Court is well aware, this case involves the ownership and demolition of the 
Bellaire Toll Bridge which crosses the Ohio River from Bellaire, Ohio, to Benwood, West 
Virginia (the "Bridge"). On May 20, 2010, Plaintiff AED, Inc. ("AED") sold the Bridge to 
Defendant KDC Investments, LLC ("KDC"). 
On August 23,2010, AED filed its Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial ("Complaint"). 
The Complaint was vague, ambiguous and did not set for a single cause of action. On September 
15, 2010, Defendants filed their Motion for More Definitive Statement seeking an Order from 
the Court directing AED to amend its Complaint and specifically identify its allegations and 
causes of action. After oral argument on Defendants' Motion, the Court issued its Order 
regarding Defendants' Motion for More Definitive Statement on October 26, 2010. 
On October 29, 2010, AED filed its Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
("Amended Complaint") naming not only KDC as a defendant, but also Krystal Chaklos and Lee 
Chaklos as defendants in their individual capacity. In its Amended Complaint, AED alleged 
fraud in the inducement, breach of contract, and specific performance. 
On November 9, 2010, K.DC filed its Amended Answer to Amended Complaint and 
Demand for Jury Trial and Defendant KDC Investments, LLC's Amended Counterclaim 
("Amended Answer'' or ''Amended Counterclaim"). As part of its Amended Counterclaim, KDC 
asserted a cause of action to quiet title to the Bridge in KDC' s name. 
On November 17, 201 0, KDC filed a motion for preliminary injunction. Argument on 
the motion was heard on December 6, 2010. On December 15, 2010, the Court issued its ruling 
denying KDC's motion for preliminary injunction. 
DEFENDANTS .KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC AND LEE CHAKLOS AND KRYSTAL CHAKLOS'S 
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On December 15, 2010, KDC filed its Motion for Summary Judgment along with 
supporting pleadings. On January 28, 2011, the Court entered its Memorandum Decision and 
Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment and Denying Plaintiff AED's 
Motion for Reconsideration ("Decision"). The numerous filings submitted by the parties 
between December 15, 2010 and the Court's January 28, 2011 are fully detailed in the Court's 
Decision, and will not be repeated here. 
On February 4, 2011, AED flled its Motion to Reconsider the Court's Decision. On 
February 8, 2011, the Court entered Judgment in favor of the Defendants. On February 15, 2011, 
the Cowt entered its Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Plaintiff AED' s (Second) 
motion for Reconsideration. 
II. COSTS 
A. Defendants are the Prevailing Party in tbis Action 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(1)(B) deflnes a "Prevailing Party" as follows: 
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs, 
the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or result of 
the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial court 
in its sound discretion may determine that a party to an action prevailed in part 
and did not prevail in part, and upon so finding may apportion the costs between 
and among the parties in a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the 
issues and claims involved in the action and the resultant judgment or judgments 
obtained. 
The determination of whether there is a prevailing party for purposes of an award of costs 
or attorney's fees, and if so to what extent, is committed to the sound discretion of the trial court. 
Polk v. Larrabee. 135 Idaho 303, 17 P.3d 247, 256 (2000); Adams v. Krueger, 124 Idaho 97, 856 
P.2d 864, 867 (1993); Cunningham v. Waford, 131 Idaho 841, 965 P.2d 201, 205-206 (Ct. App. 
1998). 
DEFENDANTS KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC AND LEE CHAKLOS AND KRYSTAL CHAKLOS'S 
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"In reachlng the decision as to whether a party 'prevailed,' Rule S4(d)(l)(B) requires the 
court to consider three areas of inquiry: (a) the final judgment or result obtained in the action in 
relation to the relief sought by the respective parties; (b) whether there were multiple claims or 
issues between the parties; and (c) the extent to which each of the parties prevailed on each of the 
issues or claims." Chadderdon v . .King, 104 Idaho 406, 411, 659 P.2d 160, 165 (Ct. App. 1983). 
The "result obtained" may be the product of a court judgment or of a settlement reached by the 
parties. Sainsb1YJ Construction Co .. Inc. v. Quinn. 137 Idaho 269, 274, 47 P.3d 72, 777 (2002). 
As the Court is fully aware, this matter involved two separate agreements (or alleged 
agreements), one for the purchase and sale of the Bridge ("Purchase Agreement"), and one to 
blow the Bridge up (''Demolition Agreement"). AED was attempting to rescind the purchase 
Agreement and recover lost profits for the alleged Demolition Agreement. In granting KDC's 
Motion for Summary Judgment, the Court ruled: AED admittedly failed to assert any claim 
against Lee Chaklos upon which relief can be granted; that the alleged demolition agreement was 
illegal and, therefore, void; that AED's claim for fraud failed as a matter of law because AED 
had no right to rely on any alleged misrepresentations of KDC when AED was not licensed as a 
contractor jn West Virginia and, therefore, could not enter into any such contract as of June 1, 
2010, as well as because it failed to present any evidence that at the time of entering into the 
alleged demolition agreement, KDC had any intent to defraud AED; that AED was not entitled to 
rescind the Purchase Agreement because it failed to make a valid tender prior to filing the instant 
lawsuit; AED was not entitled to specific performance due to the fact the alleged demolition 
agreement was void and because legal damages would have sufficiently made AED whole; and 
that KDC's title to the Bridge shall be quieted. As such, AED's clcrlms were denied in whole and 
DEFENDANTS KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC AND LEE CHAKLOS AND KRYSTAL CHAKLOS'S 
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KDC received everything it sought in this action. Therefore, Defendants are the prevailing party 
of this action. 
B. Defendants are Entitled to Costs Outlined in I.R.C.P. S4(d)(l) as a Marte1' of 
Right 
1. COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT - Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
S4(d)(l)(C) 
a) COURT FILING FEES S4(d)(l)(C)(l) 
Appearance Fee $62.95 
Total tlaimed pursuant to 54(d)(l)(C)(l) $62.95 
b) CHARGES FOR REPORTING AND 
TRANSCIUPTIONS S4(d)(l)(C)(9) and (10) 
Deposition of Eric Kelly, January 27, 2011 $2,147.70 
(original plus one copy) 
Deposition Lisa Kelly, January 27, 2011 $299.75 
Total claimed pursuant to 54(d)(l)(C)(9)(10): $2,447.45 
TOTAL OF COSTS AS A MA'ITER OF RIGHT $5,670.56 
C. Defendants are Entitled to Discretionary Costs as This Case was Exceptional 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure S4(d)(l)(D) provides "(a]dditional items of cost not 
enumerated in, or in an amount in excess of that listed in subparagraph (C), may be allowed upon 
a showing that said costs were necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incuned, and should 
in the interest of justice be assessed against the adverse party." A cost is necessary and 
exceptional and reasonably incurred, where such costs are justified by the complexity and nature 
of the case. Great Plains Equip., Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Com., 136 Idaho 466, 474, 36 P.3d 
DEFENDANTS KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC AND LEE CHAKLOS AND KRYSTAL CHAKLOS'S 
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218. 227 (2001). A cost is also exceptional when it is incurred because the case was itself 
exceptional given the magnitude and nature of the case. Hayden Lake Fire Protection District v. 
Alcorn, 141 Idaho 307, 313, 109 P.3d 161. 168 (2005). Discretionary costs may include costs 
for photocopying, travel expenses, and additional costs for expert witnesses. }g. 
The determination of whether to award costs pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
54(d)(1)(D) is a matter of discretion with the trial court. Roe v. Harris, 128 Idaho 569, 917 P.2d 
403 (1996). As for the requirement that discretionary costs be exceptional. the Idaho Supreme 
Court has held that costs may be exceptional based on the nature of the case itself, i.e. if the case 
itself is exceptional. ld. For example, in (heat West Plaines Eguipment v. Northwest Pipeline 
C01poration, it was determined that the d.is1Iict court properly awarded discretionary costs to the 
prevailing party for items such as photocopying, travel, exhibit preparation and expert witness 
fees on the grounds that such costs were reasonable, necessary and exceptional "given the 
complexity and nature of the case." 136ldaho at 474-75. 36 P.3d at 226-27. In Richard J. and 
Esther E. Wooley Trust v. Debest Plumbing, Inc., 133 Idaho 180, 983 P.2d 834 (1999), the 
! 
Supreme Court of Idaho upheld ~e trial court's granting of discretionary costs, including costs 
for experts over and above the Jount allowed as a matter of right as well as travel expenses for 
I 
I 
attorneys to attend depositions. ~a negligence action. Id. at 136 Idaho at 180, 186-187, 983 
P.2d at 840-841. In Puckett v. )versk~ 144 Idaho 161. 158 P.3d 937, (2007), the plaintiff 
recovered damages from defendaht in a medical malpractice action. The trial court awarded the 
I 
plaintiff$120,714.85 in discretio~ary costs, which included the entirety of plaintiffs expert fees 
in excess of amounts allowed as~ matter of right and travel expenses. Id. Puckett, 158 P.3d at 
I 
I 94s. I 
I 
I 
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The instant action was exceptional based upon the exigent circumstances surrounding the 
case. Establishing ownership of the Bridge, and establishing ownership of the Bridge quickly, 
was of utmost importance in this matter. As the Court is aware, the parties were subjected to 
deadlines for the demolition of the Bridge and pressure from the United States Coast Guard, the 
City of Benwood and the Federal Courts. As such, the instant action was tried extremely 
aggressively and urgently resulting in extensive travel, online research and motion practice. 
Specifically, AED flied its initial Complaint on August 23, 2010. Between August 23, 2010 and 
the date of the Court's motion for summary judgment decision, Defendants filed the following 
motions or pleadings: 
• Motion for More Definite Statement with a Motion for Expedited hearing; 
• Answer and Counterclaim; 
• Motion for Preliminary Injunction with several supporting affidavits; 
• Motion to Strike the Affidavits of Eric Kelly and Mark Wilburn filed m 
Opposition to Motion for Preliminary Injunction; 
• Application for Default; 
• Motion for Summary Judgment with supporting affidavits; 
• Motion to Strike the Affidavits of Mr. Bistline, Mr. Wilburn and Mr. Kelly in 
Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment and a Motion to Shorten Time; 
• Objection to Plaintiff's Motion to Shorten Time re: Hearing on Motion to 
Reconsider; and 
DEFENDANTS KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC AND LEE CJIAKLOS AND KRYSTAL CHAKLOS'S 
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• Motion to E;1:ril{e tl\e Affidavit of Eric Kolly in Support of Pla.intiff'o Motion to 
Summary Judgment. 
Similarly, AED filed several motions as well: 
• Motion to Strike Portions ofKrystal Chaklos's and Lee Chaklos's Affidavits~ with 
accompanying Motion to Shorten Time; 
• Expert Witness List; 
• Notice of Filing Corporate Reinstatement with Secretary of State; 
• Motion to Reconsider Memorandum Decision on Preliminary Injunction with 
accompanying Motion to Shorten Time; 
• Motion to Reconsider Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting 
Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment with accompanying Motion to 
Shorten Time; and 
• Plaintiff's Notice of Filing in Support of Motion to Reconsider. 
The extensive motion practice required of this case and the preparation for a trial set for 
February 22, 2011, made the instant action exceptional. 
1) TRAVEL EXPENSES: 
Discretionary costs under Rule 54(d)(l)(D) may include travel expenses. Richard J. and 
Esther E. Wooley Trust v. De best Plumbing, Inc., J 33 Idaho 180, 187, 983 P.2d 834~ 841 (1999) 
citing Automobile Club Ins. Co. v. Jackson. 124 Idaho 874~ 880, 865 P.2d 965, 971 (1993). 
Defendants' counsel incurred travel expenses that were required to attend depositions of 
plaintiffs in Coeur d'Alene as well as attend several hearings in Coeur d'Alene. These costs 
DEFENDANTS KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC AND LEE CHAKLOS AND KRYSTAL CHAKLOS'S 
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~re rc.asonable, !I.Cccaanry and o~coptionnl. In partioulfll', Defend:mti' collilfel ,;v~ required to 
make an additional trip to Coeur d'Alene to argue plaintiffs first Motion for Reconsideration, as 
plaintiff failed to properly notice the motion to be heard at the same time as the Motion for 
Summary Judgment. 
Air fare to Coeur d'Alene to Argue Motion for Preliminary Inj., 
-Lodging, meals, and auto rental 
Air fare to Coeur d'Alene to Argue Motion for Summary Judgment, 
-Lodging, meals, and auto rental 
Air fare to Coeur d'Alene to Argue Motion to Reconsider 
Memorandum Decision holding that Plaintiff is Not Entitled 
to Rescission, and to take deposition(s) of Eric Kelly and Lisa Kelly 
-Lodging, meals, and auto rental 
Total discretionary amount for travel expenses 
2) Westlaw Research 
$299.40 
$352.99 
$305.40 
$331.91 
$313.40 
$645.49 
$2,248.59 
As addressed above, the instant matter inciuded significant motion practice, and the 
motions at issue involved numerous complex legal issues. As such, Defendants were required to 
prepare extensive legal research for purposes of defending itself in this lawsuit and against the 
allegations and legal theories brought forth by plaintiff. Defendants' electronic legal research 
was exceptional and necessary and Defendants request the following amounts as discretionary 
costs: 
Westlaw Expenditures for September 2010 $ 425.20 
Westlaw Expenditures for November 2010 $1,573.68 
Westlaw Expenditures for December 2010 $ 932.83 
Westlaw Expenditures for January 2011 $ 428.07 
DEFENDANTS KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC AND LEE CHAKLOS AND KRYSTAL CHAKLOS'S 
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Total for Westlaw Researa:h $3,359.78 
ill. ATTORNEY AND PARALEGAL FEES 
A. Defendants are Entitled to Attorney and Paralegal Fees Pursuant to I.C. § 12-
120(3). 
In any civil action to recover on an open account, account stated, note, bill, 
negotiable instrument, guaranty, or contract relating to the purchase or sale of 
goods, wares, merchandise, or services and in any commercial transaction unless 
otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable 
attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as costs. 
Under Idaho Code § 12-120(3), the prevailing party in a civil action involving a 
commercial transaction is entitled to an award of reasonable attorney fees. A commercial 
transaction is any transaction except those for personal or household purposes. LC. § 12-120(3). 
There is a two-stage analysis necessary to determine whether a prevailing party is entitled to an 
award of attorney fees under Idaho Code § 12-120(3). Great Plains Equip. Inc. v .. Northwest 
Pipeline Corp., 136 Idaho 466, 471, 36 P.3d 218, 223 (2001) (citing Brooks v. Gigray Ranches, 
128 Idaho 72, 910 P.2d 744 (1996)). First, the commercial transaction must be integral to the 
claim, and second, the commercial transaction must provide the actual basis for recovery. ld. 
In Idaho, the underlying basis for the action must be a commercial transaction; it is not 
enough that a commercial transaction is tangentially· involved. See, e.g., Idaho Newspaper 
Foundation v. City of Cascade, 117 Idaho 422,424, 788 P.2d 237,239 (Ct. App. 1990). As the 
Idaho Supreme Court has stated: 
[T]he award of attorney's fees is not warranted every time a commercial 
transaction is remotely connected with the case. Rather, the test is whether the 
commercial transaction comprises the gravamen of the lawsuit. Attorney's fees are 
not appropriate under I.C. § 12-120(3) unless the commercial transaction is 
integral to the claim, and constitutes the basis upon which the party is attempting 
to recover. To hold otherwise would be to convert the award of attorney's fees 
DEFENDANTS KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC AND LEE CHAKLOS AND KRYSTAL CHAKLOS'S 
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from an exceptional remedy justified only by statutory authority to a matter of 
right in virtually every lawsuit filed. 
Brower v. E.l DuPont De Nemours & Co., 1171daho 780, 792 P.2d 345 (1990). 
tal 012/070 
In the instant matter, plaintiffs claims arose directly out of two contracts entered into 
with KDC. The lawsuit involved attempts to rescind the Purchase Agreement, as well as 
numerous issues related to the demolition agreement, including, whether the agreement was 
induced by fraud, whether is met all the requirements for a valid contract, whether it was 
breached, and finally, whether it was illegal and therefore void. Furthermore, K.DC had to bring 
a claim to enforce the Purchase Agreement and quiet title to the Bridge in its name. 
defend against those claims pursued by plaintiff and prosecute KDC' s counterclaim pursuant to 
Idaho Code § 12-120(3). 
In detemrining the amount of attorney fees to award a party in a civil action, the Court 
shall consider the following factors pursuant to Ru1e 54(e)(3), I.R.C.P.: 
a The time and labor required 
b. The novelty and difficulty of the questions 
c. The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience and ability 
of the attorney in the particular field of law 
d. The prevailing charges for like work 
e. Whether the fee is fixed or contingent 
f. The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case 
g. The amount involved and the results obtained 
h. The undesirability of the case 
DEFENDANTS KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC AND LEE CHAKLOS AND KRYSTAL CliAKLOS'S 
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i. The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client 
j. Awards in similar cases 
k. The reasonable cost of automated legal research (Computer Assisted Legal Research); 
and 
l. Any other factor which the court deems appropriate in the particular case. 
Defendants incurred $68,327.50 in attorney and paralegal fees in defending and 
prosecuting this matter. (See Affidavit of Counsel in Support ofDefendants' Verified Motion for 
Costs, ("Counsel Aff."), ~ 2) The $68,327.50 in fees incurted by Defendants in defending this 
action and prosecuting ADC's counterclaim is reasonable when the above factors and the overall 
circumstances of this case are considered. 
First, the attorneys' hourly rates are commensurate with the experience and qualifications 
of each attorney. Mr. Schmitz's hourly rate of $190 per hour is reasonable for an attorney who 
has over 11 years of experience as a private attorney. (Counsel Aff., ~ 5.) Mr. Burke's hourly 
rate of $225 is reasonable for an attorney who has 19 years of experience as a private attorney 
and litigator. (Counsel Aff., ~ 4.) Mr. Comstock's hourly rate of $190 is also reasonable given 
that he has been in private practice for over 7 years. (Counsel Aff.,, 6.) Ms. French's rate of 
$160 an hour is reasonable as an attorney with two years experience as a clerk to an Idaho 
Supreme Court Justice and recently joined the finn. (Counsel Aff., , 7.) The hourly rates 
charged for paralegal work $50-$100 per hour is reasonable. (Counsel Aff., ~ 8.) The hourly 
rate of all attorneys and paralegals is also reasonable and customary for this area. (Counsel Aft~, 
~ 4-8.) 
Second, the background and context of this case, and actions that the attorneys needed to 
take, justify the fees incurred. Specifically, substantial motion practice was required from the 
DEFENDANTS KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC A.ND LEE CHAK.LOS AND KRYST AL CHAKLOS'S 
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outset of this case based upon the fact plaintiff" s original claims were somewhat challenging to 
comprehend and fully understand, the time sensitive pressure of this case which required 
Defendants to file several motions in an attempt to expeditiously determine the ownership of the 
Bridge even prior to the February 2011 trial date. Defendants were also forced to file numerous 
motions to strike various affidavits submitted by AED that were untimely, replete with hearsay 
lacked foundation, or were irrelevant. Further, as a result of the extensive motion practice 
engaged in by Defendants, then defeated all of AED' s claims on swnmary judgment and had title 
to the Bridge quieted in KDC's name. 
In swnmary, the attorneys' fees and paralegal's fees i11 the amount of $68,327.50 should 
be deemed by this Court as reasonably and necessarily incurred, and this Court should order 
plaintiff to pay these fees in their entirety to Defendants. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing, Defendants respectfully request the Court award them costs 
and fees in this matter as outlined above. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 22"d day of February, 2011. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
~:~flCJ 
Randall L. Schmltz ·Of the Finn 
Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, 
Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE ) 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~F day of February, 2011, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing DEFENDA.NfSKi>c INVESTMENTS, LLC, LEE CHAKLOS 
AND KRYSTAL CHAKLOS'S VERIFIED MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND FEES, by 
the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
Courtesy Copy 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy (208) 665-7290 
...X. Email aJtburmooneybistline@me.com 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
_x_ Telecopy (208) 446-1132 
DEFENDANTS KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC AND LEE CHAKLOS AND KRVSTAL CH.A.KLOS'S 
VERIFIED MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND FEES· 14 
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STATE Or \0/"l~v t Q~ 
COUNTY o:: \<OOTENliJ f '.1~ _ , 
Jolm J. Burke 
ISB #4619; jjb@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@.hallfarJey.com 
::\LED: G;7 'f 
ZOll FC8 22 Pi·i 2: 08 
CLERK DiSTRICT COURT 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
relephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
W:\4\4• 71 S\plcadings\Costs·HF06-Aff RLS.doc 
Attomeys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
):ss 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV 10-7217 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
VERIFIED MEMORANDUM OF 
COSTS 
RANDALL L. SCHMITZ, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am one of the attorneys representing the Defendants, KDC Investments, LLC, 
Krystal Chaklos and Lee Chaklos ("Defendants"), in the above-captioned case. I have personal 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' VERIFIED MEMORANDUM OF 
COSTS~l 
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knowledge of the costs and expenses incurred by Defendants in this matter. The costs and 
expenses set forth in Defendants' Verified Memorandum of Costs and Fees, filed 
contemporaneously herewith and incorporated by this reference, are reasonable costs that were 
actually incurred by Defenda1.1ts in this litigation, and to the best of my knowledge and belief, the 
costs are correct and reasonable and necessary and in compliance with Rule 54( d) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A," and incorporated herein by this reference, is a 
true and accurate copy of my finn's Detail Fee Transaction File List, reflecting the total fees 
incurred by Defendants in this litigation, in the amount of$68,327.50. 
3. The attorneys and paralegals with their corresponding hourly rates are as follows: 
Jolm J. Burke $225/hour 
Randall L. Schmitz $190/hour 
Chris D. Comstock $190/hour 
Mikela A. French $160/hour 
Julie A. Shipley (paralegal) $100/hour 
Baxter Q. Andrews-Knight (paralegal) $100/hour 
4. Mr. Burke's hourly rate is reasonable and customary in the area for an attorney 
who has 19 years of experience as a private attorney and litigator. 
5. Mr. Schmitz's hourly rate is reasonable and customary in the area for an attorney 
who has 11 years of experience as a private attorney and litigator. 
6. Mr. Comstock's hourly rate is reasonable and customary in the area for an 
attorney who has 7 years of experience as a private attorney and litigator. 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' VERIFIED MEMORANDUM OF 
COSTS-2 
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7. Ms. French's hourly rate is reasonable and customary in the area for an attorney 
who has two years experience as a clerk to an Idaho Supreme Court Justice and who has recently 
joined our firm. 
8. The hourly rates charged for paralegal work is reasonable in the Idaho Legal 
market. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B," and incorporated herein by this reference, is a 
true and accurate copy of my firm's Detail Cost Transaction File List, reflecting the various costs 
incurred and paid/to be paid by Defendants in this litigation. 
10. Attached hereto as Exhibit "C," and incorporated herein by this reference, are true 
and accurate copies of invoices for court reporting services at depositions and transcripts of 
deposition testimony for those depositions that were noticed by Defendants in the following 
amounts: 
Deposition of Eric Kelly, January 27, 2011 
(original plus one copy) 
Deposition Lisa Kelly, Janu!Y 27, 2011 
Total: 
$2,147.70 
$299.75 
$2,447.45 
11. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D," and incorporated herein by this reference, is a 
true and correct copy of Travel Expense Account, with attached receipts, reflecting travel related 
to the hearing on Defendants' Motion for Preliminary Injunction, for the dates December 6, 2010 
and December 7, 2010, as follows: 
RLS (1216-12/7/2010) (airfare) $299.40 
RLS (12/6/2010) (lodging, auto rental, meals, fuel, parking) $352.99 
AFFIDA VIr OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' VERJFIED MEMORANDUM OF 
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12. Attached hereto as Exhibit "E,'' and incorporated herein by this reference, is a true 
and correct copy of a Travel Expense Account, with attached receipts, reflecting travel related to 
the hearing on Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, for the dates January 11, 2011 and 
January 12, 2011, as follows: 
RLS (1111-1112/2011) (airfare) 
RLS (1/12/2011) (lodging, auto rental, meals, fuel, parking) 
$305.40 
$331.91 
13. Attached hereto as Exhibit "F," and incorporated herein by this reference, is a true 
and correct copy of Travel Expense Account, with attached receipts, reflecting travel related to 
the hearing on Plaintiff's First Motion for Reconsideration and the depositions of Eric Kelly and 
Lisa Kelly for the dates January 26, January 27, and January 28, 2011, as follows: 
RLS (1126-1128/2011) (anfare) $313.40 
RLS {1/26-1128/2011) (lodging, auto rental, meals, fuel, parking) $645.49 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 22nd day of February, 2011. 
~IDAHO 
Residing at Boise, Idaho 
My Conunission Expires: 3/30/12 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 22nd day of February, 2011, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
VERIFIED MEMORANDUM OF COSTS, by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
each of the following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
Courtesy Copy 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy (208) 665-7290 
...X.... Email arthurmooneybistlin.e@me.com 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Ovenught Mail 
_]l_ Telecopy (208) 446~1132 
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Date: 021W20 II Detail Fee Transaction FUe List Page: J 
HALL. FARJ.EV, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A 
Traos 1:1 Tcode/ Kours 
ClieAI D•ce Tmla r 'tiiSkCode Race toBlll AmOWll Refill 
-- - ------Timekeeper 9 John J. Burke 
67 .SO Telepllonc con.ferm¢e with J. Domozick ARCH 4715.000 0813012010 9 A 80 225.00 0.30 
regarding retention and defense 
planning: 
KDC INV.ESl'MENTS. t.LC 
•R.E: AED.Inc. v. KOC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 09/0212010 9 A 13 225.00 0.10 22.50 Comspondcncc to J. Dom~ic'k regarding ARCH 
retention agn:emo:ml ;~~~d requcS!Cd 
documtmts; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: A 50, Inc. v. KOC INVESTMENTS, !.LC 
4715.000 11/24/2010 9 A 287 22.5.00 0.90 202.50 Develop stmtegy for discovCl)l and lriol .AttCH 
(F ebMry Uial setting~ 
KOC INV~1'MENTS, LLC 
•RE: AEO,Inc. v . .KDC INVESTMENTS, !.LC 
4715.000 1213012010 9 A 94 225.00 0.40 90.00 Artllysis ot plaintict's response to ARCH 
motion Cor summ31)' judgmcm and motion 
for reconsideration; 
KDC INVES'!'MENTS. LLC 
•R.£: AED. Inc. v. KDC lNVESTMENTS,l.I .. C 
4715.000 01.12JI201J 9 A 236 225.00 0.20 45.00 Review reply memorandum in S1.1ppon of ARC(-J 
supplemental submission to Coun. n:view 
notice of deposition for plaintif&; 
KDC lNVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 0112112011 9A 236 22.5.00 0.20 45.00 Review dctCndanrs' responses to ARCH 
plaintift's Cir.K set of discovery; 
KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RE: AED. {oc:. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
ftOiit~~rinl~l&ejl'er.<:t·-"'lfi: ··11l:· .. :~ ·~o • ~:i·t": ~~PIIJ1J!Iilil)~ift~t·!ll",ul~ 1tf•T~!i1i~t~'i·~' ~ ... , \ .. ~. 2:11. Q ·: :; :'· '·."IV· -~niSO• :rohil.plurtce ,, .. ,, .. •'· ' i ··:. r ': l,f.{~Ji~'~·r~:rti~~~.~:·.:il~;j:::~~~lrl .~ 
•_, "•"'""' loilo'"'l' 1 , , '"" jJr•11lotl • 1 o'!•!ol·~~ ·~~,..,......,'T ,, .. ,,<~, :J•o 1•1' 1 ifl.\1 ,,, •r ,,,1 ,"1 ~ \11J-/ 1 ,,, ,It" 1, /',,I tit 
Timekeeper 36 Julie Shipley 
4715.000 111.3012010 .36 A 100.00 0.20 20.00 Strategy conference regarding case ARCH 
management issues; 
Kl>CINVCST~S.LLC 
•RE: AED, Tnc. v. KDC INVE:)iMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1210112010 36 A 100.00 4.00 400.00 Anal~ over 120 c-m;~ils and orsanizc ARCH 
sam~ for attorney review; 
taX INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12/03/2010 36 A 100.00 0.90 90.00 Addh.iunlllnnalySis of documenu AR.CH 
received from client; 
KDC INVESl'M£NTS.ltC 
.. RE: ABO, Tne. v. TCDC INVesTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1210712010 36 A 100.00 0.30 30.00 Stm~ conlcta~cc regarding upcomin~ ARCH 
motion l'or swrumuy judgmw al1<l 
production issues: 
KDC JNVt;STMENTS, LLC 
•RE: A£0, Inc. v. KDC tNVESTMENTS,I.!,C 
4715.000 1210~/2010 36 A 100.00 I.RO 180.00 Analyz~ e-mail~ and idemity c-mails ARCH 
forwarded by Mr. Domozick to be Bates 
numbered and processed in prepatation 
for future production and we in summlll)' 
judgment filings; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, L!.C 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KOC (NVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 12/08/2010 36 A 100.00 1.20 120.00 Bcsin pr~;u-ation olf cast of characters ARCH 
and association to case; 
KDC INVF.STMENTS. LLC 
•RE:AED. Inc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1210812010 ~6 A 100.00 I. SO 1.50.00 Reclactattomcy-client information in ARCH 
c-ma.its for production putposcs: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Jnc. v. KDC LNVSSTMSNTS, LLC 
4715.000 01/0JI2011 36 A 100.00 2.20 220.00 AI\QI)"'.e dalllb:l$e and new D-1nails ARCH 
received from cli~m to ~c:etlain whieh 
·are new ancl should be processed tor 
production: 
DS ·- - .Tul!.<day 02/,1212011 11:26 Qltl 
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Dale: 021221l0 11 Detail Fee Transaction File List Pagc:2 
.fW.L, fARLEY, OBERR.ECHT & BLANTON., P .A 
Trllllll R Tc:o!lel Houn 
Clieac Date Tmkr P TliSkCIIde RIIC 111 BiU AmQOJit Reta 
-----Ti111ekeeper 3(j Julie Shipky 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.E: AED, Inc. v. KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01/1012011 36 A 100.00 0.50 SO.OO Initial anolysis of CD received from ARCH 
plaintifl's counsel; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•P.B: AED,Inc. v, KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01110/2011 36 A 100.00 0.30 30.00 Update cast of charucters and ARCH 
association lo case in prcpart~tion or 
trial: 
K.DC IN'VE.':o'TMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED. In~. v. KDC tNVES1'MENTS, LLC 
4715,000 01/10/2011 36 A 100.00 0.40 40.00 Updale wilness owcriuls ill prcpatadon ARCH 
of mal; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.E; ABO, Inc. v. KDC tNVE!STM£NTS, LLC 
4715.000 01/llfl.Oil 36 A 100.00 1.10 II 0.00 Unitize large pdf d()Cwncnlz re~eived ARCH 
fro1n plaintit'l's counsel for proper 
downlouding to database for &llorney 
(evicw and in preparation of trial; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE; AEO, Inc. v. K.DC INVESTM!:."NfS, LLC 
4715.000 0111212011 36 A 100.00 0.20 20.00 Redact attorney-client infonnation from ARCH 
lui«:SL e•mails received &om client in 
prcpanllion of production; 
KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
"RF.~ AED,Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
471~.000 0 Ill 8.12.011 36 A 100.00 0.20 20.00 Srmtegy ~onfetencc with R.LS R!Batdins ARCH 
discovery i"ucs; 
KDC INVE.STMilNTS, LLC 
•R£: AED, 1ne. 11. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0 1118!1.0 ll 36 A 100.00 0.80 80.00 Prepare docwnml:l for attorney review, ARCH 
upcoming deposition and lril•l. and 
update the infonnation contained on the 
chronolosy of records; 
KOC INVESTM£NTS, LLC 
•RE: AEO.In~. v, KDC INVCSTMENTS, I..LC 
4715.000 01/18/2011 36 A 100.00 0.30 30.00 Re~·iew 31ld analyze chronological binders ARCH 
prepared by seaCUU)' for quality 
controt 
KDC INVF.STMf:N'rS. LLC 
•RE: AED. fn~. v.l<DC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 01/19/2011 36 A 100.00 0.40 40.00 lnitiull'l;View of additional doeumenL~ ARCH 
re¢eivcd from client ;md ~ordinate 
loading same into database in 
prepuration of anomey review and 
rtial; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01121/2011 36 A 100.00 0.80 80.00 A.ssi:iL with production of documeni.S: ARCH 
K.DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: A£0, Inc. v, KDC INVBS'l'MENTS. Ll-C 
4715.000 01/lS/2011 36 A 100,00 1.10 110.00 AssU1 aaorney with preparation or ARCH 
upcoming depositions of plaintiffs; 
KDC lNVESTMENTS, I.LC 
*RE: AI>D, Inc. v. KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01/JI/2011 36 A 100.00 0.10 10.00 Receipt ofpl!linliffs' electronic ARCH 
deposi1ion tl'allllcripts; 
KDC JNVESTMUNTS. Lt.C 
•RE: ABO, Inc. v, t<DC INV~TMENTS, I,LC 
4715.000 01131fl.Oil 36 A 100.00 0.30 30.00 Download deposition elChibiiS from coun ARCH 
rcponcr's web~ite; 
KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RB: AED, In!:. V. KDC INVES"CM£NTS. LLC 
lf,~i.r1P.?K~~Jiq~fii.~·~·~~~r~;i'~~~~.~:::~:,:mr~,~~~:~:!i~:~;~~~¥;qu/!~·;p,~l;!i::-..~;!:: ;;:-'::·· ,:.;·~s;t~q':;::l':,·.-. : . .ci:t:tB6Q.oo. !:lulie'SMptcf • .. .. I ( 1 1/ II 1° ~~~~~II :, 1;';';, 'f.'t')//if ~~-~(I~~~~ Jl 1/ 1 Ill J 
Timekeeper 6Ci Raodall L Sehmicz 
4715.000 0812912010 66 A 61 190.00 1.00 190.00 Review illl~ analy7.c complaint:. Research ARCH 
liS" Tu!lJdQJI 02m12DiiB:ii;;, 
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Date; 0212212011 Detail Fee Transaction lt'ile List Paee: 3 
HAI..L, FARLEY. OBBRRECHT & BIJ\NTON, P,A, 
Tr.ant H1'codcl Uaun 
Ctieal D11e 1'mkt P T-"Cacle Race ra~ll A....,u•• RdN 
----Timekeeper 66 Randall 1. Sebmi" 
AED and pluintiffs COIWel; 
KDC lNVESTMEN'l'S, LLC 
•RE; AE!), Int. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, J.LC 
4715.000 08/3012010 66 1\ 61 190.00 o.so 9:5.00 Review :~nd analyze complaint; ARCH 
KDC INVEb"TMENTS, LLC 
•R£: AED, [nc, v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0813012010 66A 135' 190.00 o.so 9S.OO Research plaintiff AED and Plaintiff's ARCH 
COW\!ICJ; 
l<DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
"RE; AED, l!lc. V. KDC lNVESl'MENTS. LtC 
4715.000 08130fl010 66 A 207 190.00 0.30 51.00 Meet with IJB :111d discuss s!nltegy for ARCH 
responding 10 the complainL: 
KDC INVESTMllNTS, LLC 
"RE: AED. [nc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
471S.OOO 09/0312010 66A 61 190.00 I. SO 342.00 Review and analyze l'l!l(eement between AED ARCH 
andKOC: 
KDC INVESTMI!NTS, t.LC. 
•RE: A£0, Inc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 09/0lflOIO 66 A 135 190.00 2.30 437.00 Research regarding AEO. Eric Kelly and ARCH 
news arti~:l~ related to Bellaire 
bridge:: 
KDC TNVES'l'MENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED. Jnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, Ll.C 
4/I;).UUU u;/Uot/.!1)11) 
"" A '' 
190.00 1.00 J 4::1.00 .1\ftulyBO io.ouoo rtgarding ,d(lirioml ARr.H 
documents ncc:ded as referenced in 
asreemcnts. new aniclcs and complaint 
and prepare clcctronit co1'1'espondcncc to 
Jeremy Domozick requesting the same: 
KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
··•RE: AGO, (nc;, u, I<DC INV£STMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0910112010 66 A 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review electronic correspondence from ARCH 
Jeremy Dumoziek regarding guth"ins 
4mhibits to liabili1;y assumption 
agreement and ~tanllC of sc:Nicc:: 
KDC INVF.STMENTS, LLC 
•IUl; AED, Inc. v. K0C INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 0910812010 66 A 236 190.00 0.50 9S.OO Review und pt~pate electronic ARCH 
com:spondence wich Jeremy Domozick 
rcsanling additional documents t'ar 
review: 
KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RB: AED,ln~:. v. KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 09/0812010 66 A 236 190.00 020 38.00 Review elcc;tronic com:spondcncc Crom .ARCH 
plain\iff3 counsel to the judge 
requcning an expedited hearing date; 
KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RF..: AED, Inc. V, KDC lNVESTMI:;NtS. LLC 
4715.000 0910812010 66 A 80 190.00 1.00 190.00 TelephOne conference with JeTc:llly ARCH 
Domo~ck rcganting history of 
11811S111ltion 1111d I itigation stratesy. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•P.E: AEO,lne. v. KOC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0910912010 66 A 236 190.00 0,20 3 8.00 Review plaintiffs complaint for ARCH 
purposes of dr3ftins motion Cor more 
definitive StlUcmcnt: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED. rnc. v. KllC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0910911010 66A 9 190.00 0.40 76.00 Confcrcrn:c with MAF resarding s~megy ARCH 
tor dlilflin& motion for more dclini\ive 
St&tCmcnt; 
KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED,Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
471S.OOO 0911312010 66 A 13S 190.00 1.20 228.00 Rcscurch case law regarding pl~ine ARCH 
reijuiremenrs, fraud in the inducement 
and plead ins fraud with pwticulariiY. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: 1\EO, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 09/1312010 66 A 95 190.00 0.60 114.00 Analyze ISSUCS regarding tilins motion ARCH 
DS T11udrsy 0~113011 i;'iiQ,; 
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Date: 021221201 1 DetaU Fee Transaction File List 
T11111S H TC'ldel 
C&ur Dale Tmkt P T&llkCode 
-- ----liii'ICkeepcr 66 RIIPcbD L. Sdamia 
4715.000 09113/2010 66 A 191 
4715.000 09/14/2010 66 A 191 
4715.000 0911S/'1010 66 A 188 
4715.000 0~/1612010 66 A 236 
4715.000 09/21/2010 66 A 220 
4715.000 0912112010 66 A 210 
4715.000 0912112010 66 1\ 220 
4715.000 0912912010 66 A 236 
4715.000 09/2912010 66 A 191 
4715.000 0912912010 66 A 191 
4715.000 0912912010 66 A 220 
4715.000 10104/lOIO 66 A .236 
4715.000 10/0SflOIO GG A l!O 
4715.000 10105fl010 66 A 236 
HALL, FARLEY, OBBRRECHT & BLANTON, l' .A. 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
Humn 
1o Sill 
2.10 
3.40 
0.10 
0.10 
0.80 
0,50 
0.10 
0.10 
0.20 
0.10 
0,10 
0.10 
o.so 
0.10 
Amounl 
to dismis.!l rather thnn motion for more 
dcf111itive .statement; 
.KDC LNVESTMENTS, LLC 
*RE: 1\ED, Inc. v. KOC lNVESTMbWI'S, LLC 
399.00 Further prcp"~on of motion for more 
dcCinilivcstatcment: 
ICDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, toe. v. KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
646.00 ful'\00 preparation of motion for more 
dcflllitivestatcment; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: /\ED, Inc. V. KOC INVESTMBNtS. LLC 
19.00 Final prepmutionofmotiooformo~ 
definitive statement; 
KDC I'NV£SiMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, [ne, v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
19.00 Review and prepan: elcc;trOI'IiC 
correspondence with J.:remy Domozlck 
regarding r.Jing motion for more 
delinilive statement nnd attempting to 
get hearing dille: 
KOC INVESTMENTS. I.LC 
•RE: A£0, Inc. v. KDC INVE.'l'I'MENTS, LLC 
152.00 P~jlt8 motion for expedited hearing; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
"RB: AED, Jnc, v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
95.00 Prepare affidavit of Ksystal Chaldos; 
KDC 1NV£lS'J'MENTS, LLC 
'"RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
19.00 Prepare electronic correspondence to 
Jeremy Domoziclc regarding motion for 
expedited hearing and haviog Krysml 
Chaklos complete 11nd sign affidavit; 
KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: A ED, Inc. v . .KDC (NVfiSTMENTS, LLC 
19.00 Review clce\ronie coJTCSpondence from 
Jeremy Domozick re~rding proccss for 
removing bridge; 
KDC INVESl'MENTS, LLC 
'"P.E: AI~D,lnc. v. KDCINVESTMENTS, LLC 
38.00 Further preparlllion of affidavit of 
Ksystnl Chaklos in suppon oCmolion for 
llxpedited hearing; 
KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED. 'In<;, v, KDC INVESTMENTS, JJ.C 
19.00 Further preparation of motion for 
expedited hearing; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•.RE: AED, lnc, v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
J 9.00 Prepare electronic correspondence to 
Jeremy Domo:~;ick anacbiog revi5cd motion 
nnd 11£fidavit of !Crystal CMklos; 
KDC INVESTMfiNTS, LLC 
'"RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
19.00 Telephone conferrmce with Jeremy 
Domozick regarding tnSDgcrmnL lettet and 
retaiiiCI'; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
"R£: AED.Ine. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
9S.OO Telephone confcrene.: with Jeremy 
Domozick regordins status ot' oblllining 
executed ensascmcnt teller and retainer. 
KDC INVESTMENTS. LT..C 
•RE: AEO, tnc. "· KDC INVESTMENTS, t.I.C 
19,00 Review electronic ~rtespondcnce 1Tom 
Jenm~y with lener &-om Coast Ouard 
refusing to approve any bridge work 
1111Lil OWiltrship is dctennioed by court; 
~ 025/070 
Pagc:4 
ARCH 
ARCH 
AROI 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
ARCH 
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Date: 02/l2n.O 11 Detail Fee Transactioo File List Page:S 
HALt., FARLEY, OBER.Il.ECliT & BLANTON. P.A. 
Tr•na H Tcudel lfu"" 
ClieDI Dace Tmkr I' Task Cede lUte roBill Atnowll ReU 
Thnclu!ept;'66R8AdaU L. Schmib:-- - -
l(f)C INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
471.5.000 10/13fl010 66 A 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review electronic correspondence ftom ARCH 
Jeremy Domozick resan!ins rctaincrfce 
lllld cng;l8emem1ca:cr; 
KDC 1NV6STMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AEO, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMI:."'NTS, LLC 
4715.000 J0/1Sfl010 66 A 220 190.00 0.10 19.00 P~ nctice ofhcaring oo moLion for ARCH 
more l:lcfinitivcswcment 
KOC INV£S1'MENTS, Lt.C 
•RE: AED,Jnc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 10/1912010 66 A 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review letter liom Kly.rtal Chaklos ARCH 
requesting wire !rllnSfer infonnation; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. V . .KDC I'NVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715,000 10/1912010 66 A 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Rcvi;v~ plaintiffs responses to motion ARCH 
fnr more def111ilive SUitemcnt; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: A£0. Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 10/19fl010 66 A 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review plaintifl's proposed judgment ror ARCH 
more defillitive statc:mc:nt: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED,Inc. v. l<DC lNVESTMENTS, U.C 
4715.000 10119fl010 66 A 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review correspondence from Jeremy t\RCH 
Oomo:~:ick fotwardins electronic 
corteSpondcnce (rom plaintiffs anomey 
requesting r~lca:~e l)fhearing date; 
K.OC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE; AED, lnc. v. KDC rNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1012012010 66 A 80 190.00 0.50 95.00 'fclcphl>neeonfercncc witbJcrcmy ARCH 
Oomozick rcgEIS'ding heilring on motion for 
more defit~itive statement and stntlcgy 
for injunctive relief: 
KDC fNVESTMBNTS, LLC 
•RE: AEO, lnc. v. KDC lNVBSTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1012012010 66 A 236 190.00 0.70 I H.OO Review correspondence from Jeremy ARCH 
Oomozick fo1'W3rding electronic 
correspondcncc ii"om AED's gttumo=y 
regarding re~-ponse to application for 
mote definitive statement and proposed 
judgment, 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
"RE: AED, Inc. v, !CDC lNVI!STMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 1012012010 66 A 220 190.00 0.10 19.00 Prepare letter to Krystal and Lee ARCH 
Cbuklos regarding wiring instructions 
for retainer; 
l.(l)C lNvrlSTM6NTS, LLC 
"RE: AEO, Inc, v. KOC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
471S.OOO IOfllflOIO 66 A 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review clee~tonic correspondcoce from ARCH 
1eremy Domo.ziclt rcgarclingsc:llhmlenl 
discussions with A£0; 
KOCINVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AEO, Inc, v, KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
471S.OOO 1012112010 66A 80 190.00 O.JO :S7 .00 Telephone confc:rcnce with Jeremy ARCH 
Oomoziek regarding his telephone 
conference with plaintitl'~ anomey 
concerning settlement and wcating 
motion for more: definitive stutc:mcnl 
hcarins; 
KDC INVESTMJ)NTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KOC tNVESTMENTS, l.LC 
4715.000 IOfll/2010 66 A 249 190.00 0.10 19.00 ·rcJcphone conference with plaintift's ARCH 
:utoniC)' rcprding motion for ddinitive 
statement hwing: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.E: ABO. In~;. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1012212010 66 A 220 190.00 0.30 57.00 Prepare for hearing on motion Cor more 1\RCH 
definitive statcmc:nl; 
Therday 02/22120JJ 8:26 om 
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Date: Ol/'12f.l0 II 
Tnzas H l"toGel 
Cl~t Date Tmkr P TaslcCQde 
Tlmekee:p.;oaadall L. s~llmit£-- - -
4715.000 1012212010 66 A 80 
4715.000 10122/.lOIO 66 A 101 
4715,000 1012212010 66 {\ 220 
4715.000 10!15'12.010 66 A llO 
4715.000 IOJ2S/l010 66 A 236 
4715.000 J 110812010 66 A 61 
4715.000 11108/lOJO 66 A 95 
4715'.000 11/0812010 66 A 95 
4715.000 11/0812010 66 A 80 
4715.000 11/0d/lOIO 66 A 220 
4715.000 I 1/0812010 66 A 135 
4715'.000 ll/08fl010 66 A 135 
4715.000 1110812010 66 A 135 
4715.000 11/0812010 66 A 135' 
4715.000 ll/09fl010 66 1\ 135 
HALLFARLEY 
Detail Fee Transaction File List 
HALL. fARLEY, OBERR.ECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
lUte 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
HOUri 
to Bill 
0.20 
0.30 
0.10 
0.20 
0.20 
0,5'0 
1.20 
0.80 
0.70 
3.20 
0,60 
0.20 
0.50 
o.so 
1.30 
AIIIOUol 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.E: AED, rnc. v. KDC lNVESTM6NTS, LLC 
38.00 Telephone confc:r~e with AEC's attorney 
re&:~tditJg hcarillg on motion for more 
definitive 1tat=n.:nr. 
KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R,E; AED,lnc. v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
51.00 Artcnd hearing on motion for more 
definitive Statement; 
KOC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RE: AED. lnc. v. KDC JNV.ESl'MENTS. LLC 
l 9.00 Plllpare electronic corrcspondm~ lO 
Jeremy Domozick regardi"S narurc of 
hearing on motion tOr mon: defmilive 
statement; 
KDC iNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R,a; AED, IJ'Ic. v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
311.00 Prcpan: order reeazding defendant's 
motion for more dc:tini~ive statement; 
KDC lN\IESTMeNTS, LLC 
•RE; AEO, IJ'Ic. v. K0C lNVESTM5NTS, LLC 
3 8.00 Review and prepare electronic 
coml~pOndence with plainrifl's allomey 
regarding propmed order, 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RB: AED, Jnc, v. KDC iNVESTMENTS. LLC 
95.00 Review and analyze plaintifrs amended 
complaint; 
r<DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AEt>, Inc. v, KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
:128,00 Analyze issuc:g rcgardin8 :lffirmativc 
dcCwes to plaintifl's claims and 
possible counterclaim: 
KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, IJ'Ic. v. KOC lNVES'J"'MENTS, LLC 
I S2.00 Analyze issues regarding 3tl'atcSY tor an 
affirmative injunction; 
ICDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•R.E: ABO, lnc. v, KDC rNV.ESTMENTS, LLC 
133.00 Telephone conference with Jeremy 
Domo?.iclc regarding plainlitrs a111ended 
complaiN, possible coWiterelaim and 
strategy Cor an affirmative iojunction; 
KDC INVESTMEN'rS. LLC 
•R,£: AED. lnc. v, KDClNVESTMeNTS, LLC 
608.00 Preparo answer to ptaintifl's runended 
complllim 11nd countc•·claim; 
KOC INVf.STMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED.lnc. v. KDC I'NVESTMEN"J"S, LLC 
114.00 Rlls~arch Idaho case law regarding 
requirement! for spcciCi~ performance; 
KDC INV.ESiMENTS. LLC 
•RE: AED.Inc. v, KDC INVES1'MENTS. LLC 
38.00 Rcscarcllldaho Scc;ccwy of State's 
records rcgurding SUI'IUS of AED; 
KDC £NVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, rne. v. KDC .INVESTMENTS. LLC 
95.00 Research Idaho stotulcs rcsardins effect 
of administmive dissolution on 
corpon~tion's ubility tO tra~~Sact 
business; 
KDC INVESTMBNTS, LLC 
•R.B: AEC, IJ'Ic. v. KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
95.00 ltc$curch Idaho Rules QfCivil Procedure 
regarding mandntoJy injunction; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC t!IIVllSTMENTS, LLC 
437.00 Research ldilho CIISII law and previous 
!gj 027/070 
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Date: 02/'22fl011 Detail Fee Traasattioo File List Page: 7 
HALL, FARLEY, OBER.RECIIT & BLANTON, l' .A. 
Tnnllt n TCGdel H1111rs 
aicm Date Ta1kr I' T .. kCaole Ra&e 1o8iU A-r aer• 
- - -----Timck~per 66 Raadall L. Scbmi~ 
decisions by Sudse Mi!Chell regarding 
preliminilJY injunction; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
~RE: AED, tnc:. v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1111012010 66 A 220 190.00 J.ZO 608.00 PrepllrC motion ~san! ins m0111orandum in ARCH 
suppon of motion for mandatory 
injWICtion: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVF.sTMENTS, I.LC 
4715.000 11110/2010 66 A 80 190,00 0.90 111.00 Telephone conCetenec with Lee ami ARCH 
Klyswl Chaklos regarding facaJal 
background nnd steps talcen so tar 10 
demolish the bridge; 
t<DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11/1012010 66 A 220 190.00 0.10 
•RE: AED,Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
38.00 Prepare and review eloctrooic ARCH 
correspoodcnce with Jeremy Domozick 
regan:tin~ suspension letter from Coast 
Ouard; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, U.C 
•&£: J\ED, rnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 J 1/10/lOIO 66 A 220 190.00 0.40 76.00 Prepare affidnvit ofKiystaJ Chllldos in ARCU 
support of mandatory injunction; 
({DC JNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R£: AED, lnc. v. !CDC fNVES~S, LLC 
4715.000 1111012010 66 A 135 190.00 2.80 532.00 Rese:arch 1rcatise and Idaho case law ARCH 
regarding preliminary, pcrmancntlln\l 
mnnclil!oJY injunctions; 
KDC IN VESTMENTS, LLC 
•ttE: ASD,Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11/12(1010 66 1\ 191 190.00 0,50 9S.OO Further prcpnion of affidavit of ARCH 
Klystal Cllilklos in suppon of mandatory 
injunction: 
KDC INVESTMGNTS,I.LC 
•RE: AED. [nc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11112fl010 66 A 135 190.00 l.SO 475.00 Research other state5 case law regarding ARCH 
enjoining brca~h of contract; 
KDC INVF.STMEN1'S, LLC 
•RE: AED.lnc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS. I.I,C 
4115.000 llf\2(1010 66 A 220 190.00 1.70 323.00 Continue preparing m.;morandum in suppon ARCH 
of motion Cot mandatory injunction: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED,Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 11/ll/2010 66 A 220 190.00 0.30 57.00 Prepllte electronic coJTCSponclence with ARCH 
Jeremy Domo:z:ick rcg3tding vacating and 
rescheduling prelimil181)' injunction 
hearing: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: ABO, lnc. v. KDC lNVESTMENTS.LLC 
4715.000 1111512010 66A 10 190.00 7.40 1,406.00 Continue preparing memorandum in support ARCH 
of motion for prcliminwy injunction; 
KCC JNVESl"MfiNTS. r,LC 
•R£: AnD. Inc. v. KDC JNV£S1'MENTS, J.r.c 
4715.000 11/15/2010 66 A 135 190.00 1.00 190.00 Research Idaho eose law regarding ARCH 
rcquircmmlS for rescission; 
KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RE: ABO, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
471S.OOO IIIIS/1010 66 A 135 190.00 0.50 95.00 Research Idaho srmutcs regllrding effect ARCH 
of administrative di:ssciYtion; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, rnc. v. KOC tNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11116/lOIO 66 A 10 190.00 7.20 1.368.00 Continue rneparina memorandum in support ARCH 
of motion for prcliminaly injunc:cion; 
KDC JNVF.':!TMENTS. LLC 
•rw: 1\Jm, Inc. v. r<DC fNVESTMENl'S, LLC 
4715.000 ) 1116/2010 66 A 191 190.00 0.20 3 8.00 further preptln1lion of affidavit of ARCH 
Klyslal Chaldos in suppon or motion for 
pre1iminul)' inj11nction; 
Ds Tu&SIItry 01/2112011 11:26 am 
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HALL. FARLEY. OBER.RF.CHT & BLANTON, P .1\. 
T....,. HTilOdll IIIM!n 
Climt Dale Tlllkr P T.alr.Cotlc Ra~e loBill Al'llfUtlr IW• 
------
T"maekttpu '' Randall L S~h"'itl. 
KDC INVI:!STMBNTS, LLC 
•RE: AED. lnc. v, KDC JNV~l"MSNTS, LLC 
4715.000 l 1/1612010 66 A 220 190,00 QjO 57.00 Prepare and review elcdnlnie ARCH 
correspondenee widl1eremy Domozick 
regatdins draft affidavit lor Kryml 
Chaklos in support of motion For 
prelimirwy injunction; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: ABO, Inc, v. KDC !NYESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 ll/17fl010 66 A 80 190.00 0.20 38.00 Tclcphoneconferem:e with Jeremy ARCH 
Domozick regarding affidavit of Ksystal 
Chalclos and mcmo.mrn:Jum in suppol'l of 
motion for preliminaay i11junction; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED.Inc.. v. KDC lNVPSTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1111712010 66 A 188 190,00 2.20 41 S.OO Final preparation ofmemol1llldum in ARCH 
suppon of motion Cor preliminaty 
injunction; 
KDClliiVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: ~D. Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1111712010 66 A 191 190.00 0.10 19.00 funher preparation of affidavit of ARCH 
I"Ciystal Chaklos io support of motion for 
preliminal)' injunction; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, t.LC 
•R.£: AED, rnc, v, ICDC JNV£S"fMBNTS. LLC 
4715.000 I 111712010 66 A 220 190.00 0.10 19.00 Prepare elcctnlnic correspondence to ARCH 
Jeremy Dom02iek regarding revised 
affidavit of Kryacal Cbaklos; 
KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v.l<DC INVESTMENTS, L.LC 
4715.000 1111712010 66 A 188 190.00 0.10 19.00 final prcptmltion of affidavit ofMAF in ARCH 
support of motion for preliminary 
injunction; 
KDC .INVESTMENTS. L.I.C 
•RE: AED, (nc, v. KDC INVf:S'l'MEN1'S, LLC 
4715.000 1111712010 66 A 188 190.00 0.10 19.00 Final prcparationofmolion for ARCH 
preliminaay injunction; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.£: AED,Inc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11117f.l010 66 A 220 190.00 0.10 19.00 Prepare clccuonic correspondence 10 ARCH 
Jeremy Domozick ~gardins dtaft 
memorandun1 in $Upport of motion for 
prcliminaJy injunction; 
K.0C INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•Re: AED, rm:. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1111812010 66 A :a36 190.00 ' 0.10 19.00 Rcviewelcetronic ~orrespondlliiCC from AA.CH 
Nicole Hamilton attaching signed 
affidavit of Klystal Chllklo~; 
KDC INVESTMENrS, LLC 
•R.E: AED, rnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1111912010 66A 61 190.00 0.30 57 .oo Review and IIDiliyu plwnlicrs objection ARCH 
10 prcliminwy injunetion hearing; 
KDC lNVESTMENTS, U.C 
•It£: AED, Inc. v. KDC TNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1111912010 66 A 80 190.00 0.30 57.00 Telephone conti:rcncc with Jeremy ARCH 
Oomoziclt reg!ll'ding same; 
KDC JNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, lnc. v. K.0C INVeSTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11119/lOIO 66 A 80 190.00 1.50 285.00 Telephone conference with Lee Chaklos ARCR 
regarding plainriLTs objc:otion and 
demo! ilion plan submitted to the C08!t 
Guard; 
KDC lNVESTMENTS. LLC 
•.R.E: AED, Inc. v. KDC: INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1111912010 66 A 236 190.00 0.30 57.00 Review demolition phm ~~nd letter from ARCH 
Della Demo to the 1JS Coast Ouard; 
KDC INVESTMENTS. L.LC 
•RE: AED. Inc, v, KDClNVESTM.ENTS, LLC 
··-·----J)S Twarluy 0212J/301J 8!36 Qfft 
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02/22/2011 14:47 FAX 2083958585 HALLFARLEY !gj 030/070 
Date: 02!221l011 Detail Fee Transutioo File List Pase:9 
.HALL, fARLEY. OEERR£CHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
TriKU R TODd"' 
""" Cliellt Dare T111kr P T .. kCode Rate to Bill Amouur IW"II 
- ---Timekeeper 6(i R~tndllll L. Schmirz 
471.5.000 11/1\mOJO 66 A 95 190.00 0.20 3 8.00 Analyze issues regarding appropriate ARCH 
notice for prcliminfll)' injunction 
hearing; 
KOC INV~'TMENTS, LLC 
•R.E: AED.Jnc. v.l<DC INVESTMENTS,!.LC 
4'715.000 11122/lOIO 66 A 13.5 190.00 o.so 95.00 Research case luw regarding adequate ARCH 
notice for prelimiiW)" injund.ion 
hearing: 
K.DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AIID, Inc. v, KDC INVESTM6NTS, LLC 
4715.000 1112212010 66(1. 220 190.00 LSO 285.00 Prepate defendan~s reply to plaintiffs ARCH 
objection to motion Cor proliminaJY 
injUDction; 
KDC lNVESTMEN"CS, LI.C 
•RE: A£0, Inc. v, 1CDC lNVfSTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11/24nD10 66 A 220 190.00 1.00 190.00 Prq~are for prclimin81Y i,Yunc:tion ARCH 
hearing; 
KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AEO, Jnc. v, KDC INVI:?:STMENTS, f.LC 
4715,000 11/2412010 66 A 101 190.00 0.60 114.00 Attend telepi~Cmic hearing on KDC'~ ARCI-J 
prclimin81)' injun;lion: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AEO, fnc. v.l(I)C INVESTMENTS, Ll.C 
4715.000 1112412010 66 A 80 190.00 0.80 I 52.00 Telephone confere1-.ce with Jeremy ARCII 
Dosnozic:k regarding ou~m; of 
preliminary injunction hearing and 
sntcgy for moving forward; 
KDC l.NVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AEO. Inc. v. KDC INVESTM£NTS. LLC 
4715.000 llf241l010 66 A 61 190.00 0.10 19.00 Revi;w and analyze motion 10 strike ARCH 
portions of Kly~1lll ChakiO$' affidavit; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE; AED, lnc. v. KDC TNVBSTMEN"CS, LlC 
471.5.000 11/2412010 66 A 61 190,00 0.10 19.00 Review al\d anal~ afiidllvil of Marie ARCH 
Wilburn in suppon of plaintiffs 
objeclion to issuance ot"prelimin3ry 
injunction; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•.RE: AED. Inc, v. KDC INVESTMENTS, t.LC 
4715.000 11/24/2010 66 A 61 190.00 0;40 16.00 Review and analyze affidavit of Eric ARCH 
Kelly in support or objection to issue 
otpreliminw-y injunction; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: A£0.!n~;. v.I<DC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 1112412010 66 1\ 61 190.00 o.so !15.00 Rcvir:wand analyze plaintirrs objection ARCH 
to is.8uance ot' prelim ina!)' injunction; 
!<DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RS: AED,Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
47J5.000 ll/24/2010 66 A 175 190.00 0.50 95.00 Discuss preliminary injunction. ARCH 
lli:lpositive rnotion, discove~y al\d trial 
SU'3!CSY with JJB; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: 1\ED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
471.5.000 11/2412010 66 A 249 190.00 O.JO 19.00 Telephone caU la Lee ChakiO!l regarding ARCH 
outcome 1>/ prelimin81}' injunction 
hearing; 
KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RE: AED. Inc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11124/lOJO 66 A 95 190.00 0.30 .57.00 /\nalyu issuCJ regarding dowment ARCH 
org;mizalion and retention for di:scovcry-
pwposes; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED,lnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 1112912010 66 A 61 190.00 o.so 95.00 1\cview and analyze plaintifts Te$pOJISO AR.Cii 
to issuance oCprelim itwY injunction; 
KDC INVeSTMENTS, lLC 
•RE: AEO, Inc. v. KDC fNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11/2912010 66 A J3S 190,00 1.40 266.00 Research c.~Selaw and a-eatises regiV'(Iing ARCH 
0.') Tlll-rdtl)l Ol/12/2011 8:26 um 
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Date: 02J22120 11 Detail Fee Traasactioo File List Page; 10 
HALL. 'FARLEY, OBER.RECHT & BLANTON, P.A.. 
T,ADS II Tccode/ noun 
Clie.l Date Talkr P T.ukCode RMie 10 Bill Amoum Mil 
-- -- -----Timekcqler 66 Raudall L. Scllmill: 
~1anding to assert la<:k of corporate 
capacity to conlr.let: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R£; ABD, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, l.l.C 
4715.000 li/30J2010 66 A BO 190.00 0.~0 38.00 Tclcpbom: conreronce with Norfolk ARCH 
Railroad's attorney regarding starus of 
injunction nnd litigation prooeedinss; 
KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVBSTMSNTS, LLC 
4715.000 11/3012010 66 A 95 190.00 0.50 95.00 Aooly:.:e issuc9 regarding reply to AED's ARCH 
tcsponsc to prdimilwy injum)tion: 
KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•tu!; A£0, [nc. v. KDC "INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11/J0/2010 66 A 80 190.00 0.40 76.00 Tclcphoncconfcrcnce with Jeremy AR.CH 
Domozick rcsardins A ED's response LO 
KDC's motion for prcliminury injunetion 
and obtaining additional affidavits from 
Lee and Krystal Chuklos: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, l.LC 
•R.B: AED, Inc. v. t<DC INVeSTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11/3012010 66 A 135 190.00 2.SO 475.00 Research case luw and treatises ARCH 
regarding corporation's ultm vires~ 
as ,jistinguishcd &om illesal contracts 
and who has standing to ass1:11 a el3.itn 
Cor eaeh against the c;ol)loration; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: /\ED, Jnc. v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11130/2010 66 A IJS 190.00 0.70 133.00 Research case law and ucatiscs ARCH 
regarding abilil}' to scclc prcliminlliY 
injunction against brcuoh or repudiation 
ofacontmct; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.£: AEO, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LI.C 
4715.000 11/3012010 66 A 91 190.00 0.30 57.00 Bcsin reviewing ;mail correspondence ARCH 
belween the patties forwarded by Jeremy 
Domozick; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
"RE: AED, Inc. v. KOC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1210112010 66 1\ 236 190.00 0.20 38.00 Review lllectronic correspondence from ARCH 
Jeremy Domozlckeml ~tl3ehed affidaviu 
ofKsystal Chaklos: 
.KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVF.STMENTS, l.LC 
4715.000 1.2/0112010 66 A 9S 190.00 0.20 3 8.00 Annlyze issues regardilll! motion to ARCH 
Strike affidavit of Eric Kelly: 
K.DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RJ!: AED.Ine. v, KDC IN~NTS, LLC 
4715.000 12101/2010 66A BO 190.00 1.30 241.00 Telephono conference with Lcle Chaklos ARCH 
regarding status und I\ ED's objection to 
motion for preliminary injunction; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
"RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVE.STM£NTS, LLC 
4715.000 1210112010 66 A 220 190.00 0,60 114.00 Prep:~re outline of arguments for reply ARC II 
in suppon oC mil~on for prcliminaJy 
injunction; 
!CDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•R£: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1210112010 66 A 220 190.00 6.50 t ,235.00 Prep;ve reply memorandum in support of ARC I-I 
motion for prclimiDOJY injunction; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1210212010 66 A 191 190.00 a. so 475.00 further preparation of reply mcmoiUild11111 ARCH 
in support of motion Corpreliminaty 
injuncticn; 
KDClNVESTMENTS, Ll.C 
•RE: ABO. fnc, v. KDCINVliSTMBNTS, Lt.C 
4715,000 1210212010 66A 220 190.00 1.80 342.00 Prepare motion to stn"ke affidavits of AROI 
Eric Kelly and Mark Wilburn; 
Ds Tl.udDJi n112212011 8:26 ,., 
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Date: 02/22120 II Detail Fee Transaction File List Pag~:; II 
HALL, FARLEY, OB.ERR.ECHT &. BLANTON, P A 
TriCit IITcodel Bou" 
Clletaf Oa1e Tmkr P 1'askCoda lbce lo BiU AtnouDI ReU· 
-- -- -----Timc:kcefJ'r 66 RanlbU L. Scllmia 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AeD. Jnc. v, ((DC INVESTMENTS, I.LC 
4715.000 12102fl.OIO 66A 220 190.00 1.50 285.00 Prepate dcfcndan~s tim ~et of ARCH 
interrogatories. requests tor production 
und requests for admission: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED,Inc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1210312010 66A 191 190.00 0.60 114.00 FW'Iber preparalion of tint ser of ARCH 
intcJTogatories, r;quests for production 
illlll requests for admission; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, Ll-C 
•R.E: AED. Inc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS. LI.C 
4715.000 12/0312010 66A 10 190.00 3.50 665.00 Continue review and analysis of e-mails ARCH 
and docwnentS forwarded by Jeremy 
Domozick; 
ICDC lNV£STMENTS. LLC 
•RE: AED. Inc. v, f(OC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715,000 12/0512010 66 A 61 190.00 0.20 38.00 1.\e'liew and analyze plaintlCrs e'ICpett ARCH 
witness disclosure; 
KDC JNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AEO, Inc. v, l<OC INVESTM!:."N"fS. LLC 
4715.000 12/0512010 66 A 10 190.00 1.10 209.00 Continue review and analysis ofe·mails ARCI-I 
and documents forwarded by Jeremy 
Domo~ielc; 
KDC JNVESl'MI!NTS, t.LC 
•RE: ABO. Inc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 ll/05/2010 66 A 61 190.00 2.80 532.00 Reviow and analyze W"g11ments in ARCH 
prcp11n1Lioo !or pteliminaJy injunction 
hearing; 
KDC 1NV£STMEN1'S, LLC 
•RE: AED. £nc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
471S.OOO l:!/06/1.010 66 A 220 190.00 4.50 855.00 Prepare outline ofargumcn~.ntview ARCH 
cage law and prep~ ror pteliminaty 
iojunclion hearing; 
r<DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED.Inc. "· KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1210612010 66 1\ 84 190.00 3.10 589.00 Travel 10 Coeur d'Alene for pr;limimlry ARCH 
injunction hearing: 
KDC INVESTMENt'S, LLC 
•RE: AEO, Inc. V. KDC INVF.STMENTS, LLC 
4715,000 1210612010 66 A 101 190.00 1.30 247.00 Anend preliminaly injunction hearing: ARCH 
l<DC TNVESTMEN'fS, LLC 
·RE: AED.lnc. V. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12/0712010 66 1\ 23S 190.00 3.30 627.00 Return uavcl to Boise; ARCH 
KDC INV.ES'rMENTS, J.J,C 
*RE: AED.Ine. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12/07!2010 66 A 80 190.00 0.50 95.00 Telephone conference wilh Jeremy ARCH 
Domozick regardingpreliminlll'y 
injunction hearing; 
KOC INVESTMEN1'S, LLC 
•RE: AE£1. {nc. v. 'KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1210712010 66 1\ 9S 190.00 0.30 S1.00 Anal)'2e iMucs rcsarding documcnl ARCH 
retention, cug~~niz;a&ion 31\d production 
Cor discovery; 
KDC INVESTMENTS. LI-C 
•RE: ABD. Inc. v. KDC INVES'fMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 12108!2010 66A 61 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review and analyze plllin\ill's answer tO ARCH 
uncndcdcounterc:ltlim: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, ~ v. KDCTNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12108/2010 66 A 95 190.00 0.50 9S.OO Analyze issues and arsumcnts for motion ARCH 
for S\lmmaty judgment; 
KDC INVE'SnfENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED. [nc. v, KDC INVESTMSN'rs, LLC 
4715.000 ll/0912010 66 A 220 190.00 0.10 19,00 Prepare and review cle¢1l'onic ARCH 
con'eSpondonee with Jeremy Domozick 
regarding formation and offiel!f 
infon'll3tion for KDC and Delta Dmlo; 
OS T~~Uikl}l O'J/22/2011 11:26 QJfl 
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HAU .. , FARLEY, ODERRECRT & BLANTON, P.A. 
TrailS H Tcodtl H011n 
Ctimt !);ate Tmkr .1' TaskCo6c Kate Ill Bill Mnow" l\croll 
----Timc:ke1:per 66 RudaU L Scbmill; 
K.DC lNVESl"MBNTS, LLC 
•RE: AEO, lnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, t..LC 
4715.000 12/0912010 66 A 220 190.00 0,20 38.00 Prcpart snd review elec110nie ARCH 
correspondence witbJ~y Domozick: 
resanling whether expcn tcslimony is 
neceswy; 
KDC 1NV£STMENTS. LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. r<DC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1210912010 6611. IJS 190.00 1.00 190.00 Rtsearch regarding coi])O~ officer.~' ARCH 
liabilil.)' for ftaud in lhe inducement; 
IC.DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED. lne. v, K.DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12/09/2010 66 A 220 190.00 4.00 760.00 Prepare memorandum in supponofmorion ARCH 
for summlll)' judgment; 
KDC INVESTM£NTS, LI,C 
•RE: ABO. Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12/09/2010 66 A 13S 190.00 0.80 152.00 Reseateh regarding remedies available ARCH 
ror traud in the inducement claim: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, J,LC 
•RE: AED. Tne. v. KDCJNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12/11/2010 66 A 13S 190.00 I. SO 21!5.00 Research Idaho CIISC law regarding ARCH 
con1ract formation to dctcnninc ihny 
arsummiS ~n be made on summruy 
judgment; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, I.LC 
•RB: AEO, Inc. v. KDC 1NV.ESTMEN1'S, LLC 
4715.000 12/1112010 66A 135 190.00 2.50 475.00 Research remedies and requimn(mlS for ARCH 
fraud claim in prc:pwuion for.swnmlll)' 
judgment argument; 
K.OC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: t\EO, [nc. v. K.DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12/1112010 66 A 220 190.00 3.30 627.00 Prcpart mCillor',mdum in 9upponofmotion ARCH 
Cor summary judgment; 
KDC .t.NVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RE: 1\EO, rne. v.KDCJNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12.113nOIO 66 A 191 190.00 1.70 323.00 Funhcr rcscarcll regardiiiS pleading ARCH 
requirements. applicabiley to promises 
of fuMe even to., and damages for 
plaintitl's froud c:laim for arsumcnts ln 
suppon of summary judpcnt; 
KDC £NVES1'MBNTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, [nc. v. KDC.INVESTMENTS,I .. LC 
4715.000 12113f2010 66 A 236 190.00 2.20 418.00 Rcvicwdocummrsproduced by Jeremy ARCH 
Domozick and prcpart timeline or even IS; 
KDC lNV£STMENTS, t.LC 
•RE: AED. Inc. v. KDCl"NV£STMENTS, I.,I.C 
4715.000 1211312010 66 A 191 190.00 1.20 228.00 Funllcrprcpamionofmemorandum in ARCH 
9upport of motion for:summaJY judsmcnt: 
!CDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•R£: AED.lnc. v. KDC INVESTM£N1'S, LLC 
4715.000 12113/2010 66 A 220 190.00 0.10 19.00 Prepare and review clccuvnic ARCH 
COITCspondcncc with Jeremy Domoziclc 
following up on request for all 
dOC\Iments associated with the Brids~: 
KDC TNVES'TM£NTS, LLC 
•RE: A£0, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12/14/2010 66 A 80 190.00 0.10 19.00 'Cclephone conference with \Vest Virginill ARCH 
Division ofLaborConlra.eiOr l,icansins 
rcgw'C)ing when AED obtained illi Wesl 
Virginia collD1!ctor's 1 icensc; 
.KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED,Inc. "· KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12/1412010 66 A 210 190.00 0.20 38.00 Prepare and review c!CCU'Onic ARCH 
cosrcspondcnce with Jeremy Domoziclc 
regarding dctmDining when 1\ED received 
il:!l WC$t Virginiu contractor's license; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: A.ED, Inc. v. KDC INVF.STMENTS, LLC 
OS Tuesday 0212212UII 8:26am 
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02/22/2011 14:49 FAX 2083958585 HALLFARLEY ~ 034/070 
Date: 02122120 II Detail Fee Transaction l''ile List Pase: 13 
HALL.FARLf>Y,OBER.RECHT&.BLANTON. P.A. 
Tnns H Tcodel Houri 
Clieot Dlllte Tmkr P T.u"Code Rate 108ill Amoutll Rd:ll 
----Timekeeper 66 l\a11dall L. Schmilz 
471S.OOO 12/14fl010 66A 220 190.00 0.20 38.00 Prepare and review elccuooir; ARCH 
r;orrespondcncc with Kathy Rucker from 
lhe West Virginia Division of Labor 
n:pdill8 when A£0 ~ceivcd its West 
Virginia conln!QOr'S liccnsc; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE; AED, Inc. v. KDC rNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715,000 12/1412010 66 A so 190.00 O.SO 9S.OO Telephone conference wilh Lee and ARCH 
Krystal Chalclos regarding when AED 
n:ceiv~ iu West Virginia contractor's 
licen.~e and cveniS eonceming issuanee 
ofpermil:l by City of Benwood; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, lnc. v. KDC INVESTMtiNTS. LLC 
4715.000 12/1412010 66 A 13S 190.00 0.30 57.00 Rcscun:h West Virginia stAtUtes and case ARCH 
luw regarding contructor litCil!ling acl; 
KDC 1NVe8TMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, (nc. v. KDC rNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715,000 1211412010 66 A 135 190.00 o.so 95.00 Research requirementS to provcfroud ARCH 
claim for fu\ure events; 
KDC~N'I'S, LLC 
•RE: A£0, lnc. v. KDC 1NV£STMENTS, LLC 
4"'715.000 12/14[}.010 66A 10 190.00 7.00 1,330.00 Continue preparing mcmorondum in support i\RCH 
of motion for summary judgment; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
-RE: AED, tnc. v. KDC JNVESTM.SNTS. LLC 
4715.000 12115/2010 66 A 220 1~.00 0.10 19.00 Prepare molion for SWJ1Jll81Y judgment; ARCH 
KOC 1NVESTMENTS, t..LC 
•R.£: AED, (nc. v. KDC fNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12115/2010 66 A 220 190.00 0.30 57.00 Prepare affidavit ofKsystal Chaklos in ARCH 
support of motion tor summary judgment; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, L.LC 
•R.E: AED.lnc. v. KDC t"NVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12/15l1.010 66 A 220 190.00 0.20 38.00 Prepare affidavit of Lee Chak1og in ARCH 
supp011 or motion for lllllllmEII)' judgment: 
KOC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RE: A£0, ln~. "· KDC rNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 JUlS/2010 66 (\ 220 190.00 0.10 19.00 Prepare affidavit oE R1.S io support of ARCH 
motion for summary judsmcm; 
KOC INVESTMENTS, t..LC 
•RE: A£0, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1211512010 66 1\ 9S 190.00 o.so 95.00 Analyze: issues resarding exhibits 10 use ARCH 
in suppon of motion for summary 
judsmcnl; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED,lnc.. v. KDCINVESTMENTS, LLC 
4"'715.000 1211512010 66 A 188 190.00 3.00 570.00 Final pn:parntion of memorandum io ARCH 
suppM of motion for sununEII)' judgment: 
KDC INVES"fMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED. lnc:. v. T<.DC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 1211512010 66 A 2l6 190.00 0.80 l 52.00 Review and analyze Court's order denying ARCH 
motion tbr prcliminaJY ill junction; 
KDC lNVESTMSNTS, UC 
•RE; AED, Inc. v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12115!.!010 66A 80 190.00 0.70 133.00 Telephone: eonferenee with Jeremy ARCH 
Domozick repding Court's order denying 
motion tor preliminwy injunction; 
KDC lNVESTMBNTS, LLC 
•RS: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1212MOIO 66A :no 190.00 0.10 19.00 l'rep!ll'e leuer to opposing coumel ARCH 
requestins available dates 10 depose 
Eric Kelly, Lim Kelly and Mark Wilburn; 
KDC INVESTMENrS, LLC 
•RE; AED,lnc. v. KDC JNV5STMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1214912010 66 A 236 190.00 0.20 311.00 RevieW plaintiffs fi!'St get of ARCH 
intemgotoric:s and requests for 
production; 
KDC!NVESTMENTS, LLC 
DS T11dltiay 0212VJOii 6?i6Dm 
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02/22/2011 14:49 FAX 2083958585 HALLFARLEY 141035/070 
-.. 
Dale; 02J2212011 DetaU Fee Transaction File Ust Pasc: 14 
HALL. FARLBY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P./\. 
Trus nTooc~o~ tlaun 
Clietd Dale Twkr P TaskCode RAre rvBill Amouut R'f' 
'rimelu:cpe;6& RaodaU L S~bmib:-- - ---
•R.E: AED, Ioc. V. KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 1212912010 66A 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review electronic COilC$JlOndence from ARCH 
plaintifl'~ attorney regardins 
scheduling deposition oC Mlllk. Wilburn by 
wlephonc; 
K.DC iNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•.R.E: AEO, Inc. v. K.DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0110211011 66 A 236 190.00 0.30 57.00 Review r.-mails forwtltded by Klystal ARCH 
Chnltlos; 
KDC TNVESTMJ:NTS, Ll.C 
•RE: AED.Int. v . .KDC INV.£STMENTS, Lf..C 
4715.000 01/0312011 66 A 9 190.00 0.80 152.00 Conference with CDC regarding reply ARCH 
memorandum in suppon of motion for 
SIIIIISII8tY judgment and response to 
plaintiffs motion for reconsideration; 
KDC UIIVESTMSNTS, LLC 
-RE! AED, Jnc. v. KDC INVES'T'MENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01/03/2011 66 A 2.36 190.00 0.70 133.00 Review c-mails between the panics ARCH 
forwarded by KJystaJ Chaldos: 
KDC UIIVESTMSNTS, LLC 
•!lE: AED, rnc. v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01103/2011 66 A 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review elcctronie ~rmpondcnce from ARCH 
plaintiffs attorney rcganlin~ 
mediation; 
KDC lNVF.STMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENl"S, LLC 
4715.000 01/0312011 66A 220 190.00 0.10 19.00 Prepare elecuonic correspondence to ARCH 
J~~temy Domozickand ~·i~I:S resarding 
pos~iblc mediation: 
.K.OC INVESTMENTS,LLC 
·RE: AED, Inc. V. KDCINVF.STMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01104/2011 66 A 9 190.00 1.00 190.00 Conti:rcJK:; with CDC regarding ARCH 
plaintiffs arpcnu on moLilln for 
reconsideration and ugwncnts io support 
oCsumnwy judgment; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•a£: AED, Jnc. v. !CDC INVesTMENTS, T.J.C 
4715.000 01/0412011 66 A 23Ei 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review elccaonic conespondenee from ARCH 
Krystlll rcgardms mediation; 
KDC INVESTMENtS, LLC 
•RE; AED, lnc. v. KDC I'NVESTMENI"S, LLC 
471S.OOO 01/0412011 66 A 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review eleetronic correspondence from ARCH. 
Jetemy Domoziclcreslfdint mediation; 
!CDC LNVUSTMENTS, LLC 
•R.£: 1\ED. [ne. v, KDC lNVESTMENTS. Ll.C 
4715.000 01/0412011 66 A 220 190.00 0.20 38.00 Prepare electronic correspondence to ARCH 
Jeremy Domnziclc ~aardins mediation 
.strntegy end when clients need to be in 
rdaho; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. V. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01104fl0ll 66 A 80 190.00 0.10 19.00 Telephone conference with plaintill'$ ARCH 
auomey resardingmcdilllion: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, lnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4115.000 01104fl011 66A 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review letter from plaintiffs aaomcy ARCH 
promising to proVide di$covcty responses 
unci documenu in a few dllys: 
KDC JNVF.Sl"MENTS, r.J.C 
•R£: AED, Inc. v, KDC fi\IV.£STMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 0110412011 66 A 61 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review and analyze plaintiffs responses ARCH 
to requests for admission; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, l..J.C 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC [NVESTMEJIITS, LLC 
4715.000 0110412011 66A 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review electronic correspOndence from ARCH 
plaintill's attOrney regarding 
so:ttlemcnt; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
DS T11uJfiJI 0212212011 8:26om 
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Date: 02122120 II Detail Fee Transaction File List Page: IS 
llAIJ., FAR.LEY. OGBAAECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
Traos H Ttudd Haun 
Clicat Da" Tlllllr f Ta.t"Cod• late luBill AmUIIt Ref" 
Thadi:eepc;66 RaodaP 1... Scbmitt-- - -
•RE; AED, Inc. v, KCC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01/0S/lOII G6A 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review eleetrollic com:spOndoncc from ARCH 
~Ch~klos regarding senlcmcnt; 
KDC 1NVf.STMEN1'S, LLC 
•RB: AED, LIC. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01/0SflOII 66 A 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review electrOnic comsporulcncc from ARCH 
Jeremy Domozick rtgardingscttlement 
KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, lnc. v. KDC I'NVESTMENTS. t.LC 
4715.000 01/0S/2011 66 A 220 190.00 0.50 95.00 Prepan: and review electronic ARCH 
comspOndcnce with plaintiff's attorney 
resarding mediation and scttl!:ment; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
·RB: AEO, Inc. Y, KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01/05/2011 66 A 236 190.00 0.30 57.00 Review and revise oppOSilion ro ARCH 
plaintiffs motion for reconsidcrotion: 
ICDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.E: AED, rnc. v. KDC INVE..'ITMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 OIIOSI2011 66 J\ 236 190.00 1.50 285.00 Review and revise reply memorundurn in ARCH 
support oC motion for summwy judgment; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
"RE: AED, lnc. v. KDC INVESl'MENTS. LLC 
471S.OOO 01/05!1.011 66 A 236 190.00 1.10 209.00 Review aud revise motioo to strike ARCH 
uffidavits of Eric .Kelly, Mark Wilburn 
and Art .BisUine: 
KDC JNVESTMl:."NTS. LLC 
•RS: AED, (n,. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, I,LC 
4?15.000 01/0712011 66 A 220 190.00 0.10 19.00 Prcptae letmr to plaintill'sullomey ARCH 
requesting immediate production oC 
discovel}' responses or cis; motion 10 
compel will be filed: 
KDC INVES'l"MeNTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, lnc. v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01/0712011 66 J\ 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review ami prcprue eteCil'onic ARCH 
COlTClj)Onde.nce witll plaindft's uttomey 
regarding how he should produce 
documl!illts; 
1CDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.E; AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0111012011 66 A 236 190.00 0.30 57.00 Review plaimiffs responses to ARCH 
interrogatories and rcques1S for 
prodllction oC d~urnents; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 01/IMOII 66 A 236 190.00 0.10 19,00 Review and pre~ electronic ARCH 
g)fre~'J)Ondencc wilh Jeremy Domo:zicl( 
regarding upcoming motion for .summaay 
judgment hearing and gc:aing copies of 
uti client documents; 
1CDC INVES'l'MENTS, LLC 
•JU>: AED, Jnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, tLC 
4715.000 0111112011 66 A 80 190.00 0.80 152.00 Telephone conference with Lee Chaklos ARCH 
regard ins upcoming molion Cor summa!)' 
judgmcru hearing and needing all 
documcms to prcpllnl for deposition and 
trial; 
KDC TNVESTM£NTS. LLC 
•RE: A!.D, Inc. v. JCDC JNVES'rMb"NTS, t..LC 
4715.000 0111112011 66A 220 190.00 0.10 19.00 Prepare objcclion to Eric Kelly's ARCH 
affidavit in opposition to motion to 
Slnlce; 
KDC INV£STMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED. Inc, v. KDC INVESTMENTS,t.LC 
4715.000 01/1112011 66A 61 190.00 0,20 38.00 Review and analyze plaintiffs responses ARCH 
to d~fendan'(s onotion to strik; 
affidavit; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
~: AED, Inc. v. KDC JNVESTMENTS, LLC 
DS 1onur4ry 021J2/JOI I §';i6.ij;i 
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02/22/2011 14:50 FAX 2083958585 
Dale: 0212212011 
Tnau If Tcode/ 
Clidar Dute Tlllkt P T.ask Code 
-- ------Tunckceper ~ Randall L. Scblllitz 
4715.000 0111112011 66 A 61 
4715.000 OllllflOII 66 1\ 61 
4715.000 01/1112011 66 A 220 
4715.000 01111/2011 66 A 84 
471S.OOO Ol/1112011 66 A 236 
4715.000 OJ/12/20ll 66 A 220 
4715.000 01112J2011 66 A 220 
4715.000 01/1211011 66 A l3S 
411S.OOO 011121'1011 66 1\ 220 
411S.OOO 0111312011 66 A l20 
4715.000 0111312011 66 A 236 
4715.000 0111312011 66 A 22.0 
471.5.000 01/J41201J 66 A 80 
HALLFARLEY 
Detail Fee Transaction File List 
HALL. fARLEY, OB£1U\ECHT 8t. BLANTON, P.A. 
Rate 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190,00 
190.00 
190.00 
H~ 
to Bill 
0.30 
1.20 
s.oo 
3.00 
0.10 
3.50 
0.10 
3.30 
0.30 
0.10 
0.10 
1.00 
1.00 
57.00 Review uncl analyu afficl1wit of Eric 
Kelly in supponofplaintifl's 
opposition to defendant's motion 10 
stn'kc and defcndanes motion fer 
summul')' judgment; 
KDC 1NVESl"M'El'lTS, LLC 
•l:l£: AED,lnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
228.00 Review and analya plaintill's reply to 
det'end~m~·s respon9e9 to motion to 
reconsider; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.£: AED. lnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS., LLC 
950.00 Prepa:c for bearing on n1otion tbr 
.summaJY judgment and mo~ion to 
reconsider, 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED,lnc. v. 'KDC.INVESTMENTS, LLC 
.570.00 Travel to Coeur d'Alene for hearing on 
motion ror summaJY judgment and motion 
to reconsider; 
KDC lNVBSTMENTS, LLC 
•R.E! /\ED, fnc. v. KDC INVESTMEN'l'S, LLC 
19.00 Review and prep;w electronic 
com:spondenee with Jeremy Do•11ozick: 
resarding needing ~II documents from 
client; 
KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RE: AED, Jnc:. "· KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
665.00 PRpAre for and attend heering on motion 
for summary jud~ment, 
KOC INVESTMENTS, Ll.C 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDCINVESTMBNTS, LLC 
19.00 Prepare IBid rc:view electronic 
correspon<loncc with Jeremy Domol!iclc 
rcsarding motion for sumrrwy judsmcnl 
hcwins: 
I<DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RB: ABO, Jnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
627.00 RetiiTTI travel to Boise; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
*RE: AED,Inc. v. KOC lNVESTMENTS, l.LC 
57.00 Prepare supplemental affidavit of Lee 
Chaklo$ in Sl.lppolt of moticn for sumrnaty 
jvdgmcru; 
KDC iNVESTMENTS, l.l.C 
•RE: AED. lno. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, Ll.C 
19.00 Prepam and review electronic 
com:spcndcn~;e with Jeremy Oomozic:k 
regarding .supplemental affidavit of Lee 
Chalclos in support of motion for summaJY 
judgment 
KDC INV6STM.EN1'S, LLC 
•RE; AED, Inc."· KDC JNVESTMENTS. LLC 
19.00 Review ancl prepare elecLronie 
corre!pondcnce with plaintifl's attorney 
regarding schedulins deposition~! 
KDC INVESTMEN"CS, LLC 
•RE: Ahl), Inc. v. KDC INVES1'MENTS, LLC 
I 90.00 Prepare motion in support oC 
supplemental nilidavit; 
KOC lNVESTMBNTS, Ll.C 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC lNVF.STMENTS, LLC 
190.00 Telephone conC.:rence with Lee Chaklos 
rcgardill8 outcome of motion forsumm8JY 
judgmcnl hcatine. upcoming hearing on 
plaintiffs motion for re¢Onsidcration 
and possible options for settlement 
KDC JNVESTMENTS. LLC 
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HALl,, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P,A 
T"""' H Teod~ HOIUIS Cliear DDte Tmlcr P TmCocle RA~e toBin Amauol ReU 
nmcok"pe;66' RaJJdall L. Scbmia-- - ---
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS. Lt.C 
4715.000 Ollt7n.on 66A 220 190.00 0.10 I !1.00 Prepare ~lecuooic correspondence to ARCH 
plaindfl'a anomcy regardi11g possible 
smlcment; 
KDC tNVBSTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. 11. KOC J:NVESTMENTS, LI.C 
4715.000 01117n.OJ I 66 A 249 190.00 0.10 19.00 Telephone C011fcrcnc:c wi1h plaintiff_, ARCii 
aaomey regarding same: 
K.DC INVESiMENTS, u.c 
•.RE: AEO, Inc:. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 Ol/1812011 66 A 61 190.00 I. SO 285.00 Review and analy2e documents produced by ARCU 
AED in reSpOme ~ discovmy requestS; 
KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RE: AED. Inc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0111812011 66 A 236 190.00 0.20 3 8.00 Re11iew and prcpan: electronic ARCH 
c:orrc:spondcm;e with plaintift's utlomey 
regard illS possible settlement: 
KDC INVESiMENTS, LLC 
•R.E: ABO, rnc. v. KlJC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
471:S.UIJU Ullll!f..!.UII ()O 1\ .I.J.V .~.66 0.10 19.00 "'"~'"'~ .. t ..... L., .. ;, 44m.~pr.ft!la11ae 11 AV.CW 
Jeremy Domtlzick regarding assisW\Ce 
obtainins documenLS and $tarus update on 
FOlA requestS: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, Lf,C 
•RE: A£1), Inc;. v. KDC INVESTMENTS. LI.C 
4715.000 01118/2011 66 A 220 190.00 0.10 I ~-00 Prcpnnl electronic coiTcspondmt:e to ARCH 
plaintiffs attorney regarding possible 
dates to depo~e Eric and Lisa Kelly: 
KDC JNVESl"MENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED,lnc. v. "KDC rNVES'CMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01119n.OJ I 66 A 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Review elcetronic corn::;pOncience fl\lm ARCH 
Lee Cbaldos regarding A "ED's lack of 
insurance; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: A£0, lne. Y. KDC £NVESll\lt£N1'S. LLC 
471S.OOO 01119/2011 661\ 236 190.00 0.50 95.00 Review edditional docummt:; prodllced by ARCH 
c:lient<J; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED,lnc. v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0111912011 66 A 61 190.00 o.so 95,00 Review and identify deficiencies in ARCH 
plaintill's discovery responses; 
KDC INVSSTMENTS, LLC 
•R:E; AED, lnc:. V. KDC TNVRSTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01119/2011 66 A 220 190.00 o.so 95.00 Preplll1a leuer ro plaintiffs ottomey ARCH 
idcntiJYing deficiencies in plaintiffs 
.TC~o'pOnses and requesting immcdio&e 
supplccncntation: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE; AED, Inc. v. KDC INVBSTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01119/2011 66 A 220 190.00 0.80 I S2.00 Prepare answers llt\d responses ro ARCH 
plainLilfs tim set of interrogatories 
and requests for production of 
docwt~eniS; 
KDC INVESTMeNTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, fnc. v. KDC JNVESlMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01119/2011 66 A 95 190.00 0.40 76.00 Analyze iss~ regard ins possJble ARCH 
motions in limine; 
KDC JNvrsrMENTS. LLC 
•R£: AED.lnc. v, KDC lNV£S1'MENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01119/2011 66 A 9S 190.00 0.30 57.00 Analy2c issues regunlins possible jwy ARCH 
inslructions; 
K.llC INV£STMENTS, LLC 
•RB: 1\ED, Inc, v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0111912011 66 A 9S 190.00 0.40 16.00 Analyze issues rcglll"ding possible ARCH 
wilneSSes; 
KDC rNVES"l'MENTS, LLC 
•P.E: AED, Inc. v. KDC iNVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 0111912011 66 A 236 190.00 0.20 38.00 Review and prcpun: eleetronic ARCH 
D,'i ·-n,.,.d<l)l 02/22120J I 8;26 11111 AED Inc. vs. KDC Investments, LLC, et al Supreme Court Case No. 38603-2011 959 of 1046
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02/22/2011 14:51 FAX 2083958585 
Date: 02122120 II 
Tnms H Twde/ 
CM!tr D•te T111kr r 1'..skCodc 
Timekeeper 66 Raodall L. Sclunla-- - -
4715.000 Olfl0/2011 66 A 110 
471$.000 0112012011 66 A 236 
4715.000 01120/2011 66 A. 236 
4715.000 01120/2011 66 A 61 
4715.000 011211201 I 66 A 236 
471 s.ooo 0112112011 66 A 61 
471S.OOO 0112112011 66 A 220 
4715.000 0112112011 66 A 80 
4715.000 01121fl011 66 A 80 
4715.000 0112112011 66 A 191 
4715.000 01/21120JJ 66 A 220 
4715.000 01/2112011 66 1\ 220 
4715.000 01/2112011 ti6 1\ 10 
DS 
HALLFARLEY 
Detail Fee Transactioo File Lin 
Jli\LL, FARLEY, ODERRECHT & BLAI'ITON, P .A 
Rare 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
Uours 
to Bill 
1.80 
o.so 
0.10 
2.50 
0.10 
0.30 
1.20 
0.10 
0.10 
0.80 
0.10 
0.10 
2.30 
Amuuar 
correspond~ with plaintiCr~ aoorney 
regardiog nee~ing SUJ!Illernental discovery 
~spon.ses before dr:positions of Eric and 
Lisa Kelly; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RS; AED, Inc.. v. KJ)C iNVESTMENTS, LLC 
342.00 Telephone eonfcreDcc wilh Lee and 
KrySial Chaklo5 ~garding rcspoi!S'#$ 10 
plaintiffs discovery requests and 
additional documents supporting darnQg.es; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
'"RB; A.ED, lnc.. V. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
95.00 Review elecuonic corre5p0ndence 
fo JWardcd from KryStal Chaklos regarcHng 
Bellaire Bridge; 
t<DC INVESTMEN"'l"S, LLC 
•RE: AED,lnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
19.00 Review electronic eorrcspondcm;c: fto111 
plaintil'h e.aorncy with copy of AED's 
insura~~ee policy ond contact information 
for witnesses: 
KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, In;. v. KDC 1NV£.STMENTS, LLC 
475.00 Review and analyze documonts for 
important key doel.lments and p0$sible 
dcpo&'ition exhibits; 
r<DClNVESl"MENTS, LLC 
•RE: ./\ED, Inc. v. KOC INVBSTMENTS, LLC 
19.00 Revicw1cttcr .from plaintiffs attorney 
responding IQ di$covcry issues; 
KDC INVE?STMENTS, LLC 
•~tE: AEO, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
S7.00 Review ond analy?.c plaintiffs argument 
reganling affidoviL of Lee Chalclos 
pcnaining lo subcontractor propo:r.~l: 
KDC lNVE'STMENiS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
228.00 l'repllte reply memorandum in suppon or 
supplemental nCCida\lit of Lee Chaklos; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVF...sTMENTS, LLC 
I 9.00 Tetcpbonc conference with Roger B~nck's 
auomey regarding sale oCbridge; 
!CDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R£: AED, [ne. v. JCDC INVESTMENTS, J.LC 
19.00 Telephone conference with Peter Sambor 
at the u.s. Coast Ou11td reg-ardins 
pcrmitring; 
KDC INVeSTMENTS, LLC 
•RB; ABO, Inc. V. KDC ll'NESTMENTS, LLC 
I S2.00 Further preplll'ation of answers and 
ttSpOnses to plaintiffs Citst set of 
iiUCIJOgatorica and te(\Ul!SIS for 
production of documcob!: 
JaX lNVBSTMENTS, Lt.C 
•R..E! AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS,LLC 
19.00 Prepare deposition notice duces tecum 
for Eric Kelly; 
KDC J:NVGSTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED. fnc. v. KDC lNV.ESl'MENTS. LLC 
19.00 Prepare deposition notice d11ees tocwn 
for Lisa Kelly; 
KDCINVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, lac. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
437.00 Continue review ins and anai)'Zins 
documents ior impottant key documents 
lllld possible deposition exhibits; 
KDC lNVSSTMBNTS, LLC 
141039/070 
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02/22/2011 14:51 FAX 2083958585 
Date: 02122J20ll 
Tnoat H Tcode/ 
Clionl Dste fmkl- P Tasi<Code 
- -----Timekeeper GG Raodllll L. S'hn1i1Z 
4'715.000 Ol/2112011 66 A 236 
4715.000 0112112011 66 A 95 
4715.000 Oll21/l011 66 A 194 
4715.000 01122J2011 66 A 220 
4715.000 01122/lOII 66 A 189 
4'715.000 01122fl011 66 (\ 220 
4715.000 01123/2011 66 A 10 
4715.000 0112412011 66 A 10 
47JS.OOO 0112412011 66 1\. 80 
4715.000 0112412011 66 A 220 
4715.000 01!24/2011 66 A 194 
4715.000 01/WlOII 66 A 236 
4715.000 0112512011 66 A 80 
4715.000 01/25120ll 66 A 207 
4715.000 01/25/2011 66 A 236 
1)$ 
HALLFARLEY 
Detail Fee Trstnsactioo FUc List 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRSCHT & BLANTON, PA 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
1!Xl.OO 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
190.00 
HIIWS 
le Bill 
O.lO 
o.so 
0.70 
0.10 
t.50 
4.30 
6,00 
2.10 
0.80 
0.10 
1.00 
0.10 
5.00 
2,50 
0.20 
ARICJUDI 
•R£: AED. (ne, v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
38.00 Review clectroni~:: cotrespoodcncc from 
Krystal Chaklos rcsarding insurance 
information and ~-crap value; 
K.DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: /\EO, Inc, v. KOC INVSSTMENTS, LLC 
95.00 Analyze issues regarding possible molion 
to compel; 
r<OClNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•.R£: 1\ED, t~~e. v. KDC lNVBSTMENTS, LLC 
133.00 (dentil)' documents lO produce with 
discovCI}' re!iponses; 
lCDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RB: AED, Inc. V. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
I 9.00 Prcpan: electronic CDITC!ipondcmce tO Lee 
and Kly$181 Chaklns anathing responses 
to plaiotifi's disco,ery requests; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED,Inc. v. KDC INVSSTMENTS,I..LC 
285.00 Finish analyzins documents for imponam 
Ice)' documents; 
KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: ABO, Jnc. v. KOC rNVF.STMENTS, LLC 
8\7.00 Prepare limeline of events; 
KDC INVSSTMBNl"S. LLC 
•RS: AED, Inc. v. KDC fNVESTMENTS, LLC 
I. I 40.00 Continue reviewing documents Wld 
preparing timclinc ot'cveniS: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
*.R£: /\EO, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMBNTS, LLC 
399.00 Con~nuc reviewing d\lC\Iments and 
preparing iimeline of events; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AJ:!D.lnc. v, KOC INVESTMENTS, Lt.C 
152.00 Telephone coofcrcncc with Roser Barack 
regarding dis~::Ussions with Eric Kelly 
pcrtnining 10 sale ofBcllairc Bridge: 
KDC INVP..STMENTS, LLC 
'"RE: /\ED, (ne, v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
19.00 Prepare lcncrto plwntil.l's anomcy 
regarding producing damage infonnation. 
ABO's demolition plan and dute& Cor Mark 
Wilburn's deposition; 
KDC lNV£STMENTS, LLC 
•RE: /\ED, me. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, t.J..C: 
190.00 IdentitY documents to us; as exhibiiS 
during depositions of Eric Kelly, Lisi 
Kelly and Mark: Wilburn; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: o'\SD, Inc. v. KDC JNVESTMBNTS, LLC 
I 9.00 Review electronic cortespofldcncc from 
Krystal Chuklos ree:arding CDJltacting 
Vineent DetOre wirh Liberty Insurance: 
KDC !NVESTMENTS,I.LC 
•R.E: AED,lnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
950.00 Telephonec:onf'crcnccwilh Lee and 
Ksystal Cbaklo~ rllgarding all c-mails, 
com:spondence, and factual history of 
ease; a.~ a result of the delailed 
timeliM o C c11e11tSi 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.E: ABO, lnc. v. I'<DC JNV.ESTMh'NTS. LLC 
475.00 Mo!CI wirh CDC to discuss Cao!S of case 
and possible motions in limine and jury 
insvuctions needed for vial; 
KDC INVESTMllNTS, LLC 
"RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC fNVESTMENTS, LLC 
38,00 Rcvicwemuils fo1W31"dcd by Ksystal 
141040/070 
Page: 19 
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02/22/2011 14:51 FAX 2083958585 HALLFARLEY 141041/070 
1)3tc; 02f2.2120ll DetaU F4.-e Transaction File List l'age.:2D 
HALL. FARLEY, OBBRRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
·rrua2 RT~ Hourt 
Client Dole Tlllkr P T.akCacle R.te roBin Amllllld Ref II 
-- -- ------Timekeeper 66 Rami1H L Sebmia 
Chalctos; 
.KDCINVESTMENTS, LLC 
-&E: AED, fnc. v. KDC .I.NVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 011251201 I 66 A 220 190,00 0.10 19,00 Prepare letter to plain till's aaomcy ARCJ-1 
regarding demolition plan and documents 
suppottil18 damasc calculations; 
KDC JNVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RE: A£0, 1111:. 'i. KDC INVSSTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 OI/2S/20ll 66 A 135 190.00 2.00 380.00 Research case law cited by plaintiff in ARCH 
support oFmolion for reconsideration; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, lnc. v. KOC INVF.STMEN'TS, LLC 
4715.000 OI/2Sf.!.Oil 66 A 220 190.00 2,20 418.00 Prepare for hearing on plaintift's ARCH 
motion iorreconsidmttion; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: ABO, (ne. v. KDC (NVESTMENl'S, LLC 
4715.000 0112612011 66 A 84 190.00 3.30 627.00 Travel to Coeur d'Alene ior hearing lind ARCH 
dcposhions; 
· KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.E; AED, Inc. v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, U,C 
4715.000 01126fl011 66 A 220 190.00 1.50 21!5.00 Prepare Cor Wid attend hearing on ARCtl 
plnint.iCfs motion for reconsideration; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED,lnc. v. KPC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01126fl011 66 A 80 190,00 0.50 95.00 Telep'honc conference wilh Lee and ARCH 
Krystal Chuklos resarding hearing; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, I.LC 
•R.£: AED. Inc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 011261?.011 66 1\ 220 190.00 3.50 66S.OO Prepare for depositions of Eric Kelly ARCH 
and Lisa K~lly; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, UC 
*&£: AED,lnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0 1127/2.0 II 66 A 220 190.00 1.00 190.00 Prepare for depositions of~ic Kelly ARCH 
and Lisa Kelly; 
KOC lNVESTMENTS,I.LC 
-RE: ABO, lnc. v. K.DC INV£S1'MENTS, LLC 
4715.000 Olfl7/l011 66 A 24& 190.00 8.30 1.577.00 Take deposition ofEric Kdly; ARCH 
KJ)CI~EST~S,LLC 
•RE: AED. Inc, v, KDC £NVESTM£NTS, LLC 
4715.000 Olfl712011 66 A 248 190.00 1.30 247.00 Take deposition of Lis Kelly: ARCH 
KDC INVESTM'SNTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v . .KDC INVESTMeNTS, LLC 
4715.000 0112812011 66 1\ 23S 190.00 3.30 627.00 Return travel w Ooise; ARCH 
KDC !NVESTM£NTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, frte. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01128fl011 66 A 80 190.00 1.20 228.00 Tclepllonc conference with CDC regarding ARCH 
depositions of Eric and Lisa Kelly and 
strategy for motions in limine, jury 
instructions and trilll: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
-RE: AED, [nc. v. KDC LNVESTMEN1'S, LLC 
4715.000 011291'2011 66 A 95 190.00 l.SO l8S.OO Analy7.c issues for deposition of Mark ARCH 
Wilbwn; 
KDC~,LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc.. v . .KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01/l9nGII 66 A 95 190.00 1.00 190.00 Anlllyte issues reprding defenses to ARCH 
plaintiffs breach or<:Ontr\'1" .:laim in 
light of deposition teStimony of&ie 
and Lisa Kelly; 
KDC INVESTM6NTS, LLC 
·RE: AED, lnc. Y. KDC INVESTMENTS, u.c 
4715.000 0112912011 66 A 95 190.00 o.so 95.00 Anlllyze issues regardins testimony ARCH 
needed from City of Benwood officials 
and u.s. Coast Guard in light of 
do!p0$ition 18Sti.e11ooy from Eric Kelly; 
KDC INV1!SIM£NTS.J.,T...C 
•RE: AED, Inc. v, KDC lNVESTMENTS.llC 
4715.000 01/3012011 Gti A 135 190.00 2.SO 4?5.00 Research Idaho case law an~ treatises ARCH 
DS - . ·-Tu.ud.oy Ol/22/201 I li:16 ""' 
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HA.l.L, fARLEY. OBERRECfiT & BLANTON, P .A. 
Tram H Tcodtl fiVDJ'I 
CtiGtlr Date Tmkt P T.ttkCode Ra&o to Bill AlniiUIIt llef(l. 
-- -- ----Timekeeper 66 RaJldall L. Scbmi~ 
KDC JNVESTMENl'S, LLC 
•R.E: AED,lnc. v: KDC INVEST~NT~! LLC 
4715.000 01130/2011 66A 95 190,00 0.20 38.00 Ana!Vte i~cs ARCH 
KDC INVESTMi:.""NTS"."L"Lc-· . - .. 
•RE: AED, Inc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01130aOII 66 A 95 190,00 1.00 190.00 AnaiY2e issues rcsarding traveling to ARCH 
Virsinia and Tennessee for dcpositi011S 
of Mark Wilburn, Lee Chaklos and Ktystal 
Cbaklos: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Int. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, I,I.C 
471S.OOO 0113lf2011 66 A 54 190.00 0.30 51.00 Review and analyze Court's memorandum ARCH 
decision granting Slllnft131Y judgment; 
KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RJi; AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0113112011 66 A 80 190.00 0.10 19.00 Telephone conference with Lee and ARCH 
Krystal Chaklos regardillg Court'.~ 
SUillmiD)' jud8fnelltdecision; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.£: AED. (nc, II, KDC INV£STMI!NTS. l.LC 
4715.000 01/3112011 66 A 80 190.00 0.10 19.00 Telephone conii:rcncc wilh Jeremy ARCH 
Domozickn:gutdins same; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, I.LC 
•RE: AED, lnc. v. KDC INVESTMaNTS, LLC 
4715.000 0210212011 66 p 220 190.00 0.20 38.00 Prep an: stipulution 10 dismiss without 161 
prejudice cowu:s 1 and Jl oCKDC's 
counterclaim; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. K.0C INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 02/0312011 66 p :m 190.00 0j0 57.00 Review and prepw electronic 162 
co~ondcncc with Jeremy Domozick 
regan:ling online posl!l by A£D and ilS 
aaorney SWing legal posiLion and 
imcntto oppeuljudgmeolt; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE; AED, Inc. V. KDC (NVijSTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 02/0312011 66 p 249 190.00 0.10 19.00 TelcphoM confereoce with Norfolk 163 
Southern's attorney regarding Summ31Y 
judgment decision; 
iCDC 1NVES'rMENTS. Lt.C 
•R.E: 1\ED,Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS. !.LC 
4715.000 02104fl011 66 p 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 Rcvicw1cttcdrom US Co3st0uard 164 
KDC tNVF.STMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, lnc. v. KDC rNVES"ThfflNTS, LLC 
4715.000 0110412011 66 p 80 190.00 0.30 57.00 'l'elcphone conference with US Coll3t Guard 16S 
KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RE: AEt>, tnc. v, tcDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 02/0412011 66 p 80 190,00 0.40 76.00 Telephone confc:rcncc wilh l.ee and 166 
l<Jy~llll Chaklos : 
KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4115.000 02/0412011 66 p 236 190.00 0.20 38.00 RevieW ond prepare clcc:tronic 167 
eorre.spoodence with Jeremy Oomozitk 
n:garding (dliho appellate process; 
J.:DC rNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R£: AED, Inc. v. lCDC INVESTMENTS, t.I.C 
4715,000 02/0412011 66P 220 190.00 0.30 57.00 Prepare and rcvi~w elecuonic 168 
c~-pondence with plaimift's altorn$y 
regarding AED filing mo1ion tO 
DS ~-~Thudoy 02/1212011 8:16am 
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HAL.L, 1: .l\aL6Y, OBER.RECHT & BLANTON, P .A. 
TI1UIS H Tcodel Houn 
~ O..ru ~!.~ Rate roBlU Amoutlf R~• 
Timekeeper 66 Ranchall L ScbmiU 
rccoMid-=r summary judsmcnt decisiol' 
instead of providing powntial 
settlement proposal; 
KDC I'NVES"I'MmiTS. LI.C 
•RE: AEO, Inc;. v. KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
471S.ODO 0.210712011 66P 61 190.00 0.10 I 9.00 1\cvicw and analym plaintill's motion to 169 
reeoiiSider summ1vy jlldgrnent decision; 
KDC tNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RB: AED, Inc. v. KDC INV5STMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0210712011 66 p 61 190.00 0.40 76.00 Review and nmaly'e plaintiffs motion in 110 
5uppon of motion to reconsider: 
KDC rNVF..sTMENTS. LLC 
•RE: A£0, (nc. 11. KOC INVESTMENTS, U.C 
47\S.OOO 02/07/lOII 66 l' 61 190.00 0.20 38.00 Review and analyze affidavit of Eric 171 
Kelly in ~-uppoct ofmotion to 
reconsider, 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Jnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0210712011 66 p 61 190.00 0.20 38.00 Review and unalyze plaintiffs notice: or 172. 
&ling aL!OC:hill8 copies of tn:nlise and 
Hombookmatcrial~-: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.E: AED, Jnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 02/07fl011 66 p 220 190.00 0.80 152,00 Prepare objeaion to plaintift's motion 173 
to shoi'WI time rcsarcJins motion to 
reconsider, 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
"R.E: ABO, Tnc. v. KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
471S.OOO 02107/2011 66 p 265 190.00 0.20 38,00 Receive elccaonit correspondence from 174 
Lee un~ Ktysta1 Chaklos rcgurlling 
«~mmunications with U.S. Coast Guard; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVBSTMEN'rS. LLC 
4715.000 021071201 I 66 l' 220 190.00 o.ao 38.00 .Prepare and review clcctroni~; tiS 
concspondenec wiLh L~e and Klystal 
Chaklos re~iew plaintiffs motion to 
reconsider; 
IC.DC 1NVES7MENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC (NVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 02/0812.011 66 p 236 190.00 0.10 19.00 RcviewplainliC!'s reply tA3 defendants 176 
obji:CUon 10 shorten time regtlrding 
hearing in motion to reconsider; 
KDC lNVES'rMENTS, LLC 
•RE; AED. (nc. v. KDC!NVI!.STMENTS, tLC 
4715.000 02108/2011 66 p liS 190.00 0.30 51.00 .1\nalyzc plaintiffs argumentS for 177 
ICCOII!Iidcration: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AEO,lnc. v. KDC TNVESTMEN1'S, LLC 
4715.000 02108/2011 66 p 13S 190.00 o.so 95.00 ~case law cited by pluinLil'f in 178 
suppon ofrcconsider.uion; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Jnc. v. KDC (NVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 02/0812011 66 p 219 190.00 1.20 128.00 Outline argumcnl::l in opposition to 179 
plainlilfs motion 10 reconsider, 
KDC INVESTM£NTS. LLC 
•RE: A£0, Inc;.. v. KDC TN VESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0210812011 66 p 236 190.00 0.80 I 52.00 Review transcript$ from depositi011$ of 180 
Etic Kelly and Lisa Kelly for use io 
opposition to plainlifl's n1otion to 
reconsider and motion to scrik~ 
affidavit of Eric Kelly: 
KDCINVESTMSNTS, LLC 
•R.E,: AED, IDe. v. KDC lNVF-STMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 02/0812011 66 p 220 190.00 2.20 418.00 P~ memorandum in oppOliilion Lo 181 
plaintifi's motion tO reconsider; 
KDC (NVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AEO,Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0210912011 66 p 220 190.00 0.10 19.00 Prepare electronic correspondence to 182 
l5S" ···•· --~-·--· Tuut/Qy 021:!111()/J 8:46 ""' 
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HALL, FARJ~EY. OBER.RllCfiT A BLANTON, P .A. 
Tn~~~~ HTcedel Houn 
Clicat D•te 'Ct!W P Taal<Cocle Rule roBiU Amoi!Ut Rei I 
Tlmekeep~udall L S'h111it2:-- - -
Jeremy Domogick, Krystal und Lee Chaklos 
~ltleh i~~gjudgmcnt; 
KDC INVES1'MENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED.lnc. v, IC.DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
471S.OOO 0210912011 66P 80 190.00 0.90 171.00 Telephone confermce wilh Lee Chalclog 181 
regard ins AED's motion for 
rcconsidcrutioq 
KDC lNVESTMENTS.I,LC 
•R.E: ABO, Inc, v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
47lS.OOO 02109/lOtl 66 p 135 190.00 1.30 247,00 Research case law cited in ABO's 184 
mcmonllldum in support of motion for 
reconsideration; 
KDC INVESTMEN'rS, LLC 
•RE: AEO, Inc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
471S.OOO 02109f.l011 66 p 13S 190.00 1.20 228.00 Reslt.lteh case law resardin8 parol 185 
evidence rule; 
KOC lNVESThfENTS, LLC 
•RF.,: AED, Inc. V. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 02109f.l01l GG P 9S 190.00 2.00 380,00 Analyze str:&tegy regarding arguments in 186 
oppo~ition to AED's motion to reea.nsider 
in antieipatian at"AED filing an appeal; 
KDC tNVBSTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v.l<OC JNVESThf6NTS, LLC 
4715.000 0210912011 66 p 191 190.00 3.00 570.00 further prepamlion of mcmorandwn in 187 
oppOsition to AED's motion for 
rcconsidcrution; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.£: AED, toe. v. KDC 1NV£STMENTS, r.r,C 
4715.000 0210912011 66 p 220 190.00 0.30 S7 .00 t>tepatc and review clc"lrOnie 188 
corrcspandence with l..cc and Ktystal 
Chaklos 
KDC INVESTMEIIITS, LLC 
•RE; Am>, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 021101201 I 66 p 191 190.00 2.20 418.00 f'unher preparation of motion in 189 
opposition to AED's motion to 
reconsider: 
KDC TNVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RE: AED. tnc. "· KDC £NVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0211012011 66P 220 190.00 1.00 190.00 Prepare motion to stnl<e affidavit of 190 
Eric Kelly in support of AED's ma1ion to 
reeansidcr, 
t<DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RF.: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0211012011 66P 220 190,00 0.30 57.00 Prcpiii"C uffidavit of RLS in opposition 191 
10 A ED's motion to rcl1Unsider; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, J.LC 
*RE: AED,Inc. v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
471S.OOO 0211012011 66 p 207 190.00 1,00 190.00 Meet with CDC and discuSS Strategy for 192 
respOnding to plaintiffs motion to 
reconsider in anlicipation of appeal; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: i\60, rnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
471S.OOO 02114/2011 66 (' 220 190.00 2.00 3 80.00 Prepare for and IIUend telephonic 193 
hcurinB on AED's motion to rc:wnsider, 
KDC lNVESTMBNTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc, v. KDC LNVES1'MENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0211512011 66 p 61 190.00 O.SO 9S.OO Review and anllly~e memorandum decision 194 
and order denying plainli CC A EO's 
(second) molion Cor reconsidcratian; 
KDC lNVBSTMENTS, LLC 
•RB: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 02/1512011 66P 220 190.00 0.20 3 !.00 Prepare electronic COITC!IJIOndcncc to 195 
Jeremy Domozick.and Krystal & Lee 
Chalclos regarding same; 
KDC TNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED,In~. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
DS "l'll~day ()2/21/2011 R:i6Q;;i 
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1'1'1111 H Tcodel 
Clleat Da~ Tmla P T1skCnde 
-- -----Thuektc:per 6Ci 'RisnduU L Schmitz 
Timekeeper 72 BaJ:tc:r Q. Alldrewt-KftiVIIt 
4715.000 01/lSnOII 72A 99 
HALLFARLEY 
Detail Fee Transaction File List 
HALL, FARLEY, OS:ERRECHT "- BLANJ"ON, P .A. 
100.00 
fluurs 
kl Bill 
2.50 
Amouo1 
250.00 Assist IU.S in collcaing 311d orsanizins 
dcpooition cldtibitS in prcparution of 
upcoming dcposition(s): 
K.DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•as: A.BD,Inc. v. KDC INVES!MENTS, LLC 
~045/070 
Page:24 
Ref II 
ARCH 
ll~~M!;tf1•l~1~J®'illlmau~~~~!N.0JnM!W:~-;;r~m:~~~J&tiJUi~rt2P:I~~HWAi~W+~~~J~~~.kPj~~i!!t!Jlf,~Wm~l!~fmtw~~~~~~L~Inmr.~!~~!~l 
Timckeepcr76 CbriJ D. Comstock 
4715.000 01/0312011 76 A 61 190.00 2,50 475.00 Review und wlyze complaint, answer and ARCH 
counterclaim and memorendueu in support 
of and against p~limiruuy injunction 
and swnma.y judgment for purposes of 
preparing reply brief in suppon of 
motion Lbnurnnnuy juJsm~ul ~a..~ 
opposition to motion for 
reconsideration: 
KOC lNVESl'MENTS, LLC 
•R£: AED, (nc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
471S.OOO Ol/03/2011 76 A 135 190.00 0.80 I 52..00 Research case law cited tO and relied ARCH 
upon by ABO regard ins rescission: 
KDC INVESTMENTS. r.LC 
•RE: AEO, rn~. v. KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 01/03/2011 76 1\ 135 190.00 1.80 342,00 Rescatch ease law regarding rescission ARCH 
und need for physical tender when 
rescission is sought as rancdy and wh~n 
res~ission is plead as o cu\l$e of 
action; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE; AED,Inc. v. KDC I"NVESTMI::."NTS, LLC 
471S.OOD 01/0412011 76 A 220 190.00 4.50 855.00 Prepare memorandwn in opposition to ARCH 
ABO's motion tor reconsideration 
regardins rescission; 
KOC INVESTMbiiiTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Jne. v. K.DC lNV.ESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01/04®11 76 A 220 190.00 .5.2.0 988.00 Prepare reply memollllldum in suppOit of ARCH 
motion for summasy judgment; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED. lnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LI,C 
4715.000 Ol/OS/2011 76 A 10 190.00 0.90 171.00 Conlinue tO prepare mcmor4n<lllm in ARCH 
opposition 10 plaintifl's motion for 
rcc01lSid.:ro"on: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, lnc:. v. KDC INVES'CMENTS. LlC 
471S.OOO 01/0S/2011 76 A 10 190.00 1.00 I 90.00 Continue tO prcJiarc reply memorandum in ARCH 
suppon of motion for summary judgment; 
K.DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED,Inc. v. KDC lNVBSTMENTS, U..C 
4715.000 01/2512011 76 A 207 190.00 2.40 456.00 Meeting with RLS to discuss Cllsc ARCH 
sll'ecegy, wimcsses, motions in lhnine, 
cvidcoliury issues. exhibirs,jwy 
instruCtions and plaintiCl's deposition; 
ta"JC lNV!!STMEN'I'S, LLC 
•RE: AED,Jnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
471S.OOO 01125/2011 76 A 91 190.00 0.80 152.00 Begin tO prepare motion in limine ARCH 
resardins plointiffs damasc claims; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC lNVESTMI::.'"N1'S. LLC 
47]5.000 01127/201 I 76 /1. 135 190.00 D.40 76.00 Researchjwy inmuctiom on ARCH 
rescission. hud and breach of contract 
for purposes ofprcpatins questions for 
dcposilions or Eric Kelly, 
~--·~ .. ·~ r"UUJ:z:y o212212ul/ s:26 Ml 
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HALL, fARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
Tra-u HTc:oclel &Ill'& 
Cllcac Dace Tmw P T•akCode &ate loDill A111oant Rerlf 
Tim~:keeper16'Cbm D- Co-;;-rock-- - -
KDC iNVESTMENTS, l.LC 
•RE: AED, Jnc. v. KDC IN'V'ESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 0112812011 76 A 80 190.00 1.00 190.00 Telephone conlenlllce with Randy Schmitz ARCH 
regarding motion in limine an~ esse 
s\nlle&Y following lleposition of 
plain~ 
me INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•R.E: AEO, Jnc. v. KDC INVESTMBNTS, Ll.C 
4715.000 01128/2011 16 A 10 190.00 0.80 I 52.00 Continue tO research motion in limine ARCH 
regarding speculative damag~ and 
prepare memo lVI dum regard ins l:be same: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
*R.E: AED, In~:. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0113012011 76 A 10 190.00 2.SO 475.00 Continue to prepare mlltion in limine ARCH 
tegarding damages: 
I<.DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED.lnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, J.LC 
4715.000 0113012011 76 A 135 190.00 1.10 209.00 Research ARCH 
KDc JNVF.sTMENTS, LT.C 
•RB: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESl'MENTS, LLC 
4715.000 01/3112011 76 A 10 190.00 1.10 209.00 Continue to prepare motion in limillC ARCH 
rt:gatdins damage Wid witncsscs; 
KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•aE: ABO, Inc. v. KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
47!5.000 0113112011 76 A 220 190.00 0.30 51.00 PrepareproJmedju<lgmcnt; ARCH 
K.DC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4?15.000 0113112011 76 A 61 190.00 1.20 228.00 Review and anillyze cowt's motion Cot ARCH 
summBI)' judgment doeision Cor purposes 
of preparing judgment ortd preparing 
motion for cosiS and fees; 
KDC lNVESTMBNTS. LLC 
•RE: AEO, lnc. v. T<DC INVESTMENTS, t.LC 
4115.000 01/3112011 76 A 91 190.00 l.SO 342.00 Begin tO prepare memorundum of coru and ARCH 
fees; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: A£0, (nc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 0210112011 76 p 10 190.00 2.70 513.00 Continue (0 pre pan: mcmorundum of costs 146 
und fees as tO dlscrclionasy costs and 
attorney Cccs; 
KDC rNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•Re: A£0, Inc:. v. KDC INVBSTMENTS, LLC 
4115.000 il2101/2011 76 p 243 190.00 0.30 57.00 Strategy confetent41 with IU.S regill'ding 147 
judgment. sdpu1ation tbr dismissal and 
appeal issues; 
KDC INVJ!STMENTS, LLC 
•tw: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 Olf0412011 76 p 9S 190.00 0.40 76.00 Analyze stru!l:gy as 10 AED's motion Cor ISO 
reconsideration and appeal: 
KDC INVE!STM£NTS, J.LC 
•RE: AED, (n'· v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 02110/2011 76 p 243 190.00 0.90 171.00 St.rote8)' conten:ncc with RLS r~;gardin~; 160 
objcctioo to molion for reconsideration 
andnppeal: 
KDC iNVESTMb'NTS. Ll.C 
•RE: AED,lnc. v. I<DC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
.. ,, . 'f.,7~' .... " 
.,·' .. ::'',. n-~1~~~~~~;.~~~~ I:· ~:~. :~} II·'<;~· 1-~ '1' !{ ~~ I I 1~1/ ~~ I ~ ,·,:·• \Jr~~~:fl\1,1\ ~:,~~;;,." ;:,:,~.·:, I '·' ... 
Tia1ekeeper SCi Mikcla A. Freucb 
4715.000 09/0912010 86 A 8 160.00 0.10 16.00 Contercll(;t wilh RLS regarding moLion f01' ARCH 
tnore definitive statcmlln(: 
KDC: INVESTMENTS, l.LC 
•R6: ABO, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
os--··-·· '/'uesday021221201/ 8;16 am 
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0Yte: 021211201 I Detail Fee Transaction File List P~:26 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P .A. 
Tram H Tcodel 
""" Cll"'t Dete Tmlcr P TullCo4e Rate 10 8111 A•OIIIIt Rdlf 
- - -----Titn~lteeper 86 Mikcla A. Freaeb 
464.00 Resenrcll and draft motion for more 4"115.000 09/0912010 86 A 135 160.00 2.90 ARCH 
ddinitivcstatcmMl; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•tw.; AED, Inc. v. KDC ~'TMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11/0S!lOIO 86 A 160.00 1.00 160.00 Prepan: ooswer to amended complaint; ARCH 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•tw: AED, 1m:. v. KDC iNVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 11/0612010 86 A 160.00 0.50 80.00 Continue prepariiiS answer to amended ARCH 
~mplaint; 
KDC IN'IESTMENI'S, LLC 
•RE: AED, Inc. v. KDC lNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11/08/20LO 86 A 160.00 I. SO 240.00 Research and prepare memorandum ARCH 
regarding fraud in the inducement: 
KDC INVESTMENTS,lLC 
-RoE: AED. Inc. v. KDC iNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11/0812010 86 A 160.00 3.00 480.00 Survey idaho CB~Sc law 3lld prepare ARC.H 
mcmoi1Uldum regarding spccili.; 
petfonusncc ror SCJVices; 
1WC JNVESTMEI'ITS, LLC 
•fl.B; AED, Inc. v. KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11/0R/?.010 IIIiA J~O.OO l.OO I 60.00 Analyze :strut~~y for allowing client to ARCH 
continue work, i.e. diseu$S injunctive 
relief. declaratory judgment, and motion 
Cor parti~l s~o~mma.ry judgment: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RS: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 I 1/0912010 86 A 160.00 2.70 432,00 Rcscsrcb and prepare mcmorundum on ARCH 
rc:qwrements for rcsci:ssion; 
KI>CtNVES~S,LLC 
•RE: AIID, Inc. v. KOC INVESTMENTS,llC 
4715.000 11109fl010 86 A 160.00 uo 208.00 Rcscarcll and prepare memorandum on ARCH 
mandGtory injw\Ction and d"-'o.mto"' 
relief; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.E; AED, Jnc. v. K0C INVESTMhl~TS. LLC 
471S.OOO )1/0912010 86 A 160,00 o.so SO.OO Amend cOul\lertlaim to add rcqutsl ror ARCH 
dcclaratOI)' relict; 
KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•R.E: AEO.IIIC- v. KDC INVESTMENTS. I.I..C 
471S.OOO I 1/0912010 86 A 160.00 1.20 192.00 Prepal'(llaw ~etlan of motion for ARCH 
mandatory injuo~tion: 
KDC INVIlSTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED, Tnc. v. KDC lNVESTMBNTS, LLC 
471S.OOO 11/1012010 l!6 A 160.00 t.JO 208.00 ConLinu~ preparing argument section of ARCH 
motion for mandatory injunetion; Prepare 
affidavit of counsel in suppon of 
mandatory injunction; Prepare lis\ or 
items to be covered in eli ones 
llffidtiVit 
K.DC INVESTMENTS. LI,.C 
•.RE: AEO,IIlc. v. KOC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
4715.000 11112/U>lO 86 A 160.00 0.10 16.00 Rcmrcll olemc:nts of fraud in the AP.C!-1 
inducement; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.E: AED, Inc. v. KDC INVEST'MENTS, t.LC 
4715.000 11119fl010 86 A 160.00 1.50 240.00 Prepare memorandum on notice requirement ./\RCf-1 
for injurn:tive relief; 
KDC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RE: A£0. Inc. v. KDC INVES1'MENTS, LLC 
4715.000 11/3012010 86 A 160.00 2.0() :320.00 Research and prcplltl: metnorarulum on ARCH 
pleading requirements for injunctive 
relief. 
KDC lNVEStMENTS, LLC 
•R.E: A60, Inc. v. KDC INVESTM6Nl'S, LLC 
471S.OOO 1113012010 86 A 160.00 3.40 S4Hl0 .Rcscarch und prepatll memorandum on ARCH 
enjoining repudiation of contract: 
KDC INV£SiMENTS, LLC 
•RE: 1\ED. Inc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
~-- .. ··--· Tile.<~ OZ/lVlD/1 8:26am 
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02/22/2011 14:54 FAX 2083958585 HALLFARLEY 141048/070 
Date: 02122120 II Detail Fee Transaetion File List Page:27 
HALL. F 1\RJ.F.Y, OBERR.£CIIT &. StANTON, P .A 
Tl'*lt H Ttodd Hoo1111 
CJietal Da~ Tmla l' TIUkCo4o Rate to Dill AaiGUIIf aerN 
-- - ----T"unckcepcr 86 Mikela A.. FreDcb 
4715.000 12.10112010 86 A 160.00 2.10 336.00 Prepare memorandum on availability of ARCH 
specifi~: performance when fraud ill the 
indGCOmcnt prcscac 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE: AED,lnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4115.000 12/08/2010 86 A 160.00 1.20 192.00 Prepare mcmo~wn on waiver or ARCH 
affirmative dofCil!lCT. 
KDC rNVESTMENTS, LLC 
•&£: ABO, tne, v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12.11012010 86 A 160.00 0.20 32.00 Prepare mcmol'lllldum 011 rcmcdicsldasm!gCli: ARCH 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RB; AED, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMl:.'NTS, LLC 
471S.OOO 12113/2010 86 A 160.00 2.00 320,00 Memorandum on damages for fruu<l in the ARCH 
inducement; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•R.E: AEO, rne, V. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12/IS/2010 86 A 160.00 1.00 160.00 Pttpate mcmotandum on voicl vcrsm ARCH 
voidable contracts: 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RB: AED, Inc. v. KDC TNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 12/IS/2010 86 A 160.00 0.60 96.00 PI'CJIIIR memorandum in suppor\ of motion ARCH 
for summaty judgment; 
KDC INV£STMENTS,I,LC 
•R.E: 1\F.D, Inc.. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
471S.OOO OI/04120J1 86 A 220 160.00 4.20 612.00 Prepare molion \0 Strike affidavits in ARCH 
OppOSition to summaty judgmem; 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•'R,E: ABO, Inc. v. K0C INVESTMBNTS, LLC 
'f.~~.:im.liJ.Ii!;.ii~~~/{I~;:%;·Ji:~?:iU:~~filfu:~:;:;~%1l~~~¥8/l!f.ijru~lii~~llilil.mili&:nj'irJ!'~.;w.~~~~g~~~J~~91}~:1mi~~ii:lrfl:~li:f.1.~i:;li1~!i.'~u:: B·:·~~ i ::·· ~~~~-,· ,; r::.~ .. ·.,. ,: 
Billoble 
Non-billable 
Tolttl 
371.30 
:3.50 
374.80 
67.662.SO 
665.00 
68.3l7.SO 
T14e3rluy02122120/J 8:1isiim 
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41 049/
02/22/2011 14:55 FAX 2083958585 HALLFARLEY ~050/070 
Date: 02/1812011 DetniJ Cost Tran8attiou File List Poge; I 
HALL. PARLEY, OBEil.ltSCHT &BLANTON, P.A. 
r .... H 1'codcl 
CU.. I ~~ ~!~ IIIU! A-1 R<r~ 
Espen'o ·r~p;.i"Tctec~~piC:I 
411$.000 0911512010 26 A 531 0.~00 l.OO Telecopy 10 l:{ootenni CQunty; ARCH 
KDClNVESTMENtS. W.C 
•.RE: AED. ~. v, XllC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715.000 09/lSI'i~JO ~J\ 531 o.soo ZJO Tcl~py ro A.nbur Bistlil111: All.Cit 
KDC IN V.ESTMENTS, Lt.C 
•R.E: AED, Ill~. v.I<DCINVES'l'MENTS, LLC 
4715.000 1010112010 26 A 531 0.$00 2.00 Tclccopy to KoolCf\Gi County; AltCJ.I 
JCOCTNVESTMENTS. LLC 
•RB: AED. Jng, v, KDC INVES'l"MENTS, Lt.C 
4715.000 10/01/2010 26 A '~I 0.500 2.00 T~tecopy 10 Aldlur Bisllinc; AllCtl IWCINVESTME!In"S, LLC 
•RE: AEO, Inc. •.I<DC INVESTMENTS,I.LC 
4,15,000 1010112010 Z6 A 531 o.soo 2.00 Telecopy co Koote11ni CoUT11Y; ARCH 
!WCINVESTMI!NTS, LLC 
•RP.; Alm, Inc. v. KOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
4715,000 IOIOJ.I2.010 2G A 531 o.,oo 2.00 TGIOCO)I)' 10 ArchvrBil'tline; ARCH 
KDC INVESTMENTS, U..C 
"RE: AED, .111c.v. KDC INVESTMENTS • .L.LC 
4715.000 10/1SI2.010 26 A 531 o.soo I .SO !elccopy to !<oo1e11Ai Ccumy: AROf 
KOCINVESTM!lNTS, LLC 
•JU;: AED.Ino. v, KDCJNVESTMEN'I'S,t.t.C 
4115.000 10/1512010 26 A 531 o.soo I.SO Telecopy eo Anhut Blsdinc; AR.C1i 
JWC INVESTMENTS. LLC 
0 A.E.: AED, ~- v. KDC INVESTMENTS, .L.LC 
4715.000 )2/0312010 26 A ,.I 0.500 I.SO T~lecopy to K.oottnal Counl)': ARCH 
IIDC INVESTMENTS, I.LC 
"'RE: AED • .Il1c. 11. KDC INVI'..STMENTS, .L..L.C 
4?15.000 12/03/2010 26 A 531 o.soo 7 .so tclccopy co ASTbw" Bi$dine; AROf 
KOCJNVES1"M£NTS,LLC 
•R.E: AED.ID~ v. KDClNVESTMfNTS. LLC 
471$.000 01/lS/2011 26 A m o.soo l.SO Tctecopy ro i\71llw- Bislllne: 1\RCJ.t 
!ClJClNVESTMENTS. LLC 
•ru;: A£D,(nQ, v.lCT.>C INVI!S'l"MJllln"S, LLC 
471,,000 01/2512011 26 A m 0.500 3.$0 i~lecopyto KoOielllll Ccunty! ARCT-l 
T<OC INV£STMEN"t'S,llC 
•R.E: AED. Ill;. Y, KOC INVIt~TMENTS.l.LC 
411$.000 01/25/2011 26 A m 0.500 3.~0 Tclccopy to Anbur Bisdine; ARCH 
T<OC INVESTMeNTS, LLC 
•KE: AED. In~ v, KOt:TNVES"fMEI\jTS. Lt.C 
4?15,000 0112512011 26 A 531 O.SOD 3 ,SO Teleccpy 10 M&M CoUll Reporting; ARCH 
KD(: INVfSTM&NTS, t.LC 
"RE:AED, l~o. v.K.DC INVESl"MEmS. LLC 
4715.000 02103/2011 up 531 0.$00 2.00 Telecopy 10 Kootcaai Coun~ 10 
KDCJNVESTMl:NTS, LLC 
"RI!; Alro, 1nc. v. KOC INVESTMENTS, Lt.C 
47ll000 02/o:l/2011 26 p 531 o.soo 2.00 T cii!GOpY co Archur Bisdinc; 11 
KDC !NVBSTMENTS, l.l.C 
"R!!; AED, lac.~- KDCINVESTMENTS, l.LC 
47ll000 0210712011 26 p 531 o.soo :!.SO T•lccopy to .Kootenai Counry; 12 
KDC INVESTMENTS,.L.LC 
•R.E; AED, !no. v.IO)CJNVESTMENTS, LLC 
4m.ooo 02/0?12011 26 p 531 0,500 z.so Tclccopy to Anhr 13i$tline; 13 
lc;OC TNVBSTMENTS, .L.I.C 
•R.E: A£!). In~ v. KDC lNWSTMENTS. L.L.C 
4715.000 02/1012011 26 p 531 o.soo 9,00 T~leoopy to Azlh~a Blstliac: 14 
KDC JNVt:lSTMGNTS, LLC 
•RI; A.F.D, Inc. v. KOC INVSS'I'MENTS, LI,C 
4715.000 02/1012011 26 p 531 o.soo 9.00 Tclccopy to KoOt;nni C011nty; IS 
KDC INVI!STMENTS. U.C 
•ru:.: A£0. fnQ. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, .L..L.C 
Etpaue T1J~t 5 t'llotooopiea 
4715.000 1112212010 26 J\ 532 0.2$0 10.00 Pllo!ocopiesll.tnascs foe chc momll ofN(IVembl!l" (40@ MOl 
.2S): 
KDC INVBSTMENTS, U.C 
·R~; i\110, luo. -. . .KDCJNVESTMENTS, l.LC 
4715.000 12124/ZOIO Ul\ 532 0.2SO 502,00 Pllo!OCOpiaslllllascs for dtc month orDecember 2010 AROI 
(200B JliSC9@ .2~ 
KDCJNVI!STMENTS, LLC 
•!I.E: 1\Jm,Jnc. v. KDC INVESTMENTS,I.t.C 
471$.000 0 1/24120 II 26A 532 0230 32.50 Pba~cs for tb; month or lan""'Y (130@ ARCH 
.25); 
KDC INV!lSTMENTS, LLC 
•RB: AED.Jnc. v, KOC INVES'fMI!NTS, LLC 
Ad•anee Typ'3 FodCI"'I F..spress 
4? 15.000 01124/2011 26 A SOl 18,,3 Fede< shifl"lenl eo Anhut Bis~lnc: ARCH 
KDC INVe9TMENTS, U.C 
•R,E; AEO, Inc. v. KDC 1NV.ES1'MENTS,I.LC 
sc 
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Date: 02/1812011 Detail Cost TrruJsactlon File List 
Trw 
Cll<at !!!!: 
Advan~e Typo 7 EJpendlturc 
4715.000 09/1612010 
4715.000 12106120LO 
4715,000 1210612010 
47U.OOO 1210712010 
4?15.000 01111/2011 
4715,000 Oli25120ll 
Advooce Type 8 W!$11.,. Re~earcb 
471$.000 09/J0/2010 
4715.000 ll/30/ZOIO 
4715.000 1213112010 
4715.000 0113112011 
DTcoWI 
Tntl.- P "hlliC•Ik 
26 A SOO 
26 A SOO 
66 A. 500 
66 A 500 
26 A ~00 
26 A ~00 
26 A 504 
Z6 A 504 
:l6A S04 
26 A S04 
HALL. FARLEY, OBER.RF.CJ.IT &tll.ANTON, P.A. 
!late ""' .... 
61,95 Expenditure ror filuts fee tor 11otlcc of 
appe&1811ce wid\ KoOl<:ntU County Clerk; Cbeck to 
Dllllk of the C~SGadas Villa (Jnt): 
KOCJNV!lSTMENTS, LLC 
•R,~; AED, Tno. v. KDCINVESTM£JIITS,L.I.C 
1.00 6xpclld1nut for nddilioool filins fee due for 
noli~c of IIJipea~ due to Cleric tn'Ot 011 
9/1611 o; Cbcclt to Kootenai Counl)' Cll:lic; 
I<DC JNVI'..STI\.fENTS, LLC 
•Itt! Al>D.ln~. v, KDC TNVBS'J'Ml!NTS, LLC 
352.99 ll>;pendituze for lat!GiAs. cuca1s. au1o renl81. fuel, 
8lld parking for Rl.S wllile in Spok.me, WA on 1215-
1217/10; 
KDC' INVESTMeNTS, LlC 
"RE: AED, .lac. v. KDC INVESTMENTS, l.lC 
299.40 P.xpocl~iiiiTe for lliJfare for ll.LS to Spokane, WA on 
1216 -1217/LO; Ch~to (ilobl'l TrDve1; 
KDC INVESTMENTS,I.J.C 
•RE: AEJ), Inc. v, T<DC INVESTMENTS, U.C 
637.:11 Bxpendi~~~re Coreirtue.locf8Uts. meila, auro 
teutal. .Cuel8lld parlcing for IUS w}lile ;n 
Spolcanc, WA on 1/11• 1!12•11; 
KDC I"NVESTMENTS,l..I.C 
•R.E: AllD.In~:. v.r<DCINVESTMENTS, LLC 
958,89 Expencnt= tor airfare, lodsills. AtcaiB. auto 
cc.tlal, and iUcl for !U.S while in Coeur d'f\lcne, 
10 on 1/26 • 1128111; 
KDC 1NVESTM£NTS, l.LC 
•RE: AED. !no. v, KT.lCTNVT'.STMENTS, LLC 
42UO Wcstlow noocss fllr re;earch during period 
September I, 2010- Sopu:mbcr 30, ZOIO: 
KOC: INVESTMENTS, LLC 
•RE.; A"E.D, Inc. v. KDC INVESTMI>NTS. U.C 
I.S73.68 WtSIIB"' e~ms for research during period November 
I, 2010 •Novemb.,30, 2010: 
KOCJ.NV£STMENTS, LLC 
•"R,P.; Alm, lac. v.ICDCJNV.E5TM£N"!'S, LLC 
932.83 W•stliw aeecss for research during period Oec~:~~~ber 
I, l010-D;cember31, 2010; 
!CDC INVESTMENTS, J.J.C 
•R,H; AED.Ino. v, lCOC INVESTMENTS, LLC 
428.07 W•st.lo.w a=s for rcscareb durioe period ]llllllAIY 
1, 2011-lnnuliiY 31, 2011; 
KOC lNVfSTMENTS, Ll.C 
•R£: AllD,Inc. v, KDC INVESTMENTS, LI.C 
~051/070 
AROI 
A.RCtt 
AACII 
AACI·I 
llRCH 
A.R.CH 
ARCH 
MCH 
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M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 
FED 10. NO. 82·0298125 MM 
"Excellence in court Reporting Since 1970" 
Billed to: Billed: 2/1/2011 
Randall L. Schmitz 
Hall Farley Oberrecht & Blanton 
702 West Idaho, Ste. 700 
P. 0. Box 1271 
Boise, 10 83701-1271 
Job# (6155C2) Invoice# 9973C1 Claim# 
Case: AED, INC. v. KDC Investments, LLC, et al 
Witness: Eric J. Kelly, Sr. 
Date: 1/27/2011 9:00:00 AM 
Chatges: 
0& 1 Two-Day Delivery Electronic Only $6.75 255 $1,721.25 
Hourly Appearance Fee $40.00 8 $320.00 
Exhibits - Electronic Access Only $0.15 643 $96.45 
Shipping & Handling $10.00 1 $10.00 
M&M to obtain signature $0.00 1 $0.00 
Sub Total $2,147.70 
Payments $0.00 
Balance Due $2,147.70 
We accept VISa and MasterCard 
(Return this section with check) 
SOUTHBRN OFFICE 
421 W. Fnmklin Street 
P.O. Box 2636 Boise. m 83701·2636 
208-345-9611 208-345-8800 (fax) 
J.800.234.9611 
email m·and·m@clwestoffice.net 
Remit Paymem [ ] 
•••--···- .,._ .. ••-•• ••• .1. •• • • II t ' ' -- "--·- ""' ... , '" ••••"'• 
Silled to: 
Invoice# 
Silled: 
Amount Due: 
Randall L. Schmitz 
9973C1 
21112011 
$2,147.70 
NORTHERN OFFICE 
816 E. Shennan Ave, Ste. 7 
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814-4921 
208-765-1700 208-765-8097 (fax) 
1-800-879.1700 
email csmith@mmcoun..com 
Remit Payment [ ] 
.... ' .... ---·-·-·-···· ............. ' . - .... -· ... . . . . 
·· . 
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"Excellence in Court Reporting Since 1970" MM 
M & M COURT REPORTING SeRVICE, INC. 
FED 10. NO. 62-0298125 
Billed to: Billed: 211/2011 
Randall L. Schmitz 
Hall Farley Oberrecht & Blanton 
702 West Idaho, Ste. 700 
P. 0. Box 1271 
Boise, 10 83701-1271 
Job# (5156C2) Invoice# 9974C1 Claim# 
Case: AED. INC. v. KOC Investments, LLC, et al 
Witness: Usa A. Kelly 
Date: 112712011 5:23:00 PM 
Chalfles: 
0&1 Two-Day Delivery Electronic Only $6.75 37 $249.75 
Hourly Appearance Fee $50.00 1 $50.00 
No Exhibits $0.00 1 $0.00 
M&M to obtain signature $0.00 1 $0.00 
Sub Total $299.75 
Payments $0.00 
Balance Due $299.75 
We accept VISa and llastatCard 
(Retum this section With check) 
SOUTHERN OFFICE 
421 W. Franklin Street 
P.O. Box 2636 Boise, JD 83701-2636 
20S.34S-9611 208-345·8800 (fax) 
1·8Q0-234-9611 
email m·aad·m@qwc~ffice.net 
Remit Payment ( 1 
.... . . . ·-· ··-----·- _,,.,, __ 
Billed to: 
Invoice# 
Billed: 
Amount Due: 
Randall L. Schmitz 
9974C1 
21112011 
$299.75 
NORTHERN OffiCE 
816 E. Shennan Ave, Ste. 7 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-4921 
208-765-1700 208·765·8097 (fax) 
1·806-879-1700 
email csmilh@mmcoun.com 
Remit Payment [ ] 
-- _, .... ____ ,. "----·-- ---- ' . ··--·--
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" 
Travel Expense Account 
: 
Name RLS Date of Report 12/8/10 
... 
Travel Day(s) 12/6-1217/10 
Cin'_ or Cities Spokane 
Expense Details: 
Lodging Hampton Inn 128.52 
(Name of Hotel) 
Meals 33.14 
Meals 
Meals 
Airfare 299.40 
_miles at .55 per mile 
(Effective 01/01 /09) 
_miles at .455 per mile 
(Effective 01/01109- State ofldaho) 
_miles at .50 per mile 
(Effective 01/01110) 
Auto rental 167.07 
Taxi fares 
Internet Fees/Teley:hone Calls 
Entertainment expense 
J§x.pjain on atltlched entenainment record) 
Other ·-Fuel 7.51 
Airport Parking 16.75 
Daily Totals: 
Client to ebnrgoa 1 71S Tntal fnr trip $ "~' -;q 
Subiect Matter: AED v. KDC Investments Paid directly by firm ~'1.4-0 ~94-:99 
General Purpose: Attend Preliminary Injunction Amount to be reimbursed cas;I.'\9 ~ 
Hearing-
Del)arture date 12/6110 
Return date 12/7/10 
Total days away 2 
No. of business days 1 
ATTACH A RECEIPT FOR ALL EXPENDITURES, 
RECEIVED ATTACH Dl.'l'AILEDRECEIPTS FOR ALL LODGING EXPENSES. 
DEC 0.8 2010 AED Inc. vs. KDC Investments, LLC, et al Supreme Court Case No. 38603-2011 977 of 1046
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""L'''" u 1~ ,,,,.,,, •• • rr rl "•'I · 1 
fiVfRLANI' "1'.1, Ill' 
ntKit ~Y~I~M L!~t~~c 
(509)747·3101 
RENTAL RECORD: 
5CHMIT'.URANOY 
L·S28Stl47-0 
CO~PLETED BY: JJJ 
,yo-
M~L YUM~tNI~ CALL (206)-424-0788 . 
STORE MANAGER NICOLE 
37n1 ATRPORT WAY 
BOISE, ID 83705 
RENTED: Spokane Inter-notionnl A\rport THANI< YOU RENTAL: 12/06/2010 l2:06 
RETURN: 12/07/2010 1El''7 
VEHICLE: 071816-~ 
10-CHEVROLET-TAHOE•4WO-Red 
MILES IN: 12535 OUT: l2454 
-MILES DRIVfN: 61 
PLAN IN/OUT: NOUA NDUA 
CLS: L 
1 DAYS 85.99 
SUBTOTAL 
85.99 
85.99 
CONCESSION FEE 14.40 
VEH LIC FfE .72 
FF RECOVERY FfE ,03 
ADDITION CHARGES ('rll.) 3.00 
LOW 23.99/0AV 23.99 
LIS 12.95/DAV 1~.95 
PAI/PEC 6.00/0AY 6.00 
TX.l5.600" ON. 121!..13 . 19..9!! 
TOTAL 
CHARGED ON VSA 
rT: UA03146229939 
167.07 
167.07 
".,;..== ·=-==-,., .. _::.~====---===== 
HOW WAS VOUR EXPERIENCE? 
WE'D LIKE YOUR FEED6ACK. 
1) Cal\ 1·800-675-3420, or 
Vtsi t \ONIW.hertt:SI.Irvey. c:o111 
2) Enter Access Code: 95465 
3) Take Brief 4 Question Survey 
=-... =-=r-====--==·· .... ..:...:.===--= 
Thank You i'or Rcmti.ng fr•on1 
HE R T Z 
MCDONALD'S AIRPORT # 1"EL# (208)424-0788 
50 KS~03 S# 1 Dec .06' 10(Mon) 10:54 
S'rORE# 30817 MER# KB16484603001 
Order #350 TO GO 
1 CKN CLUB-CPY MEAL* 
1 MED COKE 
SUB TOTAL 
TAKE IJlJT TAX 
CARD ISSUER ACCOUNT # 
VISA SALE ************2874 
5.40 
1.69 
7.09 
0.43 
7.52 
1RANSACTION AMOUNT 7.52 
AUHI CIJOE 018479 SEQ# 6894 
lf~?' Cl'~ 
BI..UD FOOOM~RT 
1801 NW BI..UD 
COA ID 
5t.n;t :30517e 
UISA 
!NU # 70112d.2 .. 
AUTH ~ 12111216S6 
DATE 12~1217~1121 10:58 
PUMP # 05 
PRODUCT: REGUNL 
GAI..I..ONS: 2.464 
PRIC::E:I'G: $ 3. "49 
FUEL SALE $ 7.5~ 
See appl icat.icr'l 
acQut hQW to EARN 
REWARDS w!th a 
Chev~c~ and Texaco 
Pi!r-~c~al 
Cr-ee i t Carel' 
..... 
THANK YOU 
HAUE A NICE DAY 
- .... __ 1 .. .,..,- -·-- - --... --. 
TRAN INTIME OUT TIME FEE CC# 
/ 
liJ 057/070 
, I 
' ,, 
Red Robin Bouraet Burgers 
1501 West Ri~erstone ~riu 
Coeur a'~lene. ID 83814 
208-765-2421 
Server: MONIOUE 
08:11 PN 
13/1 
000: 12/06/2010 
1210612010 . 
6/6003[). 
UISA 7340045 
Card IXJXXXXXKXXKX6934 
Mogne.tlc card Drese11t: SC~NITZ RAtlDV 
Aporove 1: 04538C. 
~mount: 11.12 
+ Tip; ~at? 
; Total: 14 IL 
-----------~-----
HMSHOST 
OUIZNOS SUBS 
SPOKANE INT'L AIRPORT 
1108 STEPHEN 
CHK 441 DEC07'10 10:48AM 
TRPL MEAT CLUB 8 
WHEAT BREAD 
NO RED ONION 
NO RANCH 
SUB MAYO 
WATER FIJI 500ML 
SUBTOTAL 
TAX 
AMOUNT 1 1 
XXXXXX~XXXXXXXX4 
VISA AO 
7. 09 
3.49 
10.58 
0.92 
.50 
XX/XX 
11 . 50 
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II 
olo 
. ' 
1217/2010' ' 
121612010 
12/612010 
12/6/2010 
I' 
': 
235299 
235299 
235299 
c:ard member rn~me 
" "· Hampiol. a.·s;;,!e5~'i::oe~r~d:~i~~e.,l: ..... · .. :::?: ~~~ ·.:· ,'·,"· 
.1500 Riv,' ers'to~e;pr:,\II:Coeur ai',Aie,n,~;~n)·a38~14 ,'','I' '' 1'·, •• ,, , ... ' 
I I I I I II ol I~~.. : o ~~~ I I I I I 
Pbone (20B)"7.,69-79oe·~ • 'paic'(2o,svs9~93oo.:•. · 11 I;"···· ,,I ... ..• II 
.. · .. ~ ••. "''Ill" •. ;;·,:~~~: I• I:··~·.,._:_~···· 1' ~~··t··~ -~~:.·~:~t~··•:l•"'''ljl,\l.~''·: .... ~ ~:·.···I .... :..~·" l '','·I~···~~~~~····· .~ ... ·J••., I ••• ,',•\:"1• .... 1. ~~ 
'II 
I I ltpio 
I ' 
ool t 
I,' ,, I 
I I lj .... 
I' 
I '' 
GUEST ROOM 
RM·STATE TAX 
RM-I.ODGING TAX 
WILL BE SE1ii.ED TO VS •ee34 
EFFECTIVE BAIJ\NCE OF 
EXPENSE REPORT SUMMARY 
00:00;00 STAY TOTAL 
$128.52 $128.52 
$128.52 $128.52 
$119.00 
$7.14 
$2.36 
$128.52 
$0.00 
establishment no. and location e;cabllshlncn• 019rees 10 llllnsmn co cara J'\Qider fa• payment 
signature 
X 
II 
........ 
....... ~ 
tips &misc. 
total amount 
I '• 1,1 
llll II 
iflitial 
~HHONORS 
HI~ TON WORLOWIOE 
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*THIS Il'INER..!\RY ~JAS lSSO~q ~~* SC.i:lMtT'Z.la,'i\.~DALl'.. L"'<'!o.-115 
GLOBAL TAA'.JeL - COR!PORATOE O&P'l' HOl 
900 tv JgFFERSON - BOISe ID ODT9J 
P.~OH£; 208-387-1001 
--P--- OR ------
TOLL FR!l:.E AT l..:S00-3'88-~·238 
H~~~ FARL£~ OBERRECHT AND BLAN10N 
?0 BOX 1271 
HJ}!~L. 
0 
fA~·L.I?Y, .W'ERR~P,!'r ~MP ~LAl:JTOO 
7QZ W lOA80 
BOISE !D 83701 
JNY, N0.2156033i6 
06QEC 2010 - MONO~}' 
S~~THW~ST 807 
LV: o'60ISE 
A?..: S I?O~..NE 
EQU!PM~N:r-7JG 
sotq>£ 1d0 
SO.ISE J.o' 83,702: 
DAtE DEC 02 2010 REOS;E:RVA'tlQ\il WCJMSER ••• K$6~4-~ 
COJ...,CH CI.t~;S'$ 
1·155A 
l200N 
NONS!l'OP M.!L'ES:- 2081 C.ONFlRME:;.D 
'E;Lryi?'SEo' '!!!ME- l: ciS 
liE:RTZ 
E'IC'!<Ul?-S!?O~Ns; 
1 IN'Ji'ERMED 2/4. D:Q- AA'I:Er 9.$. 9'9: 
S3"POKANE I~'l:'L .J\.!r.RP'O):{f HLE CONE:I·~~dQN'-S.944'4o'C<H~GD9 
DROJ? OF't-07C~C 
H~l.P'l'ON lN!.'lS, 
HAME''WN· INN COROR D 
1500 R1V~RS~ONE DR. 
COE:UR o••PJ.,EN!!; ID 93814 
COillfl ~TI,ON-8 7 6'6.5 ~0 6 
en NT /"S - o"Q:r· oo"7b,.sc tb~!l'IRME.D 
l ROOM/S. GUA..AA~'l1E£-cRt..ort ·c~l\0 
"I?HO~E-l-·20o8.-%9o4'7'9'00 Rli'llt- '119.00 
l..:2'0fl""'71-6.9'-93CI'b 
TO AVOID ~0-SHOW C!L~RGES: TEiS ROTEL HAS ~ ~NCEL .SEF-C~t 6PM 
CANCELLATION POLICY 
~·REQOESTED NON-SMOKING ROOM** 
070EC 2010 - TOESOA¥ 
SOU~EWEST 22Q5 CO~C~ CLASS 
LV: &1?0KA.NE l.l~OOA NIDN$:J:'.Q'? ~~~u.:s- 2.97 c::b.tfll'!IRMBD.o 
AR: BOISE 15~~ 
EQOI1?!-1£N!f .. 7 3G ELAPSED ~!ME- 1:00 
/o-7-,j.'M.;. "':H••,>,. ;..,.;. OJ .>11-ol; .,..'**'"'11<•'/f-i-;. *•ic 
SOU'rtl.WE:ST CQN,F.'!'RMATION !'lUMBER! XBRf:HiX 
~~~~~***·~··~*~*****~~~~**+ 
* ~·.P1<' .... "'I'"'* oJ.•-;< ~ 1'1<0">'/t'*.;,o .. *0"' * * ""*~ ...... 0~'0'"*·!1:~ ... 
SOUTHWES"l' ELE.CTROt-1IC Tl<'t - CON.FO. 'tof'!.lMBER~ ~HR~· 
.,. "'"' *"'* * **"'*""**,.,;.* ''"*"' -1< '"**olro*'"'·*w** *0**'"'·*'*' 
A MAJO~ OREOIT CAAO LS ~QUlRii:·ti>roa A·~~~ .ru:m'MJ. 
LICE:NSOE ~1A't BE DM\1 CH.ECKE.E::>. STA\I'E/.:r..OC..:IU. T~iijS .Jl..RE lo:DOitH>NAL, 
R8NT~1 ~Tgs A~PLY FoqR 24 HOUR P~ai0SS. 
SEP.T SELECTION AT AIRPORT' cH:gC~hUl.., 
CH5CK~D BAGG~G~ ~OLI,C.IeS 
0 
VARY .8~' A1~L;t~. ~:~ ¥9'(l'!i 1\GEN'l' FO,R Dt'l'iU,L.S. 
GOVT ISSO.ED I?HOTO-IO RE'QUIREB FO~ ALL PASS,£.'litoGE~. OV£R: AGE· Hl 
!MPOR!ANT: VERifY YQUR lT!NERARY 
l.lSJ:: WWW. V!'E:~jTRI!?. CON TO Rf:CONFIRM - 'aE.f~~ T0 R&SE..~VATI<llN li!OMBER ABOV£ 
1'HA~ ~00 ?OR SE:I.E:C'l'!NG G:t:.qE\Ai. 'r'R.AYJEL 0 0 
"-""- ~~'*'-~·- ,.._._.,._ ••,..--:-*-*-~~ 'fo, .. *._*-.~~'*--:-~ -.*s.~7"~-:-'tk,..1:'~iJ~,r";""'~-+-.'~.-·ao 
141059/070 
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'"THIS !TINE!t.ZIJ\'l WAS ·ISSIJE:O AT"' SeRMI;I'Z·/~o)iJ.;L ~"*4'"'1l5 
GLOBAL TR~VEL - C0~~0RAT£ DE?T 
sao o-1 J£Ff"ERSON - BOIS£ ro 
P!ione:.: zoa-Js7,..10Ql 
----4· 0~ ------
TOLL FR£E AT l-800·3~8-3238 
fi}l,l.!. FARLP-Y OBERRE:CHT AND BLA't'J'rON 
PO 60;{ 12:11 
30!SE !D 93701 
INV. N0 •. 2lS603226 
TICKET NUMBER/S: 
SCHMIT2/~0A~L L 
H02' 
HA-LL e'A>'EU.lt¥ O"BER"R"E:CRT AND 15f.AN'l'ON 
. ~0-~: W lMH0 
'Sf.Tl'l'R 70:0 
%O!rsE :J;"O" S3-71il2 
AIR TR.l\NS1?10R'l'A'!!ON 2G:9·. 40 TAX 2·1S~. 40 
30 .. 00 
.:2'99. ~0 
12•99 .• 40 
·rAA.fllSACTION ff..E-NON ilEE't:IN•DABLE 
SOB ll:OT~L 
;I).MOONT DUE 
!g) 060/070 
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.£outhwest Airlines- Purchase nfirmation 
. . ~ 
Thank you for your purchase! 
Air Confirmation: X6BCF7 
Boise, JD to Spokane, WA (01/26/2011 - 01/28/2011) 
Air Car Hotel 
~ 061/070 
Page 1 of 1 
Conf # X6BCF7 
Air Total $313.40 
Choose from 14 different rental 
companies. 
Shop over 40,000 hotels 
Browse hotels 
Air 
Passenger Type 
ADULT 
Name 
RANDY SC11MITZ 
ITINERARY 
DEPART 
JAN 
26 
Boise. ID lo SpokaQI:, W A 
U.'.,dn.J<dfly, Jnnuury 1,.;, lUll 
Travel Time I h 00 •11 
(Non~IOp) 
Browse cars 
Total Paid Now $313.40 
Confirmation Number 
xeeCF7 
#3858 Oepan Boise. W (DOl) 
Ani11c in SpllkQIIe, WA (GISG) 
Trip Total $313.40 
Rapid Rewards Number 
00000157411520 
IJ:U:i 1\~ 
11:0SAM 
... ··-----~~-~~·""'- ---··". ··------" _____ ,.,. ~---· .. ---··-"' ---- •••• ' ,. ___ JO ,.,.,_ 
RETURN 
JAN 
28 
PRICE 
A dull 
Adult 
Spokane. WA 10 Boise, ID 
1 nlliJ\", Jijl\WJI)' ::~. :ll!ll 
lmvcl T1m~ 1 ~ ll'l m 
(NonSlop) 
Trill Roucm1 
Depart SOI..(i£() 
P.e111m 0£0-BOI 
Plctao read the liore rultS IIS8oeiAted with lhil pur~Pll•e. 
Far~ Type 
BLU:iness Sl!llt:-Rl 
Bu.ocn1088 Selest 
# 1131 De pan Spokane, W 1\ (CEC) 
Arrive in Bo~~e, ID (BOI) 
Q110e l'ure Govt. Taxl'!ll 
uad Fees 
SI3S.81 $20,89 
SI3S.81 S20.8!) 
E~ve J1111ua., 18, ZOI I, unused lnl~el funrb may on!)' bo applied IO"II'Dnl die p11r~h~~.>e of 
fuiUre !Tavel for th~ indl~diUII llllmed 011 the ricltet. 
$271.62. $41.78 
Billing 
Purchaser Name 
Randy S•hmitz 
Form ofraymml 
Billing Address 
122!1a W, Oldlwn Ct. 
Boise, 10 83709 
Total 
·' 
Total Paid Now 
Quonlil)'" 
2:1S I'M 
4:15PM 
To~al 
1IJ.UQ 
$156.70 
SJl.MO 
$313.40 
AIDOWII Appll~ 
$313.40 
$313.40 
https://vvww.southwest.cornlreservations/confirm-reservations.html?disc==0%3A 16%3A 12... 1/2112011 
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Exhibit E 
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I4J 062/0
"\ 
02/22/2011 14:59 FAX 2083958585 HALLFARLEY 
' 
-. Travel Expense Account 
· .. 
Name RLS Date of Report 
. . . 
'·Travel Da){s) 1/11 to J/12/11 
City or Cities Spokane 
Expense Details: 
Lodging: Hampton Inn '128.52 
(Name of Hotel) 
Meals 
Meals 20.27 
·, 
Meals 
,, Airfare 305.40 
_miles at .55 per mile 
(Effective 01/01/09) 
_miles at .4SS per mile 
(Effective 01/01/09 ·State ofldaho) 
_miles at .50 per mile 
(Effective 0110 Ill 0) 
r::.-.· 
Auto rental 160.27 
I 
Taxi fares 
Internet Fees/Tele_IDone Calls 
Entertainment expense 
(explain on attached entertainment record) 
Other: Oas for rental car 11.35 
Airport Parking 11.50 
Daily Totals: 
Client to ~barge: 4·715 Total for trip 
Subject Matter: AED v. KDC Investments Paid directly by finn 
General Purpose: Attend MSJ hearin~ Amount to be reimbursed 
RECEIVED 
JAN 1 7 2011 
twJ.. FARLEY. OBSIRECtfl' y:\O~!p.A. 
D~arture date 
Return date 
Total days away 
No. of business days 
ATTACH A RECEIPT FOR ALL EXPENDITURES. 
A Tl'ACH DET AII..EDRECEIPTS FOR ALL LODGING EXPENSES. 
141063/070 
1/17/11 
I 
I 
' 
' 
: 
I 
I 
' 
$ 637.31 
637.31 
1111/11· 
1/12/ll 
2 
' 
1 
I 
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I 
~ul..on~ Inter..uH <utot.Jl A lt"J.I"'' L 
iERLANO WfST, INC. 
~RTZ SYSTEM LICENSEE 
509)?47-3101 
ENTAL RECORD: L~5239035•3 
CHMITZ/RANOY 
OMPLETEO BV: JJJ 
ENTEO: Spokane Internat\ona\ Atrpor~ 
ENTAL: 01/1liZ0ll 20:48 
ETURN: 01/12/2011 12: 19 
EHICLE: 0505~0-6 
10•NISSAN-PATHFINOER-4WD-Silver 
ILES IN: 19361 OUT: 192&1 
ILES DRIVEN: 80 
LAN IN/OUT: NDUA NDUA 
LS: l 
1 DAYS 85.99 35.99 
UBTOTAL 85.99 
ONCESSION FfE 13.74 
EH LIC FEE .72 
ODITION CHARGES (TX) 3.00 
ow 23.99/DAY 23.99 
IS 1Z.95/DAV 12.95 
X 15.600% ON 127.44 19.ee 
OTAL 160.27 
HARGED ON VSA 160.27 
~==-==':l"""c.:..:===, 
HOW WAS YOUR E~PERIENCE?. 
WE'D LIKE YOUR FEEDBACK. 
) Call 1-800-675-3420, or 
Visit www.hertzsurvey.com 
) En~er Access Code: 95465 
) Tgke erief 4 Queition Survey 
Thonk YOU for Renting fr~n 
HE AT Z 
HMSHOST 
QUIZNOS SUBS 
SPOKANE INT'l AIRPORT 
HMSHOST 
QUIZNOS SUBS 
BOISE INTERNATIONAL A!RPOR 
933 MATTHEW 14 Janet 
-------------------------------CHK 2273 JAN12'11 12:47PM CHK 2623 JAN11 '11 7:02PM 
----------------------------·~-
TRPL MEAT CLUB a 
WHEAT BREAD 
NO RED ONION 
NO RANCH 
SUB MAYO 
1 SODA FTN 21 
l.VIC-t<IES CHIPS 
SUBTOTAL 
TAX 
AMOUNT 1 1 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX4 
VISA AO 
7. 08 
2 :-09 
1 • 39 
10.57 
0.92 
.49 
XX/XX 
11.49 
., 
TRPL MEAT CLUB 8 
WHEAT BREAD 
NO RED ONION 
SUB MAYO 
SODA FTN 21 
SUBTOTAL 
TAX 
AMOUNT 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX4 
VISA AO 
*:..•· I :EPRIN'f :t** Rl:..s-,dr•, .,...;::, ~cr-ri' ·~·· "'~ • 
1520 N Argonne 
Spokane Valley WA 992061520 
SHELL I 5:7~1536109 
1520 N ARGONNE 
SPOKANE , WA 
I 99212 
01/12/2011 11:51:32 AM 293071422 
XXXX XXXX XXXX 6934 VISA 
INVOICE 035006 
AUli-1 01470C 
3.594G 
3.159 
.8 '2 
o.sp 
8.78 
XX/Xr· 
.a. 7 
i 
BOISE AIRPORT 
PUMA# 5 
REGULAR 
PRICE/GAL .. 
··-·· ... 
FUEL TOTAL $ 1, .35 
Operated By ~...,. 
AIRPORT PARICJNG 
RECEIPT 
TRAN IN TIME OUT TIME FEE CC# 
Subtota 1 = '$ 11 . 35 
Tax = S 0.00 
*** REPRINT *** REPRINT *** REPRINT *** 
~ Total=$ 11.35 
CREDIT $ 11.35 
~~~/ *** REPRINT *** REPRINT *** REPRINT *** 
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SCHMIT.Z, RANDY 
702WIDAHO 
StJITE 700 
BOISE. 10 83702 
us 
HamptOI &·Suites' -.Coeur a' Alene 
1 soo Aiverstone Dr. •· Coaur d' Alene: ID 83814 
Phone,(Z08) 'S9·79bO • fa)C (tD8) 7-S9·99,qo 
' ' ' 
name roOm number: 
addl"e$5 ·ariival date: 
departure date: 
" ' 
.. aaulVchild: 
'room rate: 
HH# 
326/KXTH 
1/11/2011 9:36:00PM 
1/12/2011 
'210 
,119.0G 
Al: .. uA #03146229839 
If the dobitlc:redlt tard vou are for d)ed<:·in 
Is o~cd to • bank cr dledclng a«oum, a held 
will be pi:ll:llCI on the accc11nt fer lhe ~ an~d r·· , dollar am01111t 10 be 0111ed to lhe•hdtel,lndu~l~g 
~lnddentals,~~~of+t 
ond suO. funds wll not be releil$ed ,fat 72 businl:ti 
hours I rem !lie dille of t!le<X-out o~ longc:r ~;llhe 
dl~relion of vow financial ' ! 
CONFIRMATION NUMBER : 85645941 ~ubject to eppll~sble s.iles, IXCU!!®CJ, or other 'tales. Please do nat leave any money or itums of volue : your rporrt, A sofl:ty ~it bal. IS available fQf you in the lobby. I agl'l!o t!lot my llabili"l}lfol miS, bill is not wahll!d ond•o1gree 
to be held per>anally ltable In the event tt~.n,the tndtcned Plli'IO!l, ccmp•ny or a~soclalionf;ils to poy for ony ~rt or !he full 
amoum of "!llese chatgd. 1 have requmed weekddY dellvel}' of USA TODAY.!{ refused, a mdl1 of S0.75 will I.e •ppli~ 10 
my account In me event of an emerpency, I, or someone in my pa~. requlrr 'pcciol evocua~on d~e 10 a physical dl~abitity. 1/1212011 ~AGt; 
1/11/2011 
1/11/2011 
1(11/2011 
239604 
239604 
239604 
card membar name 
P~<~Se indleate yes b)l checki~g here: Cl ! 
signata,.re: I 
GUEST ROOM 
RM·STATE TAX 
RM-I.OOGING TAX 
WILL BE SETTLED TO VS •5934 
EFFECTIVE BALANCE OF 
EXPENSE REPORT SUMMARY 
1 00:00:00 STAY TOTAL 
$128.52 $129.52 
$128.52 $128.52 
authorization 
$119.00 
$7.14 
$2.38 
$128.52 
$0.00 
., . 
I'' 
1 ' 
initial 
establishment no. and location estobl~hmen1•grqll" ta lr.:ln.smlt 10 t~~ld hOlder rorp~rnl purchases & service5 
signature of card 
X 
... ...., .. 
--
CONti.AD 
-llf·· ..... ·· II ......... 
......... 
taxes 
tips & mis~. 
total amount 
0.00 
I ~HHONORS 
HILTON WORLD,WIOe 
"· 
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account no. 
member 
x 
~
...."... 
~
_1If.' ...... • 
5
I "'.: ~ I'~' I,,' .,', 
date of charge 
!. l. ' o IJ';)ru l! IIld
 , 
S. 
.1
" . 
, 't ' • I " 
folio/check no. 
". 
02/22/2011 15:00 FAX 2083958585 
Con:finnation Email 
- -
Kelly A. Tonkin 
HALLFARLEY 141066/070 
Page 1 of~ 
•n ,,.,_,, __ , ___ , ,., 4111 -.---•• o .... ,,..,...,.,....,._-·-on. If 1\Wr•---··--·----·'"""'"_1 ____ .. ,,.,,H.\1 ... '--• -14Ut o ·---·'• \1\1\,nl , _____ o\o .... ., ........ .,.,..._ 
. 
From: Southwest Airlines [SouthwestAirlines@luv .southwest. com] 
Sent: Monday. January 17, 2011 1:56 PM 
To: Kelly A. Tonkin 
Subject: Air Confirmation SCHMITZ/RANDY L - X58NKA 
SCHMITZ/ RANDY L Confirmation Date: Confirmation Number: 
P;r~.$~nger lnfnrmatiGn 
Passenger(&) 
SCHMITZ/RANDY L 
.January 4, 2011 X5SNKA 
Account Number 
00000157411520 
Ticket# 
5262146156822 
Expiratlon1 
.lan 4, 2012 
1 All travel Involving funds from thiS Confirmation Number must be completed by the 
expiration date. 
Depart: BOISE ID '1'0 SPOKANE WA ( Travel Time: 1. hr$ 0 mlns) 
Date Flight Flight Information 
Depart BOISE IO {601) at 8:45PM 
Arrive in SPOKANE WA (GeG) at 8;45 PM Tue .lan 11 248 
Return: SPOKANE WA TO BOISE IO (Travel Time: 1. hrs 0 mins) 
Date 
Wt!d Jan 12 
Flight flight Information 
Depart SPOKANE WA (GEG) at 2:15 PM 1131 Arrive in 60lSE ID (601) at 4:15PM 
Cost a110:. Payme11t Summary 
Saie Fare 
+Excise Taxes 
Advertised fare 
$264.18 
$19.82 
$284.00 
+ Segment Fee $7.40 
+ Passenger Facility Charge$9.00 
+ Security Fee2. $5.00 
Total Payment $305.40 
current Payment(s): 
Jan 4, 2011 VIsa XXXXXXXXXXXXG934 $305.40 
2. Security Fee Is the government-impo$ed September 11th Security Fee. 
1/17/2011 
""'*" J\ C<~r? 
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Exhibit F 
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1   I4J 067/0
02/22/2011 15:01 FAX 2083958585 HALLFARLEY 141068/070 
. ·' 
Travel Expense Account 
Name Randy L. Schmitz Date of Report 02/01/t 1 
'. 
. 
Travel Day(s) 01/26/11-01/28/11 
Ci!)t_or Cities: Coew- d'Alene, ID 
Expense Details: 
Lodging HamQton Inn & Suites $2$7.04 
(Name of Hotel) 
Meals: ,_ .. $40.92 $15.50 ,.:. 
Meals: $11.49 I 
Meals: . . •·"''l~ ~· ·' $29.33 ·~ ·i;,l·::.: . 
-
I Airfare $313.40 
_miles at .455 per mile 
(Effective 01 /01109 - State ofldaho) 
.. 
_miles at .50 per mile 
(Effective 01101/1 0) 
_miles at .Sl per mile 
(Effective 0 1 /0 1111) 
Auto rental $280.13 I 
Taxi fares 
' Internet Fees/Telephone Calls I 
Entertainment expense I (explain on attached entertainment record) 
Other I 
Fuel $11.08 I 
Daily Totals: I 
Client to charge: 4-715 Total for trip ~~q/ 
Subject Matter: AED v. KDC Paid directly by firm ..@- I 
General Purpose: Depositions of Eric Kelly and Lisa Amount to be reimbursed 
'1515.&4 Kelly 
Departure date I 
Return date I 
Total days away I 
No. of business days I 
ATTACH A RECEIPT FOR ALL EXPENDITURES. 
ATTACH DETAILED RECEIPTS FOR ALL LODGINC EXPENSES. 
-
nc:'-'t:JVED 
F£8 0 I 2011 
v:~~Mt/~cDnM•-
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>}Jul..tm~ Jr•tc:!o'n!lt lUI1L1l ;nqJUI'L 
lVERLA.ND WEST I INC. 
iERTZ SYSTEM LICENSEE 
:s09)747-3101 
~ENTAl. RECORD: L-5290426-l 
SCHMrniRANOY 
:OMPLETED BY: LOB 
~ENTEO: Spokane Internotl.oncil Airport 
RENTAL: 0112612011 11.: 18 
RETURN; ei/28/2011 11~52 
~EHICLE~ 054169-8 
10-TOYOTA~HIGHLANDER·4WD-~ed 
~ILES IN: 14445 OUT~ 14358 
~ILES DRIVEN: 87 
~LAN IN/OUT: NOUS NDUB 
CLS~ L 
2 DAYS 69.99 139. 9/J 
SUBTOTAL 139.91 
ADJUSTI1ENT 10.00 
SUBTOTAL 129.98 
CONCESSION FEE 24.14 
VEH LIC FEE 1.44 
~COITION CHARGES (TK) 6.00 
\..OW 23.99/0AY 4'7,ge 
LIS 12.95/DAY 25.90 
PAI/PEC 6.00/DAY 12.00 
TX 15. 600% ON 209.54 32o69 
TOfAL 2&e.l3 
CHArtaeo ON VSA ze0°13 
="'="'I--- =·~=-====== 
HOW WAS YOUR EXPERIENCE? 
WE'D LIKE YOUR FEEoeAC~-
1) can 1-800-675-3420, or 
Visit www.hertzsurveyoccm 
2) Enter Access Code; 954e5 
!) Take Brief 4 Question SUrvey 
Thank You for Renting from 
H E R T Z 
• ·- ,~ !1 fl!"~~;~~n: 
~Gkane Uilley MA 992961521 
•'' 
Sll!I.L o o 0 1 57•~1536109 o • 
1521 H ~A681H 
Thank Vou For Dining! 
Red Robin Sourne.t Bur9ers 
1501 West RiV!rstone Drill 
Coeur d'Alene. 10 03814 
208-705-2421 
-sPGKat£ 11M 
9~12 Server: JENNIFER DOB: 01}26/2011 12:59 PM 01126/2011 \. 
00 
1!1/211201111:33:•& 811293077091 
M~KK ~MK U~K 693q UISR 
Table 10011 4!40006 
UISA 7340041 
lHGDitE 171191 tard UXXKWXXiO!XIi934 
ROTA ll91911C ~agnetio card premt: SC"HITZ RA~DY 
RPPrDI/8 l: 07151 C 
PUIIPI 6 
REGIJLRR 
PRICE/GAL 
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John J. Burke 
ISB #4619; jjb@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
HALLFARLEY 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
W:\4\4·715\pleadinss\Cosl!i-HFOB·NOH 3-23-ll.doe 
Attorneys for Defendants K.DC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
K.DC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and K.RYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CVl0-7217 
NOTICE OF TELEPHONIC 
HEARING RE DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION FOR COSTS AND FEES 
Date: March 23, 2011 o'{./ 
Time: 2:30p.m. (Pacific Time) 
141002 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that defendants, by and through their attorneys of 
record, Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., will bring on for telephonic hearing their 
Motion for Costs and Fees before the above-entitled Court on Wednesday, March 23, 2011, at 
2:30 p.m. (Pacific Time), at the Kootenai Count Courthouse, before the Honorable John T. 
Mitchell. 
NOTICE OF TELEPHONIC BEARING RE DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR COSTS AND 
FEES-1 
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DATED this -4 day of February, 2011. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
By~Um 
Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, 
Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chaklos 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
~003 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~Sct;y of February, 2011, I caused to be served a 
true copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of 
the following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
--"'::::' Telecopy 2081665-7290 
~ Email arthurmooneyblstline@me.com 
NOTICE OF TELEPHONIC HEARING RE DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR COSTS AND 
FEES-2 
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ARTHUR BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
208-665-7290 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KR YSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-10-7217 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
JUDGMENT 
Plaintiff, AED, Inc., by and through its undersigned counsel, hereby responds to the 
Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Plaintiffs (Second) Motion for 
Reconsideration filed with this Court dated February 14, 2011, as follows: 
p. 1 
"Ru1e 59( e) proceedings afford the trial court the opportunity to correct errors both of fact 
or law that had occurred in its proceedings; it thereby provides a mechanism for corrective action 
short of an appeal." Barmore v. Perrone, 145 Idaho 340, 344, 179 P.3d 303, 307 (2008). 
I. AED never plead that the purchase agreement is illegal because that is not the case. 
The purchase contract is legal because the blast contract is likewise legal. 
This Court's ruling that the blast contract is illegal is in error, however, if the Court 
refuses to reverse that ruling, then the Court is required to address the principles of 
contract law which pertain to the effect of its finding of illegality. 
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If AED's counsel truly thought the purchase agreement was illegal 
due to a lack of consideration due to the demolition agreement 
being illegal, AED should have specifically raised such issue in 
its complaint or its amended complaint. It did not. There has 
never even been a prior argument that the purchase agreement was 
ambiguous, let alone illegal. Opinion at 11. 
"We screwed up and didn't get a valid contractor's license, which 
caused the demolition agreement to be invalid, and even though 
the purchase agreement doesn't reference the demolition agreement 
or our [AED's] ability to blast, and even though we've kept the 
$25,000 consideration for the purchase agreement, we would in 
any event like this Court to find that the purchase agreement the 
consideration of the demolition agreement, and since it was illegal, 
find the purchase agreement was illegal, and give us the bridge 
back." That takes some nerve. Opinion at 11. 
This would allow any party in AED's position to surreptitiously 
create its own poison pill, to be used later when that party finds 
such position advantageous. This Court, and all of contract law, 
will not countenance such an absurd result. Opinion at 15. 
From the tenor of the Court's comments, it would appear that the Court believes that 
AED is attempting to pull a fast one, for lack of a better term, by pointing out that if the blast 
p.2 
contract is illegal and void, then the purchase agreement is illegal and void. AED does not now 
and never has believed the blast contract to be illegal. However, the Court ruled otherwise and 
that ruling has consequences for the purchase contract that are controlled by contract law 
principles, which were competently briefed and not adequately addressed by this Court. 
II. This Court's entire opinion is premised on the fact that the blast contract 
and sales contract were not executed at the same time. This factual fmding 
is incorrect and is a jury question anyway. 
The Court's opinion rests heavily on the Court's finding that the blast contract and sales 
contract were entered into at different times. 
Nonetheless, because the two agreements in the instant matter are 
dated over three weeks apart, and the two agreements in Quiring 
occurred simultaneously, Quiring is simply not instructive. 
Opinion at 17. 
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The purchase agreement was entered into eleven days before the 
demolition agreement ... Opinion at 9. 
This Court has not determined the purchase agreement to be 
illegal, and there is simply nothing before the Court (other than 
Eric Kelly's arguably self-serving affidavit) to indicate that the 
demolition agreement was to fonn a portion of the consideration 
supporting the purchase agreement, which was entered into more 
than one week prior to the demolition agreement and makes no 
reference to it. Opinion at 18. 
Had the illegal demolition agreement been entered into before the 
purchase agreement, then there might be more to AED's argument. 
But here, the demolition agreement did not even exist at the time 
the purchase agreement was entered into. Opinion at 10-11. 
These statements are incorrect, and this Court is invading the province of the jury on 
p.3 
this subject. Since this Court has dismissed all AED's claims on summary judgment, the facts 
are as follows: 
1) The Sales Agreement was entered into on May 20, 2010. 1 
2) It was then terminated on May 27, 2010.2 
3) The parties then agreed on June 1, 2010, that AED would go forward with the sale 
of the bridge under the same tenns as the May 20, 2010, contract provided KDC 
execute the demolition contract. 3 
4) That blast contract was executed and then the $25,000 was paid and accepted for 
the bridge. 4 
5) AED would not have sold the bridge but for the promise that it be allowed to blast 
the bridge because to selJ the bridge for $25,000 and no other consideration would 
have been "stupid."5 
1 Affidavit of Eric Kelly in opposition to summary judgment (Affidavit of Kelly at 13 ). 
2 Affidavit of Eric Kelly at 16. 
3 1dat 18. 
4 ld at 19. 
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These are the facts on summary judgment. On June 1, 2010, no agreement was in 
place to sell the bridge. That agreement had been terminated. A second agreement to sell the 
bridge was reached which was that the terms of the old agreement would apply as soon as, and 
only when, KDC executed the blasting contract, which it did. Therefore, the purchase contract 
came into existence at the exact same time as the blasting agreement. This Court is not free to 
find any other facts on summary judgment. 
Ifthis Court is going to rely so heavily upon the finding of fact that the purchase contract 
came into existence well before the blast contract, then the Court needs to explain how it can 
take that determination from the jury in light of the evidence before this Court. 
III. The Court is incorrectly applying the law and misstates the facts of Quiring 
a. To buy into AED's argument, the Court would have to infer the 
demolition agreement formed the consideration of the purchase 
agreement. Opinion at 8. 
This is an incorrect statement of the law. As set forth in the last motion to reconsider, all 
AED has to prove is that the demolition agreement was material to the agreement to sell the 
bridge. As set forth above, that point is established for summary j udgrnent purposes. This Court 
is not free to reach its own conclusions on this. 
b. Had the purchase agreement been entirely supported by illegal 
consideration, AED might be able to bring in parol evidence. But 
here, the purchase agreement is still supported by significant 
consideration in the amount of $25,000.00. That alone makes the 
purchase agreement "legal". If other additional consideration turns 
out to be illegal, that does not turn the "legal" consideration (the 
$25,000.00) into illegal consideration. Opinion at 10. 
~Affidavit of R. Schmitz in opposition to summary judgment, deposition of Eric Kelly, page 120 Ln 25 to 120 Ln 
12. 
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The emphasized language is directly contrary to all law on this subject, and wholly 
unsupported by any authority in the United States and the Court has provided no authority for 
that statement. 
p.5 
The law is that if the "illegal consideration" is a material part of the bargain, then the 
illegal part cannot be separated from the legal part. See the citations in AED's last motion to 
reconsider which are incorporated herein by this reference as though fully set forth. The Court is 
wrong on thls point of law and should either identify the authority for the holding that partial 
"legal" consideration makes the whole contract legal, even if the illegal consideration is material 
to the transaction, or declare that it is making new law. 
Furthermore, the Court ignores the actual facts of Quiring. That case recited a whole 
separate consideration for the quit claim in two different places. The quit claim recited it was in 
exchange for EIGHT HUNDRED DOLLARS AND NOll 00 CENTS ($800.00). More 
importantly, the agreement "That any and all past differences be forgotten and not brought up by 
L}'nn or either of the two children"6 stated the transfer (quit claim) was as in lieu of support. 
Quiring had two separate and equally valid recitations of consideration for the quit claim and at 
no point did anything in writing ever mention that the quit claim had anything whatsoever to do 
with the agreement not to report. The fact that part of the consideration was legal did not save 
the agreement. 
This Court avoids the question by excluding the evidence of the blasting agreement based 
on the parol evidence rule. This Court acknowledges that parol evidence is always admissible to 
show illegality. This Court then holds that it is not admissible here because the sale contract is 
legal because it is supported by a separately stated consideration that cannot be contradicted by 
6 Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 562, 944 P.2d 695, 697 (1997) 
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parol evidence. The separate consideration is less than a 1/3 of the profit AED would have 
earned from the blast contract. More importantly, as set forth above, the existence of separate 
consideration does not prevent the admission of evidence of other illegal aspects of the parties' 
agreement. 
The quit claim in Quiring was ruled illegal, but nothing about that agreement standing 
alone was illegal, and in fact recited a separate consideration. The existence of separate legal 
consideration did not save the parties' total agreement from being found illegal, which is exactly 
the opposite of what this Court ruled here when it said separate consideration which is legal 
validates the entire agreement. 
c. In Quiring. the agreement to refrain from contacting law enforcement 
in violation ofl.C. § 16-1619 and the agreement to transfer a quitclaim 
deed, were consideration for each other. The two agreements were 
two sides of the same coin. In the present case, there is no reference 
in the purchase agreement to allow AED to perform the demolition of 
the bridge it was selling to KDC. Opinion at 18. 
The quit claim deed in Quiring made no reference whatsoever to the separate agreement 
regarding the forgiveness of "all past differences" or to not report the incidents to the police, yet 
the factual situation was that one did have something to do with the other. This Court's has 
made a finding of fact that the blast contract did not have anything to do with the purchase 
contract. This is against the weight of the evidence, but this Court is not supposed to be 
weighing evidence. This is a factual finding for the jury not this Court. If the Court disagrees, 
it should explain its reasoning for the Appellate Court. 
d. Additionally, any extrinsic evidence would not be allowed because AED has not 
asked this Court to reconsider its dismissal of AED's fraud claims. Opinion at 7. 
This statement is in direct contravention of this Court's acknowledgment at page 9 that 
evidence showing illegality is admissible despite a merger clause. "AED claims the issue of 
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illegality can be raised at any time. Case law supports that proposition, even in light of a merger 
clause." 
This Court should explain how the failure of the fraudulent inducement claim amounts to 
an inability to admit parol evidence of a separate illegal agreement that was a material 
inducement for the purchase agreement. 
e. The truly disturbing feature to AED's argument is it ignores the fact 
that it was AED's own foibles that caused the demolition agreement to 
be illegal. Opinion at 11. 
This Court should explain the relevance of this finding offact to the contract law 
principles raised in the first motion to reconsider. 
If this fact is relevant to the analysis, then this Court should further explain why this 
finding of fact should not have been made by a jury. 
f. Quiring is not on point. First of all, Quiring is distinguishable from 
the instant matter temporally. In Quiring, the agreements to refrain 
from contacting law enforcement in violation ofl.C. § 16-1619 and the 
agreement to transfer a quitclaim deed by threat in violation of I. C. § 
18-2403 were entered into at the same time. The agreements were 
executed before the same notary at the same time. In the present case, 
on the other hand, it is undisputed that the purchase agreement was 
entered into on May 10,2010. Opinion at 17. 
As set forth above, the agreement to sell and the agreement to blast came into existence at 
the same time and this Court is not free to find any other fact on summary judgment. 
CONLUSION 
The Court's ruling that the blasting contract is illegal is incorrect and will be appealed. 
However, at this point, that is the law of this case and that ruling has consequences for the 
purchase contract that are well established principles of contract law. 
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This Court has avoided the argued contract principles by making a finding of fact that the 
blast contract and purchase contract did not come into existence at the same time, and therefore, 
the blast contract was unrelated to the purchase contract. The determination of when and if the 
parties had a meeting of the minds is a question of fact for the trier of fact, Harkness v. City of 
Burley, 110 Idaho 353,359,715 P.2d 1283, 1289 (1986), not for this Court on summary 
judgment. 
This Court has also held that partial legal consideration validates a contract that is 
supported by partial illegal consideration. This is an incorrect statement of the law. 
If less than all of an agreement is unenforceable under the rule 
stated in § 178, a court may nevertheless enforce the rest of the 
agreement in favor of a party who did not engage in serious 
misconduct if the performance as to which the agreement is 
unenforceable is not an essential part of the agreed exchange. 
Restatement Second of Contracts § 184 
Primarily the criterion would appear to be whether the parties 
would have entered into the agreement irrespective of the 
offending provisions of the contract. This can usually be 
determined by weighing equality of the agreed exchange before 
and after the proposed severance. 
Calamari and Perillo on Contracts, 
Third Edition 1987 at 893, citing 
Marsh, the Severance of Illegality in 
Contracts (pts 1 & 2) 64 L.Q.Rev. 
230, 347 (1948) and Restatement 
Second of Contracts, Section 184, 
Comment a. 
This Court's only attempt to address these principles was the Court's findings of fact 
regarding when these agreements came into existence and then from that factual finding made 
the factual fmding that the blast contract was not material to the purchase contract. Factual 
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findings on summary judgment are not proper unless the evidence is uncontroverted, which it 
clearly is here. 
This Court should either: 
1) Reverse the prior incorrect ruling on illegality for the reasons set forth in AED's response 
to summary judgment; or 
2) Declare the entire agreement (sale and blast) void and unenforceable; or 
3) Address the issues raised above so the Appellate Court can properly evaluate this Court's 
decision. 
DATED this 281h day of February, 2011. 
c::;---·-
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 28th day of February, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO ALTER OR 
AMEND JUDGMENT by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, lD 83701 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
BY:~Iam~" ~·· ttli=-~~_:l...--_ 
LEANNE VILLA 
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Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
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(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
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ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT '\. 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN A1\TD FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-10-7217 
MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
JUDGMENT 
Plaintiff, AED, Inc., pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 59( e) requests that this 
Court alter and/or amend its judgment as set forth in the memorandum in support of this motion. 
Oral argument is requested on this motion. 
DATED this 28th day of February, 2011. 
MOTION TO ALTER OR AME)ID JUDGMENT -I-
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 281h day of February, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND JUDGMENT by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND JUDGMENT -2-
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
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LEANNE M. VILLA 
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ARTHUR BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistline@me. com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation Case No. CV-10-7217 
Plaintiff, NOTICE OF APPEAL 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Plaintiff/Appellant, AED, Inc., appeals from the First Judicial District, the Honorable John T. 
Mitchell, presiding. 
I. Judgments and Orders Appealed 
A. Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant KDC's Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction entered December 15, 2010, by the Honorable John T. Mitchell; 
B. The Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for 
Summary Judgment and Denying Plaintiff AED's Motion for Reconsideration; 
entered January 31, 2011, by the Honorable John T. Mitchell. 
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C. The Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Plaintiff AED's (Second) Motion 
for Reconsideration; entered February 14, 2011, by the Honorable John T. 
Mitchell. 
D. Judgment; entered February 8, 2011, by Honorable John T. Mitchell. 
II. Issues on Appeal 
A. Did the Trial Court error by holding that AED could not seek rescission because it 
had not tendered to KDC the consideration KDC had paid for the bridge? 
B. Did the Trial Court commit error by holding that the contract between AED and 
KDC for AED to implode the subject bridge illegal? 
C. Did the Trial Court commit error by enforcing the sales contract in light of the 
fact that blast contract was illegal? 
D. Did the Trial Court commit error by making findings of fact on disputed factual 
issues on summary judgment in order to reach its determination that the sale 
contract was legal even though the blast contract was illegal? 
III. Statement of Jurisdiction 
A. The matter is a final and appealable pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 11(a)(l). 
IV. No transcript is requested. 
V. The standard record is requested together with the following: 
A. Motion for Preliminary Injunction filed November 17, 2010; 
B. Memorandum In Support of Motion for Mandatory Injunction filed November 17, 
2010; 
C. Affidavit ofMikela A. French in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction 
filed November 17, 2010; 
NOTICE OF APPEAL -2-
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D. Plaintiff's Objection to Defendant's Motion for Preliminary Injunction filed 
November 18, 2010; 
E. Affidavit ofKrystal Chaklos in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction 
filed November 18, 2010; 
F. Reply to Plaintiff's Objection to Defendant KDC Investments, LLC's Motion for 
Mandatory Injunction filed November 22, 2010; 
G. Affidavit of Mark Wilburn in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to Issuance of 
Preliminary Injunction filed November 24, 2010; 
H. Affidavit ofEric J. Kelly in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to Issuance of 
Preliminary Injunction filed November 24, 2010; 
I. Plaintiff's Objection to Issuance of Preliminary Injunction filed November 24, 
2010; 
J. Plaintiff's Response to Issuance of Preliminary Injunction filed November 29, 
2010; 
K. Defendant KDC Investments LLC's Reply in Support of Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction filed December 2, 2010; 
L. Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant KDC's Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction filed December 15, 2010; 
M. Motion for Summary Judgment filed December 15, 2010; 
N. Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment filed December 15, 
2010; 
0. Affidavit of Randall L. Schmitz in Support ofMotion for Summary Judgment 
filed December 15, 2010; 
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P. Affidavit of Lee Chaklos in Support ofMotion for Summary Judgment filed 
December 15, 2010; 
Q. Affidavit ofKrystal Chaklos in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment filed 
December 15, 2010; 
R. Motion to Reconsider Memorandum Decision Holding that Plaintiff is Not 
Entitled to Rescission filed December 30, 2010; 
S. Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in Opposition to Summary Judgment filed December 30, 
2010; 
T. Affidavit of Mark Wilburn in Support of Plaintiff's Opposition to Summary 
Judgment filed December 30, 2010; 
U. Affidavit of Arthur Bistline in Opposition to Summary Judgment filed December 
30, 2010; 
V. Response to Summary Judgment filed December 30, 2010; 
W. Defendants Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider 
Decision Holding that Plaintiff is Not Entitled to Rescission filed January 5, 2011; 
X. Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Affidavits of Arthur M. Bistline, 
Eric J. Kelly, and Mark Wilburn Filed in Support of Plaintiff's Opposition to 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment filed January 5, 2011; 
Y. Motion to Strike Affidavits of Arthur M. Bistline, Eric J. Kelly, and Mark 
Wilburn Filed in Support of Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment filed January 5, 2011; 
Z. Motion to Shorten Time filed January 5, 2011; 
NOTICE OF APPEAL -4-
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AA. Defendants' Reply Memorandum In Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
filed January 5, 2011; 
BB. Plaintiffs Reply to Defendants Response to Motion to Reconsider filed January 7, 
2011; 
CC. Plaintiffs Response to Defendants Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Affidavits Filed in 
Support of Plaintiff's Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment filed January 
7,2011; 
DD. Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly In Support ofPlaintiffs Opposition to Defendants 
Motion to Strike & Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment filed January 10, 
2011; 
EE. Supplemental Affidavit of Lee Chaklos In Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment filed January 13, 2011; 
FF. Memorandum in Support of Supplemental Affidavit of Lee Chaklos in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgment filed January 13, 2011; 
GG. Plaintiff's Argument Regarding Affidavit of Lee Chaklos Pertaining to 
Subcontractor Proposal filed January 20, 2011; 
HH. Reply in Support of Supplemental Affidavit of Lee Chaklos in Support of Motion 
for Summary Judgment filed January 21, 2011; 
II. Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Reply Regarding Supplemental Affidavit of 
Lee Chaklos filed January 24, 2011; 
JJ. Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for 
Summary Judgment and Denying Plaintiff AED's Motion for Reconsideration 
filed January 31, 2011; 
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KK. Motion to Reconsider Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting 
Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment filed February 4, 2011; 
LL. Memorandum In Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC' s Motion for 
Summary filed February 4, 2011; 
MM. Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC' s Motion for 
Summary filed February 4, 2011; 
NN. Plaintiff's Reply to Defendant's Objection to Shorten Time Re: Hearing on 
Motion to Reconsider filed February 8, 2011; 
00. Defendant's Motion to Strike Affidavit ofEric J. Kelly in Support of Plaintiff's 
Motion to Reconsider Court's Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's 
Motion for Summary Judgment filed February 11, 2011; 
PP. Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider 
Court's Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment filed February 11, 2011; 
QQ. Affidavit of Randall L. Schmitz in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider 
Court's Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment filed February 11, 2011; 
RR. Plaintiff's Reply to Defendant's Response on Motion to Reconsider filed 
February 11, 2011; 
SS. Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Plaintiff AED's Second Motion for 
Reconsideration filed February 14, 2011; 
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TT. Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Alter or Amend Judgment filed March 1, 
2011; 
UU. Motion to Amend or Alter Judgment filed March 1, 2011. 
VI. Certification of Attorney 
A. Service of the Notice of Appeal has been served on the Court Reporter. 
B. The estimated fees for the reporter's transcript have been paid. 
C. All appellate filing fees have been paid. 
D. Service of this Notice of Appeal has been filed on all parties. 
DATED this 4th day of March, 2011. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 4th day of March, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83 701 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
Julie Folland 
Court Reporter for Judge Mitchell 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816-9000 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[x] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[x] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[x] 
[ ] 
Hand-delivered 
Regular mail 
Certified mail 
Overnight mail 
Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
Interoffice Mail 
Hand-delivered 
Regular mail 
Certified mail 
Overnight mail 
Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
Interoffice Mail 
Hand-delivered 
Regular mail 
Certified mail 
Overnight mail 
Facsimile to (208)446-1188 
Interoffice Mail 
BY:~~(/cl/L 
LEANNE VILLA 
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ARTHUR BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistl ine@me. com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
208-665-7290 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS~ LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-10-7217 
PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION TO 
DEFENDANTS' COSTS AND FEES 
Plaintiff, AED, Inc., by and through its undersigned counsel, hereby responds to 
Defendant's Application for Costs and Fees as follows: 
I. KDC is Not Entitled to Any Discretionary Costs as this Case Was Not 
"Exceptional." 
p. 1 
In Idaho, in order for a cost to be considered "exceptional," the costs must be a cost not 
normally associated with the particular type of case. 
"The trial court concluded: 'This is the very 'nature' of these sorts 
of cases. Similarly, travel and lodging expenses for expert 
witnesses and attorneys and photocopy expenses are not 
exceptional but, on the contrary, are common 'in a case of this 
nature.' This demonstrates the trial court's understanding of the 
meaning of'exceptional' as contained in I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D)." 
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Fish v. Smith, 131 Idaho 492,494, 
960 P.2d 175, 177 (1998). 
p.2 
The only argument that this case is "exceptional" is that it was going to be litigated in a 
very compressed time frame. The only impact of this fact is how quickly the costs are incurred, 
not whether they are customary and ordinary costs which are incurred in this type of case. The 
discretionary costs sought are exactly the same costs that would have been incurred in this case if 
it were not on a "fast track" and the case is not exceptional. 
If this Court is going to make a finding that this case was exceptional it should: 
1) Disallow any expenses associated with travel expenses as KCD chose a South Idaho 
lawyer and AED should not have to pay for that decision. $2,248.59. 
2) Disallow Westlaw because KDC has not explained what those Westlaw charges were 
for. A firm such as Hall Farley likely has a Westlaw plan which is a flat fee other 
than those items which are outside of that plan, which have not been identified. 
$3,359.00. 
II. The Amount of Fees Claimed is Excessive for the Nature of the Case. 
This case was a simple breach of contract/fraud case that was litigated in a short time 
frame. The total attorney's fees charges in excess of $68,000 for a little over five (5) months of 
work is excessive. 
III. Challenged Attorneys Fees Charges. 
1) 12/6110 Travel to Coeur d'Alene for a hearing. KDC chose to use a lawyer 
located at the South end of Idaho and AED should not be required to pay for 
that decision. $589.00. 
2) 12/7/10 Return Travel from Coeur d'Alene. See objection contained in item 2 
above. $627.00. 
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3) 1/11111 Travel to Coeur d: Alene for a hearing. See objection contained in 
item 2 above. $570.00. 
4) 1112/11 Return Travel from Coeur d'Alene. See objection contained in item 2 
above. $627.00. 
5) 1/25/11 A meeting between Mr. Schmitz (2.5 hours) and Mr. Comstock (2.4 
hours). It is not reasonable that the opposing party should have to pay for the 
luxury of having more than one attorney consider the same subject matter in 
any case. The Court should disallow Mr. Comstock's time at 2.4 hours. 
$456.00. 
6) 1125111 Telephone conference \.-Vith Lee and Krystal Chaklos regarding all e-
mails ... There is a five (5) hour charge for this telephone call. Given the 
status of the case- that numerous motions have been filed containing factual 
allegations - this conversation had to have already occurred on one prior 
occasion in this case and five hours is excessive to develop the facts of this 
case at that stage in the litigation. $950.00. 
7) 1126/11 Travel to Coeur d'Alene for depositions. See objection contained in 
item 2 above. $627.00. 
8) 1128/11 Return Travel from Coeur d: Alene. See objection contained in item 2 
above. $627.00. 
The total of the challenged attorney's fee is $4,484.00. 
. DATED this 81h day of March, 2011. 
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the gth day of March, 20 II, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS' COSTS AND 
FEES by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz 
John Burke 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
Honorable John T. Mitchell 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[ x] Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
BY: __.LJ~.£..!:::::-=Iili:.!L<fd:e~~..:;._~u-=-Jt..::..:;__ -~-
LEANNE M. VILLA 
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ARTHUR BISTLINE 
BISTLINE LAW, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) 
arthurmooneybistline@me.com 
ISB: 5216 
Attorney for Appellant/Plaintiff 
208-665-?290 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Appellant/Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMEKTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KR YST AL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Res ondent/Defendants. 
Case No. CV-10-7217 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
p. 1 
TO: The above named Respondent/Defendants, KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia 
LLC, and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL CHAKLOS, and the parties' attorney, Randy 
L. Schmitz of Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., 702 W. Idaho St., Suite 700, P.O. 
Box 1271, Boise, ID 83701; phone: (208) 395-8500; email: rls@hallfarley.com, AND 
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
Appellant/ Plaintiff, AED, Inc., appeals from the First Judicial District, the Honorable John 
T. Mitchell, presiding: 
I. Judgments and Orders Appealed 
A. Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant KDC' s Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction entered December 15, 2010, by the Honorable John T. Mitchell; 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL -I-
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B. Memorandum In Support of Motion for Mandatory Injunction filed November 17, 
2010; 
C. Affidavit ofMikela A. French in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction 
filed November 17, 2010; 
D. Plaintiffs Objection to Defendant's Motion for Preliminary Injunction filed 
November 18, 2010; 
E. Affidavit ofKrystal Chaklos in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction 
filed November 18, 201 0; 
F. Reply to Plaintiffs Objection to Defendant KDC Investments, LLC's Motion for 
Mandatory Injunction filed November 22, 2010; 
G. Affidavit of Mark Wilburn in Support of Plaintiffs Objection to Issuance of 
Preliminary Injunction filed November 24, 201 0; 
H. Affidavit of Eric J. Ke1ly in Support of Plaintiffs Objection to Issuance of 
Preliminary Injunction filed November 24, 2010; 
I. Plaintiffs Objection to Issuance of Preliminary Injunction filed November 24, 
2010; 
J. Plaintiffs Response to Issuance of Preliminary Injunction filed November 29, 
2010; 
K. Defendant KDC Investments LLC's Reply in Support of Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction filed December 2, 201 0; 
L. Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendant KDC's Motion for Preliminary 
Injunction filed December 15, 2010; 
M. Motion for Summary Judgment filed December 15, 2010; 
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N. Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment filed December 15, 
2010; 
0. Affidavit of Randall L. Schmitz in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
filed December 15, 2010; 
P. Affidavit of Lee Chaklos in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment filed 
December 15, 2010; 
Q. Affidavit ofKrystal Chaklos in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment filed 
December 15, 2010; 
R. Motion to Reconsider Memorandum Decision Holding that Plaintiff is Not 
Entitled to Rescission filed December 30, 2010; 
S. Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in Opposition to Summary Judgment filed December 30, 
2010; 
T. Affidavit of Mark Wilburn in Support of Plaintiff's Opposition to Summary 
Judgment filed December 30, 2010; 
U. Affidavit of Arthur Bistline in Opposition to Summary Judgment filed December 
30, 201 0; 
V. Response to Summary Judgment filed December 30, 2010; 
W. Defendants Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider 
Decision Holding that Plaintiff is Not Entitled to Rescission filed January 5, 2011; 
X. Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Affidavits of Arthur M. Bistline, 
Eric J. Kelly, and Mark Wilburn Filed in Support of Plaintiffs Opposition to 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment filed January 5, 2011; 
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Y. Motion to Strike Affidavits of Arthur M. Bistline, Eric J. Kelly, and Mark 
Wilburn Filed in Support of Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendants' Motion for 
Summary Judgment filed January 5, 2011; 
Z. Motion to Shorten Time filed January 5, 2011; 
p.4 
AA. Defendants' Reply Memorandum In Support ofMotion for Summary Judgment 
filed January 5, 2011; 
BB. Plaintiffs Reply to Defendants Response to Motion to Reconsider filed January 7, 
2011; 
CC. Plaintiffs Response to Defendants Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Affidavits Filed in 
Support ofPlaintiffs Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment filed January 
7,2011; 
DD. Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly In Support ofPlaintiffs Opposition to Defendants 
Motion to Strike & Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment filed January 10, 
2011; 
EE. Supplemental Affidavit of Lee Chaklos In Support of Motion for Swnmary 
Judgment filed January 13, 2011; 
FF." Memorandum in Support of Supplemental Affidavit of Lee Chaklos in Support of 
Motion for Summary Judgment filed January 13, 2 011 ; 
GG. Plaintiffs Argument Regarding Affidavit of Lee Chaklos Pertaining to 
Subcontractor Proposal filed January 20, 2011; 
HH. Reply in Support of Supplemental Affidavit of Lee Chaklos in Support of Motion 
for Summary Judgment filed January 21, 2011; 
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II. Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Reply Regarding Supplemental Affidavit of 
Lee Chaklos filed January 24, 2011; 
JJ. Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for 
Summary Judgment and Denying Plaintiff AED's Motion for Reconsideration 
filed January 31, 2011; 
KK. Motion to Reconsider Court's Memorandum Decision and Order Granting 
Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment filed February 4, 2011; 
LL. Memorandum In Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for 
Summary filed February 4, 2011; 
MM. Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in Support of Plaintiffs. Motion to Reconsider Court's 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for 
Summary filed February 4, 2011; 
NN. Plaintiffs Reply to Defendant's Objection to Shorten Time Re: Hearing on 
Motion to Reconsider filed February 8, 2011; 
00. Defendant's Motion to Strike Affidavit of Eric J. Kelly in Support of Plaintiffs 
Motion to Reconsider Court's Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's 
Motion for Summary Judgment filed February 11, 2011; 
PP. Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider 
Court's Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment filed February 11, 2011; 
AMENDED NOTJCE OF APPEAL -6-
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QQ. Affidavit ofRandall L. Schmitz in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider 
Court's Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary 
Judgment filed February 11, 2011; 
RR. Plaintiffs Reply to Defendant's Response on Motion to Reconsider filed 
February 11, 2011; 
SS. Memorandum Decision and Order Denying Plaintiff AED's Second Motion for 
Reconsideration filed February 14, 2011; 
IT. Memorandum in Support of Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment filed March 1, 
2011; 
UU. Motion to Amend or Alter Judgment filed March 1, 2011. 
VI. Certification of Attorney 
A. Service of the Notice of Appeal has been served on the Court Reporter. 
B. The estimated fees for the reporter's transcript have been paid. 
C. All appellate filing fees have been paid. 
D. Service of this Notice of Appeal has been filed on all parties. 
DATED this 141h day of March, 2011. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
c:::.· 
ARTHURM. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Appellant/Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 14th day of March, 20 11 , I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Randy L Schmitz [ ] Hand -delivered 
John Burke [ ] Regular mail 
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. [ ] Certified mail 
702 W. Idaho St. Suite 700 [ ] Overnight mail 
P.O. Box 1271 [x] Facsimile to (208)395-8585 
Boise, ID 83701 [ ] Interoffice Mail 
Honorable John T. Mitchell [ ] Hand-delivered 
Kootenai County Courthouse [ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[x] Facsimile to (208)446-1132 
[x] E-Mail to: jclausen@kcgov.us 
Julie Folland [ ] Hand-delivered 
Court Reporter for Judge Mitchell [ ] Regular mail 
PO Box 9000 [ ] Certified mail 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 [ ] Overnight mail 
[ ] Facsimile to 
[x] E-Mail to: jfolland@kcgov.us 
BY: -=--~_M_W_. U_td._t:t.. __ 
LEANNE VILLA 
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~ 
John J. Burke 
ISB #4619; jjb@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@hallfarley.com 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P .A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
W:\4\4· 71S\plcadings\Amcnd Judsmcnt-AED-KDC Rcsponse.doc 
Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos and Krystal Chak.los 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ABO, INC., an Idaho oorporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individualJy, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CVl0-7217 
DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
JUDGMENT 
COME NOW Defendants KDC Investments, LLC ("KDC"), Lee Chaklos and Krystal 
CluYJos (.:ollec:thr~l)' "Defe11da11ti"). by and through their unr.lcr.gignr.rl r.nnn~P.l nf rP.nnrrl. nnil 
r.nhmit thir. M~tmnmmlum in Onnm:ition 10 Plaintiff II Motign tg Alt~:r or .Am~Dd }\ldam~nt. 
ffftf It 1t'\fftfoflf" .,I t ft If I ffff, f lff .. ft ,,,,,,, .... U 'r ..... r ......... ,,,,,,,,,,,,.,. •• ,., • ............ •• ,, ., ,., .... . 
("AED") claims in their entirety and quieting title to the Bellaire Bridge in the name ot" KJJC. 
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On February 28,2011, AED filed its Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment pursuant to Idaho Rule 
of Civil Procedure 59( e). However, AED's motion is untimely under Rule 59( e). Furthermore, 
AED's motion is nothing more than a third attempt at reconsideration of this Court's previous 
decisions. Yet, AED fails to cite to any evidence before the Court which would justify altering 
its decisions and, in fact, AED's arguments are directly contrary to the submitted evidence and 
controlling case law. 
ARGUMENT 
A. AED's Motion is Untimely 
AED's current motion to amend the judgment is brought pursuant to Rule 59( e), Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure. Rule 59( e) requires a motion to amend the judgment be served no later 
than fourteen (14) days after entry of judgment. In this case, the Judgment was entered on 
February 8, 2011, but AED's motion to amend the Judgment was not filed and served until 
February 28, 2011: twenty (20) days after the Judgment was entered. As such, AED's motion is 
untimely and barred. 
B. There is no Evidence Before the Court Supporting AED's Argument That the 
"Demolition Agreement" was Consideration for the Purchase Agreement, and in 
Fact, the Evidence is to the Contrary. 
In the event this Court decides to entertain AED's untimely motion, AED is still not 
entitled to the relief it seeks. Motions brought pursuant to Rule 59( e) give the trial court an 
opportunity to correct errors of fact or law that had occuned in its proceedings short of an 
appeal. Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259, 263, 646 P.2d 1030, 1034 (Ct.App. 1982). "Such 
proceedings must of necessity, therefore, be directed to the status of the case as it existed when 
the court rendered the decision upon which the judgment is based." Id; See also Barmore v. 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO AED, INC.'S MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
JUDGMENT-2 
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Pe"one, 145 Idaho 340, 344, 179 P.3d 303, 307 (2008). In other words, since a Rule 59(e) 
motion is brought after judgment, new evidence may not be presented by the moving party. 
Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 472, n.3, 147 P.3d 100, 104 (Ct.App. 2006). A trial court's 
decision to grant or deny a Rule 59( e) motion is reviewed only for abuse of discretion. "So long 
"" +l.n ....,.;,..1 ,..,..,...,. .,....,..,..'""~'"'"tf -tlo.n ....,,.. ...... ,_ nn A;nn'l'crhn""'"'' oa,.to.ol n,;th1-n thll' n11tP1' J,nnnrhi'MPI:' nf thP 
court's discretion, and reached its conclusion through an exercise of reason, this Court will not 
•11nnuh Thll 1111nlnlrtn nn nnn•nl II U1111rhl1ll(f 11 ilrh'l(lll't rm t''tl nr llhlllll 711, '(II'( '1'(1'1 t' '.'II 
1 n.., 1 nn , nnn'\ 
A13D criticizes this Court boccnwo it inoonootly believeo the Court'~ entire M~morsndum 
based on the Asset Purchase and Liability Assumption Agreement ("Purchase Agreement") and 
the "demolition agreement" being executed at different times. AED argues this "factual fmding .. 
is incorrect. Actually, while the Court's opinion was based in part upon the timing of the 
agreements, it was also based upon AED' s failure to submit any evidence supporting its claim 
that the demolition agreement was consideration for the Purchase Agreement. After reciting 
AED' s claim that the agreement to sell the bridge was contingent upon execution and 
performance of the demolition agreement, the Court stated: "It is important to note that there is 
no citation given to the record for these three sentences written by counsel for AED. Perhaps the 
reason for a lack of citation is the fact that there is nothing in the record which supports any of 
these three sentences." Order, p. 7 (italics in original). 
In response, AED now argues that the Purchase Agreement was terminated on May 27, 
2010, and somehow reinstated on June 1, 2010, with the demolition agreement as part of its 
nF.FF.NilANTS' RF.SPONSF. TO AF.D, TNC:.'fi MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
JVDGMENT-3 
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consideration. Memorandum in Support of Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment ("AED's 
Memo"), p.3 .1 However, once again, AED does not cite any evidence which supports this 
allegation. 
In suppo11 of its eontention that the Purchase Agreement wns terminated on May 27, 
2010, AED cites paragraph 16 of the Affidavit of Eric Kelly in Opposition to Summary 
Juuglllcml ("K~ll.Y Aff.11). AJ:D~~ Mtill~, p. J, n. 2. Para~J!Ih 16 of Mr. Kolly'a offido.vit otllteo 
that on May 27, 2010, he "informed KDC that the contract was terminated because it had not 
paid the purchase money for the bridge" and attached Exhibit "D'' as evidence of this 
termination. Kelly Aff., ~ 16. However, Exhibit "D" does not indicate the Purchase Agreement 
was ever terminated. Exhibit "D" consists of a couple email transmissions between AED and 
KDC. The first email from Mr. Kelly states "AED is weighing the opinion to decline to enter 
into any agreement with KDC Investments." Kelly Aff., Ex. D. This does not state AED 
actually terminated the Purchase Agreement. The second email in Exhibit "D" sent by Mr. Kelly 
~tAtP.~. "l nin nnt tr.rminfJtr. the aerc:emc:nt 115 I should lul.n" , " Id, (emphasis added). The 
evidence submitted by AED directly contradicts Mr. Kelly's own self~serving affidavit. Neither 
email contained in Exhibil "D" which AED ~,;ites ln suppo11 of its argument, even remotely 
supports its contention. 
Furthennore, Mr. Kelly's and Mrs. Kelly's deposition testimony conclusively establish 
that the Purchase Agreement was not terminated on May 27, 2010. In Mr. Kelly's deposition he 
1 At page 3 of the AED Memo, AED cites to paragraphs 13, 16, 18, and 19 of the Affidavit of Eric Kelly in 
Opposition to Summary Judgment However, paragraphs 13 and 19 were striekM by the Court upon objection by 
l<DC. See Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC's Motion for Summary Judgment and 
Denying Plaintiff ABD's Motion for Reconsideration, p.lO. 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO AED, INC.'S MOTION TO ALTER OR. AMEND 
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was questioned about the email in Exhibit "D" in which he said he was weighing the opinion not 
to enter any agreement with KDC. He testified that the email was written in response to KDC 
f::1iling tn p::.y the $?5,000 by MRy 25th, purguant to the Letter of Contingency. See .A.ffida"it of 
Randall L. Schmitz in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider Court's Memorandum 
decision and Order Granting Defendant KDC' s Motion for Sununary Judgment ("Schmitz 
Aff."), Exhibit A (''Kelly depo trans."), P. 98, L. 17- P. 100, L. 9. He also testified that he 
it'Ok~ with KDC 1"bout m extem:ion to the May 25 naY111ent dea.clline. nurin~ thir;: convitn~atinn 
he handed the phone to his wife, Lisa Kelly, because she is the president of AED and he wanted 
her to take care of it. Kelly depo trans., P. 101, L. 7 - P. 102, L. 23. Lisa Kelly said to "give 
them a chance," meaning give AED an extension. ld, at P. 102, LL 9 - 23. Lisa Kelly 
confirmed in her deposition that she granted AED an extension to pay the purchase money. 
Schmitz Aff., Exhibit C ("Lisa depo trans.") P. 14, L 13- P. 17, L. 12. Accordingly, contrary to 
Agreement was nor. termina.tr.rl nn May l:t ~ l.UIII_ hr.r.i'lnRr. ;m r:xtr.mnnn Wi'IR e;rantr:rt smr.r: thr: 
Pw~.;L~~ A~~u.~u.t wi:i:s uvl L~uaun~lc;J, we; em:: again lc::fi with lhc um.:unlrov~tc::u fuel llmL the 
Purchase Agreement was entered before the demolition agreement. The Pw-chase Agreement 
tmambiguously specifies the consideration upon which it was entered, and that consideration 
does not include the demolition agreement. 
AED argues: 
These are the facts on summary judgment. On June 1, 2010, no agreement was 
in place to sell the bridge. That agreement had been terminated. A second 
agreement to sell the bridge was reached which was that the terms of the old 
agreement would apply as soon as, and only when, KDC executed the blasting 
contract, which it did. Therefore, the purchase contract came into existence at the 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO AED, INC.'S MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
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exact same time as the blasting agreement. This Court is not free to find any 
other facts on summazy judgment. 
If this Court is going to rely so heavily upon the finding of fact that the purchase 
contract came into existence well before the blast contract, then the Court needs to 
explain how it can take that determination from the jury in light of the evidence 
before this Court. 
AED Memo, p. 4. (Emphasis in original). 
~007/015 
AED is incorrect as to the facts and the law. The Court is free to find facts on summary 
inn rmr~~t~ ~ ~tthfU~qtrt unru~nurrlt~~nnr.iti~ollYJ] ttlr~~{£~.Ill'D:{iD,OlUPJ]lro~D,t]{[ti 
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no 
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to 
JHnurmmr 'll•· ·• m·mrotr ru , .• .., 
I.R.C.P. 56(c). 
It was AED's duty to submit evidence to establish a genuine issue of material fact. It 
failed to do so. Rule 56( e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure states in pertinent part: 
When a motioll for summary judgment is made and supported as provided in this 
rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials of that 
p~r'o pleodingo. bllt the pnrf)r'c ral"J'r.mra, h)r ~ff1ti1uit11' nt' nthPnlri~P prmrinf'li in 
thic; rnlr. mn'it c;p,t fnrth f::tr.t~ ~hnwinv thr.m iA A Pr:nninr: i . ,~mr: fnr triaL Tfthr. mnw 
uuee. uuL :~u .1e~puuu, :~WillWUy jw~u~m, ll ~J:.IJ:JlVJ:Jtl;:m:., ;:,hall L~:~ t~:~.uJ~;.u .. J "-!.Q.)..u~~ 
the party. 
I.R.C.P. 56(e). 
Where a motion for summary judgment is made against a party who will have the burden 
of persuasion at trial, the non-moving party must show sufficient evidence of a genuine issue of 
material fact to support the essential elements of the case. See generally Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 
477 U.S. 317, (1986); Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 165 P.2d 126, 127 (1988) (the moving 
party is entitled to judgment when the non-moving party fails to make a showing sufficient to 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO AED, INC.'S MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
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establish the existence of an element essential to the party's case on which that party will bear the 
burden of proof at trial). 
To establish a genuine issue of material fact, then, the non-moving party must do more 
than recite general or conclusory allegations and must produce more than a ''mere scintilla" of 
evidence. Jerome Thriftway Drug. Inc. v. Winslow, 110 Idaho 615, 618, 717 P.2d 1033, 1036 
(1986) (unsupported general or conclusory allegations are not sufficient in the face of a motion 
for summary judgment); Snake River Equip. Co. v. Christensen, 107 Idaho 541, 549, 691 P.2d 
787, 795 (Ct. App. 1984) (the creation of "only a slight doubt as to the facts will not defeat a 
summary judgment motion"); Tri-State Nat'/. Bank v. Western Gateway Storage Co., 92 Idaho 
543, 447 P.2d 409 (1968) (to forestall summary judgment, more is required than raising 
"slightest doubt as to the facts''). 
As discussed above, AED failed to present any evidence to support its allegation that the 
demolition agreement was consideration for the Purchase Agreement. It failed to present any 
evidence that the Purchase Agreement was terminated. In fact, the evidence submitted 
establishes just the opposite. Mr. and Mrs. Kelly both testified that the Purchase Agreement was 
not terminated. The evidence establishes that the Purchase Agreement was executed well before 
the demolition agreement and because that evidence is undisputed, the Court is free to establish 
that as a fact without submitting the issue to the jury. 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO AED, JNC. 'S MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
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C. The Court Corr~tly Applied the Law and Correctly Interpreted the Quiring Case. 
t_ Th~ t;'9\lrt ~9rrt~tb' ilttti'Wiltd llaal lnl1u t~uuuur~Nful, 1\F.D nuu1hlll tn ~hnw 
that the demolition agreement was not merely part of the consideration for the 
Purchase Agreement, but was the only consideration. 
A~D next criticizes the Court's application of the law m~l'lrding illegal contrac.ts. AED 
takes exception to the Court's statement that in order to buy into AED's argument, it would have 
to infer that the domolition agreement fotmcd "t:ftc" tOft9i4~ration for the f'urehasG A~!'ttilleut.z 
AED also disagrees with the Court's conclusion that separate and distinct illegal consideration 
does not tum legal consideration into illegal consideration. Without any citation to authority, 
AED baldly asserts that "[t]he emphasized language is directly contrary to all law on this subject, 
and wholly unsupported by any authority in the United States and the Court has provided no 
.. ..tL..:t .. f.. lL .l-l •...•.. L.11 .I.DD1 .. J.f_ ..... , l" r.. lJ.TI.:l.. .1.nn L ... ..1!1 ..... 1 .. .Il.l. ... 0 ......... 1L ......... 
giiinf nny nnthmity_ A F.n it~9r.lf f;:,ilf'rf tn nfffir nny nnthnrity tn 'i11l~l''lil11' ilh" h itlrlll!l ltul(!'IHr(!r i 11 
opposition to the Court's analysis. As it is, AED's criticism is completely unibunded. There 
exists Idaho precedent which supports the Court's analysis. 
AED argues that the Purchase Agreement and demolition agreement were entered into at 
the same time, with the demolition agreement constituting consideration for the Purchase 
Agreement. In essence, AED claims the two agreements make up one contract and cannot be 
separated from each other. See Memorandum in ~\l"PQ9rt 9f Plmntiffa Motion to R~~o~iQ;r 
rnnrt'w MMnnnnnnm nf'rii'inn 'inn nTI'flilr rrrrmtina fl11f11nnnnt Ynr'n Mnt1nn fn11 i'nmmn~r 
if AED could somehow show that the agreements were entered simultaneously and the 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO AED, INC.'S MOTION "tO ALTER OR AMEND 
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demolition agreement formed part of the consideration for the Purchase Agreement, the Court 
would still be correct in its legal analysis. 
It should be noted that AED only raises this argument in response to the Court's grant of 
summary judgment to KDC on its quiet title claim. AED seeks to overturn that ruling by having 
the Purchase Agreement declared illegal. However, "a contract will be enforced even if it is 
incidentally or indirectly connected with an illegal transac:tion provided it is supported by an 
independent consideration so that the plaintiff will not require the aid of the illegal transaction to 
make out his case." Vancil v. Anderson, 71 Idaho 95, 102, 227 P.2d 74, 77 {1951); See also 
Ingle v. Perkins, 95 Idaho 416, 417, 510 P.2d 480, 481 (1973) (The general rule is that no relief 
will be granted to either party to an unlawful contract, however, when the two agreements are 
severable and supported by distinct consideration, the legal agreement is enforceable even 
(1951) ("Where some of the provisions of an agreement are lawful and some are illegal and the 
same are severable and supported by distinct or apportionable considerations, and the plamtiff 
does not have to rely upon the illegal provisions to make his cause of action, the illegal 
provisions in the contract are no bar to such action."). This rule of law was discussed by the 
Idaho Supreme Court in Durant v. Snyder, wherein the Court explained that "where a contract 
contains illegal provisions, also a separate legal agreement, the latter will be enforced if no 
necessity exists for reliance by the party seeking to enforce it upon any of the illegal provisions 
thereof." 65 Idaho 678, 151 P.2d 776, 778 (1944). The Court also explained that "whether a 
contract is severab1e or indivisible must be determined from the subject matter of the agreement 
and the language used therein controls.'' /d. The Court also cited the "settled rule of law that 
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whnrr 'if'1ff'rfll thinl!'i arr tn hr:- done under i contnct, if the mon•l' com:idtr[ltion to b• paid io 
apportioned to each of the items to he perfnrmec'l> thr. r.nvP.nants ar.e ordinarily regarded as 
severa.ble and independent." ld at 779. Contrary to ATID~s assertio11, there is also autho.l'ity 
nuMirh, nf Trlnhn tn :mppnrt thn Cr.mrt'5 flnaly5i3. In Blociwn ,,_ ffitldalt fft1J'TJJ1 Corp., the 
Georgia Supreme Court upheld a written contract even though a related oral contract was illegal. 
573 S.E.2d 36, 38-39 (2002). Th~ C~orgiA Court c.xplainc.d: 
"Where the terms of a written contract are clear and unambiguous the court will 
1ooK to tne contract atone to rma me mtennon or tne parnes." N.eatm ~vc. t:enter 
v. Boddy, 257 Ca. 378, J00(2), 359 S.U.2d GS9 (1997). WltW.u tho f~·w \..vwc;;n vf 
the written contract, there is no mention that its execution is the result of illegal 
consideration. Accordingly, the trial court erred when it granted summa.cy 
judgment to FieJdale on the ground that the contract could not be enforced due to 
illegal consideration, and the Court of Appeals erred in affirming this portion of 
the trial court's decision. 
!d., at 39. 
In the case at bill', the Purch~e Agreement :md dQmolition agreemillt 3r8 £8p3nte :md 
divisible with each pertaining to separate subject matters and each being supported by distinct 
consideration. The Purchase Agreement specifies that the sale of the bridge is supported by 
payment of $25,000 and assumption of all liabilities and obligations for demolishing the bridge. 
Amended Complaint, Ex. A. The demolition agreement indicates that in exchange for AED 
performing the "blasting" of the bridge it would be paid $275,000. Amended Complaint, Ex. B. 
Each agreement is separate and supported by distinct consideration. Moreover, the Purchase 
Agreement contains the following provision: 
If any provision of this Agreement is determined to be illegal or unenforceable, 
such provision will be deemed amended to the extent necessary to conform to 
applicable law or, if it cannot be so amended without materially altering the 
intention of the parties, it will be deemed stricken and the remainder of the 
Agreement will remain in full force and effect. 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO AED, INC.'S MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
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Amended Complaint, Ex. A, ~ 31, p. 11. 
According to this provision, if any part of the Purchase Agreement is deemed illegal, it is 
to be stricken so that the remainder of the Purchase Agreement will remain in full force and 
effect. This demonstrates that Purchase Agreement. even if the demolition agreement is 
construed as part of it, is divisible. Moreover, there is no mention within the four comers of the 
Purchase Agreement that it is the result of illegal consideration. The Purchase Agreement makes 
no reference to the demolition agreement or any oral agreement to have AED blast the bridge. 
Lastly, KDC did not rely upon any portion of the demolition agreement to make its claim 
for title to the bridge. KDC relied solely upon the terms of the Purchase Agreement and 
accompanying Bill of Sale to prove its entitlement to the bridge. As such, and for the reasons 
stated above, the demolition agreement is divisible from the Purchase Agreement. Therefore, 
even if AED could show that the demolition agreement was part of the consideration for the 
Purchase Agreement, it still would not render the Purchase Agreement illegal. AED's argument 
is an exercise in futility. As the Court stated: "To buy into AED's argument, the Court would 
have to infer the demolition agreement formed the consideration of the purchase agreement." 
Order, p. 10. The Court is unable to make such an inference since there are absolutely no facts 
l;JefQr~ th~ Co\Ut to S\m:gon it. The only r.vinr.nr.r: hr.fnrn thP. r.n11rt ic; 1'hAt thf" Pnrrh~H:P 
Agreement was entered before the demolition agreement, was never terminated, and was always 
to be separate from the demolition agreement. The Court's analysis was correct and AED's 
motion should be denied. 
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2. AED misconstrues the facts and holding of Quiring v. Quiring 
AED relentlessly relies upon Quiring v. Quiring, 130 Idaho 560, 944 P.2d 695 (1997) as 
support for its contention that if any part of an agreement is illegal, it renders the entire 
agreement illegal. That is not the holding of Quiring. 
The Court set forth a good summary of the facts in Quiring in its Order, so KDC will not 
restate those facts here. AED argues that consideration for the quitclaim deed in Quiring 
consisted of $800 which was in addition to the separate illegal written agreement. As such, AED 
claims the Quiring Court determined that even though the quitclaim deed was a separate 
agreement supported by separate, and legal, consideration, it was unenforceable because it was 
also part of the consideration for the illegal written agreement. However, the only mention of the 
$800 to which AED so desperately clings was in one sentence that reads: "The deed listed 
$800.00 as the value received by Ron." 130 Idaho at 562, 944 P.2d at 697. The $800 was not 
even a factor in the Court's analysis. 
Rather, the Court found that "Ron's acquiescence in the quitclaim deed was supported by 
Lynn's acquiescence in the Agreement." /d., at 567, 702. In other words, the quitclaim deed 
was not a separate agreement supported by separate consideration; it was the consideration. In 
exchange for signing the written agreement, Lynn acquired property via the quitclaim deed. The 
Court held that "[o]btaining the transfer of property by a threat of arrest or exposure to hatred, 
contempt or ridicule is theft by extortion and violates I.C. § 18~2403." ld. A quitclaim deed 
transfers property ownership. The Court found that Lynn had illegally acquired the transfer of 
property, via the quitclaim deed, illegally by extortion. Therefore, the Court found the entire 
transaction illegal, and invalidated the quitclaim deed because it was acquired illegally. That is 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE TO AED, INC.'S MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
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not the situation before this Court and, accordingly, the Court correctly determined that Quiring 
is inapposite. 
CONCLUSION 
AED'o motion io untimely Ul\dor Rule SIJ(o) a!ld, for tko.t rctl!loft lllofte, ohould he domed. 
HnwP.vP.r, ~ven ~f the Co\rr.t entF.:rtains AE.D's motion. it is still not entWF.:r.l to thP. relief i.t seeks 
because the Court's previous analysis and decision was correct. AED failed to produce even a 
~;cintillll of evidtmll to nupport itn ~lltgCltion th~t th11 dtmolition Qgrt~rnent ww; oon~;i~erfltion for 
the Purchase Agreement. Yet, even if it could prove that allegation, it would not render the 
Purchase Agreement void or illegal because both agreements are divisible and supported by 
separate and distinct consideration. Therefore, the Court should still find the Purchase 
Agreement valid, KDC the owner of the Bridge, and deny AED's motion. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this /~ ~y of March, 2011. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
By~ -Randall L. Sc tz JJet:dmts ::V:::::u . .:, Lee Chald.os 
and Krystal Chaklos 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the £day of March, 2011, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
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Arttlur J:Slsttme 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
142.3 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 
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2( Telecopy 2081665-7290 
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,. 
John J. Burke 
ISB #4619; ijb@hallfarley.com 
Randy L. Schmitz 
ISB #5600; rls@halJfarley.com 
ZD! li·'1AR I 7 PM l: 39 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
Post Office Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
relephone: (208) 395-8500 
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585 
W:\4\4-715\plcadinss\Costs-HFOB·Reply .doe 
Attorneys for Defendants KDC Investments, LLC, Lee Chaldos and Krystal Chaklos 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Virginia LLC, 
and LEE CHAKLOS and KRYSTAL 
CHAKLOS, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV10-7217 
DEFENDANTS' REPLY IN 
SUPPORT OF VERIFIED 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND 
FEES 
Defendants, KDC Investments, LLC ("KDC"), Lee Chaklos and K.rystaJ Chaklos, by and 
through their counsel of record, Hall, FarJey, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A., and pursuant to Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 54, submits their Reply in Support of Verified Memorandum of Costs 
and Fees. 
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COSTS AND FEES 
A. Defendants are Entitled to Dis~:retionary Costs as This Case was Exteptional. 
It should be noted at the outset that Plaintiff does not dispute Defendants are the 
prevailing party in this matter. It only argues that there was nothlng "exceptional" about this 
case other than it was going to be litigated in a very compressed time frame. There are other 
factors that make this case exceptional and justify an award of discretionary costs. 
The award of discretionary costs is a matter left to the trial court's discretion. Roe v. 
Ha"is, 128 Idaho 569, 917 P.2d 403 (1996). "A trial court may, in its discretion, award a 
prevailing party certain costs where there has been 'a showing that the costs are necessary and 
exceptional, reasonably incurred, and should in the interests of justice be assessed against the 
adverse party.'" Hayden Lake Fire Prot. Dist. v. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 307,314, 109 P.3d 161, 168 
(2005) quoting J.RC.P. 54(d)(l)(D). An award of discretionary costs may include long distance 
phone calls; photocopying, faxes, and travel expenses. /d. The requirement that a cost be 
exceptional includes costs incurred because the nature of the case itself was exceptional. !d.; see 
also Great Plains Equip., Inc., v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 136 Idaho 466, 475, 36 P.3d 218, 
227 (2001)(discretionary costs were "exceptional given the magnitude and nature of the case.''). 
The magnitude and nature of this case make it exceptional. This case involved the 
ovvnership and right/obligation to demolish and remove a very large bridge that spans the Ohio 
River between Bellaire, Ohio, and Benwood, West Virginia. The bridge had been the subject of 
litigation in the Ohio federal court system for several years. The outcome of this case impacts 
more than just the parties involved; it impacts the City of Bellaire, the City of Benwood, the 
Ohio federal court proceedings, the U.S. Coast Guard, the companies (such as railroad 
DEFENDANTS' REPLY IN SUPPORT OF VERIFIED MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND 
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companies) which own land on the banks of the Ohio River, and the those companies and people 
who use the Ohio River for transportation. This also was not a simple breach of contract action. 
It involved a purchase and sale agreement, an alleged service agreement, allegations of 
fraudulent inducement, and the interrelatedness and enforceability of the two agreements. This 
case involved numerous legal issues including fraudulent inducement, breach of contract, 
illegality of contracts, application of the parol evidence ru.Je, injunctions, effect of administrative 
dissolution upon a party to a con1ract, right to rescission when a party fails to make a proper 
tender, right to specific perfonnance, effect of failing to obtain a West Virginia contractor's 
license, and title to the bridge. This case was not a usual case by any means. It was not 
discovery or fact intensive, but it involved numerous complex legal issues. The complexity of 
the legal issues combined with the aggressive trial schedule made this an exceptional case and 
justifies the award of discretionary costs to the defendants. 
B. The Attorney Fees Incurred by tbe Det'endants Were Reasonable and 
Netessary Given the Nature of the Case. 
Plaintiff objects to the amount of fees incurred by the Defendants because it claims this 
was a simple breach of contract/fraud case. As explained above, this was not a simple case. It 
involved numerous, complex legal issues which needed to be researched and competently 
briefed. As the Defendants pointed out in their Verified Memorandum of Costs and Fees, 
between August 23, 2010, and the Court's summary judgment decision on January 31, 2011, 
there were fifteen (15) pleadings and motions filed. Since that time, Plaintiff has filed a motion 
to reconsider the Court's summary judgment decision, which the Court found was utterly 
baseless, and a motion to amend the judgment. These motions required Defendants to conduct 
additional research and file responsive briefing, including motions to strike objectionable 
DEFENDANTS' REPLY IN SUPPORT OF VERJFIED MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND 
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evidenee Plaintiff attempted to introduce. Plaintiff complains that the Defendants' fees are 
excessive, but Plaintiffs motion practice directly impacted the amount of fees incurred. 
Considering the extent of the motion practice involved in this case and the complexity of the 
legal issues, the amol.Ult of fees incurred by the Defendants was reasonable and necessary. 
C. Partitular Attorney Fees ChaUenged. 
Plaintiff challenges certain fees incurred in particular. It challenges all travel expenses 
incurred. As set forth above, this was an exceptional ease and travel expenses are properly 
awarded in an exceptional case. 
Plaintiff also challenges fees incurred by a second attorney, Mr. Comstock. Assistance of 
a second attorney was necessary to assist with trial preparation given the extremely aggressive 
schedule and the difficulties Defendants were having obtaining depositions and discovery from 
I 
Plaintiff. Mr. Comstock was brought in to handle pretrial motions, brie:finej P.Xhihit~> ann jury 
instructions while Mr. Schmitz completed discovery which required travel away from the office. 
Given the aggressive schedule of this case, assistance with trial prepaxation was necessary and 
reasonable. 
Lastly, Plaintiff challenges time spent on a telephone conference between defense 
counsel and Defendants on the grounds this conversation should have already occurred. What 
Plaintiff fails to understand is that this conversation could not have occurred until all documents 
had been produced in discovery. After all documents had been produced, a detailed timeline of 
events and email communications was prepared. The challenged conversation was about the 
documents produced, the timeline of events, and in preparation for trial which was less than a 
month away. This telephone conversation was necessary and reasonable. 
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CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing, Defendants respectfully request the Court award them costs 
and fees in this matter as outlined in their Verified Memorandum of Costs and Fees. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this /1~ay of March, 2011. 
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT 
& BLANTON, P.A. 
By __ ~~~~~~~-----------­Rand L. S 
Defendants C Investments, LLC, Lee Chaklos 
and Krystal Chaklos 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _jJ_ ~ay of March, 2011, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
Arthur Bistline 
Bistline Law, PLLC 
1423 N. Government Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy 2081665-7290 
Email arthurmoonevbjstline@me.com 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM8 c .,23/2011 Page 1 of2 
Description CV 2010-7217 AED vs. KDC 20110323 Motion to Alter or Amend 
CV 2010-7217 AED vs KDC 20110323 Motion for Attys fees and costs 
Judge Mitchell C{)trywJJ$MlL~ Court Reporter Julie Foland Clerk Jeanne Cla~:-~sen 
o=;tel~ Location 111 K-COURTROOM8 
Time ~ker Note 
02:53:31 PM Calls case - Mr. Schmitz present telephonically; Mr. Bistline 
Judge present in court room. Motion to alter or amend and motion for 
attys fees and costs. 
02:54:07 PM Prevailing party allows us fees and costs. Entitled to discretionary 
Mr. costs. Not a usual breach of contract. Issues involving 
Schmitz counterclaims and other issues that needed to be briefed. Entitled 
to attys fees. Attorneys fees incurred for fees are reasonable 
02:55:50 PM Mr. I adequately responded to request for fees and costs. Bistline 
02:56:04 PM Motion to alter or amend. Issue if one contract has to do with 
another during Summary Judgment. Blast agreement and sales 
contract were done at same time. At issue one was material to 
another. Self serving affidavits. This is a jury case and jury 
Mr. decides whether or not AED would sell bridge if they weren't able 
Bistline to destroy it. These contracts were done on same day. Contract isn't subject to statute of frauds. They have a contractors license 
now. KDC is still under obligation to hire them. Agreements are 
related. They brought legality of blasting contract. I'm not trying to 
pull a fast. If illegal than jury has to decide. Court can say 
incorrect and reverse decision and set it for trial. 
03:01:57 PM This motion is untimely. 14 days within entry of judgment. 20 days 
after entry of judgment and barred. Demolition agreement is 
seperate from purchase agreement. They are wrong factually and 
legally. Neither e-mail states purchase agreement was 
terminated. They granted extension. No genuine issue of material 
Mr. fact. Proevidence rule. 2 agreements can be seperated as legal 
Schmitz portion. Legal agreement is enforceable even though one is illegal. Hill vs. Shull. AED hasn't cited any case in support of their 
argument. Purchase agreement is seperatable from demolition 
agreement are seperate and unrelated. Mr. Kelly testified in depo 
that purchase and demol agreement were to be always seperate. 
Never alleged breach of contract for oral agreement in their 
complaint. They can only agrue what they allege. 
03:09:48 PM Mr. Filed 14 days after 14 days of memorandum decision and order. 
Bistline What is standard for determination. Would one be in exhisitance 
without other. 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Petitioner/Plaintiff, 
VS. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC a Virginia 
LLC, and LEE CHAKLOS and 
KRYSTAL CHAKLOS, individually 
Respondents/Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SUPREME COURT 
CASE NO. 38603-2011 
KOOTENAI COUNTY CASE NO. 
CV 2010-7217 
I, Clifford T. Hayes, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State ofIdaho, in and for 
the County of Kootenai, do hereby certifY that the above and foregoing record in the above entitled cause 
was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true, full and correct record of the pleadings and 
documents under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
I further certifY that no exhibits were offered in this case. 
I certifY that the Attorneys for the Petitioner and Respondents were notified that the Clerk's Record was 
complete and ready to be picked up, or if the attorney is out oftown, the copies were mailed by U.S. mail, 
postage prepaid on the 8th day of September, 2011. 
I do further certifY that the Clerk's Record will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court. 
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at Kootenai County, 
Idaho this 8th day of September, 2011. 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
AED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
Petitioner/Plaintiff, 
VS. 
KDC INVESTMENTS, LLC a Virginia 
LLC, and LEE CHAKLOS and 
KRYSTAL CHAKLOS, individually 
Respondents/Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SUPREME COURT 
CASE NO. 38603-2011 
KOOTENAI COUNTY CASE NO. 
CV 2010-7217 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Clifford T. Hayes, Clerk ofthe District Court ofthe First Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I have personally 
served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to each of the 
Attorneys of record in this cause as follows: 
ARTHURM. BISTLINE 
1423 N Government Way 
Coeur D'Alene, ID 83814 
JOHN J. BURKE and 
RANDALL L. SCHMITZ 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have unto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this 8th day of September, 2011. 
